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Annual Atwood Bibliography 2019 

 

Ashley Thomson and Shoshannah Ganz 
 
This year’s bibliography, like its predecessors, is comprehensive but not complete. References that we 
have uncovered that were not available have not been included. On the other hand, citations from past 
years that were missed in earlier bibliographies appear in this one, so long as they are accessible. 
Those who would like to examine earlier bibliographies may now access them full-text, starting in 
2007, in Laurentian University’s Institutional Repository. 
 
The current bibliography will be embargoed until the 2020 edition is available. Of course, members of 
the Society may access all available versions of the Bibliography on the Society’s website since all 
issues of the Margaret Atwood Studies Journal appear there. 
 
Users will also note a significant number of links to the full text of items are referenced, and all were 
active when tested on 1 August 2020. That said-and particularly in the case of Atwood's commentary 
and opinion pieces-the bibliography also reproduces much (if not all) of what is available online, since 
what is accessible now may not be obtainable in the future. Since 2016, there has also been a change in 
editing practice-instead of copying and pasting authors’ abstracts, we have modified some to ensure 
greater clarity. 
 
This year’s edition was, of course, compiled during the pandemic, which made the use of interlibrary 
loan impossible. The good news, however, is that many of the references in it have been accessible 
over the Internet; those that have not been accessible in this way will appear in a future edition. 
 
One final point—this year we have reformatted both the Quotations and the Book Review sections, 
organizing entries by author. We trust that as a result, they will be easier to find the full-text of the 
reference. 
 
Our thanks to Karma Waltonen, editor of this journal as well as various scholars who helped us with 
citing their own works. 
 
As always, we would appreciate that any corrections to this year's edition or contributions to the 2020 
edition be sent to athomson@laurentian.ca or shganz@grenfell.mun.ca.  
 
We would also appreciate any comments you may have on this year’s edition—contents or 
organization. The goal is to be useful to Atwood scholars and anything that impedes that goal will be 
changed. 

Atwood’s Works 

 
“1983: Toronto: Means to an End.” Lapham’s Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, pp. 89-91. 
 
 “Happy Endings” under a different title. 
 
“Afghan Women’s Voices Must Be Heard in Us-Taliban Peace Talks.” The Guardian, 26 February 

2019, Online. Atwood, along with other authors pen open letter. 
 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/26/afghan-womens-voices-

must-be-heard-in-us-taliban-peace-talks.  
 

https://zone.biblio.laurentian.ca/simple-search?query=atwood
mailto:athomson@laurentian.ca
mailto:shganz@grenfell.mun.ca
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/26/afghan-womens-voices-must-be-heard-in-us-taliban-peace-talks
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/26/afghan-womens-voices-must-be-heard-in-us-taliban-peace-talks
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“Afterword.” Imperium by Ryszard Kapuściński. Granta, 2019, pp. 333-337.  
 
 The Afterword was originally published in 2007 but never made it into the Bibliography of that 

and succeeding years. 
 
Al-Saffāḥ al-aʻmá [The Blind Assassin]. Riwayāt, 2019. Arabic translation of The Blind Assassin. 
 
Alias Grejs [Alias Grace]. Translated by Kristina Dimkova, Begemot, 2018. Macedonian translation of 

Alias Grace. 

 
Aus Neugier und Leidenschaft: Gesammelte Essays [Curious Pursuits—Occasional Writing 1970-

2005]. Translated by Claudia Max and Ina Pfizner Christiane Buchner, Berlin Verlag, 2017. 
First German translation of Curious Pursuits—Occasional Writing 1970-2005. 2005. 

 
The Blind Assassin. Virago, 2019. First published by Bloomsbury in 2000. 
 
Boven water [Surfacing]. Translated by Aris J van Braam, Prometheus, 2019. Dutch translation of 

Surfacing first published in 1979. 
 
“Cassandra Declines the Gift.” Cutting Edge: New Stories of Mystery and Crime by Women Writers, 

edited by Joyce Carol Oates, Akashic Books, 2019, pp. 222-223. Poem. 

 
Cat’s Eye. Virago, 2019. Reprint of 1988 ed. 
 
C’est le coeur qui lâche en dernier [The Heart Goes Last]. Translated by Michèle Albaret-Maatsch, 

Laffont, 2018. First French translation of The Heart Goes Last. Also available as an audio book 
and in Braille. 

 
“Child Harold.” Journal of Neurogenetics, vol. 32, no. 3, pp. 131-133. On her older brother. 
 
Chŭngŏndŭl [The Testaments]. Translated by Sŏn-hyŏng Kim, Hwanggŭm Kaji, 2019. First Korean 

translation of The Testaments. 
 
The Complete Angel Catbird. Dark Horse Books, 2018. Story by Margaret Atwood; art by Johnnie 

Christmas; colors by Tamra Bonvillain; letters by Nate Piekos of Blambot. Collection of Angel 
Catbird volumes 1-3. 

 
“Crow Funeral.” Audubon, 25 November 2019, Online. Poem. 
 
 Alert! Alert! 
 A crow has pecked the dirt 
 and lies in mud and grass, 
 eye slitted, slack 
 wing, curled claw, 
 heart inert. 
 
 Who did it? There’s no blood! 
 Where is the lethal shadow? 
 What poison, stone, or arrow? 
 We flap and shout: 
 Danger! Danger! 
 Raw! Raw! 
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 But danger from what? 
 
 Come all ye crows! 
 Come gather in the trees 
 to mourn and rage! 
 
 Ruffle your sleek black feathers! 
 Chant our crow dirge, 
 both requiem and roar 
 of our baffled army! 
 
 Raw! Raw! From every angry bill! 
 O Death, silent foe, 
 invisible as a wormy smell — 
 
 War! War! 
 If we could only see you 
 we’d kill and kill. 
 
 Available from: https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-

everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not.  
  
Czarci pomiot [Hag-Seed]. Translated by Łukasz Witczak, Wydawnictwo Dolnośląskie, 2018. First 

Polish translation of Hag-Seed. 

 
“Das Bleizeitalter” [“The Age of Lead”]. Kanada fürs Handgepäck, edited by Anke Caroline Burger. 

Unionsverlag, 2018, pp. 7-26. German translation of “The Age of Lead” by Charlotte Franke 
originally published in Tipps für die Wildnis: Zwei Storys [Wilderness Tips], 2003. 

 
Das Herz kommt zuletzt Roman [The Heart Goes Last]. Translated by Monika Baark, München Piper, 

2018. German translation of The Heart Goes Last first published in 2017. 

 
De Maddaddam-trilogie [The MaddAddam Trilogy]. Translated by Tinke Davids, Pseud. Van C.E. 

Van Amerongen-Van Straten and Lidwien Biekmann, Prometheus, 2019. First Dutch 
translation of The MaddAddam Trilogy. 

 
De testamenten [The Testaments]. Translated by Lidwien Biekmann, Prometheus, 2019. First Dutch 

translation of The Testaments. 
 
Deklina zgodba [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Miriam Drev and Sanda Šukarov, Mladinska 

knjiga, 2019. Slovenian translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1990. 
 
Den blinde mördaren [The Blind Assassin]. Translated by Ulla Danielsson, Norstedts, 2019. Swedish 

translation of The Blind Assassin first published in 2000. 
 
Den blinde Morder: Roman [The Blind Assassin]. Translated by Lisbeth Møller-Madsen. Lindhardt 

og Ringhof, 2019. Danish translation of The Blind Assassin first published in 2002. 

 
Der Report der Magd [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Helga Pfetsch, Piper Verlag, 2019. 

German translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1987. 
 

https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
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Die Zeuginnen: Roman [The Testaments]. Translated by Monika Baark. Berlin Verlag, 2019. First 
German translation of The Testaments. 

 
El cuento de la criada [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Elsa Mateo Blanco, Narrativa 

Salamandra, 2019. Spanish translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1987. 
 
“[Extract].” The Guardian, 4 September 2019, Section: Books, Online. From The Testaments. (3409 

w.).  
 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/the-testaments-by-

margaret-atwood-read-the-exclusive-first-extract. 
 
“Fatal Light Awareness.” Audubon, 25 November 2019, Online. Poem. 
 
 A thrush crashed into my window: 
 one lovely voice the less 
 killed by glass as mirror— 
 
 a rich magician’s illusion of trees— 
 and by my laziness: 
 Why didn’t I hang the lattice? 
 
 Up there in the night air 
 among the highrises, music dies 
 as you fire up your fake sunrises: 
 your light is the birds’ last darkness. 
 
 All over everywhere 
 their feathers are falling— 
 warm, not like snow— 
 though melting away to nothing. 
 
 We are a dying symphony. 
 No bird knows this, 
 but us—we know 
 
 what our night magic does. 
 Our dark light magic. 
 
 Available from: https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-

everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not.  
 
“Fatal Light Awareness.” Bringing Back the Birds: Exploring Migration and Preserving Birdscapes 

throughout the Americas, by the American Bird Conservancy, Braided River, 2019, p. 9. Poem.  
 
 “Fear of Birds.” Audubon, 25 November 2019, Online. Poem. 
 
 You said he was afraid of birds? 
 How could that be? 
 Someone so tall? 
 
 It wasn’t the augury. 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/the-testaments-by-margaret-atwood-read-the-exclusive-first-extract
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/the-testaments-by-margaret-atwood-read-the-exclusive-first-extract
https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
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 Maybe the metal voices, 
 gold, silver, zinc. 
 A jingling, a scream, a scrape. 
 Or a dripping sound in the dry forest. 
 Tink. Tink. Tink. Tink. 
 Not to be confused with singing. 
 
 Or the close-up craziness of the eyes: 
 yellow, red, not cozy. 
 Inside that skull you’re not even a thought. 
 
 Wings of some sort. Like those of angels, 
 angels with claws. 
 Maybe that’s it. 
 A rustling, like thin paper. 
 Then feathers over the nose and mouth. 
 Muffled. A white smothering. 
 
 You said he was afraid of snow? 
 Much the same thing. 
 
 Available from: https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-

everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not.  
 
“Feather.” Audubon, vol. 121, no. 4. Poem.  
 
 One by handfuls the feathers fell. 
 Windsheer, sunbleach, owlwar, 
 some killer with a shotgun, 
 
 who can tell? 
 But I found them here on the quasi-lawn— 
 I don’t know whose torn skin— 
 
 a splayed calligraphy of plumes, 
 remains of a god that melted 
 too near the moon. 
 
 A high flyer once, 
 as we all were. 
 Every life is a failure 
 
 at the last hour, 
 the hour of dried blood. 
 But nothing, we like to think, 
 
 is wasted, so I picked up one from the slaughter, 
 sharpened and split the quill, 
 hunted for ink, 
 
 and drew this poem 
 with you, dead bird. 

https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
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 With your spent flight, 
 
 with your fading panic, 
 with your eye spiralling down, 
 with your night. 
 
 Available from: https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-

everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not. 
 
“Foreword.” A Queer Love Story: The Letters of Jane Rule and Rick BéBout, edited by Marilyn 

Schuster, UBC Press, 2017, pp. ix-xii.  
 
 The book chronicles the poignant, incisive exchanges and intimate friendship that developed 

between Jane Rule, lesbian novelist and essayist, and Rick Bébout, gay journalist and 
activist. Atwood first met Rule in 1964 after arriving in Vancouver to teach in the English 
Department at the University of British Columbia. 

 
“Gabrielle Roy.” Cahiers franco-canadiens de l’Ouest, vol. 20, no. 2, 2018, pp. 333-357. 
 
 Originally published in English as a chapter in Pratt, André and Jonathan Kay, editors. 

Legacy: How French Canadians Shaped North America. McClelland & Stewart, 2016. 
 
Gileads døtre [The Testaments]. Translated by Inger Gjelsvik and Bjørn Alex Herrman, Lindhardt og 

Ringhof, 2019. First Danish translation of The Testaments. 
 
Gileads döttrar [The Testaments]. Translated by Inger Johansson, Norstedts, 2019. First Swedish 

translation of The Testaments. 
 
God potopa [The Year of the Flood]. Translated by T. Borovikovoĭ, Eksmo, 2019. Russian translation 

of The Year of the Flood first published in 2011. 
 
Graine de sorcière [Hag-Seed]. Translated by Michèle Albaret-Maatsch, Robert Laffont, 2019. First 

French translation of Hag-Seed. 
 
“‘Greetings, Earthlings! What Are These Human Rights of Which You Speak?’” The World as It Is: In 

the Eyes of Margaret Atwood, Wole Soyinka, Ai Weiwei, Nexus Institute, s.p.  
 
 Reproduction of Atwood speech delivered at the 2018 Nexus Conference [in Amsterdam], “The 

Battle between Good and Evil.” Her talk is available on YouTube at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo3eqXUaEm4. This bound hardcover volume contains 
the text not only of Margaret Atwood’s lecture but an essay by Nobel Prize winner Wole 
Soyinka and the Nexus lecture by Ai Weiwei. The book is available for ordering from: 
https://nexus-instituut.nl/publication/the-world-as-it-is/. 

 
The Handmaid’s Tale. Narrated by Elisabeth Moss et al., Bolinda Audio, 2019. Audiobook. 
 
Hao gu tou [Good Bones]. Translated by Huiyi Bao, He nan da xue chu ban she, 2019. Chinese 

translation of Good Bones originally published in 2009. 
 
Hē allē gkreïs [Alias Grace]. Translated by Augoustos Kortō, Psychogios, 2019. Greek translation of 

Alias Grace. 
 

https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo3eqXUaEm4
https://nexus-instituut.nl/publication/the-world-as-it-is/
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Hē historia tēs therapainidas [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Augoustos Kortō, Psychogios, 
2018. Greek translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1985. 

  
Het Verhaal van de Dienstmaagd [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Gerrit de Blaauw, 

Prometheus, 2018. Dutch translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1987. 
 
Ḥikāyat al-jārīyah [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Ahmed Al Ali, Rewayat (Kalimat Group), 

2019. First Arabic translation of The Handmaid’s Tale. 
 
Hongsuŭi hae [The Year of the Flood]. Translated by So-yŏng Yi, Minŭmsa, 2019. First Korean 

translation of The Year of the Flood 
 
I testamenti [The Testaments]. Translated by Guido Calza, Ponte alle Grazie, 2019. First Italian 

translation of The Testaments. 
 
Kamienne posłanie [The Stone Mattress]. Translated by Pawel Lipszyc, Wielka Litera, 2019. First 

Polish translation of The Stone Mattress. 
 
Kattenoog [Cat’s Eye]. Translated by Gerrit de Blaauw, Prometheus, 2018. Dutch translation of Cat’s 

Eye originally published in 2001. 
 
Kuraki me no Ansatsusha [The Blind Assassin]. Translated by Yukiko Kōnosu, Hayakawashobō, 2019. 

Japanese translation of The Blind Assassin first published in 2002. 
 
La femme comestible [The Edible Woman]. Translated by Michèle Albaret-Maatsch, Robert Laffont, 

2018. French translation of The Edible Woman first published in 1984. 
 
La Servante écarlate [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Sylviane Rué, Robert Laffont, 2019. 

French translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1987. 
 
La Voleuse d’hommes [The Robber Bride]. Translated by Anne Rabinovitch, Robert Laffont, 2019. 

French translation of The Robber Bride first published in 1993. 
 
L’assassino cieco [The Blind Assassin]. Translated by Raffaella Belletti, TEA, 2019. Italian translation 

of The Blind Assassin first published in 2005. 
 
Les Testaments [The Testaments]. Translated by Michèle Albaret-Maatsch, Robert Laffont, 2019. 

First French translation of The Testaments. 
 
L’Odyssée de Pénélope [The Penelopiad]. Translated by Lori Saint-Martin and Paul Gagné, Boréal, 

2019. French translation of The Penelopiad first published in 2005. 
 
“Lonely.” Kaws: Companionship in the Age of Loneliness, edited by Simon Maidment, National 

Gallery of Victoria. 2019, pp. 289-290, 295, 298, 301.  
 
 Original essay. The breaks in the paging consist of photos of the artist’s work. [Ed note. This 

may be difficult to obtain until Atwood republishes it. Email athomson@laurentan.ca for a 
pdf]. 

 
Los testamentos [The Testaments]. Translated by Eugenia Vázquez Nacarino, Salamandra, 2019. First 

Spanish translation of The Testaments. 
 

mailto:athomson@laurentan.ca
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Mang yan ci ke [The Blind Assassin]. Translated by Yongan Liang, Jiu ge fa xing, 2018. Chinese 
translation of The Blind Assassin first published in 2002. 

 
“Margaret Atwood.” The Big Issue Presents Letter to My Younger Self: 100 Inspiring People on the 

Moments That Shaped Their Lives, edited by Jane Graham, Blink, 2019, pp. 305-308. 
 
 Originally published 31 October 2016. In section on aging. 
 
“Margaret Atwood Has Nominated the 12 Women Who Are Shaping Our Future; Writing Exclusively 

for Style, Margaret Atwood Nominates the People She Believes in and Explains How They’re 
Fighting for a Better World—from the Unsung Heroines of Climate Science to the Women 
Tackling ‘Mom Shaming.’” The Times, 7 September 2019, Section: Style, p. 30, 31.  

 
 Excerpt: Our era is like no other in historical times. There have been crises before, but they 

were localised; the climate crisis is global. A hotter Earth means more fires, more and worse 
floods, stronger hurricanes; it means the spread of diseases; it means smaller harvests, food 
and water shortages, and the unrest and wars that follow. 

 
 Women are damaged disproportionately by social chaos, yet the kind of leadership and holistic 

thinking they can provide is more necessary than ever if the human race is to survive and 
thrive. However, this moment has also thrown up a daunting number of totalitarian-leaning 
political movements that promise a fantasy of the past. Though these movements have varied 
ideologies, they have one thing in common: they all wish to force women back into the 
unnaturally cramped spaces from which they’ve so recently emerged. 

 
 These women of the future are leaders across a wide range of disciplines—from environmental 

politics, to women’s rights, to communications, to the arts. They all have strong voices; they’ve 
all taken on difficult challenges; they’re all smart, talented and tough-minded. 

 
 “Roll up your sleeves, girls,” my aunts used to say when there was hard work to be done. These 

women are rolling up their sleeves. 
 
 Greta Thunberg from Sweden is the founder of School Strike for Climate, the global youth 

movement that may well be the political tipping point older environmentalists have been 
seeking. As Naomi Klein has said, mainstream politics doesn’t change unless large social 
movements push. Listen up, politicos: these kids will soon be voting. @GretaThunberg. 

 Katharine Hayhoe is an unusual combination: a Christian climate scientist. Her most 
important skirmishes have been with climate-deniers of her own faith. The church could be a 
major lever in the fight for a viable planet, should its members choose to demonstrate their 
faith by loving their neighbour’s air, water and earth. @KHayhoe. 

 Katrina Spade is the Seattle-based founder of the ecological end-of-life service Recompose, 
which is set to be launched in 2020. What to do with ourselves post-breath? Conventional 
methods take up land or burn fossil fuels. With Recompose, the process is gentle, the 
emissions minimal, the setting tasteful, the result a contribution to the biosphere. Sign me up! 
@recomposelife.  

 Yasmeen Hassan is the courageous and dedicated global executive director of Equality Now, 
working to change laws that discriminate against women and girls. Creating fair laws isn’t 
everything, but once laws are improved and enforced in a given country, being a woman in that 
country becomes a little less dangerous. (Read her What She Said on starting over.) 
@YasmeenHassan7. 

 Mia Kirshner is a founder of online platform Rosa, which, in the wake of #MeToo, Will bring 
together reporting bodies for workplace sexual harassment in one place. Fully developed, it 
will provide a one-stop shop for sexual abuse reporting and work with employers to help tackle 
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the policies and cultures that allowed harassment to happen in the first place. It will launch in 
Canada in 2020 and is set to roll out in other countries too. @msmiakirshner. 

 Esi Edugyan is only the third writer to have won the Scotiabank Giller Prize twice. Both of 
her major novels have been shortlisted for the Booker. She writes about black characters, but 
not exclusively: in her work, people unlike us may limit and oppress us, but they may also aid 
and enlarge us. @EsiEdugyan. 

 Candy Palmater is a Mi’kmaq stand-up comedian, actor, columnist, LGBTQ activist, radio 
host and television presence “raised by bikers” who trained as a lawyer and kicks down 
assumptions. She is part of a growing wave of indigenous Canadian writers, actors and media 
folk, and is as intersectional as it gets. She suffers no fools. @TheCandyShow.  

 Sarah Lacy is a rare female Silicon Valley entrepreneur. Known for the PandoDaily, reporting 
on developments in tech, she also began calling out abusive behaviour by the tsars of the new 
industries. Recently she launched Chairman Mom, a platform combating, among other things, 
“mom shaming”, the online bullying of working mothers. @sarahcuda.  

 Laura Jones and Heather McDaid of Scotland founded alternative press 404 Ink when 
they were under 30. Their motto is “Publishing loudly”, and they launched with Nasty Women, 
a loud book. 404 Ink has won the Saltire Society Emerging Publisher of the Year and has 
received Scottish Edge business awards. More loud publishing ahead! @laurafjones, 
@heathermmcd.  

 Amanda Brugel fell in love with The Handmaid’s Tale as a student, then played the role of 
Rita in the MGM-Hulu series—which has become an international protest symbol. I chose 
Amanda to represent the dedication, verve and courage of the entire team: for all of them, it’s 
not just a show. @amandabrugel.  

 Katie Paterson is a Scottish artist who dreamt up the Future Library in Norway. While a 
forest grows, each year a writer will donate a secret manuscript. In a hundred years the 
manuscripts will be printed on the paper made from the forest. Thus library, forest and readers 
will still exist. So hopeful! @ktmpaterson. 

 
Mich’in Adam [MaddAddam]. Translated by Yi So-yŏng omkim, Minŭmsa, 2019. First Korean 

translation of MaddAddam. 
 
“Midway Island Albatross Carcase.” Audubon, 25 November 2019, Online. Poem. 

 
 Inside the barebones 
 ribs it’s all bright colour: 
 a tag a ribbon 
 a failed balloon 
 a strip of silver foil 
 a spring a wheel a coil 
 
 What should have been there 
 inside the sad bag 
 of wispy feathers, 
 inside the dead bird child? 
 
 It should have been the fuel 
 for wings, it should have been 
 upsoaring over a clean sea; 
 not this glittering mess, 
 this festering nestwork. 
 
 Available from: https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-

everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not. 

https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not
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Moving Targets: Writing with Intent, 1982-2004. A List, 2019. Reissue of 2004 book with new 

introduction by Jeet Heer and a new essay on Toni Morrison’s Beloved. 
 
Muzhchina i zhenshchina v ėpokhu dinozavrov [Life before Man]. Translated by T. Borovikovoĭ, 

E ̇ksmo, 2019. Russian translation of Life Before Man first published in 2005. 
 
Neuf contes: nouvelles [The Stone Mattress]. Translated by Patrick Dusoulier, Robert Laffont, 2019. 

French translation of The Stone Mattress first published in 2018. 
 
Nueve cuentos malvados [The Stone Mattress]. Translated by Victoria Alonso Blanco, Ediciones 

Salamandra, 2019. First Spanish translation of The Stone Mattress. 
 
O conto da criada [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Celia Recarey Rendo and Carlos Valdés 

García, Irmás Cartoné, 2019. Galician translation of The Handmaid’s Tale, first published in 
1985. 

 
Ona zhe Greĭs [Alias Grace]. Translated by Valeriĭ Nugatov, Izdatelʹstvo “Ė”, 2018. Russian 

translation of Alias Grace. 
 
Oriksŭ wa K’ŭReik’ŭ [Oryx and Crake]. Translated by Ch’a Ŭn-jŏng omkim, Minŭmsa. First Korean 

translation of Oryx and Crake. 
 
Orjattaresi [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Matti Kannosto, Tammi, 2019. Finnish translation 

of The Handmaid’s Tale, first published in 1986. 
 
“The Ottawa River by Night “Women & Environments International Magazine, vol. 100/101, 

Summer/Fall 2019, p. 45.  
  
 Reprint of poem in support of the Chief Harry St Denis Scholarship for Indigenous 

Environmental Students. https://indspire.ca/chief-st-denis.   
 
 Available from: https://words-end-here.livejournal.com/47226.html.  
 
“Passports.” Cutting Edge: New Stories of Mystery and Crime by Women Writers, edited  
 by Joyce Carol Oates, Akashic Books, 2019, p. 219. Poem. 
 
Payback: Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth. Anansi, 2019. First published in 2008. Updated with 

a new introduction, pp. ix-xiv. 
 
The Penelopiad. Grove, 2019. Republication of 2004 title. 
 
Pozhiratelʹnit︠s ︡a grekhov [Dancing Girls]. Translated by S Chulkova, Izdatelʹstvo “Ė”, 2019. Russian 

translation of Dancing Girls first published in 2005. 
 
Rasskaz Sluzhanki [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by A Gryzunova, Izdatel’stvo Eksmo, 2019. 

Russian translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 2007. 
 
The Robber Bride. Virago, 2019. Reprint of 1993 edition. 
 
Shiwegchnij ülger [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by L Gėrėlmaa, Monsudar, 2019. First  
 Mongolian translation of The Handmaid’s Tale. 

https://indspire.ca/chief-st-denis
https://words-end-here.livejournal.com/47226.html
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“Siren Brooding on Her Eggs.” Cutting Edge: New Stories of Mystery and Crime by Women Writers, 

edited by Joyce Carol Oates, Akashic Books, 2019, pp. 214-215. Poem. 
 
“Spider Signatures.” Cutting Edge: New Stories of Mystery and Crime by Women Writers,  
 edited by Joyce Carol Oates, Akashic Books, 2019, pp. 220-221. Poem. 
 
Testamenti [The Testaments]. Translated by Uroš Kalčič, Mladinska knjiga, 2019. First Slovenian 

translation of The Testaments. 
 
The Testaments. Penguin Books, 2019. Also published: Chatto & Windus, Nan A. Talese/Doubleday 

and McClelland & Stewart. 
 
 “More than fifteen years after the events of The Handmaid’s Tale, the theocratic regime of the 

Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on power, but there are signs it is beginning to rot from 
within. At this crucial moment, the lives of three radically different women converge, with 
potentially explosive results. Two have grown up as part of the first generation to come of age 
in the new order. The testimonies of these two young women are joined by a third: Aunt 
Lydia. Her complex past and uncertain future unfold in surprising and pivotal ways. With The 
Testaments, Atwood opens up the innermost workings of Gilead, as each woman is forced to 
come to terms with who she is, and how far she will go for what she believes.” (Publisher). 

 
The Testaments [Sound Recording]. Read by Margaret Atwood, Bryce Dallas Howard, Derek Jacobi, 

Ann Dowd, Mae Whitman and Tantoo Cardinal. Bolinda Audio, 2019. 1 audio disc (MP3 CD) 
(13 hr. 18 min.). 

 
“Thriller Suite.” Cutting Edge: New Stories of Mystery and Crime by Women Writers, edited by 

Joyce Carol Oates, Akashic Books, 2019, pp. 216-218. Poem originally published on Wattpad.  
 
“Time Capsule Found on the Dead Planet.” Words on the Edge: Extraction: Art on the Edge of the 

Abyss, edited by Peter Rutledge Koch, The CODEX Foundation, 2019, s.p.  
 
 Lyrical text, one of 26 that investigate extractive industry in all of its forms (from mining and 

drilling to the reckless exploitation of water, soil, trees, marine life, and other natural 
resources). The project attempts to expose and interrogate extraction’s negative social and 
environmental consequences, from the damage done to people, especially indigenous and 
disenfranchised communities, to ravaged landscapes and poisoned water to climate change 
and its many troubling implications. “Time Capsule Found on the Dead Planet” was first 
published in The Guardian in 2009: 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/sep/26/margaret-atwood-mini-science-fiction. 

 
 Document consists of 1 portfolio (2 sheets, 26 broadsides). May be ordered for US$3,500 from 

https://www.codexfoundation.org/extraction/words-on-the-edge.  
 
Tjenerindens fortælling [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Lisbeth Møller-Madsen, Lindhardt og 

Ringhof, 2019. Danish translation of The Handmaid’s Tale first published in 1986. 
 
Trois contes très racontables [A Trio of Tolerable Tales]. Translated by Michèle Albaret-Maatsch, 

Éditions Seghers, 2019. First French translation of A Trio of Tolerable Tales. 
 
“Under Her Eye.” Big Issue Australia, no. 576, 03-25 December 2018, p. 28. Atwood reflects on her 

teenage puppet enterprise, deciding to write a masterpiece—and boys.  

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/sep/26/margaret-atwood-mini-science-fiction
https://www.codexfoundation.org/extraction/words-on-the-edge
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 Available for purchase from: 

https://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=034774829184387;res=IELAPA.  
 
"Update on Werewolves.” Cutting Edge: New Stories of Mystery and Crime by Women Writers, 

edited by Joyce Carol Oates, Akashic Books, 2019, pp. 224-225. Poem original published on 
Wattpad. 

 
A Vak Bérgyilkos [The Blind Assassin]. Translated by Siklós Márta, Jelenkor, 2018. Hungarian 

translation of The Blind Assassin first published in 2003. 
 
Vedʹmino otrodʹe [Hag-Seed]. Translated by Tatʹi︠a︡na Pokidaeva, Izdatelʹstvo “Ė”, 2018. First Russian 

translation of Hag-Seed. 
 
Veha-lev holekh aharon [The Heart Goes Last]. Translated by Yaʻel Akhmon, Mahbarot le-sifrut, 

2019. First Hebrew edition of The Heart Goes Last. 
 
“Vote in the Name of Climate Change; Opinion.” Globe & Mail, 19 October 2019, Section: Opinion, p. 

11. 
 
 Excerpt: I’m a reader of mainstream newspapers. Whatever their foibles, at least we know 

where they stand. They must try to report accurately and check their facts on pain of being 
sued, so I tend to rely on what’s in them. But lately, reading about our upcoming election, I 
can’t quite believe my eyes. Has Conservative Leader Andrew Scheer been quoted correctly? 
He wants to build a “national energy corridor” from sea to sea, through which he’s going to 
“move oil, gas, hydro, telecommunications” and “other linear infrastructure?” It sounds so 
efficient! But we’ll be footing the bill, Fellow Taxpaying People, so maybe we’d better dig out 
our specs and read the fine print. 

 
 So wait a minute. You run the highly flammable hydrocarbons through the same 

pipelineshaped item as the “hydro,” which I guess means a lot of electrical wires. And 
alongside all of that you run “telecommunications,” which I guess means fibre optic cables or 
something similar? Sea to sea, and bingo, we’re connected. How unifying. Am I the only person 
thinking “One terrorist bomb and there goes the whole shebang?” And suppose the corridor is 
rendered bomb-proof along its entire 5,000 or so kilometres. 

 
 Who will control the off-on switch that regulates the flow—of gas and oil, of electricity, of 

digital information? Would that be a Darth-Vader-suited Energy Corridor Master in—let me 
guess—Alberta? While turning off the lights—not to mention the heat and the television—for 
some perceived transgression by, say, Ontario or Quebec, will this shadowy personage exclaim, 
“Bwa ha! Let those eastern bastards freeze in the dark!” Or worse: “Kiss my toe, craven 
Easterners, or no more Netflix for you!” Am I being paranoid? 

 
 Even if I am, how much will this thing cost and how long would it take to build? Mr. Scheer 

won’t tell us, most likely because he doesn’t know. A hundred billion, according to one 
estimate, and decades at the very least. Needless to say, we’ll have to rip up that pesky 
environmental legislation. That’s a given; premiers like Jason Kenney and Doug Ford have 
already done it. While you’re at it, any First Nations that stand in the way will have to be 
brushed aside; Mr. Scheer has already made it clear that he will not respect the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

 

https://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=034774829184387;res=IELAPA
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 Why would we wish to commit to this megalomaniac pipe dream? Because it will make us all 
rich? Because it will cure malepattern baldness? About the same hope of the former as of the 
latter. The dream of fabulous, everlasting wealth through fossil fuels is already receding, for 
the simple reason that the climate crisis is real. If allowed to proceed unchecked, and especially 
if the oceans die, thus cutting off our oxygen supply, it will doom the human race. More and 
more people in the financial world are recognizing that fact. According to Mark Carney, the 
governor of the Bank of England, industries that aren’t “part of the solution ... will be 
punished” and “companies that don’t adapt will go bankrupt without question.” And unless we 
start the global transition soon, that transition—when it comes—will be abrupt and could 
trigger a world financial collapse. Viewed from this perspective, Mr. Scheer’s Magic Drainpipe 
looks like a very expensive piece of obsolete technology. 

 
 That’s certainly the perspective the people of the huge international movement called 

Extinction Rebellion are taking. Their badge looks similar to an hourglass, and it means time is 
running out. They want politicians to get serious about reversing the bioplanetary crisis, and 
although some of them aren’t yet of voting age, they will be soon. They’ll be coming to a foyer 
or a roadway near you, soon. “But what about us?” Canadian adults ask. “We can vote, but who 
should we vote for? We don’t like any of them.” 

 
 I feel your pain. But we’re not crowning Miss Congeniality. We aren’t living in the land of Best. 

The most you can hope for is the least worst. So start at the bottom—the bottom being the one 
who denies there is even a problem—and work up from there. Vote for the party that knows 
there really is a climate crisis, that has even a semi-viable plan and that might actually win in 
your riding. You can’t afford to be squeamish. A while ago people were urging you to consider 
your grandkids, but things are moving faster. It’s not just your grandkids you need to worry 
about now. It’s you.  

  
 Available (after registration) from: https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-not-

sure-how-to-vote-start-with-the-parties-that-recognize-theres-a. 
 
Warbears. Dark Horse Books, 2019. Story by Atwood with Ken Steacy; artwork by Ken Steacy. 
 
Zai qi ta de shi jie: Ke huan xiao shuo yu ren lei xiang xiang [In Other Worlds: SF and the Human 

Imagination]. Translated by Houping Wu, He nan da xue chu ban she, 2018. First Chinese 
translation of In Other Worlds: SF and the Human Imagination. 

 
Zerʻa-raʻ: "Ha-Saʻarah" bi-levush hadash [Hag-Seed: William Shakespeare’s the Tempest Retold]. 

Translated by Mikhal Alfon, Modan, 2019. First Hebrew translation of Hag-Seed. 
 
Zui hou si wang de shi xin zang [The Heart Goes Last]. Translated by Shuwei Zou, He nan da xue chu 

ban she, 2019. Chinese translation of The Heart Goes Last, first published in 2017. 

 
Adaptations of Atwood’s Works 

 
Der Report der Magd: Graphic Novel von Renée Nault [The Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic 

Novel]. Translated by Ebi Naumann. Berlin Verlag, 2019. First German translation of The 
Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic Novel. Art and adaptation by Renée Nault. 

 
“Flying inside Your Own Body.” Choral Music (Secular) [Sound Recording]. Naxos Digital Services 

2018. Online. Choral version of Atwood poem (7 min. 39 sec.) The music was composed by 
John Gibson and performed by NOTUS, Indiana University’s Choir ensemble. 

 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-not-sure-how-to-vote-start-with-the-parties-that-recognize-theres-a
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-not-sure-how-to-vote-start-with-the-parties-that-recognize-theres-a
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The Handmaid's Tale [Film]. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019. 1 DVD-video (109 
minutes). Director of photography, Igor Luther; film editor, David Ray; music by Ryuichi 
Sakamoto; produced by Daniel Wilson; screenplay by Harold Pinter; directed by Volker 
Schlöndorff. Originally screened in 1990. 

 
The Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic Novel. McClelland & Stewart, 2019. Art and adaptation by Renée 

Nault. Also published by Jonathan Cape and Nan A. Talese, Doubleday. 
 
Het Verhaal van de Dienstmaagd [The Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic Novel]. Translated by Paul 

Syrier. Prometheus, 2019. First Dutch translation of The Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic 
Novel. Art and adaptation by Renée Nault.  

 
Sinyŏ Iyagi [The Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic Novel]. Translated by Sŏ-hŭi Chin. Hwanggŭm Kaji, 

2019. First Korean translation of The Handmaid's Tale: The Graphic Novel. Art and 
adaptation by Renée Nault. 

 

Quotations 
 
“[No Headline].” Aberdeen Press and Journal, 24 April 2019, Section: AGD, p. 28.  
 
 An Atwood quote amidst a random set of other quotes: “War is what happens when language 

fails.” 
 
“Face to Face with Paris Bennett: The Boy Who Murdered His Sister Just to Make His Mother Suffer.” 

New Zealand Herald, 23 June 2019, Section: News, Online.  
 
 Article on a psychopath who murdered his 4-year-old sister to get back at his mother quotes 

Atwood: Every single person walking around has it in him or her to commit murder. Margaret 
Atwood once wrote that “if we were all on trial for our thoughts, we would all be hanged.” 

 
 Available from: 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=12243142.  
 
“Quote of the Day.” The Gazette (Montreal), 24 May 2019, Section: City, p. A2.  
 
 “A voice is a human gift; it should be cherished and used, to utter fully human speech as 

possible. Powerlessness and silence go together.” From: Second Words: Selected Critical 
Prose. 

 
BIGGAR, Jeff. “Time Is Now to Have Your Say on Sidewalk Labs’ Bold Vision for Toronto.” Toronto 

Star, 28 July 2019, Section: Opinion, Online.  
 
 In a letter to the editor encouraging Torontonians to read Sidewalk Lab’s Master Innovation 

and Development Plan (MIDP) concerning the development of Toronto’s waterfront, “a real 
beach read at 1,500 plus pages,” Biggar, a university lecturer in city studies, quotes Atwood: In 
her poem, “city planners,” Margaret Atwood writes: “City planners .... scattered over 
unsurveyed territories, concealed from each other ... guessing directions, they sketch transitory 
lines rigid as wooden borders.”   

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2019/07/28/time-is-now-to-

have-your-say-on-sidewalk-labs-bold-vision-for-toronto.html.  
 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=12243142
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2019/07/28/time-is-now-to-have-your-say-on-sidewalk-labs-bold-vision-for-toronto.html
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2019/07/28/time-is-now-to-have-your-say-on-sidewalk-labs-bold-vision-for-toronto.html
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BURNS, John. “Margaret Atwood Has Given a […]; Comment Atticus John Burns.” The Sunday Times 
(London), 22 December 2019, Section: News, p. 7.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has given a shout-out to Irish author Caelainn Hogan on Twitter. 

Clearly she’s impressed by Hogan’s book Republic of Shame, about the Magdalene laundries, 
which she was given during a recent visit to Dublin. Atwood noted: “At least in The 
Handmaid’s Tale they value babies, mostly. Not so in the true stories here.” 

 
CHAMBERS, George. “Self Love Quotes: Inspirational Life Quotes to Empower, Boost Self Worth and 

Positivity: Because If You Don't Love Yourself, How Are You Going to Love Somebody Else?” 
London Evening Standard, 14 February 2019, Section: Lifestyle, Online.  

 
 An article including many celebrity quotes in honour of Valentine’s Day includes Atwood's 

“What am I living for and what am I dying for are the same question” taken from The Year of 
the Flood.  

 
 Available from: https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/empowering-inspirational-self-love-

quotes-boost-confidence-positive-thinking-a4063571.html.  
 
CHRISTENSEN, Lauren. “‘How We Weep for Our Beloved’: Writers and Thinkers Remember Toni 

Morrison: Generations of Authors, Editors and Other Artists and Luminaries Pay Tribute to 
‘the Greatest Chronicler of the American Experience That We Have Ever Known.’” New York 
Times, 6 August 2019, Online.  

 
 Atwood’s remarks: Toni Morrison was a giant of her times and ours. Her novel, Beloved, is a 

heartbreaking testimony to the ongoing ravages of slavery, and should be read by all. That her 
strong voice will now be missing in this age of the renewed targeting of minorities in the 
United States and elsewhere is a tragedy for the rest of us.  

 
 Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/06/books/remembering-toni-

morrison.html.  
 
DAWSON, Brian. “Thoughts on Nobility.” Forbes, vol. 202, no. 21, p. 112. 
 
 Column incudes random collection of the thoughts of various celebrities including Atwood, 

taken from In Other Worlds: SF and the Human Imagination: “We want to be envied. We 
want to be immortal. We want to be gods. But in addition, we want wisdom and justice. We 
want hope. We want to be good.” 

 
DRAKEFORD, Courtney. “Valentine’s Day 2019: Messages and Quotes to Share with Friends.” 

International Business Times, 13 February 2019, Section: Media & Culture, Online.  
 
 In honor of Valentine’s day, Drakeford compiled a list of V-Day quotes from BrainyQuote and 

ProFlowers and messages from American Greetings “that will surely make your pals feel 
special when Feb. 14 rolls around,” including Atwood’s famous: “The Eskimos had fifty-two 
names for snow because it was important to them: there ought to be as many for love.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.ibtimes.com/valentines-day-2019-messages-quotes-share-

friends-2762776.  
 
GOULD, Alex. “Imagination’s Role in the Fight against Climate Change.” State Press (Arizona State 

University), 20 November 2019, Section: News, p. 1.  
 

https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/empowering-inspirational-self-love-quotes-boost-confidence-positive-thinking-a4063571.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/empowering-inspirational-self-love-quotes-boost-confidence-positive-thinking-a4063571.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/06/books/remembering-toni-morrison.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/06/books/remembering-toni-morrison.html
https://www.ibtimes.com/valentines-day-2019-messages-quotes-share-friends-2762776
https://www.ibtimes.com/valentines-day-2019-messages-quotes-share-friends-2762776
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 The role of Joey Eschrich, program manager for the university’s Center for Science and the 
Imagination is to work with science fiction authors and, “create visions of the future that are 
not only inspiring and inclusive, but also grounded in real science and technology.” The 
initiative currently has a bi-annual publication called Everything Change. The title comes 
from a quote by Margaret Atwood, “I think calling it ‘climate change’ is rather limiting, I’d 
rather call it ‘the everything change.’” 

 
 Available from: https://www.statepress.com/article/2019/11/spmagazine-imagination-

climate-change.  
 
PRETTYMAN, Cord. “Fit and Healthy: The Importance of Touch.” Pikes Peak Courier, 17 April 2019, 

Online.  
 
 Article about importance of touch concludes with an Atwood quote: “Touch comes before 

sight, before speech. It is the first language and the last and it always tells the truth.”  
 
 Available from: https://gazette.com/pikespeakcourier/fit-and-healthy-the-importance-of-

touch/article_94212c2a-5a36-11e9-94b4-83820e671958.html.  
 
RAPANA, Jessica. “Margaret Atwood’s Most Empowering Quotes to Live By.” Stylist, 20 November 

2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood put it best when she said: “Don’t let the bastards grind you down.” 

Known for her words—and not mincing them—the author has become a cultural icon of our 
time…. And yet, we came disturbingly close to never knowing the impact of Atwood’s dystopian 
worlds. Specifically, if she had followed the advice of one particular teacher, who told her to 
“just forget about the whole writing […] and graduate school thing” and instead “find a good 
man and get married”. Luckily for us, another tutor believed in her talents, convincing her to 
go to Harvard, where she began publishing work and collecting acclaim across the board, 
before transitioning to full-time writing. To mark the literary legend’s 80th birthday this week, 
and eight decades of being spoiled by her words, all of them as insightful as they are 
emphatic. Here, we look back at her most inspiring quotes: On the difference between 
right and wrong: “When you are knowingly treating someone in a way that you would not 
wish to be treated yourself, you are probably doing wrong. Though if that person is a 
psychopath about to commit a murder and you can stop it, then not so much.” On being 
liked vs being respected: “Respected. To be liked required dimples. I’ve never had those. If 
you were a strong woman of my generation you had to go for respected, because like was not 
on the table.” On her hardest lesson: “How to forgive. I’m working on it, but I’m inclined to 
be vengeful. I try not to act out this feeling, as I disapprove of it.” On Impostor Syndrome: 
“Another belief of mine: that everyone else my age is an adult, whereas I am merely in 
disguise.” On pain: “But who can remember pain, once it’s over? All that remains of it is a 
shadow, not in the mind even, in the flesh. Pain marks you, but too deep to see. Out of sight, 
out of mind.” On the past: “When we think of the past it’s the beautiful things we pick out. 
We want to believe it was all like that.” On the future: “If you knew what was going to 
happen, if you knew everything that was going to happen next—if you knew in advance the 
consequences of your own actions—you’d be doomed. You’d be ruined as God. You’d be a 
stone. You’d never eat or drink or laugh or get out of bed in the morning. You’d never love 
anyone, ever again. You’d never dare to.” On reading for pleasure: “I read for pleasure and 
that is the moment I learn the most.” On jealousy: “You can only be jealous of someone who 
has something you think you ought to have yourself.” On sexism in leadership: “We still 
think of a powerful man as a born leader and a powerful woman as an anomaly.” On climate 
change: “This isn’t climate change—it’s everything change. More extreme weather events such 
as droughts and floods, rising sea levels that will destroy arable land, and disruption of marine 

https://www.statepress.com/article/2019/11/spmagazine-imagination-climate-change
https://www.statepress.com/article/2019/11/spmagazine-imagination-climate-change
https://gazette.com/pikespeakcourier/fit-and-healthy-the-importance-of-touch/article_94212c2a-5a36-11e9-94b4-83820e671958.html
https://gazette.com/pikespeakcourier/fit-and-healthy-the-importance-of-touch/article_94212c2a-5a36-11e9-94b4-83820e671958.html
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life will all result in less food. Less food will mean that women and children get less, as the 
remaining food supplies will be unevenly distributed, even more than they are.” On money: 
“Money is a symbol. It doesn’t have any value in and of itself. You can’t eat it, drink it, or wear 
it. For me, if you want to sum it up, it means self-reliance. I was never told that I should marry 
a rich man and lie around in a negligee and eat chocolates. I’ve always been expected to 
support myself and I always have.” On romance: “Romance takes place in the middle 
distance. Romance is looking in at yourself through a window clouded with dew. Romance 
means leaving things out: where life grunts and shuffles, romance only sighs.” On freedom: 
“There is more than one kind of freedom,” said Aunt Lydia. “Freedom to and freedom from. In 
the days of anarchy, it was freedom to. Now you are being given freedom from. Don’t 
underrate it.” On keeping secrets: “The best way of keeping a secret is to pretend there isn’t 
one.” On love: “Love blurs your vision; but after it recedes, you can see more clearly than 
ever. It’s like the tide going out, revealing whatever’s been thrown away and sunk: broken 
bottles, old gloves, rusting pop cans, nibbled fishbodies, bones. This is the kind of thing you see 
if you sit in the darkness with open eyes, not knowing the future. The ruin you’ve made.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.stylist.co.uk/people/margaret-atwoods-most-empowering-

quotes-to-live-by/327122.  
 
SUMNER, Jamie. “How a T-Shirt Is Helping My Nonverbal Son to Communicate.” Washington Post, 

8 August 2019, Online.  
 
 A mother writing in about her 7-year-old son, Charlie, who has cerebral palsy, but is able to 

communicate “with his shirt.” Excerpt: He has since started pointing to the “curious” emoji, 
the one with the glasses, when he has a question, and the “dizzy” emoji when he doesn't feel 
well. He’s growing proficient in shirt-speak. Margaret Atwood wrote that “Touch comes before 
sight, before speech. It is the first language and the last, and it always tells the truth.” 

 
 Available from: https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2019/08/08/how-t-shirt-is-

helping-my-nonverbal-son-communicate.  
 
TIMSON, Judith. “Political Dramas Are About to Get Real.” Toronto Star, 1 November 2019, Section: 

Life, p. A10.  
 
 Excerpt: This November, there are political dramas unfolding with outcomes that will change 

world history, let alone ours. The U.K. is gearing up for a December election that may (or may 
not) end the Brexit madness, and the ongoing impeachment drama of Donald Trump is 
quickening its pace as the Democrats try to find “the one” to lead them back to the White 
House. The only thing certain apart from winter—and I’m sure if you watch cable news you will 
agree—is that there will be more panel discussions. Remember what Margaret Atwood once 
said about Canadians: “If there was a fork in the road and the signs read ‘heaven’ or ‘panel 
discussion on heaven,’ the Canadians would head to the panel discussion.  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/life/opinion/2019/10/31/a-liberal-minority-the-

rising-tide-of-western-anger-the-climate-things-get-real-in-november.html.  
 

Interviews 
 
A Review of Her Year (2019) 
 
LEDERMAN, Marsha. “Margaret Atwood, the Globe’s 2019 Artist of the Year, Dominated the Literary 

World and Global Culture; in Her Milestone Year, the Legendary Author Witnessed 

https://www.stylist.co.uk/people/margaret-atwoods-most-empowering-quotes-to-live-by/327122
https://www.stylist.co.uk/people/margaret-atwoods-most-empowering-quotes-to-live-by/327122
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2019/08/08/how-t-shirt-is-helping-my-nonverbal-son-communicate
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2019/08/08/how-t-shirt-is-helping-my-nonverbal-son-communicate
https://www.thestar.com/life/opinion/2019/10/31/a-liberal-minority-the-rising-tide-of-western-anger-the-climate-things-get-real-in-november.html
https://www.thestar.com/life/opinion/2019/10/31/a-liberal-minority-the-rising-tide-of-western-anger-the-climate-things-get-real-in-november.html
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Unimaginable Highs and Devastating Lows. We Retrace Them by Speaking with Friends, 
Associates and Margaret Atwood Herself.” The Globe and Mail, 22 December 2019, Section: 
Entertainment, pp. R1, R5.  

 
 Excerpt: To open the front cover of The Testaments is to be presented with a story that almost 

overshadows the novel itself. This epic is a two-page spread that begins “Also by Margaret 
Atwood.” The astonishingly long list summarizes a life of unrelenting literary 
accomplishment. And then came 2019. This year, Atwood has been blessed with more fruit 
than she could have ever imagined. She was a juggernaut, her influence extending far beyond 
both the literary world and Canada. Atwood and her ideas became an essential and 
influential part of the global culture. She published one of the most anticipated novels in 
history, launching her on a tour worthy of a rock star. She graced the cover of Britain’s 
Sunday Times Style Magazine. She appeared on U.S. television with the likes of Seth Meyers 
and the gang from “The View.” There was a new documentary. And The Testaments did not 
disappoint, delighting critics, readers and prize juries alike. There was more: Season 3 of 
“The Handmaid’s Tale” TV adaptation, two new graphic novels, a slew of honours. Her 
Handmaid has become an instantly recognizable meme and powerful symbol of protest. She 
has used her considerable platform to promote causes important to her. As one of her friends 
described it to The Globe and Mail, 2019 has been “Peak Margaret.” 

 
 But she was also hit with an earth-shattering loss—the death of long-time partner Graeme 

Gibson, who had been living with dementia. Together for almost 50 years, Gibson and 
Atwood were a real love match. They had a daughter, Jess, as well as Gibson’s two sons from 
a previous marriage. They shared a deep love for the environment—especially birds. After 
Gibson’s death at age 85, Atwood—Peggy to Gibson and her friends—kept going. She did not 
want to disappoint readers. Here, we chart her extraordinary year, the year she turned 80, 
with its unimagined highs and devastating lows, by speaking with people around her and 
with Atwood herself. 

 
 Note: This article contains spoilers for The Testaments and Season 3 of “The Handmaid’s 

Tale.” 
 
 Margaret Atwood: My 2019 really kind of began in 2018. I’m finishing the book. I knew I 

had to get it in before Christmas so [editors] could have a go at it and I could get some notes 
early enough. So I did. Martha Kanya-Forstner, editor-in-chief, McClelland & 
Stewart and Doubleday Canada, and VP, Penguin Random House Canada: In 
November [2018], we started to see her progress reports, which are these amazing colour-
coded charts that she does about characters and the development of their stories. Those started 
coming with the sense that the manuscript wouldn’t be far behind. They were both proof of 
progress, as if any proof was required, but also just these enticements, these little hints of what 
was to come. Susan Swan, author and friend: I really don’t know how she did it—what 
with her travel and Graeme’s situation. Because she took him with her and was his caregiver, 
his minder. She chose to include him in everything rather than to leave him at home with a 
caretaker. And I think that was a brave choice. He didn’t want to be left behind. But I don’t 
know how she found time to write. I really don’t. 

 
 Atwood delivers the manuscript on Dec. 18 [2018]. Editors in Canada, the United States and 

Britain work feverishly on it. 
 
 Margaret Atwood. Just through a fluke, I had basically six editors. I said I can’t deal with six 

editors—there has to be a central person. That person was Becky Hardie of Chatto & Windus. 
She’s very steady. She compiled. She did not freak out. I said, “Becky, I only want ones where 
they’ve all agreed. I don’t want to have to choose between this person’s firm opinion and this 
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person’s firm opinion, so you deal with it.” When it was all over, I said, “Becky, I think this 
must have been kind of strenuous for you.” She said it was a very interesting exercise. Becky 
Hardie, deputy publishing director, Chatto & Windus: It was a wonderful editorial 
experience, a once-in-a-lifetime team effort. But it certainly had its moments. The stakes were 
high, the timing was tight and sometimes there were people talking at once from all different 
corners of the world. Margaret Atwood: I got the first set of notes in January because I was 
going to take Graeme to Australia on a ship, reliving his childhood voyages to Australia. I did a 
lot of rewrites on the ship, where indeed I had the time to do that because Graeme always had 
a nap in the afternoon and he would go to bed fairly early. I could write at that time. Martha 
Kanya-Forstner: By the time we got to the second draft, I could see what she had done. How 
she’d used small queries and questions to expand, leap ahead. That difference between Draft 1 
and Draft 2 was not something I’d ever seen before—the distance that she travelled. And then, 
from there, it was just an extraordinary ride. Heather Sangster, copy editor, Strong 
Finish Editorial Design: At both the copy-edit and proofing stage, I would meet with 
Martha to pick up the hard copies and review the sets of queries from all the editorial 
stakeholders: Here’s what we think is really important, here are continuity questions with The 
Handmaid’s Tale, here are continuity questions with the TV series. Margaret Atwood: So 
assiduous were the publishers that they had some hapless young person watch the entire 
series, read the book, read the second book and make notes. This matches up with this, this is 
this, that’s that. Heather Sangster: And then I would sit down with Margaret over the 
course of a day or two for a marathon review of the copy edit and then later the proof. I 
wouldn’t talk to her about absolutely every comma, but anything that was marked up on my 
page, we would discuss. There’s a scene where Daisy/Jade is being trained in martial arts and 
she learns how to make the heartstopper punch. A few times, Margaret and I went over how to 
make a proper fist to punch and how to describe wrapping the thumb across the knuckles. We 
looked at videos and we acted it out, making fists and working out the phrasing so readers 
would be able to visualize it. Louise Dennys, executive publisher and executive vice-
president, Penguin Random House Canada: She was having a challenging year 
personally, but I watched her rally her consummate skills in the service of the novel and her 
readers. I’ve never seen her so acute, disciplined and rigorous—she worked through the nights 
and the days, in hotels, on flights. And we worked, in our various corners of the world, 
alongside her and behind her every hour, too. Becky Hardie: There was no moving the date. 
We were publishing when we were publishing because the machine was already in motion. 
Sometimes the editing can determine the schedule, but that wasn’t the case here. But we had 
the most hard-working author in the world and a team of very hard-working editors. Martha 
Kanya-Forstner: At least twice, Louise and I did full 24 hours, all-nighters, just to stay to 
those deadlines. Complicating matters even further is the high level of secrecy around the 
project. Heather Sangster: I’ve worked on embargoed projects before, but this certainly was 
the most cone-of-silence, cloak-and-dagger job that I’ve done, where certain things couldn’t 
even be transmitted in e-mail. You’d upload to a dedicated site, but then you’d follow up with a 
phone call and a verbal password. We didn’t even use her name. Karolina Sutton, 
Atwood’s literary agent: It existed on the system as The Casements by Victoria Locket. The 
security around it was so tight because of the hacking attempts. We had to come up with a 
system that didn’t involve e-mail. It was a little bit like spy work in the Cold War. We had our 
own secret system with many passwords and rules of engagement. In the spring, the tiny circle 
of people who are able to read the manuscript expands slightly to include key people on the 
project. Ashley Dunn, Atwood’s publicist and associate director of publicity for 
Penguin Random House Canada: Even getting it home was really nerve-racking. Then I 
read it all night. It was so compelling, right from Page 1. It was such a thrill to be taken into 
that world 15 years later. Jared Bland, publisher, McClelland & Stewart, and vice-
president, Penguin Random House Canada: The bar couldn’t possibly be higher for this 
book, and my first sense on reading it was that it just vaults effortlessly over that bar. It was so 
good that I knew people would love it the minute I read it—even people who were expecting 
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not to enjoy it. Martha Kanya-Forstner: They started coming to me and Louise just over 
the moon about what they had just read. And to me, there really was that sense that after all 
that work in the dark hours in the winter, Margaret had pulled it off.  

 
 In the midst of this, Atwood is still doing public appearances and lending her support to 

causes she believes in. She is also Gibson’s caregiver and constant companion. 
 
 Barbara Gowdy, author of The White Bone, Atwood’s selection for the inaugural 

Globe and Mail Book Club, where she and Gowdy appear at an event for Globe 
subscribers: When she interviewed me in May, Graeme’s dementia was getting really bad. 
She didn’t want to leave him alone. Right up until the interview, she was on the phone trying to 
get people to come over to her house, trying to get hold of her sister to just keep him company. 
That was the top of mind for her. And yet, then she was able to come out, interview me and 
laugh and have a good time. 

 
 Atwood sits down for a Twitter Live chat with chief executive Jack Dorsey in Toronto as part 

of his @TweepTour. 
 
 Jack Dorsey, CEO, Twitter I was nervous. She’s someone I’ve looked up to for quite some 

time and respect and appreciate. She’s a hero in many ways to me. She just always makes it 
easy. She’s extremely sharp and witty and critical and funny, so any question—no matter how 
monotone or boring I would ask it—she would come back with something amazing. 

 
 At a news conference in July, Ottawa announces funding to support victims of workplace 

harassment, a joint project that includes the organizations AfterMeToo and Rosa. 
 
 Mia Kirshner, founder of Rosa and co-founder of AfterMeToo: I asked Margaret if 

she would come, and she showed up. She showed up to a very modest event about this fund. 
She came in by herself and she sat in the front row. She has been the most consistent, the most 
involved and unwavering supporter of AfterMeToo. It’s remarkable because I imagine when we 
met her she was writing The Testaments and she’s a very busy woman. 

 
 Beginning in June, Season 3 of the award-winning TV series based on Atwood’s novel The 

Handmaid’s Tale airs. Rita, played by Canadian actor Amanda Brugel, has a key role in the 
season finale. 

 
 Amanda Brugel: They’re pretty tight-lipped about the scripts and the content and where it’s 

going, even from episode to episode. I remember the great escape and finding out about my 
participation in it about three days before we went to camera. I was gobsmacked at the idea 
that I was leaving Gilead for good. 

 
 In September [2018], Season 2 of the Ontario-shot series wins three more Emmy Awards (in 

addition to its previous 11), including outstanding production design. 
 
 Elisabeth Williams, production designer: It’s a great honour to win an Emmy—

obviously I’m very proud of it. But I remain humble in knowing that the fundamental look is in 
Margaret Atwood’s book and what we’ve done is bring it to the screen. We’re all in a way just a 
part of this continuum basically that originated in her mind. We do research of course and we 
build these concept boards, but really, truly it originates in the pages of her book. She is 
definitely the mastermind behind all of it. 
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 The strictly embargoed, internationally co-ordinated launch of The Testaments is set for 
Sept. 10. But a week earlier, Amazon accidentally ships copies to some customers who had 
pre-ordered the book. 

 
 Jared Bland: It was a crisis moment for sure, but I also think that perhaps it didn’t end up 

being as catastrophic as people feared it would be. There was an enormous amount of 
understandable frustration among independent retailers in particular, and I have great 
sympathy for them. But these were pre-orders, already purchased, and the situation did bring 
news of the book to a much wider audience—it became a business story, really, and reached 
into a whole new segment of the population. The amazing thing was the people who received 
those early shipments from Amazon respected the embargo in this weird way. It wasn’t as if 
people went in and photographed a bunch of things and posted plot summaries. Margaret 
Atwood: They did take pictures of themselves holding the book. But they didn’t do any 
spoilers—they didn’t post the text. They were exemplary. 

 
 On the official launch date, the book receives the Harry Potter treatment, with midnight 

openings at bookshops—and much more. 
 
 Becky Hardie: Even before we published, there were political cartoons in our newspapers 

with the iconic jacket of The Testaments, because very handily our Parliament was prorogued 
on the day it was published. So it was a really powerful political moment here, and she just 
landed in the middle of it as a symbol and an icon of resistance and change and hope. Then we 
had an opening at our biggest bookshop here [in London], where people were queuing around 
the block. Bea Carvalho, fiction buyer, Waterstones: We had 400 customers attend. We 
limited it so everybody could see Margaret speaking. Everyone had a wristband, which dictated 
which reading they would attend, with one on the third floor at 11:30 and one at quarter to 12 
on the ground floor. We had panels of authors discussing her influence, as well as soapbox 
speakers, activists, influencers and leaders doing events on different floors, all leading up to 
Margaret’s readings. To see all these customers hearing the words from The Testaments for the 
first time was incredibly special. 

 
 Becky Hardie: The day we published, we had a big international press conference, and a 

review came out in The Guardian by the writer Anne Enright and it was the most 
extraordinary review. It had been a very intense period, and we were sort of at a little pause 
moment. And I just sat down and cried in the lobby of this press conference. People were not 
only reviewing it as a book. They were reviewing the whole Handmaid phenomenon, the 
impact that the two books and Margaret were having on the way that we see our world, 
particularly in these very troubled times. Peter Florence, chair, Booker Prize jury: 
There’s an old line between popular and literary which Atwood just ignores completely. She is 
simultaneously one of the bestselling writers of the year and has written one of the greatest 
books. That is a very rare coming together—unprecedented really. Writing a sequel to one of 
the most famous books of all time and landing it is an extraordinary achievement. Karolina 
Sutton: The launch of The Testaments happened in London on the 10th of September at the 
National Theatre and it was live-streamed to [about 1,300] cinemas around the world. One of 
the readers on the night was Ann Dowd [who plays Aunt Lydia in the TV series] reading the 
opening section from The Testaments, and that was a really electrifying experience. Margaret 
Atwood: She came out on stage, she was Ann Dowd. And then she did this thing, this acting 
thing, and suddenly she was Aunt Lydia. It’s very creepy. She’s such a nice person. She 
suddenly turns into this other person. Karolina Sutton: The book cover was projected onto 
the National Theatre so if you walked along the Thames, the National Theatre was the cover of 
The Testaments. I’ve never seen anything like it. Margaret Atwood lit up the skyline. Becky 
Hardie: It was honestly as if the whole of London had been turned Testaments green. It was a 
very stark visual sign that the book had taken over in a way that was not normal for a book.  
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 The Testaments is an immediate bestseller and sells more print copies in the first week than 

any other Canadian book since BookNet Canada began tracking sales data in 2005. 
 
 Jared Bland: You know how you have your high expectations that you’re willing to say to a 

colleague, and then you have your private expectations that are even crazier than that? It 
exceeded even that. The first week was just shy of 50,000 copies all formats. 

 
 After the launch, Gibson has a stroke and dies days later, on Sept. 18, in hospital in London. 
 
 Becky Hardie: Watching Graeme actually being here for the launch and seeing the hoopla 

and seeing it penetrating in that way and being so impressed and so amazed and so proud was 
wonderful. And I’m glad that we all saw that—and that she saw that, too. Karolina Sutton: 
There was a kind of almost cosmic timing to it because Graeme went on a high after the launch 
of the book. It was tragic and extremely sad, but as Margaret said in her [public statement], it’s 
as if he had planned it that way. He had a stroke a couple of days after the book’s publication. 
How do you go from that height, from having this unprecedented global launch, to the loss of 
your partner of nearly 50 years? And that happened within days. Margaret Atwood: We 
knew it was coming. We didn’t know exactly when, but we were fairly sure how. It was 
expected, it was prepared for, and if I could say that somebody arranged their own transition, 
you could almost say that about Graeme. Because he had a very clear idea of how he wanted it 
to happen and when he wanted it to happen and he was certainly within his target range. So, 
insofar as you could say this was a lucky event for him, it was. It was fairly brutal for the rest of 
us, but we were not unprepared. Jared Bland: There was certainly a moment where it was 
like whatever Margaret wants to do, we’ll do. If she had come to us and said I don’t really want 
to go on tour right now, we would have cancelled the whole thing and rescheduled it. But she 
didn’t want to cancel. She didn’t want to disappoint people. Margaret Atwood: I’m better in 
public. I don’t want time to myself. It’s why people sit shiva, it’s why they have wakes, it’s why 
the neighbours bring casseroles. So it was the equivalent of shiva, wakes and casseroles to go 
on the book tour, because I was with people pretty much all the time. And keeping busy. 

 
 Atwood embarks on a 15-city tour of North America. 
 
 Omar El Akkad, author, does the onstage interview in Portland on Sept. 25, a 

week after Gibson’s death: I got to see her about half an hour beforehand in the green 
room, that was the first time we met, and she said it’s okay, you can be funny. I think she was 
cognizant of how big an event in my life this was relative to it being a Wednesday for her. She 
had spoken previous times about those old pulp paperbacks with the really sort of raunchy 
covers. So I went and found her one of those, this 1947 pulp western that is pretty well 
unreadable, and I thought, “Ha ha, whatever, it’s a dumb gift.” But then she sat down and gave 
us a dramatic reading of the first, like, two pages of this thing, to the delight of everybody in 
the green room. Ashley Dunn: People recognize her everywhere we go. Teenagers were 
stopping her. Men and women. They want to shake her hand, they want to tell her how much 
they love her book. Mums would bring over their children. She never says no to a photograph, 
never says no to signing a book. Even if we’re running to catch a plane or we’re up at 6 a.m. 

 
 Atwood, shortlisted for the Booker Prize, returns to London, where Gibson died less than a 

month earlier, to attend the ceremony. 
 
 Karolina Sutton: She has a strong sense of duty. It wasn’t the perfect timing for Margaret to 

be at an awards ceremony. She was grieving and it was very clear on the night. But she would 
never have let the other writers down. She had absolutely zero expectation of winning. Becky 
Hardie: It’s very unusual to be relaxed at that dinner, because it’s very tense. And we were 
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very, very relaxed. Margaret read my palm. And Jess. I had them on either side of me, pulling 
my hand in different directions, and we were going around the table deciding which animal 
each of us would be. And really not anxious or worried or, dare I say it, hopeful at all. In fact, I 
think that Margaret rather hoped she wouldn’t win as the press is pretty gruelling for the 
winner and it was such an exhausting time for her. Then the chair of the judges, Peter 
Florence, when he was talking about the decision-making process, he used the word cattle 
prod, and my ears really pricked up immediately. I thought that’s got to be a Freudian slip—
he’s got Aunt Lydia on the mind. Then when he said there were two winners, it becomes more 
possible. Peter Florence: We had two books, both of which we desperately wanted to be the 
winner of the Booker Prize. My abiding memory of it is of the extraordinary grace of both those 
two extraordinary women who embraced the idea of sharing the prize. Margaret Atwood is 
arguably—is almost inarguably—the most widely read literary author in the English language. 
And Margaret was so incredibly generous and gracious and supportive of Bernardine 
[Evaristo], who is a lesser-known writer but whose work is phenomenal. Louise Dennys: She 
heard her name and then Bernardine’s name, and then she lit up. She ran over to [Evaristo] 
and held up their arms together. I was in tears because it was a sort of iconic moment. 

 
 Atwood donates her share of the prize to Indspire, where earlier in 2019 she established the 

Chief Harry St. Denis Awards to fund scholarships for Indigenous environmental-science 
students. 

 
 Roberta Jamieson, president and CEO, Indspire: It is significant, it is meaningful and 

we are really thrilled to see people of the stature of Margaret Atwood stand up and proudly 
invest in Indigenous education and our young people. She is a dynamic ambassador. The fact 
that she would lend her credibility to this to amplify the work that we do is fantastic. 

 
 In October, Atwood is made a Companion of Honour by the Queen for her services to 

literature. The medal is presented at Windsor Castle. 
 
 Margaret Atwood: It’s a very smooth operation. In the rehearsal we were told: You advance, 

you do your little bow or curtsy, she’ll ask you two questions, you’ll answer them, she’ll pin the 
thing on you, then she’ll hold out her hand, you will shake it, you will do your little curtsy 
again. The questions? (In Queen-like British accent) “You’ve won the Booker.” (Atwood drops 
the accent) “Yes, I co-shared it.” (QLBA) “You have a television show of your book.” But of 
course, they tell her ahead of time what the questions should be because she could not possibly 
remember two questions for everybody getting it on that day. There were about 60 of them in 
different categories. Karolina Sutton: I accompanied her to the ceremony. All the people 
who were receiving honours at the same time and the accompanying guests all wanted to shake 
[Margaret’s] hand afterward, and the whole conversation turned into a conversation about 
Aunt Lydia. It was amazing. There we were in Windsor Castle, and the room was abuzz with 
Aunt Lydia. And it felt like she was a kind of an alternative queen in the room. There was the 
Queen, obviously. And there was the Queen of CanLit. 

 
 In November, Nancy Lang and Peter Raymont’s documentary about Atwood, “A Word after a 

Word after a Word Is Power,” premieres. 
 
 Peter Raymont: She knew that Graeme had dementia and no one really knew how long he 

had, so she was particularly keen on us making a film about him as much as it was about her. 
And for me, the film is very much a love story, so we were honoured that we were able to spend 
and document really the last year of Graeme’s life and witness their love for each other, their 
tenderness and support for each other. 
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 On Nov. 18, Atwood turns 80. Her milestone birthday coincides with the Scotiabank Giller 
Gala, a prize for which she has been longlisted (but not shortlisted). 

 
 Susan Swan: Every year, we do this thing in Jane Urquhart’s hotel room where we hire a 

makeup person to put makeup on our very well-worn faces. And we included Peggy this year, 
and I got a birthday cake that said, “Peggy, you make us ‘proud’ Yay 80.” It was sort of like a 
party in a girls’ dorm. Jane Urquhart, author and friend: We basically talked about 
birthdays and about the fact that not one of us was under 70 in that room, and time passing, all 
of that. And of course, we made reference to Graeme, but we did it in a happy way. There was a 
toast and the singing of Happy Birthday and then we all glided glamorously downstairs. Ian 
Williams wins the Giller and thanks Atwood from the stage: I got up there, I looked 
out and I saw her, and it was just surreal. I felt like she should be standing up here instead of 
me. To have the attention of Atwood for a brief moment, what do you say apart from you have 
no idea how important you’ve been to me? 

 
 On Nov. 24, a celebration of life for Graeme Gibson is held. He is remembered as a “wise, 

ethical and committed” man who lived “originally and eccentrically,” doing great things for 
the Canadian writing community. 

 
 Louise Dennys: I was deeply moved when Margaret, Jess and Matthew [Gibson] asked me to 

speak about him as a writer and writers’ advocate—and shaken by the responsibility to “get it 
right” for a loved friend and a great man. I think you saw Margaret link arms with me 
afterwards and do a little jig. I hope that meant “Okay, you did it!” I hope so. David Young, 
playwright and friend who performs the welcome and introduction at the 
celebration of life: She loved [the event]. She thought that it was balanced and real. Going 
into a thing like that, of course, what you dread if you’re Margaret is a whole bunch of 500 
sobbing people who want to hug you at the end of it. But I think it had a lift to it. Margaret 
Atwood: We gave him a fantastic sendoff, which he would have enjoyed very much. 

 
 Atwood has received many other awards this year, including the Royal Society of Canada’s 

Lorne Pierce Medal in Toronto and the Lifetime Achievement Award at the Glamour Women 
of the Year gala at Lincoln Center in New York. 

 
 Mattie Kahn, culture director, Glamour: She said in her speech that she had decided to 

wear her first pair of eyelashes for the occasion in Glamour’s honour. So we all felt like we have 
to be worthy of Margaret Atwood’s deciding to put on false eyelashes just for us. 

 
 On Dec. 10 in New York, she attends a ribbon-cutting ceremony for the Margaret Atwood 

Room at the Canadian consulate and later receives the Center for Fiction’s inaugural On 
Screen Award. 

 
 Noreen Tomassi, executive director at the Center for Fiction: We wanted to pick a 

writer who has a very broad range, a very significant social impact and who is also a brilliant 
writer. We couldn’t have picked anyone better. 

 
 The next night, the New York Public Library holds an 80th-birthday event for Atwood with 

readings by Dowd, among others. 
 
 Aidan Flax-Clark, associate director of public programs, NYPL: One thing which 

started as a real bummer and turned into something really special was that Claire Danes was 
supposed to do a reading of some of Margaret’s poetry and also a children’s book she wrote. It 
turned out that Claire Danes got the flu and was so disappointed that she couldn’t come. It was 
3 or 4:00 and we were scrambling to figure out who might do it. And Margaret agreed to do it. 
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So she came up and gave a reading of some of her poetry and this really awesome children’s 
book called Up in the Tree. It was really special. And funny. I guess someone forgot to take out 
“by Margaret Atwood” from the script, so she came up and said, “Up in the Tree, by Margaret 
Atwood.” The feeling in the room was so overwhelmingly full of love for this amazing woman 
and it seemed like she really felt it and took it in. It was quite a way to close out our year. 
Karolina Sutton: I think her accomplishment is the depth and intensity of her cultural 
contribution, her foresight and her ability to read the moment and to see ahead. She has 
proven herself as a writer and a cultural figure over decades. This year it all collided into a 
phenomenon that’s taken the world by storm. She has not changed, but readers have 
rediscovered her work and seen it in a new political context. Louise Dennys: This year will 
continue. Her long-awaited next book of poems will be out soon. I’m reading it now. It’s 
wonderful—so very, very good. Margaret Atwood: Annus horribilis mirabilis. You couldn’t 
write it. But you know what people are secretly thinking? (She drops her voice to a whisper.) 
We better do it now before she croaks.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/article-margaret-atwood-the-

globes-2019-artist-of-the-year-literary-world 
 
Other Interviews 
 
“Author Margaret Atwood on New Book The Testaments.” The View, 20 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Interview lasting slightly more than four minutes available from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI9OZpj1NKQ.  
 
“I Didn’t Make It up—and This Is the Proof ‘; Margaret Atwood Talks Us through a Series of 

Unsettling True Stories on Which She Based The Handmaid’s Tale.” Daily Telegraph, 21 
September 2019, Section: Review, pp. 4-5. Interview set in the Archives of the University of 
Toronto where her papers are stored.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood recently took a trip to the University of Toronto, where the archives 

of The Handmaid’s Tale are kept. Here, boxes and boxes are filled with the historical sources 
and early drafts for her classic 1985 dystopia about the Republic of Gilead, a repressive 
Christian regime that has seized power in the United States, using “Islamic fanatics” as a 
pretext for suspending the constitution. In Gilead, Jews are deported or made to convert; 
women’s finances (on their “Compubank”) are frozen and transferred to their husbands; books 
are banned; dissenters are hanged with paper bags on their heads. Environmental pollution 
and radiation have left most women infertile, and the few babies that are born are often 
deformed: “unchildren.” The remaining fertile women are carefully managed, and posted as 
“two-legged wombs, sacred vessels, ambulatory chalices” to breed with powerful men, after 
whom they are renamed: Offred, Ofglen, Ofwarren and so on.  

 
 As Atwood’s Booker-shortlisted sequel, The Testaments, becomes the publishing 

sensation of the year, we asked her about the origins of The Handmaid’s Tale... 
MA[:] There’s a lot to rummage through, but let’s start with this. This would be the first draft. 
It was called Offred before I changed the title. Here are the early epigraphs, which I didn’t use. 
They were a bit too obvious. This is from Dora Forster, who in 1905 wrote a book called Sex 
Radicalism: As Seen by an Emancipated Woman of the New Time: “I hope the scarcity of 
children will go on until motherhood is honoured at least as much as the trials and hardships 
of soldiers campaigning in wartime. It will then be worthwhile to supply the nation with a 
sufficiency of children.” And then there’s the one I did use [from Genesis 30:1]: “Give me 
children, or else I die.” Here’s the original beginning of the book—it became the second 
chapter. Good luck reading the handwriting. 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/article-margaret-atwood-the-globes-2019-artist-of-the-year-literary-world
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/article-margaret-atwood-the-globes-2019-artist-of-the-year-literary-world
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI9OZpj1NKQ
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 Do you draft everything longhand first? MA[:] I pretty much did in those days. Because 

they had not yet invented the personal computer. My typing is very bad. Here’s one of the 
typescripts that came after the handwritten draft: look at all the typos. I must have typed it in 
Berlin. It’s full of umlauts because they have different keyboards.  

 
 How do you feel about academics getting to see all your notes? MA[:] I think it’s 

instructive. You can see how much people mess up in their first drafts and how much gets 
revised. I think it’s very good for new writers to know that this happens: if you write something 
down on a page it’s not set in stone. You can change it. Which everybody does. It’s called 
revision for a reason: you are seeing it again.  

 
 What are all these newspaper clippings? MA[:] They are Handmaid’s Tale background 

material. They’re nicely sorted and laminated. “Women forced to have babies.” This is an 
article about Ceaușescu and Romania. He passed laws that said women had to have four 
babies. They had to have pregnancy tests every month and if they weren’t pregnant they had to 
explain why. “The latest sicko Red ruling was announced by coldblooded Romanian president 
Nicolas [sic] Ceaușescu, who wants women to have more babies so the country will get richer.” 
This is a good headline that highlights religious tensions: “Catholics say cult taking over.” It’s 
about a cult called the People of Hope that “subordinates its women, discourages social contact 
with non-members, arranges marriages, moves teenage disciples to households for 
indoctrination... their treatment of women is very Islamic. It’s a form of brainwashing.” Here’s 
a batch of headlines about chemicals affecting fertility: “Lead-poison in workplace on 
increase”, “Perilous chemical problem out of control”, “Billion dollar Agent Orange trial 
opens.” This one relates directly to The Handmaid’s Tale: “Infertility: not uncommon male 
problem, but often treatable.” In Gilead, male infertility is similarly glossed over—there are no 
infertile men, only women. 

 
 What was your intention in collecting all these clippings? MA[:] My intention was 

just to document what I was doing and had done. As somebody on Twitter put it, “How do you 
come up with this s—-?” as if I invented it. I didn’t even research it. This is just stuff I came 
across when reading newspapers and magazines. I cut things out and put them in a box. I 
already knew what I was writing about and this was backup in case someone said, “How did 
you make this up?” As I’ve said about a million times, I didn’t make it up. This is the proof—
everything in these boxes. There’s so much of it. “Ayatollah Khomeini’s slaughterhouse. The 
jails of Iran.” Here’s one about Klanwatch, an organisation that tracked the Ku Klux Klan. 
White supremacists were very active then. “Liberation theology, why is the Vatican so 
worried?” Death row. The battle of the Bible Belt. In 1985, racists in the US were preaching 
revolution: “US conservatives push new order—the push to the right.” And religion was a 
significant part of that whole movement: “Racism and religion a potent brew”, “Evangelist 
moles running for US president”, “The power and influence behind America’s Right”—
meaning the rise of the religious Right. Talking of the rise of the Right, here’s a piece about the 
Lebensborn movement in Nazi Germany, when SS men were given racially pure extra “wives” 
to make more little SS men: “Why Nazis slaughtered own super-race babies... The super-race 
child would be bred for looks and loyalty, stalwart, tall, blond-haired and blue-eyed. Nazism 
would be his creed, Adolf Hitler his god....” 

 
 I did actually research polygamy in the States, meaning your old-order Mormons, not just the 

people who get married again but fail to inform their first wife or the second of that situation. I 
had a long article about old-order Mormons and how they were circumventing the law. I 
remember it really well. It was quite funny because in the interview these guys were saying, 
“People think this is just fun, it’s not, it’s really hard work. I’m run ragged all the time, running 
from one wife to the next.” Here it is! I knew it had to be in here somewhere. “The private place 
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of plural marriage.” Here’s a good bit—the guy says, “Sometimes I take them out individually, 
and sometimes I take all the wives out. It’s really a strange and interesting experience to have 
your wife help you get ready for a date. As I was going out of the door one time when we were 
on our honeymoon, Betty was brushing me off and making sure I looked nice and saying, 
‘Don’t be bashful, just step up and put your arm around her.’” 

 
 I have a clipping from the Fifties about how to be a good wife, with all these things you have to 

do and have not to do, and so forth. And women read it and they say, “This is horrible.” And 
men read it and they say, “This sounds pretty good.” It contains gems like: “Never question 
your husband, he is the head of the household, even if he doesn’t come home all night. He 
knows what he’s doing. And you don’t have to know what he’s doing...” Here’s one about the 
birth dearth: “Make a baby for Christmas, MP tells Canadians. A Progressive Conservative MP 
has suggested that Canadians start with renewed vigour over the holidays to increase the 
country’s population. Dave Nickerson, Western Arctic, based his proposal in the House of 
Commons on Statistic Canada figures that show Canada’s fertility rate dropping to an all-time 
low. ‘It ought to be public policy to encourage families to have more children,’ said Nickerson, 
‘in that the process involved is not unduly distasteful. Might I suggest that we could all start 
with renewed vigour this Christmas.’” Which leads nicely into this one, I think: “Artificial birth 
methods are attacked by some feminists fearing male control. There is concern that we are 
moving toward methods that are not always in the best interests of individual women,” says a 
sociologist. No kidding. “The smart card: how to make a plastic payment[”,] “Electronic debit 
cards met with resistance”, “Germans computerise identity cards.” Aha! Don’t say I didn’t warn 
you! 

 
 You seem to have a thing about debit cards. MA[:] Whenever you put your card into a 

machine, that machine knows where you are. It’s a tracker. And the other thing of course is 
that if you wanted to single out a particular group, you could very easily just cut off their cash. 
Which is what happens to women at the start of Gilead. Nowadays there are a lot more ways of 
tracking people, through the GPS on their phone and so on, and it’s not just cash that can be 
stopped. Now you can cut off access to the whole of the internet, as India has in Kashmir. In 
China, Facebook and other social media sites are blocked and the Communist Party have their 
own internal network they can monitor. Like any human technology, there’s a plus side, a 
minus side, and a stupid side you didn’t anticipate. Pick out any technology, it’s true of them 
all. 

 
 What’s that? Is it another piece of a manuscript? MA[:] It’s a handwritten piece about 

The Handmaid’s Tale which I must have sent to somebody or other. Who knows. It looks like it 
was in 1986. Q Would you like to read from it? MA[:] “When I first began thinking about 
The Handmaid’s Tale way back in 1981”—that’s interesting: apparently I was thinking about it 
as early as 1981—“I thought it was a very strange sort of book for me to be writing. Also I was 
afraid people would think it was merely paranoid. Like many books, The Handmaid’s Tale 
began with the question, what if?” I guess I was tired of having people say, ‘It can’t happen 
here.’ They were right only if you accepted their definition of ‘it.’ ‘It’ could mean Russian-style 
communism or Germany under Hitler, but what if we were looking at the wrong ‘it’; what if 
while we were busily staring down the wolf at the door, another one was creeping over the back 
fence? Once any democracy starts curtailing freedom in the name of freedom, it may land us in 
trouble. What if you wanted to take over the US today? What flag could you wave successfully? 
The Handmaid’s Tale is one answer to these ‘what ifs?’” And it goes on from there. 

 
 Do you think we are still worried about the wrong “it?” MA[:] What I said then is 

what I’d say now. It hasn’t changed.  
 

http://www.sociologist/
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 Available from: https://www.pressreader.com/uk/the-daily-telegraph-
review/20190921/281543702639795.  

 
“Margaret Atwood Says Thieves Targeted Handmaid’s Tale Sequel.” BBC, 9 September 2019, Section: 

Entertainment & Arts, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: The author and her publisher were targeted by “fake emails” from “cyber criminals”, 

trying to obtain the unpublished novel, she told the BBC. She described the attempts as a 
“phishing exercise” that could have led to blackmail or identity theft. “It was a commercial 
venture of a robbery kind,” Atwood said. “People were trying to steal it. Really, they were trying 
to steal it and we had to use a lot of code words and passwords,” she told BBC arts 
correspondent Rebecca Jones. “What would they have done with it if they had succeeded? 
They might have said, ‘We’ve got the manuscript, and we’re putting it up online [unless you] 
give us your credit card details.’ Or they might have said, ‘Read this excerpt and download it. 
And if you downloaded it, a virus would have stolen your information.’ “Think of how terrible 
we all would have felt had that happened.” In the end, the novel was kept out of thieves’ hands 
and a major operation was put in place to ensure plot details did not leak to the press.  

 
 Available from: https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-49635236.  
 
ALLARDICE, Lisa. “Margaret Atwood: ‘For a Long Time We Were Moving Away from Gilead. Then 

We Started Going Back Towards It’; the Bestselling Author of The Testaments Talks About Her 
Unusual Upbringing and Why It Was Time to Revisit the Dystopia of The Handmaid’s Tale.” 
The Guardian, 20 September 2019, Section: Books, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: “You are in chaos,” Margaret Atwood decrees calmly over tea. “It’s Cavaliers versus 

Roundheads.” We meet in London, the afternoon before she is due at Waterstones in Piccadilly 
to sell the first copy of The Testaments, the long awaited sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, at 
midnight, accompanied by women in the now globally recognised handmaids’ costumes. 
Further up the river, Westminster is shutting down for five weeks. Ever since Boris Johnson 
raised the prospect of proroguing parliament, people have been sharing a quote from The 
Handmaid’s Tale, published 35 years ago, just as they did in the US following the election of 
Donald Trump in 2016: “That was when they suspended the Constitution. They said it would 
be temporary. There wasn’t even any rioting in the streets. People stayed at home at night, 
watching television.” “It is another predictable mess that people have got drawn into because a 
big honking pack of lies was told about it,” Atwood says of Brexit. Apart from the legal 
questions—“actions have consequences, but what will the consequences be?”—she is most 
interested in “who is going to benefit from this financially? Who is shorting the pound? I can 
think of all kinds of people who might turn it to their advantage.” 

 
 As has been noted, the last time a novel received such a fanfare was the midnight launches for 

Harry Potter books—with fans sporting specs and scarves instead of capes and bonnets. 
Atwood is our high sorceress, a very grownup one, with a truly unnerving knack for auspicious 
timing. Her best work combines psychological acuity with audacious curiosity; she is as good at 
recreating the politics of the playground (Cat’s Eye, 1989) as she is at inventing a chillingly 
plausible male theocracy. She is both deadly serious and surprisingly playful, and it is to her 
that readers have turned as a way of making sense of the world, helped by the hugely 
successful TV adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale. With cameo appearances as an Aunt, and 
another in the TV version of her 1996 novel Alias Grace, which also aired in 2017, she 
describes the last couple of years as “horrible fun: when the occasion for the fun is not so 
happy. And the occasion for the fun is the rise of religious fundamentalist actions against 
women.” 

 

https://www.pressreader.com/uk/the-daily-telegraph-review/20190921/281543702639795
https://www.pressreader.com/uk/the-daily-telegraph-review/20190921/281543702639795
https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-49635236
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 Like Kafka and Orwell, Atwood has become part of the public discourse; the red and white 
robes adopted as a symbol of female defiance from Ireland to Argentina, but most often in the 
US, where her near-future dystopia, in which women have been reduced to female 
reproductive slaves, was set. Yet back in 1985, when The Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood’s sixth 
novel, was published, “a big fuss was not particularly made. I think we had some sort of 
publisher’s party,” she says dryly.  

 
 The sequel has been surrounded by levels of secrecy to rival any ex-prime minister’s memoir, 

with tales of Booker judges’ computers being hacked (The Testaments is on this year’s 
shortlist). “I left my computer on a plane,” she confides. “I forgot about it because I was 
watching ‘Captain Underpants.’“ She didn’t have a copy of The Testaments on it, but there was 
enough information to cause a stir if it fell into the wrong hands. Atwood doesn’t—yet have the 
powers to ground a plane, but she was reunited with her computer within two hours. “It would 
have been a catastrophe,” she says, laughing now. Then Amazon blew it all by sending out 
copies in the US a week ahead of publication. “Somebody pushed the wrong button. It was 
human error,” she says unruffled. “They apologised, which is apparently among the first times, 
if not the first time, that Amazon have ever apologised.” 

 
 Despite her formidable energy, Atwood embodies an owl-like stillness—head tilted, listening 

carefully, with only her hands moving when she speaks. She gives long, far-ranging answers 
(not always to the question asked), and can leap from Mary Queen of Scots to Mary Poppins, or 
from the Cromwells to the day’s news, in the blink of a gimlet eye. At nearly 80, what does she 
make of this remarkable late boost? “Isn’t it wild,” she says. “I can’t remember a time when I 
was a usual anything,” she says. “I mean going way back. I didn’t grow up in a usual way” (her 
childhood was spent in the Canadian wilderness). “I wasn’t a usual kind of high-school 
student. I was a very peculiar university student and it continued on from there.” Atwood 
“became” a writer at 16, when she made up a poem in her head while crossing a football field. 
Since then she has written more than 60 books, in almost every genre, and has been awarded 
more than 100 prizes, including the Booker in 2000 for The Blind Assassin. Her futuristic 
trilogy—Oryx and Crake (2003), The Year of the Flood (2009) and MaddAddam (2013)—has 
an ardent following. She lives in Toronto, spending her summers on Pelee Island, where she 
has written many of her novels, including much of The Testaments (as well as a stint, more 
surprisingly, in Norwich). 

 
 The author has just had a long chat with Bruce Miller, the TV series’ showrunner, who is “quite 

thrilled” about the new novel, “because it gives him a lot more to work with.” Atwood, an 
executive producer on the show, had started writing The Testaments before the first season 
launched. And there shouldn’t be any clashes, as her sequel picks up 15 years later: “We know 
where we start in the 15 years, but there’s quite a lot of squeezing room for things that happen 
leading up to that,” the author explains. “I’ve given him a lot of blank space that will be his to 
fill. We agreed he can’t kill off certain people a long time ago.” “Hands off Aunt Lydia” and 
“don’t touch that baby” were her principal stipulations. “I needed this child here and that child 
there—so that’s how it’s going to be.” The Testaments is narrated by three voices: it is the last 
will and testament of Aunt Lydia, and the testimonies of two girls, Agnes who has grown up in 
Gilead, and Daisy who escaped to Canada with her mother as a baby. Atwood’s reluctance to 
write as Offred, the narrator of The Handmaid’s Tale, was one of the reasons it took her so 
long to attempt a sequel, despite “the clamouring” from readers. “I couldn’t do it,” she says 
emphatically. “Not possible. To recreate that voice and do more of it. I just couldn’t.” She is 
wary of follow-ups in general. “They are always kind of imitations. I saw ‘Mary Poppins 
Returns.’ A commendable sequel. I enjoyed it, but it’s not the same.” 

 
 Atwood has said in the past that The Handmaid’s Tale was written to answer the question: if 

there was a totalitarian regime in the US what form would it take? The Testaments sets out to 
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show how such a regime collapses: “What makes them turn into something else? What makes 
them fall apart?” And for that she needed an insider: “So who in that whole cast of characters is 
going to know more? There’s only one answer to that.” Aunt Lydia, a female Thomas Cromwell, 
“swollen with power” but without absolute authority. Many readers have wondered what they 
might do in Offred’s situation, how to resist and survive; by giving us Aunt Lydia’s story, 
Atwood asks us to think about questions of cruelty and complicity. All her novels are about 
survival. As Aunt Lydia reflects: “What good is it to throw yourself in front of a steamroller out 
of moral principles and then be crushed flat like a sock emptied of its foot?... Better to hurl 
rocks than to have them hurled at you.” Or as Atwood puts it: “We are ordinary as long as it is 
easy to be ordinary.” She quotes a Polish resistance fighter from the Second World War who 
once told her: ‘“Pray that you will never have the occasion to be a hero.’ You don’t run into a 
burning building and rescue somebody unless there’s a burning building ... Similarly, you don’t 
run away from a burning building and ignore everything, unless there’s a burning building.” 

 
 But the main reason for not returning sooner to the world she had created was because, before 

now, it no longer seemed relevant. “For a long time we were going away from Gilead and then 
we turned around and started going back towards Gilead, so it did seem pertinent.” The 
Handmaid’s Tale, which Atwood began writing in West Berlin in 1984, was her response to 
those who wanted to reverse the freedoms gained by women in the 70s, to put the butterflies 
back in the box. “They just didn’t have the power to make that happen.” Now they do. The 
novel’s status as a feminist classic has perhaps overshadowed another of its most prescient 
warnings—the catalyst for Gilead was environmental catastrophe. In The Testaments Aunt 
Lydia catalogues the natural disasters that ravaged “her vanished country,” before continuing. 
“People became frightened. Then they became angry. The absence of viable remedies. The 
search for someone to blame. You don’t believe the sky is falling in until a chunk of it falls on 
you.” If the novel deals less explicitly with the crisis than we might have expected, her point is 
the same: the burden will fall hardest on women and children. “It always does, because women 
and children are weaker—let’s take their stuff,” she says. But, as Atwood points out, she “did 
climate apocalypse quite thoroughly” in the MaddAddam trilogy. “Maybe not thoroughly 
enough,” she says, “because I think it is actually going to be worse.” But she is not without 
hope, and if she was younger she would “absolutely be doing Extinction Rebellion.” She was 
the first writer to donate a manuscript to the Future Library, in which stories remain unread 
for 100 years, when they will be printed on paper from a newly planted forest in Norway. 

 
 At an event last summer, a member of the audience asked Atwood for one word to sum up the 

times we are living in. “Vital,” she fired back. “This is a hinge moment, in many different 
ways,” she says now. “Let’s call it the casket moment,” an allusion to the three caskets in The 
Merchant of Venice. “One of those puzzles in which you need to open the right door. So, ‘All 
right human race, which door are you going to open?’“ One of Atwood’s central axioms is that 
nothing can be included in her fiction that hadn’t happened somewhere in the world. As 
Atwood has reminded us: she didn’t make this stuff up, the human race did. “If I was to create 
an imaginary garden, I wanted the toads in it to be real,” she wrote in a recent introduction to 
The Handmaid’s Tale. And this is “absolutely” the case for The Testaments: shadows of 
Weinstein and Epstein, Isis and the Trump administration can all be found in its murky 
waters. It is impossible to read the scenes set in a female detention camp without thinking of 
the US-Mexico border…. Is Atwood firing a warning or reflecting what is already happening? 
“Both. But warnings aren’t effective if they are just preaching. Enactments are of interest 
because then people think ‘What would I do?’ Whereas if someone is going ‘Don’t do that, 
don’t do that,’” she says, wagging her finger. “You think ‘Oh shut up!’“ 

 
 This is the sixth time Atwood has been shortlisted for the Booker prize. “There are upsides and 

downsides” to winning, she says. If you win everyone says you shouldn’t have won the Booker. 
And if you don’t win, in Canada anyway, they say ‘Atwood fails to win Booker.’” And then there 
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is the Nobel. “Oh pulease ...” She is already at work on a collection of poetry, often her way of 
working up to a novel. And she hasn’t ruled out a further instalment: “Never say never to 
anything.” “Only dead people are allowed to have statues, but I have been given one while still 
alive”: so Aunt Lydia opens The Testaments. Is there an Atwood statue? “There’s a head,” she 
laughs. “We used to call it the horrible head.” The plaster cast is in her cellar, the original, 
made in the 70s, at McMaster University. “I don’t look like that,” she told the sculptor, who 
replied. “But you will ...” “People bang on about your legacy,” she says, impatiently. “I’m not 
that interested because I’m not going to be here. I’m not going to be around haunting my 
legacy. Unless I do an Aunt Lydia and bury little manuscripts in libraries.” Well, there’s already 
that story buried away in the Future Library. Praise be.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/20/margaret-atwood-

moving-away-from-gilead-testaments.  
 
ALTER, Alexandra. “A Return to Gilead 15 Years Later.” New York Times, 7 September 2019, Section 

C, p.1.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood wasn’t sure she had a Handmaid’s Tale sequel in her, even as fans 

clamored for one. “What they were begging for was a continuation in the voice of Offred, which 
I would not have been able to do,” she said over tea and juice at a cafe near her home. “You can 
climb the Empire State Building barehanded once. When you try again, you’ll fall off. It was a 
wildly improbable thing to have done in the first place. That voice was there. She said her 
thing. There’s nothing you can really add in her voice.” Atwood, who will turn 80 this year, was 
in high spirits as she reflected on her work, mortality and the surprising prescience of The 
Handmaid’s Tale. These are edited excerpts from the conversation. When you announced 
the sequel, you said that you were aiming to answer questions that readers had 
been asking about Gilead for years. What were some of those questions? They all 
begin with “what if.” And one of the what ifs was this: Totalitarian systems don’t last, it is my 
fervent belief. Some of them have lasted longer than others. When they come apart, what is it 
that causes them to fall apart? Well, there’s a lot of different scenarios. Crumbling from within, 
corruption and inter-purging among the elites; attacks from without; generational succession. 
The first generation generally comes with righteous fervor, the second is focused on 
administration; and the third generation starts to think, What are we doing? After the 
election of President Trump, sales of The Handmaid’s Tale surged and readers 
noted how timely it felt. Some elements have become even more aligned with 
current events, with the erosion of reproductive rights, separation of parents 
from their children at the border and the targeting of minorities by white 
supremacists. Did you want to write a sequel in part to address some of those 
new parallels? No, no. It’s always bubbling away in any country. White supremacists are 
there and then they come out when conditions are favorable, as they are in the United States 
right now. The Testaments picks up 15 years later, but it weaves in plot elements 
that were introduced in the TV show. Were you consciously trying to build off it? I 
was trying to make it so that there weren’t any glaring inconsistencies. They updated the 
timeline, so we leave a lot of things open. In the show’s second season, Offred’s baby, 
Nicole, is smuggled out of the country to Canada. Baby Nicole is central to the 
plot of your new novel. Did you get the idea for that character from the show and 
decide to expand on her in the sequel? No, Nicole was my name. You’ll notice that I’ve 
left them a lot of blank wall paper to draw on behind the scenes, so it’s up to them how they get 
people across the border in their part of the plot. You’ve been very involved in the show, 
which continues Offred’s story beyond the scope of your first novel. What has 
that process been like? I have influence but no power. There’s a big difference. I’m not the 
person who can ultimately sign off on anything. So, I’m in communication with Bruce, and I 
say things like, You can’t kill that person. Does that work? Well, he didn’t kill her. But he 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/20/margaret-atwood-moving-away-from-gilead-testaments
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wasn’t going to kill her anyway. She’s too good to kill. Which character? Aunt Lydia. Have 
there been times where the showrunners wanted to take the plot and characters 
in a direction that you felt violated the rules of the world you built? There’s a couple 
of things that are in the book that they didn’t entirely pick up, but you can see why they 
didn’t—it’s a television show. In the book they go full white supremacy. I give them an out for 
the show. They make the cast multiracial in the TV series for a few reasons: No. 1, they updated 
it to now, and No. 2, Hulu has a diversity clause, and No. 3, a show in which everybody was 
white would be very boring to look at. Have there been plot developments that you’ve 
disagreed with? I’ve done some yelling, but it was fairly effective yelling. I think it’s a bit of a 
problem for people that know about real totalitarianism that some of these characters have 
survived for as long as they did. Surely they would have been shot by now. Quite a few too 
many people know what June has been up to. In The Testaments, Aunt Lydia becomes 
much more complex and sympathetic, a victim as well as a perpetrator. How did 
she evolve in your mind over the decades and why did you decide to make her a 
central character in the sequel? How do you get to be a high-ranking person within a 
totalitarian dictatorship? Either you’re a true believer from the beginning, at which point 
you’re probably going to get purged later on, or you’re an opportunist. Or it can be fear, or it 
can be a combination of all of them. I would put fear as No. 1: If I don’t do this, I will be killed. 
Aunt Lydia’s always been a climber, so she climbed up. She’s not easily disturbed, but she’s not 
a true believer like some of the others. As J. Edgar Hoover did, she realizes the power of having 
dirt on people that you don’t reveal publicly. When did you first have the idea to write 
the sequel, and was it something that you had considered before but never gotten 
around to? I’ve always been thinking about it. I went back in my notes recently and found out 
that I was thinking about a Handmaid’s Tale sequel back in 1991. So then you just jump in and 
see what happens. I wondered if the success of the television show factored into 
your decision to write a sequel, and how it shaped your understanding of the 
world and the characters. Were you aiming to reassert creative control over the 
world that you created? I can see why you might think that, but no, not really. It really is 
what I told you at first: how do totalitarianisms fall apart. With a work that’s as beloved 
as The Handmaid’s Tale, you face enormous pressure to produce a satisfying 
sequel. Were you nervous about meeting fans’ expectations? Will this ruin my future, 
my literary reputation? If I were 35, you would be absolutely right to ask that question. But it’s 
not a chief concern of mine. Did you reread The Handmaid’s Tale before you wrote 
The Testaments? What struck you about it? Of course. I also went back through my 
clippings file, because in those days, there was no internet, so we clipped things out of 
newspapers. And all of the things that are now such topics of conversation and such topics of 
agony, they were all being talked about then. The rise of white supremacy, that layer has never 
gone away, it’s always been there, but somebody opened a door. Religious cults subordinating 
women was being talked about. Baby stealing is an age-old human motif. Forcing women to 
have babies, it happens in the Trojan War, for heaven’s sake. What recent events shaped 
your thinking? I don’t want to be too specific, because you’re just dictating to the reader, and 
I would rather let them do their own thinking. That’s why when people say, what happened to 
Offred, I say, your choice. History is full of people who disappear and you can’t find any trace 
of them. What ending would you like to have? The sequel is not as ambiguous and open-
ended as the original. Was that deliberate on your part, to give the story a feeling 
of finality? Oh, I don’t know. This one has more closure. Someone said, oh, it’s such a happy 
ending, well, not for everyone in the story. It is a more positive ending than one might have 
expected at certain points of the story. I’m a World War II baby. Things looked pretty dark in 
1942. How do you feel about the fact that your book has taken on new political 
resonance and that you’re sometimes held up as a figurehead of the resistance? I 
have no control over it. I think using the handmaids’ costume as a protest mechanism is 
brilliant. You can’t be thrown out, you’re not making a disturbance, and you’re not saying 
anything, but you’re very visible and everybody knows what you mean. So it has been a 
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brilliant tactic. Is it also kind of depressing that people are seeing echoes of your 
fictional dystopia in contemporary politics? From a political point of view, the desired 
outcome of The Handmaid’s Tale would have been that it would fade into obscurity as a period 
piece, so that my dire warnings would not prove to be correct. That’s not the turn that history 
has taken. Both Offred in The Handmaid’s Tale and Aunt Lydia in The Testaments 
wonder if anyone will ever read the words they set down, if their stories will 
matter. I wondered if that reflected your own views on writing and your desire to 
connect with readers, and your fear that maybe your work won’t have an 
impact. That’s true of every writer. Every writer. Even as you write, I see you writing away 
there, what if your editor kills your piece? Then you will never have a reader. Every time when 
you set implement to surface, I won’t even say pen to paper, because it could be a stone, it 
could be a tree, you’re implying a reader, and it’s always a future reader, unless the person’s 
standing looking over your shoulder. The writer is always in that position because you’re 
always separated in time and place from whoever’s reading your book. It’s always a leap into 
the unknown future to write anything. In the past, you’ve rejected the feminist label, 
yet so many readers and critics see feminist ideas in your work. I wonder how 
you feel about being held up as a feminist icon. I’m uncomfortable with the label if the 
other person won’t define it. You have to ask, what kind of feminism are you talking about? 
Like if someone asks you, are you a Christian, what kind of Christian? Are you someone who 
dances with snakes, do I think the Pope is infallible, what are we talking about here? Where are 
we on the spectrum, ‘cause there’s a lot of varieties. Similarly with feminists, who are 
frequently denouncing one another. So what kind am I? Because I’m interested in fairness, I’m 
of an egalitarian kind, in which equal means equal, it doesn’t mean superior. So you don’t get 
extra points. You don’t mind your work being labeled dystopian, though. I know 
what that means. It’s a society which we find less preferable than the one we’re living in, and 
utopian is one in which we assume that things will be better than the one we’re living in. But as 
I point out, some people’s dystopia is other people’s utopia, and vice versa. What scares you 
the most right now? I’m too old to be scared by much. You’re scared when you’re young you 
don’t know the plot. You haven’t achieved much when you’re 20, so you’re scared about your 
future, of course you are. You’re hopeful, you’re excited, but you’re also scared. So what I’m 
hopeful about, rather than scared, are the young people. They are changing the political 
discourse. Have you thought about writing another book about Gilead, making it a 
trilogy? No. I’m too old. Are you working on another novel? It’s just a question of the 
timeline, how much is left? At my age, let’s say it takes me four years to write a novel. Who 
knows? These are theoretical questions. How many milestone birthdays can you have? It 
sounds like you don’t feel a lot of pressure to write more, like you’ve got nothing 
left to prove. It’s just that there isn’t a lot of time left. And that’s why they’re going so wild 
over the promotion of this book. I know what they’re thinking. They’re thinking, What if she 
dies? Ooh, we better do it now. Go all out. Last chance. I say that and they just sort of blush 
and shuffle their feet. They can’t deny they’re thinking of it. [laughs] What are you working 
on now? I’m working on my collection of poems. It’s short.  

 
 Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/05/books/handmaids-tale-sequel-

testaments-margaret-atwood.html and from: https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-
entertainment/books/features/margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale-testaments-new-book-
sequel-elisabeth-moss-aunt-lydia-a9094171.html.  

 
BARAJAS, Joshua. “Margaret Atwood on the Dystopian Novels That Inspired Her to Write The 

Handmaid’s Tale.” PBS NewsHour, 9 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Atwood has made a return trip to Gilead, opening a whole new chapter, and conjuring 

up a new set of “what if” questions—both for her readers as much as for her characters. Atwood 
has said she prefers to call her work “speculative fiction” instead of science fiction. Gilead isn’t 
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just a work of total imagination—there’s precedence for that world. It may not mirror the 
United States in its current form, but its structure and customs do mirror aspects of 17 th century 
New England Puritanism and dictatorships seen in different eras across the globe. “I didn’t 
want anybody saying, ‘You’re just weird,’” she told the “PBS NewsHour.” “Somebody asked me 
on Twitter recently, ‘How do you come up with this shit?’ My answer was, ‘It’s not me who has 
come up with it, it’s the human race over the past 4,000 years.’” In addition to history, Atwood 
has said she modeled The Handmaid’s Tale after some works of dystopian literature that 
gripped her at a young age in the 1950s and ‘60s, including George Orwell’s 1984, and Aldous 
Huxley’s Brave New World. “Once you’ve been intrigued by a literary form, you always have a 
secret yen to write an example of it yourself,” Atwood wrote in an essay for LitHub. Thus, The 
Handmaid’s Tale followed. In a recent interview with the NewsHour, the author also nodded 
to the work of H.G. Wells and Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness. And finally, “in 
that area of dystopian totalitarianism turned into fantasy, you can’t do without [J. R. R. 
Tolkien’s] Lord of The Rings.” Additionally, Atwood shared some of the other influential 
dystopian fiction that helped lay the groundwork for The Handmaid’s Tale. 1. John 
Wyndham, Ray Bradbury and other science fiction writers from the 1950s: “I was 
a big consumer of sci-fi and ‘spec fic’ in the ‘50s when a lot of it was being published,” Atwood 
said. “So it was the age of John Wyndham. It was the age of Fahrenheit 451. 2. George 
Orwell and the horror of Animal Farm: 1984 came out in 1949, which Atwood said was 
just “in time for it to appear as a lurid paperback with a quite sleazy cover, when I was of an 
impressionable age as a young teenager.” Even earlier, Atwood said she had read Orwell’s 
Animal Farm “and had been horrified by it.” “I didn’t understand that it was a fable about 
Soviet Russia,” she said. “I thought it was really about those animals and was really upset by it, 
especially the horse. What a horrible story.” 3. The literal approach to liquidation in 
Yevgeny Zamyatin’s We: Atwood said We, by writer Yevgeny Zamyatin, is an early Russian 
dystopian novel that was barred from being published in the Soviet Union in the 1920s. “But 
he foresaw Big Brother and all the rest of it,” Atwood said. “And the term ‘liquidation,’ he takes 
literally, so the people that they ‘liquidate’ actually get turned into liquid.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/margaret-atwood-on-the-dystopian-

novels-that-inspired-her-to-write-the-handmaids-tale.  
 
BEARD, Mary. “When Mary Beard Met Margaret Atwood.” BBC Sounds, 11 October 2019, Online.  
 
 Nine-minute interview about The Testaments available from: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p07qtc8m. 
 
BROWN, Jeffrey. “Why Margaret Atwood Saw This as the Moment for The Handmaid’s Tale Sequel.” 

PBS NewsHour, 9 September 2019, Online. (1226 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: JEFFREY BROWN (JB): You are in rare air for a novelist, for a writer. 

MARGARET ATWOOD (MA): I’m in rare air for an old bitty writer. JB: Well, you are. I 
mean, it’s sort of international celebrity air. MA: Well, yes. And good thing that I’m old, 
because if this happened to younger people, it would probably ruin their life. Where do you go 
from here, except down? JB: Are you enjoying it? MA: Of course I’m enjoying it. I would be 
lying to say otherwise. JB: Yes. MA: You saw the pictures of me with hair extensions. Who 
wouldn’t enjoy that?  

 
 Available from: https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/why-margaret-atwood-saw-this-as-the-

moment-for-the-handmaids-tale-sequel. 
 
BROWNASS, Helen. “Margaret Atwood Talks Forgiveness, Climate Change and Her Fears for the 

Human Race.” The Stylist, December 2019, Online.  
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 Excerpt: Five Minute Philosopher is a weekly series in which Stylist gets profound with people 

we love. What will the author Margaret Atwood make of our existential questions? What is 
the meaning of life? The meaning of life is life: what an organism has when it is not dead. 
Life is also the section in some newspapers devoted to furniture, food, clothing and lipstick. 
Make of that what you will (are only women alive?) What is the difference between right 
and wrong? When you are knowingly treating someone in a way that you would not wish to 
be treated yourself, you are probably doing wrong. Though if that person is a psychopath about 
to commit a murder and you can stop it, then not so much. Where is your happy place? 
Happy or soothing? If soothing, the bathtub. If happy, a canoe. Afloat, however. Not so good if 
sitting on land. Nature or nurture? 50-50, plus epigenetics. Is it more important to be 
liked or respected? Respected. To be liked requires dimples. I’ve never had those. If you 
were a strong woman of my generation you had to go for respected, because liked was not on 
the table. If you could be remembered for one thing what would it be? I don’t care, 
since I won’t be around to enjoy or disapprove of the remembering. But I do hope there will be 
a human race in the future. Without that, no remembering. Or no human remembering. Who 
or what is your greatest love? I don’t have only one. My family, the boreal forest, the 
Arctic, my work. All of that will keep me busy for now. When did you last lie? Today at 
lunchtime, when I made up a fake name for the potted plant in the restaurant and put it over 
on one of my companions. But I confessed I’d made it up almost immediately. Novelists, being 
licensed liars, have to keep in practice. Does the supernatural exist? Being a strict agnostic 
who makes a distinction between beliefs and provable facts, I have no opinion, since this 
quantity can be neither proved nor disproved. Let’s say the belief in the supernatural certainly 
exists, so it is a factor in human life and history. Are you fatalistic? No, not really. Though I 
am sometimes resigned. Mostly, however, I am annoyingly upbeat. What is your greatest 
fear? That human beings will follow their stupid and greedy side, rather than their smart side, 
and go down the plughole. We’re circling the rim. Animals or babies? Babies. Then you can 
add some animals for them as pets, if desired. Whereas you can’t add babies for the animals. 
But if you mean in the broad picture—then baby animals, of wild species at least. We’re 
running low on them. What talent do you yearn for? The ability to play a musical 
instrument. I could still learn, I suppose. But given a choice between musical practice and 
writing, I know that I will always choose the latter. What book do you recommend most 
to others? At the moment: Drawdown. It’s about all the practices we are already doing that, 
if expanded, would result in a net carbon drawdown from the atmosphere, and give us a crack 
at halting or reversing the climate crisis. I’m also recommending Robyn Doolittle’s Had It 
Coming: What’s Fair in the Age of #MeToo? Lots to ponder. Do you like to be 
complimented? Who doesn’t? But not too much. It’s like too much dessert. If you suffer a 
compliment overdose, you might swell up and burst. Do you have a high pain threshold? 
In a word, yes. In several other words, fairly high, but less high as the pain source moves 
further away from the head. So: teeth, bad. Elbows, not so much, as a rule. Toes can be painful, 
however. Which lesson has been the hardest to learn? How to forgive. I’m working on 
it, but I’m inclined to be vengeful. I try not to act out this feeling, as I disapprove of it. What 
food sums up happiness? No food sums up happiness. But I am fond of avocados, and also 
mushroom soup. What have you never understood? That would be a very long, multiple-
choice answer. The short answer would be trigonometry. But I have no wish to understand it. 
What is the one thing you want to know before you die? Whether we’ve turned the 
corner on the climate meltdown. If not, other concerns—including women’s rights—will soon 
become irrelevant. Are you scared of dying or what happens when you die? Of dying, 
only if painful and protracted, or if I get stuck inside an inert body. I would also not wish to be 
trapped in a jar. Quinoa or Quavers? There are no Quavers here, so I default to Cheezies. 
They are Canadian. Quinoa Cheezies will shortly be invented, however. Watch for them.  
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 Available from: https://www.stylist.co.uk/people/margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale-
testaments-exclusive-interview-climate-change-forgiveness/311312.  

 
CANDY, Lorraine. “Under Her Eye; Motherhood, Marriage, Love and Loss: When Editor-in-Chief 

Lorraine Candy Was Granted a Rare Audience with the Legendary Author Margaret Atwood, 
Nothing Was Off Limits. On the Eve of the Release of the Long-Awaited Sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood Gives Her Most Intimate Interview yet—and Proves She Is Still the 
Ultimate Literary Badass.” The Times, 7 September 2019, Section: Style News, pp. 16-23.  

 
 Excerpt: I have read The Testaments, the follow-up to The Handmaid’s Tale. I read it in one 

go, locked in a room guarded by a Penguin books PR. My phone had been removed. It took me 
just over five hours. Afterwards I lay on a park bench in the London sunshine getting my 
breath back. It’s all there, everything you want to know. Is our heroine Offred alive or dead? Is 
Baby Nichole free or not? What happened to young Hannah under that intolerable totalitarian 
regime? Was brutal Aunt Lydia really evil? Did Gilead fall or did it grow ever more powerful 
under the eye of the all-male elite? Almost all your questions are answered. If you haven’t seen 
the three series of the television show, which has won two Golden Globes and 11 Emmy 
awards, you will still tear through this easy-to-read book. Even if you haven’t read 
Handmaid’s, which was published in 1985 and has sold 8m copies, you will enjoy The 
Testaments. And if neither the show nor the novel mean anything to you (tut-tut), this is one of 
Margaret Atwood’s most intriguing stories. Brace yourself, it doesn’t tell the story you expect it 
to tell, there are new characters and the appearance of the frightening Pearl Girls. But I cannot 
say any more because I don’t want to give anything away. It would make Margaret cross. And 
after interviewing her, I know this would be unwise. Before we meet, I immerse myself for six 
weeks in researching Atwood’s mesmerising and productive world. It’s terrifyingly impressive: 
more than 50 books of fiction, poetry and critical essays (a rate of roughly one a year), and 127 
awards. As we draw towards our interview date, I become convinced it’s going to be a disaster. 
Atwood is extraordinarily intelligent, she has read every book in civilisation and remembers 
every fact. Like every glorious icon in their eighth decade, she does not suffer fools. Praise be, 
Margaret, for this is your well-earned right. I wince with empathy for interviewer after 
interviewer as I read through the Atwood encounters. There are 50 years of them, many are 
dry literary reads in which the journalist has been overwhelmed by her intellect and ignored 
her personality, some are brittle critiques, few gain any personal detail. She’s never rude, 
always gracious. (She’s Canadian, they can’t be impolite.) But she is lethal in her smart 
takedowns of those who don’t know what they are talking about. Questions Atwood doesn’t like 
are lobbed out the window (these are usually the more emotional ones), and others she doesn’t 
want to answer are met with skilful lengthy answers to the questions she would rather answer, 
which she asks herself out loud. It’s a badass way of going about things, Margaret. She is an 
academic genius. If she went on Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? she would win, even if she 
went on every night for a year. The power of her writing is undeniable. Many of her books give 
you the shivers: Surfacing caused a small emotional crisis for me in the 1990s. I read The 
Handmaid’s Tale in the late 1980s, a few years after it had been written, a time when the 
Berlin Wall was still standing and we lived under the terrifying shadow of both nuclear conflict 
and the HIV/Aids epidemic. The novel horrified me, but I loved Atwood’s writing. Every one of 
her books makes you question the order of things, leaves you more curious about people. She is 
one of the greatest writers of the past century. Oh God, Margaret is going to monster me. I left 
school at 16, I have no academic qualifications and my mind is a jumble, like the kitchen 
drawer you never tidy. I’m pretty well read, though, I tell myself 10 minutes before I enter the 
room. And I have so much respect for Atwood, it must count for something. I am a dog type of 
person, though, and Margaret is a cat type of person. Maybe I will just roll over like a 
submissive puppy as her giant brain kicks in. But I can’t do that, can I, because there is so 
much to ask Margaret as we stand on the verge of cataclysmic political change across the globe. 
Handmaid’s is a cultural phenomenon that outlined a possible future, and as all fans know, 
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everything Atwood put in Handmaid’s has happened or is happening somewhere in the world. 
So, “Peggy Nature”, as her family and friends call her, let’s do this…. 

 
 Margaret Atwood enters the room smiling. That halo of fabulous curly grey hair, luminescent 

skin, a little mascara, those high cheekbones. She sits close to me. She’s all in black bar a perky 
pink patterned scarf. She is softly spoken—I have two tape recorders and she is as keen as I am 
to make sure they get everything. She pulls her chair even closer. She sips a strong coffee (one 
of her favourite things) and off we go. Apart from the times she says “that’s a stupid question” 
and seems to pretend not to know what I am talking about to avoid commenting, we rub along 
well. It is one of the best 64 minutes of my 30-year career in journalism. We seem to have what 
is called in the modern vernacular “banter.” At one point she reads my palm so accurately it’s 
spooky. It’s her party trick, she says. Our interview covers marriage, miscarriage, Trump, 
fashion, women’s rights, grandchildren, teens, ageing, loss, love and men, good and bad. She’s 
frugal with her replies, because she speaks to the facts, not the emotions. Maybe she played me 
well—she is after all “higher being” smart and possessed of phenomenal emotional intelligence 
—or maybe she just liked me. (I loved her, obviously, even though she called me bossy and 
stubborn.) Either way, a world without Margaret Atwood in it would not be anywhere near as 
brilliant, in my opinion. She grew up in remote Canadian countryside with her entomologist 
dad, Carl, and her mum, Margaret, a dietician. That’s why Atwood is known as Peggy, to avoid 
confusion. At night, in their isolated cabin in the woods, the darkness would close in for the 
home-schooled Margaret and her older brother, Harold. In the shadows of a kerosene lamp, 
the family would sit round and do their thing: Atwood learnt to focus on a single activity. She 
didn’t get bored, rather she wrestled her mind into sharply focused concentration. It’s the 
reason she is able to write so prolifically, she tells me. Here, Atwood is dropping a pin into her 
past to help me form the character she wants me to write about. It’s how she crafts the people 
in her books, their backstories are meticulously planned. Thank you, Margaret, this is helpful. 
The family moved from the wilds to Toronto with the birth of Ruth, Atwood’s baby sister. 
“Peggy” was 12 at this point, and Margaret Sr was 43. Having a baby at 43 in 1951 seems 
unusual. “It made her quite anxious,” Atwood says, “because in those days it was thought that 
if you had a baby over 35, there was bound to be something wrong with it. I was told this when 
I had Jess at 36 in 1976.” “How did your mum deal with that?” I ask. “It was me who lit the way 
out,” she replies. There is a long pause. “So you did the parenting?” I inquire. “My sister, Ruth, 
said something funny to my daughter when Jess was a teenager. It’s funny, she said, that 
Margaret is quite a good mother to you, as she wasn’t to me. Well, she wasn’t your mother 
[Jess said]. She resented that I went to college and abandoned ‘my child!’” Later, I ask her 
whether she and her partner of nearly 50 years, the writer Graeme Gibson, 85, had wanted 
more than one child. She tells me no: “We did plan on having more, but at that time it wasn’t 
possible. I don’t mean physically not possible or naturally not possible, but let’s just say it 
didn’t happen.” What she means is that it wasn’t financially possible. I think. Does this 12-year 
age gap between you and your sister mean your mum lost babies in between, I ask, because so 
much of Atwood’s work describes the visceral side of pregnancy and birth. It’s so raw, I can 
only deduce she has seen it intimately or experienced it. “Yes, she did,” she replies. “It was very 
traumatic. It was horrible. Blood on the sheets. This one little sock she had knitted.” We both 
pause. It must take its toll writing books that might bring up these feelings, I say. Margaret 
thinks I am a softie. She disagrees. She will tell me logically that she does not write about 
herself. But the way she writes about women and babies slices into the heart of any woman 
who recognises the experiences she describes. It is the reason I did not watch “The Handmaid’s 
Tale” until I knew I was interviewing her. I couldn’t bear to see all that gory wrenching of 
women from their children. “I don’t feel my writing is about me. I don’t think the job of my 
writing is to ‘express myself.’ My job is to conjure up things for the readers. So I could be 
telling you all kinds of things about me, but you would be bored out of your tree. No, all this 
‘expressing yourself’ can get very boring.” Understood. But still, it must affect your emotions. 
“It’s not that it doesn’t affect your feelings,” she says with a sprinkle of impatience, “it’s just 
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that my feelings are not the point in my writing. My feelings are not the point. Someone once 
said to me, ‘If you want to express yourself, go into a field and scream.’” Atwood laughs. It’s 
delightful. Her dry wit and playful humour is not seen as often as it should be. Also, by this 
point, she has sussed that I am the kind of woman for whom it is all about my feelings. She 
seems fine with that. It’s why she reads my palm and talks about horoscopes. She knows I’ll 
like it. “How does Graeme feel about you being so famous?” I ask. “He says, go for it,” she 
replies. “Well, you are an icon,” I say. “Well, he is a Leo.” “Do you really believe in 
horoscopes?” “Believe in? What do you mean by believe in?” She is smiling, sparring. It’s 
surprising. Margaret Atwood believes in horoscopes. “Well, I can read them, so I know I am a 
Scorpio. And I am curious about everything, but we are skeptical about everything. I can do 
yours.” “This is just more story-telling for you, isn’t it? Horoscopes cannot really be true, can 
they?” “You can’t see how it could be?” Then she takes my right hand in her firm grip. I am to 
write four novels and have successfully hidden my more emotional side, she tells me. “You 
realised you had to stop being so weepy and snivelling if you wanted to be a journalist,” she 
concludes. Thank you, Margaret. I think…. 

 
 For me, the most fascinating characters in The Handmaid’s Tale are the men, the 

commanders, the patriarchy that created the state of Gilead. The architects of a regime that 
doesn’t allow women to read and uses fertile women (the handmaids) to give birth for higher-
status, infertile women, having been forced to have sex with the commanders. Who are they, 
Margaret? Is the Commander based on a man you met as an activist (she has been a member 
of Amnesty since 1970), catalyst, contrarian or a hugely successful writer of books and poetry 
often labelled feminist clarion calls? They are of course men from history, she says, the Stalins, 
the czars, slave-makers, puritanical religious leaders, fascists, witchfinders, all those 
responsible for totalitarian atrocities. Power hounds. She doesn’t mention specific men, but if 
she did meet them, I continue, how did she deal with them? “I worked round them,” she says. 
“The women in Handmaid’s worked around them. They didn’t have a choice.” Atwood is often 
described as the prophet of dystopia, but she isn’t so much predicting what will happen as 
reflecting what has happened. The upside with these awful men (or women), she tells me, is 
that history shows it is their love of power that brings them down. “If you look at history,” she 
says, “they turn on each other. There is always this feeling for them that another one is coming 
for them, always treachery from within.” Atwood’s brand of politics is logical and 
straightforward. She doesn’t believe in extremes. Not all men are bad, not all women are good. 
Indeed, she is, perhaps, at her literary best chronicling the codes of girlhood in her books. She 
believes in equal rights for all, which annoys feminist factions with a more extreme approach. 
She is non-aligned and has said before: “I didn’t want to become a megaphone for one 
particular set of beliefs.” Last year she faced a backlash after her defence of following legal 
process for those accused of sexual misconduct during the initial stages of the #MeToo 
movement. She wrote a column about this called “Am I a bad feminist?” Atwood is neither 
shocked nor wounded by those who disagreed with her logical piece. “I am too old for that,” 
she says. “Human people are human, there is a downside to that. Human atrocities are 
perpetrated by humans, we are all capable. Guess what, it isn’t the mice doing it!” she 
concludes in her typical short form way of talking. “Have you ever met Donald Trump?” I ask. 
She looks at me as if I have asked her to take her top off. “No, how would I?” “What about 
Ivanka Trump?” She is the woman closest to the president who is in a position to make a 
difference for all women, the one who could safeguard reproductive rights, the one who could 
help close the pay gap, perhaps, lift up more women from all backgrounds, make education a 
right for all. Maybe she is biding her time to help women worldwide, I say, given her access 
and influence. It’s a mad theory, but I want to see Atwood’s reaction. “No, don’t be stupid,” she 
volleys back. “She isn’t interested in saving you, she is interested in saving her money and 
situation in life.” What about the Duchess of Sussex, then, she can make a difference, be a role 
model. “I know nothing about that,” Atwood deadpans, but adds, “I think she seems to be a 
really nice person.” I explain how uncomfortable I am with the vitriolic fury Meghan seems to 
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provoke in the older, white male commentators with their privileged “commander-like” view of 
life. “The game,” Atwood says, referring to all the famous women of history, “is to see if you can 
get them to crack.” She pauses. “If we were gambling, I would put money on her to win….”  

 
 Handmaid’s was written in West Berlin. While working, Atwood would send her daughter, 

Jess, out shopping with Gibson, so fluent had the nine-year-old become in German. Jess was 
used to travelling to far-flung corners of the world as part of her mother’s relentless and 
fearless curiosity, her need to research the way people live everywhere. For me, most of 
Atwood’s story-telling is about mother love, or the history and bonds that tie families together. 
I marvel at the way she took a young baby across Europe and to places like Afghanistan, Fiji, 
Hawaii and Australia in the late 1970s, travelling mostly with just hand luggage. “Surely there 
were scary moments when you thought, ‘This is a mistake with such a young child,’” I say. 
“Many, many moments. She did get an ear infection once when she was 18 months old, and 
then there was a period when all she wanted to eat was macaroni cheese, which we couldn’t get 
until we hit Australia. She is an amazing linguist, which she got from being dragged around the 
world, not once, but three or four times.” Jess has a three-year-old child of her own now, and 
Atwood is also a stepmother to Gibson’s two sons from his marriage, who were already 
teenagers when the couple met. She has three grandchildren and one of her greatest joys when 
they visit Toronto is making them cheese dreams (even her sarnies are literary gems). 

 
 So what could happen next, then, Margaret, I wonder. How will women fare as we tackle a 

climate crisis alongside the rise of right-wing populist male leaders not inclined to champion 
equality or women’s rights—both of which have been shown to improve the quality of life (and 
the economy) in both the developed and developing world? The growth of Incel websites and 
the overpowering misogyny online could mean our hard-won rights are still provisional. She 
tells me much of this is written in history, woven into our subconscious by what has gone 
before, an algorithm of shadows society has experienced previously and not learnt from. For 
every action a reaction that we can choose to deal with however we want. As she talks, I 
wonder if Atwood has come from the future and used the past to point out the giant holes we 
can trip into, or not. After all there are still places in the world where women are forbidden to 
read, have bank accounts or go outside without male accompaniment. We agree that Roe v 
Wade will be overturned in America, as the tussle over female reproductive rights becomes a 
flash point in the control of women by men like Trump, but she rightly points out there will be 
“the most horrific backlash” to that. The only way to make a difference is to get off our butts 
and vote rather than stay home, as so many Democrats did during the last presidential 
election. Her advice is to vote for the candidate most likely to understand or promise to tackle 
the climate crisis, the biggest threat to humanity right now. (Between my interviewing 
Margaret and this piece being published, the Amazon rainforest has been burning.) “We are in 
the position today of voting for the least worst, which is better than voting for the worsty 
worst,” she says with humour. “We normally vote for what we consider to be our best interests 
and right now our best interest is not choking to death because of the rise in seawater. Vote for 
the person with a plan on this. Or the person who says they have a plan.” She is optimistic 
about our teenage generation doing this and powering change. “Remember I am old,” she says. 
“I have encountered many generations of teenagers including myself.” And teens feature 
prominently in The Testaments. In fact, Atwood’s openness to younger people fuels her 
curiosity. “So you wrote The Testaments before the TV show began in 2017?” I ask. “We 
overlapped,” she says. “I told Bruce [Miller, the show’s creator], ‘You can’t kill that person or 
that one.’ We had to have some common understandings. I left him the continuing story of the 
grown-ups, apart from Aunt Lydia. He was not allowed to kill her.” 

 
 I cannot wait for everyone to read this book. It is filled with hope, which is something Atwood 

embodies as a person. There’s so much more I could write about the surprising and 
unconventional life of Margaret Atwood, because she has had 79 exceedingly productive years. 
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“Remember how old I am” is her most used phrase. Her love of fashion is one of the facts 
people usually ignore when they interview her, but we have a joyous chat about the seriousness 
with which it must be taken. She is positively bubbly as we discuss the pictures from our shoot 
with the celebrated fashion photographer Tim Walker and the designer clothes she wore. “You 
love fashion, don’t you?” I ask. She nods emphatically. “I wanted to be a fashion designer,” she 
says, telling me she is fascinated by how much trouble people take to get dressed and 
reminding me that she is a competent seamstress. “I wasn’t just interested in the making of 
clothes, but more what they looked like. I have been to many fashion shows. I follow the 
silhouettes,” she says. She points out that much of history is formed by fashion. Its significance 
and power in the world must not be underestimated—it weaves a subtle influence across all 
industries, from the giant crimson staircases of the Victorian era, when architects made 
entrance halls bigger to accommodate women’s skirts, to the fact that American slavery was 
mostly about producing cloth, as indeed was much of our industrial revolution. And, of course, 
controlling the way women dress has been an obsession of male oppressors since time began. 
The handmaids’ red capes (the colour for TV chosen after looking at more than 50 shades of 
crimson, Atwood tells me) have been worn symbolically at feminist protests around the world, 
a statement made by fashion without the need for words. Before I know it, we must stop 
chatting, we just don’t have time to talk about her love of Twitter, or Star Trek, the fact she 
features in an exercise app called Zombies, Run!, that she is an avid bird-watcher, or her new 
comic-book character Angel Catbird. We haven’t touched on her brilliant series of future-
gazing novels the MaddAddam trilogy about the world after an ecological catastrophe. But I 
only have one hour and now Atwood is off to meet Graeme at Caffe Nero on Piccadilly—not a 
sentence I thought I would ever write. This year is the 50th anniversary of her first novel, The 
Edible Woman, and, as we close, I have to ask her if The Testaments is her last book. “No 
writer should ever say that,” she says. “The Rolling Stones said there was a last tour—then 
there was another one.” So what do you want to do next? “I wouldn’t tell you.” Have you 
enjoyed getting older? “I have enjoyed everything. Why not!”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/margaret-atwood-interview-the-

handmaid-s-tale-author-talks-love-and-loss-ahead-of-new-book-the-testaments-bdl5k29fc 
with a subscription. 

 
COLE, Alicia. “Repairing the Shatter: Margaret Atwood on The Handmaid’s Tale and More.” Femspec, 

vol. 19, no. 1, 2019, pp. 76-78,149.  
 
 Excerpt: When and why did you begin a career in speculative writing? I read a lot of 

sci-fi and spec fic when I was a teenager. I was a teenager in the 50s when Ray Bradbury and 
John Wyndham were publishing their classics. 1984 was published in the late 40s. I’m familiar 
with the 19th century forerunners, including Frankenstein and Dracula, and of course H.G. 
Wells. 

  
 When did I think of writing The Handmaid’s Tale? I always knew I couldn’t write other 

planets and dragons. I wanted to write something like 1984, but with a female protagonist. 
Check out my book In Other Worlds: SF and the Human Imagination. It covers a lot of this 
history. 

  
 Do you consider yourself a feminist writer? What does that mean in this day and age? 

Which of the seventy-five choices of feminist are you asking about? Am I the one who doesn’t 
want transgender women in their washroom? No, I’m not that kind. Am I the kind that 
believes in equal pay and equal rights? Yes, I am. Am I the kind that believes in reproductive 
health? Yes, I am that kind. Am I the kind that would push all men off a cliff? No, I’m not. As a 
child born in 1939, I did not encounter feminism until second wave feminism came along in 
about 1969—first wave feminism being the Suffragists and the quest for the vote. The 50s was 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/margaret-atwood-interview-the-handmaid-s-tale-author-talks-love-and-loss-ahead-of-new-book-the-testaments-bdl5k29fc
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/margaret-atwood-interview-the-handmaid-s-tale-author-talks-love-and-loss-ahead-of-new-book-the-testaments-bdl5k29fc
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the decade where they were quite deliberately trying to get women back into the home to create 
space in the jobs market for men coming back from the war. The 40s was a time of opportunity 
for women, due to wartime jobs for them. The 30s was a time when married women were not 
expected to occupy a job, since there was a shortage of jobs, and to have two in a family was 
thought to be greedy. In the mid-60s the Pill became generally available, which has something 
to do with the advent of second-wave feminism. But by 1969, I was already a published writer, 
so it was like: “Happy to see you, where have you been all my life, very interesting to see you 
develop—but I didn’t invent you.” Here we should mention Ursula K. Le Guin, who has just 
died. Her Left Hand of Darkness was around that time. She was one of the few women writers 
moving into SF (sci-fi) at a time when the genre was considered male. In the 50s, SF was a 
form people could use for political critiques without being called Communists and getting in 
trouble with Senator Joseph McCarthy from Wisconsin. Similarly, it was an important form in 
the Soviet Union, especially in the 1920s, as a way to critique their own society. 

  
 How have you seen the speculative world develop in terms of women writers? 

There has been a huge uptick in the amount of SF fiction written by women in the past twenty 
years, huge. They are using it for a bunch of different things, but quite frequently to explore 
reproductive rights and the denial of them. Your next question will probably be the use of 
Handmaid’s Tale costume as a form of protest. It’s interesting because they can’t kick you 
out—you aren’t creating a disturbance. It’s now an international phenomenon.  

 
 Why did you write The Handmaid’s Tale? Why does anybody write anything? But three 

things fed into it: 1. The 80s pushback against 70s feminism—if women should be in the home, 
how do you make them be there? You eliminate all other possibilities. 2. The United States 
didn’t begin as an 18th century Republican Democracy, but as a 17th century Puritan theocracy. 
That foundation block is still there. Puritanism wasn’t much fun for women. When women 
were kidnapped by native peoples, quite often they didn’t want to go back to the Puritans. 3. 
My study of the form. How do you write a dystopia or utopia that doesn’t stray off into being 
quite boring? So: a literary challenge, contemporary politics, and historical precedents: that is, 
I put nothing into the book that did not have a precedent somewhere in the world. 

 
 What has been your experience with the Hulu adaptation? What are your 

thoughts on the previous adaptations? It’s been a film, an opera, a ballet; it’s about to be 
a graphic novel. It’s a television series. It’s not yet been a tapdancing musical. It’s out there 
having a life of its own. There’s a piece in The Onion: the Handmaids are extraterrestrial, the 
Commanders are keeping them from eating people’s faces. On YouTube, you can see “They 
Finally Made a Handmaid’s Tale.” There are Handmaid’s cupcakes, there’s The Handsoap’s 
Tale...  

 
 How do I feel about adaptations, skits, variations? Ask Shakespeare how he feels about 

that. How does Dickens feel when he sees Scrooge used as an advertisement? Some books just 
escape from their original confines and take on new lives. Once any book is published, it 
doesn’t belong to the creator anymore. It belongs to the readers. If no new readings of it 
appear, it petrifies into and becomes an archaeological artifact. 

 
 Any thoughts for women currently working in the field? Now’s your time! There’s an 

audience out there eager to hear what you have to say. Make it good. Nobody will reject you 
just because you’re a woman in the field. Not anymore. You can’t say the same about the video 
game world. The graphic novel world, on the other hand, seems to be more welcoming. There 
are a number of graphic novel authors who are female. 
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COWEN, Tyler. “Margaret Atwood on Canada, Writing, and Invention (Ep. 65—Live at Mason).” BBC 
Radio 5 Live, 24 April 2019, Online. Cowen’s podcasts are produced by Mercatus Center at 
George Mason University.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood defines the Canadian sense of humor as “a bit Scottish,” and in this 

live conversation with Tyler, she loves to let her own comedic sensibilities shine. In addition to 
many other thoughts about Canada — it’s big after all — she and Tyler discuss Twitter, 
biotechnology, Biblical history, her families of patents, poetry, literature, movies, and 
feminism. Is it coincidence that Atwood started The Handmaid’s Tale in West Berlin during 
1984? Does she believe in ghosts? Is the Western commitment to free speech waning? How 
does she stay so productive? Why is she against picking favorites? Atwood provides insight to 
these questions and much more.  

  
 TYLER COWEN: We’re very honored to have Margaret Atwood with us here tonight. Just to be 

clear, this is the conversation with Margaret Atwood I want to have, not the one you want to 
have. Just to start with some basic questions about Canada, which you’ve written on for 
decades — what defines the Canadian sense of humor? MARGARET ATWOOD: … I think it’s a 
bit Scottish. COWEN: How so? ATWOOD: Well, it’s kind of ironic. It depends on what part of 
Canada you’re in. I think the further west you go, the less of a sense of humor they have. But 
that’s just my own personal opinion. My family’s from Nova Scotia, so that’s as far east as you 
can get. And they go in for deadpan lying.  

 
 COWEN: In 1974, you wrote, “The Canadian sense of humor was often obsessed with the issue 

of being provincial versus being cosmopolitan.” ATWOOD: Yeah. COWEN: You think that’s 
still true? ATWOOD: Depends again. You know, Canada’s really big. In fact, there’s a song 
called “Canada’s Really Big.” You can find it on the internet. It’s by a group called the Arrogant 
Worms. That kind of sums up Canada right there for you. The burden of the song is that all of 
these other countries have got all of these other things, but what Canada has is, it’s really big. It 
is, in fact, very big. Therefore, it’s very hard to say what is particularly Canadian. It’s a bit like 
the US. Which part of the US is the US? What is the most US thing—COWEN: Maybe it’s 
Knoxville, Tennessee, right now. Right? The Southeast. ATWOOD: You think? COWEN: But it 
used to be Cleveland, Ohio. ATWOOD: Did it? COWEN: Center of manufacturing. ATWOOD: 
… When was that? COWEN: If you look at where the baseball teams are, you see what the US—
ATWOOD: Is that what it is? COWEN: I think so. ATWOOD: Yeah, well, we’re not able to do 
that in Canada because—COWEN: You have one. ATWOOD: We have one, yeah. COWEN: 
Used to be two. ATWOOD: Yeah, I know. Well, things come and go. We’ve got hockey, though. 
We have that. You can’t take that away from . . . Just a minute, now  — you did. Yeah, so what is 
the most Canadian thing about Canada? The most Canadian thing about Canada is that when 
they ran a contest that went “Finish this sentence. As American as apple pie. As Canadian as 
blank,” the winning answer was “As Canadian as possible under the circumstances.” I think 
Canada these days is when you think things are going to go pear-shaped in the States — when 
you think they might — Canada is a beckoning refuge, as it has been in the past. So I just want 
you to know, if things go too pear-shaped here, we have a lovely church basement waiting for 
you, and a nice hot cup of tea. COWEN: What is funny about Saskatchewan? ATWOOD: What? 
COWEN: Why do Canadians read so much poetry? ATWOOD: Where are you getting these 
funny questions? Yes, Saskatchewan isn’t very funny. And Canadians used to read a lot of 
poetry because we didn’t have a viable novel-publishing business, or a film industry, or a music 
industry. But we’ve got all of those things now. So they’re reading less poetry. 

 
 COWEN: In 1972, in your famous book, Survival, you wrote, “The Canadian way of death is 

death by accident.” Is this still true? ATWOOD: In fiction or in real life? COWEN: In real life. 
ATWOOD: I think it’s more likely to be true in Canada than it is in the States, where the US 
way of life is by gun violence. Whereas we tend to go in for falling into the lake. COWEN: Is 
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survival still the central theme of Canadian literature? ATWOOD: I think it’s the central theme 
of the entire planet. I think we were just a bit ahead of our time. So yeah, you want to know 
about it, which increasingly you will need to, come to us. COWEN: If we look back to the 19th 
century, the United States has Melville and Poe and Hawthorne. The Canadian tradition seems 
to be slower to develop. Why is that? ATWOOD: That’s because Canada was slower to develop. 
So what you have in Canadian history is 1760, Quebec falls. There it is, right there. And if that 
had not happened, there wouldn’t have been an American Revolution. But Canada took quite a 
while to get a population that was far enough away from the frontier to bother itself with 
literature. 

 
 COWEN: Is it fair to say that Canada was founded in debt? It had high levels of debt. The 

provinces unified to pay their debts. They wanted to take out more debt, build more railways. 
ATWOOD: Oh, so you’re talking about 1867. COWEN: Sure. ATWOOD: Around that time, 
confederation happened, I think, for a couple of reasons, that being one of them. But the other 
one was, there was quite a lot of pressure from incoming people south of the border. COWEN: 
Too many of us. ATWOOD: They confederated partly just to keep from being annexed.  

 
 COWEN: You’re active on Twitter. Is Twitter good for literacy, on average? ATWOOD: Okay, 

on average, you have to be able to read to do it. So—COWEN: Quality of literacy. ATWOOD: 
Oh, that’s different. By literacy, I mean just the ability to read. All of these things where you 
have to read something and then push a button, you actually have to be able to read to do that. 
So people are working around it in all kinds of ways, such as YouTube and what have you. But 
you still have to be able to go to the website and push something. COWEN: Is it making North 
Americans better writers? ATWOOD: Oh, I wouldn’t go that far at all. But it’s made quite a few 
of them writers who probably weren’t writing much before they had the social media option.  

 
 COWEN: You once wrote, “Gardening is not a rational act.” Would you care to elaborate? 

ATWOOD: I think you’ve slipped over into the silly side. Okay, it’s not a rational act. Why did I 
say that? I don’t know. When did I say that? COWEN: I don’t remember offhand. ATWOOD: 
Well, you plant things, and you spend quite a lot of time doing it. Well, I did have a very 
successful garden once, but that was because I had a lot of excellent rotted cow manure, which 
was just close to hand. So gardening is like anything else. If you want to succeed, read the 
instructions. You need sunlight, good soil, and water. Those are the things you need.  

 
 COWEN: Now, as you know, you’ve written a work for the Future Library called Scribbler 

Moon, and it won’t be read by anyone else until 2114. Correct? ATWOOD: That’s correct. 
COWEN: How did you write differently for the far-off future? ATWOOD: I’m not allowed to tell 
you what I wrote. COWEN: No, you don’t have to tell us what, but how did you mentally 
approach the problem differently? Or did you just write what you would write for an audience 
today? ATWOOD: No. No, I didn’t. But I can’t go into detail because when you sign up for this 
thing, one of the things you can’t do is tell what you’ve written. The mandate was, “Make an 
artifact out of words, of any length, any kind of artifact, as long as it’s words, and two copies 
only. Give it to the Future Library of Norway. They’ll save it up.” They’re going to accumulate 
these things for a hundred years, and in 2114, they’re going to open the hundred boxes. More 
pressure on people who put theirs in five years before. No pressure on me. I’m not going to be 
there, unless something very strange happens. Then they’re going to cut enough trees from the 
forest that will have grown, we think, to make the paper to print the Future Library of Norway 
anthology. It’s a beautiful project. It’s very hopeful, and they’re inviting writers from all the 
way around the world. I think they’ve had a Turkish one. They’ve had an Icelandic one. And in 
the case of smaller languages, she’s putting a dictionary in that box, just in case. 

  
 COWEN: Doing it in reverse, let’s say you were writing for readers from 1890. How would you 

think about writing for them? ATWOOD: Impossible. COWEN: Why? ATWOOD: Well, 
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because I don’t live in 1890. COWEN: But you’ve read plenty of Victorian fiction. ATWOOD: I 
have, yes. But that’s a different thing. COWEN: Do you sometimes even think of yourself as a 
19th—century novelist? ATWOOD: No-ooo. COWEN: No? ATWOOD: No. You can write 
historical fiction, but it’s always going to be of the time in which you’re writing it because you 
don’t have a choice. Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe, although it’s about the Middle Ages, is a 19th-
century novel. 

 
 COWEN: I’m a big fan of your novel, Hag-Seed, which I believe is your latest. A few questions 

about that and Shakespeare: How sympathetic is Shakespeare to Caliban in The Tempest? 
ATWOOD: Shakespeare himself, when he was doing The Tempest, I think, saw Caliban as one 
of his comic figures. But as always with Shakespeare, nothing is two-dimensional. So The 
Tempest underwent a number of different metamorphoses in performance since Shakespeare. 
We have The Tempest. Then we have Oliver Cromwell. The theater gets shut down. The 
tradition is broken. When the theaters come back, they can’t actually remember how these 
things were done. So in the 18th-century, The Tempest was an opera, and they added some 
people. They added a person called Dorinda, who is Miranda’s sister, so that they could have 
an ensemble group of singers, obviously. Then they added another guy so that Dorinda would 
have somebody to marry. Then they learned how to fly Ariel, and Ariel flew around. Then when 
they tried to bring back the original Tempest, nobody liked it because they wanted the opera. 
They wanted Dorinda and the flying Ariel. In the 19th-century, when Ariel was always played by 
a woman who flew around, Caliban became a romantic sort of Byronic hero, oddly enough. 
Because by that time, people had caught up with slavery in the United States, and noble 
savages and other things like that that were of the 19th-century. COWEN: And he has real 
charisma. ATWOOD: Well, it depends how he’s played. It really depends, and I’ve seen, by this 
time, a lot of performances of The Tempest, including film ones. One by Julie Taymor, in which 
Prospero is Prospera — she’s the duchess of Milan — has a pretty good Caliban. But he has a lot 
of resonance. He’s given the most poetic lines in the play, actually. There’s a big question about 
him, which is, what happens to him at the end? We’re not told. It’s another of these open 
questions. We just don’t know. COWEN: How sympathetic are you to Prospero? There’s a line 
in Hag-Seed: “He would seem to be the top jailer in this play.” ATWOOD: Well, he is. COWEN: 
Do you like him? ATWOOD: Like or dislike, it kind of doesn’t matter. Whether I like or dislike 
him, I’m sympathetic to him in some ways. But he says himself that he got himself into this. He 
was the duke. He didn’t do his dukely duties. He didn’t behave in a duke-like way. He went off 
to study magic instead, and he let his brother usurp the kingdom. By doing so, of course, he 
threw his young child into danger and ended them up on this island. If you want to know why 
he wants to get off of it, look at the menus, which I did. I did a little foodie piece for a food 
magazine on what they were actually eating. It’s not fun. COWEN: As Leggs suggests in Hag-
Seed, is there any chance that Prospero is Caliban’s dad? ATWOOD: Think about it. COWEN: 
Someone has to be, right? ATWOOD: Think about it. Somebody has to be his dad. So, if we’re 
not accepting the devil as being the progenitor of Caliban, who is? I ask you. They’re both in 
the magic business. Why would they have not met up at a convention? Sort of a one-night 
stand producing Caliban.  

 
 COWEN: Do you think Shakespeare believed in ghosts? ATWOOD: Did Shakespeare believe in 

ghosts? We kind of don’t care. COWEN: Do you believe in ghosts? ATWOOD: Okay, this is 
another question. I believe that people have the experience of ghosts. But that’s different from 
saying that there are objectively ghosts that can be measured. A lot of people have ghost 
experiences. It’s well attested. But does that mean there is a thing out there? Again, it kind of 
doesn’t matter. This is people’s experience. So, in the world of Shakespeare, there are ghosts. 
COWEN: And in the world of Margaret Atwood? ATWOOD: There are ghosts. Yeah, there are 
ghosts. People have experiences of ghosts. COWEN: In the world of Tyler Cowen, I’m sorry to 
say, no ghosts. ATWOOD: But I bet you know people who have. COWEN: Absolutely. 
ATWOOD: This is Virginia. It’s full of them. 
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 COWEN: Handmaid’s Tale — is it an accident that you started it in West Berlin in, I think, 

1984? ATWOOD: Wasn’t that corny? It was very corny, but I couldn’t avoid it. If I had been 
able to do it in some other year, I would have because, inevitably, this question comes up. But I 
just happened to be in West Berlin. I didn’t go there on purpose to do that. But there I was, and 
how handy it was because it was the wall all around. And being Canadian, I could go into 
places like East Germany and Czechoslovakia and Poland easier than German nationals could. 
So I did. COWEN: You had had a prior trip to Afghanistan. Did that influence the book at all? 
ATWOOD: A bit, yeah. I was lucky enough to see Afghanistan six weeks before the present 
unpleasantness started. Six weeks before they assassinated Daoud. It was clear, and it always 
has been a crossroads, and it’s always been desirable. It’s always been desired by China, by 
Russia, and by anybody else in the vicinity because things went through it. At the time we were 
there, there was a great big Chinese embassy. There was a great big USSR embassy. And there 
was a great big American embassy. Daoud was doing quite well by playing them off against 
each other and getting stuff out of them. They should have stuck with him. But it’s been chaos 
ever since. I saw it at the last minute before a lot of things just got blown up.  

 
 COWEN: Did reading the Book of Genesis serve as an actual influence on Handmaid’s Tale? 

Or it’s just a connection you noticed later? ATWOOD: Oh, no, it’s right there in the epigraph. 
So the question to you is, if you’re going to take the Bible literally, how literally would you like 
to take it? COWEN: Is it the Jacob version of this story or the Abraham-Sarah-Hagar version of 
the story that grabbed you? Usually you mention the Jacob version of the story. ATWOOD: 
Yeah. COWEN: There’s the second one. Why? ATWOOD: Because it’s got more people in it. 
COWEN: But the first version has a happy ending, right? You get Isaac, you get Ishmael. They 
each found tribes. ATWOOD: Why would I write a book with a happy ending? Yeah, it’s not 
such a happy ending. It’s a very ambivalent ending, I would say. Abraham is a very dicey 
character in the Bible. But there’s a wonderful book called God: A Biography, which is by 
Jack—COWEN: The Miles book, yeah. ATWOOD: Yeah, it’s a wonderful book. I love it. It’s got 
the best exploration of the Book of Job that I’ve ever read. I think it’s brilliant. But remember 
where my roots are. I’m Canadian. We took the Bible in school. There wasn’t any separation of 
church and state. Then I went to college and studied with Northrop Frye. Then I went to 
Harvard and studied with Perry Miller. And for all those people, you had to know the Bible. It 
might also interest you to know that I won from my Sunday school the prize for the best 
temperance essay, why you shouldn’t drink. Would you like to know why? COWEN: Why? I 
think I know why. But please, tell us. ATWOOD: It’s a Canadian reason. If you drink and then 
go out into the cold, all of your blood is going to be in your capillaries. You will freeze to death. 
COWEN: That argument doesn’t work in Russia, somehow. ATWOOD: There’s a very 
interesting little piece to that puzzle, which was that Peter the Great discovered that he could 
tax the consumption of alcohol. This is for economists. It’s in a book called The History of 
Alcohol. He discovered that he could tax it, and then he made it unpatriotic not to drink. He 
made it a crime to agitate against drinking because he was making so much money from it. Did 
you know that? COWEN: No.  

 
 COWEN: What are the aspects of conservative religious communities that you admire? 

ATWOOD: They’re very stable. COWEN: Are they stable? ATWOOD: For a while. COWEN: For 
a while. ATWOOD: Yeah. It’s kind of a law of nature that nothing’s stable forever. COWEN: Do 
you think Canada will ever become much more religious again? ATWOOD: No. COWEN: Or 
secularization is a one-way street? ATWOOD: I don’t know whether it’s a one-way street, but 
Canada is very big. COWEN: It is and it isn’t, though. There’s a certain concentration . . . 
ATWOOD: It has a lot of different populations in it, which is why, when  — people said when I 
published The Handmaid’s Tale in . . . when was that? 1985. The British reviewed it by saying, 
“Jolly good yarn,” because they’d had their religious civil war, and they weren’t going to have 
another one. They’re having a different kind of civil war right now, but it’s not a religious one. 
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The Canadians said, in their nervous way, “Could it happen here?” And the Americans said, 
“How long have we got?” In fact, they spray-painted on the Venice Wall in California, “The 
Handmaid’s Tale is already here.” And that was in 1985. So, Canada is just too . . . There’s too 
many different groups to probably provide the 35 percent that you need to get a really good 
totalitarianism going. 

  
 COWEN: Someone argued that women are gaining cultural power all the time in virtually all 

countries. Even Ireland has legalized abortion. Is this fear a fear which belongs purely to the 
past? ATWOOD: No. COWEN: What’s the trend today that worries you, then, given what 
appear to be many trends in the opposite direction? ATWOOD: Everything’s joined at the hip, 
as you know, being an economist. My fear at the moment is essentially climate change driving 
droughts, floods, making places uninhabitable. When those things happen, you always get 
wars of one kind or another. And when you get wars, they’re always bad for women. I’m not 
alone in having this particular fear. The other thing that’s going on . . . I don’t know whether 
you caught it, but there was a big article on the aging of populations. When you get aging in 
populations, you’re going to get a top-heavy population, not enough young people to support 
it, and a lot of pressure on younger women to have more children. COWEN: It’s now the case, 
as you know, that in a city such as Toronto, more than half the population, I believe, is foreign 
born. ATWOOD: That’s true. COWEN: Does it feel to you that somehow Canada is gone? Or 
this is the new Canada? ATWOOD: This is the new Canada. COWEN: This is the new Canada. 
And it’s always been very culturally diverse, if you go back and look at the history. Before 
Europeans, there were numerous different indigenous cultural groups in Canada. When we say 
“a country,” basically it’s just lines somebody drew on a map. But to get the deep history of a 
place, you’re looking at populations. Who was there? What were they like? What did they do? 
And what kind of language did they speak? COWEN: But you’ve spoken out in favor of the 
cultural exception being part of the NAFTA treaty that protects Canadian cultural industries. Is 
it strange to think that having more than half the population being foreign born is not a threat 
to Canadian culture, but that being able to buy a copy of the New York Times in Canada is a 
threat? ATWOOD: Okay, by Canadian culture, all we mean is controlling the means of 
production. That’s it. It’s not saying things about content. It’s saying things about who gets to 
say what we’re going to publish, etc. COWEN: So the worry is that Canadian newspapers would 
go away. ATWOOD: They’re going away. COWEN: Going away anyway. ATWOOD: So are 
yours. COWEN: That’s true. ATWOOD: Yeah, so the newspaper is a form, but book publishing 
actually is where we entered this story, and we entered it in the ‘60s when there were very few 
publishing outlets for Canadian writers. People routinely told you, “If you want to be a writer, 
leave the country.” So, our generation did things like forming publishing companies and 
starting the writers’ union, one of the activities of which was to stop the illegal import of 
overruns of our own books that were coming into the country and being sold as remainder 
copies. That kind of basic economic stuff was what we were interested in, not in controlling 
what people were saying.  

 
 COWEN: About 30 years ago, you were a major defender of Salman Rushdie and the whole 

fatwa affair. Do you think that today  — 30 years later — Western governments would have 
spoken up as much as they did back then to defend Rushdie? ATWOOD: Oh, who knows what 
they would do? COWEN: But it’s a very different world. How would it play out now? 
ATWOOD: Well, I think people are just scared. We were in PEN at that time  — PEN Canada —
 and my partner, Graham Gibson, was the head of it. He was the only person speaking out 
publicly, the only one. Governments, churches, unions, they were all saying to him privately, 
“You’re doing a great job.” But they weren’t saying anything because they were frightened. This 
was an unprecedented sort of thing. The Norwegian publisher got shot, the Japanese translator 
got shot and killed. I was down here running in and out of radio stations with people saying, 
“There’s your car.” But Seattle was good. Seattle kept its bookstore open. COWEN: Do you 
think the Western commitment to free speech is waning? ATWOOD: Yes. COWEN: And why 
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has that happened? ATWOOD: Well, you know, people eat their own. I think there’s a lot of 
conversations going on right now amongst people who have forgotten the ‘40s… They’ve 
forgotten Hitler, they’ve forgotten Stalin, they’ve forgotten purges, they’ve forgotten 
censorship, they’ve forgotten book burnings, and they’ve forgotten all those things. These 
kinds of shutting down of people are always done with great flags of virtue flying overhead. But 
of course, Stalin and Hitler did the same thing. Both of those societies were proposed as 
utopias. People were told by both of these outfits  — including Mussolini will make it three —
 that things were just going to get better for people under them. But first, we had to purify 
things by getting rid of [degenerate] art, and getting rid of bad books, and getting rid of people 
that weren’t desirable. That whole kind of scenario  — people have forgotten about it. Have we 
read recently the book — I think it’s called Hitler and Hollywood. There was an active group of 
Nazis in Hollywood, and they had a plan to kidnap 23 media moguls and hang them in a park. 
That was in the ‘30s. We’ve forgotten all of that. We’ve forgotten what that kind of thing looks 
like. So the message is, if you go in for censorship and shutting people down, the next person 
that’s going to happen to will be you.  

  
 COWEN: Almost two years ago, you wrote that you were not, in every way, considered an 

entirely proper feminist. ATWOOD: I’m not. COWEN: What did you mean by that? ATWOOD: 
I never have been. COWEN: What’s your greatest heresy? ATWOOD: Oh, they’re many. 
They’re many and numerous. I don’t know. If you look on the internet and put “kinds of 
feminism,” there are now about 75 different ones. So if somebody asks you if you’re a feminist, 
you really have to say — same as they ask if you’re a Christian — you have to say, “What kind?” 
Are we talking the pope? Are we talking snakes? Well, there are snakes. You know? Are we 
talking Mormons? What is the category? So similarly with feminist — what kind? Answer that, 
and I’ll tell you if I am one.  

 
 COWEN: What was the very first business you ran? ATWOOD: My very first business I ran, I 

think, was selling blueberries for five cents a pop, not per blueberry—COWEN: Yes. 
ATWOOD: — but for the little container of them. It was quite stupid because I was seven, and 
there were lots of blueberries that people could just go and pick. But nonetheless, that was one 
of my first businesses. But my first real business that we actually made a profit out of was in 
high school. For that business, I had a partner, and we ran kids’ birthday parties. We didn’t 
charge enough. We did everything. We did the welcoming, we did the present unwrapping, we 
did wiping the tears, we did the sandwiches, and then we put on a puppet show. The moms 
loved us because they were out in the kitchen drinking gin while we were doing all of this. We 
got so good at it, we got an agent. We were doing company Christmas parties with the puppet 
show. COWEN: All of this in high school? ATWOOD: Yeah. COWEN: And your second 
business was what? ATWOOD: My second business was a silkscreen poster business, which 
came just before offset printing and other forms of cheap reproduction. You know what 
silkscreens are? We all know? Okay. You have a big screen, and you squidge everything 
through it. COWEN: Andy Warhol, yeah. ATWOOD: Yeah, you have to do one color at a time. I 
used to do that on the ping-pong table.  

 
 COWEN: Now, we’re going to have the middle segment here. I’ll toss out the names of some 

authors or books, and you tell us what makes them special to you. Or if you don’t like them, 
that’s fine. ATWOOD: What if I like them but they’re not particularly special? Is that a 
category? COWEN: Lewis Hyde, The Gift. ATWOOD: Oh, I love that book. COWEN: Why? 
ATWOOD: Why? Because it’s the only book I ever recommend to writing students, but it’s not 
about how to write. It’s about what are you doing? What is this writing? And what is art? He 
makes a distinction . . . You probably like this book, too, because it’s got some economics in it. 
COWEN: Money, reciprocal exchange. ATWOOD: Plenty, yes. He makes a distinction between 
things that are gifts, which operate in a different way from things that are just commodities. 
Books are a very curious thing because they originate  — if they’re not just formula books — they 
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originate in the gift sphere. Then they have to pass through the valley of the shadow of the 
commodity before they get back in the hands of somebody who loves them, at which point they 
turn back into a gift. It’s very instructive for young artists of any kind to read this book because 
it gives them a fix on what they’re doing and also on their relationship to money, because if you 
live in a society where most things are judged by money, you can really struggle with being an 
artist and how your art gets evaluated and rewarded. COWEN: H. G. Wells, Island of Doctor 
Moreau. ATWOOD: Yes, well, I read all of Wells in high school because we had the collected 
volume, and it was in the cellar where I did my homework. Oh, tempting. It was so tempting to 
read Wells instead of doing my homework, which of course I did. COWEN: But some of it’s 
terrible, right? ATWOOD: Some of Wells is terrible, but Moreau is quite interesting as a book. 
He wrote his early works of genius in a very short period of time, this very condensed period. 
He wrote The Time Machine, and then he wrote Moreau, and then he wrote War of the Worlds 
in a very compact period. COWEN: Chinese science fiction  — do you read it? ATWOOD: No, not 
yet. But I’m told there is—COWEN: I did. The Three-Body Problem is wonderful. ATWOOD: I 
read this huge volume of Chinese historical fantasy, which is, I think, the Condor Warrior 
series, which is very intricate and has to do with Genghis Khan and the Han Dynasty and 
various things like that, with some magic as well, and a lot of martial arts. COWEN: Young 
adult novels — do they have lasting aesthetic value? Or are they just fun? ATWOOD: Oh, some 
do and some don’t. It’s like anything else. You’ve got good ones of any kind of book, and ones 
that are not so good, including literary fiction. Not all literary fiction is good just because it’s 
literary fiction. COWEN: The Charles Laughton movie “Night of the Hunter.” ATWOOD: Love 
that. COWEN: Why? It’s not Canadian. It takes place in a small country. ATWOOD: That 
doesn’t matter. I’m very universal in my interests. I think I saw it when it first came out in the 
‘50s. It got overlooked. It didn’t get accorded the attention that it should have because it came 
in the same year as the “Blackboard Jungle,” and I think around the same time  — what was it? 
An early Marlon Brando movie. There’s a period of black and white film in the ‘50s that’s 
actually pretty interesting, and that movie is one of them. I would say it’s Mitchum’s best role. 
COWEN: “Star Wars” — is it interesting? ATWOOD: It is to me, but the early ones rather than 
the later kind of desperate spin-offs. COWEN: Why is birding interesting? ATWOOD: Let’s talk 
about “The Wizard of Oz.” COWEN: Sure. ATWOOD: Now, there’s an absolutely core to the 
American psyche—COWEN: It’s an economics movie. It’s about bimetallism, right? The yellow 
brick road is about the gold standard? This is not commonly known, but it’s true. COWEN: It’s 
a monetary allegory, the whole movie. ATWOOD: You think so? COWEN: I know so. 
ATWOOD: You know a lot of things. So, the Tin Woodman is what in it? COWEN: He’s one of 
the people in the bimetallist debates. But there was a Journal of Political Economy article 
going through all of the parallels. ATWOOD: And Dorothy is what? COWEN: I think just the 
innocent American crying for relief. ATWOOD: Are you buying any of this? I’m not. And the 
tornado is? COWEN: Maybe depression, deflation. ATWOOD: And Toto is? COWEN: That one 
I’m stumped on. ATWOOD: The flying monkeys are? COWEN: William Jennings Bryan? 
ATWOOD: Okay. Well, here’s the really interesting thing about Wizard of Oz. In The Wizard of 
Oz, the male wizard is a fraud, and all of the other male characters are missing something. 
COWEN: That’s right. ATWOOD: Yes. But the witches are real. Now, Tyler, I’m going to tell 
you a story. One October, my next-door neighbor — his name is Sam — came out of his house, 
and he saw me sweeping my leaves with a broom. And Sam said to me, “Margaret, you 
shouldn’t let people see you doing that.” And I said, “Sam, why ever not?” And he said, “It’s the 
broom.” And I said, “What do you mean?” And he said, “Don’t you know that people call you 
the wicked witch of the annex?” And I said, “Sam, fear inspires more respect than love.” And he 
said, “Margaret, you’re right.” … 

 
 COWEN: Why is there so little populism  — if that’s the right word — in Canada? It’s sweeping 

many other nations, including Australia. But so far, not Canada very much. ATWOOD: I think 
it’s because of the Canadian sense of humor. We make fun of them. But our turn may come. 
We had a conservative government before you did. COWEN: And you had a social credit 
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movement in the ‘30s, which had—ATWOOD: Yeah, we had this guy called Wacky Bennett out 
in Vancouver. Yes, he was . . . What was that called? Some other strange thing. COWEN: What 
would a Canadian populism look like? Would it be funny? ATWOOD: This is our problem, you 
see. As I say, Canada’s really big, and it’s very diverse, so you can have a Quebec populism, and 
they have had quite a bit of that in the past. I don’t know what a Newfoundland populism 
would look like. I’m not too sure. We sort of know what Alberta would because they had that 
for a while. In Ontario, we’ve got this one that purports to be that right now, but he keeps 
running up against a wall because he does something that’s not popular. 

 
 COWEN: What do you think of Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission? ATWOOD: 

They’re working hard. COWEN: Are they succeeding? ATWOOD: Well, there’s a lot to 
reconcile. Just for people that don’t know what that is, it’s indigenous First Nations in Canada, 
as in this country, except because you’ve done a lot more massacres than we had, you had 
fewer people left to be reconciled with. So, reconciling incomers, which means everybody who 
isn’t indigenous, with indigenous communities that have been badly treated in really recent 
memory. COWEN: Should there be bilingual education for indigenous communities in 
Canada? Or should the goal be assimilation towards English or French? ATWOOD: I would be 
for bilingual or trilingual. COWEN: If possible. ATWOOD: Absolutely. These are very 
interesting languages, and any language is a different way of viewing the world. If you only 
have one way of viewing the world, if you only have one language, only one way of viewing the 
world, you’re missing a lot of possible solutions and approaches that you otherwise would 
have.  

 
 COWEN: Is there, at this point, a plausible scenario where Quebec leaves Canada? ATWOOD: 

Not at the moment. COWEN: But the future? Or do you think it’s inevitable that there’ll be 
greater integration, more immigrants in Quebec? ATWOOD: I think things will stay kind of the 
way they are. But think about this very carefully, as people did when it was a distinct 
possibility. You have Quebec there. The people to the north of Quebec are not French-speaking 
Quebecers. They’re indigenous people. And they said — and that’s where the hydroelectric 
power comes from, by the way  — they said, “If you separate from Canada, we’re going to 
separate from you on the same grounds. Different language, older culture, etc.” And Quebec 
said, “Oh, no, you’re not.” And they said, “Oh, yes, we are. And by the way, we happen to have a 
treaty with Canada that says that if any foreign power invades us, they have to defend us.” So if 
Quebec separates, north of Quebec separates from Quebec, Quebec invades them, Canada 
invades. You see what I mean? COWEN: Sure. ATWOOD: Okay, so the other one was, Quebec 
separates and makes a military alliance with France, a nuclear power. How happy would the 
United States be about that? COWEN: Not entirely. ATWOOD: I would think not, and maybe 
that’s why they had plans for invasion of Canada at that time, should Quebec separate.  

 
 COWEN: If you were to recommend to an American a Canada trip that he or she maybe hadn’t 

already done, something underappreciated, what would it be? ATWOOD: Oh, something they 
hadn’t already done? COWEN: Odds are. ATWOOD: You mean not Toronto? COWEN: 
Correct. Or Montreal. ATWOOD: Not Toronto or Montreal. COWEN: Or Vancouver. 
ATWOOD: Okay, or Vancouver. Well, there’s nothing like the Canadian Arctic. COWEN: And 
what should people do there? ATWOOD: It will completely change your view of the planet. You 
should go with a group called Adventure Canada, which is small, so you’re not going to be on a 
huge, enormous cruise ship. In fact, it won’t be called a cruise at all because it cannot be 
guaranteed that you’re actually going to go where they say you might. You can get beset by the 
ice. COWEN: Is there Twitter up there? ATWOOD: No. There’s not. Not much, no. If you’re in 
a community, there is, but a lot of it, of course . . . as I say, Canada’s really big, and there’s a lot 
of geology. A lot. 
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 COWEN: Earlier in your career, why did you quit philosophy? ATWOOD: I quit philosophy 
because it was the age of logical positivism, and that wasn’t the part that I was interested in. I 
was interested in ethics and aesthetics, which had been relegated to the subbasement at that 
time. They’ve since been disinterred, but at that time they were quite sneered upon. I did not 
want to end up in logical positivism in my fourth year of philosophy. COWEN: And quitting 
was the way to get out of it. ATWOOD: I didn’t exactly quit. I moved over. I moved sideways 
into honors English, but I kept philosophy as a major. 

 
 COWEN: For a while, you had a faculty post at the University of Alberta. If you had somehow 

stayed there, in that counterfactual, how would your writing have evolved differently? 
ATWOOD: Well, my more interesting one was at the University of British Columbia. Alberta 
was just a part timer. It was quite small. But UBC —I was teaching grammar to engineering 
students at 8:30 in the morning in a Quonset hut left over from World War II. That was fun. 
COWEN: Was it good for your writing? ATWOOD: It was good for their writing. But it was 
good because what I did was, I had them read Franz Kafka’s “Parables” and then write their 
own parables. Franz Kafka’s Parables are sort of problems. They’re like engineering problems. 
So they had a good time doing that, and anyway, none of us were awake at that time of the day 
in any case. 

 
 COWEN: Do you write every day? ATWOOD: No. COWEN: How do you decide on a given day 

whether or not you write? ATWOOD: Depends on what I’m doing. COWEN: Travel aside. 
ATWOOD: No, no. If I’m in the middle of a project, I work at it every day. But if I’m in between 
things, then, of course, I don’t. COWEN: What’s your best work habit, in your opinion? 
ATWOOD: I have no good work habits. COWEN: Well, there’s evidence to the contrary on this 
table, right [points to books on bookshelf]? ATWOOD: Yeah, but those were not produced by 
good work habits. I tried to have good work habits once, but it was a terrible, terrible failure. I 
tried to be organized and methodical, but that didn’t work. COWEN: What’s your most 
unusual work habit? ATWOOD: Most unusual work habit. Well, it depends who’s calling you 
unusual, doesn’t it? I don’t have any fetishes, sad to say. I don’t have some mythic fountain pen 
or some . . . I don’t have a cork-lined room. I don’t have to have 15 . . . Who was it that drank 
30 cups of tea? I don’t know how they could have done that. I think it was [Samuel] Johnson. 
He must have been absolutely mummified inside. Balzac — how much coffee did he drink? I 
think he must have been insane. Anyway, no, I don’t have any really terrible work habits, 
except possibly caffeine. COWEN: You’ve written a great number of book reviews, more than 
most writers. Why has that been the case? ATWOOD: Well, it’s this thing of coming from this 
small country where you kind of had to do stuff yourself. Writers were in the habit of writing 
reviews of books because other people weren’t doing it. I see it sort of like giving blood. You 
don’t like it, and even though they give you a cookie and some orange juice, it’s not fun. That’s 
about all you get from writing book reviews, too, by the way. But you feel you have to 
contribute to the pool of book reviews, just as you have to contribute to the pool of blood 
because one day you may need some. Yeah? COWEN: You gave a very positive review to John 
Updike. Do you feel that work has held up? Or does it look different now, looking back? 
ATWOOD: I would have to go back and look. It was Witches of Eastwick — that’s what you’re 
thinking of. COWEN: Yes. ATWOOD: Okay. The most noteworthy thing about doing that 
review is that I had this big fight with the New York Times about what sorts of words I could 
use. COWEN: Which words were they banning? ATWOOD: They were banning words having 
to do with urine because there is urine in that book. So what were we to call it? We could not 
call it piss. We could not call it pee. We could not call it urine. They said, “This is a family 
newspaper.” COWEN: What was in their style guide? ATWOOD: Well—COWEN: They have a 
style guide for everything. ATWOOD: They didn’t have anything in it. So we ended up calling it 
bodily fluids, which was much worse in my opinion. It was what the witches were putting into 
their charms. I was, at that time, living in a rectory in Norfolk, England, and there was no 
phone that I could phone out on. In order to phone out, I had to go outside the building into a 
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phone booth — remember those? — that a farmer was using to store his potatoes in. I had to 
climb over these potatoes and put enough money into the phone in order to make a phone call. 
Anyway, this is what life used to be like. You’re too young to remember that, but it did. 

 
 COWEN: It seems you’re publishing — or maybe writing — poetry somewhat less frequently 

than you used to. ATWOOD: That’s untrue. COWEN: It’s untrue. It’s just being published at a 
different pace? ATWOOD: I’m about to drop a great big sack full of poetry on a waiting world. 
COWEN: Oh, great, wonderful. And when is that coming out? ATWOOD: When I get it 
arranged.  

 
 COWEN: Tell us about your patent, the LongPen. ATWOOD: Oh, it’s not just one patent 

anymore, dear. COWEN: How many? ATWOOD: Oh, I’ve lost count. COWEN: You’ve circled 
your patent with patents. ATWOOD: It’s families of patents. Okay, so a long, long time ago, 
before you were born, and before there were any smartphones or tablets or any of these things 
we now use, a FedEx messenger came to my door. He had a little doodad and asked me to sign 
for my package. So I signed for my package, and while I was signing for my package, I thought, 
this signature is winging its way through the air and it’s coming out somewhere else in the 
form of ink on paper. This was not true, but I thought it was. And I thought, “Why can’t I use 
something like this for remote book signings?” Remember, this is so long ago, there weren’t 
even any cameras in your laptop. In fact, there weren’t any laptops yet. COWEN: Yes. 
ATWOOD: So I said to somebody, “Why can’t we do a remote book signing?” They laughed at 
me because they were more technically knowledgeable than I was. Then I said, “See if it exists.” 
They went off and looked. And they came back and said, “It doesn’t exist. The closest thing to it 
is remote surgery.” Which is quite a different thing because you don’t want to sort of scribble 
on a body with a knife, unless you’re in a Kafka story. I said, “Well, if it doesn’t exist, why don’t 
we invent it?” So we invented it. It took four prototypes, one of which blew up and flew across 
the room. But we did it. It was more difficult than we thought. We did it. And we ended up 
signing books remotely because the idea was to do remote book signings for people who 
couldn’t have them, couldn’t have real people because their publishers would never send them 
there. We ended up doing that, but we couldn’t . . . Can I use a verb? We couldn’t scale it. We 
didn’t know how to scale it. So then it segued into another area of life. It passed through the 
valley of the shadow of the digital. Maybe before three years ago, there was a period when 
people were saying, “Everything’s going to be digital, so why are you wasting your time doing 
this stupid thing?” And they said all books are going to be e-books. That’s not true. It didn’t 
turn out to be true. And it turns out that not everything can be digital, and we now know why. 
Why is that? Because it’s so screamingly hackable. The thing is that a lot of higher kinds of 
documents will not accept digital signatures, as such, if you can’t produce a pen-and-ink paper 
version. We were the only people who, as it turned out, could do that. If you’d like to read more 
about that, you go onto the internet, and you put in “syngrafii.com” and there’s the whole 
story. So the remote signing device that was originally intended for books moved over into 
business and the area of security and compliance. 

 
 COWEN: Women have faced many disadvantages in history, but it seems, in the written arts, 

they’ve managed to overcome those disadvantages much more easily than, say, in painting. 
Why do you think that is? There’s even Tale of Genji, 18th-century, Jane Austen. Quite early, 
large number of—ATWOOD: You could do it anonymously, and you could do it at home, and 
you could pretend to be somebody else, as a lot of women writers did. In painting — and I think 
this is hilarious — they wouldn’t let women into art schools because they might see naked 
women. “Oh my God, what’s that?”  

 
 COWEN: When you were living in London  — I think this is after Alberta — were you ever 

tempted just to stay there and be part of the London literary scene? ATWOOD: No. COWEN: 
Why not? ATWOOD: Because I’m not British. COWEN: But people often move countries. 
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ATWOOD: They do. COWEN: It’s probably easier to earn a living as a writer in London. 
ATWOOD: No, I don’t think so. I love going there and making fun of them. So, no. I have lots 
of fun, but living there would be a different type of thing. I remember when I first went there, 
Canada was very low on the totem pole of what you took seriously as any sort of artistic thing. 
People really would say to me, “Canadian literature — isn’t that an oxymoron?” Or let me do it 
correctly [with upper-class British accent], “Canadian literature — isn’t that an oxymoron? Ho, 
ho, ho.” COWEN: And people there — they didn’t know you were Margaret Atwood, right? 
ATWOOD: Well, I wasn’t Margaret Atwood yet. Yes, but I was a fly on the wall. Anyway, lots of 
fun. But no, I could never really be somebody else. I have given a couple of lecture series, 
mainly at Cambridge and Oxford, and I took care on those occasions to be as Canadian as I 
possibly could. There was no point trying to pretend to be British. They find you out 
immediately. I have an agent who is actually Polish. She grew up under the Soviets in Poland, 
and her name is Karolina Sutton. She told me this, and I said, “But, Karolina, you’ve got such 
an amazing British accent.” And she said, “Oh, no, it’s very fake.” She said, “I learned it off the 
BBC.” She said, “The British can tell immediately that I’m not British.” COWEN: To what 
extent do you crave having some part of your life where people really do not know you’re 
Margaret Atwood? ATWOOD: Oh, that’s easy to arrange. COWEN: What do you do? 
ATWOOD: I just go to some other country where they don’t know I’m Margaret Atwood. 
Although, you never can tell. You never can tell when somebody’s going to pop out of the 
woodwork. It’s why I can’t be an effective criminal anymore.  

 
 COWEN: Last question about your career. Overall, if you were to explain the enormous 

prodigious output, which people are still reading — virtually all of it. Some of it is here on these 
shelves. To what do you attribute that? Why are you one of the most productive writers? 
ATWOOD: Because I needed to make a living out of it. COWEN: But you’re still writing, yes? 
ATWOOD: There you go. I don’t have a pension. I don’t teach at a university. What can I say? 
No, I took some measures to avoid teaching at a university because I did teach at universities, 
but back in the grim old days when there were gender issues. I don’t like to say this, but there 
were. Yeah, there were gender issues. Also, there were writer issues at universities in those 
days because they hadn’t yet realized what a tremendous cash cow creative writing courses 
were. And if you actually were a writer and publishing things, they looked at you askance. 
COWEN: Margaret Atwood, thank you very much. 

 
Q&A  

 
 ATWOOD: So now you have to edit that, right? You have to edit it and make it into a podcast. 

Or do you just run the whole thing? COWEN: We’ll just run the whole thing. ATWOOD: Well, 
there you go. COWEN: We have two mics for questions. You may line up at the mic. We are 
here to hear Margaret Atwood, so this is not the time to make speeches. If you start making a 
speech, I will just cut you off and turn it into a question. ATWOOD: Why did you put Edgar 
Allan Poe up here? COWEN: Well, he’s an influence of yours, correct? ATWOOD: Well, he is, 
yes. Absolutely. COWEN: A strong influence. ATWOOD: Well, he was when I was 15, yeah. 
COWEN: Who in Canadian literature has been the strongest influence on you? ATWOOD: I 
don’t know. Probably Alice, maybe. But we were contemporaries, Alice Munro. I think it was 
probably most in poetry. I was of that age to get influenced. After a while, you don’t get 
influenced because your brain has turned to cement. COWEN: First question, over here.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: Hi, Ms. Atwood. Thank you very much for being here. I wanted to ask 

you . . . You are very special in that throughout your work, especially your novels  — Cat’s Eye, 
Robber Bride, even The Handmaid’s Tale, even though it goes unnoticed — you portray the 
cruelty and psychological manipulation that women inflict on one another. I wondered, in your 
opinion, why mainstream progressive feminism today can’t seem to acknowledge the role of 
intrasexual competition in the lives of the oppression of women? ATWOOD: You mean 
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woman-woman? AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah. ATWOOD: I don’t know. Because they’ve 
forgotten grade four. I think it’s an ideological thing that it’s a piece of ideology that says this 
shouldn’t happen, and therefore we’re not allowed to say that it does happen. But you know, 
essentially women are people, just like other people. That means that there’s a wide variety, 
and there are different degrees of aggression and dominance and so forth amongst them. And 
there are power struggles. That’s just like people. So why be surprised? And why try to pretend 
it doesn’t happen? It’s kind of not the point. Women don’t have to be perfect in order to have 
rights. If men had to be perfect in order to have rights, they wouldn’t have any rights. It’s not 
perfect. Women aren’t perfect either, and they shouldn’t be expected to be perfect any more 
than anybody else. It’s really a pretty simple story, and even if you get a quite heavily invested 
ideological female person — if you go back in her past, you will find a moment in her life when 
some other female person wasn’t totally nice to her. It happens. So what? It doesn’t mean that 
women aren’t worthy of having rights like other people. COWEN: You still can submit iPad 
questions, but next question over here.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: I thought I heard that there was going to be The Handmaid’s Tale, a 

sequel. ATWOOD: There is. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I was wondering if you could comment on 
that. ATWOOD: I can, a bit. I can’t tell you much about it because my publishers will 
immediately arrive in a balloon and kill me. But if you go on the internet and put The 
Testaments, you can see the cover. I can tell you it will be published on September the 10th. I 
can tell you that there are three narrators. That’s about all I can tell you. But they’re bringing 
leakages out over time, as is their way these days. Increasingly, they tend to launch books in 
the same way that they launch movies.  

 
 COWEN: Question from the iPad. What are you reading right now? ATWOOD: I’m editing a 

book, so that means I’m not reading much. But I noticed an interesting trend. I always used to 
be able to depend on the Gideons because no matter what else you were doing, there would 
always be a Bible in the hotel room. They’re dwindling away. You can no longer read about 
wholesale massacres in the land of Canaan. I don’t tend to cart around big heavy books with 
me when I’m traveling. I used to be able to depend on one being there, but they’re failing. 

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: Hi. I’m an annual visitor to the Stratford and Shaw festivals, and I was 

wondering if you could tell this audience—ATWOOD: Good for you. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I 
know, for about 15 years—about Canadian theater, and probably the Stratford Festival in 
particular, since I see that you often retweet about what they’re doing. ATWOOD: That’s right, 
yeah. The Stratford Festival started in the ‘50s. When it first started, it was in a tent. It was a 
town that had been quite a heavy railroad town and also a center of pigs. It was a pig center. If 
you go online and look up Slings and Arrows, you can find a very funny miniseries that sat 
essentially in Stratford. One of those pig jokes gets into it. I’ve been going there for a long time. 
I used to take my parents and the teenage kids and everybody. It’s pretty inventive. I think it 
does a pretty good job. What else can I tell you? The town fathers, when it first started  — or the 
town citizens — looked at it askance because it was artistic, don’t you know? It was in the ‘50s, 
and they had been used to railroads and pigs, and they didn’t get it that this might rejuvenate 
their town, which it has done. It’s one of the first festivals that brought the economic level of 
the venue up. 

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: Hi. What’s your favorite fairy tale and why? ATWOOD: My favorite 

fairy tale? Well, there’s a cluster of them that are interesting to me. I would say probably “The 
Juniper Tree,” if you know that one. No, no, no, no. Have a look  — that one. “The Robber 
Bridegroom” — I wrote a book called The Robber Bride, which takes a similar type of motif but 
flips it. They’re infinitely suggestive — these folktales, fairy tales, legends, and myths — because 
we don’t really know what they mean. So everybody’s always reinterpreting them for their own 
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time and in their own way. I’m working with an actress right now on a reinterpretation of 
Medea.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: Thank you for speaking, and for all of your writings, especially your 

poetry. I wanted to ask what television—or shows, because it’s not necessarily television 
anymore — shows and movies interest you. What do you watch? ATWOOD: I’ll watch anything. 
No, I’ll watch anything, partly because my parents refused to get a television set when I was 
young. I always felt deprived. I felt I was a social pariah because I was not watching The Ed 
Sullivan Show. So I will watch anything, but I don’t watch things very frequently because I’m 
too busy. But who else went off to see Aquaman? Yeah. I’m surprised at you. Why didn’t you 
all go? It’s an absolute grab bag of every hero myth on the planet, including the Arthurian 
legends. There’s a reason why the half brother is called Orm. Just letting you know. I don’t 
keep up, because nobody can. There’s too much. Now that we have web streaming, there’s just 
a huge amount out there of stuff. But I intend to watch something called Dark [Black] Mirror 
when I’m not editing a book anymore. Does anybody watch that? Is it good? Yes? Is it Edgar 
Allan Poe—ish? … 

 
 COWEN: What’s your favorite classic movie? ATWOOD: I’m really bad at favorites. These 

“favorite” questions — they just throw me for a loop every time. That’s because I had a young 
daughter who used to say, “What’s your favorite color?” And I would say, “Red.” And “What’s 
your next favorite color?” And this would go on. ATWOOD: Then she would go and say, 
“Which of my friends is your favorite?” I’d say, “Well, I like them all.” And she would pester me 
until I would name somebody. And then she’d say, “Why don’t you like the others?” ATWOOD: 
So if you say something’s your favorite, the next thing somebody’s going to say is, “Why don’t 
you like the others?” And then they’ll feel very left out. The ones who are not the favorite will 
feel left out. So I’m against favorite things in general. I think it’s none of anybody’s business. 
And anyway, I don’t have favorites, I have a sort of a range of things I like. What’s your favorite 
pair of shoes? Well, why aren’t you wearing the other one?  

 
 COWEN: From Italy, question from the iPad: “Why is television, the seemingly ascendant 

popular art, displacing film?” ATWOOD: I’m not sure it is. But I think they mean streaming 
rather than television. COWEN: Okay. ATWOOD: Because it can expand to fill the space 
available for the story of whatever length it may be. Films have a sort of set period of time. It’s 
usually 90 minutes. If you take something, even like Great Expectations, which has been made 
into film several times, you have to squish it, and it becomes — instead of an expansive work of 
art — it becomes a sort of reference to the book. So I think one reason that streaming has been 
popular is that things can be the length that they are.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: I wanted to know, when you write, do you read it out loud to yourself, 

to someone else? Or do you just reread it? ATWOOD: I’m a reader-out-louder. AUDIENCE 
MEMBER: To yourself or to someone? ATWOOD: To myself, yeah. But if you start, then, 
reading from your book in public, you’re bound to catch some stuff that you should have 
caught. “Why did I do that?” COWEN: Do you ever read out loud other writers? ATWOOD: 
Yes, I do. To other people. COWEN: Yeah. ATWOOD: We were great readers to children. I was 
read to as a child, and I think that’s really important.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: You have at least two high school English teachers here in the 

audience. So my question is, we are looking to expand what our kids are reading, and I didn’t 
know if you perhaps had some suggestions of overlooked authors, titles, anything that’s 
approachable for the high school student that maybe we haven’t come in contact with. 
ATWOOD: How old are they? AUDIENCE MEMBER: Ninth through 12 th graders, 14 to 18. 
ATWOOD: Okay. I would say it’s different for each of those years. I guess people lump 
adolescents all in together, but that’s not true. A 17-year-old is very different from a 13-year-
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old. I don’t know. I’m out of touch. What are they reading now? AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well, 
the newest text that our 12th graders just got is Purple Hibiscus, and things are going well. 
ATWOOD: Things are going well. Okay. I would have to give that some thought, but I don’t 
know them. If you’re going to recommend books to somebody, you should know that person. 
You should know what they like, what is really not going to do it for them, and proceed 
accordingly. The ones of mine that get taught the most to that age group  — sometimes much to 
my dismay because I think they’re a bit young, but apparently not anymore  — are Oryx and 
Crake and The Handmaid’s Tale. I think some books are teachable, and other books are great 
but it’s hard to figure out how to teach them, if you see what I mean.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: I’ve always enjoyed the way you write about the ability of objects to 

evoke memory or nostalgia. Why is it that you think you’re so good at that? And how do you 
approach writing about a relationship with objects and memory? ATWOOD: Wow. Well, first 
of all, I’m Canadian, so I’m not allowed to say I’m good at anything. Yes, we do the puncturing 
of hubris in our country. Unlike you in yours. So, thank you. Thank you, but we won’t let that 
get out to the general audience. I think probably because I read a lot of Dickens. Dickens is not 
very good about women unless they’re eccentric, weird women. He’s kind of bad about the 
heroines. But he’s very good about objects. The other person who’s very good about objects is 
Raymond Chandler. Raymond Chandler is particularly good about furniture. In fact, I have a 
little prose poem called “In Love with Raymond Chandler,” which is about his handling of 
sofas. Yes, objects are very evocative, especially if you’re a person who’s been a child and has a 
memory because children relate quite strongly to objects in their environment when they’re 
little. 

  
 COWEN: From the iPad. “How do you choose which nonfiction to read?” ATWOOD: How do I 

choose which nonfiction to read? Generally the biology, not too much the physics, unless it’s 
got color and pictures. Not so much the economics, but sometimes. COWEN: But history, 
right? ATWOOD: A lot of history, a lot of history. COWEN: Surrounding what you’re writing 
about. ATWOOD: Or just in general. I’ve just always been interested in history. We have a 
great big library of World War II, partly because Graham’s dad was a Canadian general in it, so 
he collected a lot of books. My dad, although he was a biologist, was very interested in history. 
My mother liked to read historical novels of the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s, of which there were a lot 
more than you might think. 

 
 COWEN: Another iPad question. “How much is Cat’s Eye autobiographical? And is there a bit 

of you in Tony from The Robber Bride?” ATWOOD: Those are two different questions. 
COWEN: Yes. ATWOOD: All of the public school teachers in Cat’s Eye are real. I changed the 
names. COWEN: But you had them? ATWOOD: Oh yeah, I had them. COWEN: They had you. 
ATWOOD: They had me. I had them, they had me. That school building, although torn down, 
was real. It’s of a certain vintage of school building. The food is all real. What else can I say? 
The clothing is real. The children’s pastimes are real, so the period is real. The plot  — some of 
the plot, not so much. The behavior of little girls is real, but it’s not confined to me and my 
generation. It seems to have been pretty universal. The only difference now is that a lot of it 
has moved onto text messaging and that kind of thing, whereas it used to be little folded pieces 
of paper. COWEN: Next question.  

 
 AUDIENCE MEMBER: I know you said you didn’t keep up with a lot of shows, but I was 

wondering what you thought about the Hulu “Handmaid’s Tale” series? ATWOOD: Oh yeah, I 
keep up with that one. ATWOOD: Yeah, I’m something called an executive consultant. What 
does that mean? Nothing. It means that I have conversations with people on the phone, but 
they don’t have to do what I say. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I personally haven’t watched it except 
for a few clips because I quite like your book rather than the show. But from what I have seen, 
they really changed—ATWOOD: They updated it. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah, they really 
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changed—ATWOOD: They updated it. They made Serena Joy younger. AUDIENCE MEMBER: 
Yeah, Serena Joy — they made her younger. They made her friendlier. ATWOOD: They have a 
multiracial cast, whereas in the book, it’s much more of a South African pattern in which 
they’re white supremacist segregationists. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I noticed they also made 
Offred pregnant. She actually did get pregnant in the show, and I was wondering—ATWOOD: 
She gets pregnant in the book. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Really? ATWOOD: Yeah, it’s at the end. 
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Oh my God. I didn’t know that. Okay. That’s something new. 
ATWOOD: Yeah. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well, you know what—ATWOOD: In the last two 
chapters. AUDIENCE MEMBER: I also just found out that you actually did provide Offred’s 
name in the book; I’m shocked. On social media—ATWOOD: No, I didn’t. AUDIENCE 
MEMBER: June isn’t her name? ATWOOD: No. She doesn’t have a name in the book. The 
readers figured out what the name was, so I had to accept their verdict. They did a piece of 
reasoning which goes like this: There are a number of names mentioned in the first chapter, 
and of all of those names mentioned, only one of them isn’t mentioned again. So they figured it 
had to be her. But that was them; it wasn’t me. However, the show adopted that, so it’s a 
question of readers adding in something that is in the book, but it wasn’t in the mind of the 
writer consciously. I’ve got nothing against that because it doesn’t contradict the text. It adds 
something in. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah, I didn’t like that because I was like, no, the whole 
point is that she never gave her name and her daughter’s name. ATWOOD: No, she doesn’t. 
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah. ATWOOD: She doesn’t in the book, but the readers decided that 
that must be her name. But they’re not in the book. AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah, so I just 
wanted to know what was your take on how the show was going. I know that they kind of have 
your blessing, but I was just wondering how… ATWOOD: Well, the show is going very well 
because, I think, for the people in it, it’s not just a show. The showrunner’s name is Bruce 
Miller  who decided when he was 19 that this was what he wanted to do when he grew up. He 
pitched himself at the time when they were looking for a showrunner. So people are quite 
passionately involved with it. And it has given rise to an international protest symbol — which 
is not confined to this country; it’s popped up all over the world  — in which people put on the 
outfit. It’s kind of brilliant because you can’t be kicked out for being dressed immodestly, and 
you can’t be kicked out for causing a disturbance because you’re not saying anything. But 
everybody looks at it and they know what it means. So there again, it wasn’t anything I thought 
of. I think it started in Texas, to tell you the truth, and it has since spread. That is entirely due 
to the show. 

 
 COWEN: Question from the iPad. “After Testaments, is there a project you’re working on that 

you’re able to talk about?” ATWOOD: Well, let me get through one thing at a time. COWEN: 
But you finished Testaments, right? ATWOOD: I’m editing it. … It’s never over. COWEN: And 
what comes next? ATWOOD: Well, probably this big sack of poetry….  

 
 COWEN: Another reader question. “Would Margaret choose to live forever if it were possible?” 

ATWOOD: No, absolutely not. COWEN: Why not? ATWOOD: Well, first of all, if everybody 
else was also living forever, we would have a big problem. There are a lot of people I don’t want 
to have live forever. So, if I could have them not live forever, I’m going to have to agree to not 
live forever, either. But I think people have written about this a lot, the living forever theme. 
And it always turns out to be a very dicey proposition.  

 
 The Podcast of this conversation is available at: 

https://conversationswithtyler.com/episodes/margaret-atwood.  
 
DUDDING, Adam. “Margaret Atwood: The World Is Very Upsetting.” Stuff, 15 December 2019, 

Section: Entertainment, Online.  
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 Excerpt: When The Handmaid’s Tale was being adapted for TV, Margaret Atwood had a blink-
and-you’ll-miss-it cameo where she slapped the face of Offred, played by Elisabeth Moss. The 
scene is set in a brainwashing facility in Gilead, as a group of Handmaids-to-be are forced to 
turn on each other, pointing and chanting “her fault, her fault” when a woman recalls being 
gang-raped. In a 2017 essay, Atwood wrote that being on the set that day was “horribly 
upsetting.” When I first read this, it struck me as slightly curious. After all, the scene originated 
in Atwood’s own head. It’s lifted almost directly from the bestseller she wrote back in the mid-
1980s. So when Stuff was offered a brief phone interview with Atwood last month, that’s one of 
the things I wanted to ask her about.  

 
 Atwood has a special talent for writing about terrible things, both little and large. Her 17 novels 

(there are also short stories, poems, non-fiction books and TV and radio scripts) have touched 
on eating disorders and state tyranny; on schoolgirl bullying and looming environmental 
collapse. Zooming right out, she can construct something like the dystopian state of Gilead in 
which, famously, every one of the fictional horrors—from public executions and Stasi-style 
snooping to baby-stealing and theologically-justified rape—was based on something that had 
already happened sometime in human history. Zooming right in, she writes about human pain, 
of both the physical and psychological variety, with such intense clarity that, in the words of 
one interviewer “the reader feels it.” So why, I ask, would seeing just one such moment, 
performed by actors, be upsetting. Atwood starts with a quick clarification, in case I’m 
confused. “I didn’t find slapping Elisabeth Moss upsetting, because I wasn’t really slapping 
her—and then they added the sound effect. But the denunciation scene I found pretty 
upsetting, because it goes on so much in the world. I don’t mean just with women, I mean with 
everybody.” That makes sense. But why is seeing it performed worse than, say, making it up in 
the first place? Indeed, when Atwood is in the process of writing these scenes of nastiness and 
pain, does she end up upsetting herself? “Well,” says Atwood, “who kind of cares what I feel? I 
care what the reader feels. It’s not important what I feel.” I’ve read several articles saying 
Atwood tends to bite back at stupid interview questions, but I don’t think this is especially 
stupid. So I politely disagree with the double Booker Prize winner and knight of l’Ordre des 
Arts et des Lettres and holder of 24-odd honorary degrees and start to say: “But it is important, 
because I’m interested in you, and also[. . .]” “No,” Atwood interrupts, “you’re not really!” and 
laughs heartily down the line. “But I am. I am,” I wheedle, only slightly offended, but 
wondering if I should mention that I’ve just had two late nights because I’d been reading The 
Testaments in time for this phone call which, you know, demonstrates at least some level of 
interest in the subject of Margaret Atwood. “OK,” says Atwood. “You are, you are.” And then 
she finally deigns to answer. She found that experience on the set upsetting because film and 
TV are “participatory” in a way that books aren’t: “When you’re writing a novel, the actual 
experience takes place in the reader’s head.” But underpinning that upset was the fact that the 
world itself is upsetting. “I joined Amnesty International in 1970. I was born in World War II 
and I read a lot about it. I’ve been alive during all sorts of pretty horrific things that happened 
in the 20th-century and they’re now happening in the 21st . So yes, the source material is 
upsetting. That’s why I write about it.” 

 
 There’s an autobiographical essay Atwood once wrote about encountering for the first time, at 

the age of eight, the complex society of other girls. Before then, she’d mostly lived with her 
parents and older brother in remote Canadian forest (her father was a research entomologist). 
Once living in Toronto, though, young Margaret was taken aback by the politics of little girls, 
with “their prudery and snobbery, their Byzantine social life based on whispering and vicious 
gossip, and an inability to pick up earthworms without wriggling all over and making mewing 
noises like a kitten. I was more familiar with the forthright mindset of boys[. Little] girls were 
almost an alien species.” A lifetime later, on the phone from Toronto, she says she now has that 
alien species “somewhat figured out—I’d have to be an extremely slow learner if I had not.” But 
yes, as a young girl, she “played a lot of what would probably be thought of as boys’ games,” 
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and she knew what to do with a hammer or a saw, a rasp or a drill. “We built stuff. The life of 
the frilly pink dress was not mine. I drew a lot of frilly pink dresses, but I didn’t actually own 
any.” I wonder if that early sense of alienation is part of the reason she’s so very good at writing 
about women behaving cruelly. It’s there in Cat’s Eye, which inspects the machinery of a 
bullying female friend-group. It’s there in The Robber Bride in the villainous, man-stealing 
Zenia. And it’s certainly there in the state of Gilead, where women like Aunt Lydia take 
advantage of the special powers they’ve been granted, and oppress women on behalf of 
misogynistic patriarchs. True, Atwood’s books are mostly about women, with men often on the 
periphery, so it stands to reason that there’ll be women baddies as well as women goodies. Yet, 
I ask, is it too much of a stretch to suggest that, like the girl who found other little girls alien, 
this feminist author feels a closer affinity with men than with women? Atwood loses patience 
with the line of questioning. “OK let’s just cut to the chase. Women are people, like other 
people. And that means they come in all shapes and sizes and all kinds of dispositions and it 
gets very tricky to generalise about them, just as it’s difficult to generalise about men.” Then 
she adds this: “Let us just say, ‘Hooray for men.’ If enough men had not agreed to do it, women 
would never have got the vote. Men had to vote to get women the vote. Think about that.”  

 
 Atwood turned 80 in November. In February she’ll make three “In Conversation With” 

appearances in Wellington, Auckland and Christchurch, followed by seven dates in Australia. 
She’s been a big deal for a very long time. She was winning awards for her poetry from the 
1960s, and for novels and short stories from the 1970s. The Handmaid’s Tale, her sixth novel, 
was a bestseller and a Booker finalist and from the mid-80s on the hits kept coming, including 
Cat’s Eye (Booker finalist), The Robber Bride, Alias Grace (Booker finalist), The Blind 
Assassin (Booker winner) and the environmental-dystopia trilogy of Oryx and Crake, The 
Year of the Flood and MaddAddam. There have been films and plays along the way. Then in 
2017 things jumped to a new, JK Rowling-esque level, largely because Hulu turned The 
Handmaid’s Tale into a TV series. The series was an instant cultural touchstone, partly 
because it was excellently done, but also because it landed just as the world was beginning its 
Trump-related nervous breakdown. Suddenly, a near-future American dystopia about lost 
reproductive rights, misogynistic autocrats and environmental collapse seemed much less 
speculative than hoped. As a MAGA-era pro-choice protest sign put it, “Make Margaret Atwood 
Fiction Again.” Atwood-mania broke out. Sales of the novel reportedly topped eight million, 
and then in September this year Atwood went and published a sequel, The Testaments, which 
won the Booker Prize the very next month. This recent gear-shift from superstardom to 
megastardom has been, says Atwood, “a big change. So let us just say that these are media 
moments and they don’t last.” Also in September, Atwood’s partner of four decades, Canadian 
writer Graeme Gibson, died aged 85. “Fall has been very up and down in my life,” says Atwood. 
“But in so far as it’s enjoyable, I’m enjoying it.” 

  
 When you turn a book into a TV series or a movie, an infinitude of imagined versions collapse 

to just one: every reader had their own Offred, but TV viewers get just the Elisabeth Moss 
version. Which is perfectly fine if the producers get it right, and Atwood—who has both writing 
and producing credits for the series—reckons they did. “I think they’ve done a very good job. 
The designer’s costume just got inducted into the Smithsonian Institution. It’s in the same hall 
as the ruby slippers from ‘The Wizard of Oz.’ The theme of red!” She gets it though, if purists 
don’t want to muddy their version of the book by seeing it on screen. “Some people avoid it for 
that very reason. They prefer their own, just as some people prefer their own Mr. Darcy to the 
Mr. Darcy who climbed out of a lake in a wet shirt—which he never does in the book.” The 
Testaments expands the Gilead universe with new characters and plotlines, but 
disconcertingly, the sequel has adopted some but not all of the extrapolations that the TV 
scriptwriters came up with for seasons two and three (seeing they’d burnt through the original 
novel’s plot in the first season). To avoid spoilers I won’t go into details, except to say that The 
Testaments is set 16 years after the first book left off, and Atwood has stuck to her stricture of 
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only depicting horrors which have a precedent in the real world. This time round, that includes 
a slyly comic scene where an Aunt-in-training sits painting over any naked flesh she can find in 
the illustrations in “Dick and Jane” early readers. The reference here, says Atwood, was “any of 
these puritanical religions that feel that you have to cover up the body and not have images of 
it. So you could start with the fig leaves that they were painting on naked statues in the Vatican 
for a while. The Victorian age did a lot of covering up of bodies and one of their outlets was 
Victorian fairy painting. It was all right to paint naked fairies, just not naked people—as long as 
they were tiny and with wings it was OK.” 

 
 The Testaments shared its Booker win with Girl, Woman, Other, by black British author 

Bernardine Evaristo. The decision to split the prize caused a stir, but if the judges had thought 
to place a quick call to New Zealand and asked my advice I could have saved them all the 
agonising. For my money, Evaristo’s book is easily the better of the two. The Testaments is 
perfectly fine—it’s elegantly written, pacey and dramatic and full of action—plus a few up-to-
the-minute allusions to #metoo and people-smugglers and refugee crises. But caring about the 
characters and scenarios relies too much on the reader already having an affinity to the first 
book, or perhaps the TV series. At times the characters are shuttled around like chess pieces—
character X needs to be into location Y so situation Z can unfold, but when you stop to think 
about it, it doesn’t quite make sense. There’s less of the wordplay and intense interior musing 
that made the original novel so much more than just a feat of speculative world-building. The 
Testaments feels, dare I say it, a little bit bashed out. I don’t dare say all this to Atwood of 
course, because this interview slot time is really short and I’m also feeling a bit scared of her. 
But I do ask whether, when she heard she’d won, her mind went back to the 1986 Booker, 
when The Handmaid’s Tale was pipped by a Kingsley Amis novel. It was back then that she did 
the hard graft of actually inventing Gilead and its intricate inner mechanisms. So this year did 
she look back and think ‘Dammit—that’s the book that should have won a Booker’ rather than 
The Testaments? Not really, says Atwood. She was “very young for it to be a Booker winner at 
that time”, and it was also an era when not very many women were getting nominated. So that 
time round, she was just “happy to be at the party.” She admits she’s not yet got around to 
reading Girl, Woman, Other—the Evaristo novel that took half the prize. “Not yet, but I will. 
I’ve been on too many planes. Somebody snaffled my copy off me in England. But I’ll get hold 
of one here.”  

 
 There are more planes to come as she flits around the world, enjoying this moment in so far as 

it’s enjoyable. For a lifelong environmentalist, the travel comes with some angst. “It is a 
dilemma because of the carbon thing, but I’ve been offsetting for years. In fact, I tried to do the 
whole Year of the Flood as a carbon-neutral book tour, but it’s harder than you think because 
it’s hard to measure things like staying in hotel rooms. But it’s a top concern—how to reduce 
the total carbon footprint that you’re making. I tend to do it by stuffing it into tree planting.” 
Speaking of which, she’s already figured out what she’ll do in her spare time while in Auckland. 
“I’m going to Tiritiri Matangi, which is that very beautifully restored island right off the coast, 
where we have been before. It’s a very good example of how you restore a natural habitat by 
getting rid of rats.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/books/117958794/margaret-atwood-

the-world-is-very-upsetting.  
 
DUNDAS, Deborah. “Dark Laughs on the Road Back to Gilead Atwood on Our Times; Atwood Tells 

the Star How She Came to Write Handmaid’s Tale Sequel.” Toronto Star, 5 September 2019, 
Section: News, p. A3.  

 
 Excerpt: With waves lapping in the background and a wonky cellphone connection, Margaret 

Atwood, The Most Popular Author in the World Right Now, is hunkered down in a shielded 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/books/117958794/margaret-atwood-the-world-is-very-upsetting
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/books/117958794/margaret-atwood-the-world-is-very-upsetting
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nook somewhere in the wilds of the Lake Erie Island where she has a home. The things an 
author must do in the name of book promotion. “There’s a live event in London which is 
streaming to 1,500 cinemas in the rest of the world,” she’s saying. “Because if you actually went 
to those 1,500 places you’d be burning up a lot of carbon.” We are talking, of course, about the 
release of The Testaments, the much-hyped sequel to her 1985 book The Handmaid’s Tale, 
which has spawned TV shows, memes and worldwide excitement. 

 
 The Testaments has already appeared on the Booker Prize shortlist (she won in 2000 for The 

Blind Assassin) and the Giller Prize longlist (she won in 1996 for Alias Grace)—under a cloak 
of secrecy Gilead’s Aunt Lydia might admire. In a turn of events that only helps a book that’s 
also already made “most anticipated books this fall” lists everywhere, judges for the various 
prizes could read the book, which isn’t released until Sept. 10, but couldn’t actually talk about 
it. This left the Booker judges to sum up their nomination simply: “Spoiler discretion and a 
ferocious non-disclosure agreement prevent any description of who, how, why and even where. 
So this: it’s terrifying and exhilarating.” Which it is....  

 
 Gilead is also, in some ways, just what we’d expect to see 15 years after Offred left the 

Commissioner’s house to step into a van going God knows where, with the parting words “And 
so I step up, into the darkness within; or else the light.” So now, we step into a mature Gilead. 
There’s the Underground Femaleroad taking women out of Gilead and into Canada, corruption 
at the top, treachery, lies, murder, well-born girls who’ll do just about anything to prevent a 
forced marriage, others quite willing to turn them in—everything you’d expect in a patriarchal 
dictatorship, and some of them sound eerily recognizable. When the news about The 
Testaments’ existence was first released last year, Atwood said she was inspired by two things: 
“the many questions of what happened to Gilead (and) the world we’ve been living in.” What 
she says today is that, “I finally found a way to tell it.” As it turns out, it was really about how 
you define sequel. When people asked about it “they meant Offred’s story told by Offred,” 
Atwood says. She couldn’t do that. Offred had said her piece, and to go back and recreate that 
would have sounded fake, she says. “What had really interested me was: How would such a 
regime fall apart?” Atwood says once we settle in with a clear cellphone connection. Because all 
dictatorships eventually do, she notes. Once that became the question, picked up the story 15 
years later, with three different speakers—Aunt Lydia, who becomes the second most powerful 
person in Gilead; and two girls roughly the same age: Daisy, who lives in Canada; and Agnes, 
who was born and grew up in Gilead. The trio’s “testimony” is being presented to a symposium 
on Gileadean studies in 2197.  

 
 This new, future Gilead is not entirely what fans of the show might expect; Atwood is walking a 

fine line between managing expectations and exercising artistic freedom. “There’s 15 years for 
them to work with,” says Atwood, referring to the show’s writers and producers, who can do 
what they like with the narrative between the time The Handmaid’s Tale ends and The 
Testaments begins. She gave them only one directive: “Don’t kill Aunt Lydia.” Oh, “and you’re 
not killing any of those babies, either.” And so the story unfolds. It’s page-turning and 
painstaking in its details, creating the immediacy of a familiar world: we hear the echo of 
Trump, with protesters in Canada carrying signs “Climate Science De-Liar!” “Down with 
Gilead Fascists!” “Sanctuary Now!” At one point Aunt Lydia says that, with one flare of the 
match, her history gets burned—and the “future reader” would be “wiped away as if you had 
never been, as if you will never be.” Which conveys a couple of things: the immense power of 
words but, also, a great deal of hope. “Anything you write postulates a future reader,” Atwood 
says. “Which is why Jimmy in Oryx and Crake (the first book in her [MaddAddam] trilogy) 
doesn’t keep a Robinson Crusoe (diary). He doesn’t believe that there’s anybody alive who 
could read what he has written. And it’s why Aunt Lydia does.” There’s a hopefulness to that. 
“Absolutely, it’s an act of faith.”  
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 It’s also a very literary book, referencing Alice Munro’s Lives of Girls and Women, Cardinal 
Spellman’s Apologia Pro Vita Sua (in a hollowed-out copy of which Aunt Lydia hides her 
account), the Bible. The audience for this sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, first published in 
1985, is bound to be wide-ranging, spanning ages and interests, the literary crowd and pop 
culture. “The people who recognize (the references) will pick them up, but they won’t be an 
impediment to people who don’t recognize them,” Atwood says.  

 
 There’s lots of giggling and laughter in our conversation (Munro, she says, once pretended to 

be her on a train—“it’s the hair,” she quips; when recounting how somebody mistook her for 
Margaret Laurence, she laughs sardonically: “All the same, old lady writers”); not, perhaps, 
what you might expect with Atwood—but don’t let that distract you. There’s dead seriousness 
there as well. The same is true with her writing. The Testaments is, in spots, laugh-out-loud 
funny, certainly a change in tone from the original. “I thought parts of it were hilarious but not 
everybody else did,” Atwood says about The Handmaid’s Tale. An example: Aunt Lydia jokes 
to Commander Judd (Gilead’s supreme leader)[:] “Not for nothing do we at Ardua Hall say Pen 
Is Envy.” Women and girls in Gilead, of course, are not allowed to read and write. The 
Freudian double entendre is subversive—meant for Lydia’s and the readers’ amusement only. 

 
 Atwood quickly shares a personal story. “My mother and her two sisters were the children of a 

country doctor. So they always had to be on their best behaviour and they always had to sit in 
the front pew at church. And they had a guest preacher. And he was of the hellfire-and-
brimstone pulpit-thumping kind and he was giving forth, thumping the pulpit, and as he 
thumped he gave a particularly emphatic thump. And his false teeth shot out of his mouth. “At 
which point he reached out his hand and caught them—evidently, this must have happened 
before—and stuck them back in, all in one gesture. Well, my mother said the pews shook. But 
the laughter was silent because, she said, they would have got ‘Hail Columbia’ if they had 
laughed out loud.” Just when one wonders why, exactly, Atwood is telling this admittedly 
hilarious story, she wraps it back round again: “And so Aunt Lydia’s pew is shaking. She can’t 
do it out loud. It is graveyard humour because her neck is on the block.” 

 
 While The Handmaid’s Tale might be the book that’s made her famous, Atwood has some 50 

others, and is putting together a new one, a collection of poetry. “It’s a good thing to do while 
waiting for the publication of a novel,” she says. The poems have accumulated over the years, 
since she published her last collection The Circle Game. She handwrites them all before sitting 
down at the computer to edit and put the collection together. When she doesn’t have a pen and 
paper at hand “I always regret it. But that’s not just because of the poetry. It’s because of 
people’s phone numbers and things I have to buy.” Even with Atwood, the poetry mingles with 
the prosaic needs of the everyday. “And so,” she says, “it is in life.” 

 
 In a wide-ranging interview, Atwood made plenty of observations about voting, climate 

change, freedom and chaos. Here are some of the highlights. 
 
 On voting and climate change: “I think you shouldn’t vote for whoever says this climate 

crisis isn’t happening. Because that person is lying. You also shouldn’t vote for the person 
who’s saying it is happening, but it’s not us. And you also shouldn’t vote for the person who 
says I have a plan but they don’t have any actual goals. There’s a reason young people are very 
agitated about this. Because it’s happening a lot faster than originally thought.” 

 
 On the Handmaid becoming a protest meme: “It’s a brilliant protest device, because you 

can’t be thrown out for causing a disturbance. You’re not saying anything. And you can’t be 
thrown out for dressing immodestly. You’re highly visible, and everybody knows what you 
mean. So it is very effective. It’s a way of protesting without actually getting dragged off kicking 
and screaming.” 
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 On safety and freedom: “I think ‘freedom from’ is ... when you walk along the street 

nobody’s going to rape you. You’re safer, aren’t you? We really buy into the idea of safer but we 
should think pretty hard about what that is. Who’s going to make us safer? And how much 
control are they going to have over us? If things get quite chaotic you’ll vote for whoever says 
they’ll restore order. People can’t live in chaos.” 

 
 On chaos as a tool in politics: “It seems quite deliberate (south of the border). So if you 

make enough chaos, then people will opt for more dictatorial, leadership won’t they? But 
somebody who did that in Ontario was Mike Harris. Remember Premier Harris. And again, 
like Ford: cancel everything all at once, everyone runs around like ants with lemon juice 
poured on them and they all go screaming around and meanwhile you can do what you like.” 

 
 On Canada as having moral sway: We still have more than some people, and that’s all it’s 

ever been. We sometimes get quite smug and think that we’re better than other people. And 
that’s, not really true. We haven’t had the power and opportunity to be as bad as other people. 
We haven’t had the money. We are a smaller country. We’ve done some pretty dodgy things, 
and we’re still doing them.  

 
 Available from: https://www.yorkregion.com/whatson-story/9580607-margaret-atwood-on-

her-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-i-finally-found-a-way-to-tell-it. 
 
ELMHIRST, Sophie. “Margaret Atwood: The Unexpectedly Optimistic Outlook of Canada’s Uncannily 

Accurate Foreteller of Times Ahead.” The Gentlewoman, no. 20, Autumn & Winter 2019, 
Online. Cover story in the magazine.  

  
 Excerpt: Margaret and her partner, Graeme Gibson, are here for the Ledbury Poetry Festival. 

This evening she will read aloud some of her own poems, yet to be published, and tomorrow 
she’ll read a sample of her favourite poems by women. Before the 17 novels, eight books of 
short stories, 10 works of non-fiction, children’s books and a graphic novel, poetry was how she 
started. (“If she weren’t a famous novelist, she’d be a very famous poet,” her agent, Karolina 
Sutton, tells me.)  

 
 Available from: https://thegentlewoman.co.uk/library/margaret-atwood.  
 
ENRIGHT, Michael. “A Birthday Tribute to Margaret Atwood.” CBC: Sunday Edition, 15 November 

2019, Online.  
  
 Excerpt: I’ve never kept an actual count, but I would reckon that over the past 30 years, I have 

interviewed Margaret Atwood more than any other guest. There are several very good reasons 
for this. Foremost, she is a great talker; she speaks in paragraphs, in colourful language, in an 
admixture of playfulness, erudition and humour. But she is no easy mark in the interviewing 
biz. She listens with fearsome attention. Sometimes she would turn the tables on me and say 
something like “I don’t know Michael, what do you think?” She is patient and utterly 
accommodating. One Sunday in Newfoundland, I reminded her of the day and asked her to 
sing a hymn. Which she promptly did. And even though she is perhaps the best-known novelist 
in the world, she never traded on her extraordinary reputation. Nov. 18 is her 80th birthday. As 
a humble tribute and birthday gift, we present Margaret Atwood as she has appeared over the 
years on The Sunday Edition.  

 
 Available from: https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thesundayedition/the-sunday-edition-for-

november-17-2019-1.5359967/a-birthday-tribute-to-margaret-atwood-1.5360008. 
 

https://www.yorkregion.com/whatson-story/9580607-margaret-atwood-on-her-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-i-finally-found-a-way-to-tell-it
https://www.yorkregion.com/whatson-story/9580607-margaret-atwood-on-her-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-i-finally-found-a-way-to-tell-it
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FELDMAN, Lucy. “Let’s Break Down the Most Mysterious Parts of the Testaments, with a Little Help 
from Margaret Atwood.” Time.com, 10 September 2019, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: When most people think of The Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood’s 1985 classic 

dystopian novel, they think of the color red. The long red robes and white bonnets worn by 
women forced into reproductive slavery in the Republic of Gilead have become a symbol of 
oppression, an eye-catching cue that represents both Atwood’s influence and the global 
problems she probes in her fiction. So fans took notice when her publisher revealed bright 
green cover art for The Testaments. In recent interviews for a cover story on the legendary 
author, Atwood answered TIME’s questions about the most intriguing aspects of her highly 
anticipated sequel, the color of the cover included. For the latter, she has a surprisingly simple 
answer: “I colored it with my crayons and said, ‘I think it would look better green.’” She adds 
that the color, “spring green,” evokes hope. 

  
 Atwood’s long-awaited sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale hits shelves today. Like the original, 

The Testaments strikes a balance between propulsive storytelling and dark references to both 
past and present. But while the new book answers some crucial questions about Gilead, it also 
leaves many open to interpretation—which is Atwood’s way. The author prefers to let readers 
come to their own conclusions. “I’m the person who’s against dictatorship, remember that?” 
she says. “I’m not going to tell the reader what to think.” 

 
 TIME’s cover story on Atwood avoided spoiling details from the The Testaments beyond the 

broad identities of its three narrators. This article draws on interviews with Atwood to answer 
a few of the most compelling questions about the book and analyze the meaning of those 
narrative choices. Do not read further if you have not yet read The Testaments and do not want 
to learn more details about its contents. Here are Atwood’s answers to nine burning questions 
about The Testaments. 

 
 Does Offred survive? Offred’s story in The Handmaid’s Tale ends with her stepping into a 

van that will take her “into the darkness, within; or else the light.” In an interview with TIME, 
Atwood says, “We will learn enough to know that it was more like the light than the darkness.” 
So in a word, yes. Offred is alive in The Testaments. But this is Atwood we’re talking about, and 
nothing is ever as simple as it seems.  

 
 Why is the book called The Testaments? Atwood has a three-pronged answer to this 

question, drawing on the structure of the novel—which is told by three narrators—and the 
religious aspects of Gilead. “It has several different meanings: last will and testament, Old and 
New Testaments. And what does a witness give? A testimony, but also a testament,” she says. 
“So it’s those three: the witness, the will and ‘I’m telling you the truth.’” 

 
 Who are the narrators of The Testaments? When she announced The Testaments, 

Atwood teased that the new novel is narrated by three women, but she revealed nothing of 
their identities. Fans who hoped Offred, the narrator of The Handmaid’s Tale, might be one of 
the three will be disappointed. The new book does not drop back into the mind of the woman 
who first described to us all the horrific customs of Gilead. One of the reasons Atwood waited 
as long as she did to write a sequel, she tells TIME, was because she felt re-creating Offred’s 
voice would be impossible. “She had said her piece, quite thoroughly,” Atwood says. But once 
she realized she could access Gilead through different characters, she knew she could write a 
follow-up. 

  
 So who are these women? One of the three narrators is someone readers already know: 

Aunt Lydia, a notorious villain in the original book. She’s since been brought to life by Ann 
Dowd in Hulu’s adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale. (TIME recently revealed that Dowd also 
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reads the role in the audiobook edition of The Testaments.) In the new book, Atwood 
complicates readers’ long-held assumptions about Lydia, who trains women to become 
handmaids and often adds to their misery with her abusive tactics. To flesh out Lydia’s story, 
Atwood says she asked herself, “How do you get to be such a person? How do you act within 
that structure? What are your fears, what are your goals, when you’re in that position 
channeling J. Edgar Hoover, who collected dirt on everybody?” Lydia’s narration comprises 
the meatiest third of The Testaments, the one most revealing of Gilead’s inner workings, 
because she sees—and records—everything. As Atwood points out to TIME, Lydia is a woman 
of secret yet significant power in the regime. Such women are rare, and dangerously 
underestimated, in Gilead. Through Lydia’s narration, Atwood allows us access to a mind far 
more complex, with many more shades of grey, than her original novel let on. The second 
narrator is another person we know from the original, but not nearly as well. Agnes Jemima 
was too young when Gilead took power to remember what life was like before it. She’s growing 
up in a nice house with her mother and father, a powerful Commander, and learning the duties 
she will be expected to uphold as a wife. But when her mother dies, she learns that she once 
had another mother: a woman now serving as a handmaid. And she has vague memories of 
running through the woods with an unknown woman as a young child. If it sounds like she 
might be Offred’s daughter—the one who was ripped from her arms as she and her husband 
Luke attempted an escape to Canada—well, you might be onto something. (More on that later.) 
The third narrator is brand new—again, sort of. Daisy is a teenager living in Toronto with oddly 
overprotective parents who run a second-hand clothing store. Gilead is a constant topic of 
political conversation in her school. Daisy wrote an essay on Baby Nicole, a child who was 
“stolen” by her handmaid mother and taken to Canada, and is now held up by Gileadeans as a 
symbol of the evil that exists outside its borders. One day Daisy attends an anti-Gilead rally 
against her parents’ wishes. The next day, her 16th birthday, they’re dead. And all their friends 
are acting like Daisy is in danger, too. Soon, they reveal the truth: she is Baby Nicole. Her 
“parents” were agents of the Mayday resistance, the campaign to overthrow Gilead, who were 
assigned to protect her. 

 
 Are the two young narrators related to Offred? Readers of The Handmaid’s Tale will 

remember that when Offred stepped into the van at the end of the novel, she thought she might 
be pregnant with Nick’s baby. That was, according to Atwood, about 15 years before the action 
of The Testaments begins. And here is a baby—Daisy/Nicole—who was born to a handmaid 16 
years ago and smuggled into Canada. Simple math suggests that this teenager could be Offred 
and Nick’s daughter. A reasonable reader could then conclude that both of these young 
narrators—Daisy/Nicole and Agnes Jemima—are Offred’s daughters. Which would make them 
half sisters. And yes, in fact, we do eventually learn that these two share a mother, who was a 
handmaid. Let’s call this theory reasonable, rather than certain, because again, Atwood prefers 
to let readers make up their own minds. Nowhere in The Testaments does it say that 
Daisy/Nicole and Agnes Jemima’s mother ever went by the name Offred. And the author 
herself won’t confirm. “We are pretty sure,” Atwood says. “But we don’t really know.” Their 
mother’s namelessness is reminiscent of The Handmaid’s Tale, since we never learn Offred’s 
real name. Her anonymity underscores the point that the horrors Offred suffers could happen 
to anyone. But there’s another layer to this question: While the two books don’t use names, 
Hulu’s adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale does. Atwood had everything to do with those 
names; she works closely with the team behind the show. Up to this point in Hulu’s series, 
which has aired three seasons and has been picked up for a fourth, Offred (who is known as 
June) has two daughters. The elder, Hannah, is from her marriage to Luke before Gilead. She 
gets taken from her parents, just like in the book, before the events of the first season. Much 
later, June learns that Hannah has been given a new name in Gilead. June’s second daughter 
in the show is a baby she has with Nick. And what are these daughters called? Agnes and 
Nicole. The latter was Atwood’s decision. Bruce Miller, the “Handmaid’s Tale” showrunner, 
tells TIME that standing by for Atwood to name the new baby was like awaiting the 
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announcement of a new pope: “I was waiting for white smoke,” he says. So, we have Agnes and 
Nicole as June/Offred’s daughters in the show. And Agnes Jemima and Nicole/Daisy as the 
children of a handmaid in The Testaments. Which means that if you read the two books and 
the show together, then yes, the two young narrators of The Testaments are Offred’s daughters. 
I suggest to Atwood that readers can choose whether they want to include the show in their 
reading of the two novels. She offers a very on-brand response: “I love choices like that.” 

 
 So wait, what happens to Offred in The Testaments? The story is really about Lydia, 

Daisy/Nicole and Agnes Jemima. But we do learn some things about the girls’ mother. If we 
conclude that Offred is that person, here are a few essential things about her life after the 
events of The Handmaid’s Tale. First, she lives. Second—no surprise—she’s working with 
Mayday somewhere in Canada. Third, she follows the lives of her children from afar and hopes 
to be reunited with them. 

 
 Does Aunt Lydia turn out to be good? Critics are already discussing the moral standing of 

Aunt Lydia, whose motivations prove so much more complex in The Testaments than they 
seemed in The Handmaid’s Tale. Atwood tells TIME that she didn’t think much about Lydia’s 
reasons for upholding the regime when writing the original novel. But she has tapped a timely 
nerve with her expansion of the character in The Testaments, probing the fraught territory of 
women’s complicity in the bad behavior of men and walking a line that leaves room for readers 
to debate. Atwood won’t be weighing in. “Let Aunt Lydia speak for herself, and make up your 
own mind,” she says. 

 
 How does The Testaments fit into the world of the “Handmaid’s Tale” TV show? 

The show is a continuation of Atwood’s original story, set in the world she created, and the 
author advises on its story through regular conversations with Miller. There are elements in 
The Testaments that viewers of the show will recognize. But The Testaments picks up years 
after June’s current life in the show, so while they are closely tied, the stories are completely 
different. Atwood tells TIME it was important to her to avoid writing a novelization of “The 
Handmaid’s Tale” show while also making sure not to introduce contradictions between them. 
There are a few details that the most vigilant of fans might recognize as different between the 
new book and the show, but overall they work as companion pieces. As for the on-screen future 
of The Testaments, TIME broke the news that Hulu and MGM are developing the new novel 
for the screen, working with Miller on determining how best to produce the material. It’s 
unclear at this stage what form the interwoven stories of Lydia, Daisy/Nicole and Agnes 
Jemima will take—whether they will be incorporated into the existing show or produced 
another way.  

 
 What do the letters on the windowsill mean? This question only makes sense once 

you’ve read the novel, but it is a tantalizing one. As she did in The Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood 
ends The Testaments with a transcript from a Gileadean studies conference long after the 
regime has fallen. In it, Professor James Darcy Pieixoto discusses the recently discovered 
manuscripts that comprise The Testaments and analyzes their contents. He shares that the 
letters N, A, G, V and AL are carved on a second-floor windowsill in Roosevelt Cottage, which 
once functioned as a refugee center for escaped Gileadeans, and says Agnes Jemima and 
Daisy/Nicole may have stayed there for a time. Pieixoto suggests that the letters might have 
been carved by the half-sisters and might be the initials of the central players in their stories: 
Nicole, Agnes or Ada (a member of the Mayday Resistance), Garth (also Mayday), Victoria 
(another name Agnes Jemima goes by) and Aunt Lydia. But he points out that we will never 
know for sure. Atwood, for her part, suggests he’s on the right track. “I think our professor 
makes a pretty good guess,” she says.  
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 Will Atwood write more Gilead novels? Atwood’s use of Lydia, Agnes Jemima and 
Daisy/Nicole to broaden and deepen our understanding of Gilead is effective. If The 
Handmaid’s Tale was a psychological study—a claustrophobic look at one woman’s 
sequesterment and inner life—The Testaments is the more sociological counterpart. Offred’s 
reader knew only as much as she did: very little. But the three narrators together offer a 
fascinating higher-level view of the world Atwood created. It’s easy to imagine that Atwood 
could add even more perspective on Gilead through the eyes of more characters. And she wrote 
the book in part because she sees the world as shifting more toward Gilead than away from it, a 
sentiment unlikely to dissipate in the near future. But Atwood isn’t much for discussing her 
future plans—she tells TIME that doing so often leads to regret. That said, she also doesn’t say 
she won’t write more Gilead novels. When I ask her to confirm that she’s not saying no to the 
possibility, she says, “I never say never.”  

 
 Available from: https://time.com/5673535/the-testaments-plot-questions-margaret-atwood/. 
 
—-. “Margaret Atwood Saw It All Coming.” Time, vol. 194, no. 10, 16 September 2016, pp. 54-57.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood wants to know more about The Bachelorette. We’re chatting in her 

publisher’s office in Toronto when I mention the dating show where 30-some men vie for the 
affection of a single woman, all on camera. She has questions: “Why are they even participating 
in this?” “What if they’re rejected?” “I’m wondering if she’s just pretending to go along with 
it?” There is an irony here, observing Atwood equate the show to Sartre’s adage “Hell is other 
people” come to life. She is, after all, known for a book that describes one of the most brutal 
mating rituals in the canon. In her landmark 1985 novel, The Handmaid’s Tale, a totalitarian 
theocracy has taken over the U.S. in the midst of a fertility crisis. Offred, one of few women 
who can still bear children, is forced to participate in reproductive-slavery ceremonies in the 
Republic of Gilead. Offred’s story ends with a notoriously ambiguous cliff-hanger: she steps 
into a van that will take her either to fresh hell or to freedom. For 34 years, Atwood, now 79, 
has deflected readers’ questions about her protagonist’s fate. But on Sept. 10, she will publish 
The Testaments, a new book that promises to resolve that mystery and many more. 

  
 The Testaments arrives at the peak of Atwood’s prominence. In 2017, her 32-year-old novel 

soared back to the best-seller list when it became one of a handful of classic dystopias that 
seemed to portend troubling themes of the current era and evoke prescient anxieties about 
women’s rights. Three months after Donald Trump’s Inauguration, Hulu premiered an 
adaptation with Atwood’s involvement that has won 11 Emmys. Women’s-rights demonstrators 
around the globe—at pro-choice rallies in South America and Europe, at Supreme Court 
Justice Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation hearing in the U.S.—have donned the handmaid 
uniform of crimson cloaks and white bonnets to make their case. Atwood’s voice has become a 
rallying cry against climate change and threats to equality—last year she headlined a summit 
on the intersection of those issues, named after a reference to The Handmaid’s Tale. Protest 
signs at the 2017 Women’s March bore the slogan Make Margaret Atwood fiction again, her 
name now synonymous with resistance.  

 
 Atwood long rejected calls for a sequel because, she says, she knew she couldn’t re-create 

Offred’s voice. But as she saw the world change, she realized Offred wasn’t the only way back 
into the story. She began drafting The Testaments partway through 2016. The anticipation has 
few precedents. The U.S. publisher announced a 500,000-copy first-print run, and the novel 
made the Man Booker Prize short list despite a strict embargo. Atwood will launch it with a live 
interview onstage in London, which will stream to 1,300 cinemas around the world. It’s a 
larger-than-life reception for a larger-than-life figure, one still a tad bewildered by the fanfare. 
She makes a point of stating the obvious: “It’s just a book.” 

  

https://time.com/5673535/the-testaments-plot-questions-margaret-atwood/
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 Growing up in Canada, Atwood wrote whenever she could—in the high school yearbook, in a 
college magazine under the pseudonym Shakesbeat Latweed. Her early jobs included a teen 
venture in puppeteering and later market research, and she published her first novel, The 
Edible Woman, in 1969. Since then she has published more than 60 works of fiction, 
nonfiction, graphic novels, poetry and children’s literature. The Handmaid’s Tale was a 
breakthrough, landing her on the Booker short list for the first time. In 2000 she became the 
first Canadian woman to win the award, for The Blind Assassin.  

 
 On the patio of her neighborhood café, Atwood glances over her shoulder to scan for 

eavesdroppers. “Things never used to be like this,” she says, peeking out from under a sun hat. 
Caution is justified: the plot of The Testaments is the closest-guarded secret in publishing 
since Harry Potter lived (again). Impostors posing as book agents tried to steal the digital 
manuscript, so publishers around the world agreed to go analog. Rare copies were distributed 
under fake names, like The Casements by Victoria Locket.  

 
 Atwood famously wrote part of The Handmaid’s Tale in Cold War-era Berlin, influenced by the 

fog of distrust that shrouded the East. That same atmosphere propels the sequel, which is 
narrated by three women. One was raised in Gilead, too young at its rise to remember a life 
before it; another is a Canadian teen with a past she has yet to understand; the third is Aunt 
Lydia, a villain in the regime and the only one of the three to have appeared in the foreground 
of The Handmaid’s Tale. In swift prose—lightened by winking references to American history, 
like a café named for anti—Equal Rights Amendment activist Phyllis Schlafly—Atwood weaves 
together three distinct narratives to chronicle the rise and fall of Gilead. Over the course of 
several interviews, Atwood doles out measured tidbits about her experience writing the book. 
She admits to feeling some nerves about the highly anticipated project but closes the topic with 
a pat “What is life without challenges?” She often veers toward history and deadpans jokes; 
she’s not a “Dear Diary—type of person,” she says. When asked how she feels about the 
excitement surrounding The Testaments, she offers a few words but soon dives into a lesson on 
Icelandic manuscripts. Before describing her path to writing in terms of the politics of the 
1940s and ‘50s, she pauses to ask when I was born. “That’s hilarious,” she says. “You 
remember nothing.” 

  
 Atwood’s talent for capturing history’s tendency to repeat itself has led some to call her a 

prophet. (She insists she’s not—just ask her old colleagues at the market-research firm where 
she declared Pop-Tarts would never take off.) Certain scenes from The Testaments—children 
ripped from the arms of their parents, flights across borders, inhumane detention centers—
track closely with today’s headlines. But Atwood can point to multiple historical examples for 
each. She has a rule that each of the dark circumstances, rules and customs in The Handmaid’s 
Tale, The Testaments and the TV show, which range from genocide to ritual rape, must have a 
historical precedent. “I didn’t want people saying, like some have said, ‘How did you make up 
all this twisted stuff?’“ She sees her role as the person who drops a flare on the highway—she 
wrote the new book in part because she worries the world is trending more toward Gilead than 
away from it. A child of the ‘30s, Atwood sees authoritarianism tightening its grip in Europe, 
but also in leading U.S. Republicans’ response to election interference: “It just does not 
compute,” she says. “Unless of course what they really want is an authoritarian regime. If that’s 
what they really want, spit it out: ‘We hate democracy.’” Yet even in Atwood’s darkest writing, 
optimism prevails. Both Gilead novels end with scenes that indicate common sense has 
triumphed. Their narrators record their stories for the benefit of history, a perspective that 
leaves room to hope for a better world. “If you are reading,” Atwood writes in Lydia’s 
determined voice, “this manuscript at least will have survived.” 

  
 One autumn, as Atwood was sweeping leaves outside her Toronto mansion, the man next door 

told her people refer to her as the “wicked witch” of the neighborhood. (The broom didn’t 
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help.) Her mythology precedes her. Bruce Miller, the “Handmaid’s” showrunner, remembers 
every head turning as she entered a restaurant. When someone at the table asked her what it’s 
like to be a national treasure, she offered a perfectly Atwood response: “Exhausting.” The 
author exists in a surreal intersection between her image and her life’s more stark realities, 
where caring for loved ones often takes precedence. Her partner, the novelist Graeme Gibson, 
is living with dementia. The morning after a doctor’s visit, Atwood runs through to-dos in the 
basement office in her home: there are appointments to schedule and bills to pay, a condo 
dispute to chase. (She stays in caretaking mode with me: “You were a naughty person, you 
didn’t eat any muffins,” she scolds, then sends me off with banana bread.) 

  
 Atwood has never been the type for superstitious writing rituals. She wrote The Testaments in 

hotels around the world, on trains and planes, wherever the phone couldn’t ring. Gibson 
wanted to re-create a voyage from his youth, traveling by ship to Australia. So Atwood did the 
first edit of The Testaments over the 21 days at sea while he slept. She has a list of things she’d 
like to do but wonders if she’s too old: trek across Baffin Island, travel to Africa. She won’t say 
for sure whether she’ll write more Gilead novels (fans: it’s not a no)—in fact, she’s not much for 
discussing her future at all. Someday, she acknowledges, she’ll be “forcibly” retired. But she 
takes aging in stride. “There’s a lot of respect that comes with being the me that people 
recognize,” she says. “But if it’s the me that people don’t recognize, I’m just another old lady.” 

 
 In her office, Atwood strides past shelves of her archives—first editions, foreign translations, 

the original art from the best-known Handmaid’s Tale cover—pulling an item here and there 
to give away. Later she’ll meditate on the meaning behind our choices of what we keep and 
what we discard. What she’s really talking about is legacy, what we leave behind and how it 
may one day prove useful to our “Dear Readers,” whoever they may be. She asks me how many 
love letters from 1961 she should keep, and I suggest she hold on to the ones that speak to her, 
missing the point. “I don’t think it matters whether they speak to me or not,” she says. 
“Whether they speak is more interesting.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.magzter.com/article/News/TIME-Magazine/Margaret-Atwood-

Saw-It-All-Coming. 
 
FINNEY, Joanne. “Margaret Atwood Shares Her Favourite Books.” Good Housekeeping, 28 

November 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Legendary Canadian novelist Margaret Atwood has written more than 30 books, 

including The Handmaid’s Tale and most recently The Testaments. Here, she shares the books 
she loves to read, from her favourite classics to historical fiction...The Ghost of the Mary 
Celeste by Valerie Martin: I read a lot of contemporary fiction and one novel I love is The 
Ghost of the Mary Celeste. It’s based on the famous ship that was found empty and abandoned 
in the Atlantic Ocean. No one has ever solved the mystery of what happened to the crew and 
passengers. Valerie Martin has created a gripping fictionalisation of their stories. Pride and 
Prejudice by Jane Austen / Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë: Two books that 
made a big impact on me as a teenager were Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen and 
Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë. They both taught me a lot about the type of men I 
probably shouldn’t get involved with. Not every man who is rude to you has a secret heart of 
gold and not every boy who acts like a biker ought to be your true love! Kamouraska by 
Anne Hebert: Kamouraska by French author Anne Hebert is the intensely passionate story 
of a woman torn between two men. Seven Gothic Tales by Isak Dinensen: Karen Blixen 
was a fascinating woman who wrote under the male pen name Isak Dinesen. She grew up in an 
aristocratic Danish family but ran away to Africa with her husband. Their company went bust 
and he cheated on her so she came home with nothing. Then she wrote Seven Gothic Tales in a 
white-hot heat, it took off like a shot and made her famous. The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll 

https://www.magzter.com/article/News/TIME-Magazine/Margaret-Atwood-Saw-It-All-Coming
https://www.magzter.com/article/News/TIME-Magazine/Margaret-Atwood-Saw-It-All-Coming
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and Mr Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson: Robert Louis Stevenson based The Strange 
Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde on a real-life Edwardian figure who led a respectable life by 
day but stole by night. It’s a book with so many different layers — and a proper page-turner.  

 
 Available from: https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/lifestyle/editors-choice-book-

reviews/a29812335/margaret-atwood-best-books/.  
 
GAMERMAN, Eileen. “Margaret Atwood’s New Testaments.” Wall Street Journal, 7 September 2019, 

p. C6.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood wouldn’t mind getting composted one day. The 79-year-old author 

brings this up—a response to death that wouldn’t feel out of place in one of her books—when 
discussing the financial windfall that she expects from her new novel, The Testaments. She 
plans to give a portion of the proceeds to her favorite causes, including a green startup that is 
now lobbying for legal permission to turn human corpses into dirt. Subjects like death and 
money are rarely too far from the conversation as the Canadian author prepares to release the 
most anticipated novel of her life on Sept. 10. The Testaments is a sequel to her 1985 classic 
The Handmaid’s Tale. It takes readers back to a near-future dystopian America and the 
repressive theocracy of Gilead, whose male leaders have responded to infertility on a polluted 
planet by turning women into reproductive slaves. “The Handmaid’s Tale” became an 
acclaimed Hulu TV series, and The Testaments, though not yet released, has already been 
shortlisted for this year’s Booker Prize. Ms. Atwood is wry about the hype. “I think they’re 
getting a little overexcited,” she said of her publishers in the U.S. and the U.K. “I think what 
they’re secretly thinking is, ‘This is our last chance because then she’s going to die.’ I don’t 
intend to, but you just never know.” Ahead of a major book tour, she is leaning into her role as 
literary celebrity. Ms. Atwood will preside over a publication-day event in London featuring 
readings by the actress Lily James at the National Theatre. The event will be streamed to more 
than 1,300 cinemas world-wide. She also posed in hair extensions for a British publication, 
though her publicity photos have limits. “I’m not naked covered in Vaseline with a flower 
coming out of my bum,” she said. 

 
 When The Handmaid’s Tale arrived more than three decades ago, President Ronald Reagan 

was serving his second term, the Berlin Wall still stood, and mobile phones were the size of a 
brick. Ms. Atwood started the novel when she was 45 and living in West Berlin. On visits to 
countries behind the Iron Curtain, she was struck by the telling silences and the feeling of 
being watched. Those experiences made their way into The Handmaid’s Tale. It has sold more 
than 8 million copies in English, and Ms. Atwood said it left “a million questions” unanswered. 
The sequel addresses one of the first book’s central mysteries: How did Gilead end? Its collapse 
is made clear in the epilogue of The Handmaid’s Tale, and Ms. Atwood was interested both in 
how people talk themselves into supporting oppressive rulers and in how those regimes fall. 
After considering a sequel for years, Ms. Atwood said, writing it was like standing at the edge 
of a freezing lake. “You put your foot in, you take it out. ‘Am I going to do this? No, I don’t 
think I want to do this.’ The only way is to run in screaming,” she said. She jumped into writing 
The Testaments in 2016, working on it during the #MeToo movement and the election of 
President Donald Trump. An outspoken environmentalist, she said that the novel reflects 
today’s schisms and anxieties. “It’s very easy to start a mass panic,” she said. “People are 
feeling fearful anyway because of the climate crisis. So everybody starts looking askance at 
other people. Once people are in that generally fearful state of mind, you can get them going 
about all sorts of things. ‘The house is on fire. We need to lynch those people now.’ And off you 
go.” Ms. Atwood also was writing The Testaments during the launch two years ago of Hulu’s 
Emmy Award-winning adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale. She is an executive producer for 
the show, which has gone beyond the action of the original novel, and she knew that her sequel 
couldn’t flatly contradict that narrative. The plot of The Testaments has never appeared on the 

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/lifestyle/editors-choice-book-reviews/a29812335/margaret-atwood-best-books/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/lifestyle/editors-choice-book-reviews/a29812335/margaret-atwood-best-books/
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show, but Ms. Atwood did ask Bruce Miller, the TV drama’s showrunner, not to kill off one key 
character and not to relocate another to Canada. He obliged. Hulu, which recently wrapped up 
the third season of The Handmaid’s Tale, has the screen rights to The Testaments. 

 
 Ms. Atwood’s publishers have guarded the book’s release so closely that they invented a 

dummy title and a fake author name for review copies, calling it The Casements by Victoria 
Locket. The book also enjoys a different code name on her publisher’s internal emails. On a 
recent afternoon, in a hotel restaurant near her home in Toronto, Ms. Atwood perched by a bar 
table surrounded by TVs playing sports, talking about the downfall of leaders who abuse their 
power. She looked through the restaurant’s front window at a man walking down the sidewalk 
wearing sunglasses and earphones. In tyrannical governments, she said, everyone is a suspect. 
Even that guy. She pointed at him. He smiled and waved. Two female fans approached her, 
bent slightly at the knees, bursting with sorrys (for interrupting) and thank yous (for her 
work). One of them explained that she had missed an event featuring the author only because 
it occurred the day her father died. “Oh dear,” Ms. Atwood said. “Oh God.” After the woman 
left, Ms. Atwood said, “Welcome to my world. So what was I telling you about?” 

 
 Ms. Atwood, who has three children and is the long-time partner of the writer Graeme Gibson, 

is particularly interested in how words can outlast the lives of their creators. Five years ago, 
she became the first writer to participate in the “Future Library,” a Norwegian art installation 
by the artist Katie Paterson compiling 100 secret texts submitted by celebrated authors—one a 
year, starting in 2014 and ending in 2114—to be held unpublished for a century. Ms. Atwood 
wasn’t allowed to show her work, Scribbler Moon, to anyone. She flew with it to Norway and 
tied it with a blue ribbon, hoping that she wouldn’t be arrested if a customs officer asked her to 
open the box and she refused. The work will be revealed with 99 others in 2114. “It’s a really 
hopeful project,” Ms. Atwood said, “because it’s assuming there are going to be readers in a 
hundred years.”  

 
GANATRA, Shilpa. “Returning to a World Not Far from Our Own; Arriving 34 Years after The 

Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood’s Sequel The Testaments Was a Very Long Time Coming. 
So Why Now? ‘History Changed and I Saw a Different Way of Doing the Story.’” Irish Times, 14 
September 2019, p.5.  

 
 Excerpt: Speaking to Margaret Atwood is no breezy endeavour. Extraordinarily focused and 

perfectly cordial at 79 years of age, it’s she who leads the twists and turns of our discussion, 
shutting down some topics and expanding on others as she sees fit. After 50 years of telling 
stories of sparky women and breaking a few moulds in doing so, I’d be disappointed with 
anything less. The genre-defining writer—with no less than 27 honorary degrees to her name—
delves into something of a history lesson, in which her voracious appetite for learning is clear. 
Atwood runs through the various waves of immigration from the US to her native Canada, 
explains how Black Death helped women’s lib, and gives assurance, after ample research, that 
with every brutal regime come those brave enough to defy it; “the rescuers, spies, couriers—all 
of those people risking their lives.” In fact, she recalls befriending people involved in the 
French Resistance in the Second World War as a young girl (“But some of them were kids, I 
don’t think they knew that they could get killed”). Later, when we meander on to the lighter 
topic of Irish authors, she seeks a book recommendation and then quizzes me about Sally 
Rooney’s Normal People, starting with the question: “And are they normal?” She’s my new 
choice of dream dinner party guest.  

 
 But right now, Atwood’s new book, The Testaments, is top of her mind. It’s the follow-up to 

The Handmaid’s Tale, and not one to follow convention, she’s presented it 34 years after that 
book’s original release—surely some sort of record, if Harper Lee’s Go Set a Watchman is 
accepted as a companion piece to To Kill A Mockingbird rather than a sequel. The timing of 
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Atwood’s new novel is spot on, given that the multiple-Emmy—winning television adaptation 
starring Elisabeth Moss has brought the story of Gilead’s oppressive regime to a new 
generation. Was that the main prompt to produce a follow-up? “Why now? Well let’s 
ask first, why not earlier?” Atwood says, unapologetically deviating from my question. “Earlier, 
people were saying ‘why not do a sequel?’ and what they meant by that was continuing the 
story of the central character in The Handmaid’s Tale, and that would not have been possible 
for me to do. Because what could you add?” she asks (despite it being the premise of the TV 
series). “Then history took a different turn. In the 1990s, we all were under the illusion that we 
were moving away from The Handmaid’s Tale. Then all of a sudden, it appeared that we were 
moving towards it. But it wasn’t until November 9th, 2016, that people woke up and thought 
this was really quite close,” she says, referring to Donald Trump’s election win. She had already 
started writing The Testaments by then, and continued to in earnest as “history changed and I 
saw a different way of doing the story.” 

  
 The original story of The Handmaid’s Tale, about a near-infertile theocracy, in which women 

are forcibly made to procreate on behalf of their assigned commander and wife, still feels 
relevant every which way. It has become a symbol of women’s rights, with the blood red 
handmaid’s uniform becoming a common sight in protests. When the book was finally 
translated into Arabic last November, it was viewed as a significant victory for women in the 
Middle East. Even secondary themes such as isolationism and immigration remain important 
in the intervening decades; on the day I speak to Atwood, the New York Times’ top story 
happens to be: “Women Are Fleeing Death at Home. The US Wants to Keep Them Out.” It’s no 
surprise that Atwood announced the release of The Testaments by saying it was partly inspired 
by “the world we’ve been living in[,”] though she won’t be drawn into elaborating. “I don’t wish 
to analyse, deconstruct, pick apart, or open up my own book for readers, because that is their 
job,” she says. “Asking me to do it would be me dictating to them how they’re supposed to react 
and think.” 

 
 The very end of The Handmaid’s Tale gave us some conclusion of June’s story—with the 

epilogue revealing that Offred escaped on the Underground Femaleroad, that Commander 
Waterford was killed in a purge—and that ultimately, Gilead was a thing of the past. But The 
Testaments, set 15 years after June was bundled into the van, reveals so much more. 

  
 Moving away from June as the central character, the sequel is structured as unearthed 

testimonies from Aunt Lydia, the head warden of the handmaids, and two girls—one inside 
Gilead, the other in Canada. Like much of Atwood’s work, from her debut novel The Edible 
Woman in 1969 to the Booker Prize-winning The Blind Assassin, the narrative is neat and 
eloquent enough to be a thing of beauty in itself. Just as well, given it’s a guaranteed cultural 
phenomenon. The book is so anticipated I’m brought into the publisher’s office to read it under 
lock and key, and tickets for the launch event in London sold out with a level of fervour usually 
reserved these days for Phoebe Waller-Bridge. To help satiate demand, the event was beamed 
across 1,000 cinemas globally. Like The Handmaid’s Tale, and indeed the TV series, The 
Testaments follows Atwood’s cardinal rule that “you have to show a real-life precedent for any 
skulduggery and weird pieces you put in there. There’s no shortage in the 4,000 years of 
recorded world history.” A case in point is Aunt Lydia’s ascension from a family court judge to 
the person in charge of the women of Gilead (she’s also considered a gender traitor by some), 
which brings up the question of how the people in power end up there. “Are they opportunists, 
are they true believers? What is the nature of their involvement? Are they doing it in fear? 
Certainly, if you read the history of Stalinism, that happened a lot,” says Atwood. “You had to 
back up the party line, or you’d be next. Sometimes you’d be next anyway.” Yet Aunt Lydia isn’t 
only playing ball to keep herself alive. “She’s manipulating herself into a position of power and 
collecting all the dirt on everyone, which is exactly what J Edgar Hoover did in the United 
States. He was head of the FBI. Any intelligence service, that’s what they do. And if they’re 
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particularly unscrupulous, they use secrets to manipulate the people who ostensibly have the 
power.”  

 
 With the TV series taking on a life of its own—Atwood sold the rights to MGM three decades 

ago and now consults in the MGM/Hulu partnership—there’s the question of how The 
Testaments will work with the show. “We didn’t want a novelisation of the TV series; that 
would have been bad,” Atwood says. “But, because it takes place 15 or 16 years into the future, 
there’s no overlap of that kind. I did say ‘this person has to be on this side of the border’ and 
‘hands off that baby. No baby killing.’” Is the intention to pick up where the series will 
finish? “We haven’t had that conversation yet, but I’ve left them a lot of wiggle room,” she 
says. “The entire backstory of what happens to the characters in The Handmaid’s Tale and in 
the series is basically up to them. Except for Aunt Lydia.” Yet with a fourth series in the works, 
and The Testaments its end goal, it makes me wonder how and when the series will reach it, 
especially given how the reception has waned across the series run. According to that imperfect 
barometer of sentiment Rotten Tomatoes, the first series earned an audience score of 91 per 
cent, but the third only 53 per cent. Stating it bluntly, the complaints seem to be that June’s 
story is stretched out with weaker plots, repeated devices, and unlikely character decisions. 
“You know, that’s not my business,” Atwood says. “I think everybody in the show is extremely 
dedicated to it. And you cannot fault the acting.”  

 
 Atwood can’t yet say whether The Testaments will be adapted for television, or indeed cinema, 

but if it is, it won’t be her penning the story. “I did screenwriting in the 1970s and 1980s. It’s 
lots of fun if you like the people and the project, and total hell if you don’t,” she says. “Whereas 
writing a novel is for megalomaniacs and control freaks, because you control everything—at 
least until you get it into the hands of your editors. At my age, I’m not going to go through the 
oddly summer camp experience of screenwriting with a group of people.” For the next while, 
she’s preparing a book of poetry “which I think is a good thing to be doing just before you start 
out on a major book tour that will probably kill you,” she jokes. The tour visits Dublin in 
November, “and you’ll be sick of me, because I’m going back to Borris Literary Festival next 
year too,” she says. “It was magic when I visited before, it’s really quite wonderful. It’s small 
enough that it’s not overwhelming. And I was very happy to be able to visit Newgrange—it’s a 
remarkable place, particularly since they built it without horses or wheels.” 

  
 For someone who wrote The Handmaid’s Tale in the dystopian year of 1984 in West Berlin 

while the Wall was intact, it seems apt that she’ll be present at another pertinent time in 
history: she’ll complete the UK leg of her book tour on October 31st, currently pencilled as 
Brexit D-Day. “I feel sad about Brexit. I feel it’s something they stumbled into without really 
knowing what they were doing,” she says. “I think they just kind of walked into it.” Clearly 
educated in politics, power and history, can she shed any light on how we, as a 
generation, can get out of this mess? “You think I know?” she laughs. “I guess you have 
to avoid getting into more of a mess than you are already in. Madeleine Albright has a very 
good book called Fascism: A Warning and she lays out all the signs. They include the 
destruction of a free and independent press, the conflation of an independent judiciary with 
the ruling of executive powers, and they always include rolling back of the rights of women. 
That’s just a bit of the playlist. She runs over quite a few of these kinds of governments. We 
think of Italy, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Russia, but there’s a lot that has happened in places 
since—like Chile and Cambodia and Rwanda. So these things have been happening in the 20th- 
and 21st -century, and nobody’s exempt.” That’s a stark warning, given the increase in right-
wing aggression in Ireland, until recently thought to be unaffected by the rising nationalism 
elsewhere. “Oh no, you should never think it’s not possible,” she says, after enquiring about 
these current affairs. “Nowhere gets a seal of approval from the universe that says your society 
will never do that.”  
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 As our time comes to an end, I ask if she intends to dig out more stories from within Gilead, or 
whether The Testaments was intended as the final instalment. “I would never ever answer such 
a question. People who say ‘no’ end up doing it, and then they have to say why they changed 
their mind. And the people who say ‘yes’ and don’t do it then have to answer questions about 
why they didn’t do it. “I think poor old George RR Martin is being driven crazy by people 
asking what he’s doing on Game of Thrones. Apparently he’s still writing away at it. I learned a 
long time ago to never say what I will or will not do.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/margaret-atwood-history-

changed-and-i-saw-a-different-way-of-doing-the-story-1.3999949. 
 
GILBERT, Sophie. “The Challenge of Margaret Atwood: With Her New Book—the Much-Awaited 

Sequel to the Handmaid’s Tale—the Canadian Author Is Leading a Resistance. But It’s Not the 
One You Might Think.” The Atlantic, 5 September 2019, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Early last month, I crossed the international border from the United States to 

Canada—a relatively simple act that also feels a touch more fraught these days than it used to. 
During the final phase of the third security checkpoint at Billy Bishop Toronto City Airport, so 
close to the end that I could see Lake Ontario sparkling through the large windows, a stern 
border guard had some questions. Why are you here? For work. What do you do? I’m a 
journalist doing an interview. Who with? Margaret Atwood. With that, the dark-haired guard 
fixed me with a look that was almost like disappointment. “Oh, her,” she said, waving me 
through. “Everybody always comes for her.” 

  
 It’s funny to imagine, but not improbable: hordes of brash reporters storming polite Toronto 

hourly demanding not Drake, not Abel “The Weeknd” Tesfaye, not even an erstwhile Raptor or 
Maple Leaf, but Atwood, the 79-year-old author and high priestess of Canada’s literary arts. A 
lovely idea, but it’s not true, Atwood told me later, when we were settled in a hotel suite, after 
she’d raided the minibar for salted cashews and quizzed me briefly about the iniquity of the 
new British Prime Minister, Boris Johnson. You can’t write and do press at the same time; it’s 
too distracting. And Atwood is almost always writing. It isn’t that she minds doing interviews—
she prefers it now to when she first started doing press, in the 1960s and ‘70s, when reporters 
“couldn’t quite get their heads around female people writing, and also Canadian people 
writing,” and seemed fairly hostile to the idea of both. And now it’s different because—? She 
tilted her neck upward regally, fluffing her gray curls so they sprung outward, an imperious, 
septuagenarian Orphan Annie in the gentle afternoon light. “Because”—her eyes twinkled at 
me—“I’m venerable.” 

  
 Queen Margaret, soothsayer, poet, sometime “Game of Thrones” fan, historical encyclopedia, 

Booker Prize winner, is indeed venerable. Thirty-four years ago she published The Handmaid’s 
Tale, a work of speculative fiction imagining a repressive theocracy in the United States, and 
ever since she’s been name-checked virtually every time reproductive rights are restricted, or 
biblical language is invoked to justify appalling actions. The book is narrated by a handmaid 
whose only title connotes the man she’s assigned to bear children for through acts of rape—
she’s called Offred, to signify that she is the property “of Fred” Waterford, an elite commander 
in the totalitarian Republic of Gilead. Almost instantaneously, The Handmaid’s Tale became a 
modern classic. Its portrayal of radical religious fanatics staging a coup in an America ravaged 
by infertility, pollution, and disease was inspired in no small part by George Orwell’s 1984, 
which was also the year when much of it was written, while the Christian right’s Moral 
Majority movement was at its peak. Atwood began work on it while living in what was then a 
walled Berlin; she finished it in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where she’d been warned not to ride a 
bicycle outside, which would cause locals to assume she was a communist and try to run her off 

https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/margaret-atwood-history-changed-and-i-saw-a-different-way-of-doing-the-story-1.3999949
https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/margaret-atwood-history-changed-and-i-saw-a-different-way-of-doing-the-story-1.3999949
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the road. Soviet authoritarianism and cloying American paranoia bookended the creation of 
her story.  

 
 Though The Handmaid’s Tale has never been out of print, and though Atwood maintains that 

popular interest in it crests with every American election, it became even more of a 
phenomenon in late 2016, after the Donald Trump—Mike Pence ticket prevailed in the U.S. 
presidential election and only a few months before a television adaptation of the novel debuted 
on Hulu. The visual iconography of the handmaids—women depersonalized by scarlet cloaks, 
rendered faceless by wraparound white bonnets—became a fixture at protests and assemblies 
around the world. But before any of this had happened, Atwood had already decided, earlier in 
2016, to write a sequel.  

 
 We had met in this Toronto hotel room to discuss The Testaments, the most anticipated book 

of the year, and a novel so exciting that Atwood’s first event on release day, September 10, is 
being live-streamed to more than 1,000 cinemas around the world. The book is under such 
tight security that when a galley was couriered to me in August, it bore a fake name and a fake 
title, and was accompanied by a non-disclosure agreement. The Testaments, set about 15 years 
after the events of The Handmaid’s Tale and structured around the testimony of three women, 
is the kind of release that booksellers dream of, with its associated panel discussions and 
costume parties. (One event at a London bookstore features embroidery and placard making.) 
And every time I asked Atwood a question about it, she deflected it with the instinctual 
dexterity of Roger Federer on Centre Court.  

 
 A query about whether the TV show altered her perception of her characters prompted a 

dissertation on the 50 shades of red that the Hulu costume designer Ane Crabtree went 
through to get the handmaids’ outfits right. A question about how she tried to channel the 
voice of a 16-year-old girl spawned an anecdote about Dustin Hoffman and Laurence Olivier 
on the set of “Marathon Man.” A back-and-forth about why she wanted to revisit The 
Handmaid’s Tale’s antagonist, Aunt Lydia, whose sense of humor and self-awareness is 
sharper in The Testaments than anyone might have imagined, led Atwood to say, “Of course, 
the question is, what do Mother Superiors think about in their spare time? What about 
Hildegard von Bingen? She certainly lived her life on the edge.”  

 
 About an hour in, after Atwood and I had discussed the children of the hippies, Nathaniel 

Hawthorne’s utopian romances, Madeleine Albright’s warnings against fascism, Morris 
dancing (“We don’t quite know what it means. Was it a pagan thing? A fertility ritual?”), and 
Margery Kempe, “a mystic who did quite a lot of crying,” I was beginning to understand that 
Atwood did not want to talk about The Testaments, really, and that the questions I was asking 
her were irritating because they kept demanding an interpretation of a book that she didn’t 
wish to interpret. The last line of The Handmaid’s Tale—“Are there any questions?”—hints at 
the deliberate ambiguity of her stories. Everything I was trying to get her to do—explain 
characters she created, or events she invented for them—seemed to be everything she was most 
politely but ardently opposed to doing. Part of that, I’m guessing—she obviously wouldn’t tell 
me—is because Atwood is dancing around a line. The Handmaid’s Tale has been a 1990 movie, 
an opera, a play, a ballet, a one-woman show, and the inspiration for a concept album by the 
band Lakes of Canada. But over the past three years, as waves of readers have claimed the 
novel as a symbol of the “resistance,” and as Hulu’s TV adaptation has expanded her story in 
new—sometimes questionable—directions, the fictional world of Gilead has become a 
phenomenon that threatens to escape its author’s hold.  

 
 Atwood said she’s okay with that. She darts back and forth between embracing the hype—the 

live-stream for the book release, she told me proudly, is the “biggest one” the producers have 
ever done—and downplaying it. (The most fuss she’s ever gotten at home in Toronto, she said, 
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was when she faced off against Mayor Rob Ford in an effort to maintain adequate funding for 
local libraries.) So much in Atwood’s work is about duality: pairs, or doubles, or opposing 
forces striking each other out. And if The Handmaid’s Tale is all about Offred’s passivity and 
powerlessness, The Testaments is defined by action. Its characters find power in unlikely 
places. They make bargains that seal their fate. They wield influence and significant authority 
over others. They make decisions, and so must readers. 

  
 The character of Aunt Lydia, in particular, has an arc that challenges simplistic readings of The 

Handmaid’s Tale. Her narrative could be interpreted as an author trying to regain authority 
over her own universe, while still leaving enough space for the readers she knows will cast their 
own verdict. “There are different sorts and levels of judgmentalism in people,” Atwood said. 
She said she doesn’t want to frame the book explicitly, because she knows each reader “brings 
to every book who they are, and each one of those who they ares is different.” Faced with the 
same situations as the characters in The Testaments, “the question for them is, probably, what 
would you do? What would you have done?”  

  
 Aunt Lydia is a faint presence in The Handmaid’s Tale, but she casts a heavy shadow. When 

Offred is first captured by Gilead agents in the novel while trying to flee to Canada, she’s 
transported to the Rachel and Leah Center, named for the Old Testament passages upon which 
Gilead’s regime is based. (“And when Rachel saw that she bare Jacob no children, Rachel 
envied her sister; and said unto Jacob, Give me children, or else I die ... And she said, Behold 
my maid Bilhah, go in unto her; and she shall bear upon my knees, that I may also have 
children by her.”) Presiding over the Rachel and Leah Center, where women are drugged, 
disciplined, and trained to be handmaids, is Aunt Lydia, one of the women tasked with 
enforcing this new system of reproductive assignment. Filtered through Offred’s perspective, 
Aunt Lydia is less a person than a slogan generator—the maxims she spouts about women 
doing their duty plague Offred’s narrative, impossible to shake out of her memory. With “the 
tremulous smile of a beggar, the weak-eyed blinking, the gaze upwards,” Aunt Lydia is 
portrayed more as an irritant than an active oppressor. When Atwood wrote The Handmaid’s 
Tale, she told me in her dry, steady voice, she “wasn’t thinking about [Lydia] that much at all.” 
Until she read Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea, she never paid much attention to Mr. 
Rochester’s wife, either. “She’s sort of a fixture, like a lamp or something. You aren’t thinking 
about her past or her inner life or anything else about her. She’s just an impediment to Jane 
Eyre getting married.” She offered me a cashew. 

  
 Over the years, people kept asking Atwood whether she would write a sequel to The 

Handmaid’s Tale, and she kept saying no. Because what they were asking, she thought, is 
whether she would continue the story of Offred, and the answer to that was definitive. “That 
would be impossible,” she said. “You couldn’t really recreate that voice, you couldn’t build that 
out anymore.” But jumping forward in time, to examine Gilead’s second generation, seemed 
more layered with possibility. What would Gilead look like once it outgrew its “first flush of 
ideological weirdness,” as Atwood put it? With every revolution, she said, there’s the 
smashing-up-stained-glass-windows phase (Oliver Cromwell) and the butchering-the-
Cossacks phase (the Bolsheviks), and then there’s what happens next. What, in Gilead, would 
happen next? As she thought about continuing the story, Aunt Lydia—weak-eyed, blinking, 
inanimate—seemed to her like a fairly obvious choice of character to revisit. (“I’ve always been 
a Richard III fan,” Atwood said, obliquely.) The book is divided among three narratives: One is 
Lydia’s, written illegally in blue ink and hidden inside a copy of Cardinal Newman’s Apologia 
Pro Vita Sua: A Defense of One’s Own Life. One is the recorded testimony of a young woman 
named Agnes about growing up in Gilead. (The name will be familiar to viewers of the Hulu 
series.) The third is the testimony of a teenage girl named Daisy who grew up over the border 
in Canada, and who can’t shake the feeling that her parents are keeping something from her. 
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When I mentioned to Atwood that I loved the contrast between the voices of Agnes and Daisy, 
she fixed me with an inscrutable gaze and said, “Ye-es, well you would, wouldn’t you?”  

 
 Lydia, though, is the most dynamic presence, and the one who gets the most attention from the 

author. Without giving too much away, her perspective dominates The Testaments and offers 
crucial new detail and context about how Gilead was founded. Lydia’s narrative is labeled “the 
Ardua Hall Holograph” in the novel, with holograph seeming to have a double meaning—
someone who was once flat is becoming three-dimensional in front of our eyes. In the Hulu 
“Handmaid’s” adaptation by Bruce Miller, now in its third season, Lydia is a formidable 
creature played by the astonishing Ann Dowd, a character who fluctuates disorientingly 
between zealotry, empathy, and ritualized sadism. It is very hard, Atwood said, to answer the 
question of whether the series has influenced the way she thinks about her own characters. “Of 
course, it has to in some way. I don’t sit around thinking about what millimeter it changes this 
or that.” Words, she said, are always subject to interpretation, whereas film and TV are more 
literal. In the original novel, Lydia is seen entirely from the outside. In the television series, she 
gets more depth, thanks to Dowd’s multilayered performance and Miller’s expansion of her 
biography. But The Testaments makes her something else again: a chronicler of Gilead who in 
some sense challenges both Offred’s appraisal of her and the reader’s. 

 
 While Atwood’s sequel and the television series don’t stick rigidly to the same story lines, they 

have a fascinatingly symbiotic and cordial relationship that seems unlike any other in 
literature, or Hollywood. “We’re in touch,” is how Atwood described her interactions with 
Miller, which she characterizes as “very respectful.” The goal on both sides is not to do 
anything that directly contradicts something the other person has done, or might want to do. 
(HBO’s “Game of Thrones,” unable to wait for George R. R. Martin’s final novels before 
finishing its series, famously went off in its own direction.) Offred, played by Elisabeth Moss, is 
named June in the show, which Atwood understands, because she says it’s impossible to have a 
TV character without a name—you can’t have everyone keep saying, “Hey, you,” for multiple 
seasons. Similarly, while Gilead in the novel is a white-nationalist state, Hulu’s diversity policy, 
she said, necessitated Miller’s making his version of Gilead essentially color-blind. 

  
 In jumping forward in time with The Testaments, Atwood is leaving Miller space to finish 

June’s story. There are also revelations in The Testaments that confirm specific details in the 
series, including the names of Offred’s two children. For that, Atwood said, each side got to 
pick a name. The TV people chose Agnes, which means “holy,” or “chaste.” She chose Nicole, 
which means “victory of the people.” Atwood was meticulous in her efforts not to say anything 
evaluative about the Hulu series, although she did say that she loves Miller. (She also adores 
Sarah Polley, whom she said did a “tippity-top job” in adapting her 1996 novel, Alias Grace, for 
CBC and Netflix.) And yet, by focusing so much of The Testaments on Aunt Lydia, Atwood also 
appears to be staking her own, unchallengeable claim to the character. 

 
 For the duration of her career, people have tried to put Atwood in boxes—Female Writer, 

Feminist Writer, Political Writer, Canadian Writer, Prophet. (The only label she seems to 
appreciate, for the record, is “clairvoyant,” since the world has gone on to graciously prove her 
right on several occasions.) In a blistering 1976 essay titled “On Being a Woman Writer,” 
Atwood rails against the people who’ve tried to claim her for various political causes, against 
what she sees as “the development of a one-dimensional Feminist Criticism,” and against 
interviewers who insist on “trying to find out what sort of person you are.” The worst 
interviewer of all, she writes, is “Miss Message,” a person incapable of understanding her work 
for what it is (fiction), and hell-bent on trying to get her to say something about an issue that 
turns her into “an exponent, spokeswoman, or theorist.” (When I read this essay a few weeks 
after our interview, I gulped.)  
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 The adoption of The Handmaid’s Tale as a seminal feminist text has always troubled her—
large parts of the novel are a repudiation of the second-wave feminism embodied in Offred’s 
memories of her mother. For similar reasons, Atwood has tended not to identify herself as a 
feminist, although by most modern interpretations of the term she fits the bill. She wanted to 
write The Handmaid’s Tale, she documents in her 2005 book Moving Targets, as a 
counterpoint to speculative works such as 1984 that had sidelined women characters—to 
create “a dystopia from the female point of view.” However, she clarifies, “this does not make 
The Handmaid’s Tale a ‘feminist dystopia,’ except insofar as giving a woman a voice and an 
inner life will always be considered feminist by those who think women ought not to have these 
things.” Her rejection of “feminist” as a label, then, isn’t because she doesn’t think women are 
and should be equal to men in intellect and status and humanity. It seems to be related to the 
imperfect ways in which her work has been co-opted over the years. More than ever since the 
2016 election, feminism has become a marketing tool—a gauzy, Spotify-playlist-blasting, 
pussy-hat-wearing, immensely profitable bandwagon. The ill-fated announcement in 2018 of a 
branded Handmaid’s Tale wine collection, featuring an “earthy” Offred Pinot Noir, a “bold” 
Ofglen Cabernet, and a “sophisticated” Serena Joy Bordeaux Blanc, exemplified late 
capitalism’s most shameless instincts to sell things to women. (The wine collection was 
canceled, following significant backlash, just 24 hours after it was announced.) 

 
 Atwood’s Offred—compelling, astute, and utterly powerless—isn’t a feminist icon. (The Hulu 

series might disagree on this note.) She’s a character in a novel. So, too, is Aunt Lydia. In 
electing to dedicate so much of The Testaments to Lydia’s narrative, Atwood is making sure 
that readers remember this about her work. Her characters aren’t meant to be quoted in 
inspirational memes, or reproduced on placards, or held up as paragons of empowerment or 
feminist virtue. They’re meant to be compelling to read about. Atwood has long chafed at the 
idea that she’s doing women a disservice by painting them as complex individuals with the 
capacity to be as good and bad as men are. Women, both as characters and as people, she 
writes in the 1978 essay “The Curse of Eve—Or, What I Learned in School,” have to “be allowed 
their imperfections.” (When I made the fatal error of saying something platitudinous about 
what women can do when they work together, Atwood responded in a flash, “Them and 
bonobo chimps.”)  

 
 The Testaments, then, is both a novel and an act of correction. Being as venerable as Atwood is 

inevitably means you will be claimed by the world, and to be claimed by the world means 
having your work interpreted (and co-opted) by people whose intentions and ideas don’t 
always align with yours. It means having film and television writers rework your stories into 
different forms, and stretch and remodel them in ways that you might be okay with, or you 
might not. The imperfect interpretation of Atwood’s work is so inevitable that it’s written into 
The Handmaid’s Tale, in a final section of the novel set hundreds of years in the future 
wherein a professor of “Gilead Studies” tries to analyze the tapes on which Offred’s narrative 
has been recorded, bringing his own biases to the process. Atwood understands this. “When 
you publish a book, it’s not your book anymore,” she told me. “It belongs to the readers. If 
nobody’s reading the book then it’s just lying there. It’s inert, like a musical score that nobody 
plays.” And being so highly esteemed has its advantages: It was fun to go to the Emmys, 
Atwood said—she took two women from her office, and they had a “screamingly good time.” 
She would be lying if she said she wasn’t pleased that so many people were still reading The 
Handmaid’s Tale, and that there was so much anticipation for The Testaments. “But it 
wouldn’t matter if I wasn’t pleased. The same thing would still be happening.”  

 
 And yet, to publish a sequel after so long is to inevitably suggest that it is her book, and her 

world, after all. The Testaments isn’t the story that many devout Handmaid’s Tale readers 
might expect. It complicates characters who once seemed simple, and tangles up easy 
judgments. It asserts its author’s stamp on a fictional landscape without shutting itself off to 
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subjective interpretation. When I asked Atwood why so much of her work featured the 
testimonies of women, she thought for a second, then described it as an “archaeological” 
interest in the unreliable nature of storytelling. “Things that are buried come to light. Things 
that are hidden are revealed.” But, “being the kind of novelist I am,” Atwood said, “there’s 
usually—in fact there’s always—something we don’t know.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/09/margaret-

atwood-handmaids-tale-sequel-the-testaments/597385.  
 
GOLDBERG, Whoopi. “Margaret Atwood: The Testaments.” The View (ABC Television), 20 

September 2019, Online. 6 minutes, 10 seconds.  
 
 Excerpt: Sunny Hostin: The Handmaid’s Tale may have been written over 30 years ago, but it’s 

more relevant than ever as an Emmy-winning TV series, a powerful image of protest and, some 
say, a cautionary tale of where this country could be headed. Now Margaret Atwood has 
written a new sequel, The Testaments. Please welcome Margaret Atwood. Now, you are a 
legend in the literary world, of course, the author of the bestselling book, The Handmaid’s 
Tale, and it tells of a near future, patriarchal society called Gilead, in which the rights of 
women have been virtually erased. The handmaids are women forced to give birth to the 
babies of the ruling class, and you released it in 1985. And I read that the events in the book 
came from actual, real life events. Margaret Atwood: Everything...Well, I didn’t want people 
saying, you’re certainly a twisted, weird person.  

 
 Available from: https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Strahan_and_Sara/video/margaret-atwood-

talks-book-testaments-65752309.  
 
 The interview made its own news: Commenting in Newsbusters, Kristine Marsh wrote:  
 
 It’s hard to compete with the crazy takes often expressed by hosts of The View, but on Friday, 

guest Margaret Atwood certainly came close. The author of the dystopian Handmaid’s Tale 
came to the show to talk about the Hulu adaptation of her book and her new sequel to the 
thirty-year-old novel. While there, the Canadian author slammed the United States’ abortion 
laws, even arguing that the government should pay for every woman’s house, food, clothing 
and medical bills, if they are ‘forced to give birth,’ or more bluntly, forced to not kill their 
children. Co-host Sunny Hostin gave the author a warm welcome, calling her a ‘legend’ then 
praising the ‘more relevant than ever’ ‘cautionary tale’: “The Handmaid’s Tale may have been 
written over 30 years ago, but it’s more relevant than ever as an Emmy-winning TV series, a 
powerful image of protest and some say, a cautionary tale of where this country could be 
headed,” she gushed. Hostin asked Atwood about the author’s claim that everything that 
happens to women in her book, happened in real life. When Atwood confirmed, Hostin asked, 
‘But where were women being forced to have children?’ That was the perfect opportunity for 
Atwood to bash the United States: ‘Which century would you like? Which country would you 
like to visit? Which state in the United States would you now like to visit?’ she replied. Even 
the liberal hosts seemed puzzled by Atwood’s statements. Joy Behar asked, ‘Which was it in the 
United States? When was it in the United States?’ to which Atwood responded, ‘Well, any time 
before Roe v. Wade.’ Atwood continued to fearmonger that the United States was becoming a 
totalitarian state where women are controlled, after some pro-life bills were passed in a few 
states. She even argued that if the government is going to prevent women from killing their 
children, they should at least pay for everything those women need to live: And now since 
they’re rolling back those rights and diminishing them so much, you’re approaching a state in 
which women are essentially being conscripted or drafted the way you would be conscripted or 
drafted into the army, and my view on that is, if you want to do this—if you want this state to 
claim ownership of women’s bodies, you should pay. So if somebody’s drafted into the army, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/09/margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale-sequel-the-testaments/597385
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/09/margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale-sequel-the-testaments/597385
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Strahan_and_Sara/video/margaret-atwood-talks-book-testaments-65752309
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Strahan_and_Sara/video/margaret-atwood-talks-book-testaments-65752309
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they get their food, their lodging and clothing, their medical. All of that covered. So if you want 
to do that to women, you should pay for it. Don’t you agree? Behar agreed. ‘Something’s got to 
be done. Something, some remuneration if you are forced to give birth to some child you don’t 
want.’ Although Meghan McCain has been a strong pro-life advocate on the show, 
unfortunately she did not push back on any of Atwood’s radical statements.  

 
 Available from: https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/kristine-

marsh/2019/09/20/handmaids-tale-author-government-should-pay-women-not-kill-their. 
   
HARROD, Horatia. “Margaret Atwood: ‘I’m Simply the Messenger.’” Financial Times, 12 October 

2019, Section: Life & Arts, p. 3.  
 
 Excerpt: The men’s sock and underwear section of a large department store seems an 

inauspicious place to launch a literary career. Yet that is where Margaret Atwood found herself 
half a century ago, in Edmonton, western Canada, drumming up trade for her debut novel. 
“Why was I there?” she says, leaning forward confidingly. “Well, the only thing I can think of is 
there was an escalator. The thinking was that people would be going up and down the 
escalator, and they would see me sitting among the jockey shorts with my little pile of books 
called The Edible Woman.” She laughs drily. “I sold two copies.”  

 
 We are sitting at a tiny table high above Trafalgar Square, in the clattery, corridor-like 

restaurant that crowns London’s National Portrait Gallery. Atwood had arrived minutes before 
in queenly disarray, preceded by one publicist, trailed by another, half an hour behind 
schedule. She is on a punishing book tour for The Testaments, a belated sequel to her 1985 
bestseller The Handmaid’s Tale, but the 79-year-old is game: she’s dressed in lime-green and 
black to match the book’s cover art, and wears a little pin badge that reads “Down with Gilead” 
(the name of the brutal theocracy in which both novels are set). “It’s been hot and heavy,” she 
says, savouring each word. Her voice is somewhere between a drawl and a drone, and as a 
result everything she says sounds utterly deadpan. “Tireless teams of publicists working non-
stop. Plus the attempt to keep people from stealing the manuscript.” Within a week of 
publication, the book sold more than 100,000 copies in the UK, instantly becoming the best-
selling hardback of the year. “In the 1990s, we were going away from the world of The 
Handmaid’s Tale,” says Atwood, of her decision to return to Gilead. “We had the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, the end of the Cold War. Then we had an interregnum of shopping. Things seemed 
to be getting more positive and people hadn’t yet caught up to the climate emergency. Now 
we’ve entered a different point in time….”  

 
 The evening before we meet, Atwood appeared on stage at a sold-out National Theatre, giving 

an interview that was live-streamed to 1,300 cinemas on five continents. The first question she 
took from the audience was: “how can we save the world from a dystopian future?” She smiles 
when I remind her of this, and raises her arms heavenwards. “Let me ask the gods,” she says. 
“Bring me a bird so I can rip it open and look at its entrails.” Atwood has high cheekbones, a 
nimbus of grey hair and upward-slanting eyebrows that give her a permanently interrogative 
air. As she speaks, she scans the menu. “The menus that inspire me are usually quite peculiar,” 
she says. “There was one that offered escargots smothered in melted cheese. It was a time 
when everything was ‘smothered.’ Before that, slightly higher price level, they were ‘enrobed.’ 
Sometimes they were ‘veiled.’ Now we’ve got to the land of serial commas.” We discuss the 
relative merits of British and Canadian lobsters—“you could have an arm-wrestle with a man 
over that,” she says—before the waiter appears. For Atwood, two starters, a salad of jasmine 
tea-smoked salmon and another of brown shrimp and green beans; for me, pan-fried hake. 
Atwood declines a glass of wine, so we both opt for a sparkling elderflower.  

  

https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/kristine-marsh/2019/09/20/handmaids-tale-author-government-should-pay-women-not-kill-their
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 The main draw of the Portrait restaurant is a vast panoramic window that runs the length of 
the room, framing the Houses of Parliament, Whitehall and Nelson’s column. On nearby 
rooftops, Union flags flap limply in the breeze. Has Atwood been following the Brexit 
unravelling? “Assiduously,” she says. “It was a mad gamble that David Cameron took. When 
you look at the Romanovs, when you look at the French Revolution, there were exit doors all 
along the way that these people didn’t take. Because they were so full of themselves and 
thought they couldn’t lose. Wrong, wrong, wrong.” I wonder, given her long view, 
whether any of the political developments of the past few years have surprised 
her? “They’ve surprised me,” she says, “but not shocked me, if you know what I mean. I went 
to the States after the Trump election and the young people there were saying, ‘This is the 
worst thing that has ever happened!’” She smiles slyly. “Well, no, it’s not.” 

  
 Some critics have been unnerved by the darkness of Atwood’s vision—the astringent portrait of 

female cruelty in her 1988 novel Cat’s Eye, the nightmarish post-disaster landscape of the 
MaddAddam trilogy, the fairy-tale wickedness of her short stories. One critic named her “the 
high priestess of pain.” “There was a period of that,” says Atwood, amusedly. “I think my books 
are quite funny, but not everybody does think that. There is this designation that the French 
have: ‘Anglo-Saxon humour.’ It’s when it’s funny and not funny at the same time.” I tell 
Atwood that I’ve just watched a 1984 documentary about her in which the film-maker became 
so frustrated by her unwillingness to be psychoanalysed that he eventually surrendered the 
camera to her. (She got her parents, partner and daughter to interview her with a paper bag 
over her head.) “That one is so hilarious,” she says. “He kept trying to get me to say that 
everything came from my deep, dark psyche, and I kept saying: there’s a world out there. If you 
look at the history of the 19th-century novel, the great age of the novel, they were all focused on 
portraits of society. Whatever their deep, dark interior lives may have been, they were still 
looking out, looking at what’s going on out there.” Does she feel a kinship with the 
Victorian novelists? “I absolutely do,” she replies. “I don’t think it’s all about me. I think it’s 
all about what’s out there, and I’m simply the messenger.”  

 
 Atwood was born in 1939, two months after the Second World War broke out. There is “no 

question”, she says, that the bleakness of the age profoundly shaped her world view. “There’s 
an atmosphere that children pick up. People were very worried. I remember cities in the 
winter, the blackouts, the radio”—she cups her hands over her mouth and puts on a nasal, RP 
voice—, “‘This is London calling North America.’ In my juvenile writing, wars featured very 
largely.” Atwood’s father was a forest entomologist who kept a research station in northern 
Quebec, so the family would relocate to the Canadian backwoods during the summer months. 
“There was no electricity, no running water, no people, no school,” she says. “The big fears in 
those environments were: forest fires, thunderstorms, bears and drowning. If you didn’t 
encounter any of those scenarios, you were going to be OK.” In Oryx and Crake, Atwood wrote 
about a world decimated by environmental catastrophe; her understanding of the fragility of 
the Earth and the rapaciousness of its human inhabitants came early. “My father was already 
talking about this over the dinner table in 1955,” says Atwood, who has been committed to 
raising awareness of the climate crisis for decades (she promised her 2000 Booker Prize 
winnings to charities dedicated to endangered animals). “There is so much data and evidence. 
But people would rather adhere to a belief system that favours them. So, what view of the 
climate is going to make more money for me?” Atwood’s mother, meanwhile, was a tomboy, 
whose favoured pastimes were “speed skating, horseback riding, canoeing, fishing, not doing 
housework. I can’t think of much she was afraid of. This is a mother who chased a bear away 
with a broom, saying the following word: ‘Scat!’” There were other tough female role models: 
“Inuit women, who have done some pretty spectacular things. My aunt Ada, who I named a 
character in The Testaments after, was a hunting and fishing guide, and a crack shot with a 
.22.” Atwood and her older brother were brought up in a state of perfect equality. “I was never 
told, ‘You can’t do this because you’re a girl’,” she says. “My father’s famous saying was: ‘you’ve 
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been given a brain, use it.’” As a child she read without prejudice. “Anything that was readable, 
I read.” And what did she consider readable? “Anything with words in it.”  

 
 The waiter reappears. My hake is placed neatly on a tidy bed of spinach, while Atwood’s salad 

has a more artless appearance, chunks of hot smoked salmon among a jumble of potatoes and 
watercress. There isn’t enough room on our table for her second plate of small brown shrimp 
festooned with saffron dressing, so we store it on the air conditioning grille beside us. Last 
year, Atwood wrote a piece for a Canadian newspaper headlined: “Am I a bad feminist?” She 
had been criticised for signing a letter querying the process by which Steven Galloway, chair of 
creative writing at the University of British Columbia, had been fired. Accused of misconduct—
including sexual assault—he was excoriated on social media after his suspension was 
announced. An internal university investigation later dismissed the sexual assault charge. 
What’s her feeling about the evolution of the #MeToo movement? “It’s gone through 
the phase of: women are, by their very nature, believable. Which anyone who ever went to high 
school knows isn’t true,” she says, drolly. “The satanic abuse scandal in the United States was 
based on the false proposition that children always tell the truth. If you’ve ever been a child, 
you’ll know that’s wrong. Are we going to toss the Universal Declaration of Human Rights out 
the window? If so, good luck, because then you’re just into lynch mobs. That’s what you’re left 
with.” I stammer something about our not having quite reached that point. “Not literally,” she 
says. “But don’t count on it. Faulty though the process may be, rigged as some trials are, you 
have to say, ‘let’s see the evidence.’” 

 
 So where does that leave us: does she consider herself a feminist, good or bad? 

“You have to narrow it down,” she replies crisply. “Like Christian, like communist. What are 
we talking about?” Well, I say, how would she define the word for herself? “I don’t define it for 
myself. I’m happy to say which part of it interests me, like Equality Now. It’s an organisation 
that works on changing laws to make them more equitable to women and girls in lots of 
countries.”  

 
 Atwood is now ready for her shrimp, which has been blasted to sub-zero by the air con. How 

was the salmon? “Great and not too copious.” When Atwood started writing, it wasn’t just hard 
for a woman to get published—it was hard for anyone, at least in Canada. Atwood has often 
brandished the fact that in 1960, only five English-language novels were published there. “Our 
generation created the market, created publishing companies. We invented the book tour. 
Necessity is the mother of invention.” Her imagined view of the writerly life went like this: “I 
was going to live in a garret, smoke cigarettes—which I’m constitutionally incapable of doing—
and get TB. With a black turtleneck and eyeliner.” Having a family was not part of the picture. 
“In the early 1960s, you didn’t think you could do all that.” When did she realise that she 
could? “When I was a little bit older, and saw that other people had, and seemed to be perfectly 
functional as writers.” 

  
 After meeting Atwood and her husband, one journalist wrote that “Every woman writer should 

be married to Graeme Gibson”—a slogan that Atwood had printed on a T-shirt. Gibson was a 
novelist too, but there was none of the competitiveness that has undone other creative 
couplings. “When we got married, Graeme was already a published writer, I was already a 
published writer,” she says. “It wasn’t as if somebody you married thinking they were going to 
bake the cookies and iron the clothes suddenly burst into print. We knew what we were getting 
into.” Gibson joined Atwood on her book tour; a week after our meeting, he died in London of 
a stroke. They had been together for close to 50 years.  

 
 In her essay collection Negotiating with the Dead, Atwood wrote that all writing is motivated 

by a fear of and fascination with mortality. “I think it was Chekhov who said that, yes.” Does 
that hold for her? She deflects the question. “People of 20 think, number one, they’ll never 
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die. Number two, I’m going to be dead by 30, so I’d better get cracking. And then 30 comes and 
goes and you’re not dead yet.” But does she personally feel a sense of time pressing? 
“Considering the problems of the world, this is not a very large one,” she says. “But I am 
putting together my next book of poetry, and I am thinking: is this too depressing? Is there too 
much about death in it? Too much, see you later, alligator.”  

 
 We’d neglected the metal bread basket, but now Atwood is tearing apart and buttering a mini 

baguette. Would she write a memoir? “My memoir would be dead boring,” she says. Surely 
not, I say. She was in Afghanistan in 1978, weeks before the war broke out, in Berlin just after 
the Wall fell. Her friendships span from Joni Mitchell to Conrad Black. “Writers’ memoirs are 
not very interesting after they first get published,” she insists. “Then I wrote this book. Then I 
wrote another book. Then I wrote another book. I wouldn’t read that.” 

 
 The restaurant has almost emptied. It is time to get the show back on the road. As we leave, I 

say how comforting I have found it to read novels in recent years. Atwood consoled herself 
with The Lord of the Rings during Quebec’s 1995 independence referendum. “And many other 
crises,” she says, as we wait for the bill at the bar. “It’s all in there.” What can a novel offer us in 
turbulent times? “We turn to them because we know how they come out. We don’t have the 
structure of a book in life. There sure isn’t any, ‘The End.’”  

 
 Available from: https://www.ft.com/content/a6ba7702-e53b-11e9-9743-db5a370481bc. 
 
HERRERA, Dani “Margaret Atwood Discusses the Testaments at Town Hall.” Washington Square 

News (New York University), 25 September 2019, Section: News, p. 1. Report of Atwood 
conversation at a recent event.  

 
 Excerpt: “Was there ever a better time to drop a book?” Samantha Bee asked the packed 

auditorium. On Friday, Sept. 20, Bee hosted “An Evening with Margaret Atwood” at The Town 
Hall, a historic midtown performance space, during which the author answered a series of 
questions regarding her newest book, The Testaments, a sequel to her famed novel The 
Handmaid’s Tale. Atwood said she hadn’t originally planned to write a sequel, but history 
changed her mind. The author found much of the inspiration for her book in social issues and 
significant historical occurrences, and she said that history “never really was the yellow brick 
road.” She explained that she decided to write The Testaments because “history started up 
again,” citing events such as 9/11 and the economic crash of 2008.  

  
 When Bee asked if there were warning signs for the future political landscape hidden within 

the book, Atwood replied, “We still have a chance to vote, cherish it.” Bee also inquired about 
the role of activism in the book. Atwood said that “any form of dystopia is always a blueprint” 
for society, and that readers have to ask themselves if they wish to live in that society. If the 
answer is no, it’s a sign to take preventative action, and that’s where activism comes in. When 
asked what she wanted readers to take away from The Testaments, Atwood said that reading is 
an “individual act,” and the writer has no control over how their books will be received. “You 
cannot know, you cannot tell, you cannot dictate,” she said.  

 
 Bee then read a number of questions sent in by fans, many of which revolved around Atwood’s 

writing process. Atwood said that writing energizes her, but that she is not interested in writing 
the story of her life. Instead, she wants to write about society as a whole. She then addressed 
her solutions for writer’s block, which include abandoning the project, sleeping or engaging in 
a repetitive task, ironing being her favorite. She described the process of starting a new book as 
analogous to running into a cold lake screaming. Towards the end of the night, Atwood 
announced that she is currently working on her next collection of poetry. She also addressed 
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aspiring authors who are scared of sharing their work with the public, leaving them with one 
piece of advice: “Stop being chicken, just run in screaming.”  

 
 Available from: https://nyunews.com/arts/books/2019/09/24/maragaret-atwood-book-talk/. 
 
HUBBARD, Kim. “What I Know Now.” People, vol. 92, no. 32, 23 November 2019, pp. 70-71.  
 
 Excerpt: Since the success of the Hulu series based on her 1985 dystopian classic The 

Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood’s life has changed. “More people recognize me in 
supermarket lines,” says the renowned author, 79. At home in Toronto, where she lives with 
her novelist partner, Graeme Gibson, “I can’t go out for a quart of milk in my slippers and 
falling-apart dressing gown anymore!” She isn’t just known, she’s revered—at least by the part 
of the population who viewed the 2016 presidential election as a frightening step toward the 
authoritarian patriarchy Handmaid’s Tale depicts. “Are you Margaret?” Atwood says she often 
hears. “Can I have a selfie?” Now, almost 35 years after Handmaid’s was published, she’s out 
with a sequel. Four years in the making, The Testaments ... explores the downfall of the novel’s 
repressive Gilead through the stories of three women connected to the original handmaid. The 
selfie asks will surely increase, and she’s fine with that: “How could I be so churlish as to say 
no?” But she wants fans to know she was no prophet when it came to Handmaid’s Tale—the 
subjugation of women she envisioned was based on historical precedent of regimes throughout 
history—and she isn’t one now. “I know nothing!” she says. Okay, maybe a few things. After 
almost 80 years on the planet, she concedes, “you do know a lot more.” Here, Atwood shares 
her thoughts with People on the #MeToo movement, fame and how to be happy. 

 
  #MeToo is overdue but flawed. People are saying out loud what everybody has known. 

Men have been behaving badly for a very long time. But believe all women? Women 
schwomen—I don’t think you should believe all anything. It’s not fair to single out a group and 
turn them into angels. Sooner or later someone’s not going to live up to that, and it will be used 
to discredit everyone else who may be telling the truth. It’s more useful to say listen to all 
women and take what they’re saying seriously enough to actually do investigations. 

 
 A little fame goes a long way. Some people accumulate fame just to accumulate it. But it’s 

sort of like being rich—like, how many steaks can you eat? After a while it just becomes more. 
My family makes fun of me. When she was 15, my daughter said to me, “Are we feeling a little 
famous today? I think we are. Is it time for our nap?” She and Graeme aren’t having any of it. 

 
 A good partnership takes flexibility. Graeme has dementia now. He’s doing pretty well 

under the circumstances. I’ve said before that I like that he’s cute and large and not threatened 
by me, and that’s still true. He did sit in on an interview yesterday and basically said, “Well, 
that’s enough.” Of course you’d get tired of it, just watching somebody else talk about their 
books. If you happen to live with them, it can get repetitive. 

 
 Happiness is partly genetic. I’m just sort of preternaturally cheerful. It’s really annoying to 

other people. But I’m not cheerful about [humanity’s] prospects. I’m not cheerful about the 
challenges we face—that’s a different thing. We’re losing time on the climate crisis. The longer 
people delay, the worse it’s going to get. But I’m very encouraged by the young people, who’ve 
got extinction revolution going. They will be voting soon. Everyone should realize climate 
change is a real thing. And who you should vote for is not the person who says it’s not 
happening. 

 
 Attitude can help keep you youthful. Just recently the science was out on having a 

positive attitude toward aging. The more you say “Yes, I can,” the less quickly you age. I do 
that. And I’m quite spry. I like going for a stroll in the woods, fooling around in my somewhat 
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falling-apart garden. And drawing. I draw cartoons for my editors so they’ll feel guilty about 
what they put me through. I recently did one called “The Editing Burrow,” which shows me 
going into the burrow with a song in my heart and coming out the other end screaming. 

 
 Don’t trust predictions. Will I write another novel? Will it be about Gilead? I cannot say 

anything about what I may do in the future because every time I have said something, I have 
been wrong. That shows you how much of a prophet I am. ‘I wrote the sequel in response to 
fans’ questions’ 

 
ITALIE, Hillel. “Margaret Atwood Returns Us to Gilead in The Testaments.” Washington Times, 3 

September 2019, Section, Entertainment, Online. (1718 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: From a park bench on the Victoria College campus, Margaret Atwood—class of 1961—

can trace her life of the mind. “It was here that I decided to become a Victorian (literature 
student) at a time when it wasn’t at all fashionable. They were considered gauche, kitsch, 
sentimental, absurd,” she says, remembering the times she would dash back and forth across 
the park to take English classes on one side and history and philosophy on the other. “But the 
foundations of women’s equality—John Stuart Mill, those kinds of thinkers—were Victorians 
and the position of women was a real hotbed topic, extending all the way from proper 
undergarments to higher education. One of my cherished facts is that women weren’t allowed 
into classical art schools because they might see naked women,” she adds with a laugh. “What a 
shock!” 

  
 Atwood is among the world’s most celebrated authors and most famous Canadians, but on this 

humid afternoon she is undisturbed by passersby, beyond a few who momentarily turn their 
heads at the woman in the dark sun hat and blue buttoned shirt. Just months shy of her 80 th 
birthday, the long-time Toronto resident has otherwise never been more noticed. She has 
written the year’s most anticipated novel, The Testaments, the sequel to her classic The 
Handmaid’s Tale and a Booker Prize finalist. Its contents were so guarded over the summer 
that early review copies were sent under a different title for fear of their being stolen. ... 
Atwood is a literary writer who tries not to act like one, taking mock umbrage—“Of course. 
What do you take me for?”—when asked if she has read The Hunger Games. She even 
apologizes for being “too erudite,” although she can no more avoid being erudite than she can 
avoid speaking at all. Whatever the subject—Victorian literature, resistance movements, 
“Game of Thrones”—she is not only knowledgeable, but interesting—interesting and funny, 
interesting and incisive. Her voice, like her writing, is level and pointed, with the slightest 
inflection turning the mood toward irony, scandal or foreboding....  

 
 Available from: https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/sep/4/margaret-atwood-

returns-us-to-gilead-in-the-testam/. 
  
KEMBREY, Melanie. “Margaret Atwood’s Final Australian Trip with Partner Graeme Gibson.” Sydney 

Morning Herald Online (Australia), 8 December 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is talking about bin chickens. The refrain “under his eye” from her 

bestselling 1985 dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale, about the theocratic dictatorship 
Gilead, proves unexpectedly relevant to her avian discovery. “I saw the bin chickens in 
operation. They are very sly. They watch for their chance and there goes your hamburger,” 
Canada’s most famous writer says about her February trip to Australia. “I was warned about 
them so I kept my eye on them and they kept their eye on me.” 

  
 Atwood and her long-term partner, the late writer and conservationist Graeme Gibson, shared 

a passion for birds. They established a bird observatory, were named joint honorary presidents 
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of a division of BirdLife International and Gibson published a collection of avian miscellany, 
The Bedside Book of Birds. They had gone twitching—looking for rare birds—in Australia 
many times before, tying their trips in with Atwood’s book tours. In February, when Atwood 
was “cheered up” by the ibis, they had returned knowing it might be their last chance to visit 
Australia together. Gibson’s time was running out. He had been diagnosed with dementia and 
wanted to go to Australia with Atwood to retrace childhood journeys, including visiting 
relatives in Brisbane. His mother was Australian, his father Canadian, and Gibson had 
returned throughout his life to see friends and family. About seven months after their trip, in 
September, Gibson died in hospital in London where Atwood was promoting The Testaments, 
her highly-anticipated sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale and one of the biggest fiction releases in 
recent memory. Atwood won her second Booker Prize and publication day saw an interview 
with her broadcast to packed cinemas around the world, as fans donned the now-iconic red 
cloaks and white bonnets of handmaids.  

 
 “I was very sorry too, but we knew it was coming and that was why we were very happy that we 

got to Australia in February. He really wanted to do that and see the Australian relatives, which 
we did in Brisbane. We had a lovely family get-together,” Atwood says. “He had always wanted 
to do it, and he had wanted to go back to Scotland and we made that as well, so we were 
checking things off the list because we both knew this was not going to be a long time.” A year 
on from their final trip to Australia together, Atwood will return for conversation events in 
Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane, Melbourne, Hobart and Perth starting in February—by far her 
largest tour here to date. 

  
 Continuing to work has offered Atwood a release from grief. “I think it is much better to be out 

with people otherwise I would not be doing it,” she says.... Of the hype around … The 
Testaments, which quickly topped the bestselling charts in all English-language territories, 
Atwood says, “You never expect that. It’s best not to have expectations about anything because 
they may not be realised. It’s better to be pleasantly surprised than sadly disappointed.” In 
what has proven a year of grief and great success, Atwood also celebrated her 80th birthday in 
November. Does she ever get tired? “What is this rest of which you speak, earthling?” Atwood 
says. “I don’t do resting. Some people call it sleeping, but I suppose what you mean by resting 
is a sort of hanging around, not doing anything.” The intensity of the spotlight doesn’t bother 
her. She jokes that even before her fame as a writer, she enjoyed being centre stage as a tap 
dancer when she was a child. And she might yet see if there is a “tap dancing for old people” 
class—something to do when she’s not writing her next novel, about which she remains tight-
lipped. Atwood laughs when I suggest she’s not old, and offers some words of wisdom. “It 
starts going fast when you get to 70. I expect you’re still all atwitter with expectation of what 
may happen next and that’s a fun place to be, but it’s also a scary place to be. Enjoy the 
moment. As for those moments of heartache, you’ll be replaying them as comedy in 20 years, 
trust me, it will happen. And then 50 years from then, you won’t be able to remember those 
people’s names, so go with the flow, don’t worry.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.smh.com.au/culture/books/margaret-atwood-s-final-australian-

trip-with-partner-graeme-gibson-20191205-p53h6h.html. 
 
KERRIDGE, Jake. “Margaret Atwood Interview: ‘My Books Are All Pretty Embarrassing.’” The 

Telegraph, 16 October 2019, Section: Culture, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is giving off a palpable sense of relief. Far from hoping that her 

novel The Testaments would win this year’s Booker Prize, she seems to have been crossing her 
fingers that it wouldn’t. To share the prize with Bernardine Evaristo seems to be an acceptable 
compromise. “To have won it all by myself would have been a double-edged sword, because a 
lot of people would have said: she has too many prizes already, somebody else less well-known 
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ought to have had a light shone upon them. And I would probably have agreed with them,” she 
tells me. “But as it is, somebody else is having a light shone on them, and the fact that I am a 
part of it probably makes that light bigger.” 

 
 Atwood has indeed been a literary black hole over the past few months, sucking up virtually all 

media books’ coverage with The Testaments. This belated sequel to her dystopian classic The 
Handmaid’s Tale (1985) is already the fastest-selling novel of this year. I ask her if she 
thinks her two Booker Prizes—she also won for The Blind Assassin in 2000—have 
gone to her best novels. “Canadians don’t do ‘best book,’” she replies. “They do ‘book least 
embarrassed by.’ Which am I least embarrassed by? I don’t know, they’re all pretty 
embarrassing. Or at least, let me put it another way: nothing’s perfect.” 

  
 Atwood, 80 next month, is grandmotherly—she insists on adjusting my skew-whiff shirt collar 

for me—but steely, and shoots smiling sarcasm my way when I ask if she takes pride in 
being the oldest person ever to win the Booker. “I know, and look at how spry I am. My 
spryness quotient is really high. Well, people my age don’t win prizes, because not many of 
them finish novels. And a lot of them are dead.” She is certainly proud of the novel, however, 
which she says was “a difficult book to finish because of the life circumstances surrounding it.” 
Her partner of more than 40 years, the novelist Graeme Gibson, was latterly suffering from 
dementia; he died suddenly in London last month while Atwood was on her UK book tour. 
She’s still busy with promotion: “I did go back to Canada for five days, which were quite 
difficult. It’s much better for me to be out on the road.” She is in such high demand, because 
she is now revered by many people not just as a novelist but a prophet, regarded as having 
prefigured Trump’s America in Gilead, the misogynistic autocratic republic in The Handmaid’s 
Tale. Although she agrees with those who say that the US is closer to Gilead than ever, she has 
some optimism about the future. “[In The Testaments] Gilead crumbles partly because of a 
whistle-blower. When the book first came out people said, well, you know this is all very well in 
a novel, but real divulgences of truth aren’t having much effect on Trump. But, in fact, now 
they kind of are.” 

  
 She tells me that she will donate her share of the prize money to a scholarship programme for 

“training indigenous people in environmental matters to add to the knowledge that their 
communities already have.” Today, she is sporting a badge bearing the distinctive hourglass 
symbol of Extinction Rebellion. Does she think their current protests are the most effective 
way of making their point? “I don’t think we’re living in the land of ‘most,’ ‘best’, ‘optimum.’ 
We live in the land of what’s workable, so there’s no point sitting on your hands and being a 
purist waiting for a better idea to come up. And it’s a big signal to politicians from kids who are 
going to be voting pretty soon. We need to make this transition or it’s bye-bye human race, and 
book prizes will become very irrelevant.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/authors/margaret-atwood-interview-

books-pretty-embarrassing.  
 
LABRISE, Megan. Kirkus Reviews, 4 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Rarely am I offered an assignment I’m not permitted to disclose. But there I was, five 

days before the interview, awaiting the special delivery of an otherwise unremarkable 
cardboard mailer containing the tape-bound galley of a book called The Casements by Victoria 
Locket. It was a decoy: no such book exists. It was very red cloak and dagger. Terribly exciting.  

  
 “I think it’s very funny,” Margaret Atwood says of the fake title American publishers chose to 

disguise advance copies of The Testaments (Doubleday, Sept. 10), the hotly anticipated, closely 
held sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. “And Victoria Locket is very funny,” she adds, speaking in 
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low tones by phone from Toronto, on a bustling recent morning at O.W. Toad, her 
anagrammatic office. Very little was known about The Testaments ahead of publication 
because very little could be: “Ferocious” non-disclosure agreements kept in-house personnel, 
critics, and booksellers from saying anything substantial about the novel’s content. (When Man 
Booker Prize judges announced its inclusion on their 2019 longlist, they called it “terrifying 
and exhilarating” and left it at that.) We’d only be free to discuss it after September 10, when 
Atwood planned to launch the book in rock-star style, live from London, in a midnight 
conversation with broadcaster and author Samira Ahmed, live-streamed in 1,000 cinemas 
around the world. “Well, it’s definitely hubbub,” says Atwood, who speaks and writes with 
precision. “And if I were 35, it would probably ruin my life….” 

 
 “People asked me for years whether I was going to write [a sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale],” 

she says, “and I thought by that they meant a continuation of that narrator’s story, which I 
would not have been able to do, because you can’t recreate a voice like that.” But over the 
years, a few things happened to change Atwood’s mind-or at least her approach. One was the 
“worrying trend” of rolling back hard-won women’s rights in countries around the world, 
including the United States. Two, the aftereffects of 9/11: increasingly conscripted travel and 
migration, beefed-up homeland security, burgeoning xenophobia. And then the 2016 U.S. 
presidential election, which happened while Atwood was busy shooting the first season of the 
“Handmaid’s” series. “I’d already started the book by then, because it had occurred to me that 
[Offred’s was] not the only narrative voice that was possible,” she says. “I wanted to know, 
what happened to those children of Gilead? What would it be like actually to grow up inside 
such a regime?” “You can look at generations throughout history,” she says, “children of 
Bolsheviks, children of first-generation Puritans, et cetera, down on through the line, Hitler 
Youth, kids who’d never known anything else-what’s it like for them? Number two, how did 
Gilead fall apart? Because we know from book one that it did, but we’re not told how. We know 
that there were purges, but we’re not told who. Those regimes always seem to do that: They 
have a founder generation, and then those people kill each other, one way or the other.” 

  
 Set 15 years after the events described by Offred in The Handmaid’s Tale, The Testaments 

features three narrators with highly divergent experiences. The first we meet is a Founder of 
Gilead, an elder—an Aunt—who readers will remember vividly, if not fondly, from the first 
book. A member of the only class of women allowed to read, responsible for training Wives and 
Handmaids in the fine arts of compliance, she writes her story in secret, as Offred did, though 
her intentions are not immediately clear. “Over the years I’ve buried a lot of bones; now I’m 
inclined to dig them up again—if only for your edification, my unknown reader,” begins the 
first of many chapters entitled “The Ardua Hall Holograph.” “If you are reading, this 
manuscript at least will have survived. Though perhaps I’m fantasizing: perhaps I will never 
have a reader. Perhaps I’ll only be talking to the wall, in more ways than one.” The other 
narrators represent a younger generation. One grew up in Gilead, and one grew up in a 
sovereign nation to the north. Unlike their predecessor, they are asked to share their stories. 
Their chapters are transcripts of witness testimony, of what we hope and suspect will be the 
fall of Gilead.  

 
 The type of brutal authoritarian dictatorship we never ever thought we’d be tiptoeing towards 

in 2019. Not so fast, Atwood says. “Luckily, you still live in the United States of America,” 
which remains a liberal democracy. “Things have not gone completely pear-shaped, although 
young people say to me, ‘Boo-hoo, this is the worst thing that’s ever happened.’ And I say, ‘No, 
actually, it isn’t.’” She winds up with a favorite quote from the movie “Gladiator.” In a speech at 
the beginning of the film, Maximus admonishes his troops to “Hold the line”—i.e. defend their 
battleground. In our case, it means preserving the human rights we currently enjoy. “If you can 
just hold the line, you’ll be doing pretty well. If you can only just hold the notion of free and 
fair elections, you’re doing pretty well. If you can hold an independent media-mainstream-and 
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why do I say that? Because we know where they live and, if they really lie, you can sue them, 
whereas fly-by-night bloggers you can’t. So that’s another line, and another line is an 
independent judiciary. Those are the hallmarks of a democracy,” she says, lowering her voice 
for dramatic effect, “none of which they have in Gilead.” “Enjoy the ride as much as you can, 
hold the line, and don’t vote for the person who tells you there is no climate crisis,” she 
summarizes. “They’re lying.”   

 
 Available from: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/news-and-features/articles/margaret-

atwood/. 
 
LEBER, Jessica. “Margaret Atwood Insists Birds Matter to Everyone—Whether They Realize It or Not: 

Birds Inspire the Acclaimed Writer, Poet, and Conservation Advocate—as Seen in Five Avian-
Themed Poems She Shares with Audubon Readers.” Audubon, 25 November 2019, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is on message. Not, mind you, about The Testaments, the acclaimed 

new book she’s promoting, a sequel to her most famous novel and Emmy award—winning TV 
series “The Handmaid’s Tale.” In fact, Atwood does not seem all that interested in speaking 
about her writing, herself, or even her considerable passion for birding. Canada’s outspoken 
novelist, accomplished poet, and avian advocate extraordinaire has a talking point: how the 
birds themselves are doing. We’re on the phone while she’s on book tour, just before The 
Testaments wins the prestigious Booker Prize for Fiction, and I ask her about how birds are 
used as symbols in literature, a tactic that she deploys often. A cursory answer, then the pivot: 
“Why don’t we talk about why birds are important,” she says. Later, this time with a chuckle 
punctuating her trademark wry monotone, she turns a question I have posed around with this: 
“That’s important from the point of view of people, but let’s talk about it as being important 
from the point of view of birds.”  

 
 I’m finally getting the message, and Atwood is hoping many others are, too. As she talks about 

climate change, insecticides, “catios” for outdoor cats, invasive rat eradication, and more, it’s 
clear that she cares deeply not only about avian health but also about our own. “You can’t 
consider birds in isolation from everything else. If you see them as symptoms, the worse things 
are for birds, the worse they’re going to be for us eventually,” she says. “If you follow birds, it 
allows you to get a pretty global view of what’s happening to the planet.”  

 
 In ancient times, augurs divined omens in the flights of birds, and Atwood keeps up this 

tradition. Much of her most well-known fiction envisions worlds that are dark, dystopian, or 
apocalyptic; she tells me that such tales can be read as “blueprints” of societal paths we might 
try to avoid. But the future is not all doom, she says, or at least it doesn’t have to be—bird 
populations can also reflect ecosystem and environmental recovery. That’s happening on Pelee 
Island in Lake Erie, a key stopover for migrating birds where Atwood and her late partner 
Graeme Gibson have had a house for decades. On Pelee, in the early 2000s, they helped launch 
Springsong, a birding and literature festival, and establish a bird observatory. Bald Eagles, 
once decimated by DDT and illegal shooting, are making a comeback on the isle. “Once upon a 
time people would have shot them,” she says. “The attitude has really changed towards them, 
and that’s a message of a kind, too. People are waking up to the fact that nature is not limitless, 
and that our behavior as human beings can severely affect it.”  

  
 Atwood, who grew up spending time in Canada’s woods, where her entomologist father 

worked, isn’t always so grave about her avian interests. Whether she’s mimicking the call of a 
loon before a packed audience or donning cat ears and a bird cape to give a keynote to the 
International Ornithological Congress (a reference to her 2016 graphic novel, Angel Catbird), 
animals bring out her playful side, too. We also do eventually talk about her birding life. Of her 
father, a “crack birder,” she remembers: “He didn’t go hither and thither around the world 
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watching birds, but he just knew all the birds in the area.” After she met Gibson—a novelist 
and passionate conservation leader who died in September—she says they did travel “hither 
and thither” and saw a variety of astonishing birds.  

 
 Because Gibson, in his Bedside Book of Birds, once wrote beautifully about how, much like 

composing poetry, “birdwatching can encourage a state of being close to rapture,” I feel clever 
asking Atwood if she can recall any such moments they shared together. But she’s not having 
the sentimental question, and I have to laugh as she shuts me down again: “You don’t stop in 
the middle of watching a bird and say, ‘Hey, are you having a rapturous moment? Yeah, gee, so 
am I.’ It’s not how life goes.” By now, I should have known: Atwood’s focus on birds doesn’t 
waver.  

 
 Available from: https://www.audubon.org/news/margaret-atwood-insists-birds-matter-

everyone-whether-they-realize-it-or-not.  
 
LOYD, Amy Grace. “Inside the Transgressive, Deliciously Dangerous Mind of Margaret Atwood.” 

Esquire, 24 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Amy Grace Loyd: I’d like to start at the beginning of The Handmaid’s Tale, I 

mean its real beginning. That can get lost in the media frenzy—the act of writing, 
writing you knew would get you into trouble—potentially—Margaret Atwood [MA]: 
You know, Amy, anything you write causes you trouble of one kind or another. But there you 
were in 1984, confronted with a German typewriter where none of the letters 
were in the right place or any place you recognized. All while the East Germans 
were firing off loud canon-like things to let you know they were there on the 
other side of the wall and you were taking on the topic of totalitarianism—an act 
of bravery, wasn’t it? MA: I’m not easily frightened. An act of bravery means you’re 
frightened but you do it anyway. What would you call it then? You often say writing is 
a form of optimism or hope—that the words will come together into anything 
cohesive, that anyone will want to read them. Does that apply here? Or? MA: I 
think it’s more an act of foolhardiness. And the trouble you’ve said you were getting 
yourself into? MA: I knew the subject and my treatment of it could cause some trouble, but 
that’s not the kind of trouble that scares me. It interests me. To see what will happen. The 
things that scare me are pretty simple: They are bears, thunderstorms, and forest fires. This 
was none of those. What about the ocean getting warmer? That’s something you’ve 
raised in your interviews all while supplying your kind of vivid detail— MA: Do 
mean the choking? If the oceans’ temperatures rise, it will kill the marine algae 
which produces 80 percent of our oxygen, but before that happens you said, on 
“The View”—was it?—there will be lots of car accidents because—MA: Because we’ll 
all be choking to death. You can’t operate machinery if you can’t breathe. Funny, Margaret, 
but scary— MA: For you, yes, and for others. That is a scary thing on behalf of life on earth. 
It’s something we should fix and right now, right away, but at my age I’m probably going to die 
before the oceans warm to that degree. But the ocean getting warmer and more acidic—that’s 
happening, too—it isn’t as immediate as a bear in pursuit. That’s why it’s taken people so long 
to grasp this issue. It doesn’t come at you with teeth and claws, but I see by Friday’s climate 
march in different cities all over the world that they are grasping it now. People have been 
talking about this for 50 years or more. Or scientists have but most people couldn’t see it. It 
didn’t affect them. Now they can see: the fires, the rising waters, the hurricanes, they’re here; 
they’re tangible. They’re not fake news. MA: No way. 

  
 In the interviews you’ve been giving you said a few times over about The 

Handmaid’s Tale and now The Testaments that you didn’t make them up, history 
did. But you synthesized so much history and literature to give us this speculative 
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fiction, this cautionary tale, which came from your interests and from real 
instincts in you about how history moves and repeats. MA: It’s all in Madeline 
Albright’s book Fascism: A Warning. She’s got it all laid out. And there’s Tim Snyder’s On 
Tyranny: Twenty Lessons From the Twentieth Century, too. Important books. But, yes, it’s 
personal in that I’m interested in it, though the good news is that I’m not the only one who’s 
interested in it. But your interpretations of these phenomena have caught the 
popular imagination, and the idea in both novels is about testifying through 
words, writing it down so it will be remembered, shared, understood. Again it’s 
the act of writing—MA: I’m a writer. I figured that out young, and writers write. They 
speculate. Engage ideas. And at that moment in time, in the ‘80s, I was hearing a lot about 
what people would like to do if they got into power, and having been born in 1939 and been 
through WWII and its aftermath when we were all trying to understand what happened, I 
knew Hitler spelled it all out in the 1920s, in his book, what he would like to do if he got power, 
and people did not take that seriously. So I believe if someone says they will do certain things, 
unimaginable things to many, they will in fact do them when they get the power they’re after. 
That is what you’re seeing now. What’s going on now with those in charge in this country was 
forecast then and since: They told us what they were planning and now it’s in progress. We 
can’t say we’re in a totalitarian state now, not yet, because we wouldn’t be talking—I wouldn’t 
be talking as much as I am—I’d be in jail. And that’s what your novels are reminding us 
all of now—that it can happen here. It’s what literature can do, storytelling, and 
fiction in particular—make us see and feel it. MA: It’s been done before. It’s what the 
novel did in the 19th- and the 20th-centuries. And it often cast a wide net, looking at the larger 
society. People read for that very thing. An entertainment and a whole lot more. But the 
novel’s been declared dead a few times since then. As a form. MA: Well, it comes 
back to life a lot then. 

  
 Roaring back in your case, and amen for that and for something you said to me 

once about anger: You told me you don’t get mad, you get curious. MA: John 
Kennedy said, “Don’t get mad, get even.” And I say, “Don’t get mad, get curious.” Why are 
people doing these things? What’s in it for them? Ursula Le Guin wrote a very good piece on 
anger in her latest collection of essays. What she says is that anger can be motivating, but if 
you don’t make structural changes—if you don’t work to change things—it will just fester. 
Feelings, for the most part, do not justify or excuse action. If feelings justified action, all the 
men that kill their wives and girlfriends would be justified. They are not justified. Anger is an 
emotion but it is not, should not be, an action. It doesn’t justify action—it can motivate it. 
That’s why I support Equality Now, because that’s what they’re doing. They’re working to 
change laws all around the world to make them more equal for girls and women. They may be 
angry all day and all night, but if that’s all they were, I wouldn’t be interested. No, they are 
actually using what fuel they have—their indignation, their knowledge—to change things. For 
instance, let’s take climate change. It may make you angry, but if that’s the total of your 
reaction, nothing is going to change. Is the anger well placed? Is it based on fact? Not a 
cognitive dissonance? On reality? And if it is based on facts and reality, what are you going to 
do to change the facts and the reality? What happens when we can’t agree on the facts 
or the reality, which seems to be the problem at the moment? MA: What reality isn’t 
is what you’re feeling in the moment. I feel Amy is a witch, let’s burn her. No, we must ask how 
can we confirm that Amy is a witch? I can’t confirm. I won’t confirm. MA: They may burn 
you then. Or do other horrible things. If history is our guide. Yes, historical precedent. 
You keep reminding people that that’s what you relied on in your creation of 
Gilead so folks won’t think you’re “weird.” “It’s history, not me.” MA: But I didn’t 
make it up. Yes, yet your choice of these subjects and not just the research but the 
synthesizing of information and the effort of the imagination that went into 
making the world of Gilead or MaddAddam real and resonant does speak to a 
pretty singular mind, never mind the constitution required to travel into these 
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dark places—often bloody and made all the more so by Hulu’s rendering. The 
violence on there is no joke—MA: That’s the art of the novelist. You want me to say I’m 
weird? Weird is often used to dismiss people. So let’s not go down that path. I’m not banking 
on weird, I’m banking on true.  

 
 Old is often used to dismiss people, too, especially women. When we had lunch 

four-five years ago in Boston, at the library, years before the election and The 
Handmaid’s Tale’s latest rising, you said to me, “My Twitter following makes it 
hard for them to dismiss me as an old bitty.” Your following was around six 
figures then. It’s 2.1 [million] now. We had no idea what was coming… MA: In more 
than one way. And I am old. You have more vigor than people half your age. And for 
my part your brand of dispassionate passion—“Don’t get mad, get curious”—is all 
the more important now when it feels that many of us are thinking, acting from 
that fight or flight place in our brains. It’s us versus them, in or out. Men bad. 
Women good. And Aunt Lydia who drives much of the narrative of The 
Testaments—she’s a wonderful test of that kind of unnuanced thinking. You 
describe how she was coerced as Gilead took shape, how she positioned herself so 
that she’d survive. MA: Totalitarian regimes rely on collusion. Why did people like Aunt 
Lydia collude? One: they’re true believers, two: they’re opportunists—what’s in it for them?—
three: they’re scared. It can be one of these things or a combination of two or all three. If they 
don’t cooperate and collude they will be killed or their families will be or all of the above. That’s 
how those regimes put pressure on people. If you read about Stalin’s Russia or Hitler’s 
Germany or the other kinds of regimes like that, some of which are in power right now, using 
these methods right now, you’ll find all this. Like Aunt Lydia says in The Testaments: 
“How tedious is tyranny in the throes of enactment. It’s always the same plot.” 
MA: And for those caught up in the command structure, they are inter-purging each other as 
quick as they can. Like Lydia—MA: Right. They want to climb up the ladder. Keep the power. 
In regimes like that you don’t get fired. You do or die. Frequently both. We’re seeing a lot of 
purging from Trump’s administration—MA: Different. For the moment you and I are 
not in danger of getting arrested by the NKVD [Stalin’s security force]. You think Gilead is bad 
or that the TV series is too violent? Look up the NKVD. It’s important to have that perspective. 
People are saying Trump is re-creating Gilead. That’s not true. If it were, we’d not be having 
this conversation. He’s not even a particularly Gileadean figure, more like a Nebuchadnezzar of 
the right. That guy went mad. But it’s hard to miss the divisiveness being promoted in 
this country and elsewhere, how the anger we’re all feeling, is informing and 
deforming our national conversation. We’re all dismayed and many people are 
afraid— MA: So suck it up! Why are you so afraid? No one is going to kill you right now. 
Anybody banging down your door? What you should be doing is figuring out who to vote for in 
the next election. Which candidate is going to take you the farthest he or she can from Gilead? 
Panic isn’t helpful. Yes, but let’s take Twitter, where you’ve amassed such a 
following— MA: Twitter is not the real world. 

 
  No, but we do need to pay attention to how we talk about things, don’t we? Not 

run to extremes, and the novels, both THT and The Testaments describe what 
happens when the society requires black and white thinking, nothing in between, 
no grays or pick your color from those crayons of yours—MA: Crayola gray. Deep 
Space Sparkle’s a good one… But those extremes are the place witch-hunts come 
from. You’ve said you don’t believe in monsters, you believe in people behaving 
badly. MA: Well, there are certainly extremes in human behavior—serial murderers, socio- 
and psychopaths. But you can never define yourself as a pure angel and others as demons. 
There are no pure angels. There’s some who behave better than others under certain 
circumstances—depending on what those circumstances are. For instance, there were people 
in the French Resistance who committed acts of sabotage against the Germans for which entire 
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villages would be shot as retribution. So what would you have done? We all like to think we 
would have been heroic, but that’s probably not true. And that particular truth 
transcends gender—as we see with Aunt Lydia and others? MA: It absolutely 
transcends gender. In fact some of the most effective operatives on either side were female. 
Guess who was an operative in the French Resistance? Who? MA: Josephine Baker. Man, 
she had a lot of moxy. MA: What would you risk? What decisions might you make that 
could result in your death or the deaths of others? Would you say you do not believe in 
evil then? MA: Well, the more evil acts you do the more evil you are, but people are quite 
malleable. People who under normal circumstances wouldn’t do terrible things might do them 
under more extreme circumstances. You may run into a building to save another person, but 
you would not be called on to do that unless the building was burning. The other question is 
why do ordinary people do heroic acts? Another woman I knew who was in the French 
Resistance, a French woman, said to me, “Pray you’ll never have the opportunity to be a hero.” 
Because those opportunities are usually horrible. But you are an activist and believe in 
action, even if there’s no predicting what one will do when put in do-or-die 
situations. You are no fan of complacency—MA: No kidding. That’s why you can’t sit on 
your hands during the next election. None of the candidates are pure enough for you? Take the 
least worst. You are not too pure. People are too much in the habit of defining themselves as 
pure and in the know and everyone else as tainted, blind. That’s hubris of an extraordinary 
kind. 

 
 There are so many great lines in the new book but one short exchange at the end 

reminded me of conversations you’ve had with me when I was foolish enough to 
express doubt or discouragement in your company. Your two young narrators 
are on the run, in a small boat: 

  Agnes: “We’re so far out. We’ll get swept away.” 
  Nicole: “No we won’t…Not if you try. Now, go! And, go! That’s it! Go!  Go! 

Go!”  
 MA: Yes, quite right. You can do it, America! Go! Keep rowing. I used a quote from Ursula Le 

Guin as an epigram for The Testaments. It’s important to read it closely now. “Freedom is a 
heavy load, a great and strange burden to undertake… It is not a gift given, but a choice made, 
and the choice may be a hard one.” We’ve taken a lot for granted, that’s clear. We 
thought our institutions would do the work for us, to keep us in check. And I 
should mention you’re not just some Canadian celebrity with great hair telling 
Americans what to do—you have many ancestors who were American Puritans. 
Some witches too? MA: Yes, they were all Puritans and there were a few accused witches 
among them. But don’t get excited, Amy: There weren’t any real witches or not the sort people 
meant in the 17th-Century. They were not actually having intercourse with the devil. Sorry, kids. 
Right, though you have to imagine he’d be pretty good in bed. MA: Stop that right 
now. Shame on you. It didn’t happen. Fake news. But yes, my ancestors were New England 
people who ended up in Nova Scotia. I have a lot of people on 23andMe sending me pictures of 
their noses, saying, “Look, we’re related.” You should add that to your list of scary 
things: All those noses coming for you.  

 
 I must say I felt just how present the Puritans were in all of us when I worked at 

Playboy. There’s some serious discomfort about sex in this country. Hefner did 
more than just objectify women, though he sure did that. The magazine was part 
of the campaign for civil rights and published some of the best writers and 
thinkers around, including you, at least when I was there. MA: It’s a catch-22: First, 
it was awful that Playboy wasn’t publishing women writers, but then when they did there was 
another contingent who said we should not. Which choice do you want? And if you think the 
Puritans didn’t like sex, you ought to go back to the Catholic hermits and ascetics. They really 
didn’t like sex. They thought any woman in any form was one big dollop of pollution. Puritans 
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at least thought holy matrimony was a good thing and literacy: They wanted everyone to read 
the Bible, and they were very keen on the work ethic and very interested in their consciences, 
getting right with their consciences. If you want to see an exemplary apology, look up “The 
Apology of the Salem Jury” from 1697. It’s a template of how to apologize for something you’ve 
done. We all need to learn to apologize more and better. But many of the Puritans did not 
apologize. It wasn’t in their interest, and they confiscated property much like the Nazis and 
Communists confiscated property in WWII. Follow the dollar—who benefitted? Who got the 
property? During the Salem Witch Trials one man, Giles Corey, wouldn’t confess guilt. Without 
it they couldn’t take his farm. So they “pressed” him. He urged his accusers to pile more rocks 
on him—they were trying to coerce a confession from him. He wouldn’t confess. “More 
weight,” he said. “More weight.” But women didn’t participate in governance, did 
they? Couldn’t own land? I hope that poor man had a son. MA: In most patriarchal 
systems, men don’t want women to read the Bible because then the men in charge can declare 
what’s in it and no one can check up on them. They’re in charge of the word of God. That’s the 
model of Gilead because they don’t want women claiming any authority. The other model is 
slaves in America. They didn’t want them reading the Bible either. They might get the idea that 
they were people.  

 
 I came to your Town Hall event with Samantha Bee and for every six or seven 

women there was one man. I canvassed a few—these had watched the TV show 
but not read THT yet, but there were several very fervent fans. I spoke with one—
a lovely guy, passionate. He was proud to call himself a feminist. He had lines 
from Oryx and Crake tattooed on his wrists: “I am toast” on one, “I am not toast” 
on the other. MA: Well, that series has men in the story. No secrets there. He spoke to him. 
Once the books are out and in hands of the readers I can’t control what will happen—If 
tattoos will happen, yes. But, my, was it moving to see the entire theater get on 
their feet when you came in. It means people care, people read, are interested in 
nuance. Men and women are inspired—MA: They do read, and they do care: They don’t 
want to end up in some version of a totalitarian state. We’re not there yet but it’s in progress. 
Of course I’m very pleased they’re reading, but they better go vote. Keep rowing. Go! Go! 
Go! MA: Precisely. Does it feel a lot of weight on your shoulders? People confusing 
you with an oracle or a prophet? Elizabeth Moss declaring you’re the mother of 
us all? More weight…MA: You get to be my age and there’s no weight. You get very clear 
about what you can and can’t do. I sometimes feel you’re this big meal laid out on the 
table and so many people are bellying up to get their bite. Even me. Right now 
that’s got to be all the harder—you soldiering on as you do. It’s extraordinary. MA: 
But that’s not me, on the table, that’s their version of me. I can’t control that. Just like I can’t 
control what they take from the books. I hope for the best but I’ll take the least worst when I 
have to.  

 
 Available from: https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/books/a29193406/margaret-

atwood-the-testaments-handmaids-tale-sequel-interview/. 

 
McELVOY, Anne. “Margaret Atwood: ‘You Can’t Keep the People Down’; the Totalitarian Republic She 

Created Was Uncannily Prophetic—Now Her Handmaid’s Tale Sequel Has Gripped London. 
Margaret Atwood Tells Anne McElvoy about Resistance, Being a ‘Bad Feminist’ and the 
Queen’s Role in Brexit.” London Evening Standard, 13 September 2019, Section: Books, 
Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood bounds into the room, a diminutive figure in natty black trousers 

and a bright orange scarf. She’s fresh from starring in a publishing event where readers were 
clamouring to get their hands on The Testaments, her sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. 

 

https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/books/a29193406/margaret-atwood-the-testaments-handmaids-tale-sequel-interview/
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/books/a29193406/margaret-atwood-the-testaments-handmaids-tale-sequel-interview/
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 The word “prophetic” is often attached to her “speculative fiction”—a kind of worst-case 
analysis of where our societies might end up if we don’t take more care with our choices. “In a 
gradually heating bathtub,” observes one woman in The Testaments. “You’d be boiled to death 
before you knew it.” Yet Atwood laughs at the notion that she has special powers of augury 
about our present discontents on either side of the Atlantic. “I don’t have any particular insight 
into the future—if I did have, I would have cornered the stock market long ago,” she says. 

  
 Interviewing her for the “Economist Asks” podcast, a few years after we first met when she had 

published her MaddAddam trilogy of novels, I find her more relaxed, balancing worries about 
the drift of American politics and women’s reproductive rights with a playfulness which might 
surprise those who think of Atwood as a worthy sort. But she does think societies are dicing 
with a rollback of progress. She tells me she keeps a box of news cuttings: “I collect stuff I find 
of interest because I don’t want to be in the position of people saying this is total rubbish, and 
it would never happen. So I like to be able to say either it has happened or they’re working on it 
now.” Her conflict with the Trump worldview runs deep, with women’s rights and the threat 
she sees posed to them at the heart of her disdain. “He’s packing the courts and looking at 
certain states such as Alabama, taking this as far as they can. And then the goal is to overturn 
Roe v Wade [the legal case which guaranteed basic abortion rights]—and make a state claim 
upon women’s bodies as being state property.” Yet Trumpism is not really about 
fundamentalist religion—do progressives get themselves into a muddle on this score? “Donald 
Trump is simply an opportunist, I don’t think he has any particular religious convictions 
whatsoever. He will pay a certain amount of lip service but it’s very minimal.” She reserves 
more ire on this score for Mike Pence, the evangelical Vice-President. 

  
 The theme of theocracy-run-wild plays a role through The Testaments, as it did in The 

Handmaid’s Tale—albeit from the perspectives of Offred’s daughters and Aunt Lydia, offering 
an explanation of her role as collaborator. I wonder if Atwood frets about her novels straddling 
fiction and political activism. “You mean, am I writing agitprop?” she shoots back. “Agitprop 
would have a plan of what to do. So no—not agitation or propaganda. But I’m posing the 
question: ‘Is this the house you wish to live in?’ If you don’t want to live in this house, make 
another blueprint of a house you want to live in.”  

 
 We have bonded over the time we both spent in Berlin in the mid-Eighties, living on either side 

of the Wall. She was in West Berlin, writing The Handmaid’s Tale. “Every Sunday,” she recalls, 
“the East German Air Force flew by and made sonic booms around us, just to remind us that 
they were there.” She thinks younger readers might need reminding that her other trove of 
examples of how people behave in extremis was the Second World War. “I’m old enough to 
have known people who really were in the resistance. Holland had a well-organised resistance; 
people who managed to escape, who collaborated and who, oddly enough, appeared to be 
collaborating, but were actually feeding information to the resistance.” That theme of 
collaboration and resistance is poignantly revisited through Aunt Lydia’s account of her life 
and collusion in The Testaments. 

  
 Atwood has, in the best literary way, a butterfly mind, flitting between subjects but always 

weaving together themes. Recently, she’s been reading Hilary Mantel’s novels about Henry 
VIII’s enforcer Thomas Cromwell. “All these regimes have such people, because humans are 
what they are. And we’re quite capable of putting up camouflage exteriors to disguise our real 
names and behaviour.”  

  
 Interactions with intensely adoring readers can veer into the absurd. Atwood laughs broadly as 

she recounts the man at a book-signing who told her that The Handmaid’s Tale, must have 
been her autobiography. “I said no. He said, ‘Yes, it is!’”  
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 Climate change and its consequences have stalked her work long before Extinction Rebellion. 
She has a tendency to catastrophism which, like many of the references in her books, is drawn 
from the Old Testament (needless to say). “Climate-driven, pollution-driven, all of the things 
that we are saddled with today eventually result in economic and social chaos. With climate 
crisis comes lower crop yields, and with those, eventually comes food shortage, and 
joblessness, and all of those kinds of things that feed into social chaos and angry, resentful, 
French Revolutionary-type feelings.” Does she think she and other climate-change activists are 
winning the battle? “The real activists are people who do nothing else. I’m just somebody who 
doesn’t happen to have a job. So I can’t be fired.” She thinks Extinction Rebellion is “moving 
the needle—and you’d have to be an idiot as a politician to not recognise that.” 

  
 The Me Too movement was, in one way, the kind of great leap forward you might think Atwood 

would welcome unconditionally. But she took a nuanced and even critical view, writing in 
defence of applying due process to those accused of sexual abuse or harassment, based on the 
case of a Canadian academic she believed had been dismissed before the full facts of the 
allegations were investigated. Did she think the mentality veered too close to a purge? “There 
was a moment there, when [Me Too] was like an invincible weapon to which there was no 
counter weapon. Whenever you have an invincible weapon to which there is no counter, some 
will take advantage of it, which they did,” she says tartly. “That’s the history of any social moral 
panic in which to be accused is to be guilty. I think we’re now in a more reasonable space.” It 
feels like an odd state of affairs where the term “bad feminist” can be slapped onto a woman 
who has written about women’s rights over a career spanning six decades; does that charge 
bother her? “If there is a certain way women are supposed to think, you’re in the area of Big 
Brother’s watching you. Except in this case, it was big sister.” Her strongest aversion, she adds, 
is to a mentality which says: “Here’s a party line... [if you disagree] we will stomp on you with 
our large boots. At which point [I say] ‘I don’t have a job, so fire me!’”  

 
 What does this outspoken visitor make of arriving in our very own, dysfunctional island in the 

week of maximum Brexit chaos[?] “It’s Cavaliers v Roundheads all over again with you-know-
who playing Charles I.” That would be a prime ministerial you-know-who? She appears 
reluctant to grant him a name.… “I’m not writing propaganda or agitprop—I’m posing the 
question of whether this is the house you wish to live in.” We chat about the role of the Queen, 
drawn into the row about the prorogation of Parliament. “Well, it’s a constitutional monarchy,” 
parries Atwood. “It’s kind of what she has to do.” Given that she’s clearly not in the Brexiteer 
camp, I wonder if she thinks the Queen—also head of state in Atwood’s native Canada—should 
have advised differently. Atwood switches gear, and adopts the voice of a rather posh older 
lady, “Well, somebody of my age, dear, remembers the war. The royal family was excellent 
during the war. They could have gone to the Bahamas. But they didn’t. They stuck it out.” Still 
on side with Her Majesty, then.  

 
 She’s just taken part in an edgy fashion shoot for the Sunday Times’ Style magazine, at 79, 

rocking an array of cutting-edge designers with curly grey locks teased to look like a wild 
enchantress. “I have the hair extensions in a bag. I think I might offer it up as a fundraiser at 
an auction for a charity of choice, lots of money and I’ll put the hair extensions in and turn up 
at your house. Do you think you’d pay for that?” No question about that. Chilling us with dire 
scenarios of humanity gone wrong seems to keep her extraordinarily cheerful. “I am hopeful 
about human nature,” she says. “You can keep some of the people down some of the time, and 
most of the people down most of the time, but you can’t keep all of the people down all the 
time.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/books/margaret-atwood-interview-

2019-a4235996.html.  
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 Anne McElvoy’s “The Economist Asks” podcast interview with Margaret Atwood is available at 
https://www.economist.com/podcasts/2019/09/12/margaret-atwood-on-her-unexpected-
trump-bump-her-love-for-dragons-and-the-evolution-of-metoo. 

 
McLAUGHLIN, Amara. “Why Margaret Atwood Waited More Than 30 Years to Write the 

Testaments.” The Current (CBC Radio), 6 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Canadian author Margaret Atwood says the world’s dynamic and uncertain political 

climate was the push she needed to write The Testaments—the long-awaited sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale many fans had been seeking for more than 30 years.  

 
 Available from: https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-september-6-2019-

1.5271819/why-margaret-atwood-waited-more-than-30-years-to-write-the-testaments-
1.5271822. 

 
NAWOTKA, Ed. “Feeling like Cassandra: A Q&A with Margaret Atwood.” Publishers Weekly, vol. 266, 

no. 2, 14 January 2019, p. 10.  
  
 Excerpt: Next month, a graphic novel edition of Canadian author Margaret Atwood’s classic 

dystopian story, The Handmaid’s Tale (Doubleday/Talese), which has sold over eight million 
copies globally in the English language, will be released. Canadian artist Renée Nault did the 
adaptation and illustrated the book. In September, fans’ long-hoped for sequel to the novel will 
be published. The Testaments is set 15 years after the final scene of The Handmaid’s Tale, and 
publisher Nan A. Talese has announced a first printing of 500,000 copies. Following the 
success of “The Handmaid’s Tale” on Hulu and a Netflix miniseries of her novel Alias Grace, 
Atwood spoke with PW in 2017 about the resurgence of interest in her work.  

 
 Available from: https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/trade-shows-

events/article/78986-wi14-feeling-like-cassandra-pw-talks-with-margaret-atwood.html. 
 
O’CONNOR, Brendan. “Margaret Atwood.” RTÉ Radio One, 2 November 2019, Online. “In studio this 

morning Margaret Atwood chats to Brendan about her new book the sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale, The Testaments.” (Broadcaster). An interview lasting 36 minutes.  

 
 Available from: https://www.rte.ie/radio/radioplayer/html5/#/radio1/21649419.  
 
PEREZ, Lexy. “Margaret Atwood on How Trump Election Inspired The Testaments: ‘It Put Wind in 

My Sails.’” Hollywood Reporter, 19 September 2019, Online. 
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood stopped by “Late Night with Seth Meyers”… to discuss the release of 

her highly anticipated book The Testaments. [In response to Myers’ question]: “I thought this 
book was a reaction to what happened in 2016. Did it inform how you wrote it?” [Atwood 
responded]: “It put wind in my sails, let’s put it that way,” the author said with a smile on her 
face. “It encouraged me.” During an interview with CBS “Sunday Morning,” Atwood also 
described the story as a “warning.” “It’s not me who made this stuff up,” Atwood said. “The 
human race made it up, unfortunately.” She also said: “It is a warning,” adding, “Simply 
because I never have believed it can’t happen here. I’ve never believed that. And more and 
more people are joining me in that lack of belief….”  

 
 When asked whether she watches Hulu’s adaptation of her book or has connected with the 

showrunners, Atwood simply quipped: “I even have a credit.” Prior to the book hitting shelves, 
MGM and Hulu announced earlier this month that they will also develop The Testaments for 

https://www.economist.com/podcasts/2019/09/12/margaret-atwood-on-her-unexpected-trump-bump-her-love-for-dragons-and-the-evolution-of-metoo
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https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-september-6-2019-1.5271819/why-margaret-atwood-waited-more-than-30-years-to-write-the-testaments-1.5271822
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the screen as “an important extension” to showrunner Bruce Miller’s Emmy-winning drama 
starring Elisabeth Moss.... later on, Meyers requested that Atwood read his palm after 
discovering she has a talent for doing so. While taking a look at his hand, Atwood made fun 
assessments of the late-night host. “You seem to be quite healthy at the moment. Geez, you’re 
going to live a long time,” she said, laughing. “You’re quite more stable than people think. 
You’re not as wacko.” She also informed Meyers that he has “no presidential aspirations” nor a 
desire to be a general. “You’re not a really combative person. You’re just a smarty pants.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/margaret-atwood-how-trump-

election-inspired-testaments-1241284.  
 
RANKIN, Seija. “The Must List: #3 The Testaments.” Entertainment Weekly, no. 1574/1575, 2019, p. 

12.  
 
 Excerpt: One of the questions left open by The Handmaid’s Tale is how Gilead 

ends. You answer that in The Testaments—what was the real-life inspiration? 
Regimes end either because they’re undermined from within or because they run out of steam. 
They fail to deliver on whatever paradise or utopia was promised. New generations come along 
and they are not the fervent true believers that the people who set it up may have been. You’ve 
seen this enacted before your very eyes. The Handmaid’s Tale predated the Trump 
administration, but it’s hard not to draw parallels to American politics. You know, 
Madeleine Albright has just come out with a book called Fascism: A Warning. And you can go 
into that book and read about all different kinds of fascism—there’s lots of models, big and 
small, but one thing these totalitarian regimes have in common is they all want to roll 
back women’s rights. There are no exceptions to that. How does this sequel fit into the 
universe of the pending fourth season of Hulu’s TV series of Handmaid’s? What I 
have given them, in the locked writers’ room that nobody’s allowed into—including me—is a 
whole new whiteboard and a bunch of new characters. The story of the characters in the show 
at the moment is left open, so it’s up to [showrunner] Bruce [Miller] and the highly competent 
writing team as to how they get those people into position. You leave a few things open to 
speculation in the conclusion of The Testaments. What theories do you think 
readers will have? I never try to second-guess readers, and I think it’s mean for the author 
to fill everything in. Why should I be the absolutely infallible authority on anything? The other 
thing about a book is, it’s got these things called covers. And if you don’t like the book, you can 
close them. Nobody’s making you read this, except for people with jobs like yours. 

 
ROBINSON, Andrea. “Interview with Margaret Atwood.” The Arts and Making of “The Handmaid’s 

Tale:” The Official Companion to MGM Television’s Hit Series, edited by Andrea Robinson, 
Titan Books, 2019, pp. 10-11.  

 
RUMBELOW, Helen. “Margaret Atwood: ‘I Am Quite Mean and Scary. But Only If You Start First’; 

The Handmaid’s Tale Author Talks to Helen Rumbelow About Her Booker-Tipped New Novel, 
The Testaments, Magic and Mortality.” The Times, 4 October 2019, Section: Saturday Review, 
Online.  

  
 Excerpt: Could Margaret Atwood be a witch? Let the evidence stack up. The nearly 80-year-old 

enters our meeting room at a London hotel wearing modern witch fashion: flowing black 
trousers with silver trainers. Her retinue of female publishers are talking about their nail 
polish for the publication of The Testaments, the follow-up to her masterpiece, The 
Handmaid’s Tale.  

 
 Atwood decides on a lurid shade of Hallowe’en green for her fingers, to match the cover of the 

new book. Then we are left alone. What do people most get wrong about her? “They 
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think I’m going to be meaner and scarier than I actually am.” She pauses. “I am quite mean 
and scary. But only if you start first.” I am a little unnerved. It’s not only the spellbound 
upshock of grey hair or the smooth, high-domed forehead—she has supernaturally young skin 
and spark. It’s the gimlet eyes, which have already examined the pens left on our desk by the 
hotel (“do they offer men the same shade of pink?”), like the kind of detail she would put in one 
of her dystopian novels. 

  
 She calls this genre “speculative” fiction. In it she uses these catching observations to make 

readers live the unthinkable. “If I were to create an imaginary garden I wanted the toads in it 
to be real,” she has written. Her company, by the way, based at her Toronto home, is called OW 
Toad Ltd, an anagram of her surname. She dedicated The Handmaid’s Tale to her possible 
ancestor Mary Webster, of 17th-century New England, who was hanged for witchcraft and, 
witchily, survived because of the amateur hanging technique. They hoisted her up by her neck, 
she tells me, “like a flag.” She too has survived: the women who have flocked to buy and read 
The Testaments were barely born when she wrote The Handmaid’s Tale, 35 years ago. Last 
week The Testaments had its third week at No 1 in the bestseller charts for hardback, selling 
160,000 copies in Britain alone, with The Handmaid’s Tale a chart topper in paperback. She 
has no fear of death, she tells me, only of declining powers, literary and physical. 

  
 Then there is, of course, her prescience. In the suitably Orwellian year of 1984 Atwood was in 

West Berlin, writing in The Handmaid’s Tale of a repressive regime called Gilead. That book, 
since made into a grisly TV drama, later managed to seem an acute commentary on the 
Trump-era threat to women’s rights. Her book Payback arrived just in time for the financial 
crisis. We have nearly caught up to the “chickienobs” from Oryx and Crake, a genetically 
modified chicken formed of 20 tubes of breast meat. Other visions from her 60 books feel 
dead-on. Does she have second sight? “They do say that. Do I have prophetic powers? No. 
I pay attention.” 

 
 I think this is why she likes to read the palms of her interviewers. It’s a way of keeping her 

superior intellect amused. When she was starting out as a writer in Canada in her twenties, 
male interviewers made the mistake of patronising her. Atwood spent her early years in the 
Canadian wilds, much influenced by her fearless and tough mother, preparation for doing 
battle with bears and sexist journalists. “They would say things to me like, ‘Women writers 
have a furtive look because they know they’re not supposed to be doing it.’” Atwood, who had 
been a doctoral student at Harvard University, would be archly vicious in return. “They felt 
they had to win and they didn’t win.” Now, she says, she has to “be aware of the fact that if you 
make the kind of cutting ripostes you made then, it would be very crushing to whoever you 
make it to. You better behave.” I think some mischief still gets out. When she read the palm of 
a New Yorker journalist recently she pronounced, “Well, the Virgin Mary you’re not,” like a cat 
toying with its mouse. She reaches for my palm, but I hesitate. “Am I doing woo-woo, spooky 
things?” she says of her palmistry. “No. It’s a party trick, but people are very interested in it. 
Because they’re interested in anything to do with themselves.” Now “people don’t say rude 
things to me any more. Except on social media.” She saw her friend Mary Beard, the British 
classicist, recently and they compared notes. “I said, ‘Nobody’s said to me, “I’m going to cut 
your head off and rape it.” She said, ‘Oh Margaret, they will.’” 

  
 In hindsight, though, she feels grateful she started out in Canada. “You had a lot of white space 

to scribble on. Invention was possible. In England it’s, ‘Who do you think you are—
Shakespeare?’” She and other writers—“we were considered lunatics”—supported their work 
by forming a small publishing house and bashing out commercial books, including a guide to 
sexually transmitted diseases. In this vein she wrote a book she thought of as “VD for Canadian 
literature,” called Survival. Her thesis was that British literature was about the island, 
American about the frontier, and Canadian about survival. This, I point out, is the main theme 
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of her Gilead two-parter: her heroines are obsessed with survival. “A lot in today’s world has 
caught up with that one-time pretty heavily Canadian theme,” she says.  

 
 When Atwood wrote The Handmaid’s Tale she was the mother of a young daughter. Her 

heroine, Offred, is too. Now, the main star of The Testaments is the ageing, morally 
compromised Aunt Lydia, who is at the peak of her fame, adulation and writing power. I know 
writers resist autobiographical readings—“We all resist them because it’s too simple,” she 
interjects—but I persist. Are Offred and Aunt Lydia facets of Atwood at different 
times of her life? Does that seep in? “True,” she says. “Older people know what it was like 
to be young, young people do not really know what it’s like to be old. They can take a running 
guess, but they’re not there yet. Wait for it, say I. It’s not necessarily as bad as you think.”  

 
 Ageing and mortality must have been on her mind. A few days after our meeting[,] her partner, 

Graeme Gibson, died aged 85. They had been together since 1973; he is father of their 
daughter, Jess, who has a young son. Although Gibson had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, 
he accompanied her on the trip to London, where he died in hospital. “He had a lovely last few 
weeks, and he went out on a high, surrounded by love, friendship and appreciation. We are 
grateful for his wise, ethical, and committed life,” Atwood said of her “beloved” Gibson, a 
writer and environmentalist. “We are happy that he achieved the kind of swift exit he wanted 
and avoided the decline into further dementia that he feared.” Does she fear mortality? 
“No. Everybody has died so far.” But isn’t everyone afraid? “What’s to be afraid of? I don’t 
look forward to having a painful, debilitating illness, but I’m not necessarily going to have one. 
We go in for hearts and strokes in our family. They tend to be rather rapid.” I point out her 
eerily unlined skin. “Thank you, Mom,” she says. “The women on one side of my family tend to 
live quite a long time, quite energetically, until they finally cack out.” Sure, she says, everyone 
wants more life, “unless they’re very depressed. But just because you want more doesn’t mean 
that you’re entitled to more.” 

  
 Is she an atheist? “No. Atheism is far too dogmatic for me. I’m a strict agnostic. Strict,” she 

says, repeating loudly. “VERY STRICT.” I thought agnostics didn’t go in for strict. “What I 
mean is that you can’t propose as knowledge something that is in fact belief.” She has said she 
is, at 79, in the “gold watch and goodbye” phase of her career. If so, the gold watch might be 
winning the Booker prize again. She won it in 2000 for The Blind Assassin, and on October 14, 
she will discover whether The Testaments, on a shortlist of six, has won. 

  
 Despite that, do people expect her to retire? “They might’ve done two years ago, they are 

not expecting it any more. But they do tend to say, ‘So is this it? Is this all there is?’ And I don’t 
answer that question because you will always answer it wrongly. How many farewell tours can 
you go on?” After more than a book a year of her writing life, does it appeal to her 
to stop? “No, or I should say, not yet.” 

  
 While Aunt Lydia in The Testaments writes her last will and testament, Atwood does not know 

how many books she has left. “Who knows? I’m not at the Prospero moment yet. I’m not 
drowning my book in the sea. What a stupid thing for him to have done.” She has, she says, 
every writer’s fear, that her quality will deteriorate. She has a team of editors in Canada, the US 
and Britain and early readers in trusted friends. “They’re not going to lie. If I get to the point 
where it’s drivel, I’m counting on them to tell me.” I say that her drivel is better than many 
writers’ best efforts. She cuts in, “You’re implying that I’ve already written some drivel,” and 
laughs. Ouch! 

  
 Atwood has always travelled extensively. I put to her the argument that the enforced 

modesty of the “Handmaids”, and, in The Testaments, the forced marriages, 
stonings and honour killings, have more real-life parallels under repressive 
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Islamic regimes than anything going on in the US. “You don’t have to go back very far 
in western history to find things that are pretty much similar. It’s biblical.” Was Iran on her 
mind, though, when she was writing The Testaments? “Absolutely, but it was when I 
wrote the first book, because I was there; we went around the world in 1978.” This was with 
Gibson and their daughter, aged two at the time. “We were in Afghanistan right before 
[President] Daoud was assassinated. It was probably the last minute when you could have seen 
the old Afghanistan before everything was bombed to smithereens . . . I saw that world, I saw 
Iran eight months before the Shah went down.” And those were examples of conditions for 
women changing almost overnight? “They got worse, exactly. I know a lot of Iranians, and I 
know people who’ve said to me ‘The Handmaid’s Tale is like what happened to us.’ So of 
course I was aware of that, but it’s not the only place or time by any means.” 

 
 Everyone asks her for her view on President Trump. She spends a while sketching the 

interplay of Republicanism and the Christian right in the US in the past few decades, of which 
Donald Trump is a part. “He’s not the Gilead commander. He’s not Puritan, cant-filled, 
enough. He’s not interested in religion really, he makes gestures, but that’s all they are. But in 
that cosmology he plays the biblical role of the tool of God—that’s how those people see him. 
‘He’s not one of us. He’s not a good man. We know all the bad things he does. We don’t care 
because he’s doing things that we like. God is using him as an instrument to get us things that 
we want.’” 

 
 Naturally she dislikes witch-hunts. She wrote an essay describing herself as a “bad feminist” 

for her concern that the Me Too movement was spreading guilt by accusation. Few 
Handmaid’s Tale fans dress up as the sinister Aunt Lydia. Is The Testaments’ focus on 
the “Aunts” a rebuke to a kind of extreme feminist mindset that equates women 
with victimhood and the moral high ground? “Such a person hasn’t read much history, 
if that is what they think.” 

  
 She stays in Britain frequently: in London, where she chose to launch this book, Edinburgh 

and, most often, Norfolk, and she keeps abreast of British politics. “Although I heard ‘big girl’s 
blouse’ and I thought, ‘Oh, did he [Boris Johnson] make that up? Apparently it’s a well-known 
phrase, said my informant, who was [the novelist] Ian McEwan. What a stupid thing to say.” 
Do you come back here and think our politics has gone crazy? “I think, ‘What are you 
doing?’ But most British people think that too. Nobody seems to know the plot.” Are there 
aspects to Britain she does not like? “Oh yes, but I rarely encounter them.” There is 
widening income inequality, she says. “Which was going the other way in the 1950s. So people 
have to rethink that in many countries all over the world, unless they want the French 
Revolution or some form of fascist nationalism.” And “I think you would have to ask a person 
of colour what it is like to be a person of colour in this country. Not always a happy experience, 
I understand.”  

 
 One of her publishing team arrives, giving me time for a last question. What is she most 

proud of in her career? I think it’s an easy one. She bats it away. “Canadians don’t do 
proud of. They do ‘least embarrassed by.’” Go on, I say. “What part of my life am I least 
embarrassed by? Let’s see now.” There is a long pause, the only one of a conversation where 
she has been ready with ideas and sources before I’ve finished my question. “Um, that’s really 
hard to answer.” I push her. She talks about the “luck” of having egalitarian parents and the 
freedom of the Canadian scene. That’s not what I asked, I say. In a life of extraordinary literary 
achievement and cultural impact I was expecting her to allow herself some glory. She seems 
terrified I will find her guilty of pride. “But think,” she says, “how much of it was luck.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/margaret-atwood-interview-i-am-quite-

mean-and-scary-but-only-if-you-start-first-cm0qbpsmn. 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/margaret-atwood-interview-i-am-quite-mean-and-scary-but-only-if-you-start-first-cm0qbpsmn
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/margaret-atwood-interview-i-am-quite-mean-and-scary-but-only-if-you-start-first-cm0qbpsmn
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SALES, Leigh. “Author Margaret Atwood on Her Long-Awaited Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale.” ABC 

Transcripts (Australia), 17 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: LEIGH SALES (LS), PRESENTER: Margaret Atwood, congratulations on your 

new book, The Testaments, and in particular its Booker Prize nomination. 
MARGARET ATWOOD (MA), AUTHOR: Thank you. LS: In another of your books, 
Negotiating with the Dead, you write, “A book may outlive its author and it 
moves too, and it too, can be said to change but not in the manner of the telling, it 
changes in the manner of the reading.” Since The Handmaid’s Tale was 
published in 1985, how do you think it has evolved in the way people read it? MA: I 
think it has evolved in relation to events that have come about. So in 1985, the jury was out as 
to whether the United States would ever move in the direction of a totalitarian theocracy and I 
think people are feeling somewhat more nervous about that now. Whereas in the ‘90s, The 
Handmaid’s Tale seemed to be receding into the far distant past, now it seems to be coming 
closer and closer and that accounts, in part, for the way in which the television series is being 
viewed and the way in which the book is being read—not as a fantasy but as a possibility.  

 
 LS: These books are often referred to as feminist but is it more precise to say that 

they are about the way power is sought, taken and used by both men and women? 
MA: Oh, I think that’s entirely fair. The power distribution has been predominantly male since 
the Bronze Age. It wasn’t before and that is a long story, the relationship between agriculture 
and weapons, wars and upper body strength. There have been other arrangements of society at 
other times and other places. So, I am interested in who gets to say, you know, who gets to 
make the laws, who doesn’t get to make the laws. So, it’s not a given that women will work in 
the interests of women and so it is in Gilead but any group oppressing, imperialising, ruling 
over another group usually raises an army of controllers or a group of controllers from within 
that group. Why? It is cheaper, easier and it works better.  

 
 LS: The Testaments explores how the character of Aunt Lydia becomes one of the 

top female power brokers in Gilead. How long have you had the idea of taking her 
character further? MA: I started thinking about the book probably in about 2015 and that 
stage was always, am I going to do this, am I not going to do this? And I note that I wrote a 
note to my publishers in February of 2017 saying, “This is the book.” 

 
  (Extract from The Handmaid’s Tale) 
  AUNT LYDIA: And why did God allow such a terrible thing to happen? 
  HANDMAIDS: To teach her a lesson. 
  (End of extract)  
  
 MA: The performance of Ann Dowd really, really enriched the concept of that character and in 

the series, made her a much more well-rounded character but at that point, we didn’t have her 
back story, we didn’t know how she got there. So in The Testaments I was interested in a 
couple of things, how she got that way and also how regimes crumble, how regimes like that 
fall apart. LS: Last November, you said on Twitter, of The Testaments that it was 
inspired by everything readers had ever asked you about Gilead and its inner 
workings. What are the things that readers have most asked you over the years? 
MA: What they wanted most to know was what happens to Offred and that was the book I 
couldn’t write because I could not recreate that voice. So, I didn’t want to attempt that because 
I knew it would fail. But, then there was another way of coming at the story and that was 
through other narrators and since I was interested in how those kinds of regimes fall apart, it 
would have to be in the middle-to-late Gilead period. So I started 15 to 16 years later than the 
end of The Handmaid’s Tale. 
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 LS: You turned 80 in November. When you survey the landscape of your life from 

here, does it feel like, looking back, that it had a plot or does a lifetime feel like a 
series of random and chance events just strung into a line? MA: Both! When you look 
back at anything, you always see a plot because that’s what happens Okay, this is the plot, this 
is the trajectory but when you look at the intersections of certain events, you think, well that 
was luck. LS: How does it feel to know that you are definitely going to be significant 
beyond your lifetime, that people will study your papers, that they will continue 
reading your books and discussing them long after you die? MA: Oh, how does that 
feel? Well, I intend to be around, just hovering over their shoulders, soaking it all up. Am I 
going to haunt my own archives? I certainly hope so! 

 
 LS: There is a quote that you have highlighted previously which is that wanting to 

meet an author because you like their work is like wanting to meet a duck 
because you like pate. That is true, but nonetheless, as a long-time lover of the 
pate, it has been a great privilege to get to talk to the duck. So thank you very 
much! MA: (Laughs) Thank you. 

 
SHALLER, Caspar. Aus dem Wald hinausfinden Ein Gespräch mit Caspar Shaller [Finding out of the 

Forest: A Conversation with Caspar Shaller]. Kampa Verlag, 2019. In German.  
 
 “When journalist Caspar Shaller meets Margaret Atwood in Toronto in autumn 2018, he is 

amazed at how small ‘the Canadian Queen of Literature’ is and how big her sunglasses are. In 
the café they talk for two days about Atwood’s poems and novels, about totalitarianism and 
religion, about the post-Truth era, the different facets of feminism, the #MeToo debate and 
Beyoncé and Trump’s America. The two also discuss Canada’s forests, where Atwood spent her 
childhood far from urban civilization. The involuntary prophetess of the ecological catastrophe 
and the resurgent fascism also tells how the red and white robes of the figures from her 
dystopian “Handmaid’s Tale” became a meme of the anti-Trump movement.... Wide awake, 
combative and with a deep understanding of human nature, Atwood analyzes the current 
situation and proves that even at eighty she has lost none of her intellectual brilliance, political 
flair and pursuit of justice—just as little as she has of humor.” (Publisher). 

 
SIMON, Scott. “Why Margaret Atwood Said ‘No’ to a Handmaid’s Tale Sequel—until Now.” NPR 

(National Public Radio), 7 September 2019, Section: Weekend Edition, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: SCOTT SIMON: Margaret Atwood has written a sequel to The Handmaid’s 

Tale. Now, that sentence alone will move millions of readers to buy the book 
ASAP. The final act of that book, published in 1985, saw its unnamed heroine 
Offred step off the pages and into the unknown. Margaret Atwood’s new novel is 
The Testaments, and it returns us, 15 years later, to the fictional totalitarian 
theonomy of Gilead—with its handmaids, Marthas, wives, commanders and 
aunts. The publishing event of the fall, of the year, of many years, begins next 
week. Margaret Atwood joins us now from Toronto. Thanks so much for being 
with us. MARGARET ATWOOD: My pleasure. SS: And what moved you to write a 
sequel 34 years after the original? MA: Well, it seemed like time. People had been asking 
me to write a sequel for a long time, and I’d always said no because I thought they meant the 
continuation of the story of Offred, which I couldn’t do. But then I thought, what if somebody 
else were telling the story? And what if it were, oh, 15 or 16 years later? And it was also time 
because for a while, we thought we were moving away from The Handmaid’s Tale. And then 
we turned around and started going back towards it, ominously close in many parts of the 
world. And I felt it was possibly time to revisit the question of how do regimes like Gilead end 
because we know from The Handmaid’s Tale that it did end. SS: Tell us about these new 
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narrators that pick up the action 15 years later. MA: Oh, so there are three narrators. 
Two of them are young and not unrelated to Offred. And one of them has grown up inside 
Gilead, and the other one has grown up outside Gilead. And the third one is someone that we 
have already seen, but we have only seen her in The Handmaid’s Tale from outside—that is, 
through the eyes of Offred herself. And that would be Aunt Lydia, the head of the aunts’ 
contingent in Gilead. The other question that interested me reading back through the history 
of totalitarian regimes was how do the people who get into the higher positions in such 
regimes, how did they get there? Like, what has motivated them? Are they true believers in 
whatever the totalitarianism is flogging? Are they opportunists who hope to profit by it? Or are 
they there out of fear, as people were a lot in—under Stalin—if I don’t rise in the organization 
and annihilate my rivals, they will annihilate me. So what are the motivations of such people?  

 
 SS: Thematically, a lot of this book has to do with the bond between parents and 

children, even when it’s broken, even when it’s strained. MA: Yes, that’s very true. 
And as you know, I put nothing into the first book for which there was not a precedent in real 
life, and the same has been true of the second. And when you go back through periods of war, 
disruption, totalitarian regimes, there has been a lot of baby stealing over the years. 
Argentinean generals, during their reign, would—if they had some prisoners who were female 
and pregnant, they would wait until the woman gave birth, and then they would drop her out 
of a plane and give the baby to—guess what?—some Argentinean generals. And those children 
are now discovering their antecedents—in a few words, hey, my parents killed my parents.  

 
 SS: Is this why you’ve referred to these books, not as science fiction, but 

speculative fiction? MA: Yes. There are two strands of this kind of future story, and one is 
descended from Jules Verne, who wrote about things that he thought were really going to 
happen, such as submarines. And the other was H.G. Wells, who wrote about Martians 
invading the earth in a very large canister. And when Jules Verne read that, he said (speaking 
French)—but he made things up (laughter). So he felt he was writing about a future that could 
really happen, like, pretty soon. And he felt H.G. Wells was writing about something quite 
fantastical. But it was H.G. Wells who gave rise to interplanetary travel, spaceships, Martians, 
that whole group of characters with which we became quite familiar through B-movies of the 
‘50s, at least I did. And then the other strand that led to Nineteen Eighty-Four and Brave New 
World and Fahrenheit 451—so nothing in those books that we didn’t have the technology for or 
couldn’t actually do, and so it is with The Handmaid’s Tale.   

 
 SS: Is there a tension in Gilead between those who want to redeem a society that 

they think has gone off the rails and those who want it torn down because it, by 
definition, has been corrupt and oppressive? MA: OK, so how do these regimes fall 
apart? So let us suppose there’s a founder generation. And then other people get born, and they 
grow up within the regime. And let us suppose, also, that those who have won their violent 
regime change are now in charge of things, and they have power. And you know what they say 
about power. So of course, they’re going to create exceptions for themselves, which they 
already have done in The Handmaid’s Tale. Rules are for other people. And then things start 
getting more and more corruptibly pear-shaped. It is the ameliorist versus the Trotskyites, let’s 
put it that way. It’s the Mensheviks versus the Bolsheviks. It’s the reform the church from the 
inside versus the split off from it and form a different sect. So time and again, we’ve seen these 
patterns happening. And why would they not happen in Gilead?  

 
 SS: Am I wrong to finish this book The Testaments and have a sense of hope? MA: 

I don’t think you’re wrong at all because after all, as we knew from book one, Gilead does end. 
And one of my models for that was Nineteen Eighty-Four itself, which does not end with 
Winston Smith about to be shot in the back of the head, but it ends with an essay on Newspeak 
written in the past tense in standard English, which means that the world of Nineteen Eighty-
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Four ended. SS: Oh, my gosh. I mean, you’re right, of course, but that reading of it 
had never occurred to me until now. MA: Well, he did that very deliberately. He doesn’t 
tell us how it ends, but he gives us the signal that it has ended. SS: Yeah. My feeling of 
hope is not just that Gilead was ending but that... MA: That people aren’t total rats... 
SS: Yeah. MA: ...Universally. SS: Exactly. MA: They’re not universally total rats. SS: Yes, 
exactly. MA: So it may not surprise you to know that I was pretty interested in double agents 
and people working from inside totalitarian regimes against those regimes while I was writing 
this book. And there’s lots of instances of that.  

 
 SS: You know, as I don’t have to tell you, Ms. Atwood, we Americans have a hard 

time thinking that our—the society we know—we know it’ll change and grow, but 
we have a hard time thinking of a world without the United States. MA: And so do 
we all have a hard time thinking of a world without the United States. When are you going to 
put it back? SS: Margaret Atwood. The sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale is called The 
Testaments. Thank you so much for being with us. MA: And thank you.  

 
 Available from: https://www.mprnews.org/story/2019/09/07/npr-why-margaret-atwood-

said-no-to-a-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-until-now.  
 
STRAYED, Cheryl et al. BookTube. Book Trib: The Leading Source for Book News & Reviews, 22 

November 2019, Online. 
 
 “This month’s BookTube features renowned author Margaret Atwood who discusses The 

Testaments, the long-anticipated sequel to her dystopian masterpiece, The Handmaid’s Tale. 
She is joined by guest moderator Cheryl Strayed, author of the #1 New York Times bestselling 
memoir (Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest) and popular BookTubers Evelyn 
Ngugi (Evelyn From The Internets), Ariel Bissett (Ariel Bisset) [sic] and Amerie (Grammy-
nominated singer-songwriter, producer, and writer of fiction, as well as the editor of the New 
York Times bestselling anthology Because You Love to Hate Me) to discuss the inspiration for 
The Handmaid’s Tale sequel, the power of words and why Atwood considers herself an 
optimist.” (Publisher). Interview lasts 17 minutes and 33 seconds.  

 
 Available from: https://booktrib.com/2019/11/22/watch-the-second-episode-of-booktube-

with-margaret-atwood. 
 
TEICHNER, Martha. “The Handmaid’s Tale Author Margaret Atwood: ‘I Have Never Believed It Can’t 

Happen Here.’” CBS News, 8 September 2019, Online. Includes information likely known by 
most Atwoodians. 

  
 Excerpt: “We know from book one that Gilead ends,” [Atwood] said. “But we don’t know how. 

But we’re a little closer to knowing how.” “Is there hope in the second book?” Teichner asked. 
“Tons of hope,” she laughed. “Lots and lots of hope.” When Teichner asked, “In this whole 
process and the explosion of The Handmaid’s Tale and its ripples in culture, what are you 
most proud of?” Atwood replied, “I’m Canadian, Martha. We don’t do proud of!” What do you 
do? “Less embarrassed by!” she laughed.  

 
 See: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-handmaids-tale-author-margaret-atwood-on-the-

testaments/. 
 
VAN EVRA, Jen. “From Backwoods Bacon to Half-Hanged Mary, 13 Things We Learned About 

Margaret Atwood.” CBC Radio, 18 November 2019, Online.  
 

https://www.mprnews.org/story/2019/09/07/npr-why-margaret-atwood-said-no-to-a-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-until-now
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2019/09/07/npr-why-margaret-atwood-said-no-to-a-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-until-now
https://booktrib.com/2019/11/22/watch-the-second-episode-of-booktube-with-margaret-atwood
https://booktrib.com/2019/11/22/watch-the-second-episode-of-booktube-with-margaret-atwood
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-handmaids-tale-author-margaret-atwood-on-the-testaments/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-handmaids-tale-author-margaret-atwood-on-the-testaments/
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 Excerpt: Today, revered Canadian author Margaret Atwood is celebrating her 80th birthday. To 
mark her … birthday, “q” host Tom Power sat down for a feature interview with Atwood, and 
talked about everything from her childhood backwoods adventures to the very moment she 
decided to become a writer—and her ancestor named Half-Hanged Mary. Here are 13 things 
we learned along the way. 

 
 She was given a rare honour by Queen Elizabeth: Last month, Margaret Atwood was 

given a rare honour by Queen Elizabeth: she was named a member of the Order of the 
Companions of Honour for her services to literature, and she met the queen—a figure who 
ascended to the throne when Atwood was in her early teens. “We go back further than that, 
because I remember her during the war as a teenaged person,” says Atwood. “She and her 
family and Princess Margaret did not go to another country. They stuck it out. And I think she 
was a truck driver at that point. She is 93 years of history, right there in front of you. And only 
a baker’s dozen years older than me.”  

 
 She has an ancestor named Half-Hanged Mary: Atwood has an ancestor from 

Massachusetts who, well before the Salem witch trials began, was accused of witchcraft, taken 
to Boston and put on trial. She was acquitted, but evidently the locals didn’t accept the verdict. 
“So they strung her up anyway,” says Atwood. “It was before they had invented the drop, which 
breaks your neck. So they just kind of hauled her up like a flag and left her up there all night, 
came in the morning to cut down the corpse, and she was still alive. So if they thought she had 
supernatural powers before this event, they must really have thought it afterwards. And that’s 
what we know about her. So what exactly was Half-Hanged Mary accused of doing? “She was 
accused of making an old man extremely valitudinarious—older than he ought to have been,” 
says Atwood. “Frankly, it sounds as if he was having some hallucinations—and since one of 
them was of her, it was kind of fatal. It was very bad to have someone have a hallucination 
about you.”  

 
 Her parents had deep East Coast roots: Both Atwood’s mother and father were from 

Nova Scotia, and the bestselling author remembers traveling east for regular visits after the 
Second World War ended. Her father was from a remote spot named Upper Clyde, which 
Atwood describes as “a bump on the map.” “That’s where he was born in 1906. He used to play 
fiddle for the Saturday night dances as a teenager,” she says. So did he play fiddle with Atwood 
when she was little? “No, he gave it up completely. My uncle played the banjo. He played the 
fiddle. My uncle kept it up. My dad became too educated,” she explains. “I think what 
happened to him was he went to a symphony orchestra and that was the end of him.”  

 
 As a child she spent a lot of time in the woods with no electricity: Atwood’s father 

was an entomologist, and as a child, Atwood spent a lot of time in remote locales with no 
electricity. “It allows me to write a novel like Alias Grace without a lot of research,” she quips, 
“because I saw it in action.” So what does she most remember from those early days? “Your 
feet got very cold because you would outgrow your shoes. And then you wouldn’t have any,” 
she says, before explaining one of her primary chores. “A lot of carrying in the wood. Because 
of course, any heating and cooking is going to come from wood. So kids were enlisted quite 
early.”  

 
 Those backwoods experiences may have turned her into a writer: Atwood points out 

that there is no duplicate Margaret Atwood who was brought up a different way, so she can’t 
say for sure whether those backwoods experiences inspired her to become a writer, but she 
says they likely played a part. “Reading, writing and drawing, a lot of that went on because 
there weren’t any other... I didn’t have an iPad, Tom. There weren’t any,” she jokes. “And of 
course since it was in the woods there was no cinema, no movies, no radio.”  
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 Her first novel, Annie The Ant, was problematic: Atwood wrote her debut novel, Annie 
The Ant, when she was seven years old—and despite the fact that she was well-versed in the 
habits of ants, and the novel even came with graphics, she says it was a poor example of a 
narrative arc. “We did have an illustrated Annie the Ant. We have a picture of Annie herself 
once she got legs,” says Atwood. “The problem with the plot is three quarters of it she does 
nothing, because she’s an egg. Then she’s a larva. Then she’s a pupa. And until that’s over with, 
nothing happens Tom. There are no murders, nothing, no combat.”  

 
 She remembers the very moment she decided to be a writer: Most authors know 

what inspired them to be writers, but Atwood can remember the exact moment when her 
decision was made. Women at that time had to choose between five options: nurse, secretary, 
schoolteacher, airline stewardess (as they were called at the time) and home economist. But 
one day, Atwood was walking across a football field when, as she once wrote, “a large invisible 
thumb descended from the sky and pressed down on top of my head. I was wearing my pink 
princess line dress that I had sewed myself in Home Ec,” says Atwood. “And at that very 
moment I thought, goodbye pink dress, it’s going to be black from now on.”  

 
 Northrop Frye stopped her from “dying young and poor in a Paris garret”: Atwood 

says that, once she decided to be a writer, she planned to run away to Paris, smoke Gitanes 
(which wasn’t possible because they made her cough), drink absinthe and “write my deathless 
masterpieces in the evenings, wait tables during the day, and get TB and cough to death by the 
age of 30, as one did.” Explains Atwood dryly, “It was sort of the John Keats crossed with 
Katherine Mansfield type of thing.” But then influential Canadian author and literary critic 
Northrop Frye offered Atwood a Woodrow Wilson scholarship to go to graduate school. “I said, 
‘No, I think I’m going to go to Paris.’ And he said, ‘I think you would get more writing done if 
you went to graduate school.’ And you know, he was right.”  

 
 She has a copy of an extremely rare book by Marshall McLuhan: Over the years 

Atwood has rubbed elbows with nearly every major literary figure in Canada, among them 
ground-breaking media theorist Marshall McLuhan. His first book, she explains, was The 
Mechanical Bride, in which he analyzed advertisements from the late 1940s from a Joycean 
perspective. “So he has these very funny analyses of the ads, which were in those days much 
more literary and a lot more Freudian than they are even now. Some of the people whose ads 
he had taken, such as Procter and Gamble, took exception to this and he hadn’t obtained the 
copyright, so the book had to be pulled,” she remembers. “But we all knew that he had stacks 
of it in his cellar. So you would go to Marshall McLuhan’s house and you got a black market 
copy of The Mechanical Bride out the back window,” she says. “And I’ve got one.”  

 
 When she won her first Governor General’s award, she cried and cried—but not 

tears of joy: Atwood was just 27 years old when she won her first Governor General’s Award, 
and she confesses that her main problem at that moment was finding something to wear. “I 
didn’t have any of those kinds of clothes,” she says. So she borrowed a dress from one of her 
roommates; she also bought her first set of contact lenses. “But they were the hard kind. So if 
you got a speck in your eye, it was very painful. And I had just started learning to wear them. I 
was only supposed to be wearing them a half an hour at a time,” she remembers. Atwood got 
stuck in the ceremony, which went long, and didn’t know how to take the contacts out without 
a mirror. “So I end up at this dinner and by this time, I’m weeping. And the nice gentlemen on 
either side of me thought that I was overcome by emotions,” she remembers with a laugh. “And 
they start drying my tears and patting me and telling me it will be all right.” 

 
 People who read her books in school are surprised to find she is alive: When asked 

how she feels about her books being required reading in some schools, Atwood says one of the 
main results is that the students are always surprised when they find out she’s still alive. But 
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some of those students’ early experiences with her works have turned into careers. “The 
showrunner of The Handmaid’s Tale, his name is Bruce Miller, got the book assigned in high 
school, where he read it,” says Atwood. “And at that time when he was an adolescent, he 
thought to himself, ‘This is what I’m going to do when I grow up. I’m going to make this into a 
TV show.’ And he did.” Atwood also says that a 17-year-old Sarah Polley contacted her wanting 
the rights to Alias Grace to adapt the novel for the screen—which she did in 2017. 

 
 In a quest for bacon, she and her late partner Graeme Gibson once terrified an 

elderly couple:  Earlier this year, Atwood’s long-time partner Graeme Gibson died. The 
author, poet, and Writers’ Trust of Canada founder was 85. In their conversation, Power asks if 
she could share a memory of Gibson, and she recounts the pair’s first canoe trip along Lake 
Temagami. “We were in a pretty unfrequented part of it and we had used up all our bacon. And 
we found this great big stash of puff balls, but we didn’t have anything to cook them in, so we 
paddle around until we found a lone cabin,” remembers Atwood “It had a flag flying, so there 
were people home. So covered with soot and with our hunting knives in full view, we went up 
to the door and knocked and we said, ‘Would you happen to have a couple of pieces of bacon?’ 
And I think we completely terrorized the elderly people living there. ‘Oh yeah, just a minute, 
just a minute. Take the whole pound.’”  

 
 Her novels can be bleak, but Atwood is hopeful: Atwood is known for her dystopian 

novels—many of which are based on real historical events—but she remains hopeful. “You 
know, there’s no point in not being hopeful,” she says. “I don’t necessarily think that they’re 
looking up, but I don’t think they’re inevitably looking down.”  

 
 The full interview, lasting 56 minutes and 15 seconds is available at: 

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/q/monday-nov-18-2019-margaret-atwood-and-more-
1.5361061/from-backwoods-bacon-to-half-hanged-mary-13-things-we-learned-about-
margaret-atwood-1.5361066.  

 
WAGNER, Erica. “Writing Is an Act of Hope.” New Statesman, vol. 148, no. 5489, 20 November 2019, 

pp. 87, 89.  
 
 Excerpt: She warned us when The Handmaid’s Tale appeared: none of this was new; none of 

this was impossible. Ask Margaret Atwood if she writes science-fiction and you will get a 
somewhat frosty reply; she never puts anything in her novels that hasn’t already happened 
somewhere, or will happen quite soon. Followers of her MaddAddam trilogy, published over 
the course of a decade between 2003 and 2013, may recall reading about transgenic pigs and 
lab-grown meat in her fiction long before stories about these scientific advances appeared 
widely in the news. 

 
 But since the election of the 45th president of the United States, this 34-year-old novel, a 

sometimes dutifully-read staple of A-level exams, has been strikingly reilluminated. When it 
was published in 1985, Atwood’s repressive, patriarchal Gilead seemed to readers as far in the 
past as it did to the participants in the academic symposium which appears at the novel’s end, 
a couple of hundred years after the fall of the Gilead regime. But at the global launch of 
Atwood’s follow-up, The Testaments, the author noted the political forces that continued to 
shape the reception of her book. 

  
 She and I are sitting on stage at the British Library, where I find myself the compère of what 

can only be called a literary circus. One hundred and forty-five journalists have come from 14 
countries to listen to Atwood, who will be 80 this year, and is perky and bright-eyed, despite 
having been up into the small hours the night before. Waterstones Piccadilly held a midnight 
event to launch the book: Jeanette Winterson, Elif Shafak, Neil Gaiman and others discussed 

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/q/monday-nov-18-2019-margaret-atwood-and-more-1.5361061/from-backwoods-bacon-to-half-hanged-mary-13-things-we-learned-about-margaret-atwood-1.5361066
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/q/monday-nov-18-2019-margaret-atwood-and-more-1.5361061/from-backwoods-bacon-to-half-hanged-mary-13-things-we-learned-about-margaret-atwood-1.5361066
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/q/monday-nov-18-2019-margaret-atwood-and-more-1.5361061/from-backwoods-bacon-to-half-hanged-mary-13-things-we-learned-about-margaret-atwood-1.5361066
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her work, there was a reading from Atwood at the stroke of twelve—plus embroidery and 
cocktails, because: why not? (“London loves a happening,” as Atwood said, dryly.) A week later 
it is announced that The Testaments has sold more than 103,000 copies, making it the biggest 
hardback fiction title of the year by a country mile. Atwood is dressed in black, as she often is, 
but her nails are spring green in tribute to one of the new costume choices in The Testaments 
(“Did you see ‘Triumph of the Will?’” she asks, referring to Leni Riefenstahl’s Nazi propaganda 
film. “These kinds of regimes are very big on outfits”). She has recalled beginning The 
Handmaid’s Tale in what was then West Berlin, in 1984; the question she asked herself was: 
“Would I be able to persuade readers that the United States had suffered a coup that had 
transformed an erstwhile liberal democracy into a literal-minded theocratic dictatorship?” 

  
 The answer was yes: but what came after changed the perception of the book. “Until the Wall 

went down, the United States was selling itself as the alternative to the Cold War evil empire,” 
she says now. “So they were the land of freedom, democracy, equality, opportunity for all. They 
were therefore not showcasing their shadow side, which was kept pretty firmly under wraps in 
those days. But once that opponent was gone, everything could come out of the cupboard that 
had always been there—and out it has come.” Out it has come indeed. The vice president of the 
United States, Mike Pence, won’t eat alone with a woman who is not his wife lest he fall prey to 
temptation; in 2019 alone nine states passed bills to limit access to abortion. Atwood says she 
began thinking about re-entering the Republic of Gilead in 2015—prompted both by queries 
from readers over the years and the changing state of the political landscape. Then came the 
development of Bruce Miller’s atmospheric—and hugely successful—television adaptation of 
The Handmaid’s Tale; the first season launched in the spring of 2017, but by then something 
had shifted. She recalls the chronology, particularly as it relates to the show, in vivid present 
tense. “The election”—of President Trump—“happens November of 2016, at which point 
everybody in the cast and team of the show woke up and said: ‘We’re in a different show.’ Not 
that anything in the show changed: but the frame changed.” 

  
 It was that change of frame that led to the Handmaids’ appearance in the real world: women 

dressed in home-made versions of the Canadian costume designer Ane Crabtree’s red cloak 
and face-concealing white hood showing up to protest discriminatory legislation. “This wave of 
it started in Texas,” Atwood recalls now, “where an all-male legislature group”—the Texas 
senate—“was bringing in more laws about women’s bodies.” She smiles. “It’s brilliant as a 
protest tactic. You’re not saying anything, you’re sitting very silently and modestly, and you 
can’t be kicked out for dressing inappropriately, because you’re all covered up. No frightful 
bare shoulders!” Handmaid protests were seen around the world, too: in Ireland, in Croatia, in 
London. According to Amazon sales, The Handmaid’s Tale was the most-read novel in the US 
in 2017. “For a society that claims to value individual freedom,” Atwood says, “I would say to 
them, evidently you don’t think this individual freedom extends to women.” Is Atwood 
overwhelmed by her transformation into a figure somewhere between a prophet and a literary 
rock star? She laughs. “I think that this kind of thing could be quite ruinous for a 35-year-old,” 
she says, “because where do you go from there? In my case, we kind of know the answer!”  

 
 The new novel is not, strictly speaking, a sequel to the original. Offred, the otherwise unnamed 

narrator of The Handmaid’s Tale, is violently abducted6 from her former life when the 
Republic of Gilead is founded: the power comes from her singular voice, the way in which she 
is able to contrast her present circumstances with her increasingly hazy memories of her 
former life of freedom and independence. We learn at the novel’s end that Gilead eventually 
fell, but the reader has no idea how. It was a question Atwood decided to investigate. “How did 
these kinds of regimes disappear? I was interested in exploring that, and also what it would be 
like for the second generation, because second generations in revolutionary regimes are quite 

 
6 [Editor’s note: I assume she means figuratively.] 
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different from first generations.” To the second generation, life within the regime is normal: 
“They’re not engaged in the violent part of the affair. A form of order has been restored.” The 
book has three narrators: “One grows up within Gilead; one grows up across the border, in the 
place where you escape to when things go pear-shaped in the United States: Canada!” Another 
sly grin. “Therefore we see Gilead from within, from without—and from a founder.” 

  
 That founder is Aunt Lydia, a sinister enforcer in The Handmaid’s Tale, powerfully embodied 

by Ann Dowd in the TV series. She is the strongest voice in The Testaments: the reader comes 
to understand the choices she has made to reach her position. “The question always is with 
people in those kinds of positions in regimes: how do they get into it? How do they get into 
their positions of relative power, what do they use that power for and what is their justification 
to themselves about why they’re doing it?” Atwood draws a parallel with Thomas Cromwell, 
Henry VIII’s wily minister who is the great protagonist of Hilary Mantel’s double Booker Prize-
winning Tudor novels. The writing of The Testaments, Atwood says, was informed in part by 
her reading of historian Diarmaid MacCulloch’s recently published biography of Cromwell. 
(It’s worth remarking that the next major literary event in English-language publishing will be 
the final volume of Mantel’s trilogy, The Mirror and the Light, in the spring of 2020. Mantel is 
67; Atwood 79.) 

 
 The Testaments has not been greeted with universal acclaim. Anne Enright in The Guardian 

described it as “Atwood at her best, in its mixture of generosity, insight and control. The prose 
is adroit, direct, beautifully turned.” Rebecca Abrams in the Financial Times, by contrast, 
found it “curiously dated” and offering “frustratingly little to extend our knowledge or deepen 
our understanding” of Gilead and the circumstances of the women who inhabit it. This divided 
view is due perhaps in part to what I think of as the Star Wars dilemma. If a creator is brilliant 
enough to envision a world which its consumers can fully inhabit, those consumers may decide 
that the creator is finally superfluous to requirements. “Star Wars” came out when I was ten: I 
lived inside its universe for many years. When I see the new instalments I’m sure I know better 
than George Lucas what should be happening and how the characters should act; and so I am 
inevitably disappointed. But when asked whether she was ever afraid of disappointing her 
audience, Atwood is characteristically brisk. “Who is ‘The Audience’?” she asks rhetorically, 
eyebrow raised. “The audience is comprised of a number of different individuals, last time I 
looked, and they will have different opinions. So, sure, there’s always a danger of… ‘letting 
down’ the audience, but it’s a danger we have faced before.” That royal-sounding “we” is simply 
an acknowledgment that it is something every author comes up against; the more successful 
they are, the more likely it is to happen. Atwood, from the beginning, has ploughed her own 
furrow—she’s not about to stop now. As to whether she’ll return to Gilead, her reply is calmly 
neutral. “I never say never to anything, because I have said never and been wrong. It’s best not 
to tell anybody what you may or may not do, because if you do something else, there are just 
going to be endless questions about why you didn’t do what you said you were going to do. 
Politicians experience this all the time, but writers can avoid it by just keeping quiet!” 

  
 The Handmaid’s Tale and The Testaments can seem like dark tales for dark times. But Atwood 

argues that they are not. “Writing is always an act of hope,” she says, “because it assumes a 
reader. It assumes a reader in the future. The act of writing and the person reading it are 
separated by time and space.” She was the first writer to contribute to the Scottish artist Katie 
Paterson’s Future Library—as Atwood describes it, “a writing project which lasts for 100 years. 
For every year of that 100 years, a forest will grow a little higher in Norway, and a different 
writer will submit a secret manuscript.” Only the author will know what’s in the manuscript 
when it’s handed over. “In the 100th year, the boxes will all be opened and enough trees will be 
cut to make the paper to print the future library of Norway.” By its very existence the project 
argues that “there will be people in 100 years, there will be a Norway… people will still be able 
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to read, people will still be interested in reading. There is a great big bundle of hope right 
there.” 

 
 If what we need right now is a great big bundle of hope—and we do—I for one feel extremely 

reassured that Margaret Atwood is on hand to provide it.  
 
 Available from: https://www.newstatesman.com/margaret-atwood-interview-the-testaments-

handmaids-tale-sequel.  
 
YOUNG, Molly. “In the 2010s, The Handmaid’s Tale Arrived: Margaret Atwood on Whether Anything 

Shocks Her Anymore.” New York Magazine, 26 November 2019, Section: Vulture, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: As the decade began, there were reasons to be optimistic: America had elected its first 

black president, and despite a global recession just two years earlier, the world hadn’t cascaded 
into total financial collapse. Obamacare, for all its flaws, was passed, and then came the Iran 
deal and the Paris climate accords. Sure, there were danger signs: the anger of the Tea party, 
the slow hollowing out of legacy news media, a troubling sense that somehow the bankers got 
away with it. But then maybe the immediacy of social media gave some hope, at least if you 
listened to the chatter of the bright young kids in the Bay Area trying to build a new kind of 
unmediated citizenship. Maybe everyday celebrity, post-gatekeeper, would change the world 
for the better. Some of that happened. But we also ended up with the alt-right and Donald 
Trump, inequality, impeachment, and debilitating FOMO. How did we get here? Throughout 
this week, we will be publishing long talks with six people who helped shape the decade—and 
were shaped by it—to hear what they’ve learned. 

  
 Lady Oracle is both the title of a Margaret Atwood novel (1976, very funny) and the author’s 

unofficial epithet. Crack open a news source today and you’ll find something that Atwood 
speculated about a decade or three ago in one of her novels: lab-grown meat, environmental 
catastrophe, state surveillance, the diminishment of reproductive autonomy, antimicrobial 
clothes. Atwood isn’t thrilled about her reputation as a cheerful eschatologist and has pointed 
out that it rests on a misunderstanding of dystopian fiction, which, she argues, isn’t a 
prediction of the future, dummies, it’s an interpretation of the present. In other words, if 
you’re not seeing what I’m seeing, you’re not paying attention. Just as she squirms away from 
the mantle of prophesy, Atwood rejects ideological labels, most institutional affiliations, and 
the idea that a writer is necessarily a moral agent. Some labels that do safely apply to her 
include poet, woodswoman (she grew up in rural northern Quebec), troublemaker, palm 
reader, student of history, inventor (look up LongPen), stickler for precision, and—on a frigid 
Monday morning at a hotel with “weird 1970s décor,” in her words—wearer of earrings shaped 
like mini-ducks.7 

  
 Earlier this year, Kylie Jenner threw a birthday party with a Handmaid’s Tale 

theme. Oh, Kylie Jenner. I had to look up who Kylie Jenner was, I’m so old. What, if 
anything, did you make of that? My readers deal with those things. They notice them 
before I do. I expect that Kylie Jenner heard from some of them along the lines of “We 
appreciate the thought, but you kind of missed it.” There were some themed tequila. People 
often do this in a very well-meaning way; they’re not trying to be unpleasant. It has been the 
occasion when I’ve been speaking somewhere and I will be greeted with Handmaid’s Tale 
cupcakes because the person doing the catering is such a fan. Will I turn up my nose at such 
cupcakes? No, I will not. I will not do that. Will you eat the cupcake? That depends on my 
relationship to sugar at the moment. If I were in a sugar-eating moment, I would certainly eat 
the cupcake. I have a collection of artifacts: I have LEGO handmaids and commanders made 

 
7 [Editor’s note: as opposed to earrings shaped like full-sized ducks?] 

https://www.newstatesman.com/margaret-atwood-interview-the-testaments-handmaids-tale-sequel
https://www.newstatesman.com/margaret-atwood-interview-the-testaments-handmaids-tale-sequel
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by the children of one of the publicists in London. I’ve got some knitted chickens from a pro-
choice outfit in Texas that knits chickens for charity. She made me some themed knitted 
chickens. First one is called “the Henmaid’s Tale.” It has an outfit. I have a piece of honey-
point embroidery done before the embroiderer had read The Testaments or even knew about 
it. It says F*CK AUNT LYDIA. So there are these things that appear, and as far as I’m 
concerned, that’s people playing in the sandbox. I’m happy to have people playing in the 
sandbox, although sometimes they get a little off, but that is to be expected. There are people 
right now writing military histories of Gilead, and I look forward to reading them because I’m 
not going to do that. 

  
 The event of this decade that strikes me as most Gileadean is the Jeffrey Epstein 

case. A powerful man with government connections inveigling women into a ring 
of sexual slavery. I can picture Commander Epstein in the pages of Handmaid. 
Epstein is more of a ‘90s story. So in the ‘90s, Cold War ends in ‘89, and then we’re told, “End 
of history, and the world is going to go shopping because global capitalism has triumphed.” I 
think Epstein is more of a Playboy type of story. Whereas Gilead is much more virtuous, 
puritanical leaders. They know what’s good for you, but behind the scenes, you have this other 
thing going on, which generally is the case with those kinds of setups. I have to imagine that 
there were at least one or two commanders who didn’t subscribe to the lofty 
ideals. No, that’s why they have Jezebels. But it’s a behind-the-scenes type of thing. So you 
quite frequently have, in totalitarianism, [situations] like that. These rules are for everybody 
else, but we can have our dacha, our imported French wine, we can have our orgies, we can 
have whatever we want. It’s just that other people can’t; they have to live virtuously and obey 
our command. The popes were notorious in the Renaissance, of course. Virtue for everybody 
else, but they were quite lavish and had mistresses and children they then appointed to church 
positions. We’d call it abuse of power. 

 
 I’ve heard of it. Upon its publication, some readers saw The Handmaid’s Tale as 

ominous, and some absorbed it as more fantastical. I don’t know what the ratio 
was. It’s divvied up by country. The English basically went, “Jolly-good yarn,” because they 
couldn’t see this as a possibility for themselves. They had their religious civil war in the 17th 
century. It’s not that they won’t have a civil war, but it won’t be about that. Canada, in its 
nervous way, said, “Could it happen here?” which Canada is always saying about just about 
everything. The States split in two, with some of them saying, “Don’t be silly. It could never 
happen here,” and others, particularly on the West Coast, saying, “How long have we got?” and 
spray-painting the Venice Beach Wall with THE HANDMAID’S TALE IS ALREADY HERE. So 
it’s split like that, and guess who won? But we’re not there yet, or you and I would not be 
having this conversation. 

 
 Of course. Following 9/11, The Handmaid’s Tale began to be more generally 

accepted as augural and you as clairvoyant. Is that a rewarding kind of 
recognition? Not particularly. 9/11, but also the 2008 financial meltdown. When people are 
scared and they think things are falling apart, they get more conservative, and they’re willing to 
trade civil liberties for somebody taking control. That’s usually how these people get in. They 
want Mr. Fix-It, and Mr. Fix-It comes with a price. What isn’t rewarding is to have been 
“right.” If I could trade, I would trade it. But I cannot trade. It’s a false choice. Since I can’t 
have unchallenged liberal democracy at the moment—Sort of an “I told you so” with a 
tear running down your face. Well, I don’t even go “I told you so,” because it’s not 
prophecy. It’s a what-if story. That’s what all those kinds of books are. So here’s a blueprint of a 
house. You have to see the blueprint before you move into the house. Is this the house you 
want to live in? Take a look around. Are there enough bathrooms? Do you like the wallpaper? 
But you can change it. It’s still just a blueprint. There’s a very good book by Madeleine Albright 
called Fascism: A Warning. By “fascism,” she has a pretty broad definition. What she really 
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means is totalitarianism. But she kind of lays it out on a plate. Here’s the warning signs, here’s 
what you should be watching for, and here’s what they all do. And does she prescribe a 
course of action? Well, the courses of action are kind of like detour signs: “DON’T GO 
HERE.” So what I say to people when they say, wringing their hands, “What can we do?” I say, 
“How about voting next time?” They guiltily applaud because they didn’t. They were too pure 
to vote. They didn’t like either of the candidates.  

 
 For young people, one indicator of whether they vote is whether their parents 

voted. Oh really? So like, “Voting isn’t a thing we do in this family”? Right. They don’t 
identify as a voter, or their parents are people who came from countries where 
voting was dangerous. Well, then that takes a lot of door-to-door, which is how they won in 
Pennsylvania. A lot of on-the-ground door-to-door. Back in the olden days, the really olden 
days, this is really olden—How olden are we talking? 1961. You took the Census manually, 
so it was a good student job. You signed up to take the Census, and you had this questionnaire 
and you went door-to-door. And one of my areas was high immigration. And people were 
afraid of me. They thought that I was going to report them for some unknown, unsuspected 
thing. You just had to explain to them very carefully, “This has nothing to do with politics. It’s 
just how many people. And nobody’s going to arrest you for living in this house.” I did get 
chased out of one house by an old lady with a cleaver. She had been cutting up some chicken in 
the kitchen. She was angry because I wanted to know her age. Very impertinent question. “Get 
out! You don’t need to know my age!” 

 
 Have you heard from readers of The Handmaid’s Tale or The Testaments who 

have lived in or are currently living in one of the world’s existing theocracies? You 
betcha. Particularly people who have moved to this country or to Canada and are from families 
who made it out of those seats, so just anyone caught. “Handmaid’s Tale was the life of my 
mother and her sisters in Iran during the early days of that takeover.” Is there a 
Handmaid’s Tale in Saudi Arabia? Yep, there is, oddly enough. In Yemen, in Sudan? I 
can’t tell you about Yemen. It goes by language. So Arabic, yes. Farsi, yes. So yes, it is, but since 
I don’t read the languages, I cannot do a comparative rating of it, and I can’t tell you what, if 
anything, got changed or left out, because that can happen too. Oddly enough, it was translated 
into Russian in the days before they had signed the Berne Convention, which means they 
didn’t tell me about it, nor did they pay me anything. But suddenly up pops this Russian 
translation. But of course they were keen on it because they thought it said, “U.S. bad.” But 
that’s not actually what it said. “You see what they do? You see how bad religion is for you?” 
Did you receive feedback from readers who said, “You got something wrong 
about repressive regimes—it was actually like this,” or “My experience was 
different in this way?” No, not particularly. The thing about repressive regimes is that they 
all have their different outfits, and they may have different manifestations. For instance, in the 
USSR, abortion was the birth-control method of choice because they didn’t seem to have 
others. But they all have a view. I mean, some of them have; if you read the laws of some of 
them, they sound pretty good. It’s just that they aren’t implemented. 

  
 Was there anything you learned about repressive regimes after you finished 

Handmaid that you then worked into The Testaments? I’m constantly learning. One 
of the things that we don’t go into in The Testaments is what would it be like for people to grow 
up thinking this is the way life is. And that would cover people such as children who are 
members of the Hitler Youth and grew up within it, children who were born after the USSR 
took over. What was life like for them, and you can get a pretty good view of it in various 
people’s memoirs and this quite excellent book called The House of Government. It’s the 
biography of an apartment building in Moscow that was built by the Bolsheviks after they won. 
They built it on a piece of land called “the swamp,” which they had to drain. So building it was 
called “draining the swamp.” They move into it. They start accumulating bourgeois artifacts 
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and pianos and doilies, and then Stalin starts purging. And he purges the heads of government, 
and that is called “draining the swamp.” Does this sound in any way familiar? It does. The 
book is a very good account of what a moral panic looks like. Why millenarian ideologies 
usually end up having Armageddons and purges. You get an idea of what it was like for the 
children of the Bolsheviks, who didn’t grow up wanting to cut the throats of capitalists. They 
grew up reading French novels and taking piano lessons, and then their parents get sent to the 
Gulag. What happens to them then? So the idea that the totalitarian regime is terror all day, 
every day, for everybody isn’t true. It’s that that terror is always there. It could happen to 
anybody, but the rest of your life, you may be leading what appears to be a somewhat normal 
life. I recommend also “The Death of Stalin.” The movie? “The Death of Stalin” the movie, 
with particular attention to the people who think they’re going to be arrested and shot at any 
moment. And also the Julian Barnes novel called The Noise of Time, which is about the 
Russian composer Shostakovich and what his life was like. Because he was one of those people 
who had a suitcase packed and waited by the elevator every night so that when they came to 
arrest him and shoot him, it wouldn’t disturb his family. And you know about Anna 
Akhmatova. So yes, lots of reading. I could do a shelfie8 if you like. 

  
 Another question about the swamps: In retrospect, the late Toronto mayor Rob 

Ford looks like a harbinger of normalized public corruption. Should Americans 
have paid more attention to the example he set? It’s very hard to tell people what they 
should or shouldn’t have done because hindsight is 20/20. A lot of times, you just don’t see it 
coming. And the thing about him was he was so disorganized that he would not have been 
capable of organizing a coup, a takeover of democracy, anything on that scale. He was an 
addict. My theory is that he had to have fetal alcohol syndrome. What makes you think 
that? All of the symptoms. Look up fetal alcohol syndrome and then look up Crazy Town. 

  
 The first big feminist pop-culture moment of the decade was Sheryl Sandberg’s 

Lean In, which blended feminism into a corporate-consumerist smoothie. Was 
that a positive contribution to women’s lives? I do not know, because I’m sorry to say 
that I didn’t read it. I’m not the target market, because blending my corporate self into 
anything doesn’t apply. I don’t own any business suits, Molly. Not a one. Nor do I go to 
hairdressers, for obvious reasons. I do it myself and get the same effect.  

 
 What do you make of the high-profile women of the Trump administration? I 

guess I would say, “What else is new?” It’s the old story. Hierarchies are hierarchies, so that at 
the top of the hierarchy [you] may have male commanders, but a woman affiliated with 
somebody at the top of the hierarchy is going to have more power, influence, money, and stuff 
than a man at the bottom. Who had more money and stuff: Queen Elizabeth I or a Tudor male 
ditchdigger? If that’s the train that’s got all the Champagne on it, a lot of people would prefer 
to be on that train. I think many women have an emotional response of revulsion, a 
kind of “gender traitor” response. Is that a naïve reaction to someone like Ivanka 
Trump or Kellyanne Conway? What is naïve? Going back in time, looking around at 
Hitler’s entourage, there were a lot of women in it. Of people who participate, there are usually 
three motives. The first is they’re a true believer; No. 2, opportunists—this is the only game in 
town; therefore, we’re going to play this game because that’s the only hope of advancement. 
And the third is fear: “If I don’t do this, I will be punished in some way. I will be excluded, I 
will be killed, I will be jailed, I will be disappeared.” In really thoroughgoing totalitarianism, 
fear is a big factor. In the America of today, it’s a factor but not as large a one. I don’t think 
we’re poisoning people with radioactive tea, but you would lose your job, be unable to get 
another one. You’d be blacklisted. That has certainly happened in this country. Those things 
are not to be discounted or sneered at, because they motivate a lot of people. And you don’t 

 
8 [Editor’s note: I had to look this up. It’s like selfie, but it’s a picture of your shelf and what’s on it. Presumably, Atwood 
organizes her bookshelves thematically.] 
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know what you would do until those are the choices offered to you. So are they wrong to be 
disapproving? No. Are they consigning these people to the category of nonhuman? That would 
be a mistake. Because this is human behavior. Usually it’s a bell curve, like everything else. 
Somebody who became an instrument of the totalitarian regime, had that opportunity not 
been offered, would probably have been an insurance salesman or running a vegetable store or 
something like that. There’s four kinds of stories: extraordinary people in extraordinary times, 
extraordinary people in ordinary times, ordinary people in ordinary times, and ordinary people 
in extraordinary times. And if you wanted peace for life, you should vote for ordinary people in 
ordinary times. Handmaid’s Tale is ordinary people in extraordinary times. The book is. The 
television series is turning that ordinary person into an extraordinary person. And that too has 
happened. For instance, history of the French Resistance. There were two of those instances. 
One was called the Alliance. The Alliance was run by a woman who never got caught. It’s a 
pretty cliffhanging story. A number of her friends did, and they were killed. They almost got 
this woman, but, due to her size, she wiggled out through the bars of a window, ran away, and 
hid out.  

 
 For much of the generation younger than mine, President Trump’s election was 

the first time they’d witnessed the implosion of a seemingly robust and 
functioning Establishment. For my generation, it was 9/11. You were born during 
World War II, so you would have been quite young during the war. What was the 
first time you had a lived experience of social chaos? We didn’t have a lot of social 
chaos during the war in Canada. In fact, we had a lot of fairly organized war stuff going on. 
Everybody had a Victory garden, everybody had rationing stamps—very fascinating to children 
because you could get a little book and stick them in. They had rationing stamps in the States, 
too. An old beau of mine got into deep trouble because he took all the rationing stamps as a 
child and licked them and stuck them onto the wall. There goes your sugar, milk, and butter. 
So social chaos, I think probably social chaos would have been the civil-rights movement and 
the assassination of John Kennedy. The Cuban Missile Crisis, when we all thought we were 
going to be blown to smithereens, in 1962. It didn’t create chaos, but it was a sort of scary 
event. I was living in Boston at the time. Boston, New York, and Washington, those were the 
places that we thought would get hit should those missiles go off. But the shocker was the 
assassination of Kennedy. It was, again, not social chaos, but it was a shocking event that 
signaled some sort of underlying weird something going on. I would say the civil-rights 
marches, the murders of people, murders in the South of civil-rights activists, that was very 
shocking. By social chaos, what I mean is Berlin being bombed. That was social chaos. The 
Blitz in London. But again, people were very organized. It’s astonishing how organized they 
were and how little social chaos there was. How much more you might have expected.  

 
 In 2018, a man killed ten people by driving a van down a busy street in Toronto. 

He identified as an Incel—a word that sounds straight out of a Margaret Atwood 
novel. Doesn’t it. Oh yes, this was not a phenomenon with which I was familiar, but I read up 
on it. It seems to have kind of petered away or what? I think it’s still going strong. 4chan, 
is it? Yes, among others. Have you gone there, Molly? Unfortunately, yes. What a brave 
girl you are. “Incel” gives a name to something that has always existed, which is the 
old “women won’t have sex with me” complaint. The word allows these guys to 
form an ideology around it and to do horrific things ostensibly to advance that 
ideology. I mean, if they wanted to have sex, there’s lots of it available, but they don’t want 
just any old sex. They want—what do they call them? It’s a woman’s name that’s supposed to 
mean sort of a model. Stacys. They only want pictures out of magazines to have sex with. They 
don’t seem to want actual people. And you haven’t gone on 8chan and investigated. Is 
it 8chan or 4chan? Both. I have not. 
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 A piece of vintage technology that figures in The Testaments is the encoded 
microdot, which I became curious about and tried to purchase on eBay. Did you 
want the dot, or did you want the camera? I wanted the dot. I just wanted to see how 
small it was. Very, very small. All I could find were bolts of fabric printed with small 
dots, and then rifle sights, which are also called microdots, I guess. Did you get 
your hands on an actual microdot or camera? No, but there’s pictures of them on the 
net if you go to Wikipedia, your friend and mine. We should all donate to it. Currently, only 
two and a half percent of people actually donate to it. You donate to it. How did you know 
that? They’ve got a list of donors to Wikipedia? Internet knows everything. I think if you use it, 
you should donate to it. Have you ever edited a Wikipedia page? No. I don’t think I 
would know how, quite frankly. It’s pretty easy. Maybe you can show me and I can go in and 
mess up the pages of people I don’t like.  

 
 It seems that we’re at the stage of the Me Too movement when a problem has 

been surfaced and recognized and its parameters debated. And the question is 
how or whether—What is the problem? Male sexual aggression. Oh, that problem. The 
question is how or whether this will translate into structural protections for 
women. So here’s the two organizations that I support. One of them is called After Me Too. It 
proposes to supply an online resource telling you everything you need to know and identifying 
what you can do and that will be available to everyone, because a lot of the problem is unseen 
in that it happens to people who are not famous, and the people doing it don’t have a pedestal 
from which they can be toppled. I think a lot of people of high profile are now keeping their 
hands in their pockets. But if you don’t have that to lose, what then? What then for women who 
are not well paid, who need the job, who are in a position of really considerable weakness in 
that respect? The other one is called Equality Now, an international organization that works 
on changing the law, particularly in, well, in a lot of countries, really. Now changing the laws is 
not the only thing, but it is my belief that changing laws does change somewhat social attitudes 
because it sets the parameter of what people are entitled to as citizens. That kind of work is 
hard. It’s drudgery. It can take years to change these laws. You often have to go at it multiple 
times. You have to have the buy-in—not only women, but you have to have the buy-in of a 
certain number of men, enough men to swing it. So for instance, in Ireland, where I just was, 
they managed to change the law. They got this really repressive Eighth Amendment repealed, 
and when I met some people doing that, they went very hard at that for years and years on 
multiple fronts. Part of the reason they were able to get it changed was the revelations that 
came out about these mother-and-baby homes with all these dead babies buried in the cistern. 
The other thing that changed it was this woman dentist who had pregnancy complications, 
knew she had them, and they didn’t do anything, and she died. 830 women a day die of 
childbirth complications. In Argentina, they had an almost successful bill—it was passed at the 
equivalent of the lower house here. Last year in December, I was in Argentina so I met with the 
people’s movement called Ni Una Menos, “not one less,” which was the huge movement there, 
and also in Brazil, protesting the murder of women at the hands of jealous boyfriends, etc. So I 
met with them, and I got to know them and have kept in touch with them. And there was a case 
in Argentina involving a woman, whose pseudonym was Belen, B-E-L-E-N, and she got put in 
jail. She had a miscarriage; she didn’t even know she was pregnant. She went to the hospital, 
she had a miscarriage. And the hospital staff called the police, and they arrested her for having 
an abortion and put her in jail. And it took two years of concerted activity by the women in the 
Ni Una Menos movement to get her out. 

 
 More than three-quarters of Americans would like Roe v. Wade to be upheld, yet 

19 states have introduced restrictions or near-total bans on abortion this year. 
Was there a turning point when legislation began to diverge from public 
sentiment? I think Republicans worked very hard at, No. 1, controlling education textbooks 
and, No. 2, getting in [to office] at the municipal and state levels. Do you think it was 
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possible to avert this turning point, or was it inevitable? Hard to say, but nothing is 
inevitable. In my world, nothing is inevitable. I don’t believe in predestination. Do you think 
the Me Too movement has adequately galvanized people to turn to the drudgery 
of changing the law? I think this has probably helped them. I would say that this was the 
making public of something that had been talked about for a long time with people not 
knowing really quite what to do. So it’s a wake-up call. But if all you have is a wake-up call, 
that’s it, the moment passes, the media loses interest, moves on. Something else becomes then 
the hot topic of the day. However, everything’s connected. There’s a really obvious connection 
between the welfare of women and girls and the climate crisis, for instance. It goes like this: 
climate crisis, famines, droughts, hurricanes, rising sea levels, less food, civil unrest, social 
unrest, wars, resource wars, water wars. Wars are terrible for women and girls. 

 
 The pink pussy hat from the Women’s March and the handmaid’s uniform offer 

two different ideas of visual protest. One is that we assert our femininity by 
wearing pink vaginas on our heads, and the other is that we demonstrate, 
symbolically, how bad it could get. Which do you think is a more effective tool of 
protest? I have zero idea because we can only measure effectiveness by results. Let’s say that 
they’re both very visual and they both make their point. So why rule out one or the other? 
Going back a couple of elections, some people were knitting little cervixes and sending them to 
politicians. Did you knit a cervix? I did not knit a cervix. My knitting skills are a little bit 
rusty. 

 
 Protesters in handmaid cloaks appeared at the Brett Kavanaugh hearing. Did you 

watch the hearing? Some of it. What did you make of it? I made of it the following: 
These kinds of stories are not unknown; these kinds of stories happen to young women. I’ve 
got news for you, Molly, it doesn’t happen to me anymore. There’s a bright light at the end of 
the tunnel. I’m never going to be aggressed by a drunken Brett Kavanaugh. I thought Congress 
missed their chance. I thought they should have asked him more about the drinking, because 
that was obviously untrue, but they were not allowed to go there. And the FBI investigation 
was very curtailed. They were directed basically not to talk to certain people. So to me—do you 
know what a stitch-up is, Molly? No. All right, something for you to look up. It’s an English 
term. It means you’ve been framed, or that it’s been fixed. The fix was in. You know that saying 
“The fix was in”? Yes? Okay. And the drinking should have been looked into because 
it was—The question is, did this person lie to Congress? That was carefully tiptoed around. As 
soon as somebody asked him about his drinking, he had this explosion: “I like a beer.” That 
wasn’t the question. Were you ever blackout drunk? So one theory—and everything is 
theoretical because he has not nearly delved into that—one theory is that he was blackout 
drunk. So he may have been telling the truth when he said he couldn’t remember doing such a 
thing. It’s very possible he couldn’t. But why? And if you read this interesting book called 
Talking to Strangers by you-know-who—Malcolm Gladwell. Yes. He has a thing about 
excessive drinking and what it actually does to the brain. You can be walking around and not 
remember a thing because, after a certain amount of alcohol, your short-term memory 
retention kicks out, so you really cannot remember what happened. And if you’ve ever known 
any blackout drunks, as I have, that’s what they tell you. Gladwell, in Talking to 
Strangers, is discussing the effect of alcohol in relation to the Brock Turner case. 
Yeah. In other words, you are not this person that you think you are when you’re drunk. You’re 
not the person you think you were when you’re sober. You’re a different person. And two 
recollections of reality can be both true and conflicting. It’s the same with religious 
visions. It’s true that that’s what you saw, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that thing was there. 
People that delve into psychedelic drugs and consciousness-altering drugs will tell you in great 
detail what they saw. It’s often quite boring to you but not to them.  
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 Have you ever experimented with a consciousness-altering drug? Of course. What 
do you take me for, Molly? Care to share any epiphanies? It was kind of boring, I’m sorry 
to say. Maybe I had the wrong trip-taking partner, who talked all the time about his relatives. 
What did you talk about? He was taking up all the airtime. But I had some interesting 
experiences with the carpet. Was the carpet responsive? No, it didn’t reply. But it was 
quite three-dimensional. Molly, don’t do this at home. There are some things that, if I were 
younger, I would probably do that I haven’t done. Like what? I don’t know why I’m telling 
you all these awful things. Mr. Peyote Button is apparently lots of fun. It makes you throw 
up, though. Oh, that’s ayahuasca. I don’t think peyote causes you to vomit. Really? No. I’m 
not into the vomiting either. I have a friend who just is dying to have me do this ayahuasca 
thing. The universe will become clear to me. But I say, “I don’t like throwing up. I just really 
don’t like it.” Maybe I’ll have a coach. Somebody to hold the bucket. I think probably at my 
age it’s best not to mess around with the remaining brain. That has bad consequences. 

  
 In your novel Oryx and Crake, shortages of meat have led to the invention of a 

chickenlike substance called ChickieNobs. Have you tried an Impossible Burger— 
the lab-grown beeflike substance? Yes, I have. I thought they did a pretty good job. I had 
them at a very nice wedding reception, and they were passed around as little sliders. I thought 
they were yummy. A convincing simulacrum? Well, I thought so, but I’m old. That 
doesn’t have anything to do with it. It might have. Maybe my taste buds are fading away. 

  
 In 2016, you faced some backlash for calling upon the University of British 

Columbia to apply due process in the case of a professor accused of sexual 
assault. Did you anticipate the reaction you received from some readers? I know so 
much about that we could talk for thousands of hours. But let me just say at this point that it is 
a defamation suit, not brought by me. It is brought by the person who kept being called a rapist 
even though he’d been exonerated by two lengthy processes of investigation, which, however, 
did not allow the documents in the case to be released to the public. What I am against, 
basically, is people judging the thing before they have any evidence at all at their disposal. So 
this is not the Brett Kavanaugh case. We know what he was accused of. And it is not the Harvey 
Weinstein case. They have the documents, they did the investigation. This thing happened to 
this person before there was any investigation and before anybody knew anything. So what I’m 
against is me pointing at you, Molly, and accusing you of something but nobody else is allowed 
to know what it is. “Molly, you’re guilty.” “What am I guilty of?” “I can’t tell you.” Is it 
surprising that you had to put up an apologia for due process? That was surprising to 
me. Why are false rape accusations good for women? They’re actually not. And so say the 
authors of She Said. So says Robyn Doolittle, who wrote a book called Had It Coming. And so 
says Ronan Farrow. This stuff is not good for women. The call for an investigation into what 
the University of British Columbia had actually done, which is what we called for, came a year 
after all of these events. After there had been an investigation. And after the judge who did the 
investigation said she didn’t think there had been a sexual assault. By then the damage 
had—The accusers just kept on accusing. They really paid no attention to that. They had dug 
themselves in by that time, and it had become true believers over here and evil bad people such 
as me over there. But that is wending its way through the courts, and what is happening at this 
very moment is that the people who are the defendants in this case are trying to block access to 
documents. What does that tell you? What’s in those documents, Molly? I would really like to 
know.  

 
 Has anything over the past decade truly thrown you for a loop? Anything that 

really shocked you? I think surprise is different from shock. Of course, there are always 
surprises. You think, Who knew that? or, Well, that explained something. But How can any 
human being do such a terrible thing? That kind of shock? Not anymore. So not drone 
warfare or kids in cages? Seen it before. Well, what do you mean by shock? “This is 
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appalling”? Yes, This is appalling. “I am shocked because I never could have imagined such a 
thing”? Not that kind of shock. We’ve seen it before, we’ve seen worse. We’ve seen it on a mass 
scale. But what I don’t like is the reprise. I don’t like it that it’s so much like those other things. 
It ought to be better than that. It ought to be living up to the best version of itself. Maybe 
there’s still hope. Oh yeah, there is. I’m quite hopeful. For instance, Virginia just went 
Democrat, which means that the Equal Rights Amendment might finally be ratified. 

  
 You’ve just turned 80. Happy birthday. Do you have any plans? The plans have been 

made for me, Molly. I have plans whether I like it or not. So you’re a Scorpio? I am a 
Scorpio. Are you an astrology person? Of course. Really? It goes way back, Molly. Once 
upon a time, you had to know this stuff to study English literature, because in the Renaissance, 
that was the science of the day. And if you go to Italy and look at Pilatos, there’s always going 
to be an astrology scene and different planets and gods and what have you. Astrology and 
palmistry, they’re related. And I learned mine from an art historian from Holland in 1969 who 
was studying Hieronymus Bosch, and she came up with a theory, now validated, that a lot of 
the things in his paintings are astrological, because why would they not be? If you’re arranging 
stars in the sky in [a painting] called The Last Judgment, you would make sure that the planet 
of Calamity was in opposition to planet of Fortune, and you would arrange your sky to reflect 
this calamitous event that was happening. 

  
 I wonder what sign Hieronymus Bosch was. That would be interesting to know. Aries? 

No, no, no. Something much more devious. He was probably a Scorpio. Molly, it’s a good 
profession for you—investigative reporter. What’s underneath? What’s in the sewer system? 
Scorpios are interested in plumbing. Plumbing, underwear. That’s why, of course, I’m so 
interested in Prior Attire. Have you seen it? It’s a YouTube channel. She’s a historical-costume-
maker; she makes historically correctly sewn costumes. On her YouTube, she shows you all of 
the articles that you would put on in any given period, and she puts them on. One of my 
favorite is the late-19th century, with a bustle that sticks out the back. I always thought that was 
a bolster. It’s not. It’s a flexible, articulated cage. When you sat down, it actually folded up. 
Otherwise, you would have been sitting on this big lump of wool, I guess. She puts everything 
on. She comes out looking absolutely authentic. It starts with the underwear, which is the 
hardest thing to research if you’re writing a historical [novel]. 

  
 Have you read Anne Hollander’s Seeing Through Clothes? She’s a fashion 

historian. She has a theory that in nudes, which have been largely painted by 
men, the figure of the nude is a reflection of how the body looked clothed in the 
fashion of that era. That would not surprise me at all. The examples are quite 
convincing. I would certainly be interested in that, and I’ll obtain it and add it to my little 
clothing corner in my library. I wish we could do a palm reading. You wish what? Just a 
quick one. [Takes interviewer’s hand.] Sometimes you have to work at holding it together 
emotionally, Molly. I do? You do, or you will. You’re right-handed? Yes. Okay. Heavy artistic 
interest on the right hand but, oddly enough, not on the left one. What’s the bad news? 
You’re quite stubborn. You don’t care about wallpaper, Molly. Just not as much interest to you. 
Wallpaper? Outside influences like the weather, what’s around you, things like that. Pretty 
focused on your main drive, which is your quite strongly marked career line. We could go into 
great details, such as your fingerprints, if I had a magnifying glass. How long before you take 
over the world, Molly?  

 
  Available from: https://www.vulture.com/2019/11/margaret-atwood-the-handmaids-

tale.html#_ga=2.218414937.1732109167.1591973638-782047904.1591973638.  
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News 
 
A Review of Her Developing Celebrity 
 
ISEN, Tajia and Daniel VIOLA. “The Making of Margaret Atwood.” The Walrus, vol. 16, no. 10, 

December 2019, pp. 25-31.  
 
 Excerpt: Fame is not new to Margaret Atwood—it’s a by-product of life as a perennially 

prizewinning, bestselling author. But in September, The Testaments, her long-awaited sequel 
to The Handmaid’s Tale, was released, and she became something else entirely: a worldwide 
cultural phenomenon. The novel, set in a not-so-distant United States where fundamentalist 
fascists have gained power and stripped away women’s rights, sold more than 300,000 
copies across the US, the UK, and Canada within the first two weeks alone. Atwood appeared 
on cover after cover leading up to the launch—Time, The Sunday Times Style—and her 
release-day interview, onstage at London’s National Theatre, was broadcast to 1,000 
cinemas around the world. Before The Testaments hit stores, it had already been nominated 
for both the Giller and Booker prizes (it made the longlist for the former and would go on to 
win the latter), and a television show—building on the wildly popular series “The 
Handmaid’s Tale”—had been announced. It’s remarkable that Atwood, who turned eighty in 
November, has reached this crest after spending six decades writing into an ever-shifting 
cultural landscape. When she was starting out, writers, for the most part, didn’t get 
published in Canada. Canadian literature as a concept didn’t even exist. To understand how 
Atwood grew into the literary celebrity she is today, we reached out to some of the writers, 
publishers, and friends who know her, and her words, best. 

  
 Charles Pachter: They called her “Peggy Nature,” and she looked like a young Jane Goodall. 

She had a little kerchief and was wearing rubber boots and sensible jungle wear. We were 
working at Camp White Pine. I was sixteen; she was eighteen going on nineteen. She had what 
was called a nature hut, full of toads and newts and snakes. The kids were sitting, squirming, at 
her feet, and she sort of motioned me over and said, “I want you to stroke a toad to prove to the 
kids that you won’t get warts.” We were friends from that day on. Adrienne Clarkson: It was 
1958, a Sunday afternoon. I remember it very clearly because I often spent Sunday afternoons 
in the library of St. Hilda’s College, where I was in residence, at the University of Toronto. A 
group of us were gathered there for the first time. We all seemed to have been wearing black 
turtlenecks, unduly influenced by Jack Kerouac. That was when I first met Margaret Atwood. 
Rosemary Sullivan: At Victoria College, she became a friend of Northrop Frye and the 
wonderful poet Jay Macpherson. She started reading Grimms’ fairy tales in the bush when she 
was six, and then, later, she was reading mythology. You can see the slow accumulation of this 
intelligence. Adrienne Clarkson: I think she was already publishing in all kinds of little 
magazines—everybody got published in little magazines then. What I remember from that first 
day is that she read a poem. I don’t remember what poem it was, but she read it in her 
inimitable voice. It was a true poem. Charles Pachter: We were constantly writing to each 
other. So many letters—over 300. These were the days of those little Olivetti typewriters. She 
was interested in me as an artist, and whatever misgivings I had, whatever was on my mind, I 
would write to her because she always had an answer. I remember when a high-school teacher 
gave me a D-minus in art, and she said, “Never mind, someday you’ll be writing God’s murals 
in the sky and she’ll be roasting in hell.” Adrienne Clarkson: None of us, at that time, 
aspired to the heady heights of being world-famous writers. We thought that if we just got our 
writing down and somebody could publish it, that would be enough. 

 
 In those early days, Atwood set her mind to poetry. In 1961, while still a student, she 

published her first collection, Double Persephone. Only 220 copies were made. Three years 
later, she released The Circle Game. The volume began as a collaboration with Charles 
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Pachter, who created fifteen handmade books as part of a university assignment. When it 
received a wider release, in 1966, it won her the Governor General’s Literary Award. Atwood 
was twenty-seven at the time, making her the youngest winner in the prize’s history. 

 
 Eleanor Wachtel: I was an undergraduate at McGill University and a book review editor at 

the McGill Daily when The Circle Game arrived. This was in the late sixties, and Atwood was 
one of the first Canadian poets—one of the first living poets—I had occasion to encounter. I 
remember the first poem in the book, “This Is a Photograph of Me.” It’s an evocative image of 
the poet or an alter ego disappearing into the landscape, drowned in a lake, but has this line at 
the end: “but if you look long enough, / eventually / you will be able to see me.” I just fell in 
love with the book and with her. To my surprise, Atwood was teaching at the other English 
university in Montreal, now known as Concordia, and so I called her up and we met at a small 
Greek restaurant on Parc Avenue. She was the very first interview I ever did. We drank cups of 
tea, she talked about writing poetry. And then she became famous. Adrienne Clarkson: I 
always love it when she puts out a volume of poems. It’s as if something just happened. 
Charles Pachter: I truly believe that her poetry will be her most enduring legacy. I’ve read 
through her more dystopian novels, but I don’t remember them the way I remember the 
poetry. When she sent me the manuscript for The Journals of Susanna Moodie, I was so 
floored by its beauty. She’d read the original Susanna Moodie book, Roughing It in the Bush, 
which is a quite florid, very Jane Austen—like account of a nineteenth-century British settler in 
Upper Canada, and she condensed each chapter into a poem. For example, her describing the 
cholera epidemic: 

 
  After we had crossed the long illness 
  that was the ocean, we sailed up-river 
  On the first island 
  the immigrants threw off their clothes 
  and danced like sandflies 
  We left behind one by one 
  the cities rotting with cholera, 
  one by one our civilized 
  distinctions. 
 
 Eleanor Wachtel: Some people argue that they like her poetry more than her fiction, but you 

don’t have to choose. You can have it all. 
 
 Between finishing graduate school at Harvard and teaching in Montreal and Vancouver, 

Atwood worked on her first novel. The Edible Woman, released in 1969, tells the story of 
Marian, a young woman, newly engaged, who gradually loses her ability to eat. The book 
satirizes the consumerism and stifling gender roles of the sixties, anticipating the feminist 
movement that grew in the following decade. This kind of cultural foresight would continue 
throughout Atwood’s work. Three years later, she published Survival: A Thematic Guide to 
Canadian Literature. It was one of the first attempts to categorize the country’s nascent 
literary scene, and it set Canadian writing apart from that of the rest of the world. Survival 
soon became a staple in English-literature courses across the country. 

 
 Sarah MacLachlan: One pivotal moment in the history of House of Anansi, and in her 

development as a writer, was when Dennis Lee, the press’s cofounder, spoke with her about 
writing Survival. There had never been a book of literary criticism about Canadian writers, and 
for whatever insane reason, he thought it would be a big seller. Donna Bailey Nurse: Of 
course, we all take it for granted now, but for a long time, there was no such thing as “Canadian 
literature.” With Survival, she begins to think about the themes that preoccupy Canadian 
writers: feeling alien in a wild landscape, feeling powerless. She riffs on that to think about 
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how they feel powerless next door to the US and how they feel powerless as a colonial country. 
Esi Edugyan: She’s really somebody we’re all inheriting from—her, Alice Munro, Gwendolyn 
MacEwen, Patrick Lane—these people who said, “We’ve got to create a home literature. We’re 
not just a kind of satellite of American literature or British literature.” Donna Bailey Nurse: 
At that time, she got a lot of flak for it, I think partly because she’s an ideas person and there 
were a lot of men who resented that: they were resisting everything she had to say. Rosemary 
Sullivan: I’m a product of the sixties as well, and you have to remember, we were told that all 
genius in the arts was male, that the role of the woman was as the handmaid to the artist. It 
used to be you’d set a novel in Paris because who knew Toronto; you had a male protagonist 
because who wanted a female protagonist. If you were a woman, you’d disguise your name as 
P. D. James or something. You didn’t expect to have a career as a woman writer. Then, 
suddenly, all these writers came along: Margaret Atwood, Margaret Laurence, Alice Munro. 
One became a Nobel Prize winner, and Atwood has had a cultural success that’s been matched 
by only one other woman writer, the author of the Harry Potter series. Eleanor Wachtel: She 
became extraordinarily well known in media circles in Canada—not just literary ones but as a 
phenomenon in the second wave feminism of the early seventies. Power Politics came out in 
1973, which I still quote: “You fit into me / like a hook into an eye / a fish hook / an open eye.” 
Charles Pachter: She had what I would call positive ambition. Despite what many people 
saw as her shyness and awkwardness with people, she became more polished in front of the 
camera. She became a media star and seemed to relish it. Eleanor Wachtel: She did tons 
and tons of media, especially television. My pet theory is that it affected how she did 
subsequent interviews. Because she was interviewed by so many people who hadn’t actually 
read anything she’d written, she was not exactly more guarded, but she knew what she wanted 
to say and would say it. 

 
 Atwood’s exposure continued to grow with each book, winning her admirers and detractors. 

In 1979, William French, writing in the Globe and Mail, said, “There’s a strong feeling at the 
end of Life Before Man that after four novels, she still hasn’t reached her potential.” His 
critique would prove prescient. Six years later, she released The Handmaid’s Tale and 
introduced readers to the theocratic state of Gilead, where reproductive slavery is rampant, 
public executions are the norm, and state surveillance is a constant threat. It became her 
most acclaimed book yet. 

 
 Rosemary Sullivan: I think Margaret Atwood has her finger on the cultural pulse, and she’s 

usually six months ahead of the rest of us. Before breast cancer became a plague that 
everybody was talking about in the eighties, she was writing a novel about it—Bodily Harm. 
Then she was living out behind the Berlin Wall, when East and West Germany were still 
divided, and began to think of America and its Puritan history and wanted to write a dystopia. 
George Saunders: I’m a former engineer and I came to everybody late, so my first encounter 
with Margaret was through The Handmaid’s Tale. I read it just after my daughters were born, 
in the early nineties, and it was a purposeful read for me to try to wake myself up about what it 
might mean to have these two young girls, and later women, that I would need to help through 
the world. When you’re a white American male, there’s kind of a hedgerow between you and 
the actual experience of oppression: you can know it theoretically, but you haven’t been on the 
receiving end. So to be inside that book was to be inside this ruthless system designed to 
oppress a class of people that I had just fallen newly in love with because I had two little 
examples around the house. Suddenly, it wasn’t theoretical anymore. Oppression wasn’t 
merely a political idea; it was something that could adversely affect these people I loved and, if 
it did, would happen very much like it’s described in the book. Sort of benignly? Reading it, 
you’re like, “Oh, yeah, it’s very possible that people can on the surface be extremely nice and 
kind of businesslike and yet be enacting a great evil.” Adrienne Clarkson: When The 
Handmaid’s Tale came out, I think a lot of people felt that it was a diversion for her. I found it 
deeply, deeply disturbing, and I remember thinking, “Why has she done this?” And now we 
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know—what is it, thirty, thirty-five years later—that she understood there was something going 
on underground. It’s like people looking at a body, looking at you, and thinking, “That’s you.” 
She looks at the nerves underneath and the veins and the arteries. Michele Landsberg: As a 
print fanatic, I can’t resist—when I see someone reading a book, I just have to know what it is. 
I’m always surreptitiously peering and bending over, pretending to tie a shoelace or something, 
so I can catch the title. I remember when I lived in New York in the eighties, I was so 
astonished when I saw that half the people reading books—on the subway, in Central Park, 
wherever I was—were reading Atwood. And not just The Handmaid’s Tale but Life Before 
Man, other novels of hers. Esi Edugyan: Coming to Atwood, you understood this was serious 
literature, but it was also something that spoke to you. I hesitate to use the word “accessible” 
because I don’t mean to downgrade her work, but it certainly was something I could easily 
understand and even connect with as a teenager. Rosemary Sullivan: You don’t feel the sky 
is falling until it falls on you, right? We’re in a moment where it feels like the sky is falling. 
Things are happening now—children being separated from their parents, being held at the 
American border—that are just unacceptable, yet there’s no way we can figure out how to react 
cohesively to stop them. You feel that this wave is taking over—of suspicion, of white 
supremacy, of racism—and this idea that we’re somehow at risk. Atwood doesn’t just listen to 
that, she actually writes about it and finds a way to warn us about it. She writes The 
Handmaid’s Tale in ‘85; it takes over thirty years for the world to catch up with it. But how 
bizarre and how tragic that we seem to be catching up with it now. Most of us who were 
feminists—Atwood would accept being a feminist but only in a particular sense—thought, 
“Okay, we won something.” We now stand here looking at the misogyny of the world—you’ve 
got Putin, you’ve got Trump, all these misogynistic leaders in power, and you’ve got to say, 
“How did that happen?” The Handmaid’s Tale is as current as it needs to be now. Adrienne 
Clarkson: We studied E. M. Forster in our fourth year—Howards End and A Passage to 
India. Forster said two things. One, at the front of Howards End, was, “Only connect.” The 
other was that a true novel is prophetic. By that, he didn’t just mean that it would tell the truth 
about the future. What he meant was that there was the nature of prophecy in it. That’s what 
we have with Margaret Atwood’s work. Sarah MacLachlan: She leads, you follow. When she 
was asked to be a Massey lecturer and she agreed, we thought her subject would be literary 
criticism. Then she told us it was going to be about debt. We all thought, “Oh, you’ve got to be 
kidding. What do you know about that?” It turns out that, when we published it as a book, 
Payback: Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth, in 2008, it was the beginning of the economic 
crisis, the meltdown on Wall Street. It was an instant bestseller. She’s got an idea, you just go 
with her. She is a bit clairvoyant. Thomas King: She always seems to be a little ahead of her 
time. It’s scary. 

 
 Over the following decades, Atwood released a steady stream of novels. Cat’s Eye explored 

the cruelties of adolescent friendships; The Blind Assassin, an intricate mystery about the 
fraught relationship between two sisters, won her the Booker Prize. After sixty years as a 
popular thinker, writer, and speaker, working across genres and formats, a mythology has 
grown around Atwood. She has been described as a trickster, a man hater, an oracle. 

 
 George Saunders: I knew she was at the Salisbury Literary Festival, and I was kind of 

nervous about meeting her, as a person tends to be. Then I found out that we were supposed to 
travel to another event together in a bus. And then I found out that the bus was just Margaret 
and her partner and me. And then I found out that I was hungover. And, I think, a little jet-
lagged. I was really not feeling well. So I got situated in the front seat of this van, next to the 
driver, and Margaret and Graeme were in the back. My mission was twofold. One: don’t 
engage. And two: don’t throw up. Those were my high-minded aspirations. And so I was sitting 
there, really feeling terrible, and the driver figured it out and had a bit of a mean streak, so he 
was kind of speeding and swerving and looking over at me kind of slyly. I was bearing down 
and trying not to disgrace myself. At some point, I felt this little tap on my shoulder, and I’m 
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thinking, “Oh no, Margaret’s going to yell at me for being hungover at a literary event.” But she 
handed up this little pill, and I was in such a sorry state that I just took it. I thought, “That’s 
Margaret Atwood. She wouldn’t poison me. She wouldn’t drug me—with anything too 
powerful.” So I ate it. It was some kind of homeopathic hangover remedy, but it was a sequence 
of pills that made up this remedy. Charles Pachter: I know she takes a lot of vitamins—I’ve 
seen her scarf down about twelve or fifteen vitamins a day. [Atwood later clarified that she 
takes closer to ten a day and that some of them are minerals.] George Saunders: I just kept 
taking them, and every so often she would lean up and whisper, “Just focus your eyes on the 
horizon”—almost like philosophical advice. And it worked! Eleanor Wachtel: She’s what my 
high-school teacher would call a “good citizen.” She engages with the community and the 
world. Whether it’s street life in Toronto or the CBC lockout in 2005 or—on a whole other 
scale—environmental disaster. Michele Landsberg: I once was asked to write a feature 
about her, I think it was for Chatelaine. She and Graeme were on a farm in the country, and I 
remember how delighted she was to show me around the things she was growing and talk 
about birds. The office of Jonathan Franzen: While he was pleased to receive your 
invitation, he must decline due to the fact that, although he is aware of Ms. Atwood’s love of 
birds, and he loves her for it, he’s never birded with her personally and can’t speak to any 
specifics regarding her conservation work. Adrienne Clarkson: She and her partner, 
Graeme Gibson, helped form The Writers’ Union of Canada in 1973. Then, they breathed life 
into the moribund Canadian branch of PEN, the oldest civil-society organization dealing with 
human rights in the world. Eleanor Wachtel: Atwood is out there. When there’s an event to 
celebrate another writer, she’s there. If there’s a benefit for a noble cause, she’s there. She 
shows up, she writes articles. And the thing is, for someone with her kind of career, she doesn’t 
have to. She’s already won all the prizes available, more or less, in Canada. Adrienne 
Clarkson: The Giller, the Governor General’s, the Commonwealth, the Trillium—and on and 
on. Thomas King: I think she’s gone out of her way for Native writers. She’s not a rah-rah, 
wave-the-flag advocate, but she does it as part of her social conscience. With me, for instance: I 
got to Canada in 1980. I was out in the Prairies, Lethbridge, and I didn’t know her, she didn’t 
know me. I published a couple of short stories—this was very early on in my career—and she, 
out of the blue, wrote an article on them. I was sort of like, you know, “Oh boy!” It gave me a 
boost in my writing career that I hadn’t expected to get. You can’t get any better than that, 
having a major Canadian writer write a very nice article about your work. Eleanor Wachtel: 
She says she does it because her character was ruined by the Brownies and the Girl Guides, and 
that she still has difficulty resisting “lend a hand” appeals. She can recite the Brownie Promise 
if you ask her to. Sarah MacLachlan: When we were on the road for the Massey Lectures, we 
used to go into the hall to do a sound check, and she would sing camp songs. Like, “They built 
the ship Titanic, to sail the ocean blue.” So she and I, we’d sing. People thought we were a little 
bit nuts. Karma Waltonen: Years ago, Margaret and I happened to be at Comic-Con at the 
same time. I saw her across a crowded floor and ran over to say hi. I inserted myself among her 
companions and reintroduced myself—we’d met before, but that day I was in cosplay as Neil 
Gaiman’s “Death.” When the people she was with heard me say I was the president of the 
Margaret Atwood Society, one of them said, “You have a society?” “Yes,” Atwood replied. “And 
I’m not even dead.” 

 
 The release of The Testaments marks seventeen novels, seventeen volumes of poetry, ten 

books of nonfiction, eight short-story collections, eight children’s books, and one graphic 
novel for Atwood. She’s still writing today. In a recent interview, she didn’t rule out returning 
to Gilead for another story. 

 
 Sarah MacLachlan: I mean, this is Harry Potter territory, right? As I look at the sales 

numbers, it’s something. It’s something. Thomas King: In many ways, she’s much bigger 
than life. If you tried to create her character in fiction, you wouldn’t be able to. Did you see 
those pictures in the Times that Tim Walker took of her? The ones with all the hair like Bride 
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of Frankenstein? I said to myself, “Only Peggy would do something like that.” Heather 
O’Neill: There’s this idea that women somehow become invisible after a certain age, and she 
so counters that. We’re not used to it in our society, the idea that a woman who’s over a certain 
age can be culturally relevant. Are you crazy? Margaret Atwood walks into a room and 
everybody stops. She’s turning eighty and she’s just put out the biggest book in the world. She’s 
really annihilated that myth in such a wonderful way. George Saunders: It’s a real privilege 
to be on a stage with her. It’s a little scary because she’s so smart and she has such a low 
threshold for bullshit. You have to aspire to be like she is, which is 100 per-cent alert. I don’t 
think she likes boredom, and she doesn’t like phoning things in. You see that little ornery look 
in her eyes and it’s like, “Uh oh, this moment will not be allowed to be dull.” Most of us, I 
think, live another way, which is to say, “Please, God, help today be a succession of dull 
moments, moments when I don’t shake anything up or risk making a fool of myself or risk 
making somebody uncomfortable.” But, I think, with a few great ones in the world, they feel 
life so acutely that it offends them to allow a dull moment. My hunch is that she recognizes 
stasis and boredom and the status quo as enemies of intelligence. Rosemary Sullivan: 
Margaret Atwood has always said, “I don’t want to be a role model.” Because what she’s doing 
is not giving you prescriptions for living. That’s really not, in her mind, her assigned role. Her 
assigned role is to be a writer. Heather O’Neill: I think that she’s such an incredible reader. 
She just reads everything, and you can feel the intertextual influences in her work. You realize 
how important reading is to writing and also how important reading is to having a good life. 
Why is she so alive? Because she reads constantly and has all these ideas bubbling in her head. 
Rosemary Sullivan: When she’s asked if it’s time for the Nobel Prize, she says, “I don’t want 
it because everybody who gets the Nobel Prize never writes another book.” Thomas King: If 
they were going to give the Nobel Prize to another Canadian writer, it certainly should go to 
her. Esi Edugyan: I was in California, being interviewed onstage, and I was talking about 
how, when I was in graduate school, I asked my fellow students if they could name ten 
Canadian writers, period, in any genre. Many of them couldn’t. So, onstage, I said, “Of course, 
everyone knows this particular set of writers now,” and I mentioned Atwood. And then I was 
interrupted by the interviewer, who said, “Well, she’s a world writer.” George Saunders: 
Tolstoy says a real artist is someone who genuinely insists on getting themselves lost in the 
process and insists that the search be for something really big. I think that’s what she’s done. It 
feels to me that with each new project, she’s a little kid again. She’s an eighteen-year-old 
aspiring writer who’s like, “Wow, writing! What can you do?” Every time you get done, you 
start over. That takes a real spiritual capaciousness, but if you can do it, that’s a guarantee of a 
long career. Rosemary Sullivan: I’m quite nervous—about climate degradation, about 
totalitarianism. In 100 years, there’s two options: either her books will be burned or they will 
be seen as extraordinary explanations of what happened at the beginning of the twenty-first 
century. Charles Pachter: I want to see what she’s going to do when she’s 100.  

 
 Available from: https://thewalrus.ca/the-making-of-margaret-atwood. 
 
Other News 
 
“Acclaimed Authors Helping with Colborne Library Fundraiser.” Brighton Independent, 13 June 2019, 

Section: Community, p. 1.  
 
 Excerpt: How appropriate. A public library looking to raise money is holding a silent auction—

shh!—and two acclaimed Canadian authors are contributing their talents to ensure its success. 
One, Jane Urquhart, will be speaking on How I Found My Voice, at the Colborne Public 
Library’s fundraising event June 23, and the other, Margaret Atwood, has donated three 
signed copies of her books for the auction.... Library CEO Mary Norton said Jane Urquhart 
mentioned the fundraiser to Atwood, who immediately volunteered her support, saying, “Small 
libraries are wonderful...” Two of the Atwood books are versions of The Handmaid’s Tale, 
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which earned her The Arthur C. Clarke Award for best science fiction; the other is War Bears, 
her latest graphic novel, released earlier this year. 

 
“Afghan Women’s Voices Must Be Heard in US-Taliban Peace Talks; Letter from More Than 600 

Afghan Women and Youths, Supported by Civil Society Organisations and Public Figures 
Including Arundhati Roy, Margaret Atwood and Gloria Steinem.” The Guardian, 26 February 
2019, Section: World News, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Over the last 17 years, we have fought to bring women’s voices and interests into 

Afghanistan’s political, social and cultural institutions, against a backdrop of ongoing violence. 
We are civilians, teachers, doctors, activists, students and artists who have collectively and 
individually created space to advocate both for ourselves and for peace in our country. Many of 
our leaders have paid with their lives for this progress. We have built on the sacrifices of 
Malalai Karkar, Hanifa Safi, Najia Sediqi, Safia Amajan, Farkhunda Malikzada and Islam Bibi, 
and we stand on the shoulders of all the other women who have given their lives in the struggle 
for the same progress. We, the women of Afghanistan, will not go backwards. 

 
 The gains made from these hard-won battles are now being threatened by a deal that excludes 

our interests and voices and ignores the representation we have fought for. It is at this critical 
moment for the future of our young people, our women and our democracy that we ask for 
global solidarity, so we can continue to build on our victories. 

 
 We write this letter in order to voice our concerns about the current peace deal being 

negotiated between the United States government and the Afghan Taliban. These negotiations 
do not include the voices of Afghan women, they do not include the voices of our country’s 
youth, they do not include the voices of civil society nor the democratic structures, government 
and institutions. 

 
 When the coalition arrived in Afghanistan in 2001, it was on the back of promises made to 

Afghan women and future generations. We have been fighting for our rights and 
representation ever since. We welcome all steps to bring peace to our country, but history has 
taught us the bloody lesson that you cannot have peace without inclusion. 

 
 As we prepare to defend our rights once more, we ask that this peace process reaffirms and 

protects our constitutional rights, interests and democracy. 
 
 Hafiza, Wahideh, Hanifa, Roma, Shofuga, Sheela, Sheewa, Fahima, Setara, Shahllah, Zainab, 

Amena, Samaa, Subira, Khadija, Mariam, Aziza, Aynaz, Zarifa, Khadija, Jamin, Joya, Rahima, 
Roya, Saleem, Rohina, Nadia, Rohina, Baigum, Saleha, Sabera, Aqela, Shabnam, Anusha, 
Mursal, Hassanat, Sameen, Malahat, Atefa, Farangaiz, Rahima, Naseeba, Shekaiba, Shakila, 
Khadija, Monika, Khalida, Yalda, Aria, Farkhunda and more than 600 other Afghan women 
and youth—see facebook.com/Time4RealPeace.  

 
 Supported by the following Afghan organisations: Women for Peace and Participation, 

Baghlan Youth Committee, Afghanistan Community Foundation, Independent Cooperation for 
Change, New Line Social Organization, Hayat Balkh Institute of Health Science, Paikn TV, 
Youth and Children Development Program, The Notion Generation Leaders, Radio Nehad 
Network, Khabar Journalism Center 

 
 Co-signed in international solidarity by: Hanan Al-Shaykh Writer Christine Ahn Activist 

Margaret Atwood Writer Asieh Amini Poet Christine Chinkin Academic Shirin Ebadi Nobel 
laureate/rights activist Scilla Elworthy Peacebuilder Eve Ensler Playwright Neil Gaiman Writer 
Jodi Ginsberg Index on Censorship Leymah Gbowee Nobel laureate/activist Global Witness 
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Khalid Hosseini Writer Mary Kaldor Academic Tawakkol Karman Nobel laureate/rights 
activist Helena Kennedy QC Barrister Wardah Khalid Activist Deeya Khan Documentary film-
maker Paul Laverty Screenwriter Ken Loach Director Mairead Maguire Nobel laureate/rights 
activist Rebecca O’Brien Film producer Susie Orbach Psychotherapist Margie Orford Writer 
Caroline Criado Perez Activist/journalist Arundhati Roy Writer/activist Joan Ruddock 
Politician Kamila Shamsie Writer Elif Shafak Writer/activist Gillian Slovo Activist/writer 
Gloria Steinem Writer/feminist Medeleine Thien Writer Jess Tomlin Activist/organizer Salil 
Tripathi Writer/journalist Roger Waters Musician Cora Weiss Peace activist Jody Williams 
Nobel laureate/activist Women cross DMZ Peace organisation. 

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/26/afghan-womens-voices-

must-be-heard-in-us-taliban-peace-talks.  
 
“Atwood Not among Giller Prize Finalists.” National Post, 1 October 2019, Section: Arts & Life, p. 13.  
 
 Excerpt: The shortlist for the 2019 Scotiabank Giller Prize was announced Monday with one 

very notable absence from the six books contending for Canada’s richest literary award. 
Despite being selected for the 12-book longlist, Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments did not 
make the final cut. The books vying for the Giller’s $100,000 prize include Immigrant City by 
David Bezmozgis, Small Game Hunting at the Local Coward Gun Club by Megan Gail Coles, 
The Innocents by Michael Crummey, Dual Citizens by Alix Ohlin, Lampedusa by Steven Price 
and Reproduction by Ian Williams. A five-person jury (Donna Bailey Nurse, Randy Boyagoda, 
José Teodoro, Aminatta Forna and Aleksandar Hemon) chose a longlist of 12 books from 117 
different submissions. They then whittled the list down to six for today’s announcement. The 
same jury will decide the winner, to be announced in Toronto on Nov. 18.  

 
“Atwood, Nesbit among Those Honoured by Center for Fiction.” Toronto Star, 10 December 2019, 

Online.  
 
 Excerpt: NEW YORK—The art of invention itself was a special guest as the Center for Fiction 

honoured Margaret Atwood and Hulu, literary agent Lynn Nesbit and debut author De’Shawn 
Charles Winslow. At a gala ceremony in Manhattan on Tuesday night, the centre presented a 
lifetime achievement award to Nesbit and a prize for best first novel to Winslow for In West 
Mills. Atwood, Hulu senior vice-president Craig Erwich and producer-showrunner Bruce 
Miller were on hand to receive the centre’s inaugural “On Screen” award for best adaptation of 
a literary novel, given for the Hulu miniseries based on Atwood’s dystopian novel The 
Handmaid’s Tale. The Center for Fiction is a not-for-profit organization based in New York 
City.... The “Handmaid’s Tale” actress Ann Dowd, who introduced the “On Screen” award 
winners, remembered reading Atwood’s novel when it came out in the 1980s and being 
immediately transported by her “beautiful prose” even as she was frightened by its depiction of 
a theocracy in which women are almost entirely suppressed. Atwood noted that some women’s 
rights protesters have held up posters saying “Make The Handmaid’s Tale Fiction Again.” 
Atwood suggested a different choice of words, noting that in a country like her imaginary 
Gilead she would not be permitted to give her speech and those in the audience would be 
banned from attending. “Let’s say instead ‘Keep The Handmaid’s Tale Fiction.’” Atwood said. 
“That’s where it belongs.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/12/10/atwood-nesbit-among-

those-honoured-by-center-for-fiction.html.  
 
“Author Atwood Provides Insight, Entertainment at 2019 Schooler Lecture.” Mount Union Magazine, 

11 April 2019, Online. Report of Atwood’s lecture in Alliance, Ohio.  
 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/26/afghan-womens-voices-must-be-heard-in-us-taliban-peace-talks
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/26/afghan-womens-voices-must-be-heard-in-us-taliban-peace-talks
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/12/10/atwood-nesbit-among-those-honoured-by-center-for-fiction.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/12/10/atwood-nesbit-among-those-honoured-by-center-for-fiction.html
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 Excerpt: When Mount Union President Dick Merriman introduced author Margaret Atwood as 
the featured speaker for the 2019 Schooler Lecture, he mentioned the historic lineup of 
previous presenters, the likes of whom include Desmond Tutu, Gerald Ford, Sandra Day 
O’Connor and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. When Atwood strolled to the podium, she began by 
stating, “I don’t think I’m in that league, and I am definitely shorter, too.” This set the 
precedent for a night that featured a tonal balance of humorous, dry wit and certain harsh 
realities brought forth by society and her literary works to a room of nearly 2,500 University of 
Mount Union students, alumni and members of the Alliance and surrounding communities. 

 
 Upon recounting childhood stories growing up in Nova Scotia, Atwood led the evening with the 

motto that hung over her own college residence. “The truth will set you free. But sometimes, 
the truth will get you in trouble, in prison, or even murdered,” she said. As that quote may 
[imply], Atwood initially wanted to call her talk, “Dollops of Gloom,” yet changed the 
presentation to “Rays of Hope,” as she cited ideals that were more positive in nature. Atwood 
spent the evening focusing on two of her works: Oryx and Crake, the first book in the 
MaddAddam trilogy, and The Handmaid’s Tale. She described Oryx and Crake as a naturalist 
book discussing nature and how humans are destroying it asserting, “When a story clamors 
with such insistence, you can’t stall it!” Atwood denoted that the world can be worrisome at 
times right now, and Oryx and Crake asks the questions, “What if we continue down the road 
we’re already on? How slippery is the slope? What are our saving graces and who has the will 
to stop us?” As a pensive hush fell over the crowd in the Timken Gymnasium, it immediately 
turned into laughter when Atwood did not skip a beat in her synopsis of the book. “It is a jolly, 
fun-filled romp in which the entire human race has been annihilated, but there is a ray of 
hope,” she said. The series is currently being adapted into a television series from Paramount 
TV and Anonymous Content with a release date yet to be announced. 

 
 Atwood then segued into her most popular work to date, The Handmaid’s Tale, and spoke 

about how her time in West Berlin and traveling throughout Europe in the 1980’s inspired 
much of her writing in that novel. “In coming to consciousness during World War II, I grew up 
in a world where anything could happen anywhere given appropriate circumstances,” she said. 
She stated that the novel, with the setting of Gilead based on traditional Puritan roots, is 
speculative fiction as opposed to science fiction because, “I would not put any events into the 
book that did not already happen nor any feature any technology that wasn’t already available. 
God is in the details and so is the devil.” The book has been translated in more than 40 
languages and has been adapted into an opera, ballet, graphic novel and Emmy-winning 
television show on Hulu, which has garnered cultural and critical praise for its first two 
seasons.  

 
 Like the thematic elements in her books, Atwood did not stray from letting her fact-based 

opinions make an impression on the audience. “Women are interesting and important in the 
books because women are interesting and important in real life,” she emphatically said to a 
rousing congruence of cheers and applause. She concluded the prepared portion of her talk in 
an introspective fashion, mentioning that she is focusing on climate issues right now despite 
her age, stating tongue-in-cheek, “I’m focusing on ways to properly decompose my body 
without any plastics involved.” Despite questions from students in the invitation-only question 
and answer prior to the lecture and from those in the audience at the event, Atwood would not 
divulge any spoilers for her upcoming sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, The Testaments, due 
this fall. A final question from a student writer sought advice from Atwood, and the speaker 
ended the night with advice that can be translated across all media. “Fail. Fail harder. It’s how 
you learn.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.mountunion.edu/news/author-atwood-provides-insight-

entertainment-at-2019-schooler-lecture.  

https://www.mountunion.edu/news/author-atwood-provides-insight-entertainment-at-2019-schooler-lecture
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“Booker Prize: The 13 Longlisted Writers on What Inspired Their Novel; Atwood, Rushdie, Winterson, 

Levy: What Was the Genesis of Their Creation?” The Times (London), 1 September 2019, 
Section: Culture, Online.  

 
 Excerpt of Atwood’s response: “Before the actual placing of words on pages, The Testaments 

was written partly in the minds of the readers of its predecessor, The Handmaid’s Tale, who 
kept asking what happened after the end of that novel. Thirty-five years is a long time to think 
about possible answers, and the answers have changed as society itself has changed and as 
possibilities have become actualities. The citizens of many countries, including the United 
States, are under more stresses now than they were three decades ago.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/booker-prize-the-13-longlisted-writers-

on-what-inspired-their-novel-mt85mlzxz.  
 
“Elisabeth Moss, Sienna Miller and More a-Listers, Politicians and Activists on What The Handmaid’s 

Tale Means to Them; Rarely Has One Book Shaped So Many Lives over So Many Decades, but 
This Award-Winning Novel Has Captured the Imaginations of Generations.” The Times 
(London), 7 September 2019, Section: Style: Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Elisabeth Moss Award-winning actress, plays Offred in “The Handmaid’s Tale”: 

There is no language I could use to express the emotion and beauty behind Margaret Atwood’s 
words. They spark something fierce inside you that simply cannot be explained, only felt. Her 
work takes you on a journey of emotion—whether you’re ready to fight, be kind, be vulnerable, 
stay strong or simply be, she takes you there. @elisabethmossofficial  

 Jeanette Winterson Author of Frankissstein: She’s witty and serious, she’s an activist with 
all the conviction of DH Lawrence and none of the grandstanding. She’s a word master, but 
never wordy. She’s worth her weight in handmade (sorry) editions of everything she has 
written. She took on the boy’s own world of great writing. I read her when I was 20, four years 
before I started writing myself. She wasn’t the angel in the house who urges women to be small 
and manageable; she was the avenging angel showing by example that risk is always worth it. 
@Wintersonworld  

 Caroline Criado Perez Campaigner and author of Invisible Women: After spending three 
years studying English literature at university, I was sated with the male experience and 
perspective. For a while I couldn’t read anything by men, and it was at this point that I really 
discovered the joy as a woman of reading women—and, in particular, Atwood. She will casually 
drop in stunningly precise flashes of the female experience. And I never tire of recognising that 
experience and thinking: “Yes! That’s exactly what it’s like.” It’s what I was missing for all 
those years of reading men. @CCriadoPerez  

 Cathy Newman Presenter, Channel 4 News: Margaret Atwood has an unparalleled ability to 
write about both past and present, while simultaneously seeing into the future. Decade after 
decade she reveals us to ourselves. The Handmaid’s Tale was seen as a bit far-fetched when it 
first came out in 1985. Now it feels as if she couldn’t have been more prophetic. No matter 
what the year, Atwood is a fearless chronicler of how women down the ages are watched, 
judged and found wanting. Old or young, we all know a Cordelia, the schoolgirl bully in Cat’s 
Eye. And so Atwood enthrals, but also empowers. To read her is to feel not only entertained, 
but also armed for whatever the world may throw at us. @cathynewman  

 Max Minghella Actor, plays Nick in “The Handmaid’s Tale”[:] I first read The Handmaid’s 
Tale when I was in school and I remember it fondly, but I revisited it when I was doing the 
show. What I like about Atwood is that she has a dry humour that makes the show work, and 
makes that book so extraordinary. Self-seriousness doesn’t get you very far. The world is 
always light and dark at the same time, and her writing is that. @maxminghella  

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/booker-prize-the-13-longlisted-writers-on-what-inspired-their-novel-mt85mlzxz
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 Matt Haig Author of Notes on a Nervous Planet: Margaret Atwood has done more than any 
living author to dismantle the snobberies around genre fiction, from sci-fi to the mystery novel, 
by ignoring literary boundaries and investing everything she does with a deep and fiercely 
human intelligence. Her early, pretty dark novel Surfacing was strangely a great comfort to me 
when I was in recovery from suicidal depression. It’s one of the few things I read that took me 
out of myself. Her writing takes you whole. @matthaig1  

 Nicola Sturgeon First minister of Scotland: Margaret Atwood’s dystopian visions provoke 
questions for all of us about issues as wide-ranging as gender, AI and science. By taking 
elements of our existing society and imagining how they could develop, she offers a warning to 
us all to be ever vigilant about the world around us. Her novels can be both inspiring and 
deeply disturbing, and are always thought-provoking. The recent surge in interest in The 
Handmaid’s Tale speaks to the way in which gender roles have changed since its publication 
and the current fear among many women that progress towards equality is being pushed back. 
@NicolaSturgeon  

 Sienna Miller Actress: I remember reading The Handmaid’s Tale and thinking, “God, that 
would make an amazing film.” The thing about that kind of society is it feels incredibly 
prescient, it feels possible. Maybe it’s a bit extreme, but it doesn’t feel unrealistic. I think 
what’s so jarring about it is that there is that potential in society. Or at least it’s a metaphor for 
how it can feel sometimes to be a woman in society. 

 Jude Kelly Founder of Women of the World Festival: A prophet of possible doom and a vivid 
beacon of hope for wholesale change, Atwood is the boldest and most subtle diviner. She has 
galvanised me to search more deeply for ways to unlock systemic injustice, while 
acknowledging that being simplistic about the human heart and mind will bring us to folly. 
@JudeKelly_  

 Lisa Taddeo Author of Three Women: In The Handmaid’s Tale, Offred finds the words 
“Don’t let the bastards grind you down” scrawled in Latin on her bedroom wall. The last words 
my mother said to me were an approximation of “Let the bastards see you down, so that they 
won’t try to knock you off from wherever you’ve climbed.” Reading The Handmaid’s Tale 
again, after having researched my book about the desire of three women, I’ve decided that, 
while both my mother and Atwood are right, listening to Atwood’s quote is what I want to do 
with the second half of my life. @lisadtaddeo  

 Nimko Ali Anti-FGM campaigner: Margaret Atwood’s writing is brilliant and a clear 
reflection of what not only could be but will be, if we sleepwalk into a world where women and 
girls are not equal to men. For me, as someone who saw war and was subjected to abuse as a 
child because of my gender, I know never to take my freedom for granted. I know how hard 
those who came before fought for me to be where I am today. I am not, and never will be, 
complacent about that. Complacency and indifference to others, especially women, is what will 
bring about the horrors of which Atwood writes so realistically. The rolling back of access to 
abortions, the acceptance of the burqa and the idea that prostitution is art or work are things 
that scare me. If we don’t stand up to the restriction of our rights and the normalisation of the 
oppression of women, we are done for. @NimkoAl. 

 
“Globe Book Club Meets for First Time.” Globe & Mail, 26 May 2019, p. A6.  
 
 Atwood plays host to Barbara Gowdy, author of The White Bone, at the first meeting of The 

Globe and Mail Book Club—an event exclusively for Globe subscribers—at the newspaper’s 
downtown Toronto office on Friday. 

 
“It Is the Best of Times and Worst of Times for Women: Margaret Atwood.” Indian Express, 31 

October 2019, Online.  
 
 Atwood’s speech at the power of Women event, lasting about 7 minutes. Available from: 

https://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/life-positive/margaret-atwood-speech-6095534.  

https://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/life-positive/margaret-atwood-speech-6095534
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“Let Margaret Atwood’s 2019 Women of the Year Speech Inspire You to Keep Rising Up.” Glamour, 12 

November 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood’s work needs no introduction…. Still, at the 2019 Glamour Women 

of the Year Awards, she admitted to the audience that she’s still experiencing some firsts: “This 
is my very first pair of false eyelashes,” she said. In her acceptance speech, Atwood spoke about 
what questions she’s asked most often, what gives her hope, and why the kids are alright. “I’m 
often asked what words of encouragement I might have for young women especially at this 
moment, with so many countries trying to roll back women’s rights, with many female politics 
subjected to vicious attacks, and with uncertainty everywhere,” she said. “What’s encouraging 
to me is seeing how women come together—in journalism, to research and expose abuses; in 
business, to invent their own companies; in politics, to defend and to extend democracy; and in 
health and welfare, to help other women around the world.” Atwood highlighted the work of 
fellow 2019 Woman of the Year Greta Thunberg as an example of how the next generation 
inspires her. “You hardly need my words of encouragement, young women, because you are 
creating your own words and encouraging one another,” she said. “Because of you, we oldies 
have hope for the real world. So go for it.” Atwood went on to talk about what it means to her 
to receive the award later in life. “It’s encouraging for someone over 70 to still be considered 
glamorous,” she said. “When I was 20 and just beginning to publish, I believed life ended at 
40.”  

 
 To present our 2019 Lifetime Achievement winner—and hero to women everywhere—with her 

award, we called upon one of the women who know her best: Samira Wiley, star of Hulu’s 
adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale. Wiley shared her first memory of Atwood with the 
audience. “I first met the literary goddess Margaret Atwood at a dinner in Toronto before we 
started shooting “The Handmaid’s Tale.” I was super nervous. Her characters are so iconic, 
and here I was about to bring one to life. I’m thinking, Oh, God, will she approve of me? Then 
Margaret walks in, and it’s like a wave of reverence washes over the restaurant,” she said. 
“She’s pretty much Canadian royalty, with this energy that draws you to her. She quickly 
pegged me and Lizzy Moss as the cool kids—rightfully so—treating us like that hip aunt with so 
much wisdom…who also gives you a bit of a hard time. I’m proud to report that by the end of 
that magical night, I had wrangled both her seal of approval and the confidence I needed.” She 
also went on to describe the impact of Atwood’s work. “What’s so powerful and awe-inspiring 
about Margaret’s work—not just The Handmaid’s Tale and her brand-new sequel The 
Testaments but her entire body of brilliant, subversive, multigenre writing—is that she creates 
art that elicits real change in our society. She makes you look. She makes you terrified, 
particularly about reproductive rights. And then she makes you brave. Along with millions of 
fans around the globe, she has expanded my idea of the impact that I can make in this world. 
And I am certain that we all dream bigger because of Margaret Atwood.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.glamour.com/story/margaret-atwood-women-of-the-year-

speech?mbid=synd_yahoo_rss.  
 
“Margaret Atwood and Laurie Anderson Talk Art, Age and More; Margaret Atwood and Laurie 

Anderson Talk Art, Age and More.” Toronto Star, 9 December 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood and Laurie Anderson, strangers until now, covered a wide range of 

topics in their first public conversation. Starting with their ages. “How old are you?” the 80-
year-old Atwood, best known for the novel The Handmaid’s Tale, asked Anderson, the 
celebrated multimedia artist, and eight years Atwood’s junior. Once established that both grew 
up in the post-World War II era, they discussed Girls Scouts, cheerleading, living in a nuclear 
world and the hopes and obstacles for women in the arts. “I’m from Canada,” Atwood said. In 

https://www.glamour.com/story/margaret-atwood-women-of-the-year-speech?mbid=synd_yahoo_rss
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the 1940s and 1950s, when she was coming of age, “there weren’t any other artists,” man or 
woman and best option for a Canadian was moving elsewhere. Anderson, a native of Glen 
Ellyn, Illinois, who moved to New York in her 20s, remembered a more open-ended time when 
she and fellow artists and bohemians supported each other. “We didn’t think about women 
and men,” Anderson said, and “We never thought we’d make a living.” Atwood and Anderson 
spoke Monday night in Manhattan before more than 100 people at the annual Chairman’s 
Evening for the MacDowell artist colony, where creative people from different fields routinely 
interact. Previous pairings have included Martin Scorsese and Lin Manuel-Miranda and Lena 
Dunham and Ta-Nehisi Coates. The conversation was moderated by MacDowell chairman 
Michael Chabon, the Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist.  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/news/world/us/2019/12/09/margaret-atwood-and-

laurie-anderson-talk-art-age-and-more.html. 
 
“Margaret Atwood Calls for Release of Imprisoned Human Rights Lawyer Nasrin Sotoudeh.” CTV 

News, 8 April 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is calling on Iranian authorities to release imprisoned human rights 

lawyer Nasrin Sotoudeh. The literary giant is making the plea in advance of PEN Canada’s 
annual gala this week, when she will award Sotoudeh with the One Humanity award for 
defending women’s and children’s rights. The prize acknowledges writers whose work 
“transcends the boundaries of national divides and inspires connections across cultures.” PEN 
Canada also awarded the prize to Sotoudeh in 2011. She is the only person to receive the award 
more than once. Iranian-Canadian human rights activist Nazanin Afshin-Jam MacKay will 
accept the honour on her behalf at a gala Thursday in Toronto. Sotoudeh was arrested in June 
2018 for spreading propaganda and “encouraging corruption and prostitution.” She had 
represented women prosecuted for removing their mandatory headscarf. Last month, she was 
sentenced to 38 years in prison and 148 lashes for national security offences. Afshin-Jam 
MacKay describes Sotoudeh as “an Iranian Mandela” and Atwood is urging international 
support for the renowned activist. “Nasrin Sotoudeh has tirelessly defended women and 
children from exactly the sort of arbitrary judicial rulings that have now been used to silence 
her,” Atwood said Monday in a release. “Let us call on the Iranian authorities to respect 
fundamental justice and grant Nasrin Sotoudeh an immediate and unconditional release.” 
Sotoudeh was also arrested and jailed for six years in 2010, after defending activists detained 
during political protests. She has also been awarded the European Parliament’s 2012 Sakharov 
Prize for Freedom of Thought and the 2018 Ludovic Trarieux Human Rights Prize. PEN 
Canada is the Canadian centre of PEN International, an international community of writers 
that speaks for colleagues silenced in their own countries.  

 
 Available from: https://www.ctvnews.ca/entertainment/margaret-atwood-calls-for-release-of-

imprisoned-human-rights-lawyer-nasrin-sotoudeh-1.4370885.  
 
“Margaret Atwood Receives Rare Honour from Queen Elizabeth.” CTV News, 25 October 2019, 

Online.  
 
 Excerpt: The Queen of Canada has presented the queen of CanLit with a rare royal honour, 

[naming] Margaret Atwood a member of the Order of the Companions of Honour for her 
services to literature. The 79-year-old author of The Handmaid’s Tale and its recently released 
sequel, The Testaments, shook hands with the monarch while accepting the award at a 
ceremony Friday at Windsor Castle. Dressed in a dark dress, brightly multicoloured scarf and a 
wide-brimmed red hat, she told British media that she felt “a bit emotional” in the presence of 
the royal. Founded by King George V in 1917, the Companion of Honour is a special award for 
those who have made a major contribution to the arts, science, medicine, or government over a 
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long period of time. There are just 65 at any one time and a select number of recipients from 
the rest of the Commonwealth may be considered. “Short form, she was brilliant in the war,” 
Atwood told media after the ceremony. “When you see the Queen at her age and her schedule 
that she puts out, it’s an inspiration to everybody, you just keep going….” Other recipients of 
the Companion of Honour include actress Dame Maggie Smith, former British prime minister 
John Major and South African Archbishop and human rights activist Desmond Tutu.  

 
 Available from: https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/margaret-atwood-receives-rare-honour-from-

queen-elizabeth-1.4655786.  
 
“Margaret Atwood Reveals Cover to Her Upcoming Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale.” Canadian Press, 

31 January 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is offering a glimpse into her much-hyped sequel to The 

Handmaid’s Tale. The celebrated novelist tweeted an image of The Testaments front cover and 
it features the outline of a woman wearing the story’s famous bonnet and cloak. But instead of 
the standard red colour described in The Handmaid’s Tale, the attire is bright green. Hidden 
within the minimalist graphic is the form of another woman with arms outstretched, and 
without the cloak and bonnet. 

 
 Atwood has said little about the storyline, except that it was partly inspired by “the world we’ve 

been living in.” Atwood remained tight-lipped Thursday despite seeming to tweet a clue to 
what’s in store for the dystopian saga. “My publishers have locked me in the Naughty Room so 
I won’t be able to hint,” Atwood tweeted from her verified account, @MargaretAtwood. 

 
 In a separate statement provided by her publisher, Atwood heaped praise on illustrator Noma 

Bar for his minimalist art. “It can’t have been easy, but he came through with a cover that is 
fresh and intriguing: within an apparently simple double image, there are hidden figures to be 
discovered—just as in the book. I hope you like it as much as I do.”  

 
 Available from: https://lfpress.com/pmn/entertainment-pmn/books-entertainment-

pmn/margaret-atwood-reveals-cover-to-her-upcoming-sequel-to-the-handmaids-
tale/wcm/9d071e4b-5a69-44f0-a974-4f351c1af217.  

 
“Margaret Atwood Talks The Testaments and Taking on Critics on Twitter.” CBC News, 2 April 2019, 

Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Toxic and negative discourse can plague social media, but for Margaret Atwood 

decades as a writer in the public eye has helped steel her to criticism. “I once got a hate letter 
from somebody who objected to how much I laughed on a radio show. You’re going to get 
criticism for stuff you do from somebody, no matter what it is,” the CanLit icon noted in 
Toronto Tuesday. “The thing I say to young writers is: ‘Not everybody is going to like you or 
your book, so toughen up because that is going to happen.” The award-winning author and 
activist shared the stage Tuesday afternoon with Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey at an 
hourlong discussion moderated by TVO broadcaster Nam Kiwanuka. When faced with 
criticism on social media, Atwood said she considers several questions. “Is it accurate? Is it 
just? Is it based on facts? Are the people lying, which happens quite frequently. People just 
make stuff up and then attribute it to you... I don’t mute or block. I just let them run. Sooner or 
later it will all come out in the wash,” she said. “Sooner or later everybody will wake up in the 
morning and they will say ‘Margaret was always right,’ “she quipped. 

 
 The panel discussed a range of topics, returning regularly to the notion of toxic social media 

behaviour and how the tenor of Twitter discourse has changed over the years (Atwood, on the 
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social network since 2009, says she misses the “jokey” feel of days past). She also shared a few 
lighthearted accounts she enjoys, like the observational one devoted to the statue of Canadian 
poet Al Purdy. “It will never troll you,” she stated. “It observes kindly what is going on….”  

 
 She also offered an update on her anticipated book The Testaments, a sequel to her influential 

novel The Handmaid’s Tale that’s set for release in September. The novel will be launched in 
London through a live event that will be streamed to cinemas worldwide. “I have written [it]. 
We’re in the editing burrow at the moment. I have three days off,” she said, noting that she’ll 
incorporate her editors’ comments into the next draft of her manuscript. The sequel comes 
after the ongoing, “screamingly successful” TV adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale starring 
Elisabeth Moss and the original book’s return to bestseller lists (alongside other dystopian 
classics) in recent years thanks to the political climate worldwide. “You write a book like that 
hoping that it will not come true... “‘Here is a possible future. You are possibly heading towards 
it. Is that where you want to live?’” Atwood said. “I thought it would diminish, that it would 
become less true. Instead it became more true.” She also gave the nod to fans who have 
expanded on the imagery she created, for instance dressing as the novel’s scarlet-robed 
handmaidens to wage silent but powerful protests. “That has been used to great effect in 
different countries around the world.” See also Simon HOUPT story below. 

 
 Available from: https://www.cbc.ca/news/entertainment/atwood-twitter-chat-1.5081823. 
 
“Standing by Their Man.” National Post, 17 May 2019, Section: C, p. A4.  
 
 Atwood among those supporting Conrad Black’s pardon by President Trump. Excerpt: John 

Fraser, the journalist and former editor of Saturday Night magazine—now executive chair of 
the National NewsMedia Council—was a high-school contemporary of Black. He also was a 
driving force in the Toronto society circles that retained an admiration for Black as a 
newspaperman, historian, and literary wit, even as he added criminal to that list. As Master of 
Massey College at the University of Toronto, Fraser hosted a dinner in honour of Black’s 
release from prison, attended by big names such as Margaret Atwood, former Ontario 
Lieutenant Governor Hal Jackman, former Prime Minister John Turner, Indigo founder 
Heather Reisman and her financier husband Gerry Schwartz. One of the parlour games was to 
present Black with news events, both real and imagined, that supposedly happened while he 
was away, so that he could guess which were real. He got them all right. 

 
“Vizetto Announces Angel Round Completion and New Additions to Board of Directors.” PR 

Newswire Europe, 15 January 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Vizetto Inc. announces today the completion of its angel round of investment, which 

exceeded management’s targets in terms of both the amount of capital raised and the calibre of 
new investors participating. The funds will go toward the marketing of its revolutionary 
Reactiv STAGE presentation software and the completion of Reactiv SCRIBBLE whiteboarding 
software. “We are extremely pleased that Vizetto’s rapid expansion in the marketplace has 
fueled our ability to attract the calibre of investment that can propel us ahead in 2019. We are 
confident that the vision and strategic guidance of our new investors and board members will 
prove invaluable,” said CFO, Dushan Batrovic. Additionally, Vizetto today announces the 
addition of four new members to the Board of Directors [including] Margaret Atwood—A 
globally renowned author of more than forty books of fiction, poetry and critical essays, Ms. 
Atwood is also an inventor, teacher and environmental activist.  

 
 Available from: https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/vizetto-announces-angel-round-

completion-and-new-additions-to-board-of-directors-887336554.html.  
 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/entertainment/atwood-twitter-chat-1.5081823
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/vizetto-announces-angel-round-completion-and-new-additions-to-board-of-directors-887336554.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/vizetto-announces-angel-round-completion-and-new-additions-to-board-of-directors-887336554.html
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“We’re Stepping up—Join Us for a Day to Halt This Climate Crisis; We’re Calling for a Global Strike on 
20 September. Disrupting Our Normal Lives Is the Only Way to Secure Our Future.” The 
Guardian, 24 May 2019, Section: Opinion, Online.  

 
 Atwood, along with Geneviève Azam, Tom Ballard, Fadel Barro, Nnimmo Bassey, May Boeve, 

Patrick Bond, Mike Brune, Nicola Bullard, Sharan Burrow, Valérie Cabanes, Rachel Carmona, 
Dr Craig Challen, Noam Chomsky, Maxime Combes, Thomas Coutrot, Cyril Dion, Tasneem 
Essop, Christiana Figueres, Prof Tim Flannery, Nancy Fraser, KC Golden, Tom BK Goldtooth, 
Maggie Gyllenhaal, Dr John Hewson, John Holloway, Prof Lesley Hughes, Tomás Insua, Satvir 
Kaur, Barbara Kingsolver, Winona LaDuke, Jenni Laiti, Bruno Latour, Annie Leonard, Michael 
Mann, Gina McCarthy, Heather McGhee, Luca Mercalli, Moema Miranda, Jennifer Morgan, 
Tadzio Müller, Kumi Naidoo, Mohamed Nasheed, Carlo Petrini, Dr Anne Poelina, Mark 
Ruffalo, Peter Sarsgaard, Dr Vandana Shiva, Rebecca Solnit, Gus Speth, Prof Will Steffen, Tom 
Steyer, Chris Taylor, Terry Tempest-Williams, Aurélie Trouvé, Farhana Yamin, Lennox 
Yearwood were signatories to the following article: On 20 September [2019], at the request of 
the young people who have been staging school strikes around the world, we’re walking out of 
our workplaces and homes to spend the day demanding action on the climate crisis, the 
greatest existential threat that all of us face. It’s a one-day climate strike, if you will—and it will 
not be the last. This is going to be the beginning of a week of action all over the world. And we 
hope to make it a turning point in history. 

 
 We hope others will join us: that people will leave their offices, their farms, their factories; that 

candidates will step off the campaign trail and football stars will leave the pitch; that movie 
actors will scrub off their makeup and teachers lay down their chalk; that cooks will close their 
restaurants and bring meals to protests; that pensioners too will break their daily routines and 
join together in sending the one message our leaders must hear: day by day, a business as 
usual approach is destroying the chance for a healthy, safe future on our planet. 

 
 We are well aware that, by itself, this strike and a week of international climate action won’t 

change the course of events. The good news is that we have the technologies we need—the 
price of a solar panel has plunged 90% in the past decade. And we know the policies to make 
them work: all across the planet some version of a Green New Deal has been proposed, laws 
that would speedily replace fossil fuels with the power of sun and wind, along the way 
providing good jobs and stabilising strong local economies. We salute the people—many of 
them young—working hard to pass those measures against the entrenched opposition of the 
fossil fuel industry. 

 
 The September day of global action is designed to support those people. We hope all kinds of 

environmental, public health, social justice and development groups will join in, but our 
greatest hope is simply to show that those working on this crisis have the backing of millions of 
human beings who harbour a growing dread about our environmental plight but who have so 
far stayed mostly on the sidelines. It may take a few attempts to get those kind of numbers in 
the streets, but we don’t have too long: our window for effective climate action is closing fast. 

 
 We know not everyone can join us. On a grossly unequal planet, some people literally can’t do 

without a single day’s pay, or they work for bosses who would fire them if they dared try. And 
some jobs simply can’t stop: emergency room doctors should keep at their tasks. But many of 
us can put off for 24 hours our usual day to day routine, confident it will be there when we 
return. We hope some people will spend the day in protest: against new pipelines, or the banks 
that fund them; against the oil companies and the politicians that spread their lies. We hope 
others will spend the day putting insulation in the walls of their neighbours’ homes, or building 
cycle paths. We hope everyone will take at least a few minutes in a city park or a farm field or 
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on the roof of their apartment to simply soak in the beauty of the world it’s our privilege to 
protect. 

 
 Obviously this is a lot to ask. A day in the life of the world is a big deal, and all of us are used to 

our routines. But we’re not comfortable letting schoolchildren carry all the weight here—they 
need our backing. And disrupting our normal lives seems key—it’s normal life that is doing us 
in, the fact that we rise each morning and do pretty much the same things we did the day 
before, even amid an unfolding crisis. 

 
 We are the people who happen to be alive at the moment when our choices will determine the 

future for tens of thousands of years: how high the seas will rise, how far the deserts will 
spread, how fast the forests will burn. Part of our work must be to protect the future.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/24/climate-crisis-

global-strike.  
 
“A Word after a Word Is Power.” CBC Gem, 2019. Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood’s work has arguably never been more relevant than it is today. 

Readers are turning to it as they face the rise of authoritarian politics, rapidly evolving 
technologies and the slow-motion disaster of climate change. Her poems and books often 
meditate on survival, and for many, they’re also survival tools in themselves. The success of the 
television adaptation of her novel The Handmaid’s Tale has made Atwood even more of a 
household name. The launch of the book’s highly anticipated sequel, The Testaments, made 
international news. Nearly two million people follow Atwood’s early-morning tweets. 

 
 Yet few know the private Margaret Atwood. Who is the woman behind these stories? How does 

she always seem to know what’s to come? Over the course of a year, a film crew had exclusive 
access to Atwood and her late partner Graeme Gibson as the couple travelled to speaking 
engagements around the world, where Atwood was enthusiastically welcomed by crowds of all 
ages. In the resulting documentary, we get a rare glimpse at the author’s practice as she 
completes the final chapters of The Testaments on planes, on boats and on the road. We also 
accompany Atwood to the set of The Handmaid’s Tale, where she meets with Ane Crabtree, the 
designer of the blood-red robes now worn by protesters around the world, and lead actor 
Elisabeth Moss. The film delves into Atwood’s backstory: her childhood spent in the Canadian 
wilderness, her early days at Harvard, and how she came to meet Gibson and write The 
Handmaid’s Tale. Stories are shared by Atwood’s closest friends and family, and, of course, by 
the author herself. 

 
 Atwood’s major works are also explored and threaded throughout the film, revealing the 

personal and societal factors that informed her writing. Her poetry and prose are read by actor 
Tatiana Maslany.  

 
 The one hour video is available from: 

https://www.cbc.ca/documentarychannel/docs/margaret-atwood-a-word-after-a-word-after-
a-word-is-power. 

 
 See also next story by Victoria AHEARN and a later story by Chris KNIGHT. 
 
AHEARN, Victoria. “Documentary Captures Love Story of Atwood and Gibson.” Times Colonist 

(Victoria, British Columbia), 9 November 2019, Section: Arts, p. C9.  
 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/24/climate-crisis-global-strike
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/24/climate-crisis-global-strike
https://www.cbc.ca/documentarychannel/docs/margaret-atwood-a-word-after-a-word-after-a-word-is-power
https://www.cbc.ca/documentarychannel/docs/margaret-atwood-a-word-after-a-word-after-a-word-is-power
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 Excerpt: When documentary makers Nancy Lang and Peter Raymont were asked to do a film 
on life partners Margaret Atwood and Graeme Gibson, it was meant to be a celebration 
marking the authors’ milestone birthdays. Gibson was turning 85 on Aug. 9, 2019, Atwood will 
be 80 on Nov. 18, and two of the writers’ close friends suggested a piece about their 
relationship and their contributions to Canadian culture and literature. “That was something 
that Margaret really wanted, too,” Raymont said in an interview at the office of his Toronto-
based production company, White Pine Pictures. “Margaret knew that Graeme wasn’t going to 
be with us too much longer. He had dementia and that had been reported and announced, so 
she really wanted the film to be about the both of them. “Little did we know that we captured 
the last year, really, of Graeme’s life.” They also didn’t expect [the] whirlwind that would 
precede the film’s release.  

 
 In theatres Friday in Hamilton and Waterloo, Ont.—with more cities to follow—“Margaret 

Atwood: A Word After A Word After A Word Is Power” comes less than two months after 
Gibson’s death on Sept. 18. He died in London after suffering a severe stroke. As Atwood copes 
with the loss, she’s also busy with The Testaments, which recently co-won the Booker Prize and 
is a sequel to her acclaimed 1985 dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale. The new doc details 
her life and illustrious career as well as that of Gibson, whom she met at a party at Toronto’s 
Grossman’s Tavern in 1969, where they gushed over each other’s work. Their relationship took 
off when Gibson did a photoshoot with Atwood for his early 1970s book Eleven Canadian 
Novelists and became mesmerized. “In the film he talks about that moment where he looked 
through the lens and he saw these eyes and this beautiful woman and he fell in love,” said 
Raymont, who won an Emmy Award in 2007 for “Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of 
Romeo Dallaire.” “It’s kind of a love story between Margaret and Graeme.” 

 
 Lang and Raymont, who co-directed and co-produced the doc, said they didn’t know Atwood 

before embarking on the project in the summer of 2017 and were “rather intimidated” by her 
before cameras rolled. “The only thing we knew was that in some of her interviews she didn’t 
suffer fools, so it only made us a bit more apprehensive,” Lang said with a laugh. “But she was 
so kind to us and generous. Graeme was as well.” Lang, whose previous docs include the 
award-winning “West Wind: The Vision of Tom Thomson,” re-read some of Atwood’s books 
and pored over her archives at the University of Toronto. The filmmakers also used archival 
video footage from the National Film Board of Canada, which gave rich insight into Ottawa-
born Atwood’s childhood, when her family gave her the nickname “Peggy” to differentiate her 
from her mother, who was also named Margaret. Another gold mine: About 14 boxes of 
personal items Atwood had in the basement of her Toronto home, which she let them search 
through. “She’s a pack rat,” Raymont said with a laugh. “Fortunately, for filmmakers and 
biographers and others, she kept all this stuff.” 

 
 The filmmakers travelled with Atwood and Gibson around the world to various literary, 

environmental and social events. Cameras captured the two in some sweet moments—holding 
hands, teasing each other and bonding over a mutual love of nature and literary causes. “I 
asked him once what keeps her going and he said that she feels she has a mission, that she has 
a role now to alert people and keep certain subjects and conversation out there, and especially 
to engage with young people,” said Lang. “That was what we were surprised at in various 
events we went to. You’d think an 80-year-old woman would attract a certain demographic, 
but she attracts all ages and particularly young people.” 

 
 The filmmakers said they were also surprised to discover Atwood’s “delightful sense of 

humour.” “Everyone knows that she’s brilliant and intelligent and whip smart, and this 
dystopian sensibility that she brings to her writing,” said Raymont. “But her sense of fun and 
her playfulness, we hope it comes out in the film. She’s just a delight and a lot of fun to be 
with.” Interviewees in the film include “The Handmaid’s Tale” series star Elisabeth Moss, 
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former governor general Adrienne Clarkson, artist Charles Pachter, and “Alias Grace” series 
director Sarah Polley.... Lang said she’s concluded that Atwood is a “philosopher queen.” “She’s 
not just a writer she’s a very, very deep thinker and reflects on what’s happened in past history 
in order to better understand what’s happening now,” Lang said. She’s also just as relevant 
today as she was early in her career, added Raymont, pointing to Atwood’s prolific presence on 
Twitter and the huge success of “The Handmaid’s Tale” series. “She always seems to be at the 
cutting edge of things,” he said. “Boy, if I or you or any of us could be as sharp and as with it as 
that when we’re that age, wouldn’t that be wonderful?”  

 
ALBRIGHT, Charlotte. “Writer Margaret Atwood Offers, Amid Warnings, ‘Rays of Hope.’” Dartmouth 

News, 23 April, Section: News, p. 1.  
 
 Report of a lecture. Excerpt: Margaret Atwood, the Booker prize-winning author of more than 

50 books, packed the 900-seat Spaulding Auditorium yesterday for the Ethics Institute’s 
annual Dorsett Fellowship Lecture, “In Deepest Dystopia.” The institute, established in 1982 
by a group of Dartmouth faculty to foster the study and teaching of ethics through public 
programs, fellowships, and research funding, often invites distinguished guests to campus to 
discuss their work. Atwood’s audience included many students, who, after her lecture, posed 
wide-ranging questions about her philosophy and creative process. She had spent the 
afternoon working with students affiliated with the Ethics Institute and with a senior seminar 
taught by Assistant Professor of English Alysia Garrison called “Climate Fiction.” Sonu Bedi, 
the institute’s Hans ‘80 and Kate Morris Director and the Joel Parker 1811 Professor in Law 
and Political Science, explained in his introduction that Atwood’s visit to campus was a stroke 
of luck. Two years ago, he was seated next to her on a plane to Indiana, where they were both 
scheduled to give lectures. Bedi thought the person sitting next to him was the famous writer. 
But he wasn’t certain. “She graciously asked me what my talk was about—and you know, you 
ask an academic what they are going to talk about and they will answer—so I did.” Then Bedi 
asked his seatmate, “What is your talk about?” “She said, ‘I am going to talk about a book I’ve 
written called The Handmaid’s Tale,” Bedi said, chuckling. “That’s how we came to have 
Margaret Atwood here today.” 

 
 Blending humor with serious warnings about the rise of authoritarian governments and 

environmental degradation, Atwood discussed the origins of two of her novels, Oryx and 
Crake (2003) and The Handmaid’s Tale (1985). Oryx and Crake, a work of speculative fiction, 
is about a post-apocalyptic group of human-like creatures called Crakers. Their story, Atwood 
said, raises an existential question about genetic engineering. “How far can humans go in the 
alteration department before those altered cease to be human?” 

 
 Eighteen years earlier, in The Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood had spun the chilling fable of a right-

wing theocracy in which women are subjugated and some are forced to bear children. That 
novel has inspired a wildly popular television series, an opera, a ballet, an audiobook, and a 
graphic novel. “I was then living in West Berlin, which was encircled by the Berlin Wall,” 
Atwood recalled. “The Soviet Empire was still in place and was not to crumble for another five 
years. I experienced the wariness, the feeling of being spied on, the claustrophobia of changes 
of subject, and the oblique ways in which people could convey information, and these had an 
influence on what I was writing.” Although the world of The Handmaid’s Tale may seem 
surreal and futuristic, Atwood says the underlying conditions restricting her characters’ 
freedom follow a strict rule she set for herself. “I would not put anything into it that had not 
already happened. Having been born in 1939 and come to consciousness during World War II, 
I knew that established orders could vanish overnight. ‘It can’t happen here’ was not true.” 

 
 During her talk, Atwood, who is Canadian, cited the motto of her alma mater, the University of 

Toronto: “The truth shall make you free.” But, she added, “I can tell you from personal 
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experience that it doesn’t always hold up. Sometimes the truth will get you in trouble, 
especially if you’re living in a totalitarian state. Sometimes the truth will get you imprisoned or 
even murdered. The number of jailed and murdered journalists is increasing every year.” 
Moving away from what she called a “pretty gloomy” view of today’s world, Atwood concluded 
with “rays of hope” for the future. “The under-20s are demanding change,” she said. “And 
carbon emissions can be reversed.” Atwood praised the Orkney Islands of Scotland for setting 
a goal to get all their energy from hydrogen, commended “low-cost and profitable ways of 
reversing carbon emissions and sequestering carbon while increasing biodiversity and 
productivity,” and cheered the creation of a “superpowered version of a plastic-eating enzyme.” 

 
 A long line of students had questions for the author. The first came from Lily Hanig ‘19. “If you 

had one piece of advice to bestow on our generation, what would it be?” she asked. “No. 1, 
vote,” Atwood said. “No. 2, look up the Green New Deal now being proposed.” In his turn at 
the microphone, Jack Jacobs ‘21 said that his mother, a public school librarian, had bought 
Atwood’s novel The Robber Bride on her honeymoon many years ago, and still loves it. “Her 
birthday is coming up,” Jacobs told Atwood. “I wonder if you would you sign it?” Not missing a 
beat, the author replied, “Throw it up here.” As the audience applauded, Jacobs made his way 
to the stage, and Atwood pulled out her pen and signed the book. Responding to a final 
question, about the ethical responsibilities of fiction writers, Atwood issued a call to action. 
“Let’s not say that a writer has a special ethical mission or duty,” she said. “I would prefer to 
say that everybody who lives in a society has a duty of some kind towards that society. I’m 
sorry to harp on voting. But thousands have died to get that right. Why should we ignore it? It 
was hard won and should not be lightly discarded.”  

 
 Available from: https://news.dartmouth.edu/news/2019/04/writer-margaret-atwood-offers-

amid-warnings-rays-hope. See also: GAMBEE, Rachel T. “Margaret Atwood Comes to 
Dartmouth.” Dartmouth Review, 1 May 2019, Online. Available from: 
http://dartreview.com/margaret-atwood-comes-to-dartmouth. 

 
ALTER, Alexandra. “How a Canadian Chain Is Reinventing Book Selling.” New York Times, 1 May 

2019, Online.  
 
 About the expansion of a Canadian bookstore which now markets more than books, in part 

thanks to Atwood. Excerpt: About a decade ago, Heather Reisman, the chief executive of 
Canada’s largest bookstore chain, was having tea with the novelist Margaret Atwood when Ms. 
Atwood inadvertently gave her an idea for a new product. Ms. Atwood announced that she 
planned to go home, put on a pair of cozy socks and curl up with a book. Ms. Reisman thought 
about how appealing that sounded. Not long after, her company, Indigo, developed its own 
brand of plush “reading socks.” They quickly became one of Indigo’s signature gift items. “Last 
year, all my friends got reading socks,” said Arianna Huffington, the HuffPost co-founder and a 
friend of Ms. Reisman’s, who also gave the socks as gifts to employees at her organization 
Thrive. “Most people don’t have reading socks—not like Heather’s reading socks.” Over the last 
few years, Indigo has designed dozens of other products, including beach mats, scented 
candles, inspirational wall art, Mason jars, crystal pillars, bento lunchboxes, herb growing kits, 
copper cheese knife sets, stemless champagne flutes, throw pillows and scarves. It may seem 
strange for a bookstore chain to be developing and selling artisanal soup bowls and organic 
cotton baby onesies. But Indigo’s approach seems not only novel but crucial to its success and 
longevity. The superstore concept, with hulking retail spaces stocking 100,000 titles, has 
become increasingly hard to sustain in the era of online retail, when it’s impossible to match 
Amazon’s vast selection....  

 
 Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/01/books/booksupdate/indigo-books-

canadian-chain.html.  

https://news.dartmouth.edu/news/2019/04/writer-margaret-atwood-offers-amid-warnings-rays-hope
https://news.dartmouth.edu/news/2019/04/writer-margaret-atwood-offers-amid-warnings-rays-hope
http://dartreview.com/margaret-atwood-comes-to-dartmouth
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/01/books/booksupdate/indigo-books-canadian-chain.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/01/books/booksupdate/indigo-books-canadian-chain.html
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BELANGER, Joe. “Stars Align at the Grand; The Penelopiad Brings Together Director Megan Follows 

and Veteran Seana Mckenna as Lead Actor Telling Margaret Atwood’s Story.” London Free 
Press, 19 January 2019, Section: News, p. D1.  

 
 In interview with Megan Follows, who starred on CBC in the miniseries “Anne of Green 

Gables” and “Anne of Avonlea” and who was directing the play and Seana McKenna, a 
mainstay of the Stratford Festival who last season starred in the titular role of Julius Caesar, 
this time starring as Penelope. The interview took place in the office of the Grand’s artistic 
director Dennis Garnhum. See also review of their production in “Reviews of Adaptations of 
Atwood’s Works,” later in this Bibliography. 

 
BILLS-GEDDES, Gary. “Margaret Atwood in Ledbury.” Worcester News, 15 July 2019, Online. 
 
 Report of Atwood’s appearance at the Ledbury Poetry Festival. Excerpt: Half the appeal of 

seeing any celebrity on stage is to study that person’s mannerisms, to second guess what really 
makes them tick. Margaret Atwood was a friendly but formidable presence on the stage of 
Ledbury’s Community Hall on Sunday, July 14. Here was a writer at the top of her game, 
speaking with a clear, measured diction and ending many of her statements—on art, life, 
feminism, politics or literature with an emphatic “yes.” Her hand movements, when they came, 
were slow and measured and her pointing finger was as mesmerising as her imposing stare. No 
wonder Atwood is a guru for many people, young and old. She has the well considered 
opinions which come from a long intellectual life and, although she is naturally cautious when 
asked to give predictions about the state of the planet or the future of feminism, there is the 
sense that the author of The Handmaid’s Tale might just be able to see a little further along the 
road than the rest of us. She also expects to be heard. On one occasion when the excellent 
interviewer Ursula Owen allowed her concentration to slip at little, Atwood regained Ursula’s 
attention by saying in a sing-song voice, “I was talking to you!” It was good natured and 
amusing, and Atwood also displayed a light touch with irony, when she explained how Harvard 
would not allow female lecturers in the 1950s because the university “had high standards.” She 
would take Baden-Powell to her desert island because he could put up the tents, and sex would 
not be an issue... Atwood’s own standards are discerning: as she displayed in choosing moving 
poems from female literary icons, such as Adrienne Rich and Anna Akmatova, as well as from 
lesser known poets.  

 
 Available from: https://www.worcesternews.co.uk/news/17773691.margaret-atwood-ledbury.  
 
BRESGE, Adina. “Exalted by Readers, TV Fans and Activists, Can Handmaid’s Sequel Satisfy 

Everyone?; Can Atwood Live up to Handmaid’s Phenomenon?” Canadian Press, 9 September 
2019, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: In an age of adaptations, reboots and ever-proliferating series, many fans have found 

that more is not always better when it comes to their favourite cultural touchstones. The 
president of the Margaret Atwood Society, a scholarly association devoted to the Toronto-
based writer, said with a text as treasured as The Handmaid’s Tale, the prospect of a follow-up 
can arouse a mix of excitement and dread. Karma Waltonen can trace her professional 
trajectory back to when she first read The Handmaid’s Tale in high school in the 1990s, so she 
can’t wait to see where The Testaments takes her next. “I can’t go back and have that first 
experience of reading this again. It lives inside of me,” said Waltonen, a senior lecturer in the 
writing program at University of California, Davis. “It almost feels like that could happen 
again. I get to go back there anew, and see another glimpse of this world.”  

 

https://www.worcesternews.co.uk/news/17773691.margaret-atwood-ledbury
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 The consensus among cultural tastemakers seems to back up Waltonen’s optimism. The 
Testaments is up for awards in Canada and abroad—making the Giller Prize long list and Man 
Booker Prize short list, respectively—and has received positive reviews. But for purists of the 
original novel, Atwood must meet an entirely different standard: How does the sequel compare 
to the story inside their heads? “There are going to be some people who are unhappy, because 
they’ve imagined what happened, and she might write something different, so they’ll sort of be 
wrong,” said Waltonen. “There is that idea that it could taint that memory... That somehow, 
you’re going to look back and see The Handmaid’s Tale as lesser in that way.” Waltonen said 
many literary loyalists have felt this disappointment as the TV series has strayed away from its 
source material in its second and third seasons, coinciding with a drop-off in critical esteem. 
She said readers and viewers have been introduced to complementary, but often conflicting, 
versions of The Handmaid’s Tale. In some ways, however, this line has blurred as readers have 
tuned in to the TV show, which in turn has driven the book to the top of bestseller lists. 

 
 Available from: https://www.660citynews.com/2019/09/09/exalted-by-readers-tv-fans-and-

activists-can-handmaids-sequel-satisfy-everyone.  
 
—-. “Handmaid’s Tale Sequel Puts Global Spotlight on CanLit Legend Margaret Atwood.” Hamilton 

Spectator, 19 August 2019, Online.  
  
 Excerpt: It’s the international literary event of the season, industry watchers say, and in a rare 

feat, the spotlight will be on a Canadian author. With Margaret Atwood’s long-awaited sequel 
to 1985’s The Handmaid’s Tale to hit shelves on Sept. 10, the publisher and booksellers say the 
hype for The Testaments has already translated into strong preorders, early awards acclaim 
and sold-out events to celebrate the release. “I think it’s thrilling for (Canada’s) literary reach,” 
said Jared Bland, publisher of McClelland & Stewart. “The most talked about, and hopefully 
the most read and discussed book of the fall is going to be by this iconic Canadian author.” At 
the centre of the fanfare is Toronto-based Atwood, who will ring in the book’s midnight launch 
at an event in London, England, that will be beamed to more than 1,000 screens worldwide, 
including in Cineplex theatres across Canada. She’ll then set off on a sprawling book tour that 
includes 10 Canadian stops from Charlottetown to Victoria. 

 
 But behind the scenes, Bland said a “global collaboration of enormous scale” between 

McClelland & Stewart, an imprint of Penguin Random House, and its U.K. and U.S. 
counterparts has been underway to orchestrate the book’s far-reaching rollout. “An event 
publication of this scale across all English-language territories doesn’t happen all that often,” 
Bland said. “Especially, it doesn’t happen all that often when the author’s Canadian.” Over 34 
years in print, Bland said The Handmaid’s Tale has emerged as an “absolutely colossal 
phenomenon,” selling more than eight million English-language copies worldwide as of 
November. In recent years, Bland said the backlist title has surged to the top of bestseller lists 
in light of a hit TV show and perceived modern parallels to the dystopian novel’s tale of a 
totalitarian state that treats women as property. 

 
 With an initial Canadian print run of nearly 200,000 copies, Bland said early indicators 

suggest The Testaments will build on its predecessor’s blockbuster sales. As of last week, the 
novel ranked among Amazon’s 50 bestsellers, while Canada’s largest book retailer says it’s 
been one of the year’s biggest preorders and expects demand will rise as publication day draws 
nearer. In fact, Indigo is projecting that The Testaments will be the top fiction title of 2019. “As 
book lovers, we are just as eager for this sequel as fans across the country are, and believe it 
will be just as successful as the first novel,” Rania Husseini, senior vice-president of print, said 
in a statement. The hype was only furthered when The Testaments won a spot on the Man 
Booker Prize long list, raising hopes among readers that Atwood’s return to the theocratic 
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regime of Gilead—which enslaves women to bear children for an elite group of men—will be 
worth the decades-long wait.  

 
 But in their citation, judges said a “ferocious” nondisclosure agreement precluded any 

description of the book’s “who, how, why and even where.” Bland said asking anyone who sees 
the novel in advance to sign a nondisclosure agreement is one of the precautions the publisher 
is taking to ensure the sequel’s contents stay under wraps. All that’s publicly known about The 
Testaments is that the novel is set 15 years after protagonist Offred’s final scene in The 
Handmaid’s Tale, and that the novel is narrated by three female characters. To prevent any 
other details from getting out, Bland said McClelland & Stewart has taken measures extending 
from how files are shared internally and with printers, security protocols around printing and 
shipping of books and how the publisher works with retailers. Within the publishing house, the 
book is being circulated on a “need-to-read” basis, and Bland is among the rarefied few. 
Pressed to reveal the novel’s secrets, Bland said he could say “nothing, except that I think it’s 
wonderful.”  

 
 But Bland did offer that like The Handmaid’s Tale before it, The Testaments will speak to the 

world we live in, which Atwood has said served as her inspiration. “One of the funny things 
about this book is that its prescience and its relevance is wonderful,” said Bland. “But it’s also a 
sadness. I think Margaret herself would say that she wishes these things weren’t as relevant as 
they still are today.” Following the election of U.S. President Donald Trump, The Handmaid’s 
Tale has been hailed by some as a cautionary tale about the consequences of state 
encroachment on women’s civil and reproductive rights. Fuelled by the Emmy Award-winning 
TV adaptation of the same name, which stars Elisabeth Moss and recently wrapped its third 
season, activists across the globe have adopted the handmaids’ scarlet robes and white bonnets 
as a protest symbol against patriarchal oppression. Hannah McGregor, an assistant professor 
of publishing at Simon Fraser University, said this shows how the “singularity of this historical 
moment” has set up The Testaments to be a smash success, at least in terms of early sales. “It’s 
a sort of perfect alignment of politics, celebrity culture and media,” she said. 

 
 The phenomenon around Atwood is helping keep the Canadian publishing industry healthy, 

she said, because it helps convince multinational companies such as Penguin Random House 
to keep up their presence in Canada. “It means there’s more money available, more resources 
available in the publishing scene,” she said. But it remains to be seen whether those resources 
will trickle down to talented Canadian authors who may lack the sheen of international 
stardom, she said. “I worry that people go to the celebrities, go to the books that have the 
massive media machines behind them,” she said. “I wish more Canadian readers ... who like 
serious Canadian books would turn their attention to what’s getting published by independent 
presses.” 

 
 Available from: https://www.thespec.com/entertainment/2019/08/19/handmaid-s-tale-

sequel-puts-global-spotlight-on-canlit-legend-margaret-atwood.html.  
 
BROWN, Lillian. “Margaret Atwood Talks About ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ Opera and Why the Dystopian 

Classic Still Resonates.” Boston Globe, 7 May 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Any country can become authoritarian given a certain set of conditions. You know, it 

can happen anywhere. And I put [The Handmaid’s Tale] in a place in the United States that 
prided itself on being very open, liberal, and democratic,’’ Margaret Atwood told the crowd at 
WBUR’s CitySpace on Saturday afternoon. “And that would be here.’’ Atwood was back in 
Massachusetts—the setting of her classic novel, The Handmaid’s Tale—for the East Coast 
premiere of Boston Lyric Opera’s production of “The Handmaid’s Tale’’ opera. The best-selling 
author joined composer Poul Ruders and WBUR ARTery senior editor Maria Garcia for a sold-
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out conversation on the project…. “After I read the book, I immediately recognized the huge 
operatic potential,’’ Ruders said. “Such as, I mean, multiple varieties of human emotion and 
relentless ongoing drama of universal importance, sadly enough. And a protagonist—Offred, 
obviously—whose introverted courage even in her seemingly hopeless situation . . . stands out, 
calling out for our admiration and even love.’’ The afternoon featured a performance from 
mezzo-soprano Jennifer Johnson Cano, who portrays Offred, with musical accompaniment 
from librettist Paul Bentley. 

 
 When asked by Garcia about what brings her joy these days, Atwood said, “This opera is 

attracting an audience that is quite different from some of the audiences that are part of the 
standard opera audiences. There’s a lot of young people, who don’t usually go to the opera and 
never have gone to the opera before.… What I’m happy about right now is the generation of 
let’s say under 25, particularly the ones who have become politically articulate about things 
like gun control and the extinction resistance, which is now sweeping through high schools and 
colleges,’’ Atwood continued. “About the United States … I don’t think it’s just going to roll 
over,’’ she said, referring to the youth activists she’s witnessed. “You know, I think it’s going to 
be harder to do totalitarianism here than in a lot of other places, partly because of the history 
and traditions, and partly because it’s so diverse. You can’t just get a hold of one demographic 
of people and convince them all to do your will. Multiplicity is actually a strength under these 
conditions.’’ 

 
 Atwood also attended opening night of the opera on Sunday. In the audience that night was 

ballet legend Mikhail Baryshnikov, who came to support his daughter, Shura Baryshnikov, the 
opera’s movement director. Shura Baryshnikov’s mother, Academy Award-winner Jessica 
Lange, was in town for the opera’s final dress rehearsal.  

 
 Available from: https://www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/names/2019/05/06/margaret-

atwood-talks-about-the-handmaid-tale-opera-and-why-dystopian-classic-still-
resonates/4C29MP6BG4FDuxxHFmybWN/story.html.  

 
CHRISTENSEN, Lauren. “‘How We Weep for Our Beloved’: Writers and Thinkers Remember Toni 

Morrison.” New York Times, 6 August 2019, Section: Books, Online.  
 
 Includes Atwood’s comments upon hearing of death of Toni Morrison: Toni Morrison was a 

giant of her times and ours. Her novel, Beloved, is a heartbreaking testimony to the ongoing 
ravages of slavery, and should be read by all. That her strong voice will now be missing in this 
age of the renewed targeting of minorities in the United States and elsewhere is a tragedy for 
the rest of us.  

 
 Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/06/books/remembering-toni-

morrison.html.  
 
CREW, Jemma. “Margaret Atwood Thrills Fans by Reading from Her Latest Novel.” ITV Report, 10 

September 2010, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood wowed fans by reading from her latest novel, The Testaments, 

minutes before it went on sale at midnight. The Canadian author treated around 400 book 
lovers to a short reading from the start of her hotly-anticipated follow-up to The Handmaid’s 
Tale. Shortly before midnight, fans at Waterstones in Piccadilly, central London, cheered as 
Atwood stepped onto the podium, smiling and waving. “Thank you very much, that’s lovely. 
And I understand we are doing a countdown to midnight, so I may have to read really fast,” she 
joked to the room…. Moments later [those present] counted down from 10 as the clock struck 
midnight, when Atwood rang a small silver bell and handmaids cloaked in red whisked away a 
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blue velvet covering to unveil the new book. The author then posed holding her latest work and 
hugged staff members…. Earlier, six handmaids and two Pearl Girls dressed in silver walked 
through the doors of the bookshop, followed by around 400 guests, shortly after 8pm on 
Monday night. Green, blue and white placards reading “Free the women of Gilead” and 
“Reading and writing are human rights” lined the storefront to mark the launch. Fans, keen to 
be among the first to get their hands on the sought-after follow-up, enjoyed a “one-night 
festival” of speeches, crafts and Atwood appreciation, washed down by themed cocktails.  

 
 Available from: https://www.itv.com/news/2019-09-10/margaret-atwood-thrills-fans-by-

reading-from-her-latest-novel.  
 
DAVIS, Rachel. “Margaret Atwood Discusses Her ‘Prophetic’ Novel, Effects of New Science 

Developments on Society.” Technician, 17 November 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: On Friday, Nov. 15, Margaret Atwood … visited Talley Student Union’s State Ballroom 

and discussed a plethora of issues mentioned in her 2003 award-winning novel, Oryx and 
Crake. In partnership with the Genetic Engineering and Society Center and Friends of the 
Library at NC State, Atwood examined the implications of new technologies like genetic 
manipulation, as well as the dangers of climate change and corporate domination on our 
society. The evening began at 6 p.m. with an exciting welcome from Jennifer Kuzma, co-
director of the Genetic Engineering and Society Center…. Afterwards, Greg Rashke, senior vice 
provost and director of libraries, introduced Margaret Atwood, who turned 80 on Monday, 
Nov. 18, to a crowd of over 1,000. Naturally, Atwood was greeted with an enormous standing 
ovation while she took her place in front of the podium. “Thank you very much,” Atwood said 
to the standing crowd. “I’m not the queen, but I can do a pretty good imitation.” Before she 
started her speech, Atwood told the crowd she is not an expert on ethics, genetics or the future. 
In addition, she announced Oryx and Crake had just appeared on the British Broadcasting 
Company’s list of “100 Novels That Shaped Our World.” She admitted she was quite surprised 
by this honor, saying The Handmaid’s Tale and The Testaments were more influential, 
especially in the realm of clothing. “[It] generated not only some very TV-effective costumes 
for protesting the rollback of women’s rights, but also very briefly a sexy handmaid’s outfit for 
Halloween that disappeared amidst howls of outraged disbelief,” Atwood joked. However, 
Atwood said the acclaim for Oryx and Crake was a good thing, but it was not a good thing that 
the novel was being called “prophetic.” 

 
 Atwood began to discuss contemporary issues and developments in our society that are 

present in Oryx and Crake, like the expansion of genetic alteration, CRISPR technology, 
climate change and environmental extinction. She said the extinction rebellion movement 
seems to be a bipartisan effort. “It is perhaps dawning on them that a world containing nothing 
but money will render money useless, as there will no longer be any food, fresh water or 
oxygen left that you can buy with your hard cash,” Atwood said. “And by the way, you can’t eat 
Bitcoins.” She also told the crowd to send a copy of Oryx and Crake to each of their 
congressmen with the message: “Get cracking on the climate crisis and plastic in the ocean,” or 
else the dystopian world present in the novel may become reality. Although the scientific 
technology mentioned has many disadvantages, Atwood recognizes there are also many 
advantages to these inventions, like creating new plant species that are more drought-resistant 
to prevent food shortages. But Atwood also stressed the main question of her novel: What if we 
continue the road we already are on? How slippery is this slope? What are our saving graces? 
Who’s got the will to stop us? “Writers write about what worries them, and the world of Oryx 
and Crake is what worries me right now,” Atwood said. “It’s not a question of our inventions. 
All human inventions are merely tools, but what might be done with them?” However, Atwood 
said there are current technological developments that are directed to environmental 
improvements rather than digging a deeper hole. For example, she mentioned the Dutch have 
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created an effective method of cleaning up the plastic garbage in the ocean, the discovery that 
milkweed fluff is effective in cleaning up oil spills rather than the use of chemicals, and the 
legalization of hemp in certain states will bring back the use of hemp for fabrics, papers and 
foods. Atwood also said the increasing education of women not only contributes greatly to the 
GNP of any country, but is also carbon positive. “There is always hope,” Atwood said. “With 
hope, people will make an effort. An effort is what we will need to make. The good news is that 
there is still time; the bad news is we are running out of it. Be advised accordingly.” 

 
 After Atwood’s speech, the Q&A session, Atwood gave the crowd a glimpse into her writing 

process, saying she writes everything first and then researches all of the concepts after to see if 
she got them correct. She once again stressed the importance of dialing back the use of 
chemicals and plastics as well as the significance of investing in education and valuing 
regulation. However, she also said society should value the responsible stewardship of science, 
technology and the environment. “We should value it; it’s just kind of hard to enforce it,” 
Atwood said. “It’s just so tempting to do new things and make something new. Who’s going to 
do the regulation? Who’s going to be in charge of this? ... How much say will those people have 
in what is actually being done?”  

 
 Available from: http://www.technicianonline.com/arts_entertainment/article_a8147b10-

0995-11ea-89ae-1f94d83e73ba.html. The speech itself is available here: 
https://mediasite.wolfware.ncsu.edu/online/Play/e1af02ca3496425ba753aa2ef9202de51d.  

 
DEX, Robert. “Booker Prize Shortlist 2019: Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments and Salman Rushdie’s 

Quichotte up for This Year’s Award; from Margaret Atwood’s Unpublished New Novel to a 998 
Page-Long Stream of Consciousness.” London Evening Standard, 3 September 2019, Section: 
Books, Online.  

 
 The original thirteen Booker long list is reduced to a short list of six. Excerpt: Atwood, who 

won the prize in 2000, is among six writers in the running for the £50,000 prize. Another 
heavyweight is Salman Rushdie, who won the Booker in 1981. They are up against Turkish 
novelist Elif Shafak, Nigerian Chigozie Obioma, Londoner Bernadine Evaristo and Lucy 
Ellman whose novel, Ducks, Newbury Port, is a massive 998 page-long stream of 
consciousness. The shortlist was announced this morning by the chairman of judges Peter 
Florence at the British Library. He said: “Like all great literature, these books teem with life, 
with a profound and celebratory humanity.” The shortlist was chosen from 151 titles, with the 
eventual winner announced on Monday October 14 at an awards ceremony at Guildhall....  

 
 Available from: https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/books/booker-prize-shortlist-2019-

a4227566.html.  
 
DIAZ, Erica. “Someone Just Tried to Mansplain The Handmaid’s Tale to Its Author—and Got Shut All 

the Way Down.” Comic Sands, 5 July 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Generally speaking, the foremost expert on any piece of work is the person who 

created it. That is, unless, you’re “some random guy” on Twitter. Then obviously you’re the 
expert. Yup, sarcasm. Margaret Atwood, author of The Handmaid’s Tale, came up against her 
very own “some random guy” just a few short days ago. For those who have not read her work 
or seen Hulu’s take on it, The Handmaid’s Tale chronicles a dystopian United States where 
religion has taken over and forced reproduction is par for the course. Women are routinely 
kidnapped, raped, beaten, forced into reproductive servitude, etc... all in the name of religion. 
When Ms. Atwood wrote it, she didn’t imagine that it would become as horrifyingly accurate as 
it has. Women are being criminally tried for miscarriages. Total abortion bans with no 
exceptions for rape or incest are being pushed. Lawmakers with no understanding of how the 
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body works are trying to force medical procedures that don’t exist and are likely to kill the 
mother. Pregnant women are being referred to as “host bodies.” Here we are, staring down the 
barrel of Gilead. Which, in case you were wondering, is not a good thing. 

 
 Through this all, Margaret Atwood has been outspoken about how terrifyingly wrong things 

are going, particularly because the parallels to her work of horror-fiction have become 
undeniable. A few days ago she shared an article about Marshae Jones. Marshae was shot in 
the abdomen during an argument when she was five months pregnant. The shooter was let go 
without any charges, but Marshae—the shooting victim—was charged in the death of her 
unborn child. Police and lawmakers in Alabama stated that Marshae alone, not the person who 
pulled the trigger and shot her, was responsible for the fetal demise. After massive public 
outcry the charges were dropped. But imagine if social media and activism hadn’t managed to 
intervene. Worldwide there are countless women currently jailed for miscarriages. Marshae 
Jones narrowly missed being one of them. Margaret Atwood, like many others, sees the 
warning signs clearly. [Here is her tweet]: The Handmaid’s Tale comes to life in 
Alabama. Women must heed the warning 

 
 Enter random guy—who we would like to think is just trolling, but honestly does that make this 

better or worse?—we aren’t sure. Either way, he decided to poke at Atwood’s tweet with this 
gem:  @MargaretAtwood @Asher_Wolf I think you and I were watching different 
shows... Normally, after a tweet this asinine we would include a reaction GIF. No need this 
time, though. Twitter did it for us. Repeatedly. Example: Dude. Nah. Things got interesting in 
the comments section as people tried to explain where his tweet went so off the rails and were 
met with his utter confusion.  

 
 Then, in what people assume is an attempt to gain more followers, he started retweeting 

literally anything he was tagged in. We aren’t sure he grasps how Twitter works—or how 
trolling works, for that matter. [Examples]: I think you’re getting Duck Tales and The 
Handmaid’s Tales mixed up... ; [and] Hold up. Please say I’m reading this wrong. 
Please tell me this person seriously DID NOT just try to take on Margaret Atwood 
about her own freaking book!?! WTAF?  

 
 Story available at: https://www.comicsands.com/mansplain-handmaids-tale-margaret-

atwood-2639093811.html.  
  
DUNDAS, Deborah. “The Handmaid’s Tale Graphic Novel Lets Illustrator Renée Nault Find Room for 

Her Own Ideas.” Toronto Star, 21 March 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: “I remember it well,” says Anita Chong about a summer afternoon in 2012 where the 

idea of a graphic-novel rendering of The Handmaid’s Tale was born. Margaret Atwood, the 
book’s famous author, had invited Chong, along with another editor from McClelland and 
Stewart (the late Ellen Seligman) and art director Jennifer Lum over to her house: she wanted 
one of her books to get a graphic adaptation. But which one? They all agreed it had to be The 
Handmaid’s Tale. “It is a narrative, frankly, which has only gained in significance and 
relevance,” says Chong, adding that the iconography, with the whole social order visualized by 
the colour people wore, made it a natural. It had, at that point, “been a movie, a ballet, an 
opera.” So visual cred was there. But it had yet to be a television show—which is significant to 
the graphic novel’s creation story. The gang at M&S looked around for artists they thought 
could pull it off. 

 
 It was about this time that Vancouver-island based artist Renée Nault, now 38, enters the 

narrative. A few years earlier, Nault had illustrated for the Los Angeles Times a review of 
Atwood’s book The Year of the Flood. She had taken Sheridan College’s three-year illustration 
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program and was now the creator of the Witchling comic, an illustrator, and a participant in 
TCAF (The Toronto Comic Arts Festival) where Lum had initially scouted her. Nault, along 
with a few others, were asked to submit audition packages. “Right away I was very excited and 
of course I had read the book in high school. I was 100 per cent on board right from the get-
go,” says Nault. Keep in mind: this was before the TV series, and Nault made a point of not 
watching an earlier movie version. 

 
 As Nault points out, colours define roles in Gilead: red for the handmaids; blue for the wives; 

dull green for the Marthas, who serve as domestics. “It’s sort of a designer’s dream because 
everything is colour-coded already and you just sort of have to guide the viewer with the 
symbols that already exist,” she says. That colour-coding gave her another way of signifying 
what was going on; so, when she created the scenes set in Gilead, she used only those colours. 
When she painted scenes flashing back to the time before, she used “the full spectrum of 
colours” evoking what we see every day, and a more normal time. We still have the audition 
package and it is jaw-dropping,” says Chong. “The attention to detail, the thoughtfulness about 
every aspect of it, whether the costuming or the sets or her interpretation of these Gileadean 
iconography was really quite breathtaking.” Nault was hired. She first approached the 
adaptation as a movie script, “with character, dialogue and descriptions of the images that we 
would see.” That took a few months. 

 
 Although the front cover of the book, out next Tuesday, reads “Art & Adaptation Renée Nault,” 

she didn’t actually write anything—it was more an editing process, she says, using the words 
Atwood had already written. “I basically tried to figure out what are the core passages that 
make this book, that give it its personality, not just the events,” Nault says. “Offred’s internal 
monologue is so key to me … especially some of the wordplay. [It] really reminds me of 
Margaret because it’s so reserved but also very dry and witty and with this dark sense of 
humour.” Making it seem almost autobiographical. Although, she says, she was “kind of 
nervous to ask something so personal” during their creative conversations. Atwood, in 
response to an email from the Star, wrote: “I think that’s for others to say, but of course 
anything you write goes through your head in some way. A man once said to me at a reading, 
‘The HM Tale is autobiography.’ ‘No it isn’t,’ I said. ‘But it’s set in the future,’ I said. ‘You can’t 
get out of it that way,’ said he. However, Agatha Christie wrote of many murders ... but did she 
commit any? The world would like to know.” 

 
 Nault and Atwood and the editors and art directors collaborated, going back and forth about 

each drawing and the text each step of the way, ensuring Atwood ultimately approved. One 
thing from the original book Nault wanted to ensure she kept was a vagueness about calendar 
years. “When Margaret and I talked before I started the book about what time it would be set 
in … we tried to avoid really obvious time signifiers” like technology, she said. When she did 
draw computers, phones or cars, for example, Nault made them nondescript in an effort to 
transcend design trends or styles. Strikingly, she painted each one of the pages by hand—in 
watercolour, eschewing technology at almost every stage. “There’s this tactile quality and 
there’s the quality of accident that the computer can never duplicate,” says Nault. “Especially 
with watercolour, the paint behaves how it wants to behave. A blob or halo will just sort of 
appear and you work with that. And I think that becomes some of the best parts of the art.” 
(Although, in the final stages, it was corrected if a blob of paint landed, for example, on a 
character’s face.) It’s not watercolour in the wispy, transparent way you’re used to seeing it. 
“There’s a really underused method where if you use them straight out of the tube, like pure 
pigment, they’re incredibly vivid and they have an amazing spontaneous quality,” says Nault. 
“They do whatever they want on the page and you have to work with them instead of 
controlling them.” It’s a rich, visceral approach to telling the story, which Nault first came 
across when she read The Handmaid’s Tale in high school. She says she has gone back to it 
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many times over the years. “Reading it again, every time you read it there’s something new you 
pick up on and oh, that’s so relevant to right now.” 

 
 And then, disaster struck. She injured her wrist “in a fall” that slowed the drawing process 

right down, from at least eight hours a day to two. Sometimes, though, disaster has its positive 
points. During the seven years it took to create the book—stretched out because of Nault’s wrist 
injury—the timing became even better. Its popularity exploded internationally: its dystopian 
slant echoes many of the issues facing a Donald Trump America—eroding women’s rights, the 
rise of religious fundamentalism; the television adaptation is now in its second season; the 
iconography of the red bonnet has become a symbol of oppression and is used by protesters 
around the world. In a piece about Nault at comicsbeat.com, Stephen Harrick said “Nault 
brings a magnificent sorrow to her comics work.” It’s a lovely description and Nault, who says 
depression is a factor in her life, wants to show “that sadness is OK and that it’s something that 
passes.” It’s a tension that provides hopefulness as well as acknowledging that the world is not 
a perfect place—a sensibility that works well with The Handmaid’s Tale. As with the original 
this book ends, too, with Offred stepping into a van—and, in the final pages, with a council 
looking back on the history of Gilead. It’s not the final word on Offred’s fate; Atwood’s sequel 
The Testaments, to be released in September, will take the story further, picking up where the 
original left off and becoming yet another work—after the series, the opera, the play and 
Nault’s creation—drawing inspiration from the original novel. ‘Yes it is,’ he said.  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/03/21/the-handmaids-

tale-graphic-novel-lets-illustrator-renee-nault-find-room-for-her-own-ideas.html.  
 
—-. “Margaret Atwood, Andre Alexis among 12 Authors up for $100,000 Giller Book Prize.” Toronto 

Star, 3 September 2019, Section: Books, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Twelve Canadian writers and their books made what can only be called a very 

balanced list, with no big surprises. They were chosen from a field of 117 books. In alphabetical 
order, the longlisted nominees are: 

 Andre Alexis for his novel Days by Moonlight, published by Coach House Books. Technically 
this is the fifth in his quincunx (the third or fourth is yet to come), which included the 2015 
Giller winner Fifteen Dogs. This is Alexis’s third time on the long list; he was a finalist for 
Childhood in 1998. 

 Margaret Atwood for her novel The Testaments (McClelland & Stewart). This followup to 
her wildly popular The Handmaid’s Tale, due Sept. 10, has already been longlisted for the 
Booker Prize. She’s been a Giller nominee three previous times: for Alias Grace in 1996 (which 
won), Oryx and Crake in 2003 and The Year of the Flood in 2009. 

 David Bezmozgis for his short-story collection Immigrant City (HarperCollins). This is his 
third time nominated; he was a finalist in 2014 for The Betrayers and in 2011 for The Free 
World. 

 Michael Christie for his third novel Greenwood (McClelland & Stewart). Christie is a 
multiple nominee, with two previous books on the long list: The Beggar’s Garden in 2011 and 
If I Fall, If I Die in 2015. 

 Megan Gail Coles for her novel Small Game Hunting at the Local Coward Gun Club 
(Anansi Fiction). This is Coles’ first appearance on a Giller list. 

 Michael Crummey for his novel The Innocents (Doubleday Canada). He was a Giller finalist 
for River Thieves in 2001. 

 Adam Foulds for his novel Dream Sequence (Biblioasis). Originally from London, England, 
now living in Toronto, Fould is a Giller first-timer but was previously nominated for the 
Booker Prize. 

 K.D. Miller for her short-story collection Late Breaking (Biblioasis). This is her first 
appearance on the Giller list; the book received multiple nominations for other prizes. 

https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/03/21/the-handmaids-tale-graphic-novel-lets-illustrator-renee-nault-find-room-for-her-own-ideas.html
https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/03/21/the-handmaids-tale-graphic-novel-lets-illustrator-renee-nault-find-room-for-her-own-ideas.html
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 Alix Ohlin for her novel Dual Citizens (Anansi Fiction). She was a finalist for Inside in 2012. 
 Steven Price for his novel Lampedusa (McClelland & Stewart). His 2016 book By Gaslight 

was also longlisted. 
 Zalika Reid-Benta for her debut short story collection Frying Plantain, (Astoria). 
 Ian Williams for his debut novel Reproduction (Random House Canada). Williams is a first-

time Giller nominee although he’s well known for his poetry (he was shortlisted for the 2013 
Griffin Prize). 

 
 This year’s jury is made up of chair Randy Boyagoda, a Giller-nominated author and University 

of Toronto professor; Scottish-Sierra Leonean writer Aminatta Forna; Bosnian-American 
writer Aleksandar (Sasha) Hemon; Toronto writer Donna Bailey Nurse and Toronto playwright 
José Teodoro. “Canadian fiction in 2019 is as confident in its exploration and interrogation of 
the local as it is curious and voracious in its engagement with the world beyond our borders, 
with time and place being understood in ways that are expansive, warping and unexpectedly 
intimate,” the jury said in a collective statement. This list will be whittled down to six finalists, 
to be announced Sept. 30. Those authors will convene across Canada and in New York at 
Between the Pages events, which include readings, panel discussions and book signings. The 
Giller winner will be announced at a gala in Toronto on Nov. 18. The prize was founded in 1994 
by businessman Jack Rabinovitch to honour his wife, literary journalist and former Toronto 
Star books editor Doris Giller.  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/09/03/margaret-

atwood-andre-alexis-among-12-authors-up-for-100000-giller-book-prize.html.  
 
EMBURY, Sabrina. “See How Margaret Atwood and Jonathan Lethem and More Draw a Bunny.” New 

York Times, 1 March 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: I started this 10-second rabbit project a little over a decade ago as a way of channeling 

the artistic curiosity of the inspiring people around me. At parties I’d collect unsigned, loose-
leaf doodles from people around a room, and then we’d guess who drew each based on our 
assumptions about one another. Like handwriting analysis, but with bunnies. Why bunnies? 
Because they’re tough to mistake for any other creature, thanks to the exaggerated stretch of 
their ears. They’re fun to draw even for people who possess no art skills at all…. I later began 
asking authors at readings to sign their books with a rabbit, scrawled in 10 seconds or less. The 
time limit gave the whimsical scheme structure, and it also put participants at ease; I wasn’t 
asking for serious art. Still, they’d often protest, “I can’t draw!” before inevitably conceding, 
and eventually admitting they enjoyed the break from routinely asking to whom they should 
inscribe the book. Margaret Atwood, for one, embraced my request with a glow: “This is great!” 
she said, adding a carrot. Others (I’ve amassed 70 of these over the years), both reluctant and 
charmed, would sigh a “here goes” as I counted to 10....  

 
 Atwood’s bunny plus bunnies and comments from other authors are available from: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/01/books/sabra-embury.html.  
 
FANE PRODUCTIONS, editor. In Conversation with Margaret Atwood: 10 September 2019, 

National Theatre. Penguin, 2019. 1 booklet (6 unnumbered pages). A collection of promotional 
material for the presentation of Atwood’s new book The Testaments. Includes 1 poster, 1 
booklet, 1 bookmark, 1 leaflet, 1 round metal pin.  

 
 The promotional material was issued in occasion of the event “In Conversation with Margaret 

Atwood”, 10 September 2019, held at National Theatre, London. “... This unprecedented way of 
launching a book was inspired by Margaret’s own passion for digital technology and 
innovation and would not have been possible without her trust and support” —Booklet 

https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/09/03/margaret-atwood-andre-alexis-among-12-authors-up-for-100000-giller-book-prize.html
https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/09/03/margaret-atwood-andre-alexis-among-12-authors-up-for-100000-giller-book-prize.html
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introduction, signed by Alex [Alexander] Fane. “Special guest: Margaret Atwood; Interviewer: 
Samira Ahmed; Readers: Ann Dowd, Sally Hawkins, Lily James; Managing Director: Fane 
Productions, Alexander Fane” —Page [2] of booklet. “‘The literary event of the year’. Guardian. 
Margaret Atwood, The Testaments. The sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale” —On Poster. “In 
Conversation with Margaret Atwood is a celebration of the global publication of the Booker-
longlisted The Testaments, Margaret Atwood’s highly anticipated sequel to her seminal work, 
The Handmaid’s Tale. The event will include a Q&A between Margaret Atwood and Samira 
Ahmed, readings from special guest Lily James and the screening of never-before-seen footage 
from a documentary on Atwood’s life and work” —National Theatre’s website, March, 2020. 

 
FLOOD, Alison. “Canadian Author Graeme Gibson Dies Aged 85; Long-Term Partner of Margaret 

Atwood Had Dementia but Continued to Travel with Her on Book Tour for The Testaments.” 
The Guardian, 18 September 2019, Section: World News, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: The Canadian author and conservationist Graeme Gibson has died at the age of 85. 

Gibson was the long-term partner of Margaret Atwood, and was with the novelist while she 
toured to promote her new book, The Testaments. Atwood said in a statement this afternoon 
that her family was “devastated by the loss of Graeme, our beloved father, grandfather, and 
spouse, but we are happy that he achieved the kind of swift exit he wanted and avoided the 
decline into further dementia that he feared.” The novelist, who had been with Gibson since 
the early 1970s, said he “had a lovely last few weeks, and he went out on a high, surrounded by 
love, friendship and appreciation.” “We are grateful for his wise, ethical and committed life,” 
said the author, who is currently promoting her sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale but had 
cancelled events this week due to an “unforeseen family illness.” Gibson had dementia, but 
continued to travel with Atwood, who told Time magazine earlier this month that she had 
completed The Testaments while caring for him. Gibson’s publisher, Penguin Random House 
Canada, described him as “such a beloved and distinguished author” and “a friend to several 
generations of Canadian writers.” “His influence on the lives of writers in this country has been 
profound and far-reaching. We are grateful for that superlative legacy, one that will continue to 
flourish, and also grateful for our own experiences working with Graeme: a true gentleman, 
whose gracious, elegant, and witty manner touched all who knew him,” said chief executive, 
Kristin Cochrane. 

 
 Gibson’s books included a miscellany of writings about birds, The Bedside Book of Birds, and 

The Bedside Book of Beasts, in which he wanted to “celebrate the deeply moving truth of 
creatures that are truly wild.” He wrote novels including Five Legs, the stream-of-
consciousness story of two guilt-ridden young men which, when published in 1969, was 
described by one reviewer as having “more potent writing in it, page for page, than any other 
young Canadian novel that I can think of.” An ornithologist and conservationist, he also co-
founded the Writers’ Trust of Canada and the Writers’ Union of Canada, served as president of 
PEN Canada, and won awards including the Harbourfront Festival Prize and the Toronto Arts 
Award. An interviewer once said that “every woman writer should be married to Graeme 
Gibson.” Atwood told The Guardian in 2000—in a profile which described Gibson as a man 
who “exudes, bursts, beams with pride” for his partner—that “we got that put on to a T-shirt 
for him, in fact.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/sep/18/canadian-author-graeme-

gibson-dies-aged-85.  
 
—-. “Margaret Atwood’s Handmaid’s Tale Sequel Escapes from Tight Secrecy; Strict Measures Meant 

to Keep All Details of The Testaments Confidential until Publication Have Fallen through for 
Some US Readers.” The Guardian, 4 September 2019, Section: Books, Online.  
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 Excerpt: Hundreds of readers in the US have received early copies of The Testaments, 
Margaret Atwood’s heavily embargoed follow-up to The Handmaid’s Tale, after copies were 
shipped out early by Amazon. Security around the novel had been as tight as anything 
mounted for JK Rowling or Dan Brown’s blockbuster releases—the judges for the Booker prize, 
who shortlisted The Testaments for the award on Wednesday, were warned they would be held 
liable if their watermarked copies leaked. But since Tuesday, readers have been posting images 
on Twitter of their freshly delivered copies, a week before the novel’s official release on 10 
September. The Guardian understands that despite the measures that had bookshops 
promising to store copies of the novel in a secured area until publication day, around 800 
orders were shipped early, but only in the US. In a statement, The Testaments’ publisher 
Penguin Random House said the cause was “due to a retailer error which has now been 
rectified.” “We appreciate that readers have been waiting patiently, in some cases for more 
than 30 years, for the much anticipated sequel ... In order to ensure our readers around the 
world receive their copies on the same day, our global publication date remains Tuesday 10 
September,” it said. On Thursday, an Amazon spokesperson said: “Due to a technical error a 
small number of customers were inadvertently sent copies of Margaret Atwood’s The 
Testaments. We apologise for this error; we value our relationship with authors, agents, and 
publishers, and regret the difficulties this has caused them and our fellow booksellers.” The 
leak angered independent booksellers, who took to social media to complain about the lack of 
repercussions for Amazon. When dealing with an individual bookshop that has broken an 
embargo, publishers often delay future deliveries in order to punish them by denying them a 
rush of first day sales. Publishers Weekly reported on Wednesday that several booksellers had 
contacted PRH representatives to complain about Amazon’s mistake and demand that they 
sanction the retailer for violating the embargo.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/margaret-atwoods-

handmaid-s-tale-sequel-tight-secrecy-the-testaments.  
 
—-. “Rushdie and Atwood Join Calls to Restore Citizenship to Critic of Modi; More Than 250 Authors 

Urge India’s Prime Minister to Reinstate Overseas Citizenship of British Journalist Aatish 
Taseer.” The Guardian, 14 November 2019, Section: Books, Online. 

 
 Excerpt: Salman Rushdie, Orhan Pamuk and Margaret Atwood are among more than 250 

authors calling on India’s Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, to review the decision to strip 
British Indian writer Aatish Taseer of his Indian citizenship, saying that the move “flies in the 
face of India’s traditions of free and open debate.” Taseer, who was born in the UK but grew up 
in India, is a novelist, memoirist and journalist. In May, he wrote a cover story for Time 
magazine under the headline “India’s Divider in Chief”, which was highly critical of Modi’s 
government. Last week, Taseer was stripped of his overseas citizenship of India (OCI) status, 
meaning he may be blacklisted and thus never able to return to the country, according to the 
free-speech organisation PEN.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/nov/14/rushdie-atwood-restore-

citizenship-critic-modi.  
 
FLOOD, Alison and Jade CUTTLE. “Handmaid’s Sales: Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments Is 

Immediate Hit; Novelist’s Return to the Dystopia of Gilead Sold More Than 100,000 Copies in 
Hardback in Its First Week on Sale in the UK.” The Guardian, 17 September 2019, Section: 
Books, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: A hardback copy of Margaret Atwood’s follow-up to The Handmaid’s Tale, The 

Testaments, was sold every four seconds in the UK last week, according to sales figures that 
show the dystopian novel racing to the top of this week’s book charts. Published at midnight on 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/margaret-atwoods-handmaid-s-tale-sequel-tight-secrecy-the-testaments
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Monday, The Testaments had sold 103,177 hardbacks by Saturday, according to official book 
sales monitor Nielsen BookScan. Set 15 years after the end of The Handmaid’s Tale, the novel 
traces the continued evolution of Atwood’s totalitarian state of Gilead, where women are 
reduced to their wombs and justification is found in the Bible for every abuse of power. 
Publisher Vintage said that the sales made The Testaments the biggest hardback fiction title of 
the year, with sales of more than double those of any other hardback novel published to date in 
just five days in shops. Demand for Atwood’s dystopian vision also sent The Handmaid’s Tale 
back into the paperback charts in second place, 34 years after it was first published. The sales 
make The Testaments this week’s fastest seller by far. But they fail to overtake Harper Lee’s Go 
Set a Watchmen, which sold 168,455 print copies in its first week on sale in 2015. Both pale 
beside first-week sales of Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol, which sold 551,000 print copies in its 
first week in 2009, JK Rowling’s script for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, which sold 
more than 680,000 copies in the UK in three days in 2016, and Rowling’s Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows, which sold 1.8m copies of the children’s edition and 780,000 copies of 
the adult edition in 2007.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/17/handmaids-sales-

margaret-atwoods-the-testaments-is-immediate-hit.  
 
FRASER, Garnet. “Margaret Atwood Interview to Air Live in Cinemas to Promote Handmaid’s Tale 

Sequel.” Toronto Star, 7 March 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Author Margaret Atwood will be broadcast into more than 1,000 cinemas worldwide 

on Sept. 10 to tout the publication of The Testaments, her sequel to her The Handmaid’s Tale. 
Live from the National Theatre in London, the 79-year-old Toronto resident will be 
interviewed by journalist and author Samira Ahmed about her career and her return to the 
world of Gilead, setting of her dystopic novel from 1985 that has inspired an award-winning 
TV series. The event will be beamed live to U.K. and North American theatres—including 
Cineplex cinemas across Canada—and on a delayed basis in Australia and New Zealand. The 
Testaments, to be released the same day as the cinema event, is said to pick up The 
Handmaid’s Tale story 15 years after its protagonist Offred stepped into the unknown. 
Thursday’s news release announcing the event said the September event, presented in 
partnership with the international women’s rights organization Equality Now, will include a 
number of as-yet-unnamed special guests. The release also included a quote from Atwood 
stating, “I can’t be in all the places at once in my analogue body, but I look forward to being 
with so many readers via the big screen.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/2019/03/07/margaret-atwood-

interview-to-air-live-in-cinemas-to-promote-handmaids-tale-sequel.html.  
 
GILBERT, Sophie. “Margaret Atwood Bears Witness.” The Atlantic, vol. 324, no. 6, 2019, p. 124ff.  
 
 Reflections on Atwood as writer. Excerpt: In 1980, five years before The Handmaid’s Tale was 

published, the Canadian writer Margaret Atwood was appearing at a poetry festival in 
Portland, Oregon, when her trip was disrupted by natural disaster: Mount St. Helens, in 
nearby Washington State, began erupting for the second time that spring. Plumes of volcanic 
ash and gas grounded all flights in Portland, and with trains booked up as well, Atwood joined 
forces with the poet Carolyn Forché to find a route out of town. The pair ended up driving 
south to San Francisco, and over the 11-hour car ride, Forché told Atwood about the horrors 
she’d witnessed as a Guggenheim fellow during the lead-up to the civil war in El Salvador: 
sexual violence, men kept in cages, torture, death squads. What was happening there, she told 
Atwood, was going largely unreported. The conversation came during a pivotal moment in 
Atwood’s writing life. Four years earlier, in an essay titled “On Being a Woman Writer,” 
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Atwood had bristled at the idea that making art came with a burden of political responsibility. 
Active involvement in certain movements “may be good for the movement,” she wrote dryly, 
“but it has yet to be demonstrated that it’s good for the writer.” By 1980, though, she was 
reconsidering her convictions. Her car ride with Forché led to a creative breakthrough for both 
women: Atwood helped Forché find an agent for her unpublished book of poems documenting 
El Salvador, The Country Between Us. And Forché seemed to help Atwood solidify ideals that 
she has continued to clarify throughout her career. A year later, Atwood gave a speech to 
Amnesty International in which she testified passionately about the artist’s imperative to 
engage with political issues. “Such material enters a writer’s work,” she said, “not because the 
writer is or is not consciously political, but because a writer is an observer, a witness, and such 
observations are the air he breathes.” 

 
 In the five years between the eruption of Mount St. Helens and the publication of The 

Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood honed this idea of the literature of witness, which culminated in her 
most potent and enduring novel. Told by Offred [—] one of many red-garbed handmaids who 
are captured, imprisoned, and forced to bear the children of elite commanders in the theocratic 
and patriarchal Republic of Gilead [—] the speculative novel established Atwood as a writer 
who could reframe the world in intoxicatingly urgent fashion. History, as she said to me in an 
interview this summer, is pulled from the narratives of those who live to tell it-or it is “until 
somebody else gets ahold of it and turns it on its head”—and those embattled voices, who 
somehow evade suppression, are the ones she wants to hear and share. Offred’s story describes 
a totalitarian regime in a future America, but it’s also the narrative of a powerless woman 
learning what language is worth—understanding that she can turn it into an assertion of her 
existence and, she hopes, a force of resistance. Given how swiftly The Handmaid’s Tale 
catapulted Atwood into global literary stardom, it’s easy to miss the on-the-ground work that 
went into what many (over Atwood’s objection) promptly labeled “science fiction,” suggesting 
its distance from real events. The story of Offred is fiction, but it’s fiction patched together out 
of real crimes against humanity—a bravura act of creative scrapbooking by a writer researching 
and repurposing atrocities as she figured out how to harness the literature of witness for 
herself. In the process of constructing a disturbingly plausible dystopia, Atwood collected 
boxes and boxes of news clippings detailing abuses of power: Nicolae Ceausescu’s Decree 770, 
which restricted contraception in Romania; the conscription of prisoners in the Soviet Union 
to work in uranium mines; the naming of enslaved people after their oppressors; the 
kidnapping of indigenous children by the Child Welfare League of America. She read, and she 
snipped, and she stitched her story together. The novel takes the old adage “It can’t happen 
here” and flips it. It already has, Atwood insists, just not exactly like this. 

  
 Thirty-four years later, as she approaches 80, Atwood has revisited Gilead at a moment in the 

#MeToo era when women have taken to the streets in handmaid costumes, adopting the 
scarlet cloaks as emblems of protest. A movement has swept her up, though she hadn’t set out 
to write for one: The Handmaid’s Tale refuses to endorse any ideal of feminist solidarity or 
unified victimhood, featuring as it does a matriarchal faction of brown-robed aunts brutally 
enforcing reproductive servitude. Atwood deploys one of those women, Aunt Lydia [—] the 
highest-ranking female oppressor in the Gilead described by Offred [—] in The Testaments, a 
sequel of sorts set 15 years later. In the novel, which Atwood has intimated may be her last, 
Lydia is the foremost witness to the founding of the regime. In this authorial choice to focus on 
a suspect figure seems to lie a warning: For all its value, the act of testimony deserves [—] 
demands [—] scrutiny. 

 
 “Believe all women? Women schwomen—I don’t think you should believe all anything,” 

Atwood recently told People magazine. “It’s more useful to say listen to all women and take 
what they’re saying seriously enough to actually do investigations.” The witnesses she portrays 
in her fiction aren’t saviors; they are (or hope to be) survivors, people constrained and 
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compromised by circumstances, and especially worth listening to for that very reason. The 
Testaments highlights this fact by making a more loaded demand than its predecessor did—
that readers place themselves in the seat of an oppressor, not one of the subjugated. “How can 
I have behaved so badly, so cruelly, so stupidly? you will ask,” Aunt Lydia writes to her 
imagined audience in her account of her role in Gilead’s establishment. “You yourself would 
never have done such things! But you yourself will never have had to.” All along, though, she 
has been keeping receipts—records that she’s counting on to prove herself more than an 
opportunistic collaborator. The idea that you can challenge systems of power by giving voice to 
the voiceless was creatively galvanizing for Atwood early on. Skirting political movements, she 
was drawn to myths. In “Circe/Mud Poems” from her 1974 collection, You Are Happy, she 
imagined The Odyssey from the perspective of Circe, and in doing so, pointed out how flimsily 
sketched the female characters of classical literature tend to be. “I search instead,” the narrator 
thinks, “for the others /... the ones who have escaped from these / mythologies with barely 
their lives.” Their tales begged to be told. 

 
 The year after her meeting with Forché, Atwood turned to more timely ordeals in a world she 

saw as fraught with danger. She published a dark, symbol-loaded novel, Bodily Harm, about a 
Canadian journalist recovering from breast cancer who ends up a political prisoner in a 
Caribbean jail. Ranging more widely in a collection of poems out the same year, True Stories, 
she tested the idea of the literature of witness. Free expression, and the stifling of it, is a 
recurring theme, in ways that predict the creation of Gilead. In the poem “Torture,” Atwood 
writes of a captive woman with her face sewn shut, her mouth closed “to a hole the size of a 
straw,” who’s released and put back on the streets as “a mute symbol.” The theft of the 
woman’s ability to communicate becomes its own ghastly message, a warning to other 
potential offenders. In “Christmas Carols,” Atwood uses the figure of the Virgin Mary, “the 
magic mother, in blue & white, up on that pedestal, / perfect & intact,” to expose the 
discrepancy between what she sees as a Christian veneration for the emblematic power of 
motherhood and the historical reality of pregnant women’s suffering. In these poems, Atwood 
was searching for a space to occupy between witness and fantasist. In “Notes Towards a Poem 
That Can Never Be Written,” dedicated to Forché, Atwood considers the tension inherent in 
her quest, aware that it opens her to criticism. “In this country you can say what you like,” she 
writes, but “elsewhere, this poem is not invention. / Elsewhere, this poem takes courage. / 
Elsewhere, this poem must be written / because the poets are already dead.” She’s trying to 
assume—while acknowledging the awkwardness of it—the role of interlocutor for people 
denied the ability to speak, whose stories she sees as crucial. “Witness” is a burden, “is what 
you must bear.” 

 
 The poetry of witness, Forché has argued, has its origins in the Holocaust, where it assumes 

the presence of a future reader: Such testimony does more than state what happened; it 
demands that the reader acknowledge that it did happen. In 1980, Atwood gave a lecture at 
Dalhousie University in which she affirmed this point, this silent contract between writer and 
audience: “Come with me, the writer is saying to the reader. There is a story I have to tell you, 
there is something you need to know. The writer is both an eye-witness and an I-witness, the 
one to whom personal experience happens and the one who makes experience personal for 
others.” Offred, a fictional character in a world that is a drastic—but logical—extrapolation of 
modern historical trends, could testify to oppressions that Atwood could not. Like her author, 
Offred seems to recognize that her act of witnessing Gilead is dependent on the existence of an 
other, whoever that may prove to be—that her story needs not just to be told, but to be heard. 
She cherishes Latin words that she finds inscribed inside the closet in her room, even though 
she doesn’t yet understand them. “It pleases me to ponder this message,” she thinks. “It 
pleases me to know that [this] taboo message made it through, to at least one other person, 
washed itself up on the wall of my cupboard, was opened and read by me.” Denied even the 
tiniest degree of agency—she can’t choose whom she has sex with, where she lives, what she 
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wears, what she eats for breakfast—Offred responds by observing every detail around her, 
imagining that she is doing so for a future listener. As she exposes the banality of Gilead’s 
atrocities, her cataloging of her reality also affirms that she is still a person, and one who hopes 
that her story might not die with her. 

  
 Atwood could not have predicted that Offred’s story would live on as it has, and one way of 

reading The Testaments is to see its author reconsidering yet again the assessment she made 
back in “On Being a Woman Writer”: By now, she herself is Exhibit A that involvement with a 
movement can indeed be good for an author, gauged by book sales and adaptations and fame. 
But has the gung ho appropriation of the handmaid-as-haloed-resister been good for the 
movement? That Atwood might harbor doubts about glorified, monolithic victimhood doesn’t 
come as a surprise. The Handmaid’s Tale offers no simple portrait of sisterhood, and Offred, 
vivid and trustworthy witness though she is, is far from omniscient: How can she take the full 
measure of a figure like Aunt Lydia? Returning to myth in The Penelopiad (2005), a novel told 
from the perspective of Odysseus’s abandoned wife (now isolated in Hades) and the Greek 
chorus of her 12 murdered maids, Atwood exposes the many ways that reputation 
management can influence testimony. Penelope, as Atwood portrays her, chafes at her long-
suffering image. She declares, “I’ll spin a thread of my own,” intent on complicating “the 
edifying legend” of her life. 

 
 In Aunt Lydia—whose dry humor, ironic grandiosity, and contrarian instincts, not to mention 

her fame, call to mind Atwood’s own—Atwood continues to blur stark villain-victim 
distinctions. She gives readers a witness who has claimed not just agency for herself, but an 
agenda. During the years that have elapsed since the events of The Handmaid’s Tale, Lydia has 
been neither voiceless nor unsung. “Only dead people are allowed to have statues, but I have 
been given one while still alive. Already I am petrified,” Lydia writes in the novel’s first line, 
referring to the shrine like tribute erected to her in Gilead. In a vintage bit of Atwoodian 
punnery, she appears concerned at the thought that her reputation as chief colluder may be set 
in stone. Atwood has given her a newly tricky goal to accomplish with her testimony: proving 
that she isn’t a traitor. Both sides, Lydia knows full well, can level that charge, because even as 
she’s abetted the brutal patriarchs, she’s been secretly plotting Gilead’s downfall. But the real 
audience she cares about is her future reader, whom she pictures as ruthlessly judgmental: “a 
young woman, bright, ambitious,” all too eager to condemn an older woman for making 
conniving, imperfect decisions and failing her gender. What are we to make of her testimony? 
Recording her version of events in blue ink and stashing it inside a copy of Cardinal John 
Henry Newman’s Apologia Pro Vita Sua: A Defence of One’s Life, Lydia focuses on the 
suffering she endured, not the suffering she meted out. Her narrative skirts the vivid 
particulars that Offred transcribed from her limited vantage: torturing handmaids with steel 
cables, removing unnecessary body parts, reducing women to portable wombs and 
“ambulatory chalices,” in Offred’s words. Instead, Lydia refers elliptically to her guilt—“bloody 
fingerprints” and “bones”—and inverts a tired metaphor to defend her hardheadedness. “Two 
roads diverged in a yellow wood, and I took the one most travelled by,” Lydia writes. “It was 
littered with corpses, as such roads are. But you will have noticed, my own corpse is not among 
them.” Not least, she pre-empts criticism by predicting it: “If you don’t accuse me of bad faith I 
will be astonished.” 

 
 And this, Atwood told me when we spoke, is the point. “These are decisions the reader will 

make,” she said. Self-preservation is a powerful motivator, and some people fall under its sway. 
“Other people have not made that decision—they’ve chosen to go the other route and vanish 
from existence.” Bearing witness, her work has implied all along and now makes explicit, is a 
crucial step toward liberation in times of crisis, but witness-bearers shouldn’t mistake 
themselves for heroes—or hope to be heralded as heroes by others. Readers or listeners (or 
viewers, thanks to the Hulu TV adaptation) eager to anoint them risk confusing I was there 
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testimony for an unblinkered claim to clarity and justice. What such accounts more usefully 
offer are insights into the drive, in oppressor and oppressed alike, to shape and share an 
inevitably limited version of events, however compromised it is bound to be. 

 
 In 1972, Atwood published Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature, in which she 

explored the instincts underpinning the literary tradition of her native country. “Our stories,” 
she writes, “are likely to be tales not of those who made it but of those who made it back from 
the awful experience—the North, the snowstorm, the sinking ship—that killed everyone else.” 
Or, as she told a CBC interviewer the following year, if European existential literature is about 
a guy trying to jump off a bridge because he can’t take it anymore, “Canadian literature is 
about a guy hanging onto a bridge trying to climb up.” Aunt Lydia, having climbed up, can bear 
witness to what that has cost her. Wisdom like hers could hardly be more timely.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/12/margaret-atwood-

bears-witness/600796.  
  
GORDON, Annie. “Handmaid’s Tale Author Margaret Atwood Defends Women’s Right to Work in 

Strip Clubs Because She Thinks It’s ‘Empowering.’” MailOnline, 12 September 2019, Section: 
News, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has spoken out in support of strip club workers, arguing the job can 

be ‘empowering’ for women. The Handmaid’s Tale author hit back at critics, urging them to 
put their energy into stopping climate change instead of stopping women from making a living 
in strip joints. Speaking to Emma Barnett on BBC Radio 5 Live’s Headliners, the 79-year-old 
said women who work in strip clubs can ‘feel in control of the room’ and earn more money 
than coffee shop staff. The acclaimed author was asked for her opinion on a debate over strip 
club licensing. Some feminists have argued the industry is ‘outdated and exploitative.’ Ms 
Atwood, whose new book The Testaments was published this week, told BBC Five Live that 
people protesting against the clubs should ‘put their energy somewhere else that’s really really 
important—like with environmental protests.’ She added: ‘You can do that if you want, if that’s 
what energises you, but my choice would to be to put it with what’s going to change the needle 
on climate change. ‘Because if we don’t stop that, we’re all gonna stop breathing and then it 
won’t matter who’s got their clothes on and who’s got their clothes off. ‘So if it’s a choice that a 
woman has made and you get paid much better for it than if you do working a shift in a coffee 
chain, then why are you not going to let that woman make that choice?’ ‘Obviously I’m not 
gonna do it myself at this age—that would be something new—a lot of women find it 
empowering, they’re in control of the room.’ 

 
 The author said it was important to ensure women were not exploited, adding: ‘Some of the 

most empowering women in the American West were the madams who were running the 
brothels because in that era they were saving up the money for the girls, they were setting them 
up after they made that money they were taking care of them and it was much better than 
having a pimp.’ She also spoke out in support of teenage climate change activist Greta 
Thunberg, adding, ‘I love her.’ She added: ‘If we do not solve the climate crisis [it’s] going to 
get much much worse for women and girls because in times of social chaos those are the 
people who suffer most and you can already see that happening elsewhere in the world.’ Ms 
Atwood also spoke out about different kinds of feminism, adding: ‘I don’t refuse the label of 
feminism, I say, ‘which kind are you talking about?’ ‘I am the kind that endorses organisations 
like Equality Now. I am not the kind that says things like all men should be pushed off a cliff or 
all that all male babies should be killed at birth.’  

 
 Available from: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7457063/Margaret-Atwood-

defends-womens-right-work-strip-clubs.html.  
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GOVANI, Shinan. “Margaret Atwood’s PR Blitz for The Testaments Turns a Smash Hit into Overkill.” 

The (Toronto) Star, 27 September 2019, Section: Entertainment, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Atwood has been always been Atwood’s best creation. And she knows it. And we know 

that she knows that we know that she knows. Don’t get me wrong: I don’t mind Margaret of the 
416. I even like her. In doses. Have even enjoyed yakking with her over coffee on occasion. But 
the sheer media ubiquity of her in recent weeks—tagged to the launch of The Testaments (a 
sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale 34 years in the making)—combined with a Cardi B-level of 
thirst when it comes to book promotion—brings me now to the cliff’s edge of 
familiarity/contempt. It’s the hagiography, man. Plus, the kind of oceanic book coverage that 
essentially crops out other authors (the glorious Ann Patchett, for one! Her new novel, The 
Dutch House, is, for me, a miracle of autumn ... and yet even she, beloved by fiction readers, 
will not get the Atwoodian runway for celebrity). 

 
 Who has more pep than Elizabeth Warren? More hustle than Bethenny Frankel? Well, yeah: 

our friendly neighbourhood near-octogenarian (she turns 80 in November). The one who has 
more than 50 books under her belt at this point, was given a standing O at the Emmys in L.A. 
two years back, prevails as a very early Amelia Earhart of Twitter, is an accomplished palm 
reader (she loves to tell us!), bird-watches with varying abandon, and, even more recently—
being the sometime-entrepreneur that she is—became an investor in Recompose, a carbon-
friendly company that seeks to compost your corpse. 

 
 The circus began in London, England, this month, during a kick-out event for the new book, 

held at the National Theatre and beamed out to 13,000 cinemas globally, where the Toronto 
authoress was hailed by the host as a “fully fledged literary rock star.” Thereabouts she also 
appeared on the very cover of Time, piggybacked upon by innumerable newspaper profiles 
including one long story in The Sunday Times, which accompanied a fashion spread, her 
signature frizz teased up to Marie Antoinette proportions, and her itty-bitty self poured into 
voluminous creations from designers like Yohji Yamamoto. She can be heard, not seen, in a 
podcast spawned by The Economist. Likewise, NPR. Samantha Bee, that weather vane of 
outrage, hosted a Town Hall with her in New York. The media hits are relentless, as are the 
#Bookstagram ones. 

 
 So utterly unflappable is Atwood that even when her longtime partner, writer Graeme Gibson, 

suddenly passed away last week, she charged right ahead with her media commitments, 
showing the élan of the Queen Mother during the Blitz in London. We press on. She not only 
appeared on Seth Meyers’ show in the days that followed (where she read the palm of the host 
on live TV, Seth giggling like a tween at a Shawn Mendes meet-and-greet), but then also 
promptly did “The View” (where, among other things, she let loose the words “marine algae” to 
Joy Behar and the gang when she started talking about the rising temperatures of the oceans). 

 
 In probably one of the surrealist instances of media queendom, I note that she also appeared 

the other month on the 104 list of international must-invites, as devised by Town & Country 
magazine. Atwood—joining a roster made up of rebel heiresses, tasty men-about-town, and the 
like—sits there, in that glossy, with Prince Nikolai of Denmark, Mackenzie Bezos (the ch-ching 
divorceé of the season), Anderson Cooper, and Lady Kitty Spencer (chic!). A part of me, 
naturally, chuckled; the other wanted to stab my eyes out. 

 
 And those red capes! Those “Handmaids” signifiers have made for such compelling visual 

totems ever since the success of the Hulu show based on her original work—a logo as infallible 
today as the apple in Apple—have showed up everywhere from the steps of Congress to the 
salons of Calabasas. Twenty-first-century feminists showed up clad in them, in D.C. last year to 
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protest the Supreme Court hearings regarding Brett Kavanagh, while in Kardashian-land they 
provided for birthday-party inspo at a bash hosted by Kylie Jenner last June. She and pals 
pouted in said capes, complete with white bonnets. 

 
 Cognizant of the current overkill, Atwood shrugged it off in a recent interview with The Wall 

Street Journal. “I think they’re getting a little overexcited,” she said of her publishers. “I think 
what they’re secretly thinking is, ‘This is our last chance because then she’s going to die.’ I 
don’t intend to, but you just never know.” A good line, yes, but possibly too good. As someone 
who is a student of celebrity, I have a radar for someone who is in love with fame, versus 
someone just in it out of some sense of contractual kowtow. The woman is clearly having the 
time of her life! Long has. Even if, as a good Canadian, she cannot readily admit it. I see in that 
head-nun-on-Christmas-morning smile of hers: no publicity stone unturned. And, hey, it 
seems to be working. In the U.K., I just read, The Testaments (a.k.a. “Return to Gilead”) has 
become the fastest-selling book of the year. A copy sold every four seconds in its first week, in 
fact. Affixed to a moment when autocracy-spook is in the air, and agony porn marketable—
combined with the success of the Elisabeth Moss-led show, shot in Toronto—Atwood is proof, 
alas, that water is not Canada’s greatest natural resource, after all. It is the self-sustaining solar 
power of Atwood public relations. Heck, they ought to be studying her at the Rotman School of 
Business, come to think of it. Peggy: I do love you. Sometimes. And I love The Robber Bride 
the most (it is her bitchiest novel, and Atwood is best when she does bitchy). But, lady, give us 
a chance to miss you ... woncha?  

 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/opinion/2019/09/27/margaret-

atwoods-pr-blitz-for-the-testaments-turns-a-smash-hit-into-overkill.html.  
 
HAAR, Pete Vonder. “Margaret Atwood Doesn’t Suffer Fools at Jones Hall.” Houston Press, 6 April 

2019, Online.  
 
 Report of Atwood lecture at Houston’s Jesse H. Jones Hall for the Performing Arts the 

previous evening. Excerpt: Atwood got the Jones Hall audience on her side early, reminding us 
that Texas was a separate republic from Gilead in The Handmaid’s Tale, and even had a wall 
(though on the northern side of the state). She started by reading a series of new poems, the 
first about female werewolves as a metaphor for liberation, followed by a nine-stanza 
examination of alien invasion in film. And I gotta say, for an author who’s been quick to 
distance herself from the term “science fiction,” Atwood certainly has an affinity for the genre.  

 
 The program moved from the podium to the stage, where Atwood participated in a loose back 

and forth conversation that, frankly, was not nearly as illuminating as it could’ve been. Her 
interviewer never followed up on obvious verbal cues (when your subject describes her 
childhood thusly: “Words were the only outlet allowed me,” maybe follow up on that) and 
admitted to not reading Alias Grace, though he did say he has “watched the show.” Imagine 
interviewing Kurt Vonnegut and telling him, “I haven’t read Slaughterhouse Five, but wasn’t 
Valerie Perrine great in the movie?” Atwood, ever the consummate professional, took control 
of their exchange and did impart some wisdom about her process, from describing inspiration 
(“somebody doing something somewhere”) to discussing who writes the best dragons (Ursula 
K. LeGuin). She also talked about the reception of The Handmaid’s Tale following the 2016 
election, reminding us its basis is in “utopias gone mad.” 

 
 Things improved significantly when audience questions were introduced, and Atwood got to 

give her feedback on artistic discouragement (“Just write”), capitalism (“Once you’ve turned 
everything to gold, there’s nothing left to eat”), and the stages of struggling writer-hood (“I’m 
venerable”). But as great it was too see her in person, too often she had to deal with clumsy 
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questioning. Getting one of the greatest living authors on your stage should warrant a little 
more effort.  

 
 Available from: https://www.houstonpress.com/arts/last-night-margaret-atwood-at-jones-

hall-11272955.  
 
HIRSCH, Afua. “Judging the Booker Prize: ‘I’m Proud of Our Decision’; Picking a Winner Is an 

Impossible Task, Says Booker Judge Afua Hirsch. Margaret Atwood and Bernardine Evaristo 
Both Deserved to Win.” The Guardian, 16 October 2019, Section: Books, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Was deciding on a winner for the Booker prize, a friend asked at the awards 

ceremony, a bit like giving birth? She then relayed the story of how, after carefully nurturing 
her pregnancy for months, the doctors became increasingly desperate to get her baby out 
before something went wrong. And there was the happiest of endings, when her child was born 
safely, in good health. Yes, I said, it was a lot like that. Only at that point, we discovered it was 
twins. 

 
 Much like the mysteries of conception, I can’t tell you why we judges were given the books we 

were given this year. Nor can I explain how the precise configuration of our life stories, 
professional experience, personalities and behavioural tendencies led us to a marathon 
meeting, with just barely hours to go until the ceremony itself, still arguing over how to choose 
a winner. On the details of those deliberations I am sworn to secrecy. But all of these factors 
mattered. It was a shock to us all to discover how dramatic the final decision would be. But 
choosing a winner for the Booker is a curious thing. You read, read and read. Each month you 
meet your fellow judges and look back, in awe, at the distance covered. Until one day, you have 
to somehow condense all of this to a single book. It’s an inevitably problematic task. Every 
single book on our longlist of 13 novels deserves to be read by everyone. I’m still mourning 
some of the books we had to eliminate at that stage. Never mind the shortlist of just six, each 
and every one good enough to win the prize. 

 
 How do you judge the titanic career, the contribution to culture of Margaret Atwood, against 

the sheer beauty of Elif Shafak’s Istanbul? How do you compare the haunting Igbo tragedy, 
told by Chigozie Obioma’s Odyssean Narrator, to the Ulysses-like audacity of Lucy Ellmann? 
How do you pit the phenomenon of Salman Rushdie against the quality and consistency of 
Bernardine Evaristo, who was in my view hitherto hugely underrated? 

 
 You can’t compare them. But you can recognise them both. In the end, we refused to comply. 

We chose two winners. The outcome would always be imperfect, because it was an impossible 
task. I’m proud of our decision. I’m bemused by the criticisms, many of which stem from the 
fact that the Booker rules stipulate that only one book can win. I witnessed journalists—a tribe 
of professional troublemakers of which I’m proud to call myself a member—outraged that we 
dared to break the rules. I’ve seen lawyers, whose profession involves interpretation and the 
application of principles of justice, complain that we did not adhere to the letter of the law. I’ve 
heard people complain that we didn’t give it to Atwood alone, or Evaristo alone. I’ve seen 
plenty of people question how you can ever compare the two. You can’t compare them. But you 
can recognise them both. And I’m glad that this is what we did.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/oct/16/booker-prize-winners-

margaret-atwood-bernardine-evaristo-judge.  
 
HODGSON, Barbara. “Margaret Atwood at Sage Gateshead Discusses The Handmaid’s Tale and How 

She’s Sees Our Future.” Chronicle Live, 27 October 2019, Online.  
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 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood walks on stage of Sage One, takes a seat and says “let’s go!” And 
with that we’re off on a hugely entertaining jaunt through aspects of the Canadian author’s 
extraordinary life. In the seat beside her is Erica Wagner, consulting literary editor of US 
magazine Harper’s Bazaar, who leads the questions on this one-night-only stop—one of just 
six UK dates—on her An Evening with Margaret Atwood tour. And between the pair the 
conversation proved sparky and funny, with The Handmaid’s Tale author—who turns 80 in 
November—living up to her fans’ high expectations. Dipping in and out of a career which has 
taken in novels, non-fiction, poetry, children’s books and even a graphic novel, plus awards 
including the Man Booker Prize, the talk touched on the issues of gender, women’s rights and 
power that Atwood is known for tackling in her work. For someone who came up with the 
disturbing totalitarian world of Gilead in The Handmaid’s Tale, she proved refreshingly 
upbeat, even claiming to be “a screaming optimist” after saying how young people and climate 
change activists such as Extinction Rebellion, as well as technology, give her hope for the 
future. She spoke about writing the “outrageous” The Handmaid’s Tale—which became a best-
seller on its publication in 1985—while in Berlin, inspired by articles cut out from newspapers.  

 
 Most people wanted to hear about the characters of the famous dystopian novel, which led to 

the TV series and both absorbs and disturbs readers, as well as her new follow-up The 
Testaments, which picks up 15 years later from The Handmaid’s Tale, and is out now—its front 
cover image featuring on the stage backdrop. And they had their chance to do so in the second 
half when, having been invited to tweet questions with an #askatwood hashtag during the 
interval, a selection was put to Atwood. So we heard about how, no, she would not like to pick 
one of her characters to have dinner with—she would prefer people she doesn’t know—and, 
yes, she does happen to enjoy Stephen King books and her favourites are Misery and the 
lesser-known Rose Madder. “King has a horrible story for everyone,” she said, “and Misery is 
his horrible story for writers.” And she joked that hearing anyone claim to be her greatest fan—
as happens with a shocking outcome in the book—she’d make a swift escape “unless you had a 
broken leg”, she joked, again striking a chord with those who know the horror tale.  

 
 Atwood, dressed in black with a red scarf, clearly remains curious and creative and makes for 

engaging company, although this was all too fleeting a time spent in it. Along the way, we 
found out unexpected details such as her parents had expected her to be a biologist; she started 
two books which went nowhere; she can’t write dragons (although she likes them) but does 
often write astrology charts for her characters and seems to have quite a knowledge of English 
history. She also chose to change the design for her new book-cover, swapping its original pale 
blue for vibrant green. She’d wanted to add some “peppy” orange too but was advised it was 
one colour too many. The night was a sell out—I’ve never seen such queues at Sage Gateshead 
for ticket collection or at the bar—and the main hall itself was packed with fans who clearly 
loved the event. For me, it felt very short. Atwood’s last audience question of the night was 
would she fix Brexit for us but she wouldn’t be drawn, other than remarking it might have been 
a decision taken in haste. Then the evening was over and she left to a standing ovation.  

 
 Available from: https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/whats-on/theatre-news/margaret-atwood-

sage-gateshead-discusses-17153847.  
 
HOUPT, Simon. “Twitter’s Jack Dorsey Sits Down with Long-Time Pal, Margaret Atwood; The 

Discussion Began with the Surprising Revelation That the CEO and the Author Have Been 
Friends for 10 Years.” Globe & Mail, 3 April 2019. p. A14.  

 
 Excerpt: It was billed as a fireside chat, which held out the promise that sparks might fly. Early 

Tuesday afternoon, Margaret Atwood, this country’s favourite novelist of cautionary bestsellers 
(including the not-intentionally-anti-Trump The Handmaid’s Tale) would face off against Jack 
Dorsey, the CEO of the social media service Twitter, which helped enable the rise of Donald 
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Trump and a raging dumpster fire of toxic behaviour. How long before she levelled him with 
her speedy tweeting thumbs? Moderated by Nam Kiwanuka of TV Ontario at a downtown 
Toronto creative incubator space associated with The Weeknd, the afternoon discussion began 
with a surprising anecdote: Dorsey and Atwood actually met 10 years ago. It turns out that, 
when he was launching his mobile-payment company, Square, part of the marketing featured 
an image of phones with photos of people he admired, including Atwood. The next day, he got 
a phone call from her lawyer advising him to cease and desist using her image. But Atwood 
followed up with a friendly e-mail, and three months later Dorsey flew to Toronto for a visit, 
where she picked him up at the airport bearing a sign that read “@JACK”—his Twitter handle. 

 
 Atwood, said Dorsey, was his favourite author. “I first came to her work through her poetry. 

Then through her novels. My favourite is The Robber Bride. Her writing—it’s so rich, it’s so 
velvety and deep and dark, but also with a twinge of science fiction. I see her as a sage, but also 
a seer into the future, but also someone who could just tell an amazing story that made you feel 
really good. And it was always a little bit surprising, and I always walked away thinking 
completely differently. It was fiction, but it related so much to the day-to-day that I wasn’t 
familiar with.” Atwood told the crowd: “I hope you’re writing this all down. I’ll put it on the 
back of my next book!”  

 
 Asked what it was about Twitter that she liked in the early days, Atwood referred to the 

character limit of tweets: “Number one, it was short. Number two, short is harder than you 
think. Short is actually a challenge.” In late 2017, Twitter expanded the number of permitted 
characters from 140 to 280 a tweet, and Atwood admitted, with a laugh, “I take advantage of 
the 280. But it’s made me sloppier, I have to say. You don’t have the discipline of 140. 140 is 
harsh. It’s like a haiku, you really have to pay attention. People who aren’t regular Twitter 
users will send me things that they want me to tweet for them, and I look at them and think: 
‘You have not been rigorous!’ So, then I have to condense it for them, because they have just 
rambled on.” 

 
 How, asked Kiwanuka, does Atwood deal with the online blowback, such as when she wrote an 

article for The Globe and Mail last year about Steven Galloway, the former head of the 
University of British Columbia’s creative-writing program who was fired in June, 2016? “Well,” 
said Atwood, “is it accurate? Is it based on facts, are there people lying? Which happens quite 
frequently. People just make stuff up, and then attribute it to you, and then they say: ‘You did 
this, you did that,’ and it just happens not to be true.” In those cases, asked Kiwanuka, does she 
mute or block people on Twitter? “I just let them run,” Atwood replied. “Sooner or later, it will 
all come out in the wash, and sooner or later, everybody will wake up in the morning and they 
will say: ‘Margaret was always right!’” 

 
 The chat unfolded against a backdrop of an increasingly beleaguered Twitter, beset by 

accusations of the company amplifying the voices of racists, trolls and misinformation 
specialists. In March, 2018, Dorsey issued a series of tweets in which he pledged that 
“conversational health” would be the company’s top priority. “Our work right now is figuring 
out and just listening to what Twitter wants to be,” he said to Kiwanuka, “and just sit with that 
and to understand how, now that it is more of a conversational platform, how to encourage 
healthy conversation, how to incentivize that. These were not things that we thought about 
when we started the company.” 

 
KERRIDGE, Jake. “Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments Didn’t Need the Booker Prize Boost—but Does 

Bernadine Evaristo’s Girl, Woman, Other Really Deserve It?” The Telegraph, 14 October 2019, 
Section: Books, Online.  
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 Excerpt: The Booker Prize judges are not always regarded as having reflected public opinion in 
their choice of winners. But the fence-sitting decision to award this year’s prize jointly to two 
books—Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments and Bernardine Evaristo’s Girl, Woman, Other—is 
perhaps all too appropriate at a time when the country seems to be unable to decide on a damn 
thing and our parliament is hamstrung by irresolution. I suspected that the judges might be on 
the eccentric side, since they had failed to allow three of the best books on their longlist—
Oyinkan Braithwaite’s My Sister, the Serial Killer, Max Porter’s Lanny and Kevin Barry’s 
Night Boat to Tangier—to progress further, yet found room on the shortlist for Salman 
Rushdie’s bloated, rambling Quichotte. Now the judges have deliberately broken the rules by 
choosing two winners—inspired, according to the head judge Peter Florence, by the Extinction 
Rebellion protesters who were massed nearby during their final discussion. One wonders 
whether, if pro-Brexit protests had been organised for Monday, the judges would have been 
swayed to award the prize to one of Richard Littlejohn’s novels. It is not, in fact, 
unprecedented for the Booker judges to declare that two of the shortlisted novels have turned 
out, implausibly, to be of exactly equal merit. Nadine Gordimer’s The Conservationist and 
Stanley Middleton’s Holiday were joint winners in 1974, and there was another tie in 1992, 
between Michael Ondaatje’s The English Patient and Barry Unsworth’s Sacred Hunger. But 
such indecisiveness is not encouraged by the prize’s administrators. There is something 
subversive in the judges’ refusal to pick a clear winner, reminding us that there is something 
farcically unreal about the whole idea of pointing to a novel and declaring it to be better than 
all the other novels published this year, as though it were self-evidently the fattest marrow in 
show. Perhaps this decision—or lack of decision—chimes with a current unease about literary 
prizes: one thinks of Olivia Laing’s recent insistence on sharing her John Llewellyn Rhys prize 
money with her fellow shortlisted authors, declaring that “competition has no place in art.” If 
you feel like you can be bothered to turn your attention to a pair of novels that have mustered a 
mere half a Booker Prize apiece, let me offer some comment on the winners. Margaret 
Atwood’s The Testaments, the bookies’ clear favourite, is a fine novel but an unexciting choice. 
One wants the Booker to point up the attractions of unloveable-sounding novels such as Lucy 
Ellmann’s 1,000-page, single-sentence stream-of-consciousness epic Ducks, Newburyport, 
which was also on the shortlist and likely to have sunk without trace if it hadn’t been for the 
Booker benison. 

 
 Atwood’s novel is a sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale (1985), her dystopia set in Gilead, a 

patriarchal dictatorship; long revered as a modern classic, the earlier book is now, in the age of 
Trump, seen by many as prescient. The Testaments is an entertaining follow-up, reminding us 
that few writers have Atwood’s combination of magical world-building imagination and steely 
fog-slicing intelligence. But the book is already a huge seller, and hardly needs more attention 
when Atwood’s Gilead has already been brought to life in a hit television series, and our 
screens are full of Extinction Rebellion protesters wearing costumes inspired by Atwood’s 
Handmaids. 

 
 In that respect, it seems fitting that the judges have allowed a much less trumpeted novel to 

share the podium. The Anglo-Nigerian writer Bernardine Evaristo has been tackling the theme 
of the oppression of women as doggedly as Margaret Atwood for 25 years without ever getting 
very close to the limelight. Recognition for Girl, Woman, Other, in which 12 black British 
women reflect on their experiences in a style closer to poetry than prose, is therefore very 
welcome. The book does not always avoid clichés of language or laziness of characterisation—
in the epilogue, she goes to town on Penelope, a white 79-year-old mildly racist Telegraph 
reader—but there is a real depth to those of the characters who have secured Evaristo’s 
sympathy. Perhaps it is more of a collection of stories, or even poems, than a novel proper—but 
it’s clear that this is not a year for the judges to meekly obey the rules.  
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 Available from: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/what-to-read/margaret-atwoods-
testaments-didnt-need-booker-prize-boost.  

 
KIRCH, Claire. “Wi14: Atwood, Morgenstern Create a Buzz among Booksellers.” Publisher’s Weekly, 

25 January 2019, Online.  
 
 Report of Atwood’s conversation with Night Circus author Erin Morgens at the 14th Annual 

Winter Institute sponsored by the American Booksellers Association. Excerpt: Possessed with 
a dry, morbid sense of humor that immediately endeared her to her audience, Atwood joked, 
“We all know why you’re here: you’re here because you’re saying to yourselves, ‘she’s going to 
die.’ This might be my last chance.” 

 
 It was a wide-ranging discussion that began with the two novelists talking shop about the 

writing process and the politics of defying literary conventions in their writing. “Some people 
feel that genre should be watertight compartments, with them in charge of what’s allowed in,” 
Atwood said. The conversation also included humorous anecdotes about their experiences 
while promoting their novels—including Atwood’s memories of her first public signing, in a 
department store, in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada for her 1969 novel, The Edible Woman. 
“There were no lines,” she joked, in response to Morgenstern’s account of her first signing, at 
BEA in 2012, where she faced lines that “snaked everywhere.” 

 
 Inevitably, the conversation turned to Atwood’s next novel The Testaments, a sequel to her 

1985 bestseller The Handmaid’s Tale. She said that The Testaments, which follows three 
narrators and is set 16 years after the conclusion of The Handmaid’s Tale, will be released on 
September 10, even though there’s nothing yet, but the cover, and she is still writing it. 
Explaining that the story is “radically different” from The Handmaid’s Tale, she said she could 
not divulge any more or her publisher would be “very cross” with her. Not only did Atwood 
receive a standing ovation from booksellers, but she drew a second round of applause when 
she curtsied to them before stepping down from the stage.  

 
 Available from: https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/trade-shows-

events/article/79102-wi14-atwood-morgenstern-create-a-buzz-among-booksellers.html. 
 
KNIGHT, Chris. “Margaret Atwood Biopic Makers on the Down to Earth ‘Philosopher Queen’ with a 

Great Sense of Humour.” National Post, 9 November 2019, Section: The Chatter, WP2.  
 
 Excerpt: Like many, they had admired her from afar for years. Then they were invited to 

shadow her for 12 months, following and filming and ultimately interviewing one of the giants 
of Canadian literature. But they never dared call her Peggy. “No, that’s by invitation only,” says 
one. “I wouldn’t presume,” notes the other. They are co-directors Nancy Lang and Peter 
Raymont, whose new film is called “Margaret Atwood: A Word after a Word after a Word is 
Power.” Raymont is president of White Pine Pictures, whose patriotic docs include “Genius 
Within: The Inner Life of Glenn Gould;” “Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Romeo 
Dallaire;” and the recent Toronto festival opening-night film “Once Were Brothers; Robbie 
Robertson and The Band.” He notes that Atwood has appeared in many films, and been the 
central subject of several, including Michael Rubbo’s 1985 short “Atwood and Family;” Ron 
Mann’s 2010 film “In the Wake of the Flood;” and Jennifer Baichwal’s “Payback” from 2012. 

 
 “But none of them were Margaret Atwood’s biography,” he notes. “They were bits and pieces of 

her through her life.” “A Word after a Word after a Word is Power,” which takes its title from 
Atwood’s poem “Spelling,” chronicles the writer’s life from her 1939 birth in Ottawa through 
her work on The Testaments, her latest novel and the sequel to 1985’s The Handmaid’s Tale. 
Two notable postscripts to the film: the death of her longtime spouse and fellow writer, 
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Graeme Gibson, in September; and her Booker Prize win for The Testaments in October. 
“We’ve been documenting the last year of his life,” says Lang sadly of Gibson’s passing. 

 
 The documentary features a few famous faces—Sarah Polley and Adrienne Clarkson, for 

instance—but that wasn’t the main focus for the filmmakers. “We could have gone for the 
literary greats,” says Raymont. “The people we chose to include were the people who knew her 
best on a personal level.” That includes family and such friends as Susan Milmoe, her old 
roommate at Radcliffe College. Raymont’s fear that a lack of “names” might hurt the film’s 
prospects turned out to be unfounded. In addition to a cross-Canada theatrical run and a CBC 
airing, “A Word after a Word after a Word is Power” has been picked up for theatrical or 
television release by every country in Europe, by Australia, and by Hulu in America. The world 
premiere at the Bell Lightbox in Toronto on Friday will be followed by its European debut at 
the International Documentary Film Festival in Amsterdam on Nov. 23. “Yesterday we got an 
email from our distributor that we sold it to Iran,” says Raymont. “The writer of The 
Handmaid’s Tale is going to be on TV in Iran!” 

 
 Despite not being invited to call her Peggy, the filmmakers say Atwood is remarkably down to 

earth. “Day to day she lives a simple life,” says Lang. “It’s not full of fancy things. It’s 
comfortable and worn.” This in spite of a hectic itinerary. “Her schedule is like the Prime 
Minister’s,” says Raymont. “Jetting back and forth across the Atlantic, off to Australia, off to 
Iceland.” Though she also finds time to visit Pelee Island in southern Canada, where the 
filmmakers find her weeding the forest and fretting about invasive species. Lang refers to her 
as a philosopher queen, “sorting out our moral life and how you find a higher purpose, and 
exploring all aspects of our humanity, social structure and personal relationships. She 
considers so many aspects of life, and she’s very interested in human nature.” But she’s 
anything but sombre. “She could do standup comedy!” The film includes a brief clip of Atwood 
during a CBC interview from 1977, which gets off to a rocky start when interviewer Hana 
Gartner tells her: “Your stories make me very sad ... The relationships between man and 
women are dismal.” “Can I say something very rude?” Atwood asks, before suggesting that 
what Gartner wants can be found in Harlequin Romance novels. “They don’t cost very much 
and you can get them in every drug store.” 

 
 The full interview in all its awkwardness can be viewed on the CBC’s online archives under the 

title “Margaret Atwood brandishes her caustic tongue.” Later in the exchange, Gartner tries to 
get the author to talk about herself. Atwood demurs: “There is no hard and determined central 
personality, just as you’re going to be a different person when you’re 80 than you are now.” She 
turns 80 on Nov. 18. Lang and Raymont can attest that she’s just as intelligent and engaged 
and combative and funny today as she ever was. “She’s not going to disappear too soon,” says 
Lang.  

 
 Available from: https://nationalpost.com/entertainment/movies/margaret-atwood-is-a-

down-to-earth-philosopher-queen-with-surprising-sense-of-humour-biopic-makers-say. The 
documentary itself is available from: https://gem.cbc.ca/media/documentary-
specials/episode-48/38e815a-011ff0e36e2.  

 
KORUNSKY, Deana. “Canada’s Literary Rock Star Pays a Visit to Montreal.” McGill Tribune (McGill 

University), 19 November 2019, Section: A-E, p. 1.  
 
 Excerpt: Dark green lights illuminate the walls and ceiling. Hundreds of people cheer and 

applaud. … On Nov. 12, critically acclaimed novelist, poet, and essayist Margaret Atwood 
presented her latest novel at the St. James United Church. Organized by Librairie Paragraphe 
as part of its “Words After Dark” series, the event drew hundreds of people to one of 
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Montreal’s biggest literary events of the year. The evening was a stop on Atwood’s book tour 
for The Testaments, the sequel to her 1985 novel The Handmaid’s Tale. 

 
 Atwood sat in front of the altar, an ironic setting given the novel’s critique of institutionalized 

religion. Yet, it was simultaneously fitting: The eager audience was hanging on every word of 
the literary sermon that Atwood delivered. The green lighting, chosen to match the front cover 
of Atwood’s new novel, was discernible, but soft enough that one could make out the bright red 
spectacles that she wore on a chain around her neck. A self-described Atwood fan, radio 
journalist and host Ann Lagacé Dowson interviewed Atwood throughout the evening, 
beginning by inquiring about the decades in between publishing The Handmaid’s Tale and its 
sequel. Atwood decided to return to the story by the recent rise in conservative and extremist 
politics. “We’re in a pushback,” Atwood said. “I got to a point where I couldn’t keep my hands 
off [of] it. In 2016, just before the election, it was crying to be written.” Dowson began to point 
out the similarities between Atwood’s dystopian novels and the current political events around 
the world, before Atwood clarified the inspiration behind her novels. “Everything I wrote about 
actually happened sometime throughout history,” Atwood said. “I did that because otherwise 
people would say I made it all up. I didn’t….” 

  
 The conversation then shifted to a discussion on climate change and social justice. A long-time 

environmental advocate, Atwood noted connections between societal unrest and the 
environmental deterioration. She shared her personal experiences as an activist, and joked 
about social expectations of activist celebrities. “People are saying ‘If Jane Fonda can get 
arrested, why can’t you?’ to me,” Atwood chuckled, referencing the actress’s weekly protests 
and subsequent weekly arrests. Although the event was advertised as promoting The 
Testaments, the point of fascination and delight throughout the evening was not Margaret 
Atwood’s novel, but her demeanour. Throughout her conversation with Dowson, Atwood 
maintained a relaxed but formidable air of blunt and charming sarcasm. She did not allow 
Dowson to get away with any stray, misquoted line or not-entirely-correct fact. When Dowson 
referred to a speech that the writer gave to West Point cadets years ago, Atwood did not 
hesitate to show some playful attitude. “I had said that to more than just cadets, you know. 
They sat up straighter, too,” Atwood retorted. Each time that Atwood made a curt remark, the 
audience chattered amongst themselves, adoring the literary icon’s authenticity. At times, 
Dowson was left searching for words, unprepared for and surprised at Atwood’s unapologetic 
attitude. By the end of the evening, however, both Dowson and Atwood developed a bond in 
their occasionally off-rhythm conversation, smiling and holding hands as the audience cheered 
for them. Librairie Paragraphe’s Words After Dark event left its audience satisfied, and with a 
new level of understanding of the world-famous writer. The Testaments’ author is not just a 
brilliant thinker and influential literary figure; Margaret Atwood is a contemporary icon and a 
celebrity, and she knows it.  

 
 Available from: https://www.mcgilltribune.com/a-e/literary-rock-star-11192019.  
 
LORENTE, Maria. “Argentina’s Leftist President-Elect Reignites Abortion Debate.” Agence France 

Presse, 23 November 2019, Online.  
 
 Atwood writes foreword to We Are Belen [Somos Belén, by Ana Elena Correa] a book about an 

Argentinian woman jailed for abortion after suffering a miscarriage. Atwood’s commented that 
Argentina “provided some of the real-life practices that I included in The Handmaid’s Tale, 
especially the theft of babies perpetrated during the military dictatorship… How many other 
Belens are there in the world? How many women have died because they were afraid of going 
to a hospital because of an abortion, spontaneous or provoked, terrified of the possibility of 
being accused of murder?”  
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 Available from: https://www.france24.com/en/20191123-argentina-s-leftist-president-elect-
reignites-abortion-debate. 

 
MADDEN, Deborah. “The Handmaid’s Tale: No Wonder We’ve Got a Sequel in This Age of Affronts 

on Women’s Rights.” The Conversation, 13 September 2019, Online.  
 
 Nice overview of the global context in which The Testaments was published. Excerpt: As 

readers devour The Testaments, the eagerly anticipated sequel to the original book, we are 
forced to ask why, in 2019, the tale of an authoritarian regime where women lack bodily 
autonomy resonates so acutely in the current political climate. As Atwood has remarked, 
momentum has shifted in recent decades and, with the election of Donald Trump, “Gilead 
moved a lot closer.”  

 
 Available from: https://theconversation.com/the-handmaids-tale-no-wonder-weve-got-a-

sequel-in-this-age-of-affronts-on-womens-rights-123394. 
 
MARSHALL, Alex. “Judging Margaret Atwood’s Top Secret New Novel.” New York Times, 4 

September 2019, Section: Books, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: In July, the author Xiaolu Guo was expecting the delivery of a book that would not be 

published until September: Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments, the highly anticipated follow-
up to The Handmaid’s Tale. Guo was getting her copy so early because she is a judge for this 
year’s Booker Prize, Britain’s most prestigious literary award. There was just one problem, Guo 
said in an interview on Tuesday: When the courier turned up, she was late getting home from 
the airport. The courier refused to give the book to her brother and sister-in-law, who were 
visiting from China. Guo missed the courier’s visit the next day, too, as she was out running 
errands. By the time she finally got the book, she was furious, she said. “For me, it was quite 
over the top, the whole security issue,” Guo added, laughing. 

 
 The secrecy around Atwood’s new novel, which is on the Booker Prize shortlist that was 

announced this week, has complicated the judging process this year. The prize’s organizer had 
to sign a nondisclosure agreement on behalf of all the judges, said Peter Florence, the 
chairman of the judging panel. Secrecy agreements were not required for the 150 other novels 
that judges read to create an initial list of books in the running that was announced at the end 
of July. They then reread and argued over those thirteen titles to choose the final six. At the 
shortlist announcement on Tuesday, all six books were piled on a table in front of the judges, 
among them Salman Rushdie’s Quichotte and Lucy Ellmann’s Ducks, Newburyport. But the 
copy of The Testaments was actually a dummy. “That’s not the real Atwood, by the way, in case 
anyone’s thinking of stealing it,” Gaby Wood, the prize’s literary director, told reporters. 
Joanna MacGregor, a pianist who is on the judging panel, said the prize’s organizers had sent 
“endless emails” about The Testaments, “telling us what not to do.” Each judge was hand 
delivered a watermarked copy. Florence said he had received his at his home “way up in the 
Welsh mountains.” “It took a courier about a day to get there,” he added. MacGregor said a 
courier had arrived at her hotel in Melbourne, Australia, when she [was] out playing a concert. 
“He waited for me for hours in the lobby,” she added. When the judges opened their packages, 
each found a stack of unbound copy paper. Each judge’s name had been printed across every 
page in large gray letters. It made the book slightly difficult to read, Guo said. “I think we all 
felt, ‘This is such a rigmarole, it better be worth it,’” MacGregor said. “And then of course when 
we opened it: ‘Oh, yeah, it was worth it.’” 

 
 Not everyone went to such lengths to maintain the book’s strict embargo. On Wednesday, 

some readers in Australia who had pre-ordered The Testaments on Amazon said on social 
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media that they had received it early. With the cat out of the bag, The Sydney Morning Herald 
and other newspapers decided to publish extracts from the book earlier than originally agreed. 

 
 Afua Hirsch, a broadcaster and another Booker judge, said in a telephone interview that the 

hardest thing about judging The Testaments was not the secrecy, but the fact that it’s a sequel. 
“What I find quite difficult is Atwood created a world—this incredibly brilliant, original 
dystopia—and she did that in the first book,” Hirsch said. “How much does this book stand 
alone in terms of what it offers that’s new?” She said she didn’t know the answer yet, only that 
it was a “brilliant book” that spoke to today’s political climate. Hirsch said that she had 
considered shredding her copy after the judging was complete, but came to realize that doing 
so would be a mistake. She said she had heard that Atwood changed the book after the judges 
received it, so those copies would be “very valuable.” She joked that it was her retirement plan. 
“It’s actually quite crumpled, but it’s all there,” she said. Two other people who had a brush 
with the manuscript were less convinced it was a gold mine: Guo’s brother and sister-in-law. 
When she finally received the book in July, she jokingly told them not to try to sell it. “If I ever 
see this in China …” she said, in a reference to pirated copies. Who was this author everyone 
was making such a fuss about, they asked? Guo told them. They said they had never heard of 
her.  

 
 Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/04/books/booker-prize-atwood-

testaments-secret.html.  

 
MCMILLAN, Graeme. “Renée Nault Explains Origins of Graphic Novel Version of ‘The Handmaid’s 

Tale.’” Hollywood Reporter, 26 March 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: [I] talked to Nault about her work on the adaptation, and [had] a preview of the 

opening pages of the book to offer a taste of the latest incarnation of Gilead. How did your 
involvement with the book come about? Margaret’s Canadian publishers reached out to 
me with the idea of doing a graphic novel. I showed them some sample pages and character 
and costume designs, setting out my vision of what the world of The Handmaid’s Tale would 
look like. The graphic novel follows another high-profile attempt to bring Atwood’s 
book to visual life, of course. Was there a temptation to pull any kind of visual 
information from the Hulu show, or maybe the exact opposite—a need to keep 
that as far away from you as possible while working on the book? I began work on 
the graphic novel before the TV show had begun airing. I purposefully avoided watching it, 
since I knew I would be influenced by their designs and storytelling. Likewise, the 1990s 
movie. Is the same true for the other adaptations of the book? There have been 
stage productions, for example. Did you make it a point to stay away from every 
other attempt to visualize Atwood’s novel? Many years earlier I had watched the Danish 
opera of “The Handmaid’s Tale”, and I really loved it. 

 
 The Handmaid’s Tale is something that both feels perfectly suited to comic book 

interpretation through its genre—it’s science fiction; comics and sci-fi go well 
together, right?—and unusually resistant to it, because of the way in which 
Atwood’s story unfolds. Was this a concern as you headed into working on the 
title? I think one of the reasons I was chosen as the artist may have been my non-literal style 
of storytelling and my interest in depicting the thought and feelings of the characters. I really 
enjoy the quiet, thoughtful moments of a story; there’s a lot of opportunity there to convey the 
characters’ state of mind through visual cues, both overt and subtle. So what was the 
process like for adapting the book? The first step was to create a script. I reread the novel 
several times, highlighting what I considered to be key passages. Since the novel is long, a lot 
had to be cut—I tried to shift and combine scenes to preserve the essence of the book. I also did 
a lot of sketching, trying to quickly rough out my ideas for the characters and designs. The 
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finished script reads more like a movie script than a comics script; I find that format conveys 
my ideas more clearly.  

 
 The Handmaid’s Tale as a whole is something that’s only seemed more and more 

prescient in recent years, depressingly. Did you find your relationship with the 
book changing as you watched the world change during the time you were 
working on it? The political situation in the United States, especially surrounding the 2016 
election, was profoundly troubling. In Canada, we get a lot of news coverage from the States, so 
it was a constant, unavoidable kind of background noise as I worked on the book. It made the 
story all the more horrible, but also gave it a sense of importance and urgency. 

 
 Atwood is famously about to release a sequel novel to the book this year. Could 

you see yourself wanting to adapt that, as well? I think my style and approach were 
particularly suited to adapt The Handmaid’s Tale. I don’t know what the sequel will be like, so 
I’m not sure if I would be the right artist for it or not. Like everyone else, I’m extremely excited 
to see a broader view of the world of Gilead. Since Offred is so isolated, her perspective of this 
world is tiny, like we’re seeing Gilead through a keyhole. I’m so curious about what the new 
book will add to our knowledge of that world. If my work was well suited to that story, I’d love 
to return to this series and add to it.  

 
 Available from: https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/heat-vision/renee-nault-explains-

origins-handmaids-tale-graphic-novel-1196997.  
 
MELLOR, Louisa. “‘The Handmaid’s Tale:’ How Will Atwood’s Book Sequel Affect the TV Show?” Den 

of Geek, 30 July 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: As Game of Thrones proved, when a TV adaptation overtakes its source material, 

problems can follow. Invention and expansion is required, but, even with the blessing of the 
original creator, on-screen continuation of a story is often treated by fans as unwelcome and 
non-canonical.... When Hulu’s “The Handmaid’s Tale” arrived in 2017, its first season covered 
the expanse of material from the very start to the very end of Margaret Atwood’s 1985 novel 
(epilogue aside, it closed on the same final image). For seasons two and three, the show 
expanded the dystopian world of Gilead, a fundamentalist patriarchal regime that, among 
other delights, forces fertile women into sexual servitude as “Handmaids” to the ruling classes, 
and kept the story going beyond the reach of the book. Now, with “The Handmaid’s Tale” 
renewed for another run of episodes, and a sequel to the original novel arriving mid-way 
between seasons three and four, where does everything stand?  

 
 Announced in November 2018, Testaments is Margaret Atwood’s sequel to her 1985 modern 

classic The Handmaid’s Tale. It joins the story 15 years after the events of that novel. (A 
framing narrative for the original in the form of a fictional academic paper presented on the 
historical period of Gilead extends 200 years after those events, so technically, the sequel is 
filling in a gap instead of branching entirely out anew….) The new novel will have three 
different female narrators, Atwood has confirmed, though their identities remain under wraps. 
The sequel was inspired by everything readers have ever asked the author “about Gilead and its 
inner workings,” and by “the world we’ve been living in,” according to the Penguin press 
announcement. It will be unconnected to events in seasons two and three of Hulu’s “The 
Handmaid’s Tale” (which makes sense as they take place in the time directly after the end of 
the original, and Testaments is set a decade and a half later on).  

 
 When asked by the LA Times why she was writing a sequel, Atwood explained that she’d been 

asked questions about Gilead by readers for 35 years. “It’s time to address some of the 
requests.” The Trump administration too, was part of her explanation. Atwood described 
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herself “like all Canadians” watching US politics and thinking “What kind of shenanigans will 
they be up to next? What’s gonna happen next? I’ve never seen anything like it, and neither has 
anybody else. On [the] one hand, it’s just riveting, and on the other hand, it’s quite appalling.” 
True and true. 

 
 Testaments isn’t Margaret Atwood’s first addition to her original novel. In 2017, an “enhanced 

edition” of The Handmaid’s Tale audiobook—as read by Claire Danes in 2012—was released. 
This version by Audible not only added snippets of music in between chapters (to represent the 
cassette compilation tapes over which Offred recorded her story in the original novel), but also 
extended the epilogue. Originally, The Handmaid’s Tale novel ends with the ‘transcription’ of a 
fictional conference paper presented by an academic researcher in Gileadean studies, 200 
years after the events of the story. It’s a sly, satirical piece of writing that concluded with the 
line “Are there any questions?” In the 2017 edition, questions are asked. Audience members—
one voiced by Margaret Atwood—ask speaker Professor James Darcy Pieixoto a series of points 
about his paper and the workings of Gilead. During the Q&A, there’s even mention of the 
historical discovery of Aunt Lydia’s logbook from the era, which turned out to be a hoax. The 
session ends with a tease for the sequel, as the Professor tells his audience “I hope to be able to 
present the results of our further Gileadian investigations to you at some future date.” On 
September the 10th this year, that’s exactly what’s going to happen. 

 
 What is Atwood’s relationship to “The Handmaid’s Tale” TV show? Speaking to The 

Independent in June 2019, Miller confirmed that he is in regular contact with Atwood. “She 
reads all the scripts. She sees episodes, and so she feels the same way, I think—that it’s a good 
extrapolation of her world.” So the expanded Gilead of seasons two and three, which travelled 
to the Colonies and the Econovillage, locations only mentioned in passing in the original novel, 
will not influence Testaments. Seasons two, three and four of the TV show continue to draw 
from the book. Though “The Handmaid’s Tale” TV show outran the novel by the end of season 
one in terms of timeline, elements from the book are still being used up by the television series. 
In season two, the first “Prayvaganza” was staged, a Gilead ceremony from the novel in which 
girls as young as fourteen are married off to men in a mass ceremony. In season three, viewers 
first witnessed the act of “particicution” by hanging as described in the novel, in which 
multiple Handmaids pull on ropes joined to one set of gallows, as a form of “salvaging.” Also in 
season three, June discovers and records a message on a compilation cassette in the basement 
of her latest posting, as a reference to the tapes on which Offred’s original testimony was 
discovered in the novel. Speaking to The Independent in June 2019, showrunner Bruce Miller 
described how June’s season three inner monologue line about her mother always wanting a 
“women’s culture” and Gilead has created one, but not the one she envisaged, was taken 
straight from the book. “We spent kind of three years teasing that quote apart,” said Miller. 
“We have quotes from the book up all over the place.” 

 
 So even though the timeline has strictly run out, we can expect details from the novel to 

emerge for exploration in future seasons of the TV show, and presumably the same will apply 
for Testaments. Speaking to The Independent about the relationship between the original 
novel and the TV adaptation, showrunner Bruce Miller brought up Testaments. “But now 
Margaret’s writing a sequel,” he said, agreeing that would make it “interesting.” “The degree of 
difficulty was 10 and now it becomes 10 plus,” said Miller. Navigating the expanded world of 
Gilead he and his team have created while remaining truthful to the vision Atwood lays out in 
Testaments will be some balancing act. 

 
 How many seasons will the TV show go on for? Season four of “The Handmaid’s Tale” is 

expected to arrive in 2020. According to a very early plan by showrunner Bruce Miller, there 
would then be a further six seasons still to go after that. Miller told The Hollywood Reporter in 
2017 that he had originally “roughed it out to around 10 seasons,” but has since confirmed to 
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Mashable that there is no exact target in terms of the number of seasons, more a narrative 
point he wants to reach. “The ideal for the show’s longevity is that when it’s done there’s 
something kind of nice and perfect that you can put on the shelf next to the book as a 
companion piece,” said Miller. “There is no number, and considering that seasons can get 
longer and shorter has made that even more meaningless.” Miller told Mashable he wants to 
take the story all the way to Gilead’s own version of the Nuremberg Trials after the fall of the 
regime, when Serena and Commander Waterford are forced to answer for their crimes. “We 
can go on for a very long time,” he promised.  

 
 Available from: https://www.denofgeek.com/books/how-will-margaret-atwood-handmaids-

tale-book-sequel-affect-tv-show.  
 
MORITZ, A.F. “For Margaret Atwood: An (Unconventional) 80th Birthday Poem.” Toronto Star, 18 

November 2019, Section: Entertainment, Online.  
 
 Poem on occasion of her 80th birthday: Excerpt: Faith in Hell 
 
  They lost faith in hell, which certainly 
  is a myth. For there is nowhere 
  that a world all caverns, lakes and rivers of fire 
  can be found, with halls and ditches 
  housing an endless variety of tortures, 
  each appropriate to the life 
  of one of us. And certainly there’s no real place 
  where we’re granted eternal youth 
  of a sort, so that we can burn moment after moment 
  with the full agony of the first lick of flame. 
  Some of them still believed in what they called 
  the truth of myth: that hell, 
  for instance, is an image 
  of the eternal seriousness of our faults and crimes. 
  But this seriousness itself, they said, 
  disrobed of images, is more horrible 
  than any story. As they considered this 
  they went to sleep. Whereas in hell 
  there is no sleep. Far away, for the time being, 
  were infants the bombing kept awake all day and night.  
 
 Available from: https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/11/18/for-margaret-

atwood-an-80th-birthday-poem.html. 
 
NAZAROFF, Diane. “Margaret Atwood Woos Students with Tales of Creativity and the Gift of the 

Writer.” UNSW Sydney (Australia) Newsroom, 6 March 2019, Online.  
 
 Report of Atwood’s appearance at a Centre of Ideas event held at the University of New South 

Wales, Kensington Campus. Excerpt: At the end of her appearance at UNSW Sydney, Margaret 
Atwood explained how she ended up writing the introduction to Lewis Hyde’s 1983 non-fiction 
book The Gift. Hyde describes the book as being about the value of creativity and of its 
importance in a culture increasingly governed by money and overrun with commodities. “It’s 
the only book I recommend to young writers,” the Canadian writer told a mostly female 
undergraduate audience. “It’s about the difference between the gift economy which art exists 
in, and the money economy in which a work of art touches and has to pass through in order to 
turn back into a gift.” Many years ago, the author did a favour for her publisher and, in return, 
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asked her publisher to read The Gift manuscript, which he later published. “People trade stuff 
all the time, that’s how human beings go about their daily lives, and in The Gift you will read 
why,” Atwood said. “If you’re having trouble with your family, you shouldn’t go home for 
Christmas—gifts are exchanged. And the difference between gifts and the things you buy is that 
if you receive a gift, you owe, either to the person that you received from or to somebody 
else. And with writing, usually you receive the gift from previous writers, you incorporate it 
and then you pass it on.” 

 
 The highly credentialed writer spoke with UNSW Literary Studies senior lecturer in the Faculty 

of Arts & Social Sciences Dr Fiona Morrison in an exclusive and intimate event presented by 
UNSW Centre for Ideas on Kensington campus. The event followed a sold-out appearance at 
the Opera House the previous day. “She is of course a great untold adaptor and revisor of 
works by others, including writers such as Homer and Shakespeare and is involved very much 
in finding new shapes and forms for your work as counsel, as commentator and artistic force,” 
Dr Morrison said. Atwood said 18th and 19th century novels “were both happily quite female-
centric” but noted a change particularly after the ‘50s, when there was “a concerted effort made 
to get women back into the home after the war.” “And to get them back into the home, 
[women] were told that their true nature, and the path towards fulfillment, is to basically scoop 
out their brain.” She told the audience that “luckily I had a tomboy mother” who was “a very 
athletic person … a speed skater” and a scientist father, both of whom “weren’t interested in 
housework or gloves.” “I think the scariest thing facing us is, should the ocean warm and 
acidify, that is kind of it for us.” 

 
 The world literary figure said her most terrifying dystopian plot was the 2003 self-described 

speculative fiction book Oryx and Crake, adding that she would “have had more plastic in the 
ocean writing it today.” “So I think the scariest thing facing us is, should the ocean warm and 
acidify, that is kind of it for us, because it is the oceans that make 60% to 80% of the oxygen we 
breathe,” she said. “If the life forms in those oceans die, you are oxygen depleted to begin with, 
and that will make us stupider.” The author, who has a reputation for repudiating science 
fiction, was asked if she thought speculative fiction was an important genre to deal with 
contemporary political, economic and ecological issues. “So speculative fiction says, ‘This is 
where we could go—is that where we want to live?,’” she said. “If we don’t want to live there, 
maybe not go there. Maybe rearrange the blueprint so that we’re going to be in a different kind 
of future.” 

 
 Asked about the power of words and her favourite written sentence, she said, “It is true that 

words are very powerful, but they can be used negatively as well as positively … Donald Trump 
tweets words.” Atwood said she got “a kick” out of writing really silly birthday songs for her 
friends and relations. “Nobody dies, it’s fun to illustrate them,” she said, while also claiming to 
have written the world’s only home economics opera in 1956. “For years people who were in it 
turned up for readings. They are dying off now … I used other people’s music, in fact the head 
of the Canadian Opera Company said that I ruined Hoffman’s ‘Barcarolle’ forever.”  

 
 Available from: https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/art-architecture-design/margaret-

atwood-woos-students-tales-creativity-and-gift-writer.  
 
NELSON, Camilla. “Margaret Atwood: The Handmaid’s Tale Feels Real in 2019, but the Solution 

Won’t Come from Novels.” The Conversation, 4 March 2019, Online.  
 
 Report of a conversation with Atwood to a sold-out crowd at the Sydney Opera House. Excerpt: 

Atwood’s books paint a speculative or parallel reality. But she is careful to point out that they 
are also of their own historic moment. They contain nothing that has not already become part 
of what James Joyce once called the “nightmare of history”—no technology, no atrocity, 
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“nothing goes on that has not already gone on,” she says. She is also quick to insist that she is 
not a “prophet.” Atwood says—looking back on the Pollyanna decades of the 1990s—it could 
have gone the other way. She wished it had. We could have “all gone shopping” in Francis 
Fukuyama’s consumer capitalist utopia, she jokes. It would have been preferable. Atwood is 
well known for her belief in the power of language to change things—something of an 
occupational hazard for writers. But she is also clear that words can obscure. They can damage. 
And they are often manipulated. “Who is going to decide how fake a piece of fake news is 
before it’s fake?” One member of the audience claimed that she felt her whole life—from 
Ronald Reagan to Donald Trump—had been an experience of living through a series of “high 
literary dystopias,” lurching from atomic threat to species extinction. Atwood had an answer 
for that, too. The solutions, says Atwood, will not come to you as novels. They will also not be 
hers to find. She is—she claims—already an old lady who is arranging her own 
“environmentally friendly funeral[,”] without plastics.  

 
 Available from: http://theconversation.com/margaret-atwood-the-handmaids-tale-feels-real-

in-2019-but-the-solution-wont-come-from-novels-112854.  
 
PAAS-LANG, Christian and Adina BRESGE. “Federal Government Commits $2.8 Million to Anti-

Workplace Harassment Project; Feds Commit $2.8 Million to Anti-Harassment.” CTV News, 5 
July 2019, Online.  

 
 Atwood helped set up AfterMeToo, an anti-sexual harassment group. Excerpt: A project aimed 

at reducing workplace harassment and promoting accountable work environments will receive 
almost $2.8 million in federal funding, the government announced Friday. The money will go 
to fund Roadmap to Future Workplaces, a project that will provide training on legal rights and 
help create plans to reform company policies that enable workplace sexual 
harassment. Employment Minister Patty Hajdu made the announcement in Toronto, where 
she [was] joined by Canadian actor Mia Kirshner, co-founder of AfterMeToo, an anti-sexual 
harassment group and Canadian author Margaret Atwood. The Canadian Women’s 
Foundation, AfterMeToo and Aboriginal Peoples Television Network will collaborate on the 
program, which will be hosted on an online platform called Rosa, founded by Kirshner. By 
centralizing information and reporting tools for federally regulated industries, Rosa will make 
it easier to access support quickly and online, she said. The project aims to fix what Kirshner 
said is currently a scattered, difficult system for finding resources around sexual harassment.... 
Atwood, who was one of the program’s first funders, said Rosa would help even beyond the 
actual information it will provide. “It adds a layer of ‘don’t do it buddy,’” Atwood said in an 
interview. “It has a preventative function. As people realize this exists, ‘don’t do it buddy’ may 
kick in. A lot of people do things if they think they can get away with it.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/federal-government-commits-2-8-million-

to-anti-workplace-harassment-project-1.4496011.  
 
PENDER, Terry. “‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ Drives Atwood’s Renaissance.” Waterloo Region Record, 3 

June 2019, Section: WatsOn, Online.  
 
 A report, with reflections of Atwood’s appearance in Kitchener, Ontario. Excerpt: As the 

internet lays waste to large parts of the creative economy, Canadian author Margaret Atwood is 
enjoying a huge boost in popularity thanks to the serial adaptation of her 1985 novel The 
Handmaid’s Tale.... A dramatic increase in books sales and lucrative speaking engagements 
followed Hulu’s 2017 première of the TV series. When Atwood releases The Testaments at a 
book launch in London, England, the event will be streamed live around the world to 1,000 
cinemas. “It’s weird,” she said. 
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 Benefits are flowing Atwood’s way decades after she signed away the television rights. When 
Atwood sold the movie rights in the late 1980s, she also sold the TV rights. The movie 
adaptation was released in 1990 staring Natasha Richardson and Robert Duvall. It was 
directed by Volker Schlöndorff. The screenplay was by Harold Pinter. Hulu was a fledgling 
video-streaming service in 2015 when it called about buying the rights to Atwood’s novel. The 
television rights had gone into the Mountain of Gollum, said Atwood during an onstage 
interview last week at Kitchener’s Centre in the Square. “The serial rights were attached to the 
movie, and the movie was sold to the distributor, the distributor went bankrupt, the assets 
were broken up and acquired, and nobody actually knew by 2015 who had those rights,” said 
Atwood. And I didn’t know, my agent didn’t know, nobody knew, the first producer didn’t 
know, but detectives were set on the trail, and lo and behold, somebody opened a drawer at 
MGM, there is the ‘Ring of Horror.’ Who knew?” said Atwood.  

 
 The event at Centre in the Square last week is representative of the enormous boost the Hulu 

series gives Atwood. She was paid $50,000 for the event and interviewed onstage by former 
Liberal MP and broadcast journalist Daiene Vernile. Atwood was the main attraction at the 
annual fundraiser for The Museum. More than 1,700 people bought tickets to hear the 82-
year-old cultural icon. She was greeted with a standing ovation, and another one at the end of 
the event. Fans young and old surrounded her for autographs and photos. She spoke about the 
current relevance of series. Emboldened by the 2016 election of U.S. President Donald Trump, 
some state legislatures—most notably in Alabama and Texas—have restricted access to 
abortions. Protesters showed up wearing the red cloaks and white bonnets worn by the 
handmaids in the Hulu series and in the novel. “It is brilliant, it started in Texas,” said Atwood. 
The protesters ordered the costumes online, and were disappointed when pink ones were 
delivered. So they sewed the red ones themselves. “Then it spread from there, and people 
around the world have been doing this,” said Atwood. “And the reasons it is brilliant is you 
can’t be kicked out for causing a disturbance because you are not saying anything. And you 
can’t be kicked out for dressing immodestly because most of you is covered up, but everyone 
knows exactly what it means.” She believes it is less likely Canadian politicians will restrict 
access to abortions the way some American legislators recently did. Rather, she thinks Canada 
is much more likely to be a place where people escape to. “As we have been in the past on 
numerous occasions,” Atwood said. 

 
 The Handmaid’s Tale won the Governor General’s Award after it was published in 1985, and 

the Arthur C. Clarke Award for science fiction—a first for a Canadian writer. The speculative 
science in some of her fiction is always rooted in actual research. She first read about sex 
robots, and growing protein in petri dishes—both of which appear in her fiction—in science 
journals. Atwood grew up in the bush in Northwestern Quebec. Her father was an 
entomologist. They had lots of books, but no electricity and no TV. The only radio she could 
pull in was from Soviet-era Russia on a shortwave set. “I grew up among the scientists and 
being surrounded by them at every hand I had to keep up,” said Atwood. “I had to keep up at 
our festival family dinners. We don’t discuss weddings and funerals, we discuss sex hormones 
in rats.” To this day she reads The New Scientist, a newsletter called Science News, Scientific 
American and Discovery magazine. She is partial to biology-related news. Theoretical physics, 
aside from Black Holes, not so much. “I will give it as passing glance, but I think it’s like, ‘If you 
fold the universe like an accordion and stick a pin through it you might be able to’—never 
mind,” Atwood said. “Or, ‘There are 11 dimensions.’ Do I Care? No.” 

 
 She had a walk-on role in the first season of the series on Hulu as one of the older[] 

disciplinarians. In the scene she whacks the star of the series, Elisabeth Moss, over the head. 
The scene needed several takes because Atwood did not hit Moss hard enough. In post 
production, a sound effect had to be added. The third season goes beyond the novel, but the 
writers ensure everything is linked to something that first happened in the book. Atwood is 
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impressed by the way the show’s creator, Bruce Miller, and his team handle the material. 
Miller hired her as a consulting producer, an important sounding title with no power. She gets 
to read scripts ahead of time. “I have a tiny bit of influence, by which I mean that I talk to 
Bruce a lot on the phone, I read the script, and I sometimes say—but I don’t often, because 
they are pretty good, these people—but once in a while I might say, ‘I wouldn’t do that if I were 
you,’” said Atwood.  

 
 Available from: https://www.therecord.com/entertainment/books/2019/06/04/the-

handmaid-s-tale-drives-atwood-s-renaissance.html.  
 
PETSKI, Denise. “Margaret Atwood’s ‘Handmaid’s Tale’ Book Sequel The Testaments in the Works by 

MGM TV & Hulu.” Deadline, 4 September 2019, Section: TV, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: A follow-up to the award-winning “The Handmaid’s Tale” is in the works. MGM 

Television and Hulu are developing The Testaments, Margaret Atwood’s sequel to her best-
selling dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale. MGM and Hulu are currently in talks with 
“Handmaid’s” showrunner Bruce Miller about how the upcoming novel can become an 
extension to the series, which was recently picked up for a fourth season by Hulu.  

 
 Available from: https://deadline.com/2019/09/margaret-atwoods-handmaids-tale-book-

sequel-the-testaments-in-the-works-by-mgm-tv-hulu-1202710460.  
 
PETTER, Olivia. “Margaret Atwood Says Greta Thunberg Is the ‘Joan of Arc of the Environment.’” The 

Independent, 7 November 2019, Section: Life, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has compared Greta Thunberg to Joan of Arc, praising the 
 teenage environmentalist as “wonderful.” Speaking on the Extinction Rebellion podcast, 
 The Handmaid’s Tale author described the 16-year-old climate change activist as similar 
 to the 15th century French saint who was burnt at the stake after she helped reclaim land  
  from the English. “She’s wonderful and she’s impervious to people slagging her off,”  
  Atwood said of Thunberg. “She’s sort of the Joan of Arc of the environment. I think she 
  needs a big white horse.” Atwood continued: “I’m very happy to see that this message is 
  finally getting out there and penetrating, because it’s been a long time coming.” 
 
 The author, whose MaddAddam trilogy features a group of characters who seek to preserve 

plant and animal life, went on to discuss how writers can effectively make political points 
about the environment in their work. “You can’t write a whole novel with [climate change] as 
the protagonist, but it has become the background or, indeed, the foreground,” the 79-year-old 
said. “You cannot dictate to artists what they should do,” Atwood added. “They’re figuring it 
out. You can’t tell them what to do, or it will be agitprop all over again, and socialist realism. 
You can’t tell artists what to ‘art.’” Atwood’s comments come after Collins Dictionary revealed 
that Thunberg was the inspiration behind its word of 2019: Climate strike.  

 
 Available from: https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/margaret-atwood-greta-thunberg-

joan-of-arc-environmentalism-climate-change-a9188841.html.  
 
ROBINSON, Jill. “‘Misses the Point’: The Handmaid’s Tale Author Margaret Atwood Takes Swipe at 

Kylie Jenner for ‘Missing the Point’ with Gilead Costume Party.” The Sun (United Kingdom), 
27 November 2019, Section: TV, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: The Handmaid’s Tale author Margaret Atwood has taken a swipe at Kylie Jenner for 

“missing the point” with a Gilead costume party. The “Keeping Up With the Kardashians” star 
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threw a 22nd birthday party for BFF Stassie Karanikolaou inspired by the Margaret’s book 
earlier this year. The novel has been turned into a hit TV series on Hulu starring Elisabeth 
Moss, and Kylie and her pals all wore the infamous red cloaks and white bonnets synonymous 
with the Handmaid’s for the birthday bash. Meanwhile the staff offered themed food and 
drinks to guests and were dressed like the show’s Marthas. 

 
 Kylie instantly received backlash online for the party, especially considering how the themes 

within the book and on the TV show look at women being suppressed, raped and stripped of 
their rights. Now Margaret, 80, has slammed the 22-year-old too, telling the New York 
Magazine: “Oh, Kylie Jenner, I had to look up who Kylie Jenner was, I’m so old.” Pressed for 
her thoughts on the party, she added: “My readers deal with those things. They notice them 
before I do. I expect that Kylie Jenner heard from some of them along the lines of ‘We 
appreciate the thought, but you kind of missed it.’” She continued: “There were some themed 
tequila. People often do this in a very well-meaning way; they’re not trying to be unpleasant.” 
“It happens occasionally when I’ve been speaking somewhere I will be greeted with 
Handmaid’s Tale cupcakes because the person doing the catering is such a fan.” “Will I turn up 
my nose at such cupcakes? No, I will not. I will not do that.” 

 
 Margaret added she’s “happy to have people playing in the sandbox” of her work, but admitted 

that “sometimes they get a little off, but that is to be expected.” The author isn’t the only one to 
lambaste Kylie for the bash, as actor Bradley Whitford—who plays Commander Lawrence—
branded it “a little tacky” during an appearance on American show “The Talk.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thesun.co.uk/tvandshowbiz/10432750/the-handmaids-tale-

margaret-atwood-kylie-jenner.  
 
SCHAUB, Michael. “Margaret Atwood Will Discuss The Testaments on Booktube.” Kirkus Reviews, 18 

November 2019, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has seemingly been everywhere this year, thanks to the success of 

The Testaments, the wildly popular sequel to her novel The Handmaid’s Tale. Now fans of the 
Canadian author who couldn’t see her on tour will be able to catch her on YouTube.  

 
 Available from: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/news-and-features/articles/margaret-

atwood-testaments-booktube. The actual Booktube video is available here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-q3PM3PXm8.  

 
SHAKESPEARE, Sebastian. “Diary.” Daily Mail, 15 October 2019, Section: News, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Booker Prize winner Margaret Atwood reveals she’s acquired a fondness for children’s 

cartoons to help cope with the loss of her long-term partner, Canadian novelist Graeme 
Gibson. I saw Captain Underpants the other day and I loved it. I’m drawn to the silliness of 
certain things at certain times of my life,’ she tells me. Silly distraction is important. My 
husband died a month ago, so that’s why I’m watching silly movies. Sometimes I watch 
profound movies, but not right now.’  

 
 Available from: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7577027/SEBASTIAN-

SHAKESPEARE-Meghan-Harry-snap-Kirsty-Young-direct-Sussex-Royal-foundation.html.  
 
SIMPSON, Craig. “Bernardine Evaristo: Being First Black Woman to Win Booker Is ‘Bittersweet’; 

Margaret Atwood Has Said She Would Have Been Embarrassed to Win the Prize Alone.” 
Belfast Telegraph, 14 October 2019, Section: News, Online.  
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 Atwood commenting on splitting her Booker win. Excerpt: Atwood welcomed sharing the glory 

with Evaristo, saying she would have been embarrassed to win the award while holding out a 
younger writer. Judges, headed by Hay Festival founder Peter Florence, broke Booker rules to 
share the prize between the two women. Speaking to journalists after the prize ceremony at the 
Guildhall in London, Atwood said of the split: “It would have been quite embarrassing of 
someone of my age and stage to have won. I really actually would have been embarrassed. I 
have been on many a jury. And I’ve been on a jury where we’ve split the prize. I understand the 
predicament. I get it. In a perfect world, which is the world of Alice In Wonderland, all have 
won and all shall have prizes.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/news/bernardine-

evaristo-being-first-black-woman-to-win-booker-is-bittersweet-38595669.html. 
 
—-. “Margaret Atwood Jokes The Handmaid’s Tale Sequel Will Be Set in Ireland as She Unveils New 

Book Cover; She Has Now Offered Readers a Look at the Cover Art of the New Book.” Irish 
Mirror, 31 January 2019, Section: News, p. 1.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has revealed the cover of her follow-up to The Handmaid’s Tale and 

joked that the novel would be set in Ireland. The Canadian author announced the much-
awaited sequel to her dystopian work in November, saying its inspiration was the “world we’ve 
been living in.” Atwood’s new novel, entitled The Testaments, will be set in the same fictional 
universe as The Handmaid’s Tale, which achieved enormous popularity when adapted into a 
hit Netflix series. She has now offered readers a look at the cover art of the new book, which 
shows the stylised silhouette of a woman in the garb of a handmaid from her grimly 
misogynistic fictional world. Beneath a Twitter post containing the bright green and blue 
imagery of the cover art, the author joked that the novel—set 15 years after the events of the 
first—was “set in Ireland….” She added she was “joking.” In a statement made last year, the 
author said: “Dear Readers: Everything you’ve ever asked me about Gilead and its inner 
workings is the inspiration for this book. Well, almost everything. The other inspiration is the 
world we’ve been living in.” The blue-and-green shades reflect the colour The Wives wear in 
Atwood’s world, a class which has more privileges than the brutalised handmaids. The 
Testaments is due to be published in September 2019.  

 
 Available from: https://www.irishmirror.ie/news/irish-news/margaret-atwood-the-

testaments-book-13936289.  
 
—-. “Margaret Atwood: Booker Prize Will Be Irrelevant If We Don’t Save Environment.” The 

Independent, 15 October 2019, Section: Entertainment, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: Booker Prize-winner Margaret Atwood has said literary awards will be irrelevant 

unless action is taken over the environment. The Canadian author was jointly awarded the 
prestigious prize for The Testaments, and wore the badge of Extinction Rebellion as she 
accepted the honour. Activists for the environmental group have donned costumes appearing 
to reference the robes of women in The Handmaid’s Tale. The Testaments is the sequel to 
Atwood’s 1985 dystopian novel. 

 
 Showing solidarity in turn by wearing the protest group’s hourglass symbol, the veteran author 

said environmental crises will affect lives within a generation and has supported international 
calls for action. She added that her own most recent literary honour—her second Booker Prize 
following a win for The Blind Assassin in 2000—will be an irrelevance in a world riven by 
environmental problems. Atwood, 79, said: “Extinction Rebellion? I’m very happy to see them 
show up after all these years. Because the biologists and people in the environmental field have 
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been saying this for a very long time. It’s extremely pleasing to see these young people taking 
hold of that, understanding it, and pointing out that if people don’t fix this particular crisis, 
stuff like book prizes are going to become very very irrelevant, very quickly. This isn’t even a 
question of your grandchildren, it’s quite a distance away, it’s not even your children. It’s going 
to be you.” 

 
 Atwood was named the joint winner of the 2019 Booker Prize along with British author 

Bernardine Evaristo, who explored the lives of black women in her work Girl, Woman, Other. 
Atwood believes that while women may be afforded literary prizes, they are not extended the 
same privileges in wider society. She said: “For women writers the chances are a lot better than 
they used to be. For women, it depends where you are in the world, and it also depends where 
you are in the hierarchy within that part of the world. Obviously in places that are chaotic and 
war-torn the chances are very bad. And for people at the lower end of the social scale they are 
getting worse, because the income gap is getting greater.” 

 
 The prolific author of more than 40 works, who began as a poet in the 1960s, Atwood believes 

her own fiction will inevitably reflect her social context and concerns, which has [led] her to be 
popular symbolically within protest groups. She said: “I think it’s circular. Art reflects life. No 
matter what you write, even if you’re writing about medieval Europe, you’re still writing in 
your own time. People see that reflection and they may pick up on it, but things come from 
reality first.” Atwood said she did not need the money or attention of the Booker, and would be 
donating her £25,000 prize.  

 
 Available from: https://www.independent.ie/entertainment/margaret-atwood-booker-prize-

will-be-irrelevant-if-we-dont-save-environment-38597107.html. 
 
—-. “‘Very Funny’ Duchess of Cornwall Meets Booker Prize Winners; the Joint Winners Were Invited 

to Clarence House.” Belfast Telegraph, 15 October 2019, Section: News, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: The “very funny” Duchess of Cornwall has expressed her passion for reading during a 

meeting with the dual Booker Prize winners. She met Margaret Atwood and Bernardine 
Evaristo for tea at Clarence House after award judges chose to break the rules and split the 
annual prize. Camilla was given signed copies of the authors’ books after the reception in 
London, following which she was described as “very, very funny.” The duchess, who last year 
presented the Booker to first Northern Irish winner Anna Burns, said she was sad to have 
missed this year’s ceremony. She congratulated Atwood during the tea, and said of the surprise 
decision to split the prize: “It must have been so exciting to have a tie.” Atwood, author of The 
Testaments, said after the meeting: “She was very sorry she couldn’t be there and swore that 
she would be there next year. And said how lucky we are to be writers.” On being in Clarence 
House, she added: “Very nice carpets and pictures….” Camilla is a patron of the National 
Literacy Trust and Book Trust and a long-time supporter of the Booker Prize.  

 
 Available from: https://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/uk/very-funny-duchess-of-

cornwall-meets-booker-prize-winners-38597959.html.  
 
SINGH, Anita. “Publisher of Booker Prize Nominee Criticises Judging after Jury Member Suggests 

Award Was to Celebrate Margaret Atwood’s ‘Titanic Career.’” The Telegraph, 16 October 2019, 
Section: News, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: The publisher of one of this year’s Booker Prize nominees has criticised the judging 

process after a jury member appeared to admit that the award was shared with Margaret 
Atwood to honour her “titanic career.” This year’s prize has been mired in controversy after it 
was split between Atwood and Bernardine Evaristo. It is supposed to honour the best book of 
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the year rather than a body of work. But Afua Hirsch, a jury member, wrote an article 
yesterday saying that the decision had been made difficult because they had to “judge the 
titanic career, the contribution to culture of Margaret Atwood” against the others. That 
admission provoked a furious response from Sam Jordison, whose tiny publishing house, 
Galley Beggar Press, is home to Lucy Ellmann, shortlisted for her 1,000-page opus, Ducks, 
Newburyport. “We were led to believe it was a book prize, not a career prize. This is 
devastating to read. Why enter?” Jordison wrote on social media. “In what way is this fair?” He 
said: “Lucy went through so much, worked so hard, went to so many events. We have spent 
thousands of pounds that we don’t have. And we never had a hope from the start. Why did we 
even send them copies of the book to read? I am shaking.” Jordison added that Hirsch’s 
comment “seems to make it clear that the playing field wasn’t level in the final meeting. It 
suggests more rules were flouted. That’s the objection.” Announcing the winner earlier this 
week the judges said that they had chosen to ‘flout the rules’ by splitting the prize, with the 
chair of the judges, Peter Florence, claiming that they “couldn’t separate” Atwood’s The 
Testaments and Evaristo’s Girl, Woman, Other. The decision has been widely criticised.  

 
 Available from: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/10/16/publisher-booker-prize-

nominee-criticises-judging-jury-member. 
 
TAN, Lanz Aaron G. “‘Multiplicity Is Actually Strength’: Margaret Atwood and Poul Ruders Reflect on 

Retelling ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ through Opera.” Harvard Crimson, 26 May 2019, Section: 
Theater, p. 1.  

 
 Excerpt: Author Margaret Atwood and composer Poul Ruders introduced the opera production 

of “The Handmaid’s Tale” to Boston with a conversation on May 4 at WBUR’s CitySpace. The 
opera was first staged in 2000 in Copenhagen, but its May 5 to 11 [sic] run staged by the 
Boston Lyric Opera at Harvard’s Lavietes Pavilion marked its Boston premiere. Atwood offered 
context behind the central themes of the production, particularly those of political control and 
female subjugation. Ruders explained why these messages translated well to music, and 
performers presented a sample of the work. 

 
 The premise for “The Handmaid’s Tale” is rooted in a dystopian near-future, where the United 

States has collapsed to a totalitarian Christian theocracy called Gilead. Key themes include the 
subjugation of women and the structure of totalitarian societies. The conversation explored the 
real life inspiration behind these themes, and, with audio clips of segments of the production 
and live performances, explained how the adaptation of the acclaimed novel into an opera can 
shed a unique perspective on the much-adapted source material (“The Handmaid’s Tale” is the 
subject of a motion picture and a television series currently airing on Hulu). When asked why 
the themes in “The Handmaid’s Tale” resonate with a modern audience, Atwood commented 
on the efficacy of building a world that was believable. “There’s nothing within the book that 
hasn’t already happened somewhere in real life or for which we don’t have the technology,” she 
said. Atwood penned the novel (first published in 1985) while living in West Berlin at the 
height of the Cold War, where the stark contrast between life on either side of the Iron Curtain 
served as some inspiration for the creation of the totalitarian state of Gilead. After the first film 
(of the same name) was screened in East Germany, Atwood commented on the country’s 
response as a testament to the brutal reality of living in a totalitarian system. “They watched 
very intently and afterwards they said, ‘This was our life.’ You had the feeling that you could 
not, that you did not know who to trust.”  

 
 Ruders commented on how his score serves to realize Atwood’s thematic vision into 

sound. “What music can do is to add the extra dimension,” he said. One example of this was 
the use of music to distinguish between the main narrative, set in Gilead, and flashbacks, set in 
the contemporary U.S. “In the time before, music is easygoing. I use a watermark—three 
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chords—which distinguish a shift in time.” Atwood elaborated on Ruders’s comments, 
suggesting that opera was also a unique medium in effectively depicting thought from her 
characters. “How do you present speech for people who aren’t allowed to speak? In the first 
film, the director initially put voice over but he took it out, which I thought was a mistake. 
Conventions in opera allow for people on stage to sing and talk without others on stage 
knowing,” Atwood said. 

 
 Paul Bentley, the opera’s librettist, was also in attendance at the conversation. He gave insight 

into the style of music in the opera and the power of live music, contrasting it with the effects 
of music in the Hulu TV show. “I watched the first episode on television, and very quickly, I 
was missing the music that wasn’t nearly as powerful on television as you get in the opera 
house because the stupendous orchestration and orchestra wasn’t there,” Bentley said. “I 
would put as many types of music as I possibly can within the opera. Poul’s music does this 
time and time again.” 

 
 As the conversation drew to a close, pianist Nathan Salazar and mezzo-soprano Jennifer 

Johnson Cano, who plays protagonist Offred in the production, performed an aria, which 
Atwood jokingly referred to as the “only aria in opera to be sung about the menstrual cycle.” 
Atwood commented on how the sample performance encapsulated some of the key themes in 
her work. “It’s a lamenting feeling of being divorced from her body; her body has become a 
source of distress for her,” Atwood said. Atwood’s parting words embodied hope for the new 
generation of opera-goers. “Young people don’t usually go to the opera, who may never have 
gone to the opera before,” Atwood said. “What I’m happy about right now is the generations of, 
let’s say, under 25, particularly the ones who have become articulate about gun control and the 
extinction resistance which is now sweeping through high schools and colleges. It’s going to be 
harder to do totalitarianism here, partly because it’s so diverse. You can’t just get hold of one 
demographic of the people and convince them all to do your will. Multiplicity is actually 
strength under these conditions.”  

 
 Available from: https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2019/5/26/handmaids-tale-opera-talk.  
 
THOMAS, Sarah. “Margaret Atwood on Being Alert.” Keys Weekly, 18 January 2019, Online.  
 
 Report of Atwood’s remarks from the dais at the San Carlos Institute where she delivered 

“Alert! Influences at Work!” for the 37th Annual Key West Literary Seminar’s John Hersey 
Memorial Address. Excerpt: “I’m happy to be here at the literary seminar and pleased to find 
that American writers are not already in the Gulag,” she said. “Let me tell you how I got my 
magic tickle truck full of rags and bones, which we otherwise call influences.” In front of a 
screen displaying iconic cover art of Atwood’s many novels, she focused on the mammoth 
influences, from the Bible to Chaucer (and even Aquaman!), that have shaped her work. The 
tone Atwood struck was wry and half-winking, with the fire of protest but the panache of great 
story-telling. Atwood promotes the borrowing and even “cannibalizing” of stories, 
acknowledging the true mythology—the idea of originality (or originality that exists devoid of 
influence or predecessor). 

 
 Atwood has a slight frame and nearly monotone voice, evoking the image of a miniature 

Medusa—her words—with Homeric range and authority. With these references in mind, 
Atwood said, “It appears archetypes and mythology are making a comeback.” That’s certainly 
the case with Aquaman, whom she dissected and connected to a number of classical touch 
points, citing his triton, and of course, his hometown of Atlantis. Our hometown too, Atwood 
noted, has echoes of mythology. “The tradition that islands are likely to be magic go back to 
our dead old friend Odysseus,” she said. “Each island contains weirdness and adventure and 
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peril.” Islands are utopias, but also dystopias, as in stories like H.G. Wells’ “Island of Doctor 
Moreau” (to which I’ve noted some Key West parallels, particularly during Fantasy Fest). 

 
 Atwood’s final words were rousing, if not optimistic. She mentioned a recent protest sign she 

saw—one might guess from an iteration of the Women’s March—that read “Make Margaret 
Atwood Fiction Again.” She laughed, “Which means I have been fiction once and could be 
again.” Laughs aside, of which there were plenty filling the auditorium, her message was one of 
grave seriousness. She discussed the rollback of women’s rights, the danger of the 
fundamentalist religious right, and the peril felt in the ‘80s, and today, of an America moving 
toward theocracy. Shudder. “I wrote [The Handmaid’s Tale] in 1984 in West Berlin where 
there was a clear view of totalitarianism,” she said. “These are possibilities in every society, 
including ours.” “I just hope that ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ will remain between its covers and not 
become more of a reality than it already is.”  

 
 Available from: https://keysweekly.com/42/margaret-atwood-on-being-alert.  
 
THOMAS-CORR, Johanna. “Margaret Atwood: ‘She’s Ahead of Everyone in the Room’; as Excitement 

Mounts for The Testaments, the Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, We Talk to Publishers and 
Fellow Writers About the Great Novelist.” The Guardian, 1 September 2019, Section: Culture, 
Online.  

 
 Insights into Atwood’s life and work habits by those who know her best. Excerpt: The hoopla 

around the launch of Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments is more reminiscent of the unveiling 
of an iPhone or something Pokémon-related than that of a mere book. On the evening of 9 
September, 400 people will gather outside the doors of Waterstones’ Piccadilly store in 
London for the midnight release of the sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, her dystopian novel-
turned-feminist touchstone-turned-meme-machine. Fans, invited to dress up in the regulation 
ankle-length cloaks and bonnets worn by the handmaids in Atwood’s fundamentalist republic 
of Gilead, will snake round the block waiting for what Waterstones is calling a “one-night 
festival” of, immersive theatre, political speeches and themed cocktails. At 8.15pm doors will 
open to a four-storey Gileadean Glastonbury, featuring guest appearances from actor Romola 
Garai, activist Caroline Criado-Perez, Guilty Feminist podcaster Deborah Frances-White, plus 
a discussion of Atwood’s legacy with authors Jeanette Winterson, Elif Shafak, Neil Gaiman and 
AM Homes. It’s an inventive, slightly surreal programme of events that—like Atwood—is a bit 
political, a bit geeky, a bit cerebral and unapologetically big on silly hats. It’s the ultimate 
hashtaggable celebration of a novelist who in the sixth decade of her career, having written 
more than 50 books of fiction, poetry and criticism, has mastered both Twitter (1.9 million 
followers) and Instagram (82,300). You know a writer has become a global phenomenon when 
the support act for their launch event includes two rivals for this year’s Booker prize. 
Winterson and Shafak’s novels were both longlisted, along with The Testaments, back in July. 

 
 She’s always before her time. Each novel is about something people become incredibly 

interested in half an hour later. At 11pm on the night of the launch, the tiny, sprite-like 79-
year-old Canadian author will emerge to read the first extracts of a 432-page book that has 
been kept under the tightest of wraps. Only her closest associates have glimpsed the 
manuscript—apart from the Booker judges, who have described it as a “terrifying and 
exhilarating” follow-up to her 1985 novel. Publisher Liz Calder, who was one of Atwood’s 
longest-standing editors, is on this year’s judging panel. While she’s not allowed to reveal 
anything about the book’s content, she will say: “It represents not the work of a writer who 
might be at the end of her career but it’s like her peak, it’s amazing in that sense.” All we know 
is that The Testaments is set 15 years after the final scene in the first book, in which narrator 
Offred is hauled into a van by heavies, who might be from the resistance or the regime that 
extinguished so many of the human freedoms we take for granted. When Atwood leaves the 
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stage at midnight, fans will finally lay their hands on a book many have waited 34 years to 
read. 

 
 Atwood’s books have sold millions. She has won the Booker, for The Blind Assassin in 2000, 

and had five other novels shortlisted. She has yet to be given the Nobel prize for literature but 
that is widely seen as an error to be righted. When an embarrassed Kazuo Ishiguro was 
honoured with the award in 2017, he apologised to the Canadian writer: “I always thought it 
would be Margaret Atwood very soon; and I still think that, I still hope that.” While she has 
been prolific throughout her career, there is little doubt that the Emmy award-winning TV 
adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale has helped make Atwood a superstar. It has connected the 
novelist to a vast new audience fascinated by her vivid nightmare of an America in ecological 
meltdown and a totalitarian regime that is systematically stripping women of hard-won rights, 
leaving many as little more than walking wombs. The timing has been crucial. Since the 
election of President Trump, the novel’s depiction of misogyny and witch-hunts feel chillingly 
prophetic and the red-cloaked handmaids have become an international symbol of women’s 
resistance. But even before these developments, the novel had become a modern classic, 
translated into more than 40 languages, studied in schools and adapted into a film, an opera, a 
ballet and a graphic novel. “I’m a serious writer,” Atwood once said. “I never expected to 
become a popular one.” “She couldn’t have seen that The Handmaid’s Tale would do what it 
did,” Winterson says. “She’s just got on with her work right from the beginning and allowed all 
this success to happen. But The Testaments has come at the right moment for her as well as us 
because she’s now a real sage.” 

 
 Sage she may be but this level of ceremony, cosplay and cult worship—involving no fewer than 

120 Waterstones branches—is usually reserved for long-dead authors or Harry Potter. 
Certainly, the craft sessions and costume competitions celebrating her new novel seem a little 
kitsch, especially for a writer who delivers such apocalyptic prophecies about environmental 
havoc, predatory capitalism and overnight assaults on human rights. However, Atwood 
wouldn’t necessarily see the contradiction: “She always takes herself seriously, but she has a 
great respect for play and inventiveness,” says her agent, Karolina Sutton. She recalls an 
occasion three years ago when she accompanied Atwood to the basement of a King’s Cross pub 
for the Kitschies, awards that celebrate speculative fiction. The prize was a knitted octopus 
tentacle, so Atwood insisted they wear homemade orange molluscs on their heads. “That’s 
what’s unusual about her, to have someone so intellectual who is so playful.” 

 
 Still, when you’re reading about totalitarianism in The Handmaid’s Tale or man-eating 

mutants in the Oryx and Crake trilogy or child sexbots in her 2015 novel, The Heart Goes 
Last, you may relish her wit and verve, but you never lose the eerie feeling that each feature of 
her dystopias might soon materialise in our own society—if they haven’t already. In recent 
years, Atwood has been hailed a prophet for creating stories about climate disaster, lab-
manufactured meat, the western fertility crisis and human organs grown inside pigs, as well as 
societies increasingly ruled by misogynistic strongmen, years before they were on most 
people’s radar. “She’s always before her time. Each novel is about something people become 
incredibly interested in half an hour later,” says Carmen Callil, founder of Virago Press, the 
publisher of books by women, who back in the mid-1970s was the first to bring Atwood’s work 
to a UK readership. When she first met the author over a lunch at Mon Plaisir in Covent 
Garden, she says she found her so “ferociously clever” that she “exploded my mind.” 

 
 Atwood is a writer with many gears; she can turn out transfixing character studies of Victorian 

women, poetry about sex between snails, essays on the history of debt and apocalyptic stories 
about bioengineering. Many novelists only dare to write about technology once it enters the 
mainstream, but she is interested in it from its inception—and rarely does it feel heavy-handed 
because it’s never been a chore for her to explore science in her fiction. It’s a quick hop from 
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organ harvesting to sexual intimacy to high farce. Callil says: “There is this tradition of 
women’s writing that uses irony and lightness of touch to deliver monstrous concepts and 
beliefs. It’s that ironic voice that has helped her seamlessly move from one generation of reader 
to the next. That is the test of a great writer.” 

 
 The Handmaid’s Tale remains Atwood’s most protean novel, with so much to say about how 

quickly and easily democracy can be dismantled. It remains one of the finest novels ever 
written on the relationship between sex, power and the social position of women. The novelist 
Valerie Martin, who was the first person to read it in manuscript, predicted a hit: “I told her: 
‘You’re going to be very rich,’” Martin says. “Usually you read speculative fiction and squirm 
when sex comes up but she really gets how dangerous it is.” Lennie Goodings, publisher of 
Virago Press, who has known Atwood since the late 1970s, agrees. “I love the sexual politics of 
her books. She gets sex and I think it’s because she understands power. She’s not a moralising 
writer but she’s a great observer and very honest. When you read her, you feel enlarged as a 
human being.” Many novelists have written warnings about a future that come to seem eerily 
prescient. But Atwood is rare in that she has been around long enough to see systems come 
and go, witness various waves of feminism—and the reactions against them—and managed to 
respond in a second book. Such longevity, and depth of experience, is a surely a new 
experience for a writer. 

 
 Born in 1939, a few months after the outbreak of the Second World War, Atwood spent much 

of her early years in the wilds of Canada, where her father, Carl, an entomologist, was studying 
leaf-eating insects. Her childhood was unusual. Her mother, also called Margaret, was a 
dietician who liked being in the wilds so she didn’t have to do housework. There was no 
electricity and few roads. Atwood—known as Peggy to her family and close friends—and her 
older brother, Harold (her sister, Ruth, was born later, in 1951), were schooled at home with 
textbooks that their mother obtained. If they worked through enough pages, they were left to 
their own devices. This isolated childhood in the wilderness made Atwood fearless and 
pragmatic. Martin describes how when the family were staying on an island, the writer and her 
brother “dug a hole for an outhouse and nobody told them to stop so they dug this really, really 
deep hole. It’s still there, I believe, one of the wonders of the family. She knows how to get 
along without anything and if you have that knowledge, it makes you not care so much about 
unimportant things.” If the weather was bad, the Atwood children would read Greek myths, 
Robinson Crusoe and HG Wells or re-enact the Battle of Waterloo with stuffed toys (Atwood is 
still a keen student of military history). One game with her bunnies inspired her to create a 
world of superheroes who inhabited a place called “Mischiefland.” Along with Harold, she 
wrote her own comics, often about space travel. But it wasn’t until she was 16 that the notion of 
writing for a living occurred to her. “[A] large invisible thumb descended from the sky and 
pressed down on the top of my head. A poem formed,” is how she described it. After studying 
at the University of Toronto, and then in Harvard, she wrote her first novel, The Edible 
Woman, published in 1969. By then, she had married the writer Jim Polk, a relationship that 
ended in divorce in 1973. Shortly after, she became involved with novelist and ecological 
campaigner Graeme Gibson. The couple, who live in Toronto, have been devoted to each other 
ever since and have one daughter, Jess, born in 1976 and now an art historian who lives in 
Brooklyn with Atwood’s grandson. Gibson has been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, and also 
suffers problems with his legs—but friends say he still travels with Atwood. The couple are 
used to an itinerant lifestyle, often spending several months a year in Norwich (where Atwood 
writes in local bookshop cafes). Earlier this year, they went on a boat around Australia and 
New Zealand. However, Gibson’s health may mean Atwood has to reduce the amount of travel 
she undertakes. “She’s being very brave about it and so is their daughter, Jess,” Martin says. 
“They’re going to figure out how to deal with it as they go along.” 
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 One senses Atwood wants to seize every opportunity for fun. She delights in playing the 
mischievous granny, dispensing eldritch predictions. During a recent appearance at the Moon 
festival in Greenwich—one of many eccentric grassroots events she supports—she stood in 
front of a packed-out theatre and sang the opening of Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana before 
performing bird calls. Bets are on as to whether she will break into song or cast a spell when 
she appears at the National Theatre, the night after the midnight launch, to discuss The 
Testaments for the first time. At the event, which will be livestreamed to more than 1,500 
cinemas worldwide, BBC broadcaster Samira Ahmed will chair a Q&A session with fans who 
have tweeted their questions to #askatwood, and actors (including Lily James) will read 
extracts from the book. Tickets sold out in a day, though 500 UK cinemas will be screening the 
event, which the organisers claim is comparable to the popularity of a Marvel movie. Atwood 
may be two months shy of her 80th birthday, but her star is still on the rise, a regular fixture at 
red-carpet events and in women’s fashion magazines. Martin believes that now that The 
Handmaid’s Tale has entered popular mythology. “In some ways, the book has been spun 
away from her,” she says. “Perhaps what’s happening with this new novel is that she’s pulling it 
back in.” 

 
 I ask how much control Atwood likes to have. “A lot...” Martin replies, drily, “although not 

consciously at all. It’s necessary to control things in her world. She pays attention and is very 
good at understanding market forces and what people respond to.” As a measure of her 
popularity, The Handmaid’s Tale is the most borrowed adult novel from London libraries, 
while Waterstones reports a 160% sales increase across all Atwood titles since the title of The 
Testaments was revealed. By coincidence, fashion chain Whistles’s autumn womenswear 
collection is dominated by the same navy blue and lime green colour scheme as Noma Bar’s 
eye-popping jacket design for The Testaments. Over the coming weeks, it won’t be unusual to 
see murals of handmaids on bookshop walls or teams of booksellers parading through city 
centres with placards reading “Nolite te bastardes carborundorum[,”] a feminist rallying cry 
from the book which roughly translates as “Don’t let the bastards grind you down.” Such is the 
iron-clad security around the sequel that predicting its content is a little like writing a 
horoscope. Atwood has dropped a few breadcrumbs here and there. “Everything you’ve ever 
asked me about Gilead and its inner workings is the inspiration for this book,” she has said. 
“Well, almost everything! The other inspiration is the world we’ve been living in.” “All I know 
is that it’s three parts and [with] three different voices that are not in The Handmaid’s Tale, so 
it’s expanding it,” says Martin. Whether or not that’s true, the fact there are three narrators 
would suggest that Offred has been sidelined, perhaps in favour of the Marthas, the lower caste 
of women who wear green cloaks. Equally, the green of the cover could represent nature and 
the environment. Some Atwood fans believe the novel will focus on the climate crisis—
especially its impact on women—since that is what she is preoccupied by these days. Winterson 
says she would be surprised if The Testaments wasn’t an environmentalist story. “That’s part 
of what The Handmaid’s Tale is about,” Winterson says. “How would we respond to the issue? 
And we probably will respond in a totalitarian way. When the first big smash hits the west, I’m 
sure martial law will be introduced. Given that the west has moved so sharply to the right, I 
can’t imagine it won’t be an excuse for those powers to shut down all the things that have 
worried them so far. Just as it is at the beginning of The Handmaid’s Tale, when none of the 
women can get money out of their bank accounts any more.” 

 
 Novelist Naomi Alderman echoes the point. Atwood mentored Alderman for a year while she 

developed the concept for her bestselling novel The Power, a sci-fi story about what happens 
when teenage girls discover they have the power to electrocute others. The part of The 
Handmaid’s Tale that still unnerves her most is when women are robbed of their financial 
independence: “How simply it happens, how easily, how convincingly. Just cut off all women’s 
credit cards and bank cards. Just declare it illegal to employ a woman,” says Alderman. “It’s 
something that could happen to all of us, without any new technology needing to be invented. 
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All it would take would be a bad government, a war, a stolen election. That possibility is never 
going away.” Nevertheless, when it comes to the current gender wars, Atwood refuses to stick 
to a feminist script. She has faced a backlash for calling for due process for a University of 
British Columbia professor who was accused of sexual misconduct last year. But she has always 
expressed ambivalence about the feminist tag. Goodings says there is nothing “sloppy” or 
“sentimental” about her view of women: “She is so much about equality but one thing she 
always says is that if women are going to be equal to men, we must also see that they do bad 
things too. There was a school of feminism that felt sisterhood was everything and that if 
women ruled the world, it would be entirely different, but she doesn’t have much truck with 
that. She’s pro-women but she doesn’t want to whitewash the truth.” 

 
 Friends point out that if you read Atwood’s fiction carefully, it cuts to the heart of how cruel 

and corrupt women can be. In The Handmaid’s Tale, we get Offred’s memories of her 
childhood with her mother, who was a 1970s feminist. She has a phrase about how men are 
just God’s way of making more women—and winds up burning books. Goodings says: “If you 
are a woman, you certainly know how horrible women can be. She faces up to it in The Robber 
Bride [1993]. There was a nasty woman who stole other people’s husbands. You look at Cat’s 
Eye [a novel about female bullying published in 1988], which is all about what little girls do to 
other little girls. When we published that, people were astonished. The reviews said it was Lord 
of the Flies for girls. The men I know were staggered by that book!” Martin says Atwood isn’t 
necessarily comfortable with the idea of being a famous feminist. “It’s sad how some people 
absorb what they find in her work on such a banal level,” she says. “People who dress in 
costumes and go stand around the street is sad to me. When she talks about power, she’s 
careful to make clear that the women are in power as well and what we’re talking about is 
human tendencies, not just male and female tendencies. But obviously the condition of women 
historically is of interest to her.” Winterson believes Atwood is a “proper feminist” because she 
has helped champion so many other women—but can understand why she has resisted the 
term. “It’s the fear of being labelled, just as she resisted the science-fiction label and wanted to 
call it ‘speculative fiction.’ Labels are annoying and usually they are limiting. I used to hate 
being called a gay writer because I knew damn well it was about patronising men trying to limit 
the scope of the work.” “No one will influence her choices,” says Karolina Sutton. “She doesn’t 
chase trends, she’s not interested in following success. If there’s something that interests her 
about humanity she will write about it.” Sutton, an agent with many big-name authors on her 
roster, says she has never met anyone as “superhuman” as Atwood. “She’s ahead of everyone in 
the room... she doesn’t make mistakes. She’ll be asked to write a 3,000-word piece about a 
subject that’s just thrown at her—on plastics or the Russian revolution. If there’s a phone at 
hand, she will do it.” Friends say she can be very tough. “I’ve seen her make strong women 
quail,” says Calder. But they all speak of her generosity. “She’s big-hearted,” Winterson says, 
“and the older I get, the more important I think that is, to be big-hearted towards life and not 
worry too much about your own position within it.” Atwood also likes a prank. Alderman says 
that the day after they first met, she tricked her into thinking she could speak Anglo-Saxon. “It 
seemed believable! Who was I to say? She got a good laugh out of that one.” 

 
 Atwood is reportedly in good health and has always been disciplined about her diet. Martin 

jokes that she is so productive—baking pies, hosting large dinners, knitting sweaters, signing 
books and lending support to charities and community campaigns—that she must have a secret 
double chained to a desk in a windowless room in Saskatchewan, maniacally typing her 
manuscripts. “I’ve spent a lot of time with her, days on end, and I never see her write!” Martin 
laughs. “I don’t get when she does it! I think she’s made out of space-age plastic or something.” 
Calder, who was Atwood’s UK editor in the 1980s and 90s, notes that she constantly renews 
her working methods. She was the first person to use the story-sharing website Wattpad; she 
even invented, with her stepson, a remote book-signing device called the LongPen that allows 
her to sign books for fans all over the world. Calder also describes how one year, Atwood 
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decided to overhaul the process by which her books were edited, having grown fed up with 
responding to different editors around the world: she called a summit. “We all trooped to 
Toronto where she presented us each with the new manuscript which was beautifully tied up 
with a blue bow. We read solidly for two days without consultation and we didn’t discuss it 
until we had to put our suggestions to her—it was immensely practical.” The “summits” 
continue to this day, and often conclude with a snowy walk to her house for supper. In 
January, a smaller group flew to Toronto, where it was minus 20C, to discuss The Testaments. 
Sutton says: “It’s an editorial process like no other and she makes it very special for everyone. 
There’s always more theatre, it’s more creative. But no one can dictate to Margaret Atwood! 
She will say: ‘Well, everyone wants it to be a different book but it is my book and it is what it 
is.’“ Atwood might joke that “all the books are compensation for being short” but she’s rarely 
self-deprecating. Goodings says she’s not embarrassed by her power. “She wields it cleverly, I 
think. She’s still very ambitious.” Without her, the end of the world wouldn’t be half so 
entertaining.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/01/margaret-atwood-

handmaids-tale-sequel-the-testaments-profile. 
 
VELAOCHAGA, Antonio. “42nd Annual Writers Week Features Literary Heavyweights Atwood and 

Cusk.” The Highlander (University of California—Riverside), 12 February 2019, Section: 
Features, p. 1.  

 
 Excerpt: Writers Week kicked off Monday night at 7 p.m. with a Q&A by this year’s recipient of 

the LA Review of Books-UCR Department of Creative Writing Lifetime Achievement Award 
Honoree Margaret Atwood. Atwood has written a variety of acclaimed works, most famously, 
the dystopian fiction novel, The Handmaid’s Tale. Writing in a variety of genres, she has 
garnered dozens of distinguished writing awards and honors. Atwood was received by a crowd 
of over 100 people who were eager to hear what she had to say. The interview was conducted 
by UC Riverside’s writer’s week director and Professor of Creative Writing Tom Lutz. He began 
the event by mentioning Atwood’s childhood in Canada’s Quebec province. Lutz’s question of if 
writers should be detached or empathize with their story set the tone for much of the Q&A. 
Atwood said that “both” are important qualities for a writer, explaining that a balance in being 
able to empathize and be distant in a subject to view anything in different frames. She stated 
that this balance is what allows a person to write effectively. Lutz asked Atwood’s opinion 
about the recent popularity of dystopian fiction. She explained that utopias were the main 
interest in the literary community before World War I, adding that writers would create perfect 
worlds in their novels where the world’s issues were non-existent. However, the aftermath of 
World War I changed the frame of the society’s worldview. Atwood responded that with the 
destruction and chaos that World War I and the following wars created, people took a greater 
interest in dystopias and the literary world satisfied those interests.  

 
 During the Q&A session, Atwood discussed 19th century writing and the influence it had on her. 

She discussed how worldviews were different than those of today, specifying that the way 
readers interpret a story is a product of their surroundings, rather than the writer’s era. 
Atwood used an example of Charles Dickens killing off a beloved character, Nills, which many 
readers had loved in The Pickwick Papers (Dickens’ first serialized novel, originally published 
monthly). Audiences were so saddened by his death that many of them had worn black as an 
expression of their mourning. Atwood also mentioned how Irish poet Oscar Wilde, writing in a 
different time, divorced from this context, had laughed at this act of mourning. Atwood 
explained how the mindset of someone like Wilde was different due to living in a very different 
society. Following the Q&A, Atwood signed copies of her works and had her photo taken with 
fans. As the event ended, the crowd was left pondering the insights that Atwood had provided 
into her literary philosophy throughout the night. 
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 Available from: https://www.highlandernews.org/34706/34706.  
 
VOLMERS, Eric. “The Atwood Effect: Wordfest Authors Expanding Subgenre of Dystopian Feminist 

Fiction.” Calgary Herald, 11 October 2019, Section: Books. Online.  
 
 How similarity to Atwood’s successful books is used as pitch for new authors. Excerpt: When 

Joanne Ramos was trying to get a literary agent after writing The Farm, she pitched her debut 
novel as “Handmaid’s Tale meets The Help.” When a publisher first bought Leni Zuma’s Red 
Clocks, it was referred to as “A Handmaid’s Tale for the 21st Century.” Both books have been 
called dystopian and critics reviewing them often make reference to Margaret Atwood’s 
chilling 1985 classic, which has enjoyed a revival thanks to the recently published sequel The 
Testaments and popularity of the “Handmaid’s Tale” series on Hulu. The Los Angeles Times 
Books review called The Farm “A different Handmaid’s Tale.” The Guardian referred to it as 
an “Atwood-style dystopia debut.” Meanwhile, the New York Times included Red Clocks in a 
roundup of books of feminist dystopian fiction that are “channelling women’s anger and 
anxiety.” It was presented as part of a new wave of fiction that perfectly aligned with the 
resurgence of Atwood’s book, which the Times reports has sold 3.5 million copies since 2017. 
The fact that Atwood has become a marketing strategy for publishers is evidence of the 
growing influence of the author, who the Times calls the “patron saint of feminist dystopian 
fiction.” The release of The Testaments last month was probably the biggest publishing event 
in recent history. Her recent appearance in Calgary was sold out within hours of being 
announced....  

 
 Available from: https://calgaryherald.com/entertainment/books/the-atwood-effect-wordfest-

authors-expanding-subgenre-of-dystopian-feminist-fiction.  
 
WIGGAN, Dylan. “World Renowned Author Margaret Atwood Visits Pendleton Sixth Form College.” 

Manchester Evening News, 30 October 2019, Section: Special Features, Online.  
 
 Excerpt: [Canadian novelist Margaret Atwood] visited Pendleton Sixth Form College [located 

in Salford, which is part of greater Manchester] this week to give an inspiring talk about her 
career as an author. Having recently joint won the 2019 Booker Prize for her latest novel, The 
Testaments, staff and students were thrilled to welcome Margaret to the college. Over 200 
students from across the college were invited to the talk, which was being filmed as part of her 
book tour. Principal of Pendleton Sixth Form College, Michael Sheehan, said: “We were 
delighted to have welcomed Margaret Atwood to Pendleton Sixth Form College this morning. 
Margaret is an exceptional author who has provoked a cultural phenomenon with her highly 
commended novel, The Handmaid’s Tale.” Her visit to the college has inspired many of our 
young and talented students, who may one day follow in her footsteps. We are so pleased to 
have such a profound writer visit us and answer many of our questions. This is one of the many 
opportunities that we offer at the college.” Margaret conducted a question and answer style 
session for half of the event which was hosted by Penguin. In this section students had the 
opportunity to ask questions about the inspiration behind her infamous novel, The 
Handmaid’s Tale. Creative Media student Mia Willemsen said: “I thought it was really lovely 
to hear about how she was inspired to write The Handmaid’s Tale and how what she wrote 
became so relevant in today’s day and age. It was an amazing experience and I feel very lucky 
to have attended.” The other half of the event was a 25-minute conversation with [British 
journalist Ash Sarkar.] Covering various themes such as the inspiration behind her work and 
the relevance of it in today’s day and age, the audience were able to get an insight into the 
thoughts of Margaret Atwood. This visit comes in the middle of her short UK tour [titled In 
Conversation with Margaret Atwood.]  
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 Available from: https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/special-features/world-
renowned-author-margaret-atwood-17173250.  

 
WYNNE, Amelia. “Author Margaret Atwood, 79, Denies ‘Dumbing Down’ Amid Claims She Made Her 

New Book The Testaments ‘Easier to Read’ Than The Handmaid’s Tale to Suit TV Viewers.” 
MailOnline, 10 September 2019, Section: News, Online.  

 
 Excerpt: Novelist Margaret Atwood has dismissed the suggestion that she made her follow-up 

to The Handmaid’s Tale an easier read for its new TV audience. The Testaments, published 
today, has been released more than 30 years after her original classic, which was then adapted 
into the hit TV series starring Elisabeth Moss. But Atwood, 79, has spoken out saying that the 
new book has not been “dumbed down” to make it easier to read. She told a press conference: 
“I don’t think that I was intending to have it ‘more accessible.’ I always try to write in a way 
that’s clear. I try not to do really confusing things. I’ve never written a book in which the goal is 
to write a book minus the letter ‘a’—it has been done. The choices have entirely to do with the 
realities of the world and the realities of the characters.” “I’ve always written short chapters 
and that’s to do with the fact I don’t have people bringing me my breakfast on a tray every day 
like characters in Henry James’s fiction. I get interrupted. There’s lots to see and do every day, 
therefore my writing time gets shoved into the early morning or the night these days.” 

 
 Atwood remained tight-lipped on whether there would be a third book following The 

Testaments, which has been shortlisted for the Booker Prize. “I never say ‘never’ to anything 
because I have said ‘never’ and been wrong,” the Canadian author added. “I’ve also said, [‘I’m 
writing this’] and then I didn’t. I think it’s best not to tell anybody what you may or may not do 
because there’s just going to be endless questions. Politicians experience this all the time, but 
writers can avoid it by just not saying.” 

 
 She said she had a train journey to thank for giving her the space to put pen to paper. She 

added: “I wrote part of it on a train going across Canada. It was a great place to write because 
nobody phoned. They couldn’t.” 

 
 Asked whether she considered herself a literary “rock star” during the press conference she 

responded: “I haven’t yet died of an opiate overdose, not yet, there’s time!” But she said she 
was glad the attention around her came later. She said: “I think this kind of thing could be 
quite ruinous for a 35-year-old because where do you go from there?” 

 
 Despite tight secrecy, hundreds of readers in the US received early copies of The Testaments 

before the embargo after books were shipped out early by Amazon. The company then 
apologised and blamed a “technical error.” Speaking about the secrecy surrounding the novel, 
Atwood said: “There were concerted efforts to try to steal the manuscript, for fishing 
expeditions, all your information in the hands of people who steal your identity. But that didn’t 
happen, but not for lack of trying. There were lots of phoney emails trying to steal just 
anything, even just three pages.” 

 
 After dismissing the idea of writing a follow-up to The Handmaid’s Tale, she said she changed 

her mind after the US moved nearer to the dystopia she described in her first novel. “Instead of 
moving forward away from Gilead we moved towards it, particularly in the United States,” she 
said. She said: “I sent a two-paragraph summary to my publishers in 2017, saying what it was, 
who was going to be in it. Probably they were terrified. It does sound like a mad idea. Usually I 
never tell them what I’m doing because they always sound like mad ideas.” She added: “I was 
thinking about it in the 90s, next 9/11 happened and that changes the chessboard. We became 
much more fearful, inward-looking.” The financial crash in 2008 and the run-up to the 2016 
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presidential election in the US also spurred her on. “Laws are still being passed around the 
world which take control away from women over their bodies”, she said.  

 
 Available from: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7448941/Margaret-Atwood-denies-

dumbing-amid-claims-new-book-Testaments-easier-read.html. 
 
YOUNG, Cathy. “Trump’s America Is Not The Handmaid’s Tale.” The Atlantic, 9 October 2019, 

Online.  
 
 Excerpt: The inconvenient truth for Handmaid’s Tale fans is that there is no “war on women” 

in Trump’s America. Today’s Republican leaders brag about creating jobs for women, not 
sending them home. Trump himself, for all his crass sexism (which is often hard to disentangle 
from across-the-board bullying), is very much a denizen of the feminist age-a man whose 
associates (and shady cronies) have always included plenty of women and who has installed his 
daughter as a key political aide. Notably, Trump’s spiritual adviser, personal pastor, and main 
liaison to the evangelical community is a female televangelist and mega-church leader who is 
divorced and remarried to boot. Atwood’s Gilead would quickly string her up as a heretic and 
adulteress.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/10/a-handmaids-tale-is-

not-coming-true/599674.  
 

Scholarly Works 
 
Books and Articles 
 
ALMEIDA, Gil Derlan Silva and Sebastião Alves Teixeira LOPES. “Do patriarcalismo em Semente de 

Bruxa, de Margaret Atwood = About the Patriarchalism in Hag-Seed, by Margaret Atwood.” 
Tabuleiro de Letras, vol. 13, no. 2, 2019, pp. 104-117. In Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “Canadian feminist studies gained force and notoriety in the 1990s with the contribution of 

Margaret Atwood’s narrative. Considered one of the greatest writers of English language of the 
present time, her works describe situations of the obliteration of women and the force with 
which patriarchalism dominates and operates on them. In this article, we aim to analyze 
patriarchalism and its implications in the Atwoodian narrative Hag-Seed (2018). Her work is a 
retelling of The Tempest by William Shakespeare, where various questions and themes are 
interlaced, patriarchalism presents and reflects in the plot the situation of men’s power over 
female characters, scolding them and silencing them. Theoretical contributions are used in the 
discussion as proposed by Barbosa (2014), Barreto (2004), Felman (1993), Pateman (1993) 
and Perrot (2017). In this way, this article affirms how patriarchalism acted in the life and 
behavior of the characters that composed the plot of Hag Seed (2018).” (Authors).   

 
 Available from: http://www.revistas.uneb.br/index.php/tabuleirodeletras/article/view/7058.  
 
AL-OGAILI, Thamer Amer Jubour, Manimangai MANI, Hardev KAUR, and Mohammad Ewan 

AWANG. “Marginalization of Women and Political Corruption in Margaret Atwood’s The 
Handmaid’s Tale.” International Journal of Gender and Women’s Studies, vol. 7, no. 1, June 
2019, pp. 53-60.  

 
 “This article examines the function of dystopia in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale 

(1986). The study will mainly focus of the issues of the marginalization of women and political 
corruption by analyzing the dystopian qualities in the novel. On the one hand, the 
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marginalization of women is going to be identified by discussing their inferior position in 
society as depicted in the novel. On the other hand, the issue of political corruption will be 
explored to sustain the study’s concern with the dystopian aspects of the novel. Postfeminism 
is going to be applied as the study’s theoretical framework.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: http://ijgws.com/vol-7-no-1-june-2019-abstract-7-ijgws. 
 
AL-WATTAR, Shaymaa Zuhair. “Breaking the Spell of the Male Gaze in Selected Women’s Ekphrastic 

Poems.” Journal of Education College, Wasit University, vol. 2, no. 37, 2019, pp. 681-687. In 
English with Arabic abstract.  

 
 “For centuries art and poetry have been inspiring each other and the relation between word 

and image constantly fascinates poets. The literary world has given poems that tackle artwork 
the name: ekphrasis. Ekphrasis represents a rich hunting ground for references, allusions, and 
inspiration for poets. However, this paper will argue that ekphrasis is powerfully gendered in 
that it privileges the male gaze. Traditionally, the male is given the strong position as the gazer, 
while the woman is locked in her predetermined role of the beautiful, silent, submissive, and 
gazed upon. Women poets refuse to adhere to the gendered ekphrastic tradition and the 
under-representation of women in ekphrastic poetry. They strongly challenge the ekphrastic 
tradition modifying it to create a distinctive feminist ekphrasis. Their poetry changes the male-
dominated ekphrastic tradition that for centuries has pervaded Western cultures. The work of 
the poets Louise Bogan, Carol Ann Duffy, Rita Dove, and Margaret Atwood is an excellent 
example of women’s ekphrastic poetry that defies the tradition of the patriarchal male gaze in 
an attempt to break the spell of the male gaze.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://eduj.uowasit.edu.iq/index.php/eduj/article/view/1106.  
 
ARBO, Jade Bueno and Eduardo MARKS DE MARQUES. “Confinadas em si mesmas: a morte social e 

o isolamento do sujeito em O conto da Aia, de Margaret Atwood = Confined in Themselves: 
Social Death and the Isolation of the Subject in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” 
Anuário de Literatura, vol. 24, no. 2, 2019, pp. 164-176. In Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “In The Handmaid’s Tale, by Margaret Atwood, the Republic of Gilead submits the women 

who are still fertile to a series of acts that result in a particular condition of death in life, a 
condition which can be called social death, which appears in its more extreme form, according 
to Patterson (1985), in the institution of slavery. From Patterson’s study, Lisa Gunther (2013) 
investigates the apparatus involved in making and unmaking someone’s personhood both 
externally (socially) and internally (subjectively). This paper proposes that the interpretation 
of the Handmaid’s condition as a condition of slavery allows for the understanding of the social 
practices that generate the effect of these subjects’ social death, as well as the understanding of 
the conditions of possibility of the regime presented by Atwood’s dystopia, which might seem 
extreme and far-fetched, but has its roots in a familiar apparatus of exclusion and violation.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: https://periodicos.ufsc.br/index.php/literatura/article/view/2175-

7917.2019v24n2p164. 
 
ARCHIVES OF ONTARIO, ROYAL COMMISSION FONDS. “The Writers’ Union Meets the Royal 

Commission.” Papers of The Bibliographical Society of Canada, vol. 56, no. 1-2, May 2019, pp. 
141-178.  

 
 “In November 1970, a crisis arose in the Canadian publishing industry: Ryerson Press, English 

Canada’s oldest publishing house, was sold to American branch plant McGraw-Hill. In 
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response, the Ontario government mounted a Royal Commission to investigate the business 
conditions of publishing in Canada. The commission accepted briefs from anyone who wanted 
their say and heard hundreds of hours of testimony. But it wasn’t until Farley Mowat bumped 
into Richard Rohmer at a party and demanded to know why the commission wasn’t talking 
directly to writers—they had actually heard from the few who had sent in briefs—that the date 
was set for 9 December 1971 for a group of writers to give their testimony. Some of those who 
testified went on to found The Writers’ Union of Canada (TWUC) in 1973. Jack Gray went on 
to separate the Writers Guild of Canada (WGC) from the Alliance of Canadian Cinema, 
Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA) in order to get a better deal for scriptwriters. The writers 
testifying before the commission here include June Callwood, Margaret Atwood, Ian Adams, 
Hugh Garner, Al Purdy, Farley Mowat, Max Braithwaite, David Helwig, Jack Gray, Graeme 
Gibson, Fred Bodsworth, and Dennis Lee.”  

 
 Available from: https://jps.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/bsc/article/view/32928.  
 
ARRABAL, Álvaro Pina. “Gender and Victimization in Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing.” The Grove. 

Working Papers on English Studies, vol. 26, no. 1, 2019, pp. 89-102.  
 
 “Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing (1972), a contemporary classic …, has raised the interest of all 

kinds of critics. Some of the most remarkable elements in the novel concern feminism. This 
paper deals with two specific aspects in Atwood’s work: gender and victimization.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://revistaselectronicas.ujaen.es/index.php/grove/article/view/4594. 
 
ARSHAD, Aisha and Muhammad Safdar BHATTİ. “The Representation of Women in Dystopia: A 

Comparative Study.” IJASOS: International E-Journal of Advances in Social Sciences, vol. 5, 
no. 13, April 2019, pp. 374-379.  

 
 “The current paper is an expansion and comparative study of women … via the texts of two 

novels by Angela Carter and Margaret Atwood. It scrutinizes how these two authors depicted 
feminism in their novels from the perspective of Simone De Beauvoir who once wrote, ‘One is 
not born, but rather becomes a Woman.’ The paper concludes that women should be judged on 
the basis of humanity rather than womanhood.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: https://dergipark.org.tr/en/pub/ijasos/issue/44879/531478.  
 
AUGUSTINA, J. and B. KAVITHA. “Identifying Self in Margaret Atwood’s The Journals of Susanna 

Moodie.” Language in India, vol. 19, no. 9, September 2019, pp. 39-45. 
 
 “The basic Self and Other binary make sense if one can see another person and recognize that 

that individual is separated both physically and mentally, then one can understand that the 
separate person is not the Self, but the Other. Susanna Moodie, an English settler, walks self-
consciously and diffidently into the new place where she seems to be out of place: ‘I am a word 
/ in a foreign language.’ Every immigrant becomes Other in the new land. This paper focusses 
on Moodie’s physical and mental experience in the new land as discussed by Atwood in The 
Journals of Susanna Moodie. She is entangled with the Canadian wilderness, civilization, 
language and culture. Though she attempts to create her ‘self,’ she fails and becomes Other to 
her new land. The Other is a state of being different from and alien to the social identity of the 
self. According to Atwood, Moodie’s doubleness persists in all Canadians who came as 
immigrants to Canada (a marginalised country). In short, this paper attempts to convey how 
Mrs. Moodie identifies her ‘self’ as Other.” (Authors).  
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 Available from: http://www.languageinindia.com/sep2019/index.html. 
  
BACCOLINI, Raffaella. “Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale (2017-Present): Women’s 

Dystopian Science Fiction.” Sci-Fi: A Companion, edited by Jack Fennell, Peter Lang, 2019, 
pp. 125-131.  

 
 “This essay is an introduction to dystopian science fiction by women (from the 1970s) and then 

offers an analysis of two books that serve as examples of themes explored in the genre. The two 
books are Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and Naomi Alderman’s The Power.” 
(Author). 

 
BALSMEIER, Pia. “Towards a Posthumanist Conceptualization of Society: Biotechnology in Margaret 

Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy and Ruth Ozeki’s All over Creation.” Representations of 
Science in Twenty-First-Century Fiction: Human and Temporal Connectivities, edited by 
Nina Engelhardt and Julia Hoydis, Springer, 2019, pp. 93-111.  

 
 “This chapter investigates how current controversial biotechnological advancements, 

particularly regarding genetically modified food, enable conceptual as well as ontological 
changes to humanity and the human. Drawing on debates in the field of posthumanism in my 
analysis of Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy and Ruth Ozeki’s novel All Over Creation, 
I demonstrate the significance of literary contributions to the topic. From an ethical vantage 
point grounded in critical posthumanism, I explore how imaginations of biotechnology impact 
concepts of posthuman society. Ultimately, I argue, anthropocentric and essentialist views on 
identity, race, gender, and family can be overcome by more valuable connectivities based on 
elective affiliations offered in the texts.” (Author). 

 
BARANOWSKi, Anne-Marie. “Portraits croisés et autoportrait d’une meurtrière présumée: Alias 

Grace de Margaret Atwood.” La Violence: regards croisés sur une réalité plurielle, edited by 
Lucien Faggion and Christophe Regina, CNRS Éditions, 2019, pp. 523-548. In French with no 
English abstract.  

 
 Available from: https://books.openedition.org/editionscnrs/16515.  
 
BARMON, Christina. “‘Discards, All of Us’: Representations of Age in The Handmaid’s Tale.” The 

Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and 
Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 183-191.  

 
 “Christina Barmon ... uses a feminist gerontological perspective to examine the representations 

of age in both the novel and Hulu TV series of THT. She looks at the intersection of age with 
gender and notes that both the novel and the television adaption ... draw on ageist and sexist 
stereotypes of women, where youth and reproductive ability are privileged and where older 
women are characterized as disposable or evil hag.” (Editors). 

 
BARTOSCH, Roman. “We Have Always Already Been Becoming Posthuman? Posthumanism in 

Theory and (Reading) Practice.” New Approaches to the Twenty-First-Century Anglophone 
Novel, edited by Sibylle Baumbach and Birgit Neumann, Springer, 2019, pp. 137-155.  

 
 “This chapter introduces key ideas and crucial questions concerning the recent debates about 

posthumanist theory and its implications for reading the novel. After a brief introduction to 
philosophical posthumanism, it discusses two literary works, Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and 
Crake (2003) and J. M. Coetzee’s Slow Man (2005), and outlines ways of approaching what is 
described as a ‘literary posthumanism’ by engaging with questions of form and genre as well as 
the role of embodiment and creaturely vulnerability for writing and reading novels. Literary 
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posthumanism can be understood both as a challenge of traditional forms of representation 
and as a call for new forms of interpretation and thus showcases the potential of the novel to 
stage, negotiate and, ultimately, reconfigure the meaning of concepts such as human 
exceptionalism, narrative, and art.” (Author).  

 
BERTRAND, Ingrid. “The Future and Past as Subversive Counter-Utopias in Margaret Atwood’s Novel 

and Bruce Miller’s Series ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’” Autofiktion Als Utopie // Autofiction as 
Utopia, edited by Rolf Parr Yvonne Delhey, Kerstin Wilhelms, Todd Herzog, Tanja Nusser, and 
Rolf Parr, Brill, 2019, pp. 145-164.  

 
 “At the origin of the theocratic republic of Gilead in Margaret Atwood’s 1985 novel and Bruce 

Miller’s Hulu series (2017—) ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ lies the utopian impulse of fundamentalist 
Christians to ‘do better’ in a society beset by rampant crime and plummeting fertility. 
However, for the protagonist Offred, a forced surrogate mother, the utopian dream come true 
of Gilead’s instigators carries unmistakable nightmarish overtones. If, to borrow Atwood’s 
words in Dire Cartographies, ‘within each utopia […] [lies] a concealed dystopia,’ the 
opposite—‘within each dystopia, a hidden utopia’—holds equally true in ‘The Handmaid’s 
Tale,’ for in both the novel and the first season of the series, the protagonist creates her own 
counter-utopia by both reconnecting with her forbidden past and imagining a better future 
beyond Gilead. As this article will show, the two media however differ in their approach to this 
utopian possibility. While in Atwood’s novel, Offred’s counter-utopia largely remains the non-
existing good place, the series, by contrast, repeatedly asserts the possibility of utopian change 
and takes the dystopia one step further on the way to the actualisation of the desired utopia.” 
(Author). 

 
BREDA, Hélène. “Science-Fiction féministe, des œuvres aux fans: Engagements expressifs et militants 

autour des romans d’Ursula K. Le Guin, Marion Zimmer Bradley et Margaret Atwood.” ReS 
Future: Revue d’études sur la science-fiction, vol. 13, 2019, Online. In French with English 
abstract:  

 
 “This article deals with the female and feminist science fiction fandoms from the second half of 

the twentieth century to the 2010’s. It aims to show that, even though SF has often been 
considered as a male-dominated cultural area (from authors to audiences, and for character 
representations), many female readers and spectators appropriated the genre. Firstly, I put 
this subject into a historical perspective, by explaining that female SF fandoms were created in 
opposition to the male writers and fan communities which rejected them. As a consequence, 
the « fannes » had to organize somewhat secret activities and to produce their own derivative 
works, such as all-female SF fanzines. By doing so, they utilize the specific feminist potential of 
science fiction to gain agency and to convey some ideas related to women’s rights. In the 
second part of my study, through the example of fan creations inspired by the books of Ursula 
K. Le Guin, Marion Zimmer Bradley and Margaret Atwood, I develop the hypothesis that such 
productions (fanfictions, fanarts, various items) are both female empowerment and feminist 
activism tools.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://journals.openedition.org/resf/2271.  
 
BRIGGS, Christine. “Mean Girls: Socialized Gender Construction and (Pre)Adolescent Interfemale 

Aggression in Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye.” Margaret Atwood Studies, vol. 13, 2019, pp. 17-
26. 

 
 “In her 1989 novel, Cat’s Eye, Margaret Atwood follows the life of protagonist Elaine Risely 

who, in her formative years, falls victim to the harsh psychological trauma and bullying 
administered by her so-called ‘best friend,’ Cordelia. In postwar North America, Elaine’s early 
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childhood is largely nomadic to accommodate her father’s work as a field entomologist. As a 
result of having spent the majority of her youth, up to this point, observing her mother outside 
the traditional domestic sphere, in addition to participating in the play habits of her older 
brother, Elaine soon discovers she is unprepared for the complicated and nuanced 
relationships between young girls. At eight-years-old, Elaine desperately desires the 
companionship of girls her age. Following her family’s permanent move to Toronto, she finds 
her own clique of neighborhood girlfriends, consisting of Carol Campbell, Grace Smeath, and 
Cordelia, the governing leader of this small group of girls, who demonstrates both 
manipulative and controlling behavior by means of indirect aggression that eventually puts 
Elaine in actual danger. This essay explores the role of socialized gender identity construction 
and the implications of early adolescent intrafemale aggression in Cat’s Eye and argues that 
their oppressive behavior is the product of societal reinforcement of the subordinate female 
position within the patriarchal order.” (Author). Winner of the Society’s 2018 Best Graduate 
Essay Award. 

 
CALLIS, Cari. “A Rose by Any Other Brand.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s 

Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 111-122.  
 
 “‘What’s in a name?’ asks Juliet about Romeo, and immediately gives her own answer: ‘That 

which we call a rose, by any other name would smell as sweet.’ This response has often been 
taken to imply that the names of things are not all that important, but Juliet didn’t make that 
mistake. The naming of people and things matters very much, as the citizens of Gilead also 
understand. Words have power. The Sons of Jacob who first seized control and created Gilead 
used marketing and branding to create a political philosophy designed to rule over others with 
absolute power. The Sons seized power in a time of political chaos. In this rapidly changing 
world, the citizens were unprepared for the carefully orchestrated reign of terror the Sons of 
Jacob would inflict upon them. This was no last-minute coup, but a carefully crafted marketing 
campaign....” (Author). 

 
CARACCIOLO, Marco, Andrei IONESCU and Ruben FRANSOO. “Metaphorical Patterns in 

Anthropocene Fiction.” Language & Literature, vol. 28, no. 3, 2019, pp. 221-240.  
  
 “This article explores metaphorical language in the strand of contemporary fiction that Trexler 

discusses under the heading of ‘Anthropocene fiction’—namely, novels that probe the 
convergence of human experience and geological or climatological processes in times of 
climate change. Why focus on metaphor? Because, as cognitive linguists working in the wake 
of Lakoff and Johnson have shown, metaphor plays a key role in closing the gap between 
everyday, embodied experience and more intangible or abstract realities—including, we 
suggest, the more-than-human temporal and spatial scales that come to the fore with the 
Anthropocene. In literary narrative, metaphorical language is typically organized in coherent 
clusters that amplify the effects of individual metaphors. Based on this assumption, we discuss 
the results of a systematic coding of metaphorical language in three Anthropocene novels by 
Margaret Atwood [Oryx and Crake], Jeanette Winterson, and Ian McEwan. We show that the 
emergent metaphorical patterns enrich and complicate the novels’ staging of the 
Anthropocene, and that they can destabilize the strict separation between human experience 
and nonhuman realities.” (Author). 

 
CARNEIRO, Fabianna Simão Bellizzi. “Releituras do gótico inglês setecentista no romance O Conto da 

Aia = Reinterpretations of the Eighteenth-Century Gothic in The Handmaid’s Tale.” Aletria: 
Revista de Estudos de Literatura, vol. 29, no. 2, 2019, pp. 45-61. In Portuguese with English 
summary. 
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 “This essay argues that the gothic genre, banished (unfairly) for a long time as a lesser type of 
writing, may raise important questions concerning our society and our social interactions. As 
such, it aims to [analyze] the novel The Handmaid’s Tale (1985), by the Canadian writer 
Margaret Atwood, so as to identify and highlight elements of the gothic genre. A term coined 
during the 18th century, the gothic genre is characterized by fear, that is, physical and 
psychological horror. Considering a gap of almost three centuries between the texts analyzed, 
we aim to show in this article that traditional elements of gothic writing continue to exist in the 
present, however, reinterpreted in contemporary narratives.” (Author).    

 
 Available from: 

http://www.periodicos.letras.ufmg.br/index.php/aletria/issue/view/683/showToc.  
 
CARRUTH, Allison. “Wily Ecologies: Comic Futures for American Environmentalism.” American 

Literary History, vol. 30, no. 1, 2018, pp. 108-133.  
 
 “This paper examines ‘recent works by US and Canadian writers that unsettle received tropes 

of American environmentalism and explore new possibilities for its imaginative terrains.’ 
These texts make use of comedy’s rhetorical hybridity—its capacity for satire; parody; genre 
play; conceptual unorthodoxy; and, hence, thought experiment. Leveraging such comic 
resources, the texts I address draw attention to a paradox in recent environmental discourses 
according to which the planet is already doomed and yet will be sustained through a particular 
program of change—whether habitat restoration or next-generation engineering.” (Author). 
More specifically, Carruth presents a literary criticism of Margaret Atwood’s [MaddAddam] 
trilogy, Andy Weir’s The Martian, Chang-rae Lee’s On Such a Full Sea, and Ruth Ozeki’s A 
Tale for the Time Being. 

 
CASAS, Ana. “This Is (Not) My Child: Surrogacy and Non-Mimetic Literature.” Bulletin of Hispanic 

Studies, vol. 96, 2019, pp. 611-626. 
 
 “Literature of the fantastic and dystopian literature has often explored reproduction as a 

means of control exercised by societies over their subjects and mainly over women. Although 
this issue has been analysed in some classic examples of science fiction such as Brave New 
World (1932) by Aldous Huxley, Swastika Night (1937) by Katharine Burdekin or, more 
recently, The Handmaid’s Tale (1985) by Margaret Atwood, this article will examine the forms 
of surrogacy that appear in contemporary Hispanic texts. Stories by Elia Barceló, Claudia 
Salazar, Gemma Marchena, Gabriela Bustelo, Olga Fresnillo and Lina Meruane reflect on the 
meanings of these ‘delegated’ gestations, by means of natural or artificial wombs. In many 
cases, this form of maternity is an expression of subjugation to the hegemonic powers that be; 
in others, it serves as an effective weapon against the rulings of that same power.” (Author). 

 
CATTIEN, J. “When ‘Feminism’ Becomes a Genre: ‘Alias Grace’ and ‘Feminist’ Television.” Feminist 

Theory, vol. 20, no. 3, 2019, pp. 321-339.  
 
 “‘Alias Grace’ is just one of the many recent TV shows that was labelled ‘feminist’ so quickly 

and with such ease that one is left to wonder how much of a genre ‘feminism’ has already 
become. This article interrogates what is at stake for ‘feminist’ critique in labelling cultural 
phenomena as ‘feminist.’ I argue that certain ways of reading ‘Alias Grace’ as a ‘feminist’ show 
preclude an alternative reading in which ‘Alias Grace’ emerges as a critique of ‘feminism’ itself. 
What is at stake in the debate on ‘feminism’ in popular culture is thus not only whether or not 
we can recognise the potential for ‘feminist’ critique that resides within popular culture, but 
also whether or not we can allow socio-cultural phenomena, like TV shows, to take ‘feminism’ 
as an object of critique: to generate the kind of critical movement that renders futile any 
attempt to stabilise, or reify, the signifier ‘feminism’ as an ahistorical object with fixed 
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meanings—as a genre even. In so doing, I take it that there is no privileged site from which to 
engender such movement; and I do not take popular culture as a self-contained domain that 
could qualify for being such a site. The point, then, is not to treat ‘Alias Grace’ as a 
representative case study in popular ‘feminism’; but rather, to demonstrate, by way of ‘Alias 
Grace,’ the complex and contradictory readings that socio-cultural phenomena are amenable 
to, and which in turn give rise to critical possibilities that unfold from within these 
phenomena. Reading ‘Alias Grace’ critically, as I understand it in this article, means allowing it 
to be, at one and the same time, a reflection on itself and a reflection on the world in which it 
so quickly comes to be labelled ‘feminist.’” (Author). 

 
CAVALCANTI, Ildney and Pedro FORTUNATO. “Utopia e resistência na trilogia distópica 

Maddaddam = Utopia and Resistance in the MaddAddam Dystopian Trilogy.” Contexto: 
Revista do Programa de Pós-graduação em Letras, no. 35, 2019, pp. 165-193. In Portuguese 
with English abstract.  

 
 “In this paper, we analyze the MaddAddam trilogy, composed of the novels Oryx and Crake 

(2003), The Year of the Flood (2007) and MaddAddam (2013), written by Canadian author 
Margaret Atwood. From the perspective of critical utopian and dystopian studies, with special 
focus on the exploration of dystopian traits related to the counter-narrative of resistance ... and 
functions of utopia ... we argue that this trilogy presents, within its dystopic structure, two 
groups of resistance that, with their utopian characteristics, can be read as utopias of 
resistance within the highly corporativist dystopia imagined by Atwood. Such reading points to 
conclusions that demonstrate that utopia and dystopia are closely related genres and that 
simply conceptualizing them as binary oppositions fails to contemplate the complexity of 
meanings that this trilogy can suggest.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/40fae1d92bb75f234d9eca2ad0b9e25c2f549d6f.  
 
CHANG, Junghee. “디스토피아와 여성의 스토리텔링 : 마거릿 앳우드의 『대리모 이야기』 = Dystopia 

and Woman’s Storytelling: Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” New Studies of English 
Language & Literature, vol. 74, no. 11, 2019, pp. 205-227. In Korean with English abstract.  

 
 “This paper examines the power of women’s storytelling in the dystopian state of Margaret 

Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. In a society that silences women’s speech and body, Offred’s 
tale breaks through the ideological basis of patriarchal theocracy in Gilead. Her storytelling 
vividly shows pain and suffering as a handmaid, but she also moves beyond her identity as a 
handmaid by expressing her feelings and bodily sensations and reviving her capacity for life. 
She reconstructs her history and identity by rebuilding the dialogic relationships with past and 
present. Offred’s tale provides escape from the strict and oppressive systems of dystopia and 
shows hope for the future. Atwood contributes to shifting the boundaries of the conventional 
dystopic genre by giving voice to the alternative perspective and creating various and complex 
responses to this woman’s storytelling focusing on the continuous dystopia for women.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: 

http://www.dbpia.co.kr/journal/articleDetail?nodeId=NODE09271225&language=ko_KR#.  
 
CHERNOVA, Yuliia. “Common Characteristics of the Novels by Margaret Atwood.” Nova fìlologìâ, no. 

75, 2019, pp. 93-97. In English.  
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 “This article underlines that Canadian literature is not well-researched in Ukraine, but that it is 
worthy of being analyzed in this context as Canada boasts many outstanding writers. The 
oeuvre of one of the most famous and prolific of Canadian authors, Margaret Atwood, has been 
chosen as the material for this article. Four novels by Atwood are discussed in terms of 
common characteristics that are a trademark of the writer and these include Lady Oracle, The 
Handmaid’s Tale, The Blind Assassin, [and] The Year of the Flood. It has been underlined that 
Atwood writes about women and that women in her works are symbolic of changes in 
Canadian society. Margaret Atwood is a prolific writer and their lack of popularity with the 
Ukrainian audience, presents an opportunity for Ukrainian scholars to promote Canadian 
literature in Ukraine.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://sites.znu.edu.ua/nova_filologia/4215.eng.html.  
 
CHOW, Jeremy and Brandi BUSHMAN. “Hydro-Eroticism.” English Language Notes, vol. 57, no. 1, 

April 2019, pp. 96-115.  
 
 “In tracing the ways that eroticism and violence are mapped onto bodies of and relationships 

with water, this essay offers ‘hydro-eroticism’ as a way to consider an ecofeminist and queer 
ecological reading of water. Hydro-eroticism signifies two interventions: first, how aqueous 
locations become sites of queer community and punishment while registering associations 
with the fluid female body, and second, how human and nonhuman intimacy is enabled by 
aqueous proximity. The essay focuses on Hulu’s ‘The Handmaid’s Tale,’ based loosely on 
Margaret Atwood’s novel, and ‘The Shape of Water.’ Whereas in ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ the 
river is configured doubly as a site of bodily violation wherein violence against queer 
characters is palpable but also as a space that informs nostalgic reunion for queer female 
community, in ‘The Shape of Water’ hydro-eroticism speaks to the fraught and layered 
entanglements of human female and nonhuman male creatures in concert with queer kinship.” 
(Authors). 

 
CHUNMING, Li. “Flight, Anorexia and Madness: [Voicing the] Coexistence of Body and Spirit.” 

Higher Education of Social Science, vol. 16, no. 2, 2019, pp. 38-42.  
 
 “The Canadian writer Margaret Atwood has created various impressive women characters in 

her fiction. Facing awkward situations, their bodies usually react first: flight, anorexia and 
madness present not only their abnormal state of body or physics, but also express their 
unvoiced desire, thoughts and spirit. Through the abnormality or even morbidity of the body, 
these [women] show the intensity of their desire to rebel against phallocentrism, remove the 
fetters placed on them by men, acquire the right to freedom and liberty and achieve true 
equality with men in social, political, cultural and economical respects. These appeals fit the 
situation of Canadian literature, in which Canadian female and male writers are equally 
successful and influential, and reflect the belief of Atwood that contemporary women are 
capable of competing with men in all the fields in the near future through their persistent 
struggle for equality.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/236305564?recSetID=.  
 
CONCILIO, Carmen. “Postcolonial Literature and Land Art in the Anthropocene.” CoSMo: 

Comparative Studies in Modernism, no. 15, 2019, pp. 243-253.  
 
 “This paper analyses the relationships between literature and land art, in a comparative and 

cooperative perspective. A feeble monument in Kenya, erected by Karen Blixen and dedicated 
to her beloved, finds echoes in a paper installation by Canadian artist Marlene Creates. Both 
monuments present a strong gender signature. J.M. Coetzee’s novel In the Heart of the 

http://sites.znu.edu.ua/nova_filologia/4215.eng.html
https://core.ac.uk/display/236305564?recSetID
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Country (1976) includes writing with stones in the Karoo desert not dissimilarly from what 
children do in a popular game, where they draw with stones. Finally, Margaret Atwood 
provides a memorable example of bioart and ecoart in her novel The Year of the Flood (2009), 
where insects co-participate in the artistic project, just as South African artist William 
Kentridge managed to produce drawings and a film with ants. All these examples show a 
cooperative approach to art between humans and non-humans, be they rocks, insects, or 
bones.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/44357c9a56509683a4d85614e7450b2c0cb7baeb.  
 
COSTA SÖHNGEN, Clarice Beatriz da and Danielle Massulo BORDIGNON. “Entre palavras e muros: 

A violência simbólica em O Conto da Aia = Between Words and Walls: Symbolic Violence in 
The Handmaid’s Tale.” Anais do VII CIDIL (Colóquio Internacional de Direito e Literatur)—
Narrativas e desafios de uma constituição balzaquiana, vol. 1, 2019, pp. 361-375. In 
Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “The Handmaid’s Tale … is a dystopian work that narrates the story of Offred, a Handmaid 

subjected to reproductive servitude in a world of mass infertility. This paper seeks to analyze 
the symbolic violence suffered by women through the study of the language imposed by the 
new government. To this end, it starts from the idea that the word is the first step towards the 
domination of one class over another. This paper also explores how the use of a patronymic by 
the State can characterize symbolic violence as described by Pierre Bourdieu, once women 
start to incorporate its meaning into their identity.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: http://rdl.org.br/seer/index.php/anacidil/article/view/527’  
 
—-. “The Handmaid’s Tale: Um ensaio jurídico-literário = The Handmaid’s Tale: A Legal-Literary 

Essay.” Anamorphosis, vol. 5, no. 1, 2019, pp. 125-147. Two versions of the article, one in 
Portuguese and the other, the English translation. Page numbering exactly the same.  

 
 “This paper proposes an analysis of the legal aspects present in the narrative of The 

Handmaid’s Tale, a novel by Margaret Atwood. First published in 1985, and heavily influenced 
by second-wave feminism, The Handmaid’s Tale addresses, mainly, the matter of gender 
inequality, once it creates a reality in which fertile women are compelled to reproduce through 
a servitude system. Through a rupture with the Cartesian dichotomy whose dualist notion 
separates objectivity from subjectivity, reason from emotion, this paper exposes that this 
oppression is not a literary creation by Atwood, but a reproduction of the power relations put 
forward in the history of humankind. In this regard, this paper explores how literature can aid 
the law in facing the questions that come up in the resolution of legal and social problems. 
Besides gender inequality, it is possible to see in the novel several violations of human dignity. 
Therefore, this research analyzes the legal provisions taken in the fictional space of Gilead, as 
well as in the country that it is modelled upon, the United States of America. This can also be 
seen in Brazil. In addition, this paper studies the symbolic violence women are subjected to in 
Gilead and how it relates to the experiences lived by contemporary Brazilian women.” 
(Authors).  

 
 Available from: http://rdl.org.br/seer/index.php/anamps/article/view/475 
 
CRĂCIUN (ROBU), Daniela Monica. “The Change of Discursive Registers in Margaret Atwood.” Acta 

Universitatis Danubius: Communicatio, vol. 13, no. 1, 2019, pp. 121-126.  
 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/44357c9a56509683a4d85614e7450b2c0cb7baeb
http://rdl.org.br/seer/index.php/anacidil/article/view/527
http://rdl.org.br/seer/index.php/anamps/article/view/475
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 “This paper aims to explore Margaret Atwood’s vision in her books. Margaret Atwood herself 
describes in an interview with Bland Jared that, ‘It’s ‘scary’ watching aspects of her fiction 
come to life.’ In this interview Margaret Atwood presents in detail her intentions in some of 
her books. In the interview she explains how aspects of her fiction came to life as a 
consequence of our past actions. The purpose of this article is to highlight the arguments that 
build up her belief and the roots of inspiration for some of her novels. The article can be useful 
to students focusing on Canadian fiction with a particular interest in feminism.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://doaj.org/article/70b4578a20ed4c72ac36c0f9d65ea16a.  
 
CUADRADO PAYERAS, Lidia María. “Mapping the MaddAddam Trilogy and The Heart Goes Last: A 

Cartography of Margaret Atwood’s Posthumanisms.” Hélice. Reflexiones críticas sobre ficción 
especulativa, vol. 1, no. 1, 2019, pp. 26-43.  

 
 “The present work is an attempt at mapping the intersection of current posthumanist theory 

and four of Margaret Atwood’s works of speculative fiction, namely, her MaddAddam trilogy 
(Oryx and Crake, 2003; The Year of the Flood, 2009; MaddAddam, 2013) and The Heart 
Goes Last (2015). At the same time, this paper tries to make sense of Atwood’s use of the 
neoliberal capitalist technological economy through the lens of the posthuman.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.revistahelice.com/helice-26.  
 
CUBELLIS, Michelle A. “Consent, Power, and Sexual Assault in The Handmaid’s Tale: Handmaids, 

Sexual Slavery and Victim Blaming.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, 
and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis 
Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 77-88. 

 
 “[Criminal Justice scholar Michelle Cubellis] tackles the important issues of consent, power, 

and sexual assault as approached by an analysis of THT in [this] chapter. Specifically, Cubellis 
looks at the Hulu TV series and sees it as an important artifact to start discussions around the 
construction of rape myths, victim blaming, and sexual slavery with students and colleagues 
alike. By examining these issues more closely, and by using THT as a tool to do so, Cubellis 
argues that we may be better able respond to and help prevent future victimization.” (Editors). 

 
D’CUNHA, Candy. Ecosophical Vision and Self-Realization in Margaret Atwood’s Prose. Academica 

Press, 2019.  
 
 “Margaret Atwood is arguably the most renowned and internationally acclaimed Canadian 

writer, poet, novelist, short story writer, literary critic, and environmental activist. In this 
incisive interpretation of Atwood’s prose, Candy D’Cunha argues that the novelist’s ecosophical 
vision provides valuable lessons that could help in creating a greater and more responsible 
awareness in the modern psyche about the environment. By exploring the works of Atwood, 
one can understand the need for a deeper rethinking and a clearer re-orientation in this area. 
Select novels, namely Surfacing (1972), The Handmaid’s Tale (1985), Oryx and Crake (2003), 
The Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam (2013), bring out the principles of ecological 
philosophy by describing various aspects of the current ecological crisis. Duplicity in the norms 
and recognition, the degradation of the environment, consequent tragic dilemmas, and the 
general ghastliness of life are all found in Atwood’s oeuvre. A number of studies have been 
done on the themes in Atwood’s works, such as feminism, the quest for identity, power and 
politics, and dystopian and utopian elements, but this book is the first ecosophical exploration 
of Atwood’s themes and concerns. This volume enables readers to propagate the requisite 
ecological wisdom for the realization of a harmonious and just development of society.” 
(Publisher). 

https://doaj.org/article/70b4578a20ed4c72ac36c0f9d65ea16a
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DE COCK, Christian, Daniel NYBERG and Christopher WRIGHT. “Disrupting Climate Change 

Futures: Conceptual Tools for Lost Histories.” Organization, 2019, pp. 1-15. Published online.  
 
 “Considering the worsening climate crisis, we argue that our present conditions require a 

particular approach to the past in order to disrupt current intellectual trajectories. We enrol 
Walter Benjamin’s concept of history, via the writings of Svetlana Alexievich and Margaret 
Atwood, with the aim of bringing a criticality to the present to make us reconsider the ways we 
think about and act in our present world. Based on Alexievich and Atwood’s work, we develop 
research conceptualizations of forgotten and alternative histories to open up a space to 
consider a future climate-changed world beyond the dominant tropes of inevitable dystopian 
apocalypse and clever technological adaptation. We offer the concept of ‘hope without 
optimism’ to encourage management and organization studies.” (Authors). 

  
DE VAUL, Anna. “A Great Darkness Filled with Echoes.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A 

Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2017, pp. 3-12.  
 
 This paper explores why and how the story of June in The Handmaid’s Tale and her life in 

Gilead is considered so relevant today.” (Author) 
 
DEBORANTI, Ribka Transiska and Mamik Tri WEDATI. “Offred as the Victim of Totalitarianism in 

Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” Litera-Kultura, vol. 7, no. 4, 2019, pp. 1-7.  
 
 “This paper focuses on the influences of totalitarianism in the Republic of Gilead and how 

Offred resists totalitarianism in The Handmaid’s Tale. In order to analyze the text, this study 
uses the theory of Totalitarianism by Friedrich and Brzezinski9 as well as Hannah Arendt10.” 
(Authors).  

 
 Available from: https://jurnalmahasiswa.unesa.ac.id/index.php/litera-

kultura/article/view/31128.  
 
DI MINICO, Elisabetta. “Spatial and Psychophysical Domination of Women in Dystopia: Swastika 

Night, Woman on the Edge of Time and The Handmaid’s Tale.” Humanities, vol. 8, no. 1, 
2019, p. 15 pp. 

 
 “Analyzing Burdekin’s Swastika Night, Piercy’s Woman on the Edge of Time, and Atwood’s 

The Handmaid’s Tale this article aims to examine the relationship between space, gender-
based violence, and patriarchy in women’s writing. Hitlerdom in Swastika Night, the mental 
hospital and the future dystopian New York in Woman on the Edge of Time, and Gilead in The 
Handmaid’s Tale are spatial and social nightmares. The authorities that rule these dystopias 
imprison women in restricted spaces first, limit their vocabulary and daily actions, deprive 
them of their beauty, freedom and consciousness, and impose maternity or sexuality upon 
them. My analysis will connect the limitation of space with the psychophysical domination, the 
objectification and the disempowerment of the female gender. Hoping also to shed light on the 
dynamics and the reasons for contemporary real gender-based violence and depreciation, this 
study will be focused on: 1. the ways space contributes to the creation, the stability and the 
dominion of dystopian powers; 2. the representation and the construction of female figures, 
roles and identities; 3. the techniques of control, manipulation and oppression used by 
patriarchal powers against women; 4. the impact of sex, sexuality and motherhood on women’s 

 
9 Friedrich, Carl J. and Zbigniew K Brzeziinski. Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy. Harvard UP, 1956. 
10 Arendt, Hannah. The Origins of Totalitarianism, World Publishing Company, 1962. 

https://jurnalmahasiswa.unesa.ac.id/index.php/litera-kultura/article/view/31128
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bodies; and 5. the possible feminist alternatives or solutions proposed by the novels.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-0787/8/1/38.  
 
DODD, Sarah. “Advancing Student Understanding of Rape Culture: ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ as a Tool 

in the Primary Prevention of Sexual Assault on College Campuses.” The Handmaid’s Tale: 
Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by 
Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 89-99.  

 
 “Sarah Dodd ... begins with a timely discussion of sexual assault in the era of #MeToo, and 

draws on her role as a sexual assault prevention educator on a college campus to do so. Dodd 
provides practical tools in order to show readers how the Hulu TV series can be a useful 
pedagogical tool to enter into conversations and ask questions, about victims, about consent, 
and about myths surrounding sexual assault. Further, she argues that this approach can be 
used to inform and further campus prevention initiatives.” (Editors). 

 
DOLL, Darci. “A Response to Professor Pieixoto.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of 

One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 253-259.  
 
 “In 2195 the keynote speaker, Professor James Darcy Pieixoto, at the Twelfth Symposium on 

Gileadean Studies discussed the authenticity and historical context of the manuscript 
commonly known as The Handmaid’s Tale. Professor Pieixoto argued that, assuming the 
authenticity of the document, ‘Our job is not to censure but to understand,’ a comment that 
received ample applause.... While Professor Pieixoto makes some good points and has a 
sizeable following of fans and comrades sharing his ideology, others argue that his position is 
morally problematic and dangerous. What follows is an example of this dissenting view 
presented by Professor Anadicrad as the keynote address from the Thirteenth Symposium on 
Gileadean Studies....” (Author). 

 
ELAHI, Roya and Amir Ali NOJOUMIAN. “The Uncanny Gender: Gender and the Unrepresentability 

of Subject Formation in Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing and Bodily Harm.” International 
Journal of Humanities, vol. 25, no. 3, 2018, pp. 33-48.  

 
 “This article is an attempt to study subject formation in relation to gender in Margaret 

Atwood’s (1939-) Surfacing (1979) and Bodily Harm (1983) within the frame of the uncanny. 
The issue of gender has been explored in relation to Atwood’s novels from different 
perspectives but this article claims that what has been rarely discussed in Atwood’s novels are 
the unrepresentable realities in relation to gender which can be foregrounded by the uncanny. 
The uncanny which was once a rather minor issue in the Freudian oeuvre has been 
reconsidered in the contemporary era by prominent thinkers, such as Jean-François Lyotard 
and Julia Kristeva whose ideas are used in elaborating the unrepresentability of gender in this 
article. The idea of the female sublime is the most significant issue in the context of the 
uncanny in this article which challenges any representational system of gender formation and 
problematizes our preconceived and hence familiar perceptions of gender formation and re-
evaluates them in an unfamiliar, dynamic and unrepresentable space.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://eijh.modares.ac.ir/article-27-44333-en.html.  
 
ELLIOTT, Peter J. “The Handmaid’s Myth: Feminist Futurism, Political Fantasy.” Quadrant, vol. 63, 

no. 11, November 2019, pp. 90-92.  
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 “A work of futurist fiction, The Handmaid’s Tale takes the reader into a specific nation in the 
near future, not some bright utopia but rather a dystopia, a cruel society of oppression and 
fear.” (Author). 

 
ELSBY, Charlene. “Serena Joy, Miserable, Despicable.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A 

Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 65-75.  
 
 “June remembers seeing Serena Joy on the Growing Souls Gospel Hour, and she recalls that 

Serena Joy ‘could smile and cry at the same time, one tear or two sliding gracefully down her 
cheek, as if on cue, as her voice lifted through its highest notes, tremulous, effortless.’ What a 
revolting character is expressed in this one sentence—a woman having the practiced capacity 
to restrain emotion for the sake of performance, and then to emulate the same emotion for the 
appearance of having it. To calmly, serenely execute a practiced tear of joy, in the effort to 
appear (but not to be) so impassioned by the content of her song that it results in not one but 
two contradictory emotional responses, and all of it part of the spectacle. We’d like to conceive 
of Serena Joy as a classic villain—someone who has her own, self-determined (but evil) 
motivations. But that’s a patriarchal vision of the villain. Serena Joy is something else entirely. 
Having negated any concept of her own capacity to self-determine, she becomes the empty 
vessel, a machine through which to enact the visions of others (Gilead)...” (Author). 

 
EVANS, Joel. Conceptualising the Global in the Wake of the Postmodern: Literature, Culture, 

Theory. Cambridge UP, 2019.  
 
 “This book argues that, in the wake of the postmodern, contemporary culture becomes once 

again concerned with totality, the main focal point of expression for this being concepts of the 
global. It uncovers predominant ways of conceptualising the global in contemporary literature, 
film and theory. In so doing, it offers a fresh approach to the study of globalisation and culture, 
identifying four main categories under which concepts of the global can be placed: the 
immanent, the transcendent, the contingent and the beyond-measure. Alongside this, it 
discovers a confrontation between two predominant ways of figuring human relations on a 
global scale. [The book] examines the works of various authors and filmmakers, such as 
Margaret Atwood, Don DeLillo, Kazuo Ishiguro, Douglas Coupland, David Cronenberg, Charlie 
Kaufman, and David Lynch, to show how the idea of totality has returned in contemporary 
culture.” (Publisher). See especially Chapter 1, “Immanence I: Atwood, Danielewski, 
Sloterdijk,” pp. 27-47. 

 
FELDMAN-KOŁODZIEJUK, Ewelina. “Dyktatura oczami kobiet. Analiza porównawcza Opowieści 

podręcznej Margaret Atwood i twórczości eseistycznej Herty Müller = The Regime through the 
Eyes of Women. A Comparative Analysis of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and the 
Essays by Herta Müller.” Creatio Fantastica, vol. 59, no. 2, 2019, pp. 95-108. In Polish with 
English abstract.  

 
 “This article presents the results of a comparative analysis of Margaret Atwood’s The 

Handmaid’s Tale and essays written by Herta Müller, the most famous Romanian dissident 
and the recipient of the 2009 Noble Prize in literature. The point of departure for the analysis 
is the reference to the Romanian regime of Ceaușescu contained in the Historical Notes on The 
Handmaid’s Tale, which constitute an integral part of Atwood’s novel. Juxtaposing the 
aforementioned novel with Herta Müller’s essays, this article reveals conspicuous parallels 
between the actual experience of living under a regime, omnipresent in the texts of the 
Romanian-born German author, and the dystopian narrative of Offred, the protagonist of The 
Handmaid’s Tale. The article examines the texts through the lens of the poetics of experience, 
that is, it treats them as a record of an individual experience which has the power to influence 
the reader through emphatic involvement.” (Author).  
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 Available from: https://zenodo.org/record/3311754#.Xxh7X-d7mUk.  
 
FINK, Dagmar. “Welche Geschichten Zukunft schaffen. Zwei (afrofuturistische und) feministische 

Spekulative Fiktionen.” Femina Politica: Zeitschrift für feministische Politikwissenschaft, vol. 
28, no. 1, May 2019, pp. 32-45. In German with English abstract.  

 
 “Starting from an understanding of representation as a process in which meaning as well as 

realities are produced and which therefore constitute a major site of queer-feminist debate, 
this article explores which stories about the future guide contemporary feminist politics. 
Central to my reading of Margaret Atwood’s currently very popular novel The Handmaid’s 
Tale and its TV adaptation as well as of Octavia Butler’s short story ‘Bloodchild’ are the 
following questions: Whose futures are told? Who is represented and how, by which means 
and in which context? And, most of all, whose futures are enabled by these stories? Drawing on 
Donna Haraway I argue that telling stories, especially re-telling central myths, can be a 
powerful tool to envisage queer-feminist and decolonial relations of self and other—and thus 
might contribute to realizing a desired future.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.budrich-

journals.de/index.php/feminapolitica/article/view/33315.  
 
FORTUNATO, Pedro and Ildney CAVALCANTI. “Apocalipse, distopia e utopia em Oryx e Crake, de 

Margaret Atwood = Apocalypse, Dystopia, and Utopia in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake.” 
Em tese, vol. 24, no. 2, 2018, pp. 42-59. In Portuguese with English abstract. 

 
 “In this article we analyze the novel Oryx and Crake (2003), by Canadian writer Margaret 

Atwood, to demonstrate the relations between apocalypse, dystopia and utopia. Using works in 
the field of utopian and dystopian studies … as a theoretical basis, as well as Elizabeth K. 
Rosen’s (2008) ideas regarding the apocalypse in non-religious narratives in contemporary 
literature, we argue that Atwood succeeds in replacing the divine agent present in religious 
apocalypses by a human agent, one of the characters of the novel, the scientist Crake, 
preserving, nevertheless, the most basic themes of this kind of narrative, which are judgment, 
destruction, and renewal. In addition, we demonstrate how this apocalypse generates in the 
work a post-apocalyptic setting in which utopia and dystopia intertwine through the contrast 
between the character of the protagonist in the novel and the humanoid beings created by the 
scientist Crake to replace the decimated humanity.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: http://www.periodicos.letras.ufmg.br/index.php/emtese/article/view/14149.  
 
—-. “Corporatopia e caostopia: Os espac ̧os distópicos na trilogia MaddAddam, de Margaret Atwood.” 

Literatura e Autoritarismo, no. 22, 2019, pp. 95-107. In Portuguese with English abstract.  
 
 “From the perspective of dystopian studies…, we present an analysis of the dystopian spaces in 

the MaddAddam trilogy (2003, 2009, 2013), by the Canadian author Margaret Atwood. Based 
on the analysis, we propose that the trilogy presents a corporativist dystopia, extrapolating 
certain negative aspects of the capitalistic economic system, to depict a society controlled by 
corporations and whose dwelling spaces, be they that of the elite or of the unprivileged classes, 
are both dystopic, although each space presents different characteristics. We conclude that, the 
kind of control and violence against people in this fictional society, being expressed in different 
ways ultimately serves the interests of a small corporate elite in the trilogy that values profit 
above any moral or ethical standards. Thus, the work has critical potential in the context of 
historical society.” (Authors).  
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 Available from: https://periodicos.ufsm.br/LA/article/view/38419. 
 
FRUEHWRITH, Margaret. “Wendigone but Not Forgotten.”11 Margaret Atwood Studies, vol. 13, 

2019, pp. 36-41. 

 “Stories of creatures who lurk in the night and prey on people hold a special place in human 
culture. Individual societies have different uses for the dark tales, many of which caution 
audiences against engaging in socially taboo acts. It is difficult to find a civilization where 
vampirical monsters have not, at one point or another, feasted off physical and spiritual 
lifebloods. Amongst the First Nations Algonquin, Anishinaabe, and Cree peoples, there is a 
slavering force known as the Wendigo. This ice-hearted, cannibalistic spirit possessed humans 
and drove them to an unending hunger, the likes of which was only cured by death. As Western 
explorers took to the feminine Canadian wilderness, the spirit of the Wendigo spread to 
encompass them as well. In her combined lectures printed as Strange Things: The Malevolent 
North in Canadian Literature, Margaret Atwood crafts a compelling explanation of how the 
Wendigo was used to represent the madness of the male explorer’s desire to conquer and 
consume and of the later female authors’ retelling to make the Wendigo’s insatiable nature of a 
more wanton hunger…” (Author). Co-winner of the Society’s 2018 Best Undergraduate Essay 
Award. 

 
FRUNZĂ, Mihaela and Iulia GRAD. “Who Is the Meanest of Them All?” The Handmaid’s Tale and 

Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 
195-203.  

 
 “Some fifty years or so before The Handmaid’s Tale hit the shelves, another woman [other 

than Atwood] used the word ‘banal’ in an ... unexpected context. It was Hannah Arendt, a 
Jewish philosopher who was hired by The New Yorker to cover the trial of a famous war 
criminal: Adolf Eichmann. Eichmann supervised and co-ordinated the execution of several 
million Jews during the Second World War. When writing about him, in what finally became a 
book, Eichmann in Jerusalem, Hannah Arendt coined a phrase: ‘the banality of evil.’ ‘So, does 
this mean evil can be banal?’ readers questioned? How can a Jewish woman claim that the 
murdering of a couple million Jews is even remotely banal? Both Atwood and Arendt used the 
“B” word. This cannot be a coincidence. How can a better understanding of the banality of evil 
illuminate the content of a masterpiece such as The Handmaid’s Tale?” (Author). 

 
FUCHS, Michael. “‘I Can’t Believe This Is Happening!’: Bear Horror, the Species Divide, and the 

Canadian Fight for Survival in a Time of Climate Change Authors.” Canadian Science Fiction, 
Fantasy, and Horror Bridging the Solitudes, edited by Amy J. Ransom and Dominick Grace, 
2019, pp. 257-273.  

 
 “This chapter draws on Margaret Atwood’s vision of Canada as a Gothic space, examining how 

contemporary texts continue to invoke imagery of human and animal as antagonists 
competing for the same space. Fuchs analyzes a corpus of three ‘bear horror’ fictions, the 
horror film ‘Backcountry’ (2014) and two novels, The Bear (2014) by Claire Cameron, and 
Susan J. Crockford’s near-future polar bear-themed Eaten (2015). This paper argues that 
animal predation on humans provides a powerful symbolic vehicle for bridging the human—
animal divide, as it overrides the theory of human exceptionalism, offering a critical view of the 
entanglement of humans and nonhumans in the Anthropocene.” (Author). 

 
GARDNER, Hunter H. Pestilence and the Body Politic in Latin Literature. Oxford UP, 2019.  
 

 
11 [Editor’s note: This is still my favorite Atwood essay title.] 
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 See especially Chapter 7, “Relapse: Transmitting Roman Plague in the West,” (36 pp.) which 
“examines the transmission of Roman plague in literary and visual arts, beginning with the 
early Christian period and proceeding up through the present day. Such a survey is necessarily 
selective and meant to indicate the range of interpretive possibilities available for readers who 
are sensitive to the conventions developed in the hexameter treatments of Lucretius, Vergil, 
and Ovid. The chapter focuses on three areas of reception: early Christian poetry and prose 
(Endelechius’ Carmen de Mortibus Boum; Paul the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum), 
visual arts of the Italian Renaissance (e.g. Raphael’s ‘Vergilian Plague of Phrygia’ [1520’s]) and 
Anglo-American novels (e.g. Mary Shelley’s The Last Man and Margaret Atwood’s 
MaddAddam Trilogy). The visual and literary arts discussed here crystallize the interplay 
between civil strife, familial discord, and epochal evolution evident in the pestilence narratives 
examined throughout this project. Roman conventions of representing pestilence help us 
understand how narratives of contagious disease up to the present day have dramatized a 
tension between ideals of autonomy and distinction and those that foster group cohesion and 
collectivity.” (Author). 

 
GENTZLER, Edwin. “Women Writers and the Fictionalisation of the Classics.” The Translator, vol. 

25, no. 3, 2019, pp. 269-281.  
 
 “Translation studies scholars have traditionally studied texts that are called translations in the 

receiving cultures. But in the age of mass media, blogs, online journals, reader reviews, and fan 
fiction, the latest generation has taken translation to a new stage. Linguistic accuracy, once the 
primary criterion for analysis, recedes in importance; creativity and innovation are valued, and 
social and political factors move to the fore. This paper discusses the gender politics of such a 
movement. In my book Translation and Rewriting in the Age of Post-Translation Studies 
(2017), I look at film, theatre, and music adaptations, focusing on how rewritings can effect 
social change. This essay turns to the fictionalisation of classical texts by contemporary women 
writers, including Margaret Atwood, Pat Barker, and Madeline Miller. I suggest that 
translation scholars be open to new forms being introduced by such women writers and focus 
more on the social arena where political change is already underway.” (Author). 

 
GIBERT, Teresa “Margaret Atwood’s Visions and Revisions of The Wizard of Oz.” Journal of English 

Studies, vol. 17, 2019, pp. 175-195.  
 
 “L. Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900) and Victor Fleming’s film ‘The Wizard 

of Oz’ (1939) play an important intertextual role in Margaret Atwood’s critical and fictional 
writings. Atwood has often been inspired by both versions of this modern fairy tale and has 
drawn attention to the main issues it raises (e.g. the transformative power of words, gendered 
power relationships, the connection between illusion and reality, the perception of the artist as 
a magician, and different notions of home). She has creatively explored and exploited themes, 
settings, visual motifs, allegorical content and characters (Dorothy, her three companions, the 
Wizard and the witches, especially Glinda the Good and the Wicked Witch of the West), 
subversively adapting her literary borrowings with a parodic twist and satirical intent. Parts of 
Life Before Man (1979) may be interpreted as a rewrite of a story defined by Atwood as ‘the 
great American witchcraft classic.’” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://publicaciones.unirioja.es/ojs/index.php/jes/article/view/3578.  
 
GIGLIOTTI, Cecilia. “‘Topia’ Extended: ‘Historical’ Judgment of The Handmaid’s Tale.” The 

Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and 
Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 281-285.  

 

https://publicaciones.unirioja.es/ojs/index.php/jes/article/view/3578
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 “Gigliotti is focused on the epilogue to Atwood’s THT, ‘Topia.’ Employing a literary 
perspective, Gigliotti analyzes the purpose and meaning of the inclusion of this at the end of 
the dystopic novel, providing strategies to consider the approaches, and the difficulties of 
teaching and studying literature.” (Editors). 

 
GILMORE, Susan. “‘Don’t Let the Bastards Grind You Down’ Again[:] Returning to The Handmaid’s 

Tale.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines 
and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 65-
76.  

 
 “Susan Gilmore reflects on her experience of teaching THT over a span of eighteen years and 

across two generations, intertwining intergenerational contexts and connections that students 
and teachers alike can engage in. Gilmore discusses both the context of the novel, addresses 
new issues via the Hulu TV adaptation, and illustrates the role of the uncanny—both in the 
popular and in the Freudian sense... In this way, Gilmore importantly notes that one’s own 
uncanny is often different than others, in both an intersectional and cross-generational 
approach, and she expertly discusses the pedagogical strategies needed to approach this and 
other elements in THT.” (Editors). 

 
GOLDIE, Janis L. “‘The Magical Land of the North’: Anti-Americanism and Canadian Identity within 

‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance 
across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington 
Books, 2019, pp. 255-270.  

 
 “Goldie tackles the transnational media production of Hulu’s TV series ‘THT’ alongside its 

construction of Canada as the utopia to Gilead’s (former United States) dystopia. By examining 
the multiple references to Canada and the Canadian border as a central plot motivator, Goldie 
argues that Canada is presented as the stark and explicit national idealization in contrast to the 
totalitarian regime of Gilead. This is considered in light of anti-Americanism in Canadian 
history, as well as Canadian cultural nationalism, however, the transnational media production 
of this television production makes the representation of Canada as safe haven quite unique.” 
(Editors). 

 
GONZALEZ, Esther Muñoz. “‘Two Legged Wombs’: Surrogacy and Margaret Atwood’s The 

Handmaid’s Tale.” Revista de Estudios Norteamericanos, no. 23, 2019, pp. 231-249.  
 
 “Published in 1985, The Handmaid’s Tale is Margaret Atwood’s most famous work and her 

first dystopian novel, since all her previous fiction had adjusted to the conventions of realism. 
In general the plot of any dystopia should be based on factuality, or in other words, it has to be 
a plausible representation of the future of a concrete society. However, either when the novel 
was published or now that more than thirty years have passed, there is no such thing as 
‘handmaids.’ Nothing of the sort [exists] in any democratic country... However, as [has been 
pointed] out, there are many ‘disturbing’ overlaps between Atwood’s handmaids’ struggle and 
the real experience and events that take place in contemporary surrogacy agreements.... This 
paper examines Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale from a 21st-century posthumanist 
perspective, which discusses the economic and ethical implications and not insignificant 
shocking similarities between the handmaids in the novel and our present-day surrogate 
mothers.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/articulo?codigo=7258740.  
 

https://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/articulo?codigo=7258740
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GRABINER, Ellen. “‘The Handmaid’s Tale’: The Optics of Dystopia.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching 
Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. 
Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 223-232.  

 
 “Grabiner ... discusses the cinematography of Colin Watkinson in Hulu’s TV series ‘THT.’ Here, 

Grabiner argues that Watkinson’s aesthetic treatment is performative via the use of framing, 
lighting, color, jarring juxtapositions and temporal shifts and manages to expertly illuminate 
the dystopic reality that Atwood outlines in her novel.” (Editors). 

 
GREEN, Keith. “Spinoza, Sin as Debt, and the Sin of the Prophets.” Religions, vol. 10, no. 10, 2019, 

Online. (17 pp.).  
 
 “In Payback: Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth, Margaret Atwood examines different 

forms of debt and their various interrelations. Her work invites, but does not provide, an 
account or philosophy of debt and its deep implication in Christian beliefs such as sin, 
satisfaction, and atonement. This paper aims to bring to light insights into the link between 
debt and some aspects of Christian belief, especially the ideas of sin and satisfaction. It draws 
upon another unlikely source—the Ethics and political treatises of Spinoza. Spinoza’s view at 
least implies that the idea that sin (understood as the voluntary actions of a free agent) creates 
a ‘debt’ that is ‘paid’ by punishment is a potentially dangerous ‘fiction.’ Spinoza intuits that the 
subsumption of the idea of debt into notions of retribution, vengeance, satisfaction, or 
atonement, are driven by ‘superstition,’ envy, and hatred, and through imitating others’ hateful 
ideas of oneself. The idea of ‘debt’ is an artefact of civil authority that can only assume 
affective, normative purchase through internalizing fear of the implicit threat of punishment 
inherent in law. I will seek, finally, to suggest an implicit critique in Spinoza of the imaginative 
subsumption of debt into the space of religion.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.mdpi.com/2077-1444/10/10/552.  
 
GREENE, Richard. “The United States of Gilead?” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of 

One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 41-52.  
 
 “Margaret Atwood published her best-selling dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale in 1985, 

but its popularity is currently at an all-time high. This can be accounted for at least in part by 
the success of the television adaptation of ‘The Handmaid’s Tale,’ but part of the story lies in 
the fact that many people believe that the United States may well be in the early stages of a 
dystopian era that is not entirely dissimilar to the fictional state of Gilead, as depicted by 
Atwood. In fact, that perception likely better explains the success of the television version of 
‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ than does the success of the television series account for the recent rise 
in popularity of the novel. Not that the situation here in the United States perfectly mirrors life 
in Gilead (at least it doesn’t yet)—that would be an alternative fact—but, as we shall see, there 
are some disturbing parallels....” (Author) 

 
GREENEBAUM, Jessica and Beth MERENSTEIN. “Women, Complicity and ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’” 

The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and 
Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 171-182. 

 
 “Jessica Greenbaum and Beth Merenstein use a sociological and feminist perspective to 

compare religious, political, and cultural ideologies and policies that allow for forced 
motherhood, rape culture, and compulsory heterosexuality in our current society and in Hulu’s 
TV series, ‘THT.’ The authors outline important discussions about patriarchal power and 
complicity and remind readers that this dystopian setting could be closer to reality than one 
thinks.” (Editors). 

https://www.mdpi.com/2077-1444/10/10/552
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GUERRA, Enzo and Adam BARKMAN. “How Language Shapes Reality in Gilead.” The Handmaid’s 

Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 
2019, pp. 229-235.  

 
 “The Republic of Gilead does an excellent job of altering words and phrases in such a way that 

it contributes to its power. Ludwig Wittgenstein, one of the most prominent philosophers of 
the twentieth century, and perhaps the most prominent philosopher of language, gives quite an 
astounding and accurate insight into the nature of language. Let’s hear what he has to say....” 
(Authors). 

 
HAAG, Ingemar. “The End- of What? The Beginning—or What? Conceptions of the Apocalypse with a 

Few Remarks on Mary Shelley’s The Last Man, Kurt Vonnegut’s Galápagos and Margaret 
Atwood’s Oryx and Crake.” Perspectives on Ecocriticism: Local Beginnings, Global Echoes, 
edited by Thorsten M Päplow, Ingemar Haag, Karin Molander Danielsson, and Marie Öhman, 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2019, pp. 251-264.  

 
 “[This essay] deals with representations of the apocalypse. The modern, secular apocalypse 

centres upon the transformation of body and matter. Haag’s essay discusses the re-figuration 
of matter in Mary Shelley’s The Last Man, Kurt Vonnegut’s Galápagos and Margaret Atwood’s 
Oryx and Crake. What will become of us? In the end, there is (almost) no ‘us;’ mankind is 
transformed, configured, and matter takes new shapes. Still, in these literary representations, 
man is desperately trying to form archives and recollect the achievements of the human race, 
Haag argues. The apocalypse becomes in itself a monument to man that we have erected, a 
monument that might stand as a sign of rationality as well as of failure; reason has been the 
source of our glory, and might be the cause of our defeat.” (Editors). 

 
HAHNEMANN, Carolin. “Feminist at Second Glance? Alice Oswald’s Memorial as a Response to 

Homer’s Iliad.” Homer’s Daughters: Women’s Responses to Homer in the Twentieth Century 
and Beyond, edited by Fiona Cox and Elena Theodorakopoulos, Oxford, 2019, pp. 89-104. 

 
 “A few years before Caroline Alexander became the first woman to translate Homer’s Iliad into 

English (2015), Alice Oswald published her book-length poem Memorial: An Excavation of 
the Iliad (2011). Although Oswald’s poem differs profoundly from retellings of Homeric myth 
in the vein of feminist revisionism, such as Christa Wolf’s Cassandra and Margaret Atwood’s 
Penelopiad, her approach can nevertheless be regarded as feminist: (a) she erases the Homeric 
hero’s male prerogative of achieving immortality through his glorious deeds in battle and his 
begetting of a succession of equally heroic sons; (b) she locates the cause of the war not in a 
woman’s betrayal of her husband, but in a pervasive sense of male restlessness; and (c) she 
puts even greater emphasis than Homer on the devastating effects that the war has on 
women.” (Author). 

 
HANES, Ioana-Gianina. “Margaret Atwood: The Penelopiad—Rewriting in Postmodern Feminine 

Literature.” Journal of Humanistic & Social Studies, vol. 10, no. 2, 2019, pp. 9-20.  
 
 “This paper underlines the role of postmodern rewriting in feminist literature based on the 

novel The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood. The Penelopiad is a postmodern rewriting in which 
the feminist discourse criticizes the patriarchal view on the relationship between sexes in the 
desacralization of the Odysseus-Penelope couple. In her desire to disclose the flaws of 
patriarchy, Atwood shifts the centre of the narrative perspective from the masculine to the 
feminine and draws attention to the victims of this type of society. In this feminist rewriting, 
Atwood aims beyond the Homeric myth, at the contemporary society that, despite its 
theoretical principles about equality between sexes, is unable to provide a climate in which 
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women are granted full rights. In this context, rewriting becomes not only a means of social 
criticism, but also a field for the battle against the centre, and the myth is the story that must 
be eliminated because it reflects a guilty, intolerant mentality that is incompatible with 
progress.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=834876.  
 
HARGRAVES, Hunter. “Of Handmaids and Men.” Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, 

March 2018, pp. 189-191.  
 
 Criticism of the TV series, with a focus on its male characters. 
 
HARRISON, Chloe and Louise NUTTALL. “Cognitive Grammar and Reconstrual: Re-Experiencing 

Margaret Atwood’s ‘The Freeze-Dried Groom.’” Experiencing Fictional Worlds, edited by 
Benedict Neurohr and Lizzie Stewart-Shaw, John Benjamins Publishing, 2019, pp. 135-154.  

 
 “This chapter examines the cognitive and experiential processes of re-reading, and their 

contribution to the conceptualisation of a fictional world. Fictional worlds are experienced 
dynamically, and often in multiple sittings, separated by varying lengths of time. While the 
myriad of contextual factors which distinguish sittings makes re-reading a difficult object of 
study, this aspect of our natural, everyday encounters with texts is worthy of consideration in 
stylistic discussions. As a first step in this direction, this chapter demonstrates an awareness of 
multiple readings, and the distinct experiences they represent, as part of a cognitive stylistic 
account of textual interpretation. Firstly, a theoretical account of re-reading is outlined in 
terms of Cognitive Grammar and, in particular, its concept of construal. This account is 
demonstrated through analysis of the short story ‘The Freeze-Dried Groom’ from Margaret 
Atwood’s 2014 collection Stone Mattress. Applying Cognitive Grammar’s multidimensional 
model of construal, and a further process of reconstrual, we make specific predictions 
concerning readers’ experiences of this story’s fictional world on a first- and second-reading, 
looking in particular at changing conceptualisations of tone, atmosphere and narrative 
perspective, and the linguistic processing responsible. Based on this analytical case study, we 
propose a need for further investigation of texts which surprise readers, or which feature a 
twist or reveal, and the ways in which information is attended to across multiple readings.” 
(Authors).  

 
 Preprint available from: https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Cognitive-Grammar-and-

reconstrual%3A-Re-experiencing-Harrison-
Nuttall/d3c38432a792ec042217f9a7216116711dca411c. 

 
HENDERSON, Linda, Ali BLACK, Gail CRIMMINS and Janice K. JONES. “Civic Engagement as 

Empowerment: Sharing Our Names and Remembering Our Her-Stories—Resisting 
Ofuniversity: The Women Who Write.” Strategies for Resisting Sexism in the Academy: 
Higher Education, Gender and Intersectionality, edited by Gail Crimmins, Springer, 2019, pp. 
287-304.  

 
 “In this chapter, The Women Who Write speak from their experiences as female academics to 

expose and collectively resist the competitive, masculinised, individualising culture of 
academia. Drawing upon the dystopic narratives of surrogacy, surveillance, and survival in 
Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, this chapter creates a fertile space for sharing 
entangled stories and complex truths: women walking with/in the university, but not 
Ofuniversity. Against global representations of a corporatised academe, this chapter speaks-
back to the academic machine, asserting that women are more-than productive surrogates, 
even as they are overlooked/unnamed. By speaking their names and human stories, the 

https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=834876
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Cognitive-Grammar-and-reconstrual%3A-Re-experiencing-Harrison-Nuttall/d3c38432a792ec042217f9a7216116711dca411c
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Cognitive-Grammar-and-reconstrual%3A-Re-experiencing-Harrison-Nuttall/d3c38432a792ec042217f9a7216116711dca411c
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Cognitive-Grammar-and-reconstrual%3A-Re-experiencing-Harrison-Nuttall/d3c38432a792ec042217f9a7216116711dca411c
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authors revision academia and reposition themselves not as the public possession of academia 
but as beings Ofearth, Ofourselves, and Ofeachother.” (Authors). 

 
HERNÁNDEZ-RUIZ, Victoria. “La inverosimilitud de un mundo posible sin amor. El cuento de la 

criada, de Margaret Atwood = The Implausibility of a Possible World without Love. The 
Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood.” Castilla. Estudios de Literatura, vol. 10, 2019, pp. 1-22. 
In Spanish with English abstract.  

 
 “Dystopian worlds are characterized by the almost absolute absence of fictional components 

related to love. That makes them uninhabitable. In Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale 
the possible world appears to lack the social structures of love. This fact would make its world’s 
general order incredible because it does not represent the social structures that constitute the 
effective real world. Through microstructural analysis, this article attempts to demonstrate, 
that although hidden, love allusions are present in this dystopian world, which make it 
intelligible and significant.” (Author). 

 
 Available from: https://revistas.uva.es/index.php/castilla/article/view/2488.  
 
HERZOG, Jana and Victor KENNEDY. “Patriarchal Metamorphosis: Pygmalion Themes in Three 

Science Fiction Novels.” Od jezika k filozofiji in nazaj, edited by Tomaž Onič and Simon Zupan 
Bojan Borstner, U. of Mariboru Press, 2019, pp. 99-112. 

 
 “Many critics have noted that Ira Levin’s novel The Stepford Wives (1972), in which husbands 

in a small American town replace their human wives with robots, is built around a motif from 
the Pygmalion myth. We will explore this observation in more depth: in Ovid’s version, a 
sculptor, disillusioned by real women, carves a statue of a ‘perfect woman,’ with which he falls 
in love; Bernard Shaw’s Professor Higgins uses language to (re)create his vision of a perfect 
woman, a Victorian lady. Many other modern science fiction stories develop variations on this 
theme; Levin’s Stepford husbands use robotics; in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, 
an American theocracy uses religion and brute force to transform free women into slaves; and 
in Ursula Le Guin’s The Lathe of Heaven, the protagonist uses ‘effective dreaming’ to 
subconsciously ‘improve’ his girlfriend. In these dystopian science fiction novels, anti-feminist 
men attempt to mold women to fit their patriarchal ideals. This theme has proven to be an 
enduring one; each of these novels has been adapted into several films and television series.” 
(Authors). 

 
 Available from: https://press.um.si/index.php/ump/catalog/book/415.  
 
HIMBERG, Julia. “The Lavender Menace Returns: Reading Gender & Sexuality in ‘The Handmaid’s 

Tale.’” Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 195-197.  
 
 Short exploration of gender and sexuality in the TV series. 
 
HIRSCHBEIN, Ron. “Inside Gilead’s Misogynist Parlors.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A 

Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 55-64.  
 
 “Now Sarai, Abram’s wife, had borne him no children. And she had an Egyptian maidservant 

whose name was Hagar. So Sarai said to Abram, “See now, the LORD has restrained me 
from bearing children. Please, go in to my maid; perhaps I shall obtain children by her.” … 
And Abram heeded the voice of Sarai. So he went in to Hagar, and she conceived. And when 
she saw that she had conceived, her mistress became despised in her eyes.—Genesis, New 
King James Version, 16 

https://revistas.uva.es/index.php/castilla/article/view/2488
https://press.um.si/index.php/ump/catalog/book/415
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 Accounts in other versions of Scripture describe Hagar as an Egyptian slave—a gift from 

Pharaoh. And other versions invoke euphemisms: We learn that Abraham ‘slept’ with Hagar. 
‘Sarai’ becomes ‘Sarah’ late in life after she finally conceives, and ‘Abram’ eventually changes 
his name to ‘Abraham.’ Let’s unravel the Genesis narrative to reveal the rationalizations for 
Gilead’s misogynist parlors. What’s overlooked is amusing. What’s ignored in the rest of 
Scripture—namely the Sermon on the Mount—reveals Gilead’s depravity. The depravity, of 
course, is painfully obvious. In the name of Christianity, the patriarchy mocks the faith’s 
highest ideals. Jesus would be anathema in Gilead. I’d like to see a dream sequence when Jesus 
appears before Aunt Lydia and demands to know why she has forsaken Him. Where is her 
compassion and kindness, and passion for social justice? No wonder Nietzsche quipped: ‘There 
was only one Christian and He died on the cross.’” (Author). 

 
HOLBERG, Erica A. “Gilead vs. the Self.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s 

Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 159-170.  
 
 “Because it concerns a patriarchal, authoritarian society first establishing and then struggling 

to enforce its power upon its subjects, The Handmaid’s Tale can, as a refracted image of sexist 
oppression, provide insight into how a society erases an individual’s sense of herself as 
deserving of respect, and so transforms a person into a thing for others’ use. What makes self-
respect vulnerable to such external harms is that, although self-respect is natural to us through 
our experience of ourselves as rational agents, freely choosing and so responsible for what we 
will, we must develop rational agency as an ability and we do this through exercising it in 
relation to others. If others around us regularly thwart our efforts to think and will freely, our 
rational, agential abilities cannot develop and function in the ways that these powers, by their 
very nature, aim to do. Reason wants to be free and self-determining, but we need modeling, 
practice with, and reinforcement from others to get there....” (Author). 

 
HOLLADAY, Holly Willson and Chandler L. CLASSEN. “The Drip, Drip, Drip of Dystopia: ‘The 

Handmaid’s Tale,’ Temporal Boundaries, and Affective Investment.” Feminist Media Studies, 
October 2019, Online. (16 pp.). 

 
 “Critical dystopian narratives provide a captivating examination into bleak, futuristic societies, 

while simultaneously encouraging their audiences to draw comparisons between the fictional 
dystopian world and the societies in which the audiences live. This essay engages with viewers 
of the Hulu adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale to investigate the 
relationship between feminist dystopian fiction and affect. We posit that negative emotions 
drive viewer engagement with the text. Reactions of anxiety, fear, and anger ground 
participants’ reading of the series, and encourage them to critically interrogate the 
contemporary political environment through the lens of ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’s’ Gilead. While 
feminist dystopian works are products of a particular political time and space, the ambiguous 
features of critical feminist dystopias are at once reflections of the specific cultural milieu in 
which they were originally conceptualized, as well as meditations on societal constructions that 
come before and after the production of those texts. Ultimately, we argue that feminist 
dystopian narratives are at once affective and analytical. These texts both necessitate critical 
engagement of women’s lives and transcend temporal boundaries to engage with the anxiety, 
fear, and anger of marginalized groups as a felt permanent condition.” (Author). 

 
HOLLAND, Rachel. “Scientific Transcendentalism: Jonathan Franzen’s The Corrections and Oryx 

and Crake by Margaret Atwood.” Contemporary Fiction and Science from Amis to McEwan: 
The Third Culture Novel, edited by Rachel Holland, Springer, 2019, pp. 119-149.  
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 “This chapter discusses The Corrections by Jonathan Franzen and Oryx and Crake by 
Margaret Atwood, two novels which attempt to create links between a materially grounded 
emotional sphere and a conception of the unique, individuated space of the novel. Human 
emotion is understood in these two anti-consumerist fictions as the driving force of society, 
and a proper respect for emotion is promoted as being the crucial element underlying any 
successful moral framework. Not only does their interest in the materiality of the affective 
realm place these novels in a position which moves away from literary and cultural theory, it 
also develops a new type of literary transcendentalism, one which understands morality to be 
grounded in nature because it exists as part of naturally occurring affective phenomena. 
Emotion in these two texts precedes, outlives and underlies the systems it has spawned, and 
the novel is depicted as being a vital arbiter between affect and effect.” (Author). 

 
HORVAT, Srećko. Poetry from the Future: Why a Global Resistance Movement Is Our Civilisation’s 

Last Chance. Penguin, 2019.  
 
 “The past is forgotten, and the future is without hope. Dystopia has become a reality. This is 

the new normal in our apocalyptic politics—but if we accept it, our helplessness is guaranteed. 
To bring about real change, argues activist and political philosopher Srećko Horvat, we must 
first transform our mindset. Ranging through time and space, from the partisan liberation 
movements of Nazi-occupied Yugoslavia to the contemporary culture, refugee camps and 
political frontlines of 21st century Europe, Horvat shows that the problems we face today are of 
an unprecedented nature. To solve them, he argues in this passionate call for a new radical 
internationalism, we must move beyond existing ways of thinking: beyond borders, national 
identities and the redundant narratives of the past. Only in this way can we create new models 
for living and, together, shape a more open and optimistic future.” (Publisher). See especially 
Chapter 5, “Make Margaret Atwood Fiction Again!!,” pp. 69-77. 

 
HOWELL, Amanda. “Breaking Silence, Bearing Witness, and Voicing Defiance: The Resistant Female 

Voice in the Transmedia Storyworld of The Handmaid’s Tale.” Continuum: Journal of Media 
& Cultural Studies, vol. 33, no. 2, April 2019, pp. 216-229.  

 
 “With the recent success of HULU’s video-on-demand adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale and 

widespread use of its imagery by political action groups like the Handmaid Coalition, The 
Handmaid’s Tale has become a transmedia property whose dystopian storyworld extends 
beyond the bounds of any single text. Spanning old and new media, the fictional and real, its 
storyworld, the Gileadverse, is comprised of authorized entertainment products, as well as fan-
produced texts and activist performances. Considering the 1985 novel, 1990 film, HULU’s 
2017-18 adaptation, as well as fan productions and activism, this paper surveys the transmedia 
shape of the Gileadverse, focusing on how this storyworld is unified by a thematic concern with 
the resistant female voice.” (Author).  

 
HUMMEL, Katherine E. “Strange Kinship Matters: Cultivating an Ecofeminist Ethics of Place in 

Margaret Atwood’s The Year of the Flood.” Isle: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and 
Environment, vol. 26, no. 4, Autumn 2019, pp. 986-1005.  

 
 “In Margaret Atwood’s The Year of the Flood (2009), Adam One, the leader of the eco-

conscious God’s Gardeners, leverages his cult’s revised Judeo-Christian religious narrative to 
argue for lateral species relations among humans and non-human animals—among ‘all flesh.’ 
In doing so, Adam One and the Gardeners radically oppose the anthropocentric, patriarchal 
agenda of the CorpSeCorps, the former private security firm that controls military, economic, 
and scientific endeavors in the world of The Year of the Flood and its predecessor, Oryx and 
Crake (2003).… The CorpSeCorps enacts violence by normalizing the widespread victimization 
of female and animal bodies, thereby illustrating what Rob Nixon calls ‘slow violence’—
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attritional, invisible violence that spans multiple geographies and temporalities. Recognizing 
the difficulty of representing slow violence’s deleterious effects, Atwood uses her authorial 
visibility in The Year of the Flood to stage an ecofeminist ‘counter-narrative’ to Oryx and 
Crake … a counter-narrative that emphasizes the recovery and regeneration of 
instrumentalized human and non-human animal bodies.” (Author).  

 
IRSHAD, Shaista. Gendered Spaces: Women in the Novels of Margaret Atwood. LAP LAMBERT 

Academic Publishing 2018. 
 
 “This book is an analysis of the novels The Robber Bride, Alias Grace, The Blind Assassin, 

Oryx and Crake and The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood from the perspective of gender. It 
discusses how the spaces and places—public and private, domestic and professional—and our 
perception of them, are gendered in many different ways, which vary between cultures and 
over time. This gendering of space and place both influences and affects the ways gender is 
constructed and understood in the societies in which we live. This book investigates how not 
only gender but sex too is discursively constituted in society and culture. This understanding 
leads to the subversion and deconstruction of gender identity and gendered spaces in the 
selected novels.” (Author). 

 
JABBAR, Amjed Lateef and Rana MAUDHER DAKHEEL. “The Narrator’s Search for Her Identity in 

Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing.” Al-Adab Journal, vol. 127, December 2018, pp. 1-12.  
 
 “This research aims at showing how throughout Surfacing, Atwood portrays the narrator as a 

woman searching for her own identity.” (Authors).  
 
 Available from: https://www.iasj.net/iasj?func=article&aId=151619. 
  
JENNINGS, Hope. “Anthropocene Feminism, Companion Species, and the MaddAddam Trilogy” 

Contemporary Women’s Writing, vol. 13, no. 1, March 2019, pp. 16-33.  
 
 “This article claims that Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy (2003—2013) offers insights 

into an emerging ‘anthropocene feminism’ that disrupts the universalized ‘human’ asserted by 
the Anthropocene. Likewise, Atwood decolonizes Anthropocene discourses by critiquing their 
reliance on human exceptionalism. By contrasting male characters who adopt humanist-
imperialist perspectives with the character of Toby, whose evolving relations with nonhumans 
are aligned with a feminist new materialist vision, Atwood develops a compelling politics of the 
posthuman. The trilogy’s privileging of hybrid ontologies reveals the mutually entangled 
relations that exist between companion species. Arguing for a posthuman ethics, Atwood 
challenges the Anthropocene’s apocalyptic determinisms and suggests that only such an ethics 
makes possible a world that continues rather than ends.” (Author). 

 
—-. “Encounters with the Wilderness: Unsettling Perspective in Margaret Atwood’s The Journals of 

Susanna Moodie.” Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature, vol. 38, no. 1, Spring 2019, pp. 131-
152.  

 
 “This article expands the scope of Margaret Atwood’s engagement with posthumanism and 

apocalyptic narrative beyond her recent speculative fictions by revisiting one of her first texts, 
The Journals of Susanna Moodie (1970). Atwood’s work is situated within contemporary 
debates surrounding the Anthropocene to emphasize how her ecocritical stance is aligned with 
feminist new materialist critiques of imperialist viewpoints that have determined white settler 
relations with the environment, indigenous peoples, and nonhuman others. Reading The 
Journals of Susanna Moodie within this critical framework deepens understanding of 
Atwood’s ongoing commitment to decolonizing settler perspectives. Focused primarily on 

https://www.iasj.net/iasj?func=article&aId=151619
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Susanna’s ruptured sense of identity in her encounters with the ‘wilderness’ this paper argues 
that Atwood’s text engages the politics of seeing and subjectivity to expose not only how settler 
perspectives and practices have led to ecological devastation but also how the settlement of 
wilderness spaces often unsettles white settler bodies and identities. By contesting human 
exceptionalism and asserting the complex, material, and intersubjective relations between 
humans, nonhumans, and their shared environments, Atwood’s earlier writing is an exemplary 
precursor to and illustration of the current turn in feminist philosophies toward posthuman 
ontologies and new materialisms.” (Author). 

 
JERGENSON, Casey. “Negative Utopianism and Catastrophe in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam 

Trilogy.” Utopian Studies, vol. 30, no. 3, 2019, pp. 486-504. 
 
 “This article considers Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy as an exemplar of the principle 

that dystopian and postapocalyptic narratives often serve as vehicles for utopian hopes in anti-
utopian historical moments. The trilogy expresses utopian possibilities through the procedures 
of negative utopianism: a set of discursive practices oriented toward utopian horizons but 
informed by the principle that utopia cannot be represented from a position within ideology. 
The Crakers and the God’s Gardeners are the two utopian entities in the trilogy, and the social 
content attributed to them is generated through two qualitatively distinct approaches to 
utopian representation that Fredric Jameson has theorized using the Greimasian semiotic 
rectangle. Both entities fail, but the trilogy places utopian hope in the possibility for their 
combination, facilitated by an apocalyptic catastrophe that creates space in the world of the 
trilogy for alternative configurations of the social. These alternatives, however, are deferred 
beyond the trilogy’s conclusion.” (Author). 

 
JOHNSTON, Justin Omar. Posthuman Capital and Biotechnology in Contemporary Novels. 

Springer, 2019. 
 
 “This book examines several distinctive literary figurations of posthuman embodiment as they 

proliferate across a range of internationally acclaimed contemporary novels: clones in Kazuo 
Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go, animal-human hybrids in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake, 
toxic bodies in Indra Sinha’s Animal’s People, and cyborgs in Jeanette Winterson’s The Stone 
Gods. While these works explore the transformational power of the ‘biotech century,’ they also 
foreground the key role human capital theory has played in framing human belonging as an 
aspirational category that is always and structurally just out of reach, making contemporary 
subjects never-human-enough. In these novels, the dystopian character of human capital 
theory is linked to fantasies of apocalyptic release. As such, these novels help expose how two 
interconnected genres of futurity (the dystopian and the apocalyptic) work in tandem to propel 
each other forward so that fears of global disaster become alibis for dystopian control, which, 
in turn, becomes the predicate for intensifying catastrophes. In analyzing these novels, Justin 
Omar Johnston draws attention to the entanglement of bodies in technological environments, 
economic networks, and deteriorating ecological settings.” (Publisher).  

 
 See especially Chapter 3, “Animal-Human Hybrids: Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake,” pp. 

67-101. 
 
JONES, Tim. “What about the Men?” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, 

edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 137-145.  
 
 “It’s natural and right to look at the sexual abuse and marginalization faced by the show’s 

female characters, but what about the men? Nick, for one, is coerced into sex almost as surely 
as June. It’s not as if he has the authority to turn down Serena’s orders that they sleep together 
in ‘Faithful,’ so an opportunity for genuine, meaningful consent is denied him as much as it is 
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her. So why is there so little interest in how hard life in Gilead can be for its menfolk?” 
(Author). 

 
JONITHA, Janet and A. GLORY. “Psychological Manipulation of Zenia in Margaret Atwood’s The 

Robber Bride.” Language in India, vol. 19, no. 5, May 2019, pp. 213-221.  
 
 “The paper aims to give an in-depth reading of the novel The Robber Bride which reveals the 

psyche of a woman, indeed a complicated knot to unfasten.” (Authors).  
 
 Available from: http://www.languageinindia.com/may2019/index.html.  
 
JOVANOVIĆ, Aleksandra V. “Identitet i prostor u ranim delima Margaret Atvud: Izranjanje i 

Dnevnici Suzane Mudi = Identity and Space in the Early Works of Margaret Atwood: 
Surfacing and The Journals of Susanna Moodie.” Folia linguistica et litteraria / Journal of 
Language and Literary Studies, no. 27, 2019, pp. 65-84. In Bosnian with English abstract.  

 
 “Margaret Atwood identified her literary endeavours with the study of (feminine) identity as 

early as 1961, when she published her first book of poetry, Double Persephone. Ever since, 
feminine identity has remained one of the main concern of her work. The psychological quest 
for self-awareness has been considered in the context of history, geography, culture, society 
and ecology. The quests in Atwood’s works most frequently feature the female search for self-
knowledge and are often related to the geographical and social space of Canada. This essay 
traces the inscriptions of human thoughts in the images of the landscape in the early works of 
Margaret Atwood with the aim to examine how the landscape both breeds and reflects such 
categories as gender, identity and the sense of the self. In the novel Surfacing (1972) the quest 
for psychological harmony is figured as a physical journey through the wild land, while the 
poetry collection, The Journals of Susanna Moodie (1970) features the journal of a Canadian 
immigrant and her search for the self in a foreign land. In the poems of this collection, Atwood 
examines how the landscape challenges the identity of the viewer and traveller and 
subsequently provokes her/his psychological transformation. As they describe the landscape of 
the new land in which Moodie travels and quests, the lines of the poems reveal the stages of 
her transformation and the appropriation of a new identity. The relation between the psyche 
and the landscape will be analysed within the framework of Sigmund Freud and Jacque 
Lacan’s theories of psychoanalyses and culture.” (Author).  

 
 Available, after registration from: https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=824117.  
 
JUNG, Jungmee. “디스토피아 이야기와 디스토피아적 전망― 마거릿 애트우드의 『시녀 이야기』 = 

Narrating Dystopia and Envisioning Dystopia―Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” 

현대영어영문학 = Modern Studies in English Language & Literature, vol. 63, no. 4, 2019, pp. 
225-247. In Korean with English abstract.  

 
 “Margaret Atwood’s feminist dystopian novel, The Handmaid’s Tale[,] is narrated by the 

heroine, Offred, who becomes a handmaid in dystopian Gilead. As Gilead inherited pre-
Gileadean ecological crises and the consequent widespread sterility, the patriarchal state 
adopts measures to pick and train fertile handmaids to reproduce children for the childless 
rulers according to principles of Christian fundamentalism. Unlike other dystopian novels, The 
Handmaid’s Tale situates the first-person narrator Offred to give testimony to women’s 
dystopian experiences in the regime. Though exploited by the authoritarian power that 
restricts and confines her body and voice, she seeks to retain her own subjectivity through 
narrating her experiences in a resistant way. In ‘The Historical Notes,’ set in 2195, the male 
historians still show intellectual elitism and a sexist discriminative stance towards women and 

http://www.languageinindia.com/may2019/index.html
https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=824117
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a woman’s narration. The reader perceives that 2195 shares similarities with Gilead in some 
ways, as the keynote speaker asserts Gilead’s ‘genius was synthesis.’ Atwood warns the reader 
that the future dystopia is latent in the present and envisions it in her dystopian outlook in The 
Handmaid’s Tale. (Author).  

 
 For more see: http://kiss.kstudy.com/thesis/thesis-view.asp?key=3744634.  
 
KARAN, Hitesh. “Agony of Wives and Handmaids in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” 

Language in India, vol. 19, no. 9, September 2019, pp. 231-236. 
 
 “In this paper, I intend to explore how the protagonist (“OFFRED”, since she belongs to Fred) 

of The Handmaid’s Tale endures such malice in her public and private life. Offred and many 
others like her are subjected to unwarranted physical, emotional and mental cruelty in the 
name of God. Atwood here is focusing on victimized women and speculating on what would 
happen if women’s rights were taken away, In this paper I also intend to explore the need for 
women to expand their own discourse.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://www.languageinindia.com/sep2019/index.html. 
 
KEEN, Suzanne. “Twenty-First-Century Fictional Experiments with Emotion and Cognition.” New 

Approaches to the Twenty-First-Century Anglophone Novel, edited by Sibylle Baumbach and 
Birgit Neumann, Springer, 2019, pp. 59-77.  

 
 “This essay touches on representations and techniques of narrative empathy in fiction, 

including perspective-taking, empathic inaccuracy, personal distress, and Einfühlung. It 
suggests the range of means employed by novelists to experiment with readers’ human 
endowments of thinking and feeling about others. Traditional novels appeal to readers’ 
emotion and cognition, and evocation of empathy is a widespread goal of twenty-first-century 
fiction. This essay focuses on modes of formal experimentation employed strategically by 
contemporary novelists, including writers briefly discussed: Margaret Atwood [Oryx and 
Crake], Edwidge Danticat, Marlon James, Ian McEwan, Patrick Rothfuss, and Sarah Waters. A 
closer examination of Rothfuss’ novella The Slow Regard of Silent Things (2014) illustrates a 
variety of kinds of narrative empathy appealing to readers’ emotion and cognition.” (Author). 

 
KETCHAM, Christopher. “Gilead as Palimpsest.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of 

One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 147-156. 
 
 “Atwood’s dystopian tale is about the extremes, the abrupt writing over of culture as the result 

of near-extinction events. However, she, through Offred, is suggesting that we, even those of us 
who are not individually the subject of the news, must not ignore the events that do not yet 
affect our freedom, but ultimately will.” (Author). 

 
KOLB, Leigh Kellmann. “Gestational Totalitarianism.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A 

Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 29-40. 
 
 “A woman’s place. A woman’s work. These phrases are immediately identifiable in twenty-

first-century America, but their origins and evolutions can be traced back to Aristotle’s division 
of human life into separate spheres—polis as the public, political sphere; oikos as the private, 
domestic sphere. While ancient Greek life and thought helped inform these ideals, what is 
most familiar to us is the distinction between the two spheres that emerged in the Victorian era 
and Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century. The gendered nature of the spheres 
became even more pronounced as the cult of domesticity took hold and work outside of the 

http://kiss.kstudy.com/thesis/thesis-view.asp?key=3744634
http://www.languageinindia.com/sep2019/index.html
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home was valued financially and ideologically. In capitalism, value is tied to financial reward. 
As feminism fought against the relegation of women to the private sphere, the aim for equality 
had its eye on the polis, since that is where decisions, and money, are made. As women made 
gains outside the home, there were oikos revolutions happening as well: a great deal of 
housework became automated, and technological advance allowed for safe and reliable birth 
control. Aristotle imagined an open flow between public and private; however, Christian 
(especially Puritan) capitalism did not....” (Author). 

 
KOSA, Monika. “Dystopic Reconfigurations of Corporate America: Margaret Atwood’s The Heart Goes 

Last.” Studia Universitatis Babeș-Bolyai Philologia, vol. 64, no. 1, 2019, pp. 255-264.  
 
 “One of Margaret Atwood’s dystopic novels, The Heart Goes Last is an intricate examination of 

human nature, the precariousness of love, free will, the roots of social evil and the potential 
dangers of excessive institutional power. Grounded in an examination of Atwood’s text, this 
paper aims to analyze the techniques through which the image of “corporate America” is re-
configured in a nightmarish setting where the fight for power, money and control negatively 
re-positions the ethical limits of humanity.” (Author).  

 
 Full text available if article is searched by title on Google Scholar. 
 
KOWAL, Ewa. “Nostalgia, Kitsch and the Great Recession in Margaret Atwood’s The Heart Goes Last 

and ‘Westworld’ (Season 1).” Brno Studies in English, vol. 45, no. 1, 2019, pp. [143]-155.  
 
 “This paper is a comparative study of Margaret Atwood’s 2015 dystopian novel The Heart Goes 

Last and the 2016 HBO science-fiction TV series ‘Westworld’ (Season 1) created by Jonathan 
Nolan and Lisa Joy. Drawing upon Susan Faludi’s The Terror Dream and Marita Sturken’s 
Tourists of History, this paper focuses on the American frontier myth, and the concepts of 
nostalgia and kitsch (in particular, Sturken’s symbol of the snow globe) to analyse both works 
as cultural reactions to the recent Great Recession. While both works can be said to reflect an 
anxiety about the growing class gap and express resentment against the rich, they respond 
differently to the popular demand for comfort in times of crisis. While ‘Westworld’ uplifts with 
a vicarious experience of the underdog’s emancipation, Atwood’s satire ironically withholds a 
happy ending, providing readers with a lesson and a challenge instead.”  

 
 Available from: https://digilib.phil.muni.cz/handle/11222.digilib/141000.  
 
KOZIOŁ, Sławomir. “Crake’s Aesthetic: Genetically Modified Humans as a Form of Art in Margaret 

Atwood’s Oryx and Crake.” Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction, vol. 59, no. 4, 2018, 
pp. 492-508.  

 
 “This essay argues that the Crakers—genetically modified human beings appearing in Margaret 

Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy—should be seen not only as a result of techno-scientific 
brilliance but also as a product of artistic creativity. Starting with a close reading of several 
passages which indirectly but effectively indicate that the Crakers should be regarded as a form 
of art, the essay then moves on to the consideration of probable predecessors to the kind of 
artistic creativity that the Crakers represent. Models for Crake’s creation of human beings are 
seen in the avant-garde idea of the New Man, which goes back to the first half of the twentieth 
century, and in the more recent transgenic art. Crake’s creative act is also shown in the context 
of the classic works of literature which deal with a similar theme, namely Frankenstein by 
Mary Shelley and The Island of Doctor Moreau by H. G. Wells.” (Author). 

 

https://digilib.phil.muni.cz/handle/11222.digilib/141000
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—-. “From Sausages to Hoplites of Ham and Beyond: The Status of Genetically Modified Pigs in 
Margaret Atwood’s [MaddAddam] Trilogy.” Papers on Language & Literature, vol. 54, no. 3, 
2018, pp. 261-295.  

 
 “One of the most important themes of Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy—Oryx and 

Crake (2003), The Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam (2013)—is that of genetic 
engineering, explored mainly through the subplot of the Crakers, genetically modified humans 
who are supposed to inherit the earth after the original humans have been wiped off of its 
surface by a genetically engineered plague. The issue of genetic modification is also 
represented in the trilogy, however, by hybrid animals that are created for a variety of reasons, 
starting from those that owe their existence to testing of new technologies, through genetic 
splices created for various commercial reasons, and ending with animals created specifically as 
xenotransplantation donors for humans. Among the representatives of this last category are 
pigoons—pigs modified with human genes to serve as donors of internal organs and neocortex 
tissue. It is the modification of their nervous system that makes them essentially as intelligent 
as humans, which turns out to be the most important of their characteristics. In the whole 
trilogy Atwood uses the pigoons to explore, often in an ironic way, the status of genetically 
modified animals from an ethical perspective, as she shows how their perception and 
evaluation by humans changes depending on the circumstances and professed ideology.” 
(Author). 

 
KREITNER, Richard. Booked: A Traveler’s Guide to Literary Locations around the World. Black Dog 

& Leventhal Publishers, 2019.  
 
 Includes a stop at the Kingston Penitentiary, the setting for Alias Grace. 
 
KUMAR, Rati. “Women’s Health in The Handmaid’s Tale and the Marginalization of Women.” The 

Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and 
Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 135-150.  

 
 “Rati Kumar makes an explicit call to readers to return to a focus on women’s rights and 

women’s healthcare priorities in an intersectional and international approach. She points to 
the divergences of women’s health encounters within the United States as well as across the 
globe, and draws on THT as a frame of reference in this regard. She illustrates both the local 
and international concerns around women’s health and policies, citing frightening statistics 
and policies that remind the reader that these are crucial issues to all of society today.” 
(Editors). 

 
LABUDOVÁ, Katarína. “Polyphonic Resonances of Fairy Tales and Myths: The Magic Toyshop and 

Life before Man.” Brno Studies in English, vol. 45, no. 1, 2019, pp. 157-170. 
 
 “Angela Carter and Margaret Atwood exploit fairy tale characters, settings, motifs, and plots in 

their fiction; they are also authors of original reworkings of fairy tales. This article compares 
the use of fairy-tale elements in Carter’s The Magic Toyshop and Atwood’s Life Before Man, 
which not only evoke these resonant forms of story-telling in their titles, character names and 
plot devices, but also create intertexts that parody and give alternate or even reversed 
meanings to fairy-tale tropes. Both writers see fairy tales as open sources that can be subverted 
and rewritten. This article focuses on the strategies the authors use to rewrite the traditional 
patterns of the passive female heroine and inscribe instead a constructive ambiguity.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: https://digilib.phil.muni.cz/handle/11222.digilib/141001. 
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LAPP, Jessica M. “‘Handmaidens of History’: Speculating on the Feminization of Archival Work.” 
Archival Science: International Journal on Recorded Information, vol. 19, no. 3, 2019, pp. 
215-234.  

 
 “The figure of the handmaiden seems particularly resonant today, in part due to the television 

adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. Activated simultaneously as a symbol 
of passivity and resistance, the handmaiden occupies a contradictory position within our 
present milieu. In the archival discipline, the metaphor of archivists as ‘handmaidens of 
history’ emerged out of nineteenth-century characterizations of archival neutrality and 
persisted up until the 1980s. In contemporary practice, archivists are no longer considered 
passive stewards; rather, their work is understood to be inherently political and 
interventionist, and however, despite this critical paradigm shift, archival work is routinely 
feminized. Drawing from the feminist practice of ‘doing speculatively,’ I suggest that the 
metaphor of ‘the handmaiden’ is an interesting point of entry for exploring how archival work, 
once considered mechanical, servile and invisible, has become powerful and disruptive, 
offering opportunities for political intervention and social change. This article positions the 
handmaiden as a discursive tool for telling stories about our profession and the many bodies—
feminized and otherwise—who have built and continue to influence our field.” (Author).  

 
LARSEN, Kristine. “Fertility and Fetal Containers: Science, Religion, and The Handmaid’s Tale.” The 

Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and 
Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 103-115.  

 
 “Astronomy Professor Kristine Larsen ... covers issues of science and religion in relation to 

THT. Specifically, Larsen examines infertility and explores how technology may be able to both 
cause and cure infertility at the same time that religion and culture can limit it. She argues that 
the THT can be read as a cautionary tale, as well as an excellent jumping off point to discuss a 
variety of issues where science and religion can collide, such as medical experimentation, use 
of genetic information without consent, and Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART).” 
(Editors). 

 
LE VEY, Lulu. Surrogacy and the Reproduction of Normative Family on TV. Springer, 2019. 
 
 “This book examines the proliferation of surrogacy storylines on TV, exploring themes of 

infertility, motherhood, parenting and family. It investigates how, despite reproductive 
technologies’ ability to flex contours of family, the shows’ narratives work to uphold the white, 
heterosexual, genetically-reproduced family as the ideal. In dialogue with responses from a 
range of female viewers, both mothers and non-mothers, the book scrutinises the construction 
of family ideology on television with studies including ‘Coronation Street’ (1960-present), 
‘Giuliana & Bill’ (2009-2014), ‘Rules of Engagement’ (2007-2013), ‘The New Normal’ (2012-
2013), ‘Top of the Lake: China Girl’ (2017) ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ (2017-present) and film 
‘Baby Mama’ (2008). These studies raise a number of questions; is homosexuality only 
acceptable when it echoes heterosexual norms? Are female characters only fulfilled when they 
are genetic mothers? Does heterosexual romance override technology in the cure for 
infertility? While the answers to these questions may suggest that television still conforms to 
heteronormative narratives, this book importantly demonstrates that audiences desire 
alternative happy endings that show infertile female characters more positively and recognise 
alternative kinship formations as meaningful.” (Publisher).  

 
 See especially Chapter 6, “Conclusion: Why Representation on TV Matters,” pp. 215-241, which 

includes an analysis of the impact of the TV version of The Handmaid’s Tale. 
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LEQUIEN, Guillaume. “June the Stoic?” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s 
Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 187-194.  

 
 “The Handmaid’s Tale takes us on a bleak journey, far away from our modern democracies, to 

a nightmare world that denies women any freedom of choice. We can’t help feeling sympathy 
for the female victims and anger at the religious totalitarian state. Every new episode of cruelty 
or oppression adds to the injustice we see and feel. Most characters within the story, however, 
don’t seem to show any emotions at all; they yield and accept whatever they have to endure, 
knowing any act of rebellion is doomed to fail. We feel bad about June’s ordeal all along, and 
as soon as her tale is over, we enjoy the real world we live in a little more. While we enjoy our 
freedom, Handmaids want to be free to conduct their lives, choose their sexual partners, and 
embrace their own path to happiness. These are all things available to us but denied to them. 
How might June and the other oppressed citizens of Gilead respond to their bleak 
circumstances? What philosophical outlook might help them?” (Author). 

 
LETESSIER, Anne-Sophie “Poetics of Displacement in Margaret Atwood’s The Journals of Susanna 

Moodie (1970).” Canadian Studies / Études canadiennes, vol. 86, no. 1, 2019, pp. 133-148.  
 
 “The Journals of Susanna Moodie (1970), Margaret Atwood’s response in text and in image to 

the accounts of pioneering by the eponymous nineteenth-century British immigrant, give form 
to the harrowing questions: where is one’s place when one has been displaced? What does it 
mean, then, to inhabit? Displacement refers to more than the act of emigrating and the 
psychological and geographical dislocation it entails. This paper contends that its disruptive 
force generates the sequence’s visual and poetic experimentations with representations of 
space.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://journals.openedition.org/eccs/1916.  
 
LEVCHAK, Charisse. “Resist!: Racism and Sexism in The Handmaid’s Tale.” The Handmaid’s Tale: 

Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by 
Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 151-155.  

 
 “Charisse Levchak ... discusses the socially constructed nature of racism and sexism. She draws 

on THT as an artifact with illustrations on ways that we can work to prevent and resist 
oppression, so that Gilead does not become our reality. Working towards social justice in our 
daily lives is necessary, according to Levchak, and she encourages both students and readers to 
resist oppressive conditions before they take root permanently.” (Editors). 

 
LEYDA, Julia. “Hook and Eye.” Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 

179-182.  
 
 The article offers criticism of the television series “The Handmaid’s Tale,” based on Atwood’s 

1985 novel. Depicting a dystopia, the series stars Elisabeth Moss and utilizes visual imagery 
that will “hook the eye” of the viewer, a reference to the poem, “You Fit Into Me” published in 
Power Politics:  

  you fit into me 
  Like a hook into an eye 
  a fish hook 
  an open eye. 
 
LIMA JUNIOR, Oswaldo Pereira de and Edna Raquel HOGEMANN. “O Conto da Aia: A 

(Des)pessoalização como dimensão epistêmico-moral fundadora da condição de sujeito de 
direito da mulher = The Handmaid’s Tale: (De)Personification as an Epistemical-Moral 

https://journals.openedition.org/eccs/1916
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Dimension, Founder of the Condition of Subject of Law for Women.” Anamorphosis, vol. 5, no. 
1, 2019, pp. 69-93. In two languages, Portuguese and English.  

 
 “The suppression of the moral and juridical status of women is discussed as an extension of the 

process of depersonification of the human being in the work The Handmaid’s Tale, by 
Margaret Atwood. Offred’s story unfolds in a dystopian future where women are the main 
victims of a new political order. In a United States transformed into the Gilead dictatorship, in 
the face of eventual loss of fertility by the female population, women are divided into castes 
and lose their autonomy, becoming the property of men. Personalization means more than 
observing the rights of the biological being; it is a dialectical process in which individuality and 
rationality flirt with the inscription of moral importance. This process, being built in the 
instances of practical philosophy, is prior to the definitions of Law, characterizing itself as a 
moral construct. Personally, the human being happens to be accepted as the impregnable 
subject of the Law, which has precisely in the entity of the person its nucleus and the very 
meaning of its existence. This essay works with the idea of a person as a complex being, as in 
the works by Immanuel Kant (1785), Lucien Sève (1994), Raquel Hogemann (2015) and 
Oswaldo Pereira de Lima Junior (2017).” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://rdl.org.br/seer/index.php/anamps/article/view/470. 
 
LÓPEZ-RÚA, Paula. “VPS, Goodthink, Unwomen and Demoxie: Morphological Neologisms in Four 

Dystopian Novels.” Miscelánea: A Journal of English and American Studies, vol. 59, 2019, pp. 
117-136.  

 
 “In this paper I analyse the neologisms used in four dystopian novels—Aldous Huxley’s Brave 

New World (1932), George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949), Margaret Atwood’s The 
Handmaid’s Tale (1985) and Dave Eggers’s The Circle (2013)—from a morphological point of 
view. Lexical innovation is accounted for in the light of three criteria: types of neologisms 
according to morphological analysis, fields of use, and motivations for their creation. It is 
concluded that the shared reasons behind the use of neologisms built by means of word-
formation devices (derivation, composition and shortening) are basically pragmatic and 
manipulative, and that, as part of discourse, the new lexical items thus created become 
efficient tools, since they provide a hint of authenticity in the fictional worlds portrayed and 
contribute to the critical and didactic quality of dystopian narrative.” (Author). 

 
 Available after registration from: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337679263_VPS_Goodthink_Unwomen_and_De
moxie_Morphological_Neologisms_in_Four_Dystopian_Novels.  

 
MAHER, Jennifer. “Torture Born: Babies, Bloodshed and the Feminist Gaze in Hulu’s ‘The 

Handmaid’s Tale.’” Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 209-
211.  

 
 Criticism of the television series “The Handmaid’s Tale.” The author discusses the feminist 

gaze of the series as well as the author’s concern that the dramatization of woman-as-womb 
might reinforce a neoliberal version of the very same claim. 

 
MARGHITU, Stefania and Kelsey Moore JOHNSON. “Feminist Online Responses against the U.S. Alt-

Right: Using ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ as a Symbol and Catalyst of Resistance.” Communication, 
Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 183-185. 

 
 Criticism of TV series in which the authors compares this reality to that currently being 

experienced in the U.S. with alt-right politics and the election of Vice President Mike Pence. 

http://rdl.org.br/seer/index.php/anamps/article/view/470
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337679263_VPS_Goodthink_Unwomen_and_Demoxie_Morphological_Neologisms_in_Four_Dystopian_Novels
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337679263_VPS_Goodthink_Unwomen_and_Demoxie_Morphological_Neologisms_in_Four_Dystopian_Novels
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MARINO, Kelly. “‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ as a Teaching Tool for Engaging Students in Colonial 

American History and Puritanism.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and 
Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, 
Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 3-12.  

 
 “Kelly Marino illustrates that using Hulu’s TV series can be an engaging ‘hook’ for students to 

learn about Puritanism and American society in the seventeenth century, a topic that she notes 
can often be seen as dry by students. In accessible detail, she outlines how THT can be used to 
discuss the Puritan religion, and its views on gender norms, sexuality, and crime among other 
issues. She argues that using THT as a cultural artifact to engage students in this discussion is 
invaluable as a way to tie their popular culture knowledge to their historical knowledge.” 
(Editors). 

 
MARTIN, Javier. “Dystopia, Feminism and Phallogocentrism in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake.” 

Open Cultural Studies, vol. 3, no. 1, 2019, pp. 174-181.  
 
 “Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake (2003) is a very dark dystopian fable which introduces 

the reader to a post-apocalyptic scenario in which the planet Earth is on the edge of 
destruction, and human beings have been almost completely eradicated and substituted for a 
new, genetically-engineered, race. In this article, I am going to analyse the fundamental role 
phallogocentrism plays in the destruction of humanity and in the creation of a new world order 
populated by primitive but more ecological creatures.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.degruyter.com/view/journals/culture/3/1/article-p174.xml.  
 
MARZEC, Robert P. “Contemporary Anthropocene Novels: Ian McEwan’s Solar, Jeanette Winterson’s 

The Stone Gods, Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake and Year of the Flood.” New Directions 
in Philosophy and Literature, edited by David Rudrum, Ridvan Askin, and Frida Beckman, 
Edinburgh University Press, 2019, pp. 338-360.  

 
 “Jeanette Winterson’s The Stone Gods, Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake and The Year of 

the Flood, and Ian McEwan’s Solar are all novels dealing with environmental issues, and may 
be classified by some as climate change fiction, or ‘cli-fi.’ But they have something else in 
common. Each confronts from a different angle the transiting of humans from the Holocene 
into the Anthropocene, a transition that forces our species to come to grips with the enormous 
consequences of anthropogenic, planet-wide climate change….” (Author). 

 
MAXWELL, Jacqueline. “The Artist and Her Art: An Examination of Elisabeth Moss as Peggy Olson 

and June Osborne through a Feminist Lens.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, 
Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and 
Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 247-254.  

 
 “Maxwell compares Elisabeth Moss’ roles as June in ‘THT’ and Peggy in ‘Mad Men’ and 

questions what it means to be a feminist, as well as a feminist who considers herself to be an 
artist. Maxwell challenges students and readers alike to be more critical of their popular 
cultural consumption in this chapter.” (Editors). 

 
MAY-RON, Rona. “Returning the Gaze: ‘Cinderella’ as Intertext in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and 

Crake.” Marvels & Tales, vol. 33, no. 2, 2019, pp. 259-282.  
 

https://www.degruyter.com/view/journals/culture/3/1/article-p174.xml
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 “The story of Cinderella overtly has little in common with Atwood’s dystopian postapocalyptic 
novel Oryx and Crake (2003). But reading the novel’s female protagonist, Oryx, through the 
lens of Atwood’s recurring Cinderella motif, a two-pronged overlap between fairy tale and 
novel emerges: one through Atwood’s allusions to the classic tale throughout the novel by 
means of plot, characterization, and the folklorization of Oryx’s character, and the other 
through the traditional cultural equation of women with spectacle, especially as framed by the 
scopophilic male gaze, that both texts invoke.” (Author).  

 
McCROSSIN, Trip. “From The Handmaid’s Tale to ‘The Handmaids’ Tale.’” The Handmaid’s Tale and 

Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 
91-107.  

 
 “‘Job,’ Offred exclaims, a little more than midway through Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s 

Tale. ‘It’s a funny word,’ she continues, in one of her many reminiscences of ‘the time before,’ 
discussing in particular how for her, for women of Gilead generally, it’s ‘strange, now, to think 
about having a job.’ It’s also a pretty famous name. We’re put off at first, as she continues her 
having-a-job refrain, but then suddenly, the reference, set out in its very own paragraph, rises 
conspicuously from the page: ‘The Book of Job.’ The Handmaid’s Tale surely reflects the 
problem for which Job is the conventional touchstone: the problem of evil—the perniciously 
difficult to satisfy ‘need to find order within those appearances so unbearable that they 
threaten reason’s ability to go on,’ as Susan Neiman has described it, as when (at times 
incomprehensibly) bad things happen to (at least relatively) good people, and (at least 
relatively) good things to (at times incomprehensibly) bad people....” (Author). 

 
McGRATH, Kate. “Jezebel’s: Sex and Marriage in Early Christian Theology.” The Handmaid’s Tale: 

Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by 
Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 31-42.  

 
 “Taking the study of the history of religion into account, Kate McGrath ... asks the reader to 

consider the Biblical and theological construction of Gilead. In particular, McGrath focuses on 
Jezebel’s—the brothel for high-status men in Gilead—and argues that Jezebel’s can be more 
easily understood when we look further into Christian theology’s historical position on 
prostitution, where it functions as a necessary evil for male sexual desire and is directed away 
from ‘respectable’ women. This is also in line with Atwood’s presentation of Jezebel’s, says 
McGrath, and helps us to understand authorial choices in this regard.” (Editors). 

 
McMASTER, Aven. “Translation and Adaptation Matters: About the Differences between a Story 

Called The Handmaid’s Tale or the Slave-Girl’s Tale?” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching 
Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. 
Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 13-30.  

 
 “Aven McMaster tackles a current controversial issue in Classics—that of translation and the 

power and cultural ramifications that come from these choices by translators. Particularly, 
McMaster connects Atwood’s novel THT, Homer’s Odyssey, and Atwood’s Penelopiad in order 
to unpack how each presents the status of women, their control (or lack thereof) over their 
bodies, and how translation choices—such as to referring to a female as a Handmaid or slave in 
this instance—has [sic] important effects on our understanding of the past, and naturally, the 
future.” (Editors). 

 
MEAD, Rebecca et al. El Cuento de la Criada: Ensayos para un incursión en la República de Gilead. 

Errata nature, 2019. In Spanish.  
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 Includes 15 essays whose titles are available here: 
https://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/libro?codigo=739979. 

 
MENRISKY, Alexander. “Hallucinogenic Ecology and Psychoanalytic Prehistory in Margaret Atwood.” 

Mosaic: A Journal for the Interdisciplinary Study of Literature, vol. 52, no. 3, 2019, pp. 19-
36.  

 
 “Amidst a resurgence in the popularity of plant hallucinogens, Margaret Atwood’s 

MaddAddam trilogy foregrounds the historical association between organic drugs and 
ecological consciousness. This essay examines how Atwood dramatizes and critiques 
psychoanalytic narratives that have contributed to this connection since midcentury as 
ultimately nihilistic expressions of romantic primitivism.” (Author). 

 
MEZZAROBA, Orides, Riva Sobrado de FREITAS, and Rosana WALTER. “El cuento de la eia: La 

representación de la instrumentalización corporal y el debate sobre los espacios públicos y 
privados de las mujeres = The Handmaid's Tale: The Representation of Body 
Instrumentalization and the Debate about Women's Public and Private Spaces.” 

 Revista Argumenta, no. 31, 2019, pp. 27-49. In Portuguese with English abstract. 
 
 “By summarizing Margaret Atwood's dystopian work The Handmaid's Tale, which portrays the 

history of the Republic of Gilead, a society devastated by the effects of war and radiation, 
which was taken over by a totalitarian and theocratic regime and started to use women, 
basically, for the sole purpose of giving birth, this text intends to discuss, in two chapters, the 
instrumentalization of the female body, its role in public and private spaces and its decision-
making autonomy. The novel allowed an intense reflection on the subject and how far (or how 
close) our current society is from the Gilead Republic.” (Authors). 

 
 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/288192366?recSetID=.  
 
MICELI, Barbara. “Margaret Atwood’s The Heart Goes Last: Panopticism, Discipline, Society, and 

Ustopia.” Metacritic Journal for Comparative Studies and Theory, vol. 5, no. 2, 2019, pp. 79-
90.  

 
 “The prologue of the novel The Heart Goes Last (2015) written by the Canadian author 

Margaret Atwood describes a crime-stricken future society plunged into an economic crisis. 
The alternative to such misery is the Consilience project, a city created to offer jobs and all the 
basic comforts (now considered luxuries) to all its inhabitants. The success of the system relies 
on the local prison, Positron, where all the citizens must present themselves once every two 
months, swapping their lives with those of other prisoners. The aim of my paper is to analyze 
Atwood’s novel using the Foucauldian concepts of ‘panopticism’ and ‘discipline society’ 
expanded upon in Discipline and Punish, the Birth of the Prison (1976). These concepts 
describe two features of the fictional society created by Atwood: the awareness that one is 
being constantly spied on by an unidentified entity that creates a disciplined society, and hence 
a city where order and equality reign, a utopia based on control and surveillance. The paper 
will also explore Atwood’s concept of ‘ustopia’ and how it applies to Consilience.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.metacriticjournal.com/article/137/margaret-atwoods-the-heart-

goes-last-panopticism-discipline-society-and-ustopia.  
 
MOFFETT, Paul. “Erasing Race in ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, 

Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and 
Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 157-170.  

 

https://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/libro?codigo=739979
https://core.ac.uk/display/288192366?recSetID=
https://www.metacriticjournal.com/article/137/margaret-atwoods-the-heart-goes-last-panopticism-discipline-society-and-ustopia
https://www.metacriticjournal.com/article/137/margaret-atwoods-the-heart-goes-last-panopticism-discipline-society-and-ustopia
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 “Paul Moffett... highlights the problematic way that race is erased in Hulu’s TV series. Moffett 
[also] highlights the variations of race in both the novel and the television series, and argues 
that despite the attempt to include a more racially diverse cast in the television production, 
ignoring how race intersects with the character’s experiences and stories is an unfortunate 
injustice. As a kind of racial utopia—where race doesn’t matter—the television adaptation of 
THT is based on an assumption that racial differences and prejudices can be irrelevant and 
[the adaptation also] displays an unexamined attitude about race more generally.” (Editors). 

 
MOHAR, Tjaša. “Atwood’s Early Novels: Between Romance and Metafiction” Od jezika k filozofiji in 

nazaj, edited by Bojan Borstner, Tomaž Onič, and Simon Zupan, U. of Mariboru Press, 2019, 
pp. 85-97.  

 
 “Romance novels represent one of the genres of popular literature, the aim of which is above 

all to entertain the reader. Works of popular literature are simplified and single-layered; they 
encourage reader passivity and try to adjust to popular literary schemes in order to appeal to a 
large audience. This paper analyses two early novels by Margaret Atwood, The Edible Woman 
and Lady Oracle, which at first sight resemble romance novels. Owing to their light-
heartedness and wit, they can be read on one level as romance novels by a non-demanding 
reader who is interested only in the plot. However, as the analysis shows, the novels’ 
resemblance to romances is superficial, for they are much more complex and allow for multiple 
meanings: while The Edible Woman can be read as an anti-comedy, a satire or a protofeminist 
novel, Lady Oracle is a highly auto-referential example of metafiction.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://press.um.si/index.php/ump/catalog/book/415.  
 
MOHR, Dunja. “The Missing Link: Bridging the Species Divide in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam 

Trilogy.” Canadian Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror: Bridging the Solitudes, edited by 
Amy J Ransom and Dominick Grace, Springer, 2019, pp. 239-256.  

 
 “Addressing Atwood’s earlier role in the construction of the myth of Canadian identity in 

Survival (1972), this chapter sees the writer’s postapocalyptic cycle as reworking the binarism 
of the ‘two founding nations’ to move beyond both the two solitudes and the mosaic metaphor, 
extending survival to interspeciesism on a planetary level. In the MaddAddam trilogy (2003—
2013), Atwood expands the notion of multiculturalism to that of multispeciesism, arguing for 
the construction of bridges between species in order to create a form of multispecies justice 
and suggesting multiple interdependencies.” (Author). 

 
MOLARI, Beatriz. “O patriarcalismo em O Conto da Aia = Patriarchalism in The Handmaid’s Tale.” 

Revista Ártemis: Estudos de Gênero, Feminismo e Sexualidades, vol. 28, no. 1, 2019, pp. 179-
190. In Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “Themes approached by literature can be visualized in society, whether incorporated into a real 

or dystopian setting, such as Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. First published in 
1985, this book addresses women’s lives after a coup d’ état that established a totalitarian and 
fundamentally Christian theonomy in a region of the United States. Taking this into account, 
this article approaches Atwood’s work through a sociological reflection on patriarchalism [as 
discussed in] studies by authors such as Simone de Beauvoir, Maria Luisa Ribeiro Ferreira, 
Flavia Biroli, Michelle Perrot, among others. From a sociological perspective, we believe it is 
possible to achieve an understanding of the manifestation of patriarchalism in The 
Handmaid’s Tale and the implications that such a system had for the life of the characters, 
which makes possible a reflection about a society based on different socialization for men and 
women.” (Authors).  

 

https://press.um.si/index.php/ump/catalog/book/415
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 Available from: https://periodicos.ufpb.br/index.php/artemis/article/view/47772.  
 
MORGAN, Luke. “‘The Earth Forgives’: Environmental Imagination, Adaptation, and Resilience in 

Margaret Atwood’s The Year of the Flood.” Resilience: A Journal of the Environmental 
Humanities, vol. 7, no. 1, 2019, pp. 22-44.  

 
 No abstract included in article. “William Cronon disparaged the improbability and 

impracticality of pure biocentrism when he noted, ‘If wilderness dies when we enter it, then the 
only way to save nature is to kill ourselves.’ A little over a decade later, it seems the 
increasingly popular genre of speculative fiction has called his bluff. One such work, Margaret 
Atwood’s Year of the Flood (2009), has been the object of lively scholarly discussion and 
interpretation, emblematic of both the genre’s radical potential and daunting moral and 
ontological stakes. Atwood’s novel responds to an increasingly obvious failure of 
environmental imagination, taking the unimaginable process of human eradication as the 
basis for the epistemological and imaginative evolution that plays out across the three-novel 
MaddAddam series. The reader’s vicarious experience of a near extinction of the human 
species in these novels can be understood as the starting point for reorienting the epistemology 
of environmental imagination, a response to the increasingly obvious work of changing how 
environment is imagined, mediated, and given value.” (Author). 

 
MOYANO, Thiago Marcel. “Traçando inverdades: percursos da linguagem e trajetórias do eu em O 

Lago Sagrado (1972) e Madame Oráculo (1976) de Margaret Atwood = Tracing Untruths: 
Language Routes and Trajectories of the Self in Surfacing (1972) and Lady Oracle (1976) by 
Margaret Atwood.” Cadernos de Pós-Graduac ̧ão em Letras, vol. 19, no. 3, 2019, pp. 45-60. In 
Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “This work aims to explore the novels Surfacing (1972) and Lady Oracle (1976), by Margaret 

Atwood, focusing on the construction of the protagonist-narrators’ subjectivities. This paper 
argues that, through feminist and post-structuralist strategies, the author unveils the 
fictionality of character embedded at the core of the subject’s formation, who is continuously 
elaborating their identity through language. Works by Chris Weedon, Coral Ann Howells, 
Andrea Saad Hossne, among others, will be the critical influences for this investigation.” 
(Author). 

 
 Available from: http://editorarevistas.mackenzie.br/index.php/cpgl/article/view/12773.  
 
MUNRO PRESCOTT, Heather. “‘You Don’t Know What We Had to Go Through:’ Feminist 

Generations in The Handmaid’s Tale.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, 
and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis 
Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 55-64.  

 
 “Heather Munro Prescott shows the importance of considering the historical context of a 

published work. As Atwood’s THT was written and released in the mid-1980s, Munro Prescott 
discusses the importance of the political and cultural climate of the Eighties, where perceived 
backlash against feminism and other social causes from the 1960s and 1970s was occurring at 
the time. Taking a close examination of the role of Offred’s mother—as a feminist activist—and 
their relationship in the novel helps to better explain Atwood’s complicated relationship to 
feminism and put the important cultural artifact into further historical perspective.” (Editors). 

 
MURNAGHAN, Sheila and Deborah H. ROBERTS. “The Forecast Is Hurricane: Circe’s Powers and 

Circe’s Desires in Modern Women’s Poetry.” Homer’s Daughters: Women’s Responses to 
Homer in the Twentieth Century and Beyond, edited by Fiona Cox and Elena 
Theodorakopoulos, Oxford UP, 2019, pp. 193-210.  

https://periodicos.ufpb.br/index.php/artemis/article/view/47772
http://editorarevistas.mackenzie.br/index.php/cpgl/article/view/12773
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 “Along with its heroine Penelope, the Odyssey presents an array of ‘other women’, female 

figures such as the Sirens, Calypso, and Circe, who impede Odysseus’ progress and stand as 
rivals to Penelope, but who cannot prevent Odysseus’ return to his much-prized wife. In this 
chapter, we consider the legacy of these figures, and especially of Circe, in poems by modern 
and contemporary female writers, including Margaret Atwood [‘Circe/Mud Poems’], H.D., 
Carol Ann Duffy, Louise Glück, Linda Pastan, and Augusta Davies Webster. While these 
authors may differ in their stances towards feminist politics and efforts to define a feminist 
poetics, their choice to speak through mythical figures who have considerable powers but are 
ultimately sidelined and abandoned yields searching, often sharply critical accounts of ancient 
and modern gender arrangements.” (Author). 

 
MUTHU, Liana. “Deconstructing Language Borders through the Hybrid. A Topical Approach to 

Margaret Atwood’s ‘Dark Lady.’” Acta Universitatis Sapientiae: Philologica, vol. 11, no. 2, 
2019, pp. 73-83.  

 
 “Starting from the premise that cultures assume myriads of foreign elements, alterities, and 

differences, this paper analyses a phenomenon that becomes a conscious and an intentional 
one, namely language hybridity. Our purpose is to give thoughtful attention to certain 
instances of hybridity perceived at the syntactic, semantic, and lexical levels. Since language 
users make their choice in any situational context, we witness a great degree of linguistic 
blending: e.g. the borrowing of words and phrases becomes tied to new ways of making 
meaning. Additionally, we face a dynamic increase of mixed language registers, styles, and 
voices that form a complex linguistic repertoire in a literary work. For exemplification, we will 
analyse Margaret Atwood’s experimentations across genre and linguistic boundaries 
encountered in her short story ‘Dark Lady’, an integral part of the short fiction collection Stone 
Mattress[:] Nine Wicked Tales (2014). This narrative is characterized by a mixture of 
heterogeneous elements: hybrid phrases created as a result of borrowing words, elevated 
language (sprinkled with widely known Latin sayings), and alteration of idioms by one-word 
substitution. Hybridity becomes a way through which Margaret Atwood deconstructs language 
borders. In ‘Dark Lady,’ the Canadian writer shows that hybridity stimulates innovation since 
the individual is allowed to move freely between spaces of meaning.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/ausp/11/2/article-p73.xml. 
 
MUZAFFAR, Hanan. “Margaret Atwood’s Crakers and the Posthuman Future of Humanity.” Bodies in 

Flux: Embodiments at the End of Anthropocentrism, edited by Barbara Braid and Hanan 
Muzaffar, Brill, 2019, pp. 149-164.  

 
 “In Margaret Atwood’s latest trilogy, MaddAddam, she builds a world where a mad scientist 

genetically creates cyborg-like creatures with clear guidelines that prescribe their actions 
according to their physical bodies. Donna Haraway’s exploration of the cyborg’s ability to 
break free from the limitations of a gendered body becomes very pertinent here. By presenting 
cyborgs, called Crakers, as two sexes who perform their roles under strict guidelines, Atwood’s 
text appears to investigate the possibilities of drag, as per Judith Butler, in exaggerating the 
performance of femininity and masculinity, and by that, dismantling these structures. Crakers 
perform acts of femininity and masculinity that most of us regard as normal, but in a manner 
that renders them almost grotesque. The world that Atwood creates is close to extinction, and 
this poses many questions with regard to the playfulness of gender performance that Haraway 
and Butler touch upon. The trilogy explores the creation of sexed cyborgs as a possible 
protection against a world falling apart. Through this creation, Crake, the mad scientist, seems 
to attempt an escape from versions of fixed femininity and masculinity that threaten his world, 
and that of the main protagonist Snowman. The readers of the trilogy are left to wonder at the 

https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/ausp/11/2/article-p73.xml
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significance of this blurring of distinctions between male and female, and between human, 
animal, and machine. This paper attempts to investigate identity and its performative nature 
within characters we would struggle to call human yet hesitate to think of as anything else. By 
opening up the space of gender performance to encompass the non-human, Atwood adds 
perspective to Haraway and Butler, while creating a link between their ways of theorizing 
identity. Alongside the masculine and the feminine, the posthuman becomes a new site of 
investigation.” (Author). 

 
NAMJOO, Mahshid. “Language as a Sign of Power in The Handmaid’s Tale.” Epiphany: Journal of 

Transdisciplinary Studies, vol. 12, no. 1, 2019, pp. 85-98.  
 
 “A language which seems to be an ordinary tool of communication can have a very critical and 

interesting role in shaping the individuality and mentality of a person. The Handmaid’s Tale 
beautifully shows different ways in which language can manipulate humans’ minds and make 
them behave obediently. Power is not a simple process in which orders are clearly given and in 
which individuals can always recognize the powerful forces. Sometimes, the power that is 
everywhere needs to penetrate any aspect of individual life secretly and in a hidden way. One 
of these hidden ways is through language. By showing the power of language, Margaret 
Atwood offers a critique of societies in which individuality is undermined.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://epiphany.ius.edu.ba/index.php/epiphany/article/view/259. 
 
NIELSSON, Joice Graciele and Ana Claudia DELAJUSTINE. “O estado de exceção em Giorgio 

Agamben e o controle biopolítico sobre os corpos femininos: A realidade da distopia O Conto 
da Aia na vida das mulheres brasileiras = Giorgio Agamben’s State of Exception and the 
Biopolitical Control over Female Bodies: The Handmaid’s Tale Dystopian Reality in Brazilian 
Women’s Lives.” Argumentum (Marília), vol. 20, no. 3, 2019, pp. 1.083-1.106. In Portuguese 
with English abstract.  

 
 “This paper analyses aspects of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, in order to 

understand how many of her events are already experienced, especially by women in the 
current Brazilian context. Part of the hypothesis is that while in the dystopic Gilead a coup 
d’état and the institution of a dictatorial exception state are necessary as a starting point for 
the [story], in the Brazilian reality, in which the state of exception permanently inhabits the 
democratic bosom, as developed in the work of Giorgio Agamben, biopolitical violence on 
certain female bodies is already a reality.” (Author). 

 
 Available from: 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/9a40a07b5c08c2f590428916eeccdbba2148abd4.  
 
NISCHIK, Reingard M. “‘Books and Books and Books … an Oasis of the Forbidden:’ Writing and Print 

Culture as Metaphor and Medium for Survival in Margaret Atwood’s Novel The Handmaid’s 
Tale.” The Printed Book in Contemporary American Culture, edited by Heike Schaefer and 
Alexander Starre, Springer, 2019, pp. 69-86.  

 
 “Reingard M. Nischik offers an in-depth analysis of how Margaret Atwood’s novel The 

Handmaid’s Tale portrays book culture as an icon of humanism, a carrier of democratic 
culture, and, hence, as a counterforce to totalitarianism and patriarchal oppression. Nischik’s 
reading expands our understanding of the text’s feminist politics, revealing that the novel’s 
trenchant critique of misogyny pivots not only on its representation of gender politics but also 
on its celebratory portrait of print culture. At the same time, the novel’s metafictional close 
directs the reader’s attention to questions of authorship, editorial intervention, and 
technological mediation and turns the discussion of the text’s material status into a site for 

http://epiphany.ius.edu.ba/index.php/epiphany/article/view/259
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reflecting on the hegemonic practices that inform our use of all media, including printed 
books.” (Publisher). 

 
NIVETHITHA, K. B. “Dismantling the Patriarchal Myth of Femininity: A Study of Margaret Atwood’s 

Life Before Man.” Language in India, vol. 19, no. 9, September 2019, pp. 130-141.  
 
 “Atwood’s Life Before Man is a bold attempt to redefine male notions and cultural definitions 

of femininity.” (Author).  
 
 Available from: http://www.languageinindia.com/sep2019/index.html. 
 
NOURI, Najmeh. “Margaret Atwood’s The Year of the Flood in the Age of the Anthropocene.” 

International Journal of Linguistics, Literature and Translation, vol. 3, no. 3, May 2019, pp. 
133-136. 

 
 “The Anthropocene, a phenomenon that is too complex to be entirely grasped and which 

instead only marks itself through signs like climate change and the other environmental 
disasters, offers challenges to the treatment of natural environments by humans. Accordingly, 
in order to manifest the Anthropocene epoch through literature, writers need to address a 
variety of the interrelated issues. In The Year of the Flood, Atwood places the issue of the 
Anthropocene in the context of social, political and economic conditions and attempts to 
narrate the story of the Anthropocene as a part of cultural memory in order to encourage 
readers to take responsibility for environmental degradation.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://publication.ijllt.org/publications/290299/margaret-atwoods-the-year-

of-the-flood-in-the-age-of-the-anthropocene.  
 
OLIVEIRA, Juliana Prestes de, Amanda Laís Jacobsen de OLIVEIRA, and Nícollas Cayann Teixeira 

DUTRA. “O Peso de ser mulher.” Inventário (Universidade Federal da Bahia), no. 24, 2019, 
pp. 227-232. In Portuguese with English abstract. 

 
 “This paper is a reflection on Margaret Atwood’s short story ‘Weight.’ The short story discusses 

the situations of violence lived by women, as well as the weight of being a woman in a sexist 
and patriarchal society.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/62af62569dfb95363367d479cf57e9506314ff5c.  
 
OLIVEIRA, Manuel J. Sousa. “‘Slightly Acid on the Tongue’ Food and Subversiveness in The 

Handmaid's Tale.” Margaret Atwood Studies, vol. 13, 2019, pp. 27-35. 

  

“In a 2007 interview, Judith Butler was asked about subversion in relation to transformation. 

Perhaps inadvertently, Butler expresses a rather utopian idea, for her subversion is linked to a 

‘futural gesture,’ which aims to ‘open up new possibilities….’ ‘I think,’ she explains, ‘that this 

futural gesture doubtless signifies a move beyond the politics of subversion and toward a 

politics of transformation.’ As I will argue, food is represented in The Handmaid’s Tale (1985) 

as imbued with ‘something of a liberatory [aim, which] remains lodged in this idea of 

subversion or, alternately, subversion starts to give way to transformation.’” (Author). Co-

winner of the Society’s 2018 Best Undergraduate Essay Award. 

 

http://www.languageinindia.com/sep2019/index.html
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ONIČ, Tomaž, Tjaša MOHAR and Michelle GADPAILLE. “The Impact of Canadian Literature in 
Slovenia since 1990.” Canada Consumed: The Impact of Canadian Writing in Central Europe 
(1990—2017) = Le Canada a la carte : Influence des écrits canadiens en Europe centrale 
(1990—2017), edited by Don Sparling and Katalin Kürtösi, Central European Association for 
Canadian Studies (Masaryk University), 2019, pp. 131-146.  

 
 “In 2010, the CEACS began to catalogue literary works connected to Canada by either 

authorship or setting that had been translated into eight Central European languages, Slovene 
among them. According to the collected data, six Canadian authors have been represented in 
Slovene with four or more publications in the period between 1990 and 2015: Margaret 
Atwood, Leonard Cohen, Yann Martel, Alice Munro, Lucy Maud Montgomery and Michael 
Ondaatje. While Munro and Cohen are the focus of a separate article in this publication, this 
article turns its attention to works by Atwood, Ondaatje, Martel and Montgomery.” (Authors). 

 
ÖZMEN, Cansu Özge and Öznur VARDAR. “Posthuman and Human-Nonhuman Relationship in Oryx 

and Crake.” Humanitas: Uluslararası Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi /International Journal of 
Social Sciences, vol. 7, no. 13, Spring 2019, pp. 148-158.  

 
 “Recently, numerous scientific and technological advances have taken place and the idea of 

man as the measure of all things has been challenged by the flourishing manifestations of 
trans-/posthumanism. Therefore, what it means to be human has been questioned by various 
theoreticians such as Cary Wolfe, N. Katherine Hayles, and Donna Haraway. In this regard, 
concepts like Self/Other, human/non-human, body/mind are analysed in the framework of 
trans- and posthumanism. Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake (2003) not only indicates a 
posthuman condition but also illustrates the question of identity with regards to the 
characters. Consequently, this study discloses breaking points which involve issues of 
authenticity, othering, as well as identity explorations of the individuals based on post-
/transhumanist theories and significant issues of the contemporary age. In addition, this study 
scrutinizes the human-nonhuman animal relationship and how it contributes to the identity 
formation of the human in a posthuman era.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: https://dergipark.org.tr/en/pub/humanitas/issue/44081.  
 
PARUCKER, Isabela G. “Ficcionalizando realidades: Relações possíveis entre história e literatura em 

The Handmaid’s Tale, de Margaret Atwood = Fictionalizing Realities: Possible Connections 
between History and Literature in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” Campos de 
Saberes da História da Educação, vol. 2, edited by Denise Pereira, Atena Editora, 2019, pp. 
281-289. In Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “This article intends to contribute to discussions about history, exploring the uses of literature 

in processes of creating identity, memory and history. This paper focuses on the experience of 
women. Examining The Handmaid’s Tale, this paper assesses how an example of fictional 
literary writing can also constitute the writing of a history, both within the plot, for the 
characters, and in the extratextual context, for authors and readers.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.atenaeditora.com.br/arquivos/ebooks/campos-de-saberes-da-

historia-da-educacao-no-brasil-2.  
 
PERCEC, Dana. “Revisiting the Classics and the New Media Environments: Shakespeare Re-told by 

Jeanette Winterson, Margaret Atwood and Edward St. Aubyn.” Multicultural Shakespeare, 
vol. 20, no. 35, 2019, pp. 133-150.  

 

https://dergipark.org.tr/en/pub/humanitas/issue/44081
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 “The versatility of the appropriation of Shakespeare in recent years has been witnessed in a 
variety of registers and media, which range from special effects on the stage, music, cartoons, 
comics, advertisements, all the way to video games. This contribution looks at some of the 
novels in the Shakespeare Re-told Hogarth series as effigies of the contemporary process of 
adapting the Elizabethan plays to the environments in which the potential readers/viewers 
work, become informed, seek entertainment and adjust themselves culturally, being, 
ultimately, cognitive schemes which are validated by today’s reception processes. Margaret 
Atwood’s Hag-Seed (2016) rewrites The Tempest as a parable of the theatrical performance 
and its avatars, as undisputable authority, on the one hand, and source of subversiveness, on 
the other.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/mstap/20/1/article-

p133.xml?rskey=MkUCnd&result=2. 
 
PÉREZ, Edwardo. “The Value of a Handmaid.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of 

One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 171-185.  
 
 “… you are special girls. Fertility is a gift directly from God. He left you intact for a Biblical 

purpose. Like Bilhah served Rachel, you girls will serve the Leaders of the Faithful and their 
barren wives. You will bear children for them. Oh! You are so lucky! So privileged!—‘The 
Handmaid’s Tale’ ... Aunt Lydia’s observation presents an insightful look at the value of a 
Handmaid in Hulu’s pitch-perfect adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian classic: namely, 
that a Handmaid’s value is calculated through her body, not necessarily in the traditional 
physical appeal of a woman’s form (though that happens, especially at Jezebel’s), but in the 
ability to conceive and carry children. Indeed, while most of the women are shocked at Aunt 
Lydia’s twisted reasoning (especially Janine, who pays a horrific price for mocking Aunt 
Lydia), the look on their faces reveals the undeniable reality women throughout history have 
struggled against—from the tradition of a Pater Familias in Ancient Rome, to the practice of 
Purdah in South Asian peoples, to the current abortion debate in America, and many other 
oppressive, patriarchal systems in between— that their body is not their own. It belongs to 
men, to children, to society, to laws, to customs, to traditions, to history, to the present, and to 
the future. Still, if Aunt Lydia is correct, if Handmaids are gifts from God, then why are they 
treated so abhorrently? What value do Handmaids really have if they can be esteemed on the 
one hand and dehumanized on the other hand? What is their fertility worth? What are their 
lives worth? Are they a means to an end? Are they commodities? To help us understand a 
Handmaid’s value, let’s examine Handmaids in three ways: through moral value, economic 
value, and cultural value....” (Author). 

 
PHILIPPS, Dana. “Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy (2003—2013)—Post-Apocalyptic Cli-Fi.” 

Cli-Fi: A Companion, edited by Axel Goodbody and Adeline Johns-Putra, Peter Lang, 2019, 
pp. 49-54.  

 
 “In the MaddAddam trilogy, Margaret Atwood explores climate change, mass extinction, 

genetic engineering, globalization, cultural decadence, industrial modernity’s failings and—in 
the face of all these things—the possibilities for environmental resistance. Despite its futuristic 
setting, much of the trilogy’s content derives from familiar elements of the present-day world. 
This helps Atwood avoid the workmanlike exposition that often features in sci-fi set in alien 
terrain or a remote future. It also helps make her attitude to environmental calamity and its 
causes seem less censorious than darkly comic: she presents daring ideas and devastating 
images with satirical zest.” (Author). 

 
PHOENIX, Aisha. “From Text to Screen: Erasing Racialized Difference in ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’” 

Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 206-208, 

https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/mstap/20/1/article-p133.xml?rskey=MkUCnd&result=2
https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/mstap/20/1/article-p133.xml?rskey=MkUCnd&result=2
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 Criticism of the TV series. The author discusses the treatment of racialization in both the text 

and series and criticizes Atwood for not engaging the issue of racism in the world she creates. 
 
POTOCCO, Marcello. “Nacionalna identifikacija v Kanadi: dve poglavji iz odnosov anglofone 

skupnosti do Združenih držav Amerike = National Ideology in Canada: Two Examples of 
Literary Relations between Canada and USA.” Primerjalna knjizevnost, vol. 42, no. 1, 2019, 
pp. 149-162. In Slovenian with English abstract.  

 
 “This article is a case study showing two examples of literary relations between Canada and the 

United States of America. Proceeding from a historical overview of the Canadian geopolitical 
situation and the situation in the publishing market in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
this paper defines the basis of the newly established national ideology as shown in the poetry 
of the Confederation poets. The basis of their ideas is no doubt British-Canadian cultural 
nationalism, but the paper focuses on the poetry of Archibald Lampman in order to show the 
dependence of their late-nineteenth century literary idiom on both American ideas and the 
American literary market. In the topos of nature—specifically in the images of menacing 
nature, the ‘northern frontier’ etc. —, the binarism between the American source and its 
Canadian modification also becomes inscribed in the Canadian national imaginary. The most 
influential imagery of the standard Canadian national myth was explicated by Northrop Frye 
and Margaret Atwood during the second wave of Canadian nationalism in the 1960s. 
Nevertheless, during the second wave of nationalism, the denial of the continental binarism 
was at its peak. The reaction of nationalist circles to the presentation of the Governor General’s 
Award to George Bowering shows their explicit rebuttal of contemporary American poetry 
personified in the winner of the Award, despite the fact that Allen Ginsberg’s poems and 
Charles Olson’s theory of projective verse can be seen as coshaping the poetry of several 
Canadian nationalist poets of the time.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://ojs-gr.zrc-sazu.si/primerjalna_knjizevnost/issue/view/664. 
 
PRAISLER, Michaela and Oana-Celia GHEORGHIU. “The Art and Politics of Rewriting. Margaret 

Atwood’s Historical Notes on The Handmaid’s Tale.” Cultural Intertexts, vol. 9, 2019, pp. 171-
181.  

 
 “Among the many frameworks of interpretation that Margaret Atwood’s dystopia (or ustopia, 

as she calls it) The Handmaid’s Tale allows, a particularly challenging one is its reading in/as 
palimpsest. Choosing not to favour an attempt at hierarchizing the narrative construction and 
the fabula contained in Offred’s spoken tale—transcribed from audiocassettes two centuries 
after the deployment of the Christian fundamentalist coup d’état that turned the United States 
into a horrifying inferno for women—[]and also leaving on the sidelines the seductive, yet 
rather facile feminist evaluation that the novel invites, this paper focuses on metafiction and 
the rewriting of ‘herstory,’ in an analysis of the ‘Historical Notes’ that conclude the novel, going 
backwards rather than forwards in tracing its art and politics.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.cultural-intertexts.com/volumes.  
 
PRIYA, S. Selva and T. POORNIMA. “Socio—Cultural Concern in Margaret Atwood’s Novels.” 

International Journal of Trend in Scientific Research and Development, vol. 3, no. 2, 
January-February 2019, pp. 409-410.  

 
 “This study analyzes Surfacing and The Blind Assassin in their socio-cultural context. The 

authors consider these works representative of eco-feminism.  
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 Available from: https://www.ijtsrd.com/humanities-and-the-arts/english/21365/socio-

%E2%80%93-cultural-concern-in-margaret-atwood%E2%80%99s-novels/mrs-s-selva-priya.  
 
PUSCHMANN-NALENZ, Barbara. “In the Narrative Fiction of a Global Society Closed Spaces No 

Longer Exist.” Transmodern Perspectives on Contemporary Literatures in English, edited by 
Jessica Aliaga-Lavrijsen and José María Yebra-Pertusa, Routledge, 2019, pp. 103-120.  

 
 “This article examines narratives which aim at a synthesis of the antithetical positions of 

modernist and Postmodernist fiction. The authors examine A.S. Byatt’s 2002 novel A 
Whistling Woman and Caryl Phillips 2015 novel The Lost Child before turning to Margaret 
Atwood’s 2015 dystopia The Heart Goes Last. The authors argue that this text epitomizes the 
difficulty in accomplishing a shift in socio-cultural paradigms. Consequently, they argue that 
the text fails to become a Transmodern narrative representation.” (Author). 

 
RAVIZZA, Eleonora. “Exploring Otherness in Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace: Ethical and 

Epistemological Reflections on Historiographic Metafiction.” B.A.S. British and American 
Studies, vol. 25, 2019, pp. 143-152.  

 
 “The paper investigates the capacity of historiographic metafiction to deal with the internal 

contradictions that characterize writing and story-telling, and to transform those very 
contradictions into analytical tools. An analysis of Margaret Atwood’s novel Alias Grace will 
cast light on how postmodern texts may address otherness not only as a theme, but also as the 
starting point for reflecting on the politics of representation. This paper will focus on how the 
novel works through the interlacing of several Victorian discourses in order to cast a new light 
on the story of a notorious nineteenth-century murderess. As the latter progressively finds her 
voice, the novel also challenges contemporary readers’ perception of identity and alterity, as 
well as their assumptions about Victorian values and sensibility.” (Author).  

 
 Available (after registration) from: https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=803350.  
 
REED, Sabrina. “‘Torching the Dusties’: Margaret Atwood’s Cautionary Parable on Ageism and 

Economics.” Margaret Atwood Studies, vol. 13, 2019, pp. 3-16  

  

“Margaret Atwood’s short story ‘Torching the Dusties’ (2014) presents a disturbing scenario 

based on events and attitudes prevalent in society now. The full-scale geronticide depicted in 

‘Torching’ is illuminated by reading the story alongside Atwood’s treatise on debt, Payback: 

Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth (2008). The three types of debt described in Payback are 

all present in ‘Torching’: first, the story examines the monetary debt the young owe to the old. 

Second, as a demodvstopia, the story also describes debt as an alleged imbalance in ‘the right 

order of things’ (Payback 163), in this case, a perceived over-abundance of elderly people, and 

third, ‘Torching’ also examines moral debt, because the Our Turn movement intent on 

murdering their elders believes that the elderly have an unpaid debt to society for the 

environmental capital they have exploited (borrowed?) to earn their money. Thus, ‘Torching’ 

combines a critique of ageism in our current society with a cautionary tale of why the young 

might one day rebel against the environmental profiteering they see being perpetrated by the 

old. In this sense, ‘Torching the Dusties’ is part of a continuing trend in Atwood’s writing 

which asks readers to ‘HURRY UP PLEASE, IT'S TIME’ (to change).” (Author). 
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RESHMI, K. Ecofeminist Perspective in Margaret Atwood: A Select Study. Pacific Books 
International, 2019.  

 
 “The application of ecofeminist theories to the novels of Margaret Atwood has helped to bring 

out the eco-consciousness in her works, an aspect which has been left unexplored by the 
feminist critics. It has been found that Atwood, though commonly read as a feminist writer, is 
a more powerful ecofeminist, who questions the man/woman, culture/nature, self/other 
dichotomies.” (Publisher). Originally presented as the author’s PhD thesis—Avinashilingam 
University, 2004. 

 
RICHARDS, Jasmine. “Rereading Penelope’s Web: The Anxieties of Female Authorship in Margaret 

Atwood’s The Penelopiad.” Homer’s Daughters: Women’s Responses to Homer in the 
Twentieth Century and Beyond, edited by Fiona Cox and Elena Theodorakopoulos, Oxford 
UP, 2019, pp. 125-141. 

 
 “Feminist readings of the Odyssey often cast Penelope’s weaving and unravelling of Laertes’ 

shroud as an act of resistance against the suitors and the threat they pose to her independence, 
and as a signature or allegory for female authorship. In The Penelopiad (2005), Margaret 
Atwood uses a similar set of critical approaches and interpretive strategies in her feminist 
refiguration of Penelope and the twelve maids hanged at the end of the Odyssey as literary 
representations of female authors. In this, Atwood can be seen to play on the oral origins of the 
androcentric primary epic and the negative cultural associations of weaving with a dubious and 
inauthentic female oral tradition in order to explore, challenge, and confront the anxieties of 
female authorship” (Author). 

 
RITZENHOFF Karen A. and Janis GOLDIE, editors. The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, 

Feminism and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders. Lexington Books, 2019.  
 
 “The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and 

Borders offers an interdisciplinary analysis of how Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, 
as well as its film and television adaptations, can be employed across different academic fields 
in high school, college and university classrooms. Scholars from a variety of disciplines and 
cultural contexts contribute to wide-ranging analytical strategies, ranging from religion and 
science to the role of journalism in democracy, while still embracing gender studies in a 
broader methodological and theoretical framework. The volume examines both the formal and 
stylistic ways in which Atwood’s classic work and its adaptations can be brought to life in the 
classroom through different lenses and pedagogies.” (Publisher). The individual essays in this 
book are indexed in this bibliography. 

 
RIZZARDI, Biancamaria. “Selfie poetici: il punctum bathesiano nella poesia di Margaret Atwood e di 

Patricia Young = Poetic Selfies: The Bathesian Punctum in the Poetry of Margaret Atwood and 
Patricia Young.” La luce e l’inchiostro: Scritture e fotografie in dialogo = Light and Ink: 
Writings and Photographs in Dialogue, edited by Biancamaria Rizzardi and Giovanni Bassi, 
Edizioni ETS, 2019, pp. 147-157. In Italian with English abstract.  

 
 “This essay aims to be a reflection on the inextricable link between language and the gaze, and 

on their common ability to give full existence to the reality we perceive. Focusing in particular 
on the relationship between writing and photography, between image and lyric-narrative 
intertwining, the author deepens and verifies these theoretical foundations through a close 
reading of two poems, ‘This is a Photograph of Me’ by Margaret Atwood and ‘Photograph: 
1958’ by Patricia Young. In Atwood’s poetry, where a parallel is established between the 
development, or the formation, of the photographic image and that of (poetic) narration, we 
witness the emergence of a detail as unexpected as it is significant. Almost the opposite, in 
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Young’s text, the formation of the photographic-poetic image represents an attempt to recover 
the repressed.” (Author). 

 
ROBINSON, Andrea. The Art and Making of “The Handmaid’s Tale:” The Official Companion to 

MGM Television’s Hit Series. Insight Editions, 2019.  
 
—-. L’art et le making of de “The Handmaid’s Tale,” La écarlate: Le livre officiel de la série culte de 

MGM Television [The Art and Making of “The Handmaid’s Tale”: The Official Companion to 
MGM Television’s Hit Series]. Translated by Isabelle Chelley. Gründ, 2019.  

 
 First French translation of The Art and Making of “The Handmaid’s Tale:” The Official 

Companion to MGM Television’s Hit Series. 
 
ROBISON-GREENE, Rachel. “Dystopia from a Woman’s Point of View.” The Handmaid’s Tale and 

Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 
13-27. 

 
 “In 2013, Margaret Atwood wrote a piece for The Guardian called ‘My Hero: George Orwell’ in 

which she described the ways Orwell’s work inspired her, particularly when she began work on 
The Handmaid’s Tale. She said: The majority of dystopias—Orwell’s included—have been 
written by men and the point of view has been male. When women have appeared in them, 
they have been either sexless automatons or rebels who’ve defied the sex rules of the regime. I 
wanted to try a dystopia from the female point of view—the world according to Julia, as it 
[were (‘My Hero: George Orwell’).] It’s easy to see why a work like Nineteen Eighty-Four 
would captivate Atwood’s imagination—I was similarly captivated. Recently, I read both books 
one after the other and immediately a cluster of questions came to mind. What common 
features make the works dystopic? What common practices make for a successful dystopia? 
What features of a dystopia would be particularly interesting from a woman’s point of view? 
What do dystopic stories tell us about what it is to be a flourishing human being?” (Author). 

 
ROBISON-GREENE, Rachel, editor. The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own. 

Open Court, 2019.  
 
 “Philosophers give their insights into the blockbuster best-selling novel and record-breaking 

TV series, ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’ The story involves a future breakaway state in New England, 
beset by environmental disaster and a plummeting birth rate, in which the few remaining 
fertile women are conscripted to have sex and bear children to the most powerful men, all 
justified and rationalized by religious fundamentalism.” (Publisher). The essays are 
individually indexed in this bibliography. 

 
ROSITZKA, Eileen. “No Light without Shadow: The Question of Realism in Volker Schlondorff’s ‘The 

Handmaid’s Tale’ and Hulu’s TV Series.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, 
Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and 
Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 195-205.  

 
 “Eileen Rositzka examines the aesthetics of both the Hulu TV series and Volker Schlondorff’s 

film in order to compare the two for their realism. Discussing colors, textures, lighting, as well 
as these artifacts’ connection to art of the Victorian age, Rositzka’s focus on cinematic realism 
in a comparative perspective is a way to begin to better understand what makes television and 
film productions more ‘realistic,’ or graspable, for viewers on a broader scale.” (Editors). 
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RUHS, Theodora. “‘I’m Ravenous for News’: Using The Handmaid’s Tale to Explore the Role of 
Journalism.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance across 
Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 
2019, pp. 117-134.  

 
 “Theodora Ruhs [examines] the way that THT can help us to consider and discuss social and 

political oppression and the role of journalism (or lack of journalism) within. She argues that 
we need to remind ourselves that a truly free press is fundamental to a functioning democracy 
and she uses Gilead in THT as a contrasting example to this, pointing in her conclusion to the 
importance of citizens themselves utilizing what journalists have to offer before their political 
power is lost as well.” (Editors). 

 
ŞAVKAY, Canan. “Myth and Fantasy in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy = Margaret 

Atwood’un Maddaddam Üçlemesinde Mit Ve Fantastik.” Hacettepe University Journal of 
Faculty of Letters = Hacettepe Üniversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi Dergisi, vol. 36, no. 2, 
December 2019, pp. 244-252. In Turkish with English abstract.  

 
 “This paper discusses the use of myth and fantasy in Margaret Atwood’s apocalyptic science 

fiction trilogy MaddAddam. While the plot of the first novel in this trilogy unremittingly moves 
in a linear direction towards total destruction, the final novel reconnects the end with the 
beginning of human origins and as such, the trilogy also reveals a cyclic structure. It is 
especially in the connection between the apocalyptic future and the past of human origins that 
elements of myth and fantasy are foregrounded. Just like science, myth is a mode of 
understanding and making sense of the world and the way Atwood employs myth and fantasy 
underscores her engagement with the question pertaining to the nature of what it means to be 
human. Referring to Mircea Eliade’s concept of humanity as a species marked by a desire to 
distinguish the sacred from the profane, Atwood, in the last novel of her trilogy, MaddAddam, 
increasingly draws parallels between biblical beginnings and her post-apocalyptic fictional 
world, as the narrative places the fate of the human survivors within the context of the Old 
Testament. Sharing postmodernism’s anti-humanist stance, mainly revealed in the relentless 
direction humanity takes towards total annihilation, MaddAddam simultaneously advocates 
humanist values such as self-determination and the ability to consciously opt for the good. The 
humanist ideals are significantly connected with elements of myth and fantasy and thus with 
transcendence. Through the use of myth and fantasy, Atwood advocates humanist values, 
because in view of increasing global violence and exploitation, responsible moral action 
becomes the only alternative to ward off the dangers of a disastrous future awaiting humanity.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: https://dergipark.org.tr/en/pub/huefd/issue/39315/434008.  
 
SCHREINER, Margit. Sind Sie eigentlich fit genug? : Mehr über Literatur, das Leben und andere 

Täuschungen. Erste Auflage, 2019. A collection of essays including one on Atwood, “Margaret 
Atwood, Anwältin der Mägde,” pp. 168-182. All in German with no English abstract. 

 
SCOTT, Shelley. “‘The Snow Is a Moving Shroud’: Still Stands the House and Murder on the Canadian 

Stage.” Theatre Research in Canada, vol. 39, no. 2, 2018, pp. 196-208.  
 
 “In exploring Still Stands the House by Gwen Pharis Ringwood, Scott considers how a 

particularly gendered experience of the Canadian landscape finds expression in a murderous 
act by a woman. The act of murder can be a powerful theatrical device for reflecting, on stage, a 
Canadian reaction to the experience of being embedded in a hostile environment. The play 
provides a fascinating case study for the convergence of gender roles, violence, geography, and 
climate, and springs from the perspectives and concerns of Alberta settler-colonial farm 

https://dergipark.org.tr/en/pub/huefd/issue/39315/434008
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families in the early twentieth century. The theories of Northrop Frye and Margaret Atwood 
have been challenged by subsequent critics and by the changing realities of Canadian society 
and literature, and many of their assumptions thoroughly problematized by colonial and 
Indigenous studies. But, keeping these crucial criticisms in mind, Scott argues that some of 
Frye’s and Atwood’s key concepts can still prove applicable to the imaginative world of 
Ringwood’s play, and are therefore useful for understanding its impact and continuing status 
in the Canadian dramatic canon. By realistically evoking the hardship of the time and the 
isolation of the settler farmer lifestyle, Ringwood makes the harsh environment an active 
character in the drama and, by linking the violence of the environment with the violent act of 
her character, Hester, Ringwood suggests something intrinsically brutal behind the rhetoric of 
the pioneer spirit and the settler experience in Canada.” (Author). 

 
SENTOV, Ana. “Changing the Pattern: Reclaiming History, Constructing Herstory in Margaret 

Atwood’s Alias Grace.” Folia linguistica et litteraria / Journal of Language and Literary 
Studies, no. 26, 2019, pp. 107-122.  

 
 “This paper will examine how Grace Marks, the female protagonist/narrator of Alias Grace 

(1996), reclaims her history, which is comprised of many different, often contradictory stories 
of her life and the crime for which she is imprisoned. These stories reflect the dominant 
discourse of a conservative male-dominated society, in which Grace is an outsider, due to her 
gender, class, age, and immigrant status. The law, the medical profession, the church, and the 
media all see Grace as a disruptive element: a woman who committed or assisted in a murder, 
a lunatic and/or a member of the working class who dared disturb the social order. Grace is 
revealed not as a passive victim, an object to be acted upon, but as an agent capable of 
reclaiming history and constructing herstory, challenging and defying the expectations of 
dominant social structures. This paper will shows Alias Grace as a novel giving voice to the 
marginalized and the silenced, and stands as a compelling work that examines and provides 
insights into the position of women and its changes over the course of history, provoking a 
discourse that remains relevant today.” (Author). 

 
 Available (after registration) from: https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=770991.  
 
SHALINI, S. “A Restrospection in the Novel Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood [1988].” IJELLH 

(International Journal of English Language, Literature in Humanities), vol. 7, no. 10, 2019, 
pp. 1-5.  

 
 “Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood deals with and resists feminist doctrine.” (Author).  
 
 Available from: https://ijellh.com/OJS/index.php/OJS/article/view/9978.  
 
SHARMILA, V. and K. SIVAKUMAR. “Postmodernist Reshaping of Fairy Tales, Myths and Folklores 

in the Novels of Margaret Atwood and Toni Morrison.” Think India, vol. 22, no. 3, 2019, pp. 
591-596.  

 
 “Postmodern writers constantly engage themselves in a deliberate reshaping or deconstruction 

of myth and fairy tales largely by parodying them through theme, motif and characters. For 
instance, they turn the source tale’s plot upside down, alter the closure, and employ an 
unreliable narrator, negative heroes and magical realism. Myths, folklores and fairy tales are 
embedded in the narratives of Margaret Atwood and Toni Morrison, signifying the two-fold 
operation of postmodernism as an exploration of earlier art and culture and the impact of 
contemporary culture and society. This paper aims to unravel the cultural elements such as 
fairy tales, folklores, mythology and their functions in the postmodern aesthetics which deify 
the conventional perspective on them in the novels of Atwood and Morrison.” (Authors). 
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SIRAGUSA, Sheila. “Offred’s Journey through Gilead: Subverting Oppositional Discourse through 

First Person Performed Narrative.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and 
Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, 
Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 235-246.  

 
 “Siragusa … investigates the use of first-person narration and explores its emotional effect. By 

utilizing first person performed narrative in other productions as in THT, Siragusa argues, we 
can allow audiences to be truly ‘with’ the character and experience their oppression, silence 
and violence in a more direct and powerful way. Further, turning more frequently to this 
approach in the performative arts may be a path to ease the frequent difficulties around 
political discourse about violence against women that we see.” (Editors). 

 
SKIBO-BIRNEY, Bryn. “Anishinaabe Mino-Bimaadiziwin in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam.” 

Research Journeys in/to Multiple Ways of Knowing, edited by J. Markides and L. Forsythe, 
DOI Press, 2019, pp. 1-8.  

 
 “This paper argues that reading Margaret Atwood’s post-apocalyptic novel, MaddAddam, 

through the theoretical lens of the Anishinaabe philosophy of Mino-Bimaadiziwin, or ‘the way 
of the good life,’ highlights the complex means by which the novel is entirely composed upon 
the idea and necessity of interconnectivity, using it as a structuring device, a central thematic, 
and a means of plot resolution... Critics have approached the novel (and the trilogy) from a 
variety of Euro-American philosophies, but with little input from Indigenous philosophies; in 
contrast, this paper argues that Mino-Bimaadiziwin clarifies MaddAddam’s inventive use of 
discontinuous narrative, time, and multi-voiced discourse, as well as the novel’s reliance on 
inter-species interconnectivity to resolve the plot. Subsequently, MaddAddam offers a 
sustained critique of, and alternative to, ingrained Euro-American ontologies of rigid binaries, 
linear time, and human exceptionalism. At the same time, the theoretical framework of Mino-
Bimaadiziwin provides a concrete, comprehensive, and underrepresented approach to engage 
the issue of interconnectivity in the novel. As a result, this paper aims to participate in the 
necessary and valuable act of decolonizing academic ontologies by emphasizing the importance 
and need for Indigenous philosophies and ontologies in critical theory.” (Author).  

 
 Preprint available from: https://archive-ouverte.unige.ch/unige:115453. 
 
SOMACARRERA-IÑIGO, Pilar. “‘Thank You for Creating This World for All of Us’: Globality and the 

Reception of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale after its Television Adaptation.” Revista 
Canaria de Estudios Ingleses, vol. 78, 2019, pp. 85-95.  

 
 “This article explores the reception of Margaret Atwood’s novel The Handmaid’s Tale (1985) 

after its adaptation into an award-winning television series produced by Hulu in 2017. The 
reception of the show is studied through a selection of English language articles published 
online, which are analysed in the light of Manfred B. Steger’s theories on globality. The 
television adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale has had a global impact thanks to its 
dissemination through the social media and internet news outlets and because of the random 
concurrence of certain social processes. The news items I analysed polarize themselves into 
those who argue that ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ series holds up a mirror to Trump’s America and 
those who reject this belief. In both categories, the commentators are co-opting a cultural 
product for ideological or political purposes.” (Author).   

 
 Available from: https://dialnet.unirioja.es/servlet/articulo?codigo=6897590.  
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SPIROVSKA, Elena. “Rethinking Personal History and Maintaining Identity—Offred in Margaret 
Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” Folia Linguistica et Litteraria, no. 26, 2019, pp. 143-152.  

 
 “This paper attempts to explore the aspects of reviewing personal history and analyzing 

personal identity as presented in Margaret Atwood’s novel The Handmaid’s Tale. Offred’s 
story, which is presented to the reader as a written narrative reconstructed from tapes two 
centuries after her death and the end of the dictatorship of Gilead, are discussed at a scientific 
[sic] conference held on June 25, 2195. As a Handmaid in a service of Commander Waterford 
and a prisoner in his household, Offred’s identity, her past and even her first name are taken 
away from her. Her role is limited to a child bearer only. Throughout the novel, Offred rethinks 
her former life, her tendency to live by ignoring, to take everything for granted and to trust 
fate. She remembers the days in the pre-Gilead society, where freedom to do something is 
replaced with freedom from doing in Gilead. She reviews her relationship with her mother and 
her attitude towards her mother’s values and feminism. She recollects her relationship with 
her husband, her role as a mother and her way of life in the pre-Gilead society. Offred 
compares her previous and her present status in a situation in which her personal freedom is 
almost non-existent. In her newly-discovered self-awareness, she finds ways to redefine herself 
as a woman, as a lover and even as a victim.” (Author).  

 
 Available (after registration) from: https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=770995.  
 
ST. MARTIN, Stephanie. “Smoke and Mirrors in Gilead.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A 

Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 217-228.  
 
 “On paper, Gilead has everything it needs. Food, water, shelter, and citizens performing roles 

they are biologically and morally suited for. So why is nobody happy?” (Author). 
 
SUGG, Katherine. “Literary Narration, Complicity, and Political Dystopia in Margaret Atwood’s The 

Handmaid’s Tale.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, Feminism, and Resistance 
across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and Janis Goldie, Lexington 
Books, 2019, pp. 43-53.  

 
 “Katherine Sugg uses THT to teach and examine the mechanics of literary fiction. Sugg writes 

about the complicated role of Offred as narrator in the novel, and compares this to the narrator 
June in the Hulu TV adaptation in comparison. Noting that students will become familiar with 
terms such as limited first person narrative, focalization, and plot via a close reading of the 
text, Sugg also argues that approaching THT in this way allows students to consider how 
language use reveals our own complicity and weakness.” (Editors). 

 
TATSAKOVYCH, Uliana. “Frame Semantics and Translation of Intertextuality.” Studies about 

Languages, no. 35, 2019, pp. 104-120.  
 
 “This article investigates intertextuality and its translation in the context of frame semantics 

and R. Schank’s dynamic memory theory. This study provides an overview of linguistic and 
psychological theories examining the role of frames and visualisation in conceptualising reality 
and discusses their application to the understanding and translation of intertextuality. The 
theory of dynamic memory is used to explain the nature of textual and intertextual frames and 
to build visual models of their mappings. Based on the analysis of 70 examples of the 
translation of intertextuality (quotations and allusions) from M. Atwood’s novel The 
Handmaid’s Tale and its Ukrainian translation, six translation techniques are identified. They 
are outlined on the basis of the transference of linguistic elements and the conceptual 
information activated by them (frame mappings, mental images). The examples are compared 
in terms of cognitive equivalence, which is also defined within this approach. The study 
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generally adopts a broader view of intertextuality as a cognitive category and translation as a 
cognitive process to contribute to the development of cognitive poetics and cognitive 
translatology.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://www.kalbos.ktu.lt/index.php/KStud/article/view/24016. 
 
TEIXEIRA, Mayra Luiza Santana and Cristina ZACKSESKI. “A criminologia do Conto da Aia.” Revista 

Livre de Cinema, vol. 6, no. 3, 2019, pp. 94-109. In Portuguese with English abstract.  
 
 “Because of the new global political conjuncture that tends to the extreme right, literary works 

like Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale obtain new looks and formats, such as the 
television adaptation with the same name produced by the Hulu Streaming platform. In this 
text, we analyze the social and penal structure architected in the series ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ 
(2017), seeking to connect it with the studies and categories of Criminology, whose focus here 
lies in the various forms of control presented by fiction. By using the series’ own content, as 
well as the passages of the book and the criminological studies, a close relationship is 
identified between the series’ system of control and the many expressions of criminal control 
addressed by Criminology. Finally, we observe that The Handmaid’s Tale is an extreme 
illustration of how criminal control is able to restrict or even override rights.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/518cec610fdf6592cbed40c8580885942560137b.  
 
TENNANT, Colette. Religion in The Handmaid’s Tale: A Brief Guide. Fortress Press, 2019.  
  
 “From the significance of names to twisted uses of religion to the origins of the Ceremony, 

Religion in The Handmaid’s Tale: A Brief Guide answers all of your questions about religion in 
Atwood’s prophetic novel. For anyone who’s ever googled a biblical precedent or religious 
phrase after encountering Atwood’s dystopia, this essential guide explains it all and gives 
readers a fascinating look into the novel and its world. Read it and understand The 
Handmaid’s Tale like never before.” (Publisher). 

 
THIEME, John. “‘Beyond ‘the Calculus of Probability’: Environment and Ecopoetics in Novels by 

Amitav Ghosh and Margaret Atwood.’” Re-Imagining the Limits of the Human, edited by 
Patrycja Austin and Elżbieta Rokosz-Piejko, Peter Lang, 2019, pp. 25-39.  

 
 “In The Great Derangement, Amitav Ghosh offers a probing account of forces that threaten 

environmental disaster. He argues that beliefs about climate that rely on ‘the calculus of 
probability’ have become unsustainable and also that the realist novel is unsuited to the 
representation of dramatic climatological events This paper compares his response to 
environmental issues in The Great Derangement and two of his novels, The Circle of Reason 
and The Hungry Tide, with the politics and poetics of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian 
MaddAddam trilogy.” (Author). 

 
THOLAS, Clémentine. “Suffering Motherhood and Woman’s Empowerment: Comparing ‘Metropolis’ 

(1927) and ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ (2017).” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, 
Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and 
Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 271-280.  

 
 “Tholas compares the film ‘Metropolis’ and the film version of ‘THT’ to examine important 

power struggles around issues of maternity.... She questions the commodification of women 
and children in these films, as well as parenthood, and female sexuality presented on screen. In 
the end, Tholas argues that class issues matter in both of these artifacts— between the haves 
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and have-nots—with powerful exploitation conducted by a small minority onto a large 
majority, while ‘Metropolis’ presents a male-oriented perspective to ‘THT’s’ more female-
oriented one.” (Editors). 

 
THURSCHWELL, Pamela. “‘Here’s a Man and a Woman Sitting on a Rock’: Joni Mitchell, Margaret 

Atwood, and Irritable Feminism.” Joni Mitchell: New Critical Readings, edited by Ruth 
Charnock, Bloomsbury Academic, 2019, pp. 167-183.  

 
 “This chapter charts multiple connections between Joni Mitchell and Margaret Atwood, as 

brilliant, angry, self-conscious, Canadian women artists of a similar generation. It explores the 
crossovers between Mitchell’s songs (focusing on ‘Come in from the Cold,’ ‘Song for Sharon,’ 
and ‘Refuge of the Roads’) and Atwood’s writings (focusing on the quasi-autobiographical 
novel, Cat’s Eye) to uncover a shared sensibility as well as a shared history and sense of place. 
Mitchell’s and Atwood’s works speak to each other through a similar affective landscape—
simultaneously tough, vulnerable, and imbued with a desire for freedom that merges with a 
deep sense of loneliness. A critique of patriarchy, via a feminism that I want to call irritable, is 
a central plank of both authors’ techniques and sensibilities.” (Author).  

 
 A preprint is available from: http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/id/eprint/81591.  
 
TIMM, Chad. “Under a Watchful Eye.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, 

edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 237-249.  

 
 “English playwright Edward Bulwer-Lytton once wrote in his play Richelieu, ‘The pen is 

mightier than the sword.’ But is it, really? I mean, under what circumstances would you want 
to stand toe to toe with a cattle-prod-wielding Aunt Lydia armed with only a ballpoint pen? I’ve 
also been told that knowledge is power, but did the victims being smart or having knowledge 
ever stop the schoolyard bully from bullying? In the Republic of Gilead the bullies deprive 
others of their rights and persecute all those who stand in their way, often using violence to do 
it. Viewing the Republic of Gilead purely from the perspective of a brutal and oppressive 
dictatorship, however, doesn’t explain why the Aunts, Marthas, or the Handmaids themselves 
co-operate and even support oppressive conditions....” (Author). 

 
TREDY, Dennis. “Shifting Perspectives and Reaccentuation: Adapting The Handmaid’s Tale as Film 

in 1990 and as a Hulu TV Series in 2017/2018.” The Handmaid’s Tale: Teaching Dystopia, 
Feminism, and Resistance across Disciplines and Borders, edited by Karen A. Ritzenhoff and 
Janis Goldie, Lexington Books, 2019, pp. 207-221.  

 
 “Dennis Tredy presents work from the relatively new field of adaptation studies ... in order to 

make sense of the adaptation of the novel THT to first the film, and later, the television series. 
Notably, the film was much less successful than the current popular culture phenomenon, 
Hulu’s TV series, and thus, Tredy compares the adaptation techniques used in the 1990 film to 
the 2017/2018 television series, and argues that both texts allow one to examine difficult 
choices that need to be made when doing adaptations, such as what to keep and what to cut or 
how to deal with time shifts among many other issues.” (Editors). 

 
TROPE, Alison. “The Girl in the Box.” Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, 

pp. 186-188.  
 
 Criticism of the television series “The Handmaid’s Tale.” Depicting a dystopia, the series stars 

Elisabeth Moss and utilizes visual metaphors similar to those presented during the finale of 
Alexander McQueen’s 1999 spring/summer fashion show. A music box that appears in the 
series is explored, along with its symbolism and use as a motif. 
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VAN LUYN, Ariella. “(in)Famous Subjects: Representing Women’s Criminality and Violence in 

Historical Biofictions.” New Writing: The International Journal for the Practice and Theory 
of Creative Writing, vol. 16, no. 1, March 2019, pp. 67-76. 

 
 “Historical fiction writers can be drawn to the true stories of women who have committed 

violent or criminal acts, as are readers. Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace and Hannah Kent’s 
Burial Rites are popular, acclaimed examples of this trend. In my own creative work, Treading 
Air, I fictionalise the life of Lizzie O’Dea, petty thief and sex worker. The women in these 
stories are vulnerable subjects unable to give their consent, and the often elliptical and 
unreliable historical records that are the textual traces of their lives, coupled with the 
discomfort of the voyeuristic gaze, make representations of criminal women in historical 
biofiction a fraught act.” (Author). 

 
VIDYA, Y. “Personality Psychology in Margaret Atwood’s Short Story ‘Under Glass.’” International 

Journal of English Language, Literature in Humanities, vol. 7, no. 2, 2019, pp. 158-166.  
 
 “Margaret Atwood is one of the most important and influential writers alive today. Margaret 

Atwood’s literature, both in the form of poetry and prose, is significant to an understanding of 
female experiences. Atwood explores questions of identity in order to achieve the creation of a 
space and time in which readers can think critically about the world and their place in it. This 
self-reflexive form of analysis is significant in a modern and post-colonial world in which 
issues of gender have become increasingly critical, as it allows readers both a way of imagining 
and a way of criticizing ourselves and our own culture and that of others we perceive around 
us. Her stories are acute depictions of men and women, and are therefore interested in human 
curiosity but also in control and power. Atwood’s focus is on the effects and dynamics of 
unequal power relations.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://ijellh.com/OJS/index.php/OJS/article/view/6950.  
 
VUKOVIĆ, Vuk. “Filozofija (medijske) distopije: društveni život između ‘Sluškinjine priče’ i ‘Crnog 

Ogledala’ = Philosophy of (Media) Dystopia: The Social Life between ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ 
and ‘Black Mirror.’” In Medias Res, vol. 8, no. 14, 2019, pp. 2219-2229. In Croatian with 
English abstract.  

 
 “Marshall McLuhan, within his technological-deterministic view of the world, affirmed the 

thesis that through various media we extended our senses by allowing technology to influence 
our psychic and social personality. If the media were truly human extensions ‘of any skin, hand 
or foot’, as this author apodictically claims, the question arises as to what is their amputation? 
The aim of this paper is to critically reflect upon the social life of the human, as an elementary 
anthropological category, in relation to the absolute presence / absence of modern media 
technologies. Whether we are talking about the technological simulation of consciousness and 
the psychological implications of the final phase of man’s extensions or dehumanization of 
(feminine) body and soul in a totalitarian-theocratic state, we are certainly relying on the 
media and technology, which is the starting point for a thinking society, which in both cases 
can be characterized as dystopia” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://www.centar-fm.org/inmediasres_eng/index.php/in-medias-res-br-14-

pocetna. 
 
WAIN, Debra and Penelope Jane JONES. “Food, Fears and Anxieties in Climate Change Fiction.” 

TEXT: Journal of Writing and Writing Courses, vol. 51, October 2018, Online. (13 pp.).  

https://ijellh.com/OJS/index.php/OJS/article/view/6950
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 “Climate change fiction (cli-fi) is a relatively new and burgeoning genre. As creative writers, 

this paper’s co-authors find many questions regarding how to address our current climate 
crisis in ways that protest stereotypical representations and over-simplified political systems. 
In order to develop climate change fiction that engages with the climate as something more 
than a backdrop for the action or as an adversary for the protagonists, as authors of cli-fi, we 
need to interrogate the roles of recognisable details, such as food, in our fiction. In this paper, 
we use Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy as a case study of how cli-fi novels can 
interrogate climate change by making use of food as a symbolic and narrative device within the 
work. From that foundation, we argue that reading and research crystallises imaginative 
prowess and galvanises new ways of writing in the genre of cli-fi.” (Authors).  

 
 Available from: http://www.textjournal.com.au/speciss/issue51/content.htm.  
 
WAITES, Kate. “Feminism-Reboot in ‘Mad Max: Fury Road’ and Hulu’s ‘The Handmaid’s Tale.’” 

Utopia and Dystopia in the Age of Trump: Images from Literature and Visual Arts, edited by 
Barbara Brodman and James E. Doan, Fairleigh Dickinson UP, 2019, pp. 113-132.  

 
 “Nowhere are the dire consequences of [the] long-standing war against women and the 

environment clearer than in recent dystopic fiction. Two popular texts that place a spotlight on 
the consequences of patriarchy’s long-standing stranglehold on women and its carelessly 
utilitarian attitude toward the Earth are George Miller’s ‘Mad Max: Fury Road’ (2016) and 
Hulu’s (2017- ) adaptation and updating of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale for 
streaming television. Both tales rely on the camera and the power of the image to convey a 
shared thematic: the destructiveness of the traditional masculine ethos and the fragility of its 
ego, whose continued dominance relies on monopolizing resources—of which women’s bodies 
are essential—to prop itself up. Mirroring today’s sociopolitical reality, in these visual texts, 
feminism is presented as the antidote to the ills of white-supremacist-capitalist patriarchy. As 
these texts reveal and our sophisticated world demonstrates, women and the Earth are 
increasingly imperilled and a radical feminist reboot is necessary for saving the say for women 
and indeed the world.” (Author). 

 
WALKER, Seth M. “Remix in Gilead.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, 

edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 77-89.  
 
 “Our Father who art in Heaven … Seriously? What the actual fuck?—Matthew 6:9. Okay, so 

that’s not exactly what you’d find at Matthew 6:9 in a typical Christian Bible. But what Offred 
is doing here is actually something we see a lot of throughout Margaret Atwood’s The 
Handmaid’s Tale and the television show: remix. “Wait, what does this have to do with 
music?” you might be wondering—a creative practice all but outlawed in its entirety 
throughout Gilead. I’m not exactly—well, not specifically—talking about music (those Holy 
Rollers are certainly music to someone’s ears, right?). The metaphorical extension of ‘remix’ as 
a concept in areas outside audiovisual applications has been gaining momentum in the field of 
remix studies: all of culture’s productions—like Old Dutch Cleanser and an admiration for 
Geoffrey Chaucer’s witty titles—can be sampled and remixed into something new. And we see 
this happening all over the place through Gilead’s selective sampling of Old Testament 
scripture and Christian theology in its authoritarian mashup state....” (Author). 

 
WARNER, Kristen. “Junexnick: The Quietest Ship in the Handmaid Fandom.” Communication, 

Culture & Critique, vol. 11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 198-200. 
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 Criticism of TV series in which author discusses the notion of “shipping,” short for 
“relationshipping,” which emerged from within fandom to describe how fans support or desire 
a particular romantic relationship between fictional characters. 

 
WEBER, Brenda R. “Torture Porn in Dystopic Feminism.” Communication, Culture & Critique, vol. 

11, no. 1, March 2018, pp. 192-194. 
 
  Torture porn in the TV series, “The Handmaid’s Tale.” 
 
WEHRMANN, Jürgen. “Beyond the Garrison: Global Education and Teaching (Canadian) Literature 

in the EFL Classroom.” Challenging Boundaries in Language Education, edited by Achilleas 
Kostoulas, Springer, 2019, pp. 107-120.  

 
 “The chapter argues in favor of conceptualizing Global Education as an approach to language 

education distinct from Trans- and Intercultural Learning. A major step to such an enterprise 
would be the replacement of semiotic concepts of culture dominant in Trans- and Intercultural 
Learning by a truly multidimensional one, built on insights from ecocriticism and New 
Materialism. The goal of Global Education in the foreign language classroom should be a deep 
integration of linguistic, literary, cultural, and ecological learning. For this, the genre of the 
Bildungsroman provides valuable opportunities, because the growing up of the protagonist is 
also a process of initiation into culture, in which the basic assumptions of this culture and its 
relationship to nature can be questioned. The chapter outlines a teaching unit on Margaret 
Atwood’s novel Surfacing (1972/1991) as an example.” (Author). 

 
WESCH, Samantha. “Babies and Pleasures.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s 

Own, edited by Rachel Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 123-136.  
 
 “Speculative fiction...is not about fantasizing or guessing at what’s to come, but, instead, 

thinking about the world we live in. All good speculative fiction uses elements of the real world, 
our social problems, power dynamics, political conflicts and upheavals, and explores them in a 
new setting. How different is Offred’s life from the lives of women today? Sure, the exact 
details are different, but look closer. The government’s interest in women’s bodies and 
reproduction, along with the tactics of surveillance and punishment, aren’t too distant from 
contemporary events. Perhaps the reason that reading the book or watching the show is so 
eerie is because we recognize ourselves and the conditions under which we are made 
complacent in the lives of Offred, Serena Joy, and the other Wives, Handmaids, and 
Marthas....” (Author). 

 
WRIGHT, Laura. “Cli-Fi: Environmental Literature for the Anthropocene.” New Approaches to the 

Twenty-First-Century Anglophone Novel, edited by Sibylle Baumbach and Birgit Neumann, 
Springer, 2019, pp. 99-116.  

 
 “In 2008, Dan Bloom coined the term ‘cli-fi;’ since then, study of this genre has become 

increasingly popular. The appeal of examining fiction in terms of its focus on human-made 
climate change is unsurprising given our growing awareness of the ways that our actions are 
impacting the planet and given the increase in speculative fiction about the possible end 
results of unchecked human activity. In this essay, I analyse two very different novels that have 
been consistently characterised as cli-fi, Margaret Atwood’s 2003 Oryx and Crake and Ian 
McEwan’s 2010 Solar in terms of what they can teach us about climate change and how they 
might nudge us to different actions as well as the ways that they highlight the tensions between 
art and science.” (Author). 
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WU, Lanxiang and Xiaolin ZHOU. “Essence of Technology and Ecological Disaster: A Heideggerian 
Reading of Margaret Atwood’s The Year of the Flood.” Interlitteraria, vol. 24, no. 1, 2019, pp. 
158-172. 

 
 “In his criticism of modern technology, Martin Heidegger etymologically examines the word 

‘Technē’ and points out that, technology, as a mode of revealing, does not solely refer to the 
bringing forth of truth through machine-based experiments and exploration, it also contains 
the poetic revealing inside that a saving power can be found. Following this argument, this 
paper conducts a textual analysis of Margaret Atwood’s 2009 novel The Year of the Flood….” 
(Authors).  

 
 Available from: http://ojs.utlib.ee/index.php/IL/article/view/IL.2019.24.1.12.  
 
XIE, Chao. “[GM] Foods, Power, and Globalization in Oryx and Crake.” Kritika Kultura, no. 33-34, 

pp. 600-616.  
 
 “Food is taking on a new character in the twenty-first century; it has transformed into a rich 

site that brings together discussions about race, species, subjectivities, environment, and so on. 
In the era of the Anthropocene, when human activities have exerted a decisive and 
unprecedented impact on the earth, the role that food plays deserves closer examination. This 
article examines genetically modified (GM) food in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake and 
looks at how GM food transforms into an actant that influences nature and culture on a global 
scale. Investigating the transformation of GM food in the novel, this article argues that GM 
food raises important questions on issues of power, race, gender, and nation, and becomes a 
crucial semiotics of environmental ethics in the Anthropocene time.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://journals.ateneo.edu/ojs/index.php/kk/article/view/3086.  
 
YOO, Jihun. “Transhumanist Impulse, Utopian Vision, and Reversing Dystopia in Margaret Atwood’s 

Oryx and Crake and Octavia E. Butler’s Dawn.” Modern Language Review, vol. 114, no. 4, 
October 2019, pp. 662-681. 

 
 “This article interrogates some of the impulses of transhumanism, whose utopian vision 

adheres to genetic essentialism and pursues eugenics for radical human alteration. While 
acknowledging the need for a revolutionary transformation in the human condition, Margaret 
Atwood in Oryx and Crake (2003) and Octavia Butler in Dawn (1987) articulate a vision that 
reverses transhumanist dystopia. They imply both the possibility and the unfeasibility of a new 
kind of society based on active acceptance of certain posthuman conditions and 
reconfiguration of traditional modes of thought and ways of living as they respond to our 
culture’s paranoia about transhumanist impulses and utopian visions.” (Author). 

 
ZÁRATE, Mariana, Fernando GABRIEL, Pagnoni BERNS, and Emiliano AGUILAR. “The Red and the 

Black.” The Handmaid’s Tale and Philosophy: A Womb of One’s Own, edited by Rachel 
Robison-Greene, Open Court, 2019, pp. 207-215.  

 
 “‘What color is the dress?’ was a polemical social media disagreement triggered by a 

photograph of a dress that went viral in February 2015. To the great bewilderment of many, 
viewers disagreed over whether the colors of the dress depicted in the photograph were black 
and blue or white and gold. The controversy revealed differences in human color discernment 
and underscored one of the most important questions of philosophy: Should we believe our 
eyes? Colors and philosophy are actually good companions. In addition to questions about 
color perception, philosophy is interested in how color and society intermingle and how color 
is codified through culture. Colors exist by convention; human thought has given different 
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colors different meanings. The Handmaid’s Tale makes excellent, and quite nuanced, use of 
those conventions....” (Authors). 

 
Dissertations and Theses 
 
ABAD GUTIÉRREZ, Raquel. Cuando el futuro es pasado. El cuento de la criada, una distopía 

televisiva. 2019. Universidad de Valladolid, MA thesis. 78 pp. In Spanish with English 
abstract. 

 
 “This [thesis] studies the success and subsequent impact of the television adaptation of ‘The 

Handmaid’s Tale’ (Hulu/HBO, 2017) from a historical perspective and from the point of view 
of dystopian tradition, both literary and audiovisual. To this end, a comparison of the 
similarities and differences between the series and the novel of the same name written by … 
Atwood in 1985 has been carried out, the historical influences of the author and the context of 
the premiere of the series have been analyzed and a study of individual and collective 
characters has been carried out…. Analysis of the author’s historical influences and the context 
in which the premiere of the series was launched was conducted….” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://uvadoc.uva.es/handle/10324/39281. 
 
AVGIN, Aslınur. Margaret Atwood’un Damızlık Kızın Öyküsü romanında toplumsal cinsiyet ve 

hukuk = Gender and Law in the Novel The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood. 2019. 
Istanbul Bilgi University, MA thesis. 69 pp. In Turkish with English abstract.  

 
 “The development of women’s rights has led to progress for women. Different feminist 

currents of thought have played an important role in this struggle and continue to play an 
important part. The sustainability of the struggle for women’s rights is, of course, parallel to 
the patriarchal social structure and the existence of the masculine political power. What makes 
masculine political power legitimate is the patriarchal norms and their continuum. The novel 
The Handmaid’s Tale, written by Margaret Atwood, is a dystopia in which these norms are 
revealed. In the novel, the oppression of women and policies of controlling the female body are 
not entirely fictional; they are the examples that have existed in history or still exist in different 
places on the world. This is a text that allows the study of the relationship of the law with the 
masculine political power through the lens of feminist theory. Atwood also describes different 
feminist figures in the book. In this way, she criticizes not only patriarchal norms, but also the 
radicalized feminist approaches.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://openaccess.bilgi.edu.tr/handle/11411/1627?show=full.  
 
BOGER, Jillian. “Closer to the Objective”: Following Helen from Troy to Chicago. 2019. Bridgewater 

State University, MS thesis. 74 pp.  
  
 “[This thesis] looks at the function of women in war and war-adjacent texts. Women are 

contextualized against the figure of Helen of Troy, who sets the standard for how women in 
war narratives have historically been treated in literature and in film. The war narrative has 
existed as long as literature itself has existed, and in the Western canon, storytellers are 
constantly looking back at the Iliad, which serves as an Ur text in terms of how the war 
narrative—and in particular, the American war narrative—continues to be told today. Those 
American-centric war narratives still place the emphasis on male experiences in war, elevating 
a Soldier-Defender character and his fight against the Enemy-Other. The trends of the war 
narrative spill over from the genre and into others, making what happens in the war 
narrative—and more specifically, what happens to women in the war narrative—reflective of 
almost all American media. So often when women are allowed appearances in these narratives, 

http://uvadoc.uva.es/handle/10324/39281
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however, they are made into objects and ghosts. This thesis is concerned with the appearance 
of women in war narratives and how those appearances reflect against the actual experiences 
of women in war. While war narratives largely focus on the psychological impacts of war on 
men, about their masculinity and problems with masculinity, women are rarely given more 
visibility in war narratives apart from their role as romantic interests; indeed, even Helen of 
Troy’s primary function in the Iliad has to do with how she is desired by multiple men. 
Women’s experiences in the war narrative often boil down to their sexual availability, which is 
a problem given the widespread epidemic of the use of rape as a weapon of war, and the 
general devaluing of women’s personhood in both media and real life. Because the role of 
women across war narratives is so similar, it is possible to use an archetype to describe them; 
as Carol Clover’s Final Girl provides a means for describing the role of heroines in the horror 
movie genre, so too does ‘Closer to the Objective’ use the Helen-Figure or Helen Surrogate to 
codify the role of women in the war narrative.  

 
 The primary texts examined in this work include the traditional war narratives the Iliad, 

against which comparisons are made; see in particular the Odyssey; poetry by Sappho about 
Helen of Troy; and Margaret Atwood’s Penelopiad.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://vc.bridgew.edu/theses/66. 
 
BRACEWELL, Corianne Christine. “Like Calling God a Studmuffin”: Women’s Relationships with Self 

and Others within the Commodifying Patriarchy of Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy. 
2019. University of Saskatchewan, MA thesis. 33 pp. 

 
 “The MaddAddam trilogy by Margaret Atwood is a devastating evaluation of its female 

characters’ position and value within their collapsing and commodifying society. Although the 
trilogy opens with narrative focus on Jimmy, a self-interested and privileged character who 
grew up in a regulated Compound and who survived the pandemic that wiped out most of 
humanity, the experiences of Atwood’s female characters drive the commentary on devastation 
outlined by the trilogy. Atwood’s focus is not on the impact of a widespread contagious medical 
plague, but rather on the impact and plague of a patriarchal consumerist society on the 
valuation of the individual, specifically the individual woman. This paper explores the 
narrative authority of prominent women within the MaddAddam trilogy and their 
relationships with themselves, their male counterparts, and each other, to determine the 
novels’ representations of the impact of hegemonic systems on individual characters and 
interactions. Although in the aftermath of this pandemic the overt patriarchal system is 
dismantled and characters such as Toby and Ren can reconnect with themselves and with 
those around them, the rebuilding of society after its collapse reaffirms the presence of 
patriarchal values, suggesting that even when a society such as that explored in the 
MaddAddam trilogy is wiped clean, patriarchal echoes will re-emerge in the rebuilding of a 
structured collective.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/227267056?recSetID=. 
 
BRANCO, Mylène Maïlys. The Politics of Medicine in German and Anglophone Dystopian Fiction. 

2019. University of Kent, PhD dissertation.  
 
 “This thesis examines the medical discourses that underpin the totalitarian power structures 

depicted in dystopian literature. Adopting a comparative and interdisciplinary framework, it 
investigates the interplay between medicine, politics, and the human body in twentieth- and 
twenty-first-century German and Anglophone dystopian fiction. As an unsettling critique of 
totalitarian political regimes, dystopian fiction offers a warning against the institutionalisation 
of allegedly ‘utopian’ ideologies where invasive medical procedures and technologies are 
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utilised to establish normative societal structures. By focussing on the manifold scientific and 
biomedical discourses that undergird a selection of German and Anglophone texts—Alfred 
Döblin, Berge Meere und Giganten (1924); Charlotte Haldane, Man’s World (1926); L.P. 
Hartley, Facial Justice (1960); Zoë Fairbairns, Benefits (1979); Margaret Atwood, The 
Handmaid’s Tale (1985); Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go (2005); Juli Zeh, Corpus Delicti 
(2009); Angelika Meier, Heimlich, heimlich mich vergiss (2012)—this project seeks to 
illuminate the complex intersections between science, medicine, and literature. Combining 
historical, feminist, and medical humanities critical perspectives, this thesis shows that the 
quest for the perfect society or ‘brave new world’ (in Huxley’s famous title borrowed from 
Shakespeare) causes unnecessary human suffering as a consequence of the amoral 
manipulation of biomedical research. The comparative dimension of the thesis brings into 
dialogue the German and Anglophone dystopian traditions by examining a corpus of texts that 
expose the implacable violence and human rights abuses of totalitarian regimes, thus showing 
that both traditions share similar ethical concerns about the effects that invasive medico-
political control strategies may have on the human body and the conception of the self.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available after 31 January 2022 from: 

https://ethos.bl.uk/OrderDetails.do?did=3&uin=uk.bl.ethos.784392. 
 
BROOKS, Sally Christina Slette. The War of the Sexes: Power Hierarchy and Gendered Oppression in 

Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and Alderman’s The Power. 2019. University of Oslo, MA 
thesis. 60 pp. In English.  

 
 “This thesis explores the conditions that constitute and uphold the power hierarchy between 

the sexes, as emphasized by the two novels The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood and The 
Power by Naomi Alderman. Both belonging to the genre of dystopian speculative fiction, the 
novels depict regimes that may serve as feminist criticisms of oppression and physical 
violation of women in our contemporary, patriarchal society. This thesis will examine the ways 
in which the novels conduct their social criticism through a close reading of the narrators’ 
emphasis, character development, symbolism and allusions to significant biblical and other 
literary references. My thesis discusses how both novels call attention to the way Christian 
ideology advocates and upholds patriarchal gender norms and power hierarchies, and how 
rape and the threat of rape serve to uphold the power dynamic between the sexes. 
Furthermore, attention is given to how embedded power is in human relations and how power 
is ascribed in relation to the construction of our societal structures. To what extent may one 
argue that it is the socially constructed patriarchal gender norms that uphold the power 
hierarchy of the sexes, juxtaposed with how biological differences between men and women 
arguably uphold this power hierarchy in a different manner? Do physical biological differences 
constitute an unchangeable power dynamic between the sexes, or can we imagine ourselves 
differently by placing less value on the capacity for violence? The motivation behind this study 
is an aspiration to explore ideas that uphold gender norms and sexual difference and to show 
how these perceptions prevent progress towards the equality of the sexes. This thesis will argue 
that gender norms and androcentric perceptions about power create and uphold the power 
hierarchy between the sexes and, thus, the continuation of the pitting of sex against sex; 
furthering the war between the sexes through the insistence on a dynamic of the oppressor and 
the oppressed.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://www.duo.uio.no/handle/10852/70229. 
 
BRUNDELL, Ruben. Teaching Linguistic Adaptation to Context with Margaret Atwood’s The 

Handmaid’s Tale. 2019. Stockholm University, MA thesis. 41 pp. In English.  
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 “The Swedish National Agency for Education states that English students in upper secondary 
school in Sweden need to learn how to adapt their language according to context. This might 
be a skill that a large number of these students have already mastered, to some extent. 
However, that specific knowledge might be implicit, and thus, the students need to both gain 
awareness of that skill, and develop it. The aim of this study is to show how such awareness 
can be taught, and the skill developed, by means of a directed reading of Margaret Atwood’s 
novel The Handmaid’s Tale. The novel, according to Russian theorist Mikhail Bakthin, is 
typically multi-voiced and stratified, and thus a productive object to analyze for the purpose of 
teaching adaptation to context. Additionally, Atwood’s novel specifically deals with a 
totalitarian society, where language adaptation is presented in an exaggerated way. This 
narrativized model of the function of language in different contexts, it is argued, provides an 
efficient text in terms of teaching how and why speakers might be forced to change their 
language according to context. This leads to a second teachable aspect presenting itself, since 
all education must rest on a foundation of democratic values and human rights. The right to 
one’s language is connected to this demand, in terms of variety and constraints. Hence, in a 
project such as the one proposed, the students also need to reflect on the relation between 
language adaptation and power. The study uses Pierre Bourdieu’s model of language and 
power as a means of showing how the code-switching of the students, and the linguistic 
struggles of the protagonist in The Handmaid’s Tale are both connected to power. In the study, 
passages where language adaptation is in effect are presented as a means of showing the 
potential of the novel. Furthermore, a lesson plan for the project is proposed, as well as criteria 
for assessment. The suggested approach to teaching these aspects of the English subject is 
considered, in the light of the examination presented in this research, a suitable one. However, 
the concept could be further explored by additional readings of other narrative texts where the 
usage of language is a prominent theme.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://su.diva-

portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1284321&dswid=9654. 
 
CASTILLO-SOTO, María Auxiliadora. Instrumentalization of Women’s Bodies in the Novel The 

Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood. 2019. University of Granada, MA thesis. 77 pp.  
 
 “The relegation of the body to a lower status in contrast to the mind has resulted in the 

subordination of women, who supposedly are more closely associated to the body. Due to this 
displacement, the present thesis aims at illustrating how the Gileadean society, a totalitarian 
regime in the novel The Handmaid’s Tale written by Margaret Atwood, instrumentalizes 
women’s bodies for society’s benefit. The analysis that follows takes into consideration the 
roles and social positions of the novel’s female characters: the Wives, the Aunts, the Marthas, 
the Handmaids, the Sex Workers and Econowives, and the Unwomen. This same 
categorization of women present in the novel is the one I use to lay out the argumentation in 
the analysis. The analysis is developed through an in-depth study of societal dichotomies. 
Here, ‘societal dichotomies’ works as an umbrella term which embeds the following categories 
of analysis: 1) the mind/body dualism, 2) the women’s body as the lacking Other, 3) the 
hierarchy of bodies, 4) the lack of subjectivity and 5) the abject. These categories of analysis are 
applied to the different groups of women in the novel to illustrate the abovementioned 
instrumentalization of their bodies, following the implicit hierarchy of bodies as the 
organizational pattern. The results show how although the instrumentalization is undeniable, 
the level of subordination varies depending on the group of women that is being analyzed. For 
this reason, this thesis also aims at identifying different survival strategies that these female 
characters develop to escape the imposed role of victim. Although they do not escape 
physically, small acts of defiance such as positive self-talk and the creation of a female support 
network remind us that whenever there is oppression there is also resistance.” (Author).  
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 Available from: https://digibug.ugr.es/handle/10481/56264.  
 
CERVONE, Skye. Living Capital: Situating Animals within Capitalist Modes of Production in Science 

Fiction. 2019. Florida Atlantic University, PhD dissertation. 220 pp.  
 
 “This study addresses the relationship between animals and capitalism in Philip K. Dick’s Do 

Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, Grant Morrison and Frank Quitely’s We3, and Margaret 
Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy. These texts and their authors attempt to change the 
conversation surrounding animals and imagine alternatives to traditional thinking 
surrounding animal subjectivity. Despite their intentions, however, the authors fail to depict 
non-exploitative relationships with animals within capitalist systems, suggesting an inherently 
exploitative relationship between animals and biopolitical capitalism. I begin by illustrating 
the shifts in thought between pre-capitalism, early capitalism, and late-stage biopolitical 
capitalism, arguing the exploitation of animals under biopolitical capitalism is quantitively 
different from exploitation in previous societies. By explaining the distinct class structure 
biopolitical capitalism uses to categorize different forms of animal life, I illustrate how this 
results in animals being classified as biocapital. I give an overview of the state of science fiction 
scholarship and how the genre is particularly suited to addressing issues of animal identity and 
subjectivity.” (Author). 

 
 Available from: 

http://fau.digital.flvc.org/islandora/search/Living%20Capital%3A%20Situating%20Animals
%20within%20Capitalist%20Modes%20of%20Production%20in%20Science%20Fiction?type
=edismax.  

 
CONNOLLY, Lloyd. L’écriture et la réécriture des failles de l’utopie religieuse: Analyse comparative 

de The Scarlet Letter de Nathaniel Hawthorne et The Handmaid’s Tale de Margaret Atwood. 
2019. University of Montreal, MA thesis. 122 pp. In French with English abstract. 

 
 “This mémoire de maîtrise is a comparative exploration of two literary representations of 

American dystopic theocracies: The Scarlet Letter (1850), a historical romance; and The 
Handmaid’s Tale (1985), a speculative projection. The argument is focused upon the 
regulation and deployment by the totalitarian state of women’s bodies and reproductive 
capacities, in the broad and remarkably convergent contexts, historical and 
futuristic/hypothetical, of Puritan literalism. Beginning with a brief survey of utopianism, the 
mémoire explores the interlinearity of utopian projection with its precise opposite. Literary 
history suggests that there is no binary opposition between the genres of utopic and dystopic 
fiction: the latter arises from the very impossibility of social perfection that is internal to the 
narrative economy of the former. In sharp contrast to the linear temporality envisioned by 
American progressives, the fictions studied here entertain—as jeremiad—the circularity of 
historical and future Christian fundamentalism. For the novels represent a similar, often 
identical, state regulation and instrumentalization of women’s bodies. Essentially, this 
mémoire explores three dimensions of the representation of dissident women in theocratic 
dystopias. First, Michel Foucault’s model of the public spectacle of the scaffold, in Discipline 
and Punish, is brought to bear on the modalities by which the dissident women in these 
religious societies are punished. Secondly, Erich Auerbach’s theory of figura—the conjoining of 
prophecy and fulfillment—offers a conceptual context for the historical temporalities of 
feminist resistance to patriarchal tyranny. Finally, and consistently, Derridean theory Writing 
and Difference, 1967; Archive Fever—A Freudian Impression, 1995), amplifies the resistances, 
authorial and figural, to hegemonic [subjugation]. This project was written in response to the 
ominous threats to democracy in the contemporary United States: the access to power of 
fundamentalist Christian conservatism, the precarious balance between left and right on the 
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US Supreme Court and its implications for women’s access to reproductive control. Ironically, 
however, dystopian fictions can be both galvanizing and emancipating.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://papyrus.bib.umontreal.ca/xmlui/handle/1866/22482. 
 
CRAANE, Iris Dominique. Controlling Bodies in the Face of Extinction. 2019. Utrecht University, MA 

thesis. 69 pp. In English.  
 
 “This thesis discusses how the fear of extinction is tied to the control of bodies in several ways 

within the novels The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood and Dawn by Octavia E. Butler. 
Firstly I discuss how the fear of extinction is used in The Handmaid’s Tale to control the 
female reproductive body. I will focus on how the fear of extinction is used as an excuse to 
establish this control and how women’s bodies are objectified in order to do so, and discuss 
how this is achieved by using Braidotti’s theory on hypervisualisation and organs without 
bodies, and work from the field of critical animals studies. Then I discuss how the power to 
define what is seen as extinction is used in Dawn to control the reproductive body. I discuss 
the interspecies relationship between the humans and the alien species, how the alien species 
bases their superiority over the humans on the fact that they are more intelligent and how the 
relationship between the humans and the aliens resemble the way humans treat endangered 
species. And in the last chapter I examine how the parties in power in these novels try to 
control disabled people and create a future in which disabled people are completely erased. By 
dehumanizing disabled people, they are not allowed a space to exist within these worlds. The 
erasure of disability in these novels stems from the fact that in ableist societies people with 
disabilities are seen as people who don’t have a future. As a result, their presence in these 
novels become tied to the idea of extinction, since their existence stands in the way of 
preventing extinction.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/393534.  
 
CRUCCOLINI, Cecilia. Spazio distopico e soggetto utopico in transito: Indagine nella letteratura 

distopica e fantascientifica contemporanea in lingua inglese = Dystopian Space and Utopian 
Diasporic Subject: A Research into Contemporary English Dystopias and Science Fiction. 
2019. Università di Bologna, PhD dissertation. 259 pp. In Italian with English abstract.  

 
 “This thesis is structured in five chapters. The analysis of the three texts considered—On Such 

a Full Sea by Chang-rae Lee (2014, cfr. Cap. 3), Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel 
(2014, cfr. Cap. 4) and MaddAddam, by Margaret Atwood (2013, cfr. Cap. 5)—shows an overall 
dystopian landscape in which the traditional city has disappeared, and a new fragmentation of 
communities prevails. In such a scenario, however, the subjects who embody a utopian 
impulse embrace a diasporic status which enables him/her to counteract, as a political gesture, 
against the dystopian space and its powers. The texts can be considered the heirs of science-
fiction and fantasy author Ursula K. Le Guin and her short story ‘The Ones Who Walk Away 
from Omelas’ (1973), in which the inhabitants of a seemingly utopian city choose to leave it 
because of what they consider to be an unbearable injustice. As a political gesture, they decide 
to start walking away from the city towards an unknown destination and to never come back. 
The first chapter presents the main theoretical references of the research: utopian studies; 
space studies; literary space studies; the notion of diaspora borrowed from Postcolonial 
Theory; and theories revolving around walking as a cultural and political act, nomadism. The 
second chapter presents the corpus and the dystopian genre, with a particular focus on ‘critical 
dystopias.’ The last three chapters consist of the analysis.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/231880453?recSetID.  
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DEŽAN, Lucija. Stories Behind the Dining Table: The Meaning and Use of Food in Selected Prose 
Fiction by Alice Munro and Margaret Atwood = Zgodbe izza jedilne mize: pomen in raba 
hrane v izbranih delih Alice Munro in Margaret Atwood: Magistrsko Delo. 2019. University 
of Maribor (Slovenia), MA thesis. 64 pp. In English.  

 
 “The main objective of this master’s thesis is to analyse and compare the meaning and use of 

food in selected prose fiction by two Canadian writers Alice Munro and Margaret Atwood. The 
thesis presents an analysis of ten short stories by Alice Munro and two novels by Margaret 
Atwood [The Edible Woman and Lady Oracle]. These are analysed in four categories related to 
food. Food as a tool of nurture, care and sexuality; the cultural aspect of food; food as an 
important ingredient of social events; and food as an expression of power, present the main 
frameworks for our analysis. The findings suggest that the meaning and use of food in 
literature offer a potential complete understanding of characters, the relationship among them 
and their motifs. This thesis provides insight into the meaning and use of food in selected 
prose fiction and the differences between categories in depicting a variety of social, cultural 
and interpersonal challenges that contribute to the narration of the story. It was assumed that 
the meaning and use of food will correspond to the four main categories of food in literature 
and that sexuality, gender relation, and power will be predominant topics.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://dk.um.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=74598. 
 
DOYLE, Eric. Zero Hour: Neomedievalism in Margaret Atwood’s Dystopias. 2019. Villanova 

University, MA thesis. 69 pp. 
 
 “This thesis traces the resonances and deployments of the medieval in Margaret Atwood’s 

dystopian and post-apocalyptic novels: The Handmaid’s Tale (1985), Oryx and Crake (2003), 
The Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam (2013). Within these works, patriarchal 
dystopias figure as distinctly neomedieval in both Umberto Eco’s sense of the word (fantastic 
medievalism invoked without regard for historiography) and Hedley Bull’s sense of the word (a 
pseudo-feudalistic society that follows the decline of the nation-state). The protagonists of the 
novels variously seek to resist, subvert, accommodate, and revive patriarchy’s hegemonic 
narrative through similarly neomedieval strategies: women, through a form of narrative self-
telling that echoes Geoffrey Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, and Atwood’s sole male protagonist, 
through a chivalric quest. Ultimately, these strategies prove effective under patriarchal 
dystopia, but they fail to cope with the challenges of the post-patriarchal world after the 
apocalypse of the MaddAddam trilogy.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. 
 
DUCLOS, Clément. Distorsion de la réalité, manipulation et jeux de pouvoirs dans le roman de 

Margaret Atwood The Handmaid’s Tale: le guide thématique d’Offred pour survivre. 2019. 
Université de Caen Normandie, MA thesis. 118 pp. In French with English abstract.  

 
 “Alarmed by the success of the 1970’s sexual revolution, many Americans veered towards a 

diehard Conservatism, embodied by Ronald Reagan, which threatened women’s human rights. 
Therefore, in order to criticize Reagan’s antifeminist policies, Margaret Atwood published her 
first dystopia entitled The Handmaid’s Tale in 1985. Yet, in the novel, the balance of power is 
not limited to the dichotomy which opposes men’s domination to women’s submission. 
Indeed, since power is hidden in each and every aspect of the Republic of Gilead, whether it be 
in the characters’ relationships to language or to landscapes, one caste cannot hold a total 
monopoly of power. Thus, even the characters who, at first sight, seem to endure the 
government’s alienation policies in silence develop many strategies in order to keep all the 
amount of power they can hope for and exercise it over the regime, just like Offred. Therefore, 
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by forging alliances with other oppressed characters and, above all, by having an affair with 
Nick, Offred is able to regain full possession of her mind and her body, last offense against the 
Republic of Gilead which is also the key to her liberation.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://dumas.ccsd.cnrs.fr/dumas-02174831.  
 
ESPÍRITO SANTO, Liliane do. A Postcolonial Focus on the Margins: Discussing Gender and Identity 

in the Literature of Women from the America. 2018. University of Iceland, MA thesis. 67 pp. 
In English.  

 
 “Imperialism and colonial practices dominated an entire system of representations, 

configuring ideological structures guided by a supposed essentialism, which, in turn, justified 
the oppression of women and the black population based on gender and race. This thesis 
analyses theories that focus on a pluralistic understanding of the world. In the context of 
postcolonialism, the review of cultural criticism through the literature of prominent women of 
the Americas proposes a critical reading of the continuity between colonial relations of 
domination and oppression, underscoring the dual colonisation of women. The assessment of 
the works Child of the Dark (1960), by Carolina Maria de Jesus, The Bluest Eye (1970), by Toni 
Morrison, and The Handmaid’s Tale (1987), by Margaret Atwood, reveals a socio-historical 
understanding of colonialism and its repercussions in contemporary times. Likewise, they 
indicate the necessity to give more visibility to literary works written by, and about, subjects in 
the margins. The analysis of their authorial voices aims to identify how each of their 
perspectives reveal a literature of social engagement, allowing other subjects to become aware 
of social injustice still very present in the Americas, through the context of their narratives. 
Thus, the primary objective of this thesis is to reflect upon the transformative potential of the 
literary text, as well as the origin and formation of the speech that expresses the subjectivity of 
the one who writes. Moreover, how in the relationship between writer and reader, the author’s 
voice compromised of the most diverse social realities have the highest potential of evoking 
other marginalized voices through literary practice.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://skemman.is/handle/1946/30084.  
 
FERREIRA, Rúben Filipe Sousa. Do papel para o ecrã: o processo de transposição The Handmaid’s 

Tale para a série. 2019. Universidade Fernando Pessoa, MA thesis. 110 pp. In Portuguese with 
English abstract.  

 
 “Cinema and literature, although having different languages, established a relationship of 

closeness from an early age when the seventh art realized the narrative potential of literature, 
seeking to rely on an already established mode of storytelling, literature. On the other hand, 
literature, when faced with this new art of movement, not only embodied much of it in itself, 
but also realized that it could finally free itself from the task of narrating, for cinema now 
occupied this place, and ventured into the field of experimentation. The interrelationship 
between literature and cinema is embodied by the adaptation, the result of a work that seeks to 
convey the senses of a written text to an audiovisual text, places the adapter before an issue 
usually fed by the viewer and the critic in general, which is the fidelity of the film to the novel, 
especially when it has recognized literary quality. We will approach the fundamentals that 
attribute relevance to the criterion of fidelity, ascertaining if this is important in the 
relationship between these two artistic manifestations, literature and cinema, and what the 
role of the adapter is in this process. All of these issues will be supported by the study of the 
award-winning television adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale novel 
adapted in 2017 by Bruce Miller. This analysis will be of a comparative nature between the two 
works in order to perceive if there are differences in relation to the original.” (Author).  
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 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/227979084?recSetID=. 
 
FRANKOVÁ, Alžběta. Seriálová adaptace jako intersémiotický překlad: převod románu M. Atwood 

The Handmaid’s Tale do televizního seriálu = TV Series Adaptation as an Intersemiotic 
Translation of M. Atwood’s Novel Handmaid’s Tale. 2019. Charles University, [M.A.?] 
Diploma thesis. 82 pp. In Czech with English abstract.  

 
 “This thesis analyses the translation of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel The Handmaid’s 

Tale into the first season of its TV series namesake combining methods of translation studies, 
film theory, narratology, and adaptation studies. While using Katerina Perdikaki’s 
translation/adaptation model, it studies and interprets the shifts that occur during the 
adaptation process. Applying hypotheses by Linda Hutcheon, it focuses on the film strategies 
used in the TV series to express meanings narrated in the novel (such as dialogues, voice-over, 
sound and soundtrack, types of camera shots, camera angles and movement, editing, colours, 
depth of field, light, narrative and story time, actors, or mise en scène).” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://dspace.cuni.cz/handle/20.500.11956/105282.  
 
FRENTZKO, Brianna Nicole. Mythic Women Reborn: Djebar’s Scheherazade & Atwood’s Penelope. 

2019. University of Alaska Fairbanks, MA thesis. 97 pp.  
 
 “This thesis examines how two modern female writers approach the retelling of stories 

involving mythic heroines. Assia Djebar’s A Sister to Scheherazade repurposes Arabian Nights 
to reclaim a sisterly solidarity rooted in a pre-colonial Algerian female identity rather than 
merely colonized liberation. In approaching the oppressive harem through the lens of the bond 
between Scheherazade and her sister Dinarzade, Djebar allows women to transcend superficial 
competition and find true freedom in each other. Margaret Atwood’s The Penelopiad 
interrogates the idealized wife Penelope from Homer’s Odyssey in order to highlight its 
heroine’s complicity in male violence against women. Elevating the disloyal maids whom 
Odysseus murders, Atwood questions the limitations of sisterhood and the need to provide 
visibility, voice, and justice for the forgotten victims powerful men have dismissed and 
destroyed. The two works signal a shift in feminist philosophy from the need for collective 
action to the need to recognize individual narratives. Both texts successfully re-appropriate the 
dominant myths they retell to propose a more nuanced and complicated view of what it means 
to be ‘Woman.’” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://scholarworks.alaska.edu/handle/11122/10563.  
 
GREEN, Michelle. New Body, New Me?: Fat Women Characters in North American Fiction, 1976-

2013. 2019. University of Nottingham (United Kingdom), PhD dissertation.  
 
 “‘New Body, New Me? Fat Women Characters in North American Fiction, 1976-2013’ unveils 

the cultural and literary significance of fictional journeys of fat women characters since the 
emergence of the fat-acceptance movement in the late 1960s. In doing so, it examines the role 
of fiction in imagining new possibilities and cultural imaginaries of gender and size. By 
examining novels that range from bestselling popular fictions, to niche fictions that are 
becoming popular with the fat-acceptance community, the thesis reassesses the familiar topics 
of consumption and weight loss in fat depictions through the lens of genre and narrative 
journeys. An analysis of Margaret Atwood’s Lady Oracle (1976), Wally Lamb’s She’s Come 
Undone (1992), Susan Stinson’s Venus of Chalk (2004) and Lionel Shriver’s Big Brother 
(2013) reveals how fat women have been imagined in a variety of transformational weight loss 
and size acceptance journeys framed around maturity, recovery, community and family. The 
types of journeys in which women are imagined speak to collective assumptions about gender 
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and size in the second half of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first and 
reveal how fat women’s bodily and psychological journeys share several conventions including 
painful pasts, trials of gender and sexual visibility, difficult and convoluted paths to self-
expression, and a divided sense of self. Moreover, these representative fictions of fatness reveal 
how fat representations are characterised by persistent and creative attempts to undermine 
myths of transformational change and total self-control. The significance of weight loss and 
size acceptance to representations of fatness in this period has hitherto been neglected, but by 
mapping the trend of narrative journeys, this project works to illuminate the full extent to 
which transformation has been central to satirical, painful, or triumphant depictions of fat 
women’s contested subject hood.” (Author).  

 
 Available after 23 July 2021 from: http://eprints.nottingham.ac.uk/57003.  
 
GUESSE, Carole. Fictions and Theories of the Posthuman: From Creature to Concept. 2019. 

Université de Liège, PhD dissertation. 360 pp. In English. 
 
 “The posthuman is a multidimensionally hybrid figure: it denotes both the post-biological or 

technological being that mostly inhabits science-fiction stories as well as the ensuing 
reconceptualisation of what it means to be human (which is often called ‘posthumanism’). 
Even within these conditions, it remains hybrid: posthuman beings are mixes of organic and 
non-organic materials while posthuman conceptualisations combine philosophical and 
technological perspectives. This dissertation claims that the profoundly hybrid nature of the 
posthuman, forces its texts—whether fictional or theoretical—to adopt similarly hybrid 
statuses. More concretely, on the one hand, its fictional (and fictitious) nature forces the 
presence of fiction into theoretical texts, which mainly materialises intertextually (i.e. through 
references to fictional works). On the other hand, the posthuman’s philosophical extent as well 
as its hybridity as a being make it highly probable for theory and philosophy to manifest in 
posthuman-featuring fiction. This last phenomenon … may operate through three 
mechanisms: (1) intertextuality, where theories of the posthuman are referred to in fiction; (2) 
reflexive discourse, where philosophical reflection or theoretical content are conveyed by 
various narrative devices (narration, dialogue, and (free) indirect speech, amongst others); and 
(3) double referentiality, where philosophical reflection emerges out of the science-fictional 
juxtaposition of a cognitively estranging world with the actual world. The dissertation 
exemplifies the first aspect with the Japanese anime ‘Ghost in the Shell 2’ and the Belgian play 
Cocon!, which both feature characters named Haraway. The second and third aspects are 
described through the analysis of three novels: LoveStar by Andri Snær Magnason, The 
Possibility of and Island by Michel Houellebecq and Oryx and Crake, by Margaret Atwood.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: https://orbi.uliege.be/handle/2268/241983.  
 
HARNER, Janna J. American Spiritual Speculative Fiction: Theorizing the American Jeremiad. 

2019. Southeast Missouri State University, MA thesis. 74 pp.  
 
 “This thesis reinterprets the American jeremiad, a rhetorical genre originating in Puritan 

Massachusetts, as a critical theory. Through an investigation of American jeremiadic 
characteristics and themes, I develop a theoretical framework through which the full 
implications of contemporary speculative fiction set in America can be realized. The American 
jeremiad’s roots in Puritan ideology, its immersion into the American subconscious, and its 
dystopic implications provide a necessary and underrepresented approach for the analysis of 
speculative fiction. Many speculative works set in America critique a unique American 
exceptionalism, civil religion, and spiritual devotion to founding ideals—key features of the 
American Jeremiad. This thesis examines three jeremiadic themes—covenant, nostalgia, and 
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sacrifice—in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. This work also considers the value in 
further developing this unexplored, purely American social and literary theory and the 
potentially dystopic repercussions that could arise should the divisive effects if the American 
jeremiad remains unexplored.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. Reprinted in this issue, as winner of the best 

graduate student thesis. 
 
HINDERS, Katherine E. Reproducing Patriarchy: Dystopian (in)Fertility Onscreen. 2019. Southern 

Illinois University at Carbondale, MA thesis. 92 pp. 
 
 “During this time of increased attention toward the representation of women in media, simply 

applauding including female characters often leaves out the analysis of what purpose they 
serve within their narratives. The anxiety over women’s fertility in ‘Blade Runner 2049’ (Denis 
Villeneuve, 2017), ‘Children of Men’ (Cuaron, 2006), and ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ (Bruce Miller, 
2017) expresses a crisis in contemporary culture over changing gender roles. Even though 
these three texts use the antagonists to seek control over women’s bodies, the narratives 
themselves still employ infertility as a threat for women. What does the reappearance of mass 
infertility in our dystopian media tell us about how we value and depict women? These audio-
visual texts, set in disturbing futures, attempt to intervene discursively in these political 
conversations. Their narratives appear critical of hegemony on their surface, but lurking 
beneath is a return to gender essentialism that defines women through their ability to 
reproduce.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. 
 
HOFFMANN, Andrew. The City as a Trap: 20th-and 21st-Century American Literature and the 

American Myth of Mobility. 2019. Marquette University, PhD dissertation. 205 pp.  
 
 “This dissertation reads twentieth and twenty-first century U.S. multicultural literatures, 

women’s literature, and science-fiction film and literature to identify a tradition of literary 
representation of long-standing patterns of economic entrapment in American cities. I argue 
that the capitalist ideologies of opportunity and spatial, economic, and social mobility 
associated with American cities have been largely false promises, and that literature provides 
an avenue to investigate the ideological matrices and cultural narratives that American 
capitalism uses to situate bodies where it needs them, primarily in urban centers. I claim that 
this entrapment remains more or less a constant in American cities despite the fact that both 
capitalism and the space of the city have radically changed since the late 1930s. I further claim 
that the persistence of this entrapment across different instantiations of both the American 
city and American capitalism speak to its normalization, acceptance, and the fact of its 
continuing legacy. As the ideological narratives are culturally projected as ones of the promise 
and freedom of mobility in cities, and as the historical conditions of entrapment have proven 
so resilient, literature and film have constituted important tools for exposing just how these 
capitalist ideologies generate consent for hegemonic capitalism. This dissertation seeks to 
understand how a large percentage of urban populations are interpellated by the very capitalist 
machinery which fixes them in space and class while simultaneously denying them the benefits 
of American capitalism.” (Author). See especially Chapter 4, “Inside the Gates: Power, Order, 
and Dystopian Suburbs in Octavia Butler’s Parable of the Sower and Margaret Atwood’s Oryx 
and Crake,” pp. 115-155.  

 
 Available from: https://epublications.marquette.edu/dissertations_mu/846.  
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JARC, Ana. Odnos do živali v romanih Hiša Marije Pomočnice in Zadnji človek = The Attitude 
towards Animals in the Novels The Ward of Mary Hope of Christians and Oryx and Crake. 
2018. University of Ljubljana, MA thesis. 54 pp. In Slovenian with English abstract.  

 
 “This thesis gives an ecocritical analysis of two literary works: Oryx and Crake (Margaret 

Atwood) and The Ward of Mary Hope of Christians (Ivan Cankar). The core task of this thesis 
is to establish how the animal manifests itself in the text, what the relationship with it is like, 
and how this relationship is expressed. The thesis also considers the novels’ relation to nature 
and human beings.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://repozitorij.uni-lj.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=104610&lang=slv.  
 
KELLAR PINARD, Katrina. Settler Feminism in Contemporary Canadian Historical Fiction. 2019. 

University of Ottawa, MA thesis. 136 pp.  
 
 “Canada has seen a veritable explosion in the production and popularity of historical fiction in 

recent decades. Works by women that present a feminist revision of national narratives have 
played a key part in this phenomenon. This thesis discusses three contemporary Canadian 
historical novels: Gil Adamson’s The Outlander (2007), Ami McKay’s The Birth House (2006), 
and Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace (1996). By examining these novels through a settler 
colonial lens and with a specific interest in the critique of settler feminism, this thesis offers 
readings that can reveal how feminism operates within the confines of the settler fantasy. 
These readings suggest that women’s historical fiction offers an opportunity to consider 
different aspects of feminism in the settler setting and to consider different aspects of critiques 
of patriarchy in settler contexts. This thesis suggests that these novels present a settler 
women’s history that cannot be properly understood through the simplistic logic of 
male/female or colonizer/colonized oppositions, and that the ways the novels depict women’s 
interactions with patriarchal settler structures and institutions can contribute to critical 
understandings of a colonial history with which Canada continues to reckon.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://ruor.uottawa.ca/handle/10393/39608.  
 
LANCE, Stephanie. “The Weak Are Meat, and the Strong Do Eat”: Representations of the 

Slaughterhouse in Twentieth and Twenty-First Century Literature. 2019. University of South 
Florida, PhD dissertation. 144 pp.  

 
 “This dissertation explores how literary representations of the slaughterhouse predict the 

trajectory of human greed that is fueled by capitalist economic practices that shape 
environmental policies. I argue that literature brings attention to what is generally hidden 
from public view: the way humans and animals are erased in the production of food, which 
includes the inhumane treatment of humans and other animals in the slaughterhouse. The 
literature in this dissertation provides an avenue through which we can investigate the 
entangled oppression of humans and other animals in an effort to challenge perceptions that 
reduce animals, and marginalized humans, to objects. Thus, my dissertation contributes to a 
growing scholarship that contests the dichotomous relationship between humans and 
nonhumans in order to expose the culture of violence often ignored in the production and 
consumption of meat processed in industrial slaughterhouses.  

 
 The strained relationship between humans and nonhumans in meat production is explored in 

this dissertation by tracking literary representations of slaughterhouses in four novels: Upton 
Sinclair’s The Jungle (1906), Tillie Olsen’s Yonnondio: From the Thirties (1974), Margaret 
Atwood’s Oryx and Crake (2003), and David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas (2004). The novels invite 
readers into the slaughterhouse by way of four different literary genres: historical fiction, 
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proletarian fiction, speculative fiction, and dystopian fiction. I trace the industry’s 
development and impact as represented in these narratives by categorizing the slaughterhouse 
in three ways: as a physical place of violence, a psychological space of suffering, and as 
metaphor. Each novel contributes to part of a larger narrative that traces the advancement of 
industrialized slaughter production to its grossest manifestation. Examining the novels in the 
order in which they were published reveals a bleak trajectory of the industrial food complex. 
The development of industrial slaughterhouse production represented in Sinclair’s and Olsen’s 
novels in the early twentieth century sets the stage for various possibilities of advanced types of 
slaughter put forth by Atwood and Mitchell. Through the use of slaughterhouse imagery, these 
novels unveil the ways in which humans and other animals are reduced to capital. This 
exploration shows the detrimental effects that slaughter production has on the global 
ecosystem.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/etd/8045/.  
 
LE GAL, Claire. Fictions du posthuman: temporalité, hybridité, écriture(s) = Fictions of the 

Posthuman: Temporality, Hybridity, Writing(S) 2019. University of Western Brittany (Brest, 
France), PhD dissertation. 458 pp. In French with English abstract.  

 
 “Posthuman figures are plentiful in contemporary fictional works. Robots, artificial 

intelligence, genetically modified or augmented beings, and clones: all find their origins in 
science fiction, and now abound in mainstream culture. These entities embody humanity’s 
possible evolutions and trigger both enthusiasm and fear. On the one hand, they offer an 
optimistic perspective on how current human limits could be overcome (such as old age and 
death, or more generally biological constraints). On the other hand, they also point out the 
troubling possibility of humanity’s eradication, to be replaced by radically different 
‘posthuman’ beings. This dissertation focuses on the fictional representations of the 
posthuman in contemporary Anglo-Saxon literature in the following novels: the MaddAddam 
trilogy (published between 2003 and 2013) by Margaret Atwood, Never Let Me Go (2005) by 
Kazuo Ishiguro, Cloud Atlas (2004) by David Mitchell, Accelerando (2005) and Glasshouse 
(2006) by Charles Stross, and The Stone Gods (2007) by Jeanette Winterson. While they are 
sometimes characterized by a break in temporal linearity (in post-apocalyptic stories), the 
fictions of the posthuman are also marked by a form of cyclicity (past, present and future 
converge). Like the cyborg, the figures of the posthuman are hybrid and combine cybernetic or 
mechanical machines and biological organisms. They exist in a liminal space, and are able to 
go beyond the dualisms which permeate our way of thinking (male/female, same/other, 
natural/artificial). Writing the posthuman means considering its multiplicity, and is based on 
erasure, repetition and rewriting, following the model of the palimpsest. (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-02517210.  
 
LINSLEY, Brent. A Sense of Unending: Apocalypse and Post-Apocalypse in Novels of Late 

Capitalism. 2019. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, PhD dissertation. 203 pp.  
 
 “From Frank Kermode to Norman Cohn to John Hall, scholars agree that apocalypse 

historically has represented times of radical change to social and political systems as older 
orders are wiped away and replaced by a realignment of respective norms. This paradigm is 
predicated upon an understanding of apocalypse that emphasizes the rebuilding of 
communities after catastrophe has occurred. However, in the last half-century, narratives that 
emphasize the destruction of human civilization without this restorative component have 
begun to overshadow the more historically popular post-apocalyptic models that were 
particularly abundant during the early days of the Cold War. In light of the sentiment 
discussed by both Fredric Jameson and Slavoj Zizek that it is now easier to imagine the end of 
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the world than the end of capitalism, this project examines the effects of late capitalism on our 
conceptions of catastrophe, specifically the erosion of public welfare in the wake of corporate 
deregulation that seeks to maximize private profit. These literatures also interrogate the 
utopian political messaging coded within the failed promises of capitalism’s advancement. As 
such, apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic texts function in a mode of the ani-anti-utopian genre 
that Jameson calls for, as they reveal the political strategies of division that impede progress 
toward social, environmental, and economic justice.” (Author). See especially Chapter 3, “The 
Double Apocalypse of Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy,” pp. 125-180.  

 
 Available from: https://scholarworks.uark.edu/etd/3341.  
 
LUKEY, Richard. The Novel of Liberal Lament: Reading Identity in Novels by Atwood, Coetzee, 

DeLillo, McEwan and Morrison in the Period of Liberal Ascendancy (1989-2008). 2019. 
University of York, PhD dissertation.  

 
 “This thesis interprets a corpus of five novels and identifies a genre called the novel of liberal 

lament. The protagonists of Ian McEwan’s Saturday (2005), Don DeLillo’s Falling Man 
(2007), Margaret Atwood’s The Robber Bride (1993), J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace (1999) and Toni 
Morrison’s Paradise (1997) are all recognisably liberal figures facing the heterogeneity of the 
world. The period in which these novels are written is one I call the period of liberal 
ascendancy, in which liberalism increases its influence internationally, despite challenges to its 
value system. In order to investigate the novels’ engagement with liberalism in the period, this 
thesis develops and demonstrates a reading model. This model prescribes two related areas of 
attention. The first involves Bakhtin’s chronotope, which is defined in relation to his idea of 
dialogic identity formation. A close reading that concentrates on the time-spaces of the novels 
as sites of dialogic identity formation is followed by a consideration of the novels in light of 
Rawls’s concept of public reason. The Rawlsian concept of formal debate as the basis for a 
democracy provides a closer focus on specific forms of dialogue that are part of the liberal 
tradition’s political prescription for social construction. What emerges from the reading is a 
tension in liberalism in the period between what is achieved and what might have been 
achieved. The first part involves a historical dramatisation of a liberalism that is economically 
strong and interpersonally weak. The second part involves a lament for a liberalism that might 
instead have been economically weak and interpersonally strong. Just as classical liberal 
economics is ascendant in the period, the liberal tradition of debate fails, but the novels 
imagine ways in which reimagined forms of debate might have made liberalism more 
responsive to the complexity of the world in the period.” (Author).  

 
 Available after 25 April 2025 from: 

https://ethos.bl.uk/OrderDetails.do?did=6&uin=uk.bl.ethos.808723.  
 
MEDEIROS, Daniela Sousa. “This Is an Acknowledgement That We Are Acting, for What Else Can 

We Do in Such a Setup?”: Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale in Light of Goffman’s 
Dramaturgy. 2019. New University of Lisbon, MA thesis. 111 pp. In English.  

 
 “This dissertation analyzes Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, a novel set in a 

theocratic patriarchal society which employs an omnipresent and dissimulated surveillance of 
its citizens, through the Dramaturgical theory of social interaction formulated by the 
Canadian-American sociologist Erving Goffman, as presented in his work The Presentation of 
Self in Everyday Life. By exploring how the dystopian dictatorial regime of Gilead forces its 
citizens into submitting to a role imposed by those in power, it stands out that most individuals 
will perform their assigned role only as faithfully as the powerful audience they are in front of 
at that specific moment requires it to be. Most characters are cynical about their public 
performances and try to covertly go against what is expected of them by whatever means they 
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can, avoiding being caught subverting those expectations and suffering the consequences their 
disobedience would bring. The most effective form of defiance proves to be enacted through 
‘team-performances,’ a term devised by Goffman which designates the cooperation between 
two or more people invested in keeping a performance common to all involved, particularly 
when that performance has some sort of secret that must be kept from general knowledge. It is 
by apparently adapting herself to what Gilead expects of her and rebelling silently that Offred, 
the protagonist, manages to survive and escape her oppressors, unlike other characters who 
openly revolt against the regime, proving how important it is to perform a role convincingly in 
society.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/303771423?recSetID=.  
 
MOORE, Ashley Elizabeth. Margaret Atwood’s Response to Post-Feminism in Three Novels. 2019. 

Mississippi College, MA thesis. 75 pp. 
 
 “Post-feminism is defined as an ethos that continues goals [that] second and third-wave 

[feminism] established; it does not address jobs versus domesticity. Post-feminism is seen in 
the following novels by Margaret Atwood: The Robber Bride, The Handmaid’s Tale, and Lady 
Oracle. Motifs and symbols such as the mind-body-spirit connection, clothing, dreams, and 
gothic elements reflect the spirit of the ideology of post-feminism. By using post-feminism as a 
continuation to build off what feminist goals have established, Atwood implores her readers to 
realize that the feminist movement is not over. The war is no longer solely over gender 
equality, but instead, it has transitioned to feminist social equality and empowerment. Atwood 
uses her protagonists to show that inside every unfulfilled woman there is a strength and sense 
of empowerment waiting to be discovered.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. 
 
NIKOLIĆ, Milena Z. Фикция И Реальность Женских Персонажей В Произведении Маргарет 

Этвуд = Fiction and Reality of Female Characters in the Works of Margaret Atwood. 2018. 
University of Belgrade, PhD dissertation. 320 pp. In Serbian with English abstract.  

  
 “The objective of the doctoral dissertation ‘Fiction and Reality in the Works of Margaret 

Atwood’ is to examine the interrelations between fiction and reality in the works of the 
contemporary Canadian writer by identifying and analyzing the elements of fiction and reality 
of selected female characters, relying on the hypothesis of their essential reciprocal relation. 
The aim of this dissertation is also to demonstrate, among other things, how the female 
characters manage to establish their identities in a hostile environment through incessant 
intertwining of fiction and reality. Special attention is given to identifying the fictional worlds 
and fictional constructs of these female characters, as well as to determining to what extent 
they affect the characters’ perception of reality. The dissertation also examines the relationship 
the female protagonists have with both their mothers and other female characters who directly 
and indirectly exerted influence on their perception of the world in their childhood and their 
adulthood, as well as the way in which the protagonists’ fictional world, reveries and fantasies 
affect their reality.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: http://eteze.bg.ac.rs/application/showtheses?thesesId=6498. 
 
PESSOA, João. Nolite te bastardes carborundorum: um olhar sobre as relações femininas em O 

Conto da Aia, de Margaret Atwood. 2019. Universidade Federal da Paraíba, MA thesis. 46 pp. 
In Portuguese with English abstract.  
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 “The current popularity of The Handmaid’s Tale, by the Canadian author Margaret Atwood[,] 
coincides with the recent return of conservative values and also the 4th wave of feminism. 
Written in a time where the feminist movement was going through a re-evaluation of its values 
... the dystopic world of The Handmaid’s Tale demonstrates the difficulties women face who 
live in a society where power resides with men. This paper’s main goal is to analyze the female 
relationships in the text, observing the mechanisms used to perpetuate male power. The 
theoretical framework of the paper will be informed by Daly (1970), Schulder (1970), and Rich 
(1980), particularly concerning the relationship between women, the Catholic Church, and the 
law at the time. Heterosexuality as an institution and lesbian continuum will also inform the 
discussion of the relationships in the text.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://core.ac.uk/display/297213463?recSetID.  
 
REED, Caterina Maria. Transformative Memory, (Un)Truths, and the Politicization of Female Bodies 

in Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and Collins’ Hunger Games Trilogy. 2018. State University 
of New York at Stony Brook, MA thesis. 43 pp.  

 
 “This thesis examines the preservation of memory in two works of speculative fiction. By 

looking at The Handmaid’s Tale and The Hunger Games trilogy, I show that the act of writing 
down or voicing an individual memory is transformative for the future in the worlds both 
Atwood and Collins present. I argue that the preservation of memory is crucial for 
transformation of the future. I examine the authoritarian regimes presented in the texts to 
illustrate how powerful politics and fear can be. Totalitarian regimes censor marginalized 
voices in order to keep the hegemonic narrative in place. I also explore the politicization of 
technology, fear, as well as women and their relationships to other women. However, even in a 
dystopian world, rebellious women still find ways to tell and preserve their story. I argue that 
preservation of women’s memories in particular will help build a more unrestricted voice in 
the future.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. 
 
ROCHA, Thamise Silva da. Narrativas sobre vivências: vozes femininas em A mulher comestível, O 

lago sagrado e O conto da aia, de Margaret Atwood. 2019. Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 
Grande do Sul, MA thesis. 82 pp. In Portuguese with English abstract.  

 
 “This paper aims at analyzing the novels The Edible Woman (1969), Surfacing (1972) and The 

Handmaid’s Tale (1985), by Margaret Atwood, through a perspective that takes into account 
three related aspects. The first, which considers Atwood’s position as a female writer, studies 
the degree to which the author’s gender influences her work, observing that it has unique 
characteristics that characterize female authorship. The second part investigates the narrator 
of the novels, arguing that the choice of a narrative voice shows ideology. Finally, this paper 
examines how the atmosphere of every narrative has points in common with Survival, 
Atwood’s non-fictional work published in 1972, whose main objective was to demonstrate a 
particular trope of Canadian literature. According to this author’s interpretation of Survival, 
Canadian literature is always ‘surviving’ external factors, just as the female characters do in the 
novels. The results show that, in the terms of Genette’s narrative theory, most of the narrators 
are autodiegetic, in other words, protagonists that tell their own stories. We conclude that the 
female characters’ survival is connected with their narrative voices and also with Margaret 
Atwood’s voice, which survives by her creations whose themes continue to be important.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: http://repositorio.pucrs.br/dspace/handle/10923/15343. 
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SÄRKIJÄRVI, Viivi. Social Criticism in Three Contemporary Dystopian Novels. 2019. University of 
Helsinki, MA thesis. 54 pp. In English.  

 
 “The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood was published in 1985 and it has gained a new fan 

base and relevance in recent years as a result of the television series (2017-) based on the 
novel. The novel’s sequel, The Testaments, was published in September 2019, thirty-four years 
after The Handmaid’s Tale was published. Other novels explored include Suzanne Collins’s 
The Hunger Games and Divergent by Veronica Roth. This thesis focuses on these three 
different dystopian novels and the research question posed is the following: ‘What kinds of 
different goals do modern dystopian novels have?’ This paper explores the different social 
structures of the novels, the protagonist narrator of the novels, and the social class and the 
power of the state in the novels.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/307464.  
 
SCHNEIDER, Lena. The Transcultural Feminist Grotesque: Embodiment in Contemporary 

Anglophone Literatures. 2019. Universität des Saarlandes, PhD dissertation. 231 pp. In 
English. 

 
 “This dissertation examines contemporary literary works that have shaped the mode or 

subgenre of the transcultural feminist grotesque. Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman 
(1969), Angela Carter’s Nights at the Circus (1984), Shani Mootoo’s Cereus Blooms at Night 
(1996) and Pauline Melville’s The Ventriloquist’s Tale (1997) are among a number of texts 
written in the second half of the twentieth century that redefine the mode of the grotesque 
during this time of intense, feminist debate. These four works, in particular, attest to uses of 
the grotesque as a feminist aesthetic and reflect a transcultural, that is, global turn towards 
questions of embodiment. The study of these literary texts exemplifies that the grotesque 
cannot exclusively be read in terms of the representation of bodies but in fact can be 
interpreted in connection to the newly developing fields of embodiment theory and feminist 
phenomenology. By drawing on the grotesque both in theme and style, these novels 
foreground lived bodily experience, perception and embodied thought and thus contribute to 
more nuanced and more diverse representations of embodiment.” (Author). See especially 
Chapter 2, “Body Knowledge in Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman,” pp. 59-91.  

 
 Available from: https://publikationen.sulb.uni-saarland.de/handle/20.500.11880/28284.  
 
SHARP, Kellie Jean. Experimental Intimacies and Biopolitics: 20th Century Women’s Writing and 

Feminist Politics of Bodily (Ex)Change. 2019. State University of New York at Buffalo, PhD 
dissertation. 188 pp.  

 
 “This project seeks to understand the biopolitical implications of intimacy: its ethical limits, 

and its potential to shape bodies, identities, and political organization. Much of women’s 
writing from the 20th century gives attention to such concerns. This project centers on work by 
writers including Kathy Acker, Margaret Atwood, Djuna Barnes, Octavia Butler, Nella Larsen, 
Clarice Lispector, Sylvia Plath, Toni Morrison, and Sylvia Townsend Warner. Focusing on 
Anglophone fiction written by women spanning the 20th century, this project reveals new links 
between women writers and their work as well as unrecognized theories of intimacy. In 
particular, many of these authors have experimented with questions related to embodiment 
and intimacy, reframing them, putting them in new contexts, and rendering them in disparate 
ways. With increased attention to ‘big data’ both inside and outside of the academy, I would 
like to turn to the intimate as a lens through which to understand not only this body of work, 
but also an intersectional feminist politics of the body. In order to do this, I highlight the 
epistemologies of embodiment coming from women’s experiences rendered through fiction. 
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Much attention has already been given to how the personal is political in feminist scholarship. 
However, I reframe this intervention in political thinking and discourse to highlight how 
intimacy is used not only to control women’s lives, but also its potential to resist patriarchal 
control.” (Author).  

 
 Available after 19 September 2021 and earlier (upon request) from: 

https://ubir.buffalo.edu/xmlui/handle/10477/80488. 
 
SMYTH, Kate. Explorations of “an alien past”: Identity, Gender, and Belonging in the Short Fiction 

of Mavis Gallant, Alice Munro, and Margaret Atwood. 2019. University of Dublin, Trinity 
College, PhD dissertation. 327 pp.  

 
 “The short fiction of Canadian writers Mavis Gallant, Alice Munro, and Margaret Atwood 

highlights the continued and evolving complexity of national identity and gender inequality 
issues, in Canada and transnationally. These texts, written by three of Canada’s most well-
known and successful female authors, who are all white English-speaking Canadians of British 
descent, highlight the continued social, cultural, and political hegemony of Settler Canadians, 
and suggest that this connects with the endurance of patriarchal dominance over women from 
the mid-twentieth century into the twenty-first. Approaching these stories through a 
perspective that combines settler colonial and gender theory, this study demonstrates how 
identity continues to be regulated through the combined power of the state, cultural 
influences, institutional practices, and social relationships. The anxieties about place and 
belonging relating to the settler colonial past are linked with transnational concerns about the 
desire for a ‘core’ identity and home in Europe after the Second World War. The focus is 
primarily on female characters who demonstrate that social and political exile can be imposed 
on those who challenge ingrained definitions of belonging and patriarchal gender roles. 
Although post-colonialism, post-nationalism, and post-feminism have become part of 
Canadian political and cultural discourse, national identity and gender inequalities are still 
perpetuated by the dominant Settler Canadian majority.” (Author). See especially Chapter 5, 
“‘Survive what?’: Representations of Belonging in Margaret Atwood’s Short Fiction,” pp. 196-
242 and Chapter 6, “The ‘Angel/Whore’ binary: Gender Inequality in Margaret Atwood’s Short 
Fiction,” pp. 243-286.  

 
 Available from: http://www.tara.tcd.ie/handle/2262/86043.  
 
STUNDEN, Sarah E. Clairvoyant Bodies: Bodily Anachrony and Trauma in Contemporary North 

American Fiction. 2018. McGill University, PhD dissertation. 275 pp.  
 
 “Lacunae are common currency in trauma fiction. Whether taking the shape of cognitive 

ellipses or intergenerational blockages, the gaps in which testimony ought to be present 
proliferate in literature representing traumatic experience. Accompanying the linguistic and 
structural lacunae in trauma literature, however, is a prevalent narrative phenomenon in 
which a fictional body registers the physical, psychic, and spiritual suffering centralized in a 
particular text. In these cases, embodied sensations such as nausea, suffocation, loss of 
consciousness, and even arousal testify to the painful realities of individuals and communities 
that cannot and have not been overtly disclosed. Contributing to substantiated work on 
feminist narratology, my research also offers one possible approach to the development of a 
racial narratology by investigating the formal and temporal intricacies of texts in which the 
primary moments of unprocessed and unnarrated traumatic rupture are the result of 
patriarchal white supremacist practices. In my investigation of fictional texts from the 20 th and 
21st centuries in North America, I establish a repeated pattern in which the texts’ central 
traumas and their social and psychic meaning are narrated non-verbally through cues or 
gestures embedded in the plot—what I call bodily anachrony. For a reader to engage ethically 
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with a text, then, these non-verbal methods of narration, in concert with the reader’s embodied 
non-verbal responses, must be parsed alongside the more readily available verbal ones. The 
opening chapter of this dissertation asks how the asphyxiation suffered by the protagonist of 
William Faulkner’s ‘Pantaloon in Black’ might challenge the unnarratability of the racist 
trauma of lynching through its anticipation of a violence purposefully withheld from the 
reader. Building on the discussion of ‘bodily anachrony’ developed in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 on 
James Baldwin’s ‘Going to Meet the Man’ asks how both the sexual arousal and impotence 
experienced by white deputy Jesse enables readerly access to a narrative of trauma chained to 
Jesse’s repressed childhood experience of anti-Black racist violence. Turning from a focus on 
the narrative dynamics of race to a focus on gender, I investigate the shadow story of 
patriarchal self-control made present to the reader through her bodily engagement with 
fictional self-harm in Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye. The final chapter returns to the concept of 
shadow story to discuss the possibility for surrogate testimony to the legacy of Canadian 
residential schools produced through the disembodied presence of ghosts in Eden Robinson’s 
Monkey Beach.” (Author). 

 
 Available from: https://escholarship.mcgill.ca/concern/theses/gm80hx69n?locale=en.  
 
TROPPACHER, Lydia. “Run Mad, as If Mad Is a Different Direction”: Madness and Female 

Empowerment in Canadian Fiction. 2019. Karl-Franzens-Universität Graz, MA thesis. 109 pp. 
In English.  

 
 “Throughout the course of history, the complexity of the human mind has fascinated people 

around the world. Troubled minds, mental illness or simply being mad has inspired authors to 
create works of literature that take their readership inside the psyche of their heroes and 
heroines. From the nineteenth century onwards, there has been an increase in works by female 
authors that feature female heroines who become mad or suffer from a mental illness. This 
thesis investigates the representation of madness in contemporary Canadian fiction. It offers 
an in-depth analysis of the novels Alias Grace by Margaret Atwood and All My Puny Sorrows 
by Miriam Toews, of the short stories ‘A Wilderness Station’ and ‘The Bear Came Over the 
Mountain’ by Alice Munro, of Margaret Atwood’s ‘Isis in Darkness’ and ‘Gabriel’ by Sharon 
Butala, which are all dealing with madness and with characters who suffer from mental disease 
and instability. The main aim of this thesis is to explore how the selected works of literature 
use and represent madness. The first part of this thesis provides theoretical preliminaries 
connected to the overall topic of madness. It includes different views on madness from Greek 
antiquity to the present. The following chapters are dealing with defining the term ‘madness,’ 
how madness has been portrayed in literature and how the female sex has frequently been 
linked with madness. The second part of the thesis consists of an analytical approach that 
examines aspects of madness and mental disturbance in the selected literary works, with a 
view to identify and explore different functions of madness as a literary device and to show 
how these authors employ the element of madness to approach the issue of female agency in 
an innovative and meaning-making way.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://unipub.uni-graz.at/urn:nbn:at:at-ubg:1-143718.  
 
WEISE, Aliya James Allen. Humanimalities: Sacrifice and Subjectivation in Literature of the “The 

Animal Turn.” 2019. George Washington University, PhD dissertation. 371 pp.  
 
 “This dissertation argues for a greater recognition of the impact ‘the animal turn’ has had on 

literary studies. The study analyzes a group of influential North American writers critically 
engaged with fascist formulations of bodily expendability and the entanglement of violence 
that crosses species boundaries. Narrative accounts of human genocide and nonhuman animal 
slaughter are key sites of the intersectionality of oppression in theoretical formulations by 
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scholars of Critical Animal Studies. Such narratives offer the opportunity to explore the 
possibility of homology while acknowledging the limits of any analogy. Literature of ‘the 
animal turn’ explores the entanglements of subjectivation across humanist and speciesist 
divides, one that determines in advance if it is permissible to systematically exploit and kill 
nonhuman animals with impunity. Emphatic in the different experiences of oppression, the 
narratives analyzed nonetheless identify and critique this speciesist discourse resulting in a 
tension that acknowledges a shared complicity in discursive violence while calling out for a 
new response to the question of the animal. This new response, I argue, requires a merger of 
the humanities and sciences: what I call a new Humanimalities.” (Author). See especially 
Chapter 2.4 “Atwood’s MaddAddam, Speciesism and Sexism,” pp. 175-214.  

 
 Available from: https://pqdtopen.proquest.com/doc/2218679223.html?FMT=ABS.  
 
WOITTIEZ, Lot. Shakespeare after the Storm: Indigo and Hag-Seed as Modern Adaptations of 

Shakespeare’s The Tempest. 2018. Leiden University, MA thesis. 55 pp. In English. 
 
 “This thesis compares two modern adaptations of Shakespeare’s The Tempest to the original 

play and argues that Indigo and Hag-Seed problematise and expand on The Tempest by 
providing different perspectives and filling in gaps that are not explored in the classic play.” 
(Author).  

 
 Available from: https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/handle/1887/64416.  
 
YU-SHAN, Lee. Of Female and Food: Feminine Identification in Margaret Atwood’s The Edible 

Woman and Lady Oracle = 女人與食物：瑪格麗特 • 愛特伍的《秀色可餐》及《女祭司》中的
女性認同. 2018. National Sun Yat-sen University, MA thesis. 95 pp. In English.  

 
 “With the overt motif of food and eating in Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman (1969) and 

Lady Oracle (1976), it is hard not to probe into the significant implications of the texts. Using 
this perspective, [this] thesis explores the relationship between the female and food; arguing 
that food connects with the social construction of women’s roles. Nancy Chodorow’s object-
relations theory questions whether maternity for women is biological or psychological. Owing 
to the biological fact that female bodies have the capacity to reproduce and provide 
nourishment for infants, feeding and mothering become women’s responsibilities. In Chapter 
One, I begin to identify the food-related imagery in The Edible Woman and Lady Oracle. I 
examine society’s expectations in terms of femininity for the female characters in the fiction 
arguing that this demonstrates women’s inferior identity. In Chapter Two, I decipher the food 
metaphors; portraying the tangible inequality between males and females in both the public 
and domestic spheres in The Edible Woman. I use Chodorow’s observations on gender role 
acquisition and identification to analyze Marian McAlpin’s (the heroine) level of compliance 
and her assumption of marriage and motherhood. To prove Marian’s resistance, I examine her 
anorexic appetite and the woman-shaped cake. Chapter Three concerns the other heroine, 
Joan Foster, and her ‘bulimarexic’ appetite and her relationship with her mother in Lady 
Oracle. Applying Chodorow’s perspectives demonstrates that forced feminine identification 
creates ambivalence in motherhood for Joan’s mother. This not only affects the quality of 
parenting but also causes an unusual pattern in Joan’s diet. Joan’s eating behavior reflects her 
yearning for maternal love.” (Author).  

 
 Available from: https://etd.lis.nsysu.edu.tw//ETD-db/ETD-search-c/view_etd?URN=etd-

0120118-140418.  
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Reviews 
Reviews of Atwood’s Books 
 
The Burgess Shale: The Canadian Writing Landscape of the 1960s. U of Alberta Press, 2017. 
 
 GANZ, Shoshannah. “Rock of Ages.” Canadian Literature, no. 237, 2019, pp. 127-128.  
 

Excerpt: While seasoned Atwood readers will hardly be surprised at her ability to  subtly 
comment on literary culture alongside the hilariously mundane, she also manages to insert 
surprising nuggets of information that will delight even the well-versed scholar of Canadian 
literature. Covering amazing geographical, literary, and temporal sweeps in single witty 
comments, this work allows the reader a brief glimpse into the mind of a great writer and her 
perspective and experience living through what would now seem to many the Stone Age of the 
Canadian writing scene. All this and more make The Burgess Shale an enjoyable read.  

 
Hag-Seed. Hogarth, 2016. 
 
 CARNEIRO, Raphael Marco Oliveira. “The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly Sides of Revenge in 

Hag-Seed.” Interfaces—Brasil / Canada, vol. 19, no. 2, 2019, pp. 136-140.  
 
 Excerpt: Although Atwood … does not break very new ground with this novel, as it resembles 

some of her other ones in form and tone, especially the preceding one, The Heart Goes Last. 
Nevertheless, her ironic, playful, pacy, and humorous style makes for one of the funniest 
novels you are likely to come by.... Once your revels are ended you will see that Hag-Seed is a 
veritable lead-in to thoughtful reflections on many a topic, including art, fictional immersion, 
literacy, the dreams you are made of, the transient nature of your endeavours, the parts you 
play, and the everyday prisons you put yourself into. Like Shakespeare, Atwood leaves the final 
reckoning to you, who should make a choice, or not, as to how worthwhile vengeance can be. 
As you near the end of the novel, and the staged world of the play merges with the world 
outside it, you cannot help but wonder how close or how far apart life is from art.  

 
 Available from: 

https://1findr.1science.com/item/ade79feea7098ce114af8fe3a7b31101f2dee620.  
 
The Handmaid’s Tale. Narrated by Clare Danes. Brilliance Audio, 2014.  
 
 CHRISTENSEN, Lauren. “Eight Audiobook Classics Written, and Narrated, by Women.” New 

York Times, 24 November 2019, p. 22.  
 
 Excerpt: The Handmaid’s Tale about a near-future in which a radical coup replaces America’s 

democracy and Constitution with a militaristic state called Gilead, with women stripped of all 
rights and reduced to their reproductive value—resonates as much today as it did when it was 
first published in 1985. The actor Claire Danes voices the narrator, Offred (the book’s second 
section, given over to the perspectives of other handmaids, is read by a full cast), with an 
appropriately theatrical gravitas, her voice so dramatic at points that it trembles. She has 
called the book “so poetic I think the words are really served by being spoken out loud.”  

 
Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/22/books/review/audiobooks-beloved-
toni-morrison-handmaids-tale-jane-eyre.html.   

 
The Handmaid’s Tale. Narrated by Elisabeth Moss et al. Bolinda Audio, 2019. Audiobook. 
  

https://1findr.1science.com/item/ade79feea7098ce114af8fe3a7b31101f2dee620
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/22/books/review/audiobooks-beloved-toni-morrison-handmaids-tale-jane-eyre.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/22/books/review/audiobooks-beloved-toni-morrison-handmaids-tale-jane-eyre.html
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HARDYMENT, Christina. “The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood Audiobook Review.” 
The Times, 5 July 2019, Section: Saturday Review, 1. (219 w.).  

 
Excerpt: “Pain marks you, but too deep to see.” This beautifully produced  audiobook version 
of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel, The Handmaid’s Tale will whet appetites for its long-
awaited sequel, The Testaments, released in  September. Published in 1985, The Handmaid’s 
Tale is set in an imagined 21st-century America in which the militantly religious Sons of Jacob 
have taken over the government of an almost terminally polluted US…. The several narrators 
[Elisabeth Moss, Bradley Whitford, Amy Landecker, Ann Dowd] match the powerful heft of 
Atwood’s elegant, economical prose. 

 
The Testaments. Chatto & Windus; McClelland & Stewart; Penguin; Nan A. Talese/Doubleday, 2019. 
 
 ANON. “Return to Gilead.” The Economist, vol. 432, no. 9160, 14 September 2019, pp. 82-83. 

(1244 w.). 
 

Excerpt: If The Handmaid’s Tale was a warning, The Testaments has a more positive message. 
Both books end by affirming that the regime eventually falls, in epilogues which refer to a 
historical symposium of Gileadean studies. The Testaments shows that corruption and 
infighting help to bring about its demise from within. Ms Atwood says that it reflects a sense of 
hopefulness on her part. History, she thinks, proves that “you can keep some of the people 
down some of  the time, and most of the people down most of the time, but you can’t keep all of 
the people down all of the time.” 

 
 ANON. “The Testaments.” Publisher’s Weekly, vol. 226, no. 37, 16 September 2019, Online. 

(265 w.). 
 

Excerpt: Atwood’s confident, magnetic sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale details the beginning of 
the end for Gilead, the authoritarian religion-touting dystopia where fertile single women 
(handmaids) live in sexual servitude…. Since publication, The Handmaid’s Tale has appeared 
as a movie, graphic novel, and popular miniseries. Atwood does not dwell on the franchise or 
current politics. Instead, she explores favorite themes of sisterhood, options for the 
disempowered, and freedom’s irresistible draw. Atwood’s eminently rewarding sequel revels in 
the energy of youth, the shrewdness of old age, and the vulnerabilities of repressive regimes.  

 
Available from: https://www.publishersweekly.com/978-0-385-54378-1. 

 
 ABRAMS, Rebecca. “The Fall of Gilead; Margaret Atwood’s Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale 

Has Become as Much a Political Event as Literary Due to the Original’s Dark Vision of a 
Modern Dystopia. Can The Testaments Survive the Hype?” Financial Times, 10 September 
2019, Section: Life and Arts, p. 8. (1619 w.).  

 
Excerpt: “Following up on a book like [The Handmaid’s Tale] was never going to  be easy and 
The Testaments has a hard time of it.... Since we already know that Gilead will fall, I’m not 
revealing anything by saying that the interwoven narratives of Lydia, Agnes and Daisy 
gradually converge to chart the regime’s collapse. While The Testaments will answer some of 
the many questions readers have put to Atwood over the years, it barely qualifies as a dystopia, 
and as a work  of fiction it falls far short of Atwood’s best books. The hypnotic intensity of the 
prose in The Handmaid’s Tale is sadly absent here, as is the playful inventiveness of recent 
Atwood novels such as Penelopiad or Hag-Seed, or the wily depths of earlier ones such as Alias 
Grace or The Blind Assassin. Many of the plot twists in The Testaments seem predictable and 
contrived, such as the final revelation about Agnes’s mother or the ease with which “Daisy” 
slips back into Gilead, and compared with Atwood’s potent evocation of Offred’s horrifying 

https://www.publishersweekly.com/978-0-385-54378-1
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plight, the interior lives of Daisy and Agnes are only ever patchily excavated. Too often The 
Testaments reads like a novel pursued by its TV progeny, rushing to tie up the loose plot ends 
and have the final word.  

 
BEATTIE, Steven W. “The Testaments.” Quill & Quire, vol. 85, no. 10, (December 2019), p. 17.  
 
Excerpt: What Atwood has produced, then, is a work that is sure to change nobody’s mind: it 
will delight her fans and annoy her detractors. But for better or worse, it shows that the author 
has lost none of her willingness to provoke. In the final pages, Aunt Lydia writes, “if you don’t 
accuse me of bad faith I will be astonished.” The novel’s title is plural, referring to the accounts 
of Aunt Lydia,  Daisy, and Agnes. But there is another, equally significant, testament on offer 
here: that of Atwood herself, in all its accusation and astonishment.  
 
Available from: https://quillandquire.com/review/the-testaments.  

 
 BIRCH, Dinah. “Up or Plummet.” Review of The Testaments by Margaret Atwood. Times 

Literary Supplement, 13 September 2019, pp. 23-24. (2447 w.).  
 

Excerpt: The intimacy of the first-person narrative, which has long figured among the 
distinctive strengths of Atwood’s fiction, remains key to her approach. Each of the three 
protagonists shares her innermost reflections on her experience of Gilead’s deranged society, 
and each has her own distinctive voice. This internalized texture is given further weight by the 
observations of each of the three central characters on the behaviour of the others, so that the 
reader flickers between changing viewpoints. Of course, the women write with a chiselled 
articulacy that could hardly be an authentic reflection of their circumstances: the blunt and 
shapely sentences and sly observations are all Atwood. But the fact that there is only ever one 
voice in this novel is not necessarily a weakness. Atwood’s writing is at its incisive best 
throughout this novel…. 
 
Some features of Atwood’s continuation of The Handmaid’s Tale are aligned with the 
television series; others are not; some are in direct contradiction. This is especially evident in 
the testament of Aunt Lydia, which is much the most sophisticated and absorbing of the three 
narratives. The attempt to give her a  backstory in the television series is not entirely 
successful: the connection between the ruthlessness of Gilead’s presiding female tyrant and the 
loneliness and loss in her formative experiences as a schoolteacher is unpersuasive.  
 
Available from: https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/up-or-plummet.  
  
CAPSHAW, Ron. “The Testaments.” The Humanist, vol. 79, no. 6, pp. 40-41. (1218 w.).  
 

 Excerpt: Those wanting Offred as a main character will be disappointed. Nevertheless she is a 
looming presence on almost every page and key to the plot. Atwood does answer whether 
Offred escaped from Gilead or not. And readers hoping for a novel in which Gilead self-
destructs will have to wait for another sequel, for Atwood shows a regime dying by inches. This 
is a neat trick—keeping the reader hooked while the bad guys slowly rot—and, as usual, 
Atwood pulls it off. Read carefully, The Testaments, with its upbeat ending, could provide 
inspiration for those horrified by the anti-feminist nature of the real US government of today, 
including the anti-Trump feminists who don the garb of the Handmaids when protesting. If 
Trump embodies Gilead for them, then he too shall pass.  

 
Available from: https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-
2019/arts_entertainment/the-testaments.  

https://quillandquire.com/review/the-testaments
https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/up-or-plummet
https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-2019/arts_entertainment/the-testaments
https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-2019/arts_entertainment/the-testaments
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 CHARLES, Ron. “After a Long Gestation, a Sequel to Handmaid.” Washington Post, 5 

September 2019, Section: Style, p. C01. (1137 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: The Testaments opens in Gilead about 15 years after The Handmaid’s Tale, but it’s an 

entirely different novel in form and tone. Inevitably, the details are less shocking—at least in 
part because the horrors of Gilead’s male-centered theocracy are already so well known. When 
Offred first told her “sad and mutilated story,” we were hearing about the hangings, the 
Unbabies and the Sons of Jacob for the first time. But by now, Gilead’s breeding Ceremony is a 
creepy cultural touchstone. Atwood responds to the challenge of that familiarity by giving us 
the narrator we least expect: Aunt Lydia. It’s a brilliant strategic move that turns the world of 
Gilead inside out. In The Handmaid’s Tale, Aunt Lydia is the orthodox teacher whose 
platitudes and instructions cycle through Offred’s mind. But in The Testaments, Aunt Lydia 
speaks directly to us in all her conflicted complexity. She has become the supreme matriarch of 
this masculine cult. “I control the women’s side of their enterprise with an iron fist in a leather 
glove in a woolen mitten,” she says. “And I keep things orderly: like a harem eunuch.” As a 
living legend, the very model of moral perfection and feminine wisdom, she enjoys a special 
position of extraordinary power—and she knows just how precarious that is. “Only dead people 
are allowed to have statues,” she begins, “but I have been given one while still alive. Already I 
am petrified.” That little pun is typical of Aunt Lydia’s wry wit, which endows The Testaments 
with far more humor than The Handmaid’s Tale or its exceedingly grim TV adaptation. This 
Aunt Lydia is publicly devout but privately defiant, outwardly pious but inwardly sardonic. Her 
arch irony, even flippancy, provides a markedly different interpretation than Ann Dowd’s 
terrifying portrayal for Hulu.... The Handmaid’s Tale famously ends with the line, “Any 
questions?” And last November, Atwood told her 1.9 million Twitter followers that The 
Testaments was inspired by “everything you’ve ever asked me about Gilead and its inner 
workings.” That certainly appears to be the case—the story is full of revealing backstories—but 
readers hoping for a complementary classic of dystopian literature may be disappointed. The 
Testaments is not nearly the devastating satire of political and theological misogyny that The 
Handmaid’s Tale is. In this new novel, Atwood is far more focused on creating a brisk thriller 
than she is on exploring the perversity of systemic repression. But, of course, that’s not a fair 
complaint. Although the story of Gilead has long been called to the service of this or that 
contemporary cause, it remains entirely Atwood’s possession.... Gilead will never be the same. 
Praise be.  

 
 Available from: https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/books/praise-be-margaret-

atwood-has-published-a-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale/2019/09/03/88f17b7a-ce44-11e9-
87fa-8501a456c003_story.html. 

 
 CLARK, Alex. “The Testaments by Margaret Atwood—First Look Review; Atwood’s Return to 

the Dystopia She Created in The Handmaid’s Tale 35 Years Ago Feels No Less Urgent, But 
This Time Hope Shows Signs of Breaking In.” The Guardian, 4 September 2019, Section: 
Books, Online. (858 w.). 

 
Excerpt: In the almost 35 years since Margaret Atwood published The Handmaid’s Tale, its 
vision of a totalitarian theocracy underpinned by the rigid control of women and their 
reproductive systems has not receded; in many places—including the far-right consciousness—
it may be said to have flourished. Could American women, for example, have imagined that 
laws would be introduced to criminalise them if they suffered miscarriages? Could Nigerians 
have foreseen that their schoolgirls would be abducted and forced into marriage and 
motherhood? What can the novelist make of this? In the case of both Edna O’Brien, whose 
novel Girl depicts the lives of those girls kidnapped by Boko Haram, and Margaret Atwood, 
who has returned to Gilead to convey what happened after she had apparently finished 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/books/praise-be-margaret-atwood-has-published-a-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale/2019/09/03/88f17b7a-ce44-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/books/praise-be-margaret-atwood-has-published-a-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale/2019/09/03/88f17b7a-ce44-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/books/praise-be-margaret-atwood-has-published-a-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale/2019/09/03/88f17b7a-ce44-11e9-87fa-8501a456c003_story.html
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Offred’s story, the answer seems to have been clear: confront the new realities head on, and 
don’t look back. For The Testaments take us to a subtly altered Gilead and, in many ways, a 
more hopeful one. Its structures are weakening; the myths it has told its citizens are beginning 
to lose their hold. The Eye under which its women must conduct their constricted, stolen lives 
is beginning to flicker.  
 
How has this happened? Largely, Atwood suggests, through guile and determined, covert 
resistance; where the Gilead of The Handmaid’s Tale was terrifyingly enclosed and cut off 
from the rest of the world, now she allows us to see it in the context of a wider canvas. We learn 
of the Underground Female-road, dedicated to the clandestine liberation of the girls and 
women of Gilead; of the war with Texas that has weakened the dystopian state; of the Pearl 
Girls, missionaries from Gilead who are open to infiltration and subversion as they attempt to 
recruit fresh wombs. In this sense, the novel is a rallying cry for activism that argues for the 
connectedness of societies and their peoples. But it is also an argument for the power of 
disgust. The Testaments comes to us in the form of three first-person narratives, presented, as 
in The Handmaid’s Tale, as testimonies later discovered and mulled by academics in the far 
future, their provenance and authenticity questionable, as if to understand the provisional 
nature of storytelling. Here, those speaking to us are two young girls—Daisy, who is brought up 
in Canada, and Agnes, who lives in Gilead—and Aunt Lydia, now one of the most powerful 
people in Gilead’s command structure. Much of the novel hinges on what made Aunt Lydia 
who she is, and the extent to which she is likely to eschew it.... Atwood’s task in returning to 
the world of her best-known work was a big one, but the result is a success that more than 
justifies her Booker prize shortlisting.  
 
Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/the-testaments-by-
margaret-atwood-first-look-review.  
 

 CORRIGAN, Maureen. “Atwood Hints at a Brighter Future in Handmaid Sequel The 
Testaments. NPR, 9 September 2019, Section: Fresh Air, Online. (987 w.).  

 
Excerpt: Atwood has always been a deft suspense writer. Novels like Alias Grace, The Blind 
Assassin and even Cat’s Eye attest to her talent for quickening readers’ heart rates. The 
Testaments is all about suspense. It’s plot driven, whereas The Handmaid’s Tale was a novel of 
vision, voice and mood. That mood, oppressive and claustrophobic, was a product of Offred’s 
enforced stillness. She spent most of her time with her eyes cast down, indoors, in small 
rooms, waiting to be summoned for the monthly ritualized sex ceremony with the commander. 
Here, our characters are on the move. Their paths and stories ingeniously intersect, as in a 
Victorian novel. And at the end, there’s even a thrilling, cinematic chase scene. What The 
Testaments lacks in eeriness, it gains in entertainment. Atwood herself seems lighter, even a 
little frivolous here. For instance, she bestows goofy names on some of the aunts, like Aunt 
Estee and Aunt Sarahlee,12 and has them sit down for tea in the Schlafly Cafe. Dare I say, The 
Testaments is more fun to read than its predecessor. It’s a tribute to the greatness of The 
Handmaid’s Tale that I and so many other readers, particularly female readers, have been 
willing and eager to re-enter Atwood’s sinister dystopian republic of Birthmobiles and 
Prayvaganzas. If I sound mildly disappointed in The Testaments, it’s paradoxically because the 
novel so kindly and perhaps a little too easily gives me what I most want: that is, the promise of 
an end to Gilead.  
 
Available from: https://www.npr.org/2019/09/09/759040269/atwood-hints-at-a-brighter-
future-in-handmaid-sequel-the-testaments?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=books.  

 
12 [Editor’s note: The professor explained in the Historical Notes ending of THT that the Aunts’ names came from women’s 
products; thus, these names are just an extension of that. Many reviewers of The Testaments forgot that brief reference.] 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/the-testaments-by-margaret-atwood-first-look-review
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/04/the-testaments-by-margaret-atwood-first-look-review
https://www.npr.org/2019/09/09/759040269/atwood-hints-at-a-brighter-future-in-handmaid-sequel-the-testaments?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=books
https://www.npr.org/2019/09/09/759040269/atwood-hints-at-a-brighter-future-in-handmaid-sequel-the-testaments?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=books
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 CUMMINS, Anthony. “Shrouded in Secrecy, But the Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale Is No 

Masterpiece: Anthony Cummins Reviews The Testaments by Margaret Atwood.” Daily Mail, 6 
September 2019, Section: TV & Showbiz, Online. (661 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: The breathless anticipation around The Testaments, Margaret Atwood’s sequel to her 

dystopian classic The Handmaid’s Tale, has been fuelled by its shortlisting for the Booker 
Prize. But the promotional hoopla was deflated this week when Amazon drove a 20-ton truck 
through the book’s media embargo by shipping copies from its warehouse ahead of time to 
readers in the US. The people feeling sheepish on this side of the Atlantic should be this year’s 
Booker judges, who have somehow let themselves believe The Testaments is one of 2019’s six 
best novels. Atwood’s original 1985 novel was a taut, chilling satire imagining the 
imprisonment of American women in a near-future New England theocracy known as Gilead, 
where they serve as concubines and surrogate mothers—Handmaids—or, if they’re infertile, in 
other roles, including Aunts, deployed as the regime’s sinister eyes and ears. The book left it 
moot whether its narrator, a Handmaid called Offred, ruthlessly separated from her young 
daughter, manages to escape. Surprisingly, Atwood’s baggier, arguably more ambitious, sequel 
doesn’t pick up Offred’s story, instead focusing on three new narrators whose tales fill in a few 
of the blanks left by the original novel about the rise—and fall—of Gilead’s uber-patriarchal 
republic....In The Testaments, Atwood’s world-building relies instead on plodding tranches of 
question-and-answer sessions crowbarred into the dialogue to supply vital information. ‘By 
now you may be wondering how I’ve avoided being purged by those higher up,’ says Lydia at 
one point, as Atwood gets bogged down in pitfalls of her own making. Instead of slow-burn 
psychodrama, we get turbo-charged derring-do: this is the sort of book in which people yell 
‘We need to hurry’ and ‘We made it!’ Shades of grey become black and white: Judd, the central 
Commander character here, unlike his more ambiguous counterpart in The Handmaid’s Tale, 
is a straight-up super-baddie—you can all but hear Atwood cackling in the wings when he 
gleefully announces his latest counter-strike on the cross-border anti-Gilead militants out to 
topple the regime. As Aunt Lydia slyly masterminds the takedown of a system she once had no 
choice but to abet, the storyline seems intended to land as a feel-good revenge narrative but 
Atwood’s plot mechanics, involving a patiently compiled dossier of atrocities committed in 
Gilead, end up hard to credit. Feminist dystopia has been literary fiction’s genre du jour for a 
while now. If you can hardly begrudge Atwood for jumping on a bandwagon she herself set 
rolling, it’s equally difficult not to feel that she’s basically writing her own fan fiction here. 
Trouble is, The Testaments isn’t a patch on the original, and no matter how seductive the 
publicity razzmatazz, the Booker judges—one of whom, Liz Calder, used to be Atwood’s 
editor—ought to know better than to propose this serviceable action romp as some kind of 
timeless masterpiece.  

 
 Available from: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7433559/Shrouded-secrecy-

sequel-Handmaids-Tale-no-masterpiece-says-ANTHONY-CUMMINS.html.  
 
 DAVIES, Serena. “The Testaments by Margaret Atwood, First Look Review: A Lurid and 

Powerful Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale.” The Telegraph, 4 September 2019, Section: Books, 
Online. (507 w.).  

 
Excerpt: True to her mandate, Atwood has given us a blockbuster of propulsive, almost 
breathless narrative, stacked with twists and turns worthy of a Gothic novel. Its characters are 
as lurid and schematic as its clever front-cover image (a woman in a bonnet in neon green), 
but, like the jacket picture too, impressive in their gestural efficiency. Because everyone can 
recognise that bonnet now: the wide deep hat, shorthand for the puritanical Gilead and its 
misogynistic mores, has so permeated our culture thanks to the recent TV adaptation that 
Kylie Jenner mistook it for a fashion item. So too, we quickly pick up the functions of our key 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7433559/Shrouded-secrecy-sequel-Handmaids-Tale-no-masterpiece-says-ANTHONY-CUMMINS.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7433559/Shrouded-secrecy-sequel-Handmaids-Tale-no-masterpiece-says-ANTHONY-CUMMINS.html
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players in The Testaments. There’s not one narrator now but three: Offred’s two daughters 
Nicole and Agnes and the terrifying Aunt Lydia, the ruthless enforcer of female oppression 
from The Handmaid’s Tale. The two (good, brave) girls have almost interchangeable 
personalities; Aunt Lydia is more interesting, her commitment to the dark side, elicited via 
torture, an expedient survival tactic we are invited to sympathise with. But most shorthand are 
the male characters. They are almost uniformly abhorrent, with a paedophile and a near-
paedophile chief among them. At times, it doesn’t seem so much that this book is describing a 
corrupted world view that has resulted in distorted sexuality but that it really hates men. Is 
there a conscious reference here to the male predatoriness that has stalked our news pages 
since MeToo entered the public discourse? I think Atwood is not making such a direct analogy: 
the whole effectiveness of Gilead as an idea has been that its abuses and tortures have always 
been cut and pasted from the real world, even before the rise of the pro-life religious lobby in 
America, among other things, gave them a new relevance. The oppressed feminist shriek of the 
first novel gets its more optimistic echo in The Testaments. This is a melodramatic tale that 
ultimately, rather pleasingly, suggests a world where women can pull the strings after all. (I say 
“world” but the amount of Dickensian coincidences that bring the characters together make 
Gilead feel like a small village.) John Lanchester’s The Wall, which shared a place on the 
Booker longlist with The Testaments but didn’t join it on the shortlist, is the more elegant 
piece of dystopian fiction published this year. But it is Atwood’s book that has the dramatic 
thrust and power to shock to scorch the memory.  
 
Available from: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/what-to-read/testaments-margaret-
atwood-first-look-review-lurid-powerful.  
 

 DE VERA, Ruel S. “Margaret Atwood’s Booker Prize-winning Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale 
is Bigger, Darker.” Philippines Daily Inquirer, 11 November 2019, Section: Books, Online. (693 
w.).  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments can easily be read by those new to the mythology though admittedly 
it starts off slow because of all the exposition and world-building. The novel really gets going 
once readers figure out which narrators are which (the icons which start each chapter help 
immensely). But the greatest  experience will be for those already familiar with The 
Handmaid’s Tale, as The Testaments zooms out and presents an entire world wrapped around 
Gilead, including a good look at Mayday, the resistance fighting against it. It may not seem like 
it, but the book really dovetails into The Handmaid’s Tale and when this is revealed, 
everything makes sense. The tense, furious rush to the conclusion will leave even the initially 
tentative readers on the edge of their pews…. It’s the best kind of sequel, one accessible to 
newcomers but utterly convincing to fans of  the original material.  
 
Available from: https://www.thejakartapost.com/life/2019/11/11/margaret-atwoods-booker-
prize-winning-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale-is-bigger-darker.html. 
 

 DITUM, Sarah. “Testament to the Times.” The Lancet, vol. 394, no. 10207, pp. 1403-1404.  
 
 Excerpt: The Testaments combines gripping entertainment with a complex sense  of humanity. 

There is, though, one troubling thought left at the end: if Atwood believed we needed a 
warning in 1985 and has come back in 2019 to offer us encouragement, how bad must things 
have got in the interim?  

 
Available after registration from: 
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/vol394no10207/PIIS0140-6736(19)X0044-
6.  
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 DOUGLAS-FAIRHURST, Robert. “This Time the Dystopia Seems Ropier; The Sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale is a Brasher, Flashier Affair, Says Robert Douglas-Fairhurst.” The Times, 14 
September 2019, Section: Saturday Review, p. 12. (1051 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments is a sequel to a much better book. The original novel was built up in 
small sections, gradually revealing more of Gilead in each one with a combination of 
straightforwardness and stealth. The Testaments is a far brasher, flashier affair, full of the plot 
hooks and cliché-rich dialogue you would expect from a Hollywood blockbuster, and 
occasionally even winking at its own contrivance. “Now we have to work out where to go from 
here,” says a resistance fighter at one point, like a script editor holding a meeting of staff 
writers. It’s a rattling yarn, but that’s not just because the narrative moves so quickly; it’s 
because it is full of loose cogs and broken springs. Male characters are either wholly absent or 
cartoons of depravity, like a paedophile dentist who ends up being ripped apart during a 
“Particicution.” Often plot development is simply replaced by lists of rhetorical questions: 
“What would Aunt Lydia have to say about my plight? Would she help me?” Worse still, 
whereas in The Handmaid’s Tale Gilead was genuinely terrifying, here it verges on the camp. 
Scenes in which new Handmaids learn “at what temperature a quiche ought to be served,” or 
supplicant Aunts have to choose new names for themselves (“I’m Aunt Immortelle now”) read 
more like outtakes from RuPaul’s Drag Race than the sort of place where you would fear for 
your life…. The Testaments is many things, including a gloomy warning about the current 
political climate, a celebration of sisterhood, and a sharp-eyed analysis of the power of stories 
to reshape the world. But it is not a great novel.  
 
Available with subscription from: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/the-testaments-by-
margaret-atwood-review-bigger-brasher-and-more-camp-but-not-as-good-as-the-handmaids-
tale-qz6pznqcf.  
 

 EMANUEL, Kamala. “The Testaments: A Timely Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale.” Green Left 
Weekly, No. 1246, 26 November 2019, p. 19.  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments is a work of fiction, it is also a work of history, and a manual for 
resisting fascism, revealed in its virulently misogynistic theocratic  form—in fictional Gilead, 
and in a growing number of countries around the world today.  
 
Available from: https://www.greenleft.org.au/content/testaments-timely-sequel-handmaids-
tale. 
 

 ENRIGHT, Anne. “The Testaments by Margaret Atwood Review—A Dazzling Follow-Up to The 
Handmaid’s Tale; Margaret Atwood is at Her Best in This Booker-Shortlisted Return, Three 
Decades On, to the Patriarchal Dystopia of Gilead.” The Guardian, 10 September 2019, 
Section: Books, Online. (1264 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments is Atwood at her best, in its mixture of generosity, insight and 
control. The prose is adroit, direct, beautifully turned. All over the  reading world, the history 
books are being opened to the next blank page and Atwood’s name is written at the top of it. To 
read this book is to feel the world turning, as the unforeseeable shifts of the last few years 
reveal the same old themes. It is also a chance to see your own political life flash in front of 
your eyes, to remember how the world was 30 years ago and say: “If she was right in 1985, she 
is more right today.”  
 
Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/10/the-testaments-by-
margaret-atwood-review. 
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 EVANS, Kate. “The Testaments sees Margaret Atwood Return to the World of Handmaid’s 
Tale.” ABC Premium News (Australia), 15 September 2019, Section: The Bookshelf, Online. 
(1090 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments works on a number of different levels. It’s a chase thriller full of risk 
and suspense. It’s also a critique and a commentary, which fills out and explains a world that 
was created whole in The Handmaid’s Tale. In the original, the systems were there already, 
you simply had to keep up and work it out. There’s more explication in The Testaments, but 
that’s satisfying, too. It’s a novel about the misuse of power and ideas. It’s a story about 
vengeance and payback. It’s fiction turning its attention to politics and religion, with a wry 
aftertaste.  
 
Available from: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-09-15/the-testaments-margaret-atwood-
returns-to-the-handmaids-tale/11511168. 

 
 FREEMAN, Laura. “Book Review: The Testaments by Margaret Atwood: The Much-

anticipated Follow-Up to The Handmaid’s Tale Is Finally Here. It Is Chilling and Intense, but 
Does it Live Up to its Predecessor? Laura Freeman Gives her Verdict.” BBC, 6 September 2019, 
Section: Culture, Online. (1192 w.). 

 
Excerpt: In two important respects … [The Testaments] is a weaker and less satisfying book 
[than The Handmaid’s Tale]. The first is voice, the second is place. The Handmaid’s Tale 
(singular) was one woman’s telling. We look from under Offred’s headdress, we stare at her 
bedroom ceiling. The Testaments (plural) divides our attention and sympathies between three 
interleaved stories. We are with Nicole, Agnes and Lydia, but we are Offred. As for space, The 
Handmaid’s Tale was a chamber piece. Gilead, as Offred knows it, is bedroom, house, daily 
walk. She has no book, no occupation, not even the knitting allowed to Serena Joy. The rapes 
aren’t the worst of Gilead. It’s boredom that kills. “The long parentheses of nothing.” The 
Testaments is all over the place: bus, boat, van, woods, river, sea, school, dentist, diner, hotel, 
condo, charity shop, refugee centre. The later chapters turn into a road-tripping buddy-movie 
with prayerful Agnes and kick-ass Nicole as the mismatched odd couple. Three of the Nicole 
scenes are so obvious, so made for a film franchise—“The Hunger Games” in bonnets—that I 
almost laughed. There’s a Karate Kid montage as Nicole learns to fight, a tough-girl makeover 
complete with tattoo and green hair and a night spent by Nicole, chastely, in the arms of the 
muscular, yet sensitive, Garth. Agnes and Nicole, unformed and formulaic, are less interesting 
than Offred. They are innocents where Offred knew experience. One of the things that makes 
The Handmaid’s Tale such a tricksy, defiant book, is that Offred remembers sex before it was 
sinful and supervised. She remembers the pleasure of seduction and shared joy. She aches to 
be touched, she swings her hips to tempt a young guard, she feels the thrill of “enticement” 
wearing a sequinned bodysuit, she risks her life to make love to a forbidden man. Agnes and 
Nicole are virgins and so the tension of sex, whether endured or longed for, is gone. The 
horrors and repressions of Gilead, so shocking on first encounter, so convincingly realised, are 
here repeated. If you’ve seen one ululating birth, one man torn apart by Handmaids, you’ve 
seen them all. Atwood’s prose is as powerful as ever, tense and spare. She invests certain 
phrases with ironic fury: adulteress, precious flower, Certificate of Whiteness, fanatics, defiled. 
Her word games are ingenious. She forces you to think about language and how it can be made 
to lie. The plot is propulsive and I finished in six hours flat. But if The Handmaid’s Tale was 
Atwood’s mistresspiece, The Testaments is a misstep. The Handmaid’s Tale ended on a note of 
interrogation: “Are there any questions?” Those questions were better left unanswered.  
 
Available from: http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190906-book-review-the-testaments-
by-margaret-atwood.  
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 GEORGE, Rajni. “Margaret Atwood: The New Testament.” Open, 20 September 2019, Online. 
(2134 w.).  

 
Excerpt: Sadly, this new book, satisfying as it sometimes is, lacks the wise, wicked voice and 
nuance that set The Handmaid’s Tale apart, and not just because of the challenges that most 
sequels face; of not living up to the original or of performing too much happily-ever-after. As 
an annexure, The Testaments is successful in giving us much-craved detail, in filling in what 
we lost between the gaps, but it hasn’t given us much depth.  
 
Available from: https://openthemagazine.com/lounge/books/margaret-atwood-the-new-
testament/.  

 
 GERNY, Rebecca. “34 years after The Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood compels action in 

The Testaments.” Daily Californian (University of California—Berkeley), 6 October 2019, 
Section: Arts, p. 1. (1108 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood began writing The Handmaid’s Tale in 1984. Now, decades after its 

publication, the Canadian author has released a sequel entitled The Testaments. Not only has 
the political climate in the United States changed since the original novel’s publication 
(perhaps inching The Handmaid’s Tale closer to reality than fiction), but the sequel also 
follows the Hulu series’ adaptation and commercialization of the book. Some people wonder 
what truly motivated the sequel. Was it a need to focus on a different narrative than the TV 
show? Was it to ride the profit-making wave of the newly created franchise? Was it to 
contextualize the story within today’s political framework? The answer: all of the above….  

 
 Atwood’s fast-paced writing in The Testaments reminds us that people do have the agency to 

enact change. Although it may take time, there will always be resistance. From Atwood’s 
perspective, women will not succumb to the pressures of a patriarchal system, they will always 
attempt to subvert it. This is not to say The Testaments is purely hopeful. Although not as 
gruesome as the television show, the novel does not shy away from horror. There is no happy 
ending or even a sense of closure at the end of the novel. In this way, Atwood’s story parallels 
many Americans’ feelings at this particular moment: We don’t know where our story is going. 
Yet, she leaves us with an important lesson—even under oppressive conditions, individuals do 
have the power to take action and change those conditions.  

 
 Available from: https://www.dailycal.org/2019/10/06/34-years-after-the-handmaids-tale-

margaret-atwood-compels-action-in-the-testaments/.  

 
 GILMORE, Mernie (Margaret). “A Testament to Women’s Power.” The Express, 13 September 

2019, Section: Features, pp. 38-39. (475 w.).  
 

Excerpt: The Testaments doesn’t have the gut-wrenching impact of The Handmaid’s Tale but 
it provides a satisfying and surprisingly hopeful conclusion. It is the women of Gilead who, in 
the end, are responsible for its downfall and at its heart, this gripping novel is a rallying call for 
action. As Daisy is told: “Yuck won’t change the world. You need to get your hands dirty. Add 
some guts and grit.” In Atwood’s world, resistance is never futile.  
 
Available from: https://www.pressreader.com/uk/daily-
express/20190913/282389811180217.  

 
 GHOSHAL, Somak. “Dystopia Comes Calling Home.” LiveMint, 13 September 2019, Section: 

Features, Online. (1152 w.).  
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Excerpt: In spite of the gravitas of its themes, the pace of The Testaments never lets up. Its plot 
is more sharply focused than The Handmaid’s Tale, probably because the scene has already 
been laid out in the latter. Narrated by three voices, the story connects several dots to the past. 
Those who are familiar with the original would be better able to appreciate these linkages, 
though The Testaments can also be read as a stand-alone work.  
 
Available from: https://www.livemint.com/mint-lounge/features/dystopia-comes-calling-
home-1568365089302.html.  

 
 GILL, Ivinder. “The Testaments: History does not Repeat Itself, but Rhymes.” Financial 

Express, 6 October 2019, Online. (678 w.).  
 

Excerpt: For all the darkness and despair of The Handmaid’s Tale, The Testaments offers hope 
and a future, even if Atwood furnishes fictional and rather simple answers in a movie-like 
finish. Unfortunately, humankind’s problems are not so simplistic. One might say dystopian 
writing over the years has clearly not served its cautionary purpose, even if much of it is 
horribly coming true. And, the writers certainly have not been found lacking. “I don’t really 
have a throne,” Atwood tweeted in response to images of her seated like a queen on a recent 
cover of Time magazine. But for an author who shows a mirror to society, and who tells it like 
it is, she deserves one.  
 
Available from: https://www.financialexpress.com/lifestyle/the-testaments-history-does-not-
repeat-itself-but-rhymes/1727733/.  
 

 GILMARTIN, Sarah. “A Splintering of the Dystopia; In Her Long-Awaited Sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale, Master Sculptor Margaret Atwood Recasts a Masterpiece.” Irish Times, 14 
September 2014, p. 21. (1165 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: The Handmaid’s Tale was a single voice speaking up about the unimaginable wrongs 

done to women by a misogynist theocracy. The Testaments, though presenting three 
characters, also leaves us with a stark, solitary impression: an elderly woman who has 
managed so far to survive in Gilead.  Though she has not been subjected to the horrors of life 
as a handmaid, her ultimate aim is perhaps not so different: Nolite te bastardes 
carborundorum. 

 
 GODFRYD, Elise. “The Testaments is a Harmless but Disappointing Extension of the 

Handmaid Universe.” Michigan Daily (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor), 3 October 2019, 
Section: Arts, p. 1. (851 w.).  

 
Excerpt: I’m going to compare The Testaments to The Handmaid’s Tale. I think I have to. And, 
as I contemplate their differences, I’m more and more aware of the inferiority of The 
Testaments in nearly every respect. For one, its prose, in relation to The Handmaid’s Tale at 
least, is unrefined and often unconvincing. One narrator in particular utters lines so unnatural, 
so cringeworthy I could hardly stomach them (“I am fucking sorry, but we are in a hot mess 
emergency here!”). At certain points it reads like a young adult novel, which certainly isn’t 
detrimental in and of itself but feels completely out of place in the context of its predecessor. 
Simply put, this kind of writing belongs nowhere near a Booker Prize, and it certainly wouldn’t 
be in the running for the award if it weren’t the brainchild of Margaret Atwood.  
 
A more glaring and upsetting criticism, though, and what may just be the book’s fatal flaw, is 
the superficial and stereotypical characterization of its narrators Atwood opts for. All three 
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narrators are two-dimensional, archetypal embodiments of the cultures they come from, and 
there simply aren’t enough pages in this plot-heavy novel to flesh them out further. These 
women deserve more. They each deserve a novel of their own. 
 
I don’t want to sound like I despise this book. I don’t in the slightest. The Testaments is an 
addictive read with an uplifting (albeit slightly unearned) resolution. I admire its ambition, its 
aspiration to give voice to as many women as possible. Most importantly, it doesn’t make me 
love The Handmaid’s Tale any less. Ultimately, though, if I do decide to return to Gilead, it 
won’t be by way of The Testaments. 

 
 GORING, Rosemary. “Review of The Testaments by Margaret Atwood: ‘Fills in Many 

Unanswered Questions about The Handmaid’s Tale.” Herald Scotland, 14 September 2019, 
Online. (1314 w.).  

 
Excerpt: For more than 30 years, Atwood resisted blandishments to write a sequel. But even 
the High Priestess of Canadian fiction is susceptible to flattery. Eventually, after a prize-
winning television series, and a Booker Prize shortlisting, The Testaments continues where 
The Handmaid’s Tale left off. In her introduction, Atwood acknowledges the inspiration eager 
readers gave her, but also the imaginative spark offered by “the world we’ve been living in.” As 
the novel unfolds, one cannot help feeling that Atwood’s fascinated disgust with the American 
President and the world he is shaping around him has, ironically, diminished rather than 
enriched her fiction.... The title of The Testaments obliquely refers to the Biblical region over 
which Moses ruled. In Hebrew, Gilead means “hill of testimony,” which makes it fitting that 
this sequel is composed of testimonies by three key figures in the fortunes of this authoritarian 
hell hole....In construction and tempo, The Testaments ... feels broken-backed. The first half is 
gripping, Atwood’s mischievous intellect creating a scenario that you would have to be blind 
and deaf not to recognise as relevant to our own times. Indeed, as novelist Valerie Martin 
wrote of The Handmaid’s Tale, what makes a book an instant classic is that “its timeliness 
increases with time.” When Aunt Lydia recalls that the supreme ruler of Gilead, Commander 
Judd, was unsuccessful in his Certificate of Whiteness scheme, you can almost hear Atwood 
chortle. Likewise when a paedophile dentist is allowed free reign to abuse, because he is so 
good at his job. Free, that is, until the Aunts learn what he has been doing and exact 
bloodthirsty retribution. This scene is a reminder that women can be just as nasty as men. As 
The Testaments hurtles towards its denouement, there is a disappointing sense of Atwood 
joining the dots. The sure narrative voice and drive of The Handmaid’s Tale is lacking, as is the 
profound philosophical and sociological scaffolding that added such richness to the surface 
plot. “How tedious is a tyranny in the throes of enactment,” writes Aunt Lydia. “It’s always the 
same plot.” Sadly for Atwood, that is also true of this dystopian world, whose fresh and 
invigorating power has been lost in over-explanation.  
 
Available from: https://www.heraldscotland.com/arts_ents/17892785.39-margaret-atwood-
creates-scenario-blind-deaf-not-recognise-relevant-times-39-review-testaments.  

 
 GRADY, Constance. “Margaret Atwood’s Handmaid’s Tale Sequel Is a Giddy Thrill Ride: The 

Testaments is Enormous Fun to Read. But it’s Not Great the Way The Handmaid’s Tale is.” 
Vox, 4 September 2019, Online. (1695 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The line everyone remembers from The Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood’s 1985 
dystopian nightmare of a novel, is “Don’t let the bastards grind you down.” In The Handmaid’s 
Tale, that line is heartbreakingly ironic. Our protagonist, Offred, does get ground down by the 
bastards who control her life. She is reduced, hemmed in, deprived of everything that allows 
her a true identity—even her real name, which we never learn. And centuries after her death, 
we see the academics who study her story make dirty jokes at her expense and snide remarks 
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about her pettiness. There is no escape: The bastards grind her down and grind her down. In 
The Testaments, Atwood’s newly released sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, things have 
changed. That famous “don’t let the bastards grind you down” invocation makes no 
appearance, but if it did, it wouldn’t feel ironic. It would feel aspirational. Because the three 
women who narrate The Testaments are emphatically not ground down. That’s part of what 
makes The Testaments a very different book from The Handmaid’s Tale. The Testaments also 
takes place in Gilead, Atwood’s famous dystopia, 17 years after the events of The Handmaid’s 
Tale—but it’s not at all nightmarish. It contains very little of that claustrophobic dread that 
Atwood is so good at conjuring up. Instead, The Testaments is a hopeful book. It’s escapist. It’s 
a thriller. It’s a bit of a joyride.  
 
In that way, it shares some DNA with Hulu’s “Handmaid’s Tale” TV adaptation, which has 
transformed Atwood’s ground-down Offred into an avenging angel of a character, complete 
with a heroic destiny. And although Atwood’s publisher repeatedly claimed that this book 
would stand apart from the TV show, Atwood has brought in a few plot strands that dedicated 
TV watchers will recognize. (If you don’t watch the TV show, you’ll be fine, everything that 
needs to be explained is explained.) Atwood isn’t completely faithful to the way the TV show 
has expanded Gilead: There’s plenty that’s established onscreen that she either ignores or 
downright contradicts in The Testaments. But she holds on to the central belief of the TV show, 
which is that Gilead is a dystopia with hope, that it will be destroyed by individual and 
extraordinary human beings, and that the audience deserves to see those human beings take 
the whole thing down. That makes The Testaments fun to read. But it also means that this 
sequel feels a little less truthful, a little less likely to become immortal, than its predecessor.  
 
Available from: https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/9/4/20849122/testaments-review-
margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale-sequel.  
 

 GREGORY, Lauren. “The Testaments: Review.” BG News (Bowling Green State University), 11 
October 2019, Section: News, p. 1. (639 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: In 1985, Margaret Atwood introduced readers everywhere to the dystopian society of 

Gilead in her novel, The Handmaid’s Tale. It captured the attention of audiences everywhere, 
becoming a staple of high school English required readings, a classic in feminist literature and 
even a popular television series on Hulu. The Testaments, Atwood’s sequel to The Handmaid’s 
Tale, was one of the most anticipated novels of the year. Released on Sept. 10, Atwood’s novel 
has spent three weeks on the New York Times Bestseller List. Part of this popularity can be 
attributed to its more mass-market appeal. Unlike its predecessor, this novel reads less like a 
high school required reading and more like a mass-marketed thriller of a dystopian novel.  

 
 Available from: https://www.bgfalconmedia.com/entertainment/the-testaments-

review/article_55ee42f6-ebc4-11e9-80cc-e7be483a57fb.html.  
 
 GUARDIAN READERS. “‘I Genuinely Felt She Was Talking to Me’: Readers Review Margaret 

Atwood’s The Testaments; The Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale Has Wowed Critics and Been 
Shortlisted for The Booker Prize. But What Do Our Readers Make Of It? WARNING: Contains 
Spoilers.” The Guardian, 20 September 2019, Section: Books, Online. (1396 w.).  

 
Excerpt: ‘It is a book for our times’ A gripping read, atmospheric and didn’t disappoint! To me 
it resonates, to some degree, with what is happening in some parts of the World. Populism, 
treatment of women and the negative view by some of refugees and immigrants. It is a book for 
our times. I am sad as I feel it is unlikely to be read by those who would have the most to learn 
from it! A great novel and brilliant sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Fran Gillam, 65, East 
Midlands 
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‘It’s poetry, and it’s horror’ The Testaments is incredible. It’s poetry, and it’s horror. It’s a 
quick read, and yet it will never leave you. If you read The Handmaid’s Tale, you already know 
the world Atwood created. If you read the news, you will understand why she has written a 
sequel. The story is split between three main voices, each as true and flawed, as angry and as 
beautiful, as the others. As we read, we find ourselves understanding, through fiction, how fact 
is created. We look back into the layers of story. The book reads quite simply—no fancy, wordy 
phrases from this Booker nominee—but there is nothing simple about the tale. The regime is 
there, as it was in The Handmaid’s Tale, but the viewpoint has been changed, and with it, our 
sight. The true darkness of The Testaments is not just in the words Atwood writes, but the bits 
she leaves out, the spaces where we write our own nightmares, between the chapters. Asked 
what she thinks the world needs at the moment, Atwood says, Hope. The Testaments brings 
many things to the reader—sorrow, peace, anger—and it does indeed, give us hope, but like 
everything else, that hope comes with a price. It’s a brilliant and important book, and I almost 
wish I had never read it, so I could read it again for the first time. Cath, 46, Ireland 
 
‘Somehow this resonates’ I’ve never read Atwood before. I watched the series, but not all—I 
found it grim, tortuous, although the end of season three was somewhat uplifting. Now I’ve 
read The Testaments. I am not literary critic, but found it very sharp, very concise. The 
redemption of Aunt Lydia was a surprise, as was the understatement of the whole Gilead terror 
in comparison to the TV dramatisation. Some novels, after you finish them they fade, but 
somehow this resonates. I will not forget this book and its wider themes and issues. I was also 
expecting a feminist slant but never detected it. It is a story about humanity—thought 
provoking. Anonymous 
 
‘Perhaps inevitably the sequel couldn’t live up to my expectations’ I’m conflicted. I read The 
Handmaid’s Tale in high school, when I was 14 or 15, and found it a transformative 
experience. I’ve read it many times since and each time marvelled at the simplicity and beauty 
of the prose—like the words were carved out of stone. When I saw the poster for the sequel for 
the first time I was overjoyed; when I saw that it had been nominated for the Booker prize 
already, my hopes were sky high. So perhaps inevitably the sequel couldn’t live up to my 
expectations. I swept through it in a single day, loving the additional insights into Gilead and 
the horrifying expansion of the world... even as a quiet but insistent part of me was saying: 
“But this isn’t how that character would act,” or “But it wouldn’t be that easy,” or “But that’s 
too much of a coincidence.” The ending was everything I’d wanted but it also felt somehow too 
good to be true. The Handmaid’s Tale was a warning (one that’s been borne out in some ways) 
and The Testaments is saying not to worry, everything will work out OK in the end. I’m looking 
forward to rereading, in a few months. I haven’t seen a single review that isn’t glowing, and I’m 
hoping I’ll like it more on a second time round, because I won’t be so caught up in my own 
expectations. Emma Christoffersen, 29, Bermondsey, London 
 
‘A joy to read’ I read The Handmaid’s Tale when it was first published and really enjoyed 
series one of the TV drama. The rest of it? Not so much. It lacked Atwood’s touch and felt more 
like a TV executive’s vision than hers. The Testaments brings us so much more: Aunt Lydia’s 
narrative casts a clear eye on Gilead and the cultural consequences of misogyny; that of 
Daisy/Jade/Nicole allows a contemporary take on how it appears from the outside; and 
Agnes’s childhood and decision to join the Aunts shows us the difficult choices available inside 
a repressive regime. There are glorious touches of humour—for example the Aunts have to 
adopt names of cosmetics brands—and all of it in Atwood’s perfect prose. A joy to read and, 
just like its predecessor, worth reading many times over. Lisa Hennessy, 62, 
Herefordshire 
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‘There’s nothing new in it’ Profoundly disappointed. I read The Handmaid’s Tale when it was 
first published; the power of it was that it made us see the world in a new way; made 
possibilities that seemed unimaginable seem all too imaginable. Like all of Atwood’s work up 
to that point, it had understated heart to match its cleverness. The Testaments has none of 
that. There’s nothing new in it; no new insight. The idea that Aunt Lydia was “radicalised” by a 
bit of torture and turned into the thing she ought to have abhorred is old, old, old. It’s been so 
very much better done in so very many great novels over a couple of centuries at least. The 
point at which she suddenly “reveals herself” to the young women is unbelievable, verging on 
plain silly. The other two narrators are callow, verging on plain dull. It’s all plot and no insight. 
The one pleasure I took in it was the glorious precision of Aunt Lydia’s voice. As for the rest of 
it: this seemed to be the work of a novelist overly impressed with her own cleverness, and so 
very lacking in heart. Everything that her clever, but heart-filled, earlier novels were not. 
Embarrassingly, I find myself looking to the TV series to be challenged and deepened. Sharon 
Blackie, 58, Galway, Ireland 
 
‘Gripping, with good pacing’ Atwood introduces new characters to a familiar setting, so it feels 
more like a spin-off, or extension, than a direct sequel. We hear the private thoughts of more 
characters from Gilead, which gives a wider range of viewpoints. Overall it’s gripping, with 
good pacing, subtle plot development and excellent characterisation. It’s also a highly relevant 
commentary on the oppression of women. Charlie Anderson, 49, Brighton 
 
‘I genuinely felt she was talking to me’ I ordered The Testaments and I was thrilled to find it 
outside my flat when I got home. I read it over two nights and enjoyed every well-crafted, 
delicious minute. It answered so many of my questions but also gave rise to a few more. 
Everything is wonderfully described, striking a perfect balance between painting the scene and 
the characters, and allowing the reader to visualise themselves in the moment and paint in 
some of the finer details. I cried near the end when AL describes who she believes her reader to 
be, I genuinely felt she was talking to me. To Margaret Atwood, I say thank you so very much 
for writing The Testaments and for answering so many of my questions. Ruth Whitney, 39, 
Aberdeen, Scotland 
 
‘We got a sense of completion from the ending’ I don’t think I’ve anticipated a book as much as 
this since the release of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows. The narratives are fantastic 
and the exploration of the dominating Aunt Lydia is a thing that I’ve wanted for so long. I felt 
that we got a sense of completion from the ending and that while it wasn’t about Offred, I cried 
when I realised that they were all OK. Atwood has created this incredible universe and to 
realise that in the end, all the women—regardless of their status in Gilead—were on each 
other’s side gives me hope in a world where we’re pitted against each other. Lauran 
Hampshire-Dell, 28, Camberley, Surrey. 
 
‘Fun and fast to read’ It’s as if someone kidnapped Atwood and forced her to write a beach 
book—a thriller with easy-to-read narration and juicy cliffhangers. But I loved it! Fun and fast 
to read but darkly funny. Robyn Kemsley, 45, Jakarta.  
 
Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/20/i-genuinely-felt-she-was-
talking-to-me-readers-review-margaret-atwoods-the-testaments.  
 

 HABER, Leigh. “Margaret Atwood’s Handmaid’s Tale Sequel, The Testaments, is a Thrilling 
Return to Gilead.” O, The Oprah Magazine, 4 September 2019, Online. (507 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: You can’t read The Testaments, Margaret Atwood’s closely guarded follow-up to The 

Handmaid’s Tale ..., without feeling that Atwood is a prophet who began seeing our present 
way back in 1985, when the now iconic novel was first published. Even back then, it 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/20/i-genuinely-felt-she-was-talking-to-me-readers-review-margaret-atwoods-the-testaments
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/20/i-genuinely-felt-she-was-talking-to-me-readers-review-margaret-atwoods-the-testaments
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foreshadowed climate change, a state in which men wanted complete dominion over women 
and their reproductive rights, and the kidnapping of religion to justify autocracy. I recently 
reread The Handmaid’s Tale and was struck anew by its chilling, premonitory vision. But I’d 
forgotten how taut and suspenseful it is, and that its heroine’s greatest act of courage is not to 
lose her mind, but to find ways of adapting and surviving, even loving. Unlike the Hulu 
version, in which Offred (June) is in a constant state of resistance like a cat waiting to spring, 
in the book version, if Offred is a rebel at all, it’s in her own mind, where she is able to escape 
through memories of what was. The only clue we have that she might actually have gotten out 
is that her diary—her handmaid’s tale—was left behind for others to find. While The 
Handmaid’s Tale is told entirely from Offred’s point-of-view, its follow-up The Testaments has 
three different narrators, none of them Offred… What’s fascinating about them is how each 
represents a different thread in the fabric of Gilead’s history, threads they must pull at to 
unspool the systematic damage that’s been done over the course of a generation. Is there hope 
for freedom? Is a post-Gilead society possible? If there is, the book seems to be saying, maybe 
there’s hope for us too, now.  

 
 Available from: https://www.oprahmag.com/entertainment/books/a28915458/the-

testaments-review-margaret-atwood-sequel.  
 
 HALLIGAN, Marion. “A Terrifyingly Believable Premise.” Canberra Times (Australia), 21 

September 2019, Section: Panorama, p. 15. (815 w.).  
 

Excerpt: Reading The Testaments, the plot is exciting, the story telling a pleasure, but what is 
really addictive is the language. Atwood is one of the great mistresses of English prose. It is 
simple, pellucid, not very metaphorical, the perfect tool for  her purpose.  
 
Available from: https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6391086/a-terrifyingly-believable-
premise/.  

 
 HO, Olivia. “Hopeful Ode to Resistance; Margaret Atwood’s New Novel The Testaments Is a 

Tour de Force That, While Fresh, Provides a Deft Counterpoint to its Predecessor, The 
Handmaid’s Tale.” The Straits Times (Singapore), 11 September 2019, Section: Life, Online. 
(798 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments, set 15 years after The Handmaid’s Tale, has not the iconic blaze of 
its predecessor, though it certainly builds on that reputation. But is it worth the hype? 
Absolutely. The testaments of the title are by three women. One, Agnes Jemima, is a girl 
growing up in the totalitarian Republic of Gilead; another, Daisy, was raised across the border 
in Canada by liberal parents, but is connected to Gilead in ways she is unaware of. The 
discerning reader can easily guess what relationship these two girls have with each other, as 
well as with Offred, the eponymous narrator of The Handmaid’s Tale. The third narrator is a 
familiar face: Aunt Lydia, the terrifying administrator of the subjugation of women in Gilead, 
including the system of the Handmaids, in which fertile women are forced to bear children for 
the elite through ritualised rape. In The Handmaid’s Tale, Offred saw Aunt Lydia largely as a 
villain. Here, Atwood expands Aunt Lydia into a fascinatingly complex character, giving her a 
background as a family court judge, the kind of single, educated older woman who had 
everything to lose when Gilead rose. She is recast as a survivor, albeit one who has survived 
through monstrous complicity and the ruthless sacrifice of others. “I am a great proponent of 
better,” she thinks. “In the absence of best. Which is how we live now.”  
 
Available from: https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/hopeful-ode-to-resistance.  
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 ILSLEY, Alyssa. “Review: Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments.” The California Aggie 
(University of California, Davis), 2 October 2019, Section: Arts, p. 1. (760 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: One of Atwood’s greatest strengths as a writer is her ability to create deeply complex 

and interesting female characters [such as Aunt Lydia]…. The other two narrators become 
involved in Aunt Lydia’s plot to take down Gilead, but their characters felt much less developed 
than Lydia’s. The novel’s only true criticism has been over Atwood’s struggle to narrate the 
voice of younger women.  

 
Available from: https://theaggie.org/2019/10/02/review-margaret-atwoods-the-testaments/.  

  
 JERNIGAN, Jessica. “Back to Gilead.” The Women’s Review of Books, vol. 36, no. 6, 

November-December 2019, p. 6+. (1830 w.).  
 

Excerpt: Current discussion of The Handmaid’s Tale tends to center on ways in which 
American politics and attitudes feel appallingly close to those of Gilead. That is to say, we talk 
about how close the novel is to nonfiction rather than discussing the work as fiction. What gets 
lost in these analyses is what an extraordinary piece of literature The Handmaid’s Tale is. The 
story is fueled by a sense of urgency and shaped by intimacy. Atwood manages to combine 
lyrical language with a propulsive narrative; not a single word feels superfluous. There are 
traces here and there of this stylistic genius throughout The Testaments, but they are rare. The 
story moves along briskly enough, but this book is about a hundred pages longer than The 
Handmaid’s Tale, and none of that length feels necessary. There’s a great deal of detail that 
adds nothing vital to what we know of Gilead, its citizens, or its enemies. Paired with the 
problems in character development, all this means that this sequel is not quite the masterpiece 
its predecessor is. 
 
Which is not to say that it’s terrible. Read as a novel of suspense, it’s satisfying enough. The 
best way to approach it, though, might be as fanfiction. This is not an insult. Fan-authored 
stories using established characters and settings have long been a vibrant part of fantasy and 
science-fiction culture. In fact, a fanfiction website, An Archive of Our Own, just won a Hugo, 
the most prestigious award in fantastic fiction. Fanfic is driven by a reader’s desire to know 
more about a favorite character or a beloved world by inventing more, and this longing doesn’t 
sound all that different than what Atwood said inspired The Testaments. 

 
 KAKUTANI, Michiko. “The Handmaid’s Thriller: In The Testaments, There’s a Spy in Gilead; 

Fiction.” New York Times, 22 September 2019, Section: Book Review Desk, pp. 12-14. (2267 
w.).  

 
Excerpt: In The Testaments, Atwood’s compelling sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale ... Offred 
makes only the briefest of appearances, speaking a scant three sentences. But she has attained 
almost mythic status in Gilead, where she’s been declared a terrorist and enemy of the state: 
The regime has already made at least two assassination attempts on her life, and it’s turned 
Baby Nicole, the daughter Offred (in the TV series adaptation) had smuggled across the border 
to Canada, into a poster girl martyr. The main story line in The Testaments is a kind of spy 
thriller about a mole inside Gilead, who is working with the Mayday resistance to  help bring 
down the evil empire. It’s a contrived and heavily stage-managed premise—but contrived in a 
Dickensian sort of way with coincidences that reverberate with philosophical significance. And 
Atwood’s sheer assurance as a storyteller makes for a fast, immersive narrative that’s as 
propulsive as it is melodramatic.  
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Available (after registration) from: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/03/books/review/testaments-margaret-atwood-
handmaids-tale.html.  

 
 KANE, Carolyn. “Review: The Testaments by Margaret Atwood.” Door Country Pulse 

[Wisconsin], 8 November 2019, Online.  
 

Excerpt: The Testaments must inevitably suffer by comparison with The Handmaid’s Tale. 
When Atwood wrote that novel, she had to invent Gilead from scratch, creating its history, 
laws, rigid caste system, values and day-to-day life. By the time she began work on The 
Testaments, much of the major creative work was already done, and so were the elements of 
surprise and horror. Still, the world of Gilead will continue to fascinate. A reader who loved 
The Handmaid’s Tale will like The Testaments.  
 
Available from: https://doorcountypulse.com/review-the-testaments-by-margaret-atwood/.  
 

 KELLY, Stuart. “Book Review: The Testaments, by Margaret Atwood.” The Scotsman, 10 
September 2019, Online. (827 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: The Handmaid’s Tale was as sly as subversive. It demanded to be taken seriously. The 

Testaments is lighter; often relying on rather weak jokes. One major female character uses the 
awful pun that the bullying male suffers from “Pen is Envy.” There is a consistent use of saw-
phrases and old rhymes, which I assume is to clarify the stultified state of Gilead, where 
women are not allowed to read or write unless they are the childless Aunts who organise the 
unpaid prostitution of the Maids and the service class of the Marthas.... The highlight of the 
book is the memoirs of Aunt Lydia. They deal with torture, moral compromise and how to 
resist a totalitarian regime, and they do so with sensitivity. The plot which is focused on the 
younger characters is less believable. It seems written with an eye to the Occupy Movement, 
and #MeToo: what brings down regimes of terror is plucky young women, tattooed go-
betweens and secretly resentful wise old owls. It is too much of its time....What, really, to make 
of this novel? Atwood is undoubtedly clever, and knows how to turn a sentence and keep the 
reader sprightly over the plot. It will no doubt appeal to those who have never read her other 
works (Alias Grace, The Blind Assassin and Hag-Seed are far better). But as I read it, I was 
reminded of a different Gilead entirely; Marilynne Robinson’s book with that title. It tried to 
explain how to be good in a world gone wrong; but Atwood’s sequel shows merely how to be 
angry at the world as it is. 

 
Available from: https://www.scotsman.com/arts-and-culture/books/book-review-testaments-
margaret-atwood-1408112.  

 
 KEMP, Peter. “The Testaments by Margaret Atwood Review—The Handmaid’s Tale Sequel has 

Many Surprises; The Follow-Up to her Bestseller Smuggles in Some Unexpected Humour.” The 
Times (London), 14 September 2019, Online. (866 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: Rather unexpectedly, comedy is the keynote of The Testaments, Margaret Atwood’s 

long-awaited sequel to her dystopian classic The Handmaid’s Tale (1985). Banana-skin farce 
accompanied its publication. Despite the book being embargoed under Fort Knox-like 
conditions (Booker judges allowed advance reading had to do so on paper specially 
watermarked to show any security breach), around 800 copies pre-ordered on Amazon got out 
prematurely....The transition from grim to grin isn’t without some bumpiness. A back story 
describing how Lydia was broken down into seeming submission to the regime contains 
material bleak even for black comedy. And Atwood has to detour into spoof gothic and semi-
burlesque thriller to evade later risks of jarring discrepancy between suavely ironic tone and 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/03/books/review/testaments-margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale.html
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uncomfortable content. What sweeps the book along, though, is its imaginative exuberance.... 
Shrewdly, instead of weakening The Handmaid’s Tale’s assured status as a horror-paradigm of 
ideological tyranny by stretching out its fearfulness, Atwood has complemented her menacing 
masterpiece with a mordantly entertaining look at the monstrosities of Gilead on the brink of 
its dis-integration...  

 
 Available on a free trial from: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/the-testaments-by-

margaret-atwood-review-tale-of-the-unexpected-cctp3b03z.  
 
 KIDD, James. “The Testaments, Sequel to Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, is Well 

Worth the 34-year Wait.” South China Morning Post, 10 September 2019, Section: Lifestyle, 
Online. (1499 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: As American comedian Stephen Colbert put it last year, The Testaments was not a 

case of art imitating life, but life imitating Atwood: “Margaret Atwood is writing a sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale, and Donald Trump is almost finished with the prequel.” Given the variety 
and grandeur of all these contexts, it is almost an anticlimax to find The Testaments is, well, 
just a book, nothing more and nothing less. Although it takes an author as visionary as Atwood 
to remind us what a valuable and powerful medium books are. “Writing is dangerous,” notes 
Aunt Lydia early in The Testaments, a sentiment that is even more potent for being itself 
written in a private, and therefore dangerous confession. ... It is something of a relief to write 
that The Testaments is a worthy contender for book of the year, and not only because it has so 
much to live up to. As well as continuing a much-loved and even revered story with dignity, the 
story itself is absorbing, affecting and also great fun. Far from feeling intimidated, Atwood 
seems to be having a ball meeting the challenge she set herself, inserting crafty, even salacious 
nods to the TV series (“moss has sprouted in my damper crevices”). ...While its topicality will 
wane like all works of art, it won’t be long before the world will be dark enough for Atwood to 
be hailed as a prophet all over again.  

 
 Available from: https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-

magazine/books/article/3026496/testaments-sequel-margaret-atwoods-handmaids-tale.  
 
 KIM, Elizabeth Sulis. “The Importance of Stories: On Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments.” Los 

Angeles Review of Books, 19 October 2019, Online. (2245 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: We last saw Offred at the end of The Handmaid’s Tale. Her fate was uncertain. She 

was getting into a car, and it was unclear whether the drivers were Eyes, members of the secret 
police coming to arrest her, or members of the Mayday resistance, set to free her. Ambiguous 
endings fuel our imagination and can distinguish pessimists from optimists, though in hard 
times many of us look to stories for hope. Stories tell us that monsters can be vanquished and 
freedom attained by those who persevere, retaining their humanity; they reassure us that 
justice will prevail. Margaret Atwood said one inspiration for The Testaments was the many 
questions from voracious fans. This sequel delivers the promised answers and closure. 

 
 The importance of storytelling is a major theme in the novel. Storytelling has the capacity to 

forge chains and to break them, to shape identities and make people cooperate. Like in other 
oppressive states where books were burned or heavily censored, Gilead doesn’t like its citizens 
to have free access to stories—in fact, women are not allowed to read at all. Reading and 
writing are dangerous; both can sow the seeds of doubt that encourage free-thinking and, in 
turn, rebellion or revolution. Only those with power have access to the forbidden knowledge. 
The regime also recognizes that stories underpin and buttress belief—the right stories, if edited 
to fit the political agenda, can be used for propaganda.  
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  Available from: https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/the-importance-of-stories-on-margaret-
atwoods-the-testaments/.  

 
 KOHLER, Jeremy. “Praise be! Atwood’s The Testaments is a Satisfying Sequel to The 

Handmaid’s Tale.” St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Missouri), 8 September 2019, Section: LifeStyles, 
p. B1. (1085 w.).  

 
Excerpt: Blessed be the fruit of Margaret Atwood’s beautiful brain. The Testaments, the highly 
anticipated sequel to her 1985 dystopian masterpiece The Handmaid’s Tale, is satisfyingly full 
of answers; a gift. If you sense a certain calm in the world upon its release..., it will be the 
sound of Handmaid’s Nation  becoming lost in 415 wonderful new pages. The developments 
will delight fans of the original novel and the television adaptation on Hulu, who have been 
pining to know what becomes of Offred—the young mother stripped of her daughter, her  rights 
and her name and enslaved as a walking womb—and of Gilead, the literal-minded theocratic 
dictatorship that has knocked the former United States back to 17th-century Puritanical roots. 
Those answers have remained tantalizingly out of reach for nearly 35 years.  
 
Available from: https://www.stltoday.com/entertainment/books-and-
literature/reviews/praise-be-atwood-s-the-testaments-is-a-satisfying-
sequel/article_99c0ded6-9d85-5cf6-b24f-244fafc4113d.html.  
 

 KROETSCH, Laura. “Handmaid’s Tail Ending.” The Advertiser (Australia), 28 September 
2019, Section: Lifestyle, p. 36. (713 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: Men play only peripheral roles in this novel. Instead this is the story of women, and 

Atwood has great fun exposing the many ways women are cruel to each other, especially the 
Aunts, who in their dotage turn out to be devoted and yet rather conniving and small minded. 
Only Aunt Lydia has managed to keep her wits about her and, apparently, her decency. The 
challenge at the heart of the novel is getting Aunt Lydia’s hologram to Mayday and, in this, The 
Testaments reads like a thriller. The novel gains momentum and is ultimately a page-turner 
with some clever reveals for those in the know. And while neither Offred nor Nick make a 
return, Atwood has included plenty of cameos for her fans. The novel also shows Atwood full of 
acerbic wit and great writing; richly imagined and super smart.  

 
 Still I was frustrated. Atwood is a terrific writer, but her teenagers—Daisy /Baby Nicole never 

ring true. And while I imagine it was fun to write, there is a bit much detail, especially about 
law and misogyny, and faith and corruption. We get it, we live in the world too. More to the 
point, maybe we didn’t really need all of our questions answered. My main frustration is with 
Aunt Lydia and Atwood never explains why she does what she does. She is a complicated 
character, the most commanding in the book, and yet her “shapeshifting” is hard to believe. 
She is judge-turned-enforcer through torture (not excessive, but somehow enough). She is 
cunning and powerful and knows everyone’s secrets—she has the actual key to the library of 
secrets. So why wait so long to tell? Why did she let it happen in the first place? Is she guilty? 
Remorseful? 

 
 The Testaments is good fun, it is very clever, long but not terribly pedantic and very hopeful. 

There is none of the bleakness of The Handmaid’s Tale, nor anywhere near the violence. And it 
feels finished; I can’t imagine another chapter in the story. 

 
 LIQUORI, Donna. “Atwood’s The Testaments Takes Readers on Wild Ride.” Associated Press, 

16 September 2019, Section: Book Reviews, Online. (590 w.).  
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 Excerpt: We are treated to a book that satisfies many of the questions left  hanging at the end 
of The Handmaid’s Tale by a writer who seems to enjoy this ride.  

 
Available from: https://toronto.citynews.ca/2019/09/16/atwoods-the-testaments-takes-
readers-on-wild-ride/. 

 
 LOFTUS, Tobi. “Thrilling Trip Back to Dystopian Land; The Testaments.” The Chronicle 

(Toowoomba, Queensland), 19 September 2019, p. 29. (384 w.).  
 

Excerpt: Thrilling, terrifying, exciting; those are the three words that could be used to describe 
the return to Gilead in The Testaments. The long-awaited sequel to The Handmaids Tale[,] 
which was released in 1985, finally came out last week, and while the first book was a bleak 
look into the mind of a woman trapped in nightmarish circumstances, this new book offers a 
more hopeful look at standing up to oppression. The book is narrated by three characters, Aunt 
Lydia, a young girl within Gilead (the former United States of America overthrown by 
terrorists and turned into a far-right wing Christian theocracy) and a young girl living in 
Canada. What follows is a thrilling exploration of both the early days of the theocracy and the 
beginning of its end. 
 
The biggest things that [stand] out about The Testaments is that it’s not The Handmaid’s Tale. 
The Handmaid’s Tale was a slow exploration at the impacts Gilead had on the mind of central 
narrator Offred (who is mentioned towards the end of Testaments). The new novel, on the 
other hand, is a fast-paced thriller, a page turner that you won’t want to put down. 
 
One can’t help but see the TV adaptation of “The Handmaid’s Tale” influence on this novel. 
Several of the key story arcs from the TV series that were not in the first book are referenced in 
this follow-up, and while the character of Aunt Lydia did appear in the first book, the version 
of her in The Testaments does feel like it was written for the actor who portrays her in the 
series, Ann Dowd. This is not a bad thing, as this adds to her character development, as well as 
those of the other two narrators. The book also fixes up a number of issues that there were with 
the most recent series of the show. 
 
And while at times this novel can feel like a tie-in to the series, it is regardless Atwood at her 
best. How she gets into characters heads, her way of creating complex and terrifying worlds. 
For fans of The Handmaid’s Tale, both the book and the TV series, The Testaments won’t be a 
disappointing read. It is a triumphant return to one of the most horrific dystopian worlds in 
fiction, and where The Handmaid’s Tale left you feeling terrified about where the world was 
heading The Testaments will leave you hopeful. 
 

 LU, Donna. “Waking up to Anti-science.” New Scientist, vol. 243, no. 3248, 21-27 September 
2019, p. 30. (622 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: At the heart of the novel is the power of narrative itself—of who gets to speak and to 

listen, of the ability of information to limit, control or expand a world. “Knowledge is power, 
especially discreditable knowledge,” writes Aunt Lydia. “Loose lips sink ships,” several 
characters repeat. “Least said, soonest mended,” is another recurring adage. A regime’s official 
story, argues The Testaments, rarely aligns with reality. Autocracies can be built on controlled 
narratives, but in the end, truth can still destroy. 

 
 MACDONALD, Moira. “Praise be! Testaments a Mesmerizing Sequel.” Seattle Times, 15 

September 2019, Section: D, p. 7 (998 w.).  
 

https://toronto.citynews.ca/2019/09/16/atwoods-the-testaments-takes-readers-on-wild-ride/
https://toronto.citynews.ca/2019/09/16/atwoods-the-testaments-takes-readers-on-wild-ride/
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Excerpt: The Testaments feels less like a sequel than a companion piece to The Handmaid’s 
Tale (though I suspect it won’t be as rewarding if you haven’t read the previous book). Details 
from the previous book are filled in and connections to some of its plotlines are gradually 
revealed, like the colors of a terrifyingly vivid painting slowly emerging. There are, as in the 
previous book, welcome bits of ink-dark humor: the Aunts meet up at the pink-tabled Schlafly 
Café, stressed-out Wives can consult the Calm & Balm Clinic, and a visitor to Gilead notes that 
“(e)veryone was staring at me and smiling in a way that was part friendly and part hungry, like 
those scenes in horror movies where you know the villagers will turn out to be vampires.” The 
wit provides a needed respite from the details, particularly those matter-of-factly provided by 
Agnes, of what life for a young woman in Gilead held. “I have still never been on a swing,” she 
notes. “It remains one of my wishes.” But what makes the book most mesmerizing is Atwood’s 
working of the everyday into the unthinkable; her way of conveying how, in different degrees, 
these characters came to accept their reality, and even to become complicit in it. Aunt Lydia, 
whose voice quietly dominates the book, tells of how she came to “number myself among the 
faithful”—because it was safer. “Better to hurl rocks than to have them hurled at you,” she 
muses. “Or better for your chances of staying alive.” In words impossible to read without 
shivering, she continues. “They knew that so well, the architects of Gilead. Their kind has 
always known that.”  
 
Available from: https://www.seattletimes.com/entertainment/books/review-the-testaments-
margaret-atwoods-mesmerizing-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale-is-finally-here.  

 
 MAGUIRE, Emily. “An Interrogation of Complicity.” Sydney Morning Herald, 9 September 

2019, Section: Spectrum, p. 20. (1076 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: The Testaments was shortlisted for the Booker Prize before it had even been 

published. The judges had to sign “a ferocious non-disclosure agreement”  that prevented them 
saying anything about why they had listed the book except this: “It’s terrifying and 
exhilarating.” It’s both of those things, as well as sly and funny, filled with Atwood’s 
characteristic joyful and subversive wordplay. And while much of the discussion will, rightly, 
be about its relationship to our present political realities, it shouldn’t go unmentioned that 
everything else aside, Atwood is a bloody great storyteller. The pages of this great big book all 
but turn themselves.  

 
Available from https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/books/the-testaments-atwood-s-
riveting-sequel-to-the-handmaid-s-tale-20190909-p52pdk.html.  
 

 MARTYN, Shona. “Rebellion, Rescue: What Came Next For the Oppressed Women of Gilead?; 
Review.” Sydney Morning Herald (Australia), 7 September 2019, Section: News, p. 8. (448 
w.).  

 
 Excerpt: The Testaments is a dystopian literary thriller that presents its readers with a hint of 

optimism and the possibility of the overthrow of the repressive totalitarian theocracy of Gilead. 
The book is a compelling read—literary in its intent, construction and depth but a page-turner 
in its execution. It is not as dark or violent as its predecessor.  
 
Available from: https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/books/repression-rebellion-rescue-
what-came-next-for-gilead-20190906-p52oq0.html.  

 
MCAULEY, Kate and Katherine SMYRK. “The Testaments: Under Her Eye.” Big Issue 
Australia, no. 597, October 2019, pp. 14-17.  
 

https://www.seattletimes.com/entertainment/books/review-the-testaments-margaret-atwoods-mesmerizing-sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale-is-finally-here
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“The feverishly anticipated follow-up to The Handmaid’s Tale has finally arrived,  more than 
three decades later. So what does Margaret Atwood predict for our future?”  
 
Available for purchase from: 
https://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=689723768910118;res=IELAPA. 

 
 MILLER, Laura. “The Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale Is an Unlikely Crowd-Pleaser: Margaret 

Atwood’s The Testaments Takes as Much From the Hit TV Series as It Does from Her Original 
Novel.” Slate, 4 September 2019, Online. (1571 w.).  

 
Excerpt. The Testaments is fun to read in a way that The Handmaid’s Tale is not, fun in the 
same way that the TV series, for all its grim lighting and performances, is crowd-pleasing. Its 
characters are not powerless or crushed. The Testaments comes adorned with much splendid 
writing. Atwood, who is also a poet, can turn a metaphor that feels both original and like 
something you’ve always known: “‘Life is not about hair,’ I said then, only half jocularly. Which 
is true, but it is also true that hair is about life. It is the flame of the body’s candle, and as it 
dwindles the body shrinks and melts away.” She has always grounded her fiction in the 
creatureliness of experience, whether it’s Offred stealing butter to use as hand lotion in The 
Handmaid’s Tale or Daisy observing that the woman who raised her “had a distant smell. She 
smelled like a floral guest soap in a strange house I was visiting. What I mean is, she didn’t 
smell to me like my mother.” All of this and a corker of a plot, culminating in a breathless flight 
to freedom, makes The Testaments a rare treat. The Handmaid’s Tale, while magnificent, was 
never that. But—let’s not kid ourselves—that’s because, of the two novels, it is the least 
reassuring, the least flattering, and, sadly, the most true.  
 
Available from: https://slate.com/culture/2019/09/handmaids-tale-sequel-the-testaments-
book-review-tv-series.html.  

 
 MYERSON, Judy. “The Testaments by Margaret Atwood Review—Hints of a Happy Ending; 

Atwood’s Angry, Pacy Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale Admits a Ray of Light into Gilead’s 
Toxic World.” The Observer (London), 15 September 2019, Section: Books, Online. (1541 w.).  

 
Excerpt: Where [The Handmaid’s Tale] traded so pithily and memorably in obfuscation, 
despair and darkness, the sequel sees the lamps slowly lit. Where, at the end of the first, June 
was bundled into the back of a van with no idea whether it heralded her “end” or her 
“beginning,” in this second novel we have a quasi-Shakespearean sense of all’s well that ends 
well. Not only do various bad guys receive their comeuppance, but there’s a strong sense of 
goodness winning the day, even—whisper it—hints of something that might amount to a happy 
ending. Which actually feels a touch disappointing. Sure, this new book is gloriously savage in 
its anger, against both God, with his “special interest” in the “polluting” blood that comes out 
of girls, and sexually predatory men who prefer their underage victims to seem “not fully 
human, with a naughty core to them.” There is no doubt that Atwood is in top form here. But 
still it feels as if something crucial is missing. Or perhaps not missing enough, for didn’t the 
strength of the first book lie precisely in its daring ambiguities, its unapologetic refusal to 
elucidate? Surely one of the reasons Gilead managed to be so spookily convincing was that 
Atwood cunningly chose to leave so many of its edges blurry. Interiors, furniture, food, clothes, 
linen were described with all of the deft shadow and gleam of a Dutch painting—and the same, 
incidentally, is true in this book—but beyond that, we only had the vaguest hints of how the 
larger world worked. The most trenchant and exciting fiction almost always amounts to an act 
of conjuring—and in Atwood’s gracefully necromantic hands, Gilead’s regime didn’t seem to 
require much explanation or justification. We believed, simple as that. And as for why Aunt 
Lydia behaves as she does? Well, have any of the world’s most brutal regimes ever run short of 
compliant executioners? 

https://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=689723768910118;res=IELAPA
https://slate.com/culture/2019/09/handmaids-tale-sequel-the-testaments-book-review-tv-series.html
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Another problem, which becomes more troubling as the novel unfolds, is the lack of emotional 
subtext, or indeed sometimes any subtext at all. In The Testaments, what you see is what you 
get, with any possibility of equivocation, shading or real complexity (or the chance for readers 
to imagine anything for themselves) sacrificed again and again to pace and plot. Perhaps the 
emphatically retrospective nature of this narrative doesn’t help. The Handmaid’s Tale 
unfolded in a memorably deadpan and very immediate present tense—we didn’t know what 
was coming next any more than June did. But here, because all three central characters are 
apparently giving their accounts as “witnesses,” events unwind in the far less suspenseful and 
all-too hindsight-laden past. 
 
Perhaps because of this, there are few, if any, chances to feel moved on behalf of these 
characters—a strange and enervating absence in a novel that hinges so strongly on the agonies 
of familial separation. It made me wonder, not for the first time, whether this simply isn’t 
where Atwood’s interests lie: the only scene in The Handmaid’s Tale that, on a recent 
rereading, seemed less than entirely convincing is when June, finally shown a photograph of 
her daughter and unable to find any trace of her own existence in her child’s eyes, wishes she 
hadn’t seen it at all. (Believe me, no mother on Earth would pass up on that photo.) 
 
Where Atwood’s interests do undeniably lie is in shaking us up, challenging our complacencies 
and using her chillingly profound imagination to challenge us to think and rethink, to see our 
volatile and increasingly toxic world anew. But is she willing to leave room for her reader? I 
have my own test of what makes a truly great work of fiction: can you revisit it at a later point 
in your life and read a whole different novel? In other words, is the novel sufficiently elastic—
and slippery and enigmatic—to grow with you? 
 
The Handmaid’s Tale triumphantly passes this test. But occasionally, with its wide-angle 
sweep and wholehearted lack of uncertainty, its angels and demons struggle and seemingly 
effortless resolutions, The Testaments can feel as if it’s already decided what it thinks. And 
what we should think, too.  
 
Available after registration from: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/15/the-
testaments-margaret-atwood-review.  
 

 PEARSON, Allison. “Atwood’s Dystopia Sequel Thrills Us All Over Again” The Telegraph, 7 
September 2019, Section: News, p. 26. (1044 w.).  

 
Excerpt: I will never forget the chilling thrill of reading The Handmaid’s Tale when it first 
came out. I was so engrossed that I missed my stop on the Tube. Like the very best dystopian 
fiction, it had real toads in its imaginary garden. Atwood made you shudder to see how easily 
the rights and freedoms we take utterly for granted could disappear and tyranny become the 
new normal. This sequel will not go down as a landmark in fiction as that book did, but I 
gobbled it down none the less. It is different, definitely; worthy of a place on the Booker 
shortlist, certainly; and not disappointing like Harper Lee’s woeful Go Set a Watchman was. 
Frankly, it’s a relief, after the TV series’s distressing descent into torture porn, to have 
Atwood’s cool hand back on the wheel. And what an act of imaginative daring to make the 
villain who seemingly colluded most with Gilead’s poisonous patriarchy into its avenging 
female nemesis. At the very end of the novel, Aunt Lydia, who has turned derided women’s 
gossip into a weapon of mass destruction, addresses us: “If you are reading, this manuscript 
will have survived. Though perhaps I’m fantasising: perhaps I will never have a reader.” Oh, 
you will, dear, and millions of them, too. Margaret Atwood may have been suborned by fans to 
the anti-Trump cause but, as she proves in these pages, she is far too great and witty a novelist 
to be limited to one smug, self-congratulatory point of view. By wit, I don’t mean jokes, 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/15/the-testaments-margaret-atwood-review
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/sep/15/the-testaments-margaret-atwood-review
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although there are shafts of laughter in the darkness here. Rather, she has an incredible 
intellectual nimbleness that challenges us constantly and poses the question that lies like a 
pearl inside the shell of this frighteningly readable novel. “Before you sit in judgment, how 
would you behave in Gilead?” Praise be!  
 
Available from: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/what-to-read/testaments-margaret-
atwood-review-sequel-handmaids-tale-thrills.  

 
 PERRY, Paul. “Daring Sequel Testament to Atwood’s Literary Powers.” Sunday Independent, 

15 September 2019, Section: Living, p. 15. (805 w.).  
 

Excerpt: Whether The Testaments is as good as, or better than The Handmaid’s Tale, is not the 
right question. It’s a follow-on. It amplifies, and enriches the original story, and it fulfils that 
purpose to a tee. The Handmaid’s Tale had memorable one-liners like, ‘Yesterday was July the 
Fourth, which used to be Independence Day, before they abolished it’. The Testaments has less 
of these, but Atwood’s neologisms still have a frightening prescience. In fact, Atwood has 
always been intrigued by language, and how it serves us. In her novel, The Robber Bride, she 
told us that ‘War is what happens when language fails’. But The Testaments also suggests that 
freedom is interwoven with language, and that our freedom is compromised when we fail in 
our use of language. A sequel to what has become a classic, like The Handmaid’s Tale, was 
never going to be met with universal praise. We’ll have to wait and see. But very few people are 
talking about Kingsley Amis’s novel The Old Devils—how ironic and patriarchal a title in light 
of Atwood’s oeuvre—which pipped The Handmaid’s Tale for the Booker Prize back in 1986. My 
prediction is that Atwood will win this time, and that in another 35 years, readers will be still 
talking about her work, Gilead, how it fell, and how, as she invokes Mark Twain, history does 
not repeat itself, but rhymes. The legacy Atwood has left us in Gilead, and The Testaments is a 
testament to not only her own powers as a novelist, but to the novel as an enduring art form 
which can illuminate, record, and provoke.  
 
Available from: https://www.independent.ie/entertainment/books/book-reviews/daring-
sequel-testament-to-atwoods-literary-powers-38495621.html. 
 

 PERSHEY, Katherine E Willis. “The Testaments: A Novel.” Christian Century, 23 October 
2019, pp. 38-39.  

 
 Excerpt: The Testaments unfolds 15 years after Offred signs off as the titular narrator of The 

Handmaid’s Tale. Engrossing if uneven, the sequel is narrated by three women of shifting 
identities and loyalties: Aunt Lydia, Agnes Jemima, and Jade (aka Daisy). The tripartite 
narration works well as a plot device, tidily braiding a story that otherwise might have been a 
tangle. The thing about a braid, though, is that you generally know what to expect. I’m 
someone who can be shocked when love interests reconcile at the end of a romantic comedy, 
yet I saw certain revelations in The Testaments coming from a mile away. Some of the book’s 
many plot twists are deliciously inevitable, while others veer into mere predictability.  

 
 Available from: https://www.christiancentury.org/review/books/back-margaret-atwood-s-

gilead.  
 
 PING, Trisha. “The Testaments.” BookPage, Oct. 2019, p. 17.  
 

Excerpt: The Testaments … is a crowd-pleasing page turner. Atwood leans in to the attractions 
of both her original novel, with its Scheherazade-style narration, and the TV series, with its 
resistance-minded heroine.… If a book must be ground-breaking to be a true classic, The 
Testaments can’t be ranked alongside its predecessor. Today, the divide between genre and 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/what-to-read/testaments-margaret-atwood-review-sequel-handmaids-tale-thrills
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literary fiction is more porous, and dystopian fiction is an established genre—in large part 
thanks to novels like The Handmaid’s Tale. But just as The Handmaid’s Tale was a response to 
the backlash against the women’s movements of the 1970s, The Testaments is equally of its 
time, drawing from contemporary politics in ways that resonate. Atwood remains a keen 
chronicler of power and the way status (or lack thereof) affects how it is leveraged, and seeing 
her explore that issue in Gilead once again is a pleasure.  
 
Available from: https://bookpage.com/reviews/24389-margaret-atwood-testaments-
fiction#.XyRaw5fPyUk.  

 
 RATCLIFFE, Sophie. “Gilead, Revisited; Books Reviews; Sophie Ratcliffe on a Sequel to The 

Handmaid’s Tale that is Full of Wit But Ties Up its Loose Ends Too Neatly.” Daily Telegraph, 
14 September 2019, Section: Review, pp. 24, 25. (1135 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: This is a chunky novel. Whereas the body of The Handmaid’s Tale was narrated from 

Offred’s perspective, The Testaments’ multi-plot texture gives it a far more panoramic scope…. 
Where previously Atwood denied us a happy ending, The Testaments heads for that Hollywood 
moment with badass determination.  And as her trio perform action heroics, escape, and 
reunite, the limits of plausibility are stretched thinner than in Mission: Impossible. The 
Testaments contains much wit and brilliance, but its final shaping reduces it to something 
restorative but strangely bland. Like one of Aunt Lydia’s milky drinks, Atwood’s return to 
Gilead feels just that bit too easy to swallow.  

 
  Available (after subscribing for a free trial) from: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/what-

to-read/testaments-margaret-atwood-heads-hollywood-review/. 
 
 ROMEI, Stephen. “Blessed Be the Fresh Fruit of Atwood’s Great Imagination.” The Australian, 

7 September 2019, Section: Inquirer, p. 17. (1228 w.).  
 

 Excerpt: The long-awaited sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale is more optimistic and keeps us on 
edge. We are back in Gilead, praise be, the puritan, misogynist theocracy in what used to be the 
United States of America. It is 15 years later and it is a different place. It is not a better place, 
especially for women. Having babies is still all that matters. Abortion is still a capital offence. 
Yet this is the surface. Underneath, Gilead is fraying, under pressure internally and externally. 
It is heading the way most, if not all, totalitarian dictatorships eventually do. This is the Gilead 
Margaret Atwood wants us to see in The Testaments, her much-awaited, top-secret... 35-years-
in-the-coming sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. As such, for all its reminders of darkness, 
cruelty and violence, it is a more optimistic book than its predecessor.  

 
 Available from: https://www.theaustralian.com.au/inquirer/blessed-be-the-fresh-fruit-of-

atwoods-imagination/news-story/be7a7cd6145674c54c06b47456924f93.  
 
 ROUPENIAN, Kristen. “The Uneasy Uplift of The Testaments: Why Margaret Atwood’s Sequel 

Lacks the Power of The Handmaid’s Tale.” New Republic, 1 December 2019, p. 52. (1695 w.).   
 
 Excerpt: The Testaments largely lacks the power of its predecessor. Why? One simple reason 

may be familiarity….The cultural omnipresence of the Handmaid as a shorthand for female 
oppression has had the counterintuitive effect of domesticating the bizarre, dark world that 
Atwood originally imagined. The second book simply can’t land with the same shock of the 
strange that the first one did….In the first book, much of the shock and confusion we feel when 
we are  introduced to Gilead is shared with the narrator, Offred…. The characters in The 
Testaments, by contrast, have much more access to information about the system under which 
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they live. They have this information (spoiler alert) because they’ve been tasked with bringing 
that system down.  

 
 Available from: https://newrepublic.com/article/155690/uneasy-uplift-margaret-atwood-

testaments-book-review. 
 
 SACKS, Sam. “REVIEW — Books: Is There No Balm in Gilead?” Wall Street Journal, 7 

September 2019, p. C7. (1992 w.).  
 

Excerpt: We are here dealing with something categorically different from a literary sequel. 
More accurately, The Testaments is a new installment in a multimedia franchise. But it’s also 
that most humble thing: a book. What if you were to read it without boning up on episode 
recaps? You’d find an engaging if largely insubstantial page turner. The unsettling political 
questions evoked by the previous novel are only glossed here, as Ms. Atwood concentrates on 
the stagecraft of the espionage plot. Brisk, amusing scenes depict Aunt Lydia’s machinations 
against her fellow Aunts and Gilead’s ruler, the blundering, wife-murdering Commander Judd. 
Daisy and Agnes are gradually recruited into her scheme and work as moles in Gilead’s 
backrooms before attempting a high-wire escape to Canada with a cache of damaging 
documents. The most disappointing effect of this streamlining is the way it flattens the writing. 
The girls’ testimonies have been scaled back to strictly functional accounts of events (“I will 
now describe the preparations leading up to my proposed marriage,” and so on), and while 
Aunt Lydia’s chapters are textured by remorse and anger, she has the frustrating habit of 
expressing everything in clichés. “You don’t believe the sky is falling until a chunk of it falls on 
you,” she says, recalling the rise of Gileadean fascism….  
 
The novel The Handmaid’s Tale is ambiguous and inconclusive. (Offred’s fate, for instance, is 
left uncertain.) It sets out its richly allusive elements without attempting to resolve them. It 
works through implication, and its triumph is principally a triumph of language. The 
Testaments, in contrast, is a work of explanation. Ms. Atwood has said that she was inspired to 
write it by the questions people have bombarded her [with] about the fate of Gilead and its 
characters, and she has devised a story that ties up the loose ends left by both the book and the 
TV drama (though she has shrewdly given herself an opening for a further installment, as 
well). Ultimately, the difference between the two novels can be boiled down to the difference 
between “What does this mean?” and “What happens?” which is also a way of describing the 
difference between literature and entertainment. Screen adaptations have always been treated 
warily (if not contemptuously) by writers because they have a way of diminishing the 
possibilities of interpretation. They spell out what is meant to be abstract. In fact, every book is 
“adapted” countless times, in the imaginations of its readers, and the best books are those that 
give our imaginations the freest rein to play. The Handmaid’s Tale did that by conjuring a 
world just aslant from our own, partly historical, partly futuristic, partly foreign, partly 
recognizable, partly horrifying, partly sympathetic, fierce in its convictions but sufficiently 
open-ended to allow different readings and conclusions. It’s a novel for all readers. With The 
Testaments, Ms. Atwood has written one for the fans. 
 

 SCURR, Ruth. “The Testaments, by Margaret Atwood—Review.” Spectator, 21 September 
2019, Section: Books, Online. (899 w.).  

 
Excerpt: From her three testaments, Atwood has conjured a compelling sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale that is tautly plotted in spare, economical prose. It will appeal to readers who 
have never watched Hulu’s popular Emmy award-winning TV adaption, viewers who have 
never read the original novel first published in 1985, and people who have done both. In The 
Testaments, Atwood succeeds in regaining control of Gilead through words. Her authorial 
power is reflected in the dilemma experienced by Aunt Lydia: should she subvert the regime, 

https://newrepublic.com/article/155690/uneasy-uplift-margaret-atwood-testaments-book-review
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give the violent and repressive Republic of Gilead ‘the first shove over the cliff’, or continue to 
profit from it?  
 
Available from: https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/welcome-back-to-gilead-margaret-
atwood-s-triumphant-reclaiming-of-her-work.  

 
 SETHI, Anita. “A Brutal, Beautiful Testament to the Power of Writing as Resistance; First 

Read.” The Independent, 6 September 2019, Section: News, p. 21. (584 w.).  
 

Excerpt: The power of words and storytelling to get under the skin and change hearts and 
minds is a theme of all of Margaret Atwood’s books, and palpably so in her powerful new novel, 
The Testaments, in whose opening chapter Aunt Lydia comments: “Writing can be dangerous.” 
The brutal and beautiful sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, in which handmaids are forbidden 
from writing or reading books, shows how telling stories is itself an act of resistance.... The 
Testaments is a formidable achievement that will doubtless be read in decades to come.  
 
Available from: https://inews.co.uk/culture/the-testaments-margaret-atwood-review-
publication-date-335141.  

 
 SISNEROS, Johnna. “REVIEW: Atwood Answers All Questions with The Handmaid’s Tale 

Sequel.” Daily Nebraskan: University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 20 September 2019, Section: 
News, p.1. (626 w.).  

 
Excerpt: Since the publication of The Handmaid’s Tale, Atwood enthusiasts have  burned with 
questions about the chilling world of Gilead, as well as the fate of Offred and her daughter. 
After nearly 35 years, the sequel to the popular dystopian novel has finally come out, and it 
does not disappoint. With vivid description and frightening analysis of theocratic regimes, The 
Testaments provides a well-rounded perception of a society not entirely unlike today’s.  
 
Available from: http://www.dailynebraskan.com/culture/review-atwood-answers-all-
questions-with-the-handmaid-s-tale-sequel/article_7e2ee1ba-db40-11e9-8c41-
77cf970e166e.html. 
 

 SMITH, Russell. “Atwood’s The Testaments is a thrilling, but lighter, sequel to The 
Handmaid’s Tale; BOOK REVIEW.” Globe & Mail, 7 September 2019, p. A18. (1015 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: Comparisons to The Handmaid’s Tale are going to be inevitable with a sequel, and so 

one cannot help but notice a difference in tone. Similar to much of Atwood’s recent dystopian 
fiction, the focus here is on action rather than on reflection. Where The Handmaid’s Tale was 
claustrophobic and discursive, the rather coldly intoned thoughts and memories of a woman 
imprisoned—a narrative with all the inflections of Atwood’s poetry, a long commentary on the 
underlying motives of contemporary misogyny—the new book reads more like a thriller with 
satirical elements (such as, indeed, her previous novel The Heart Goes Last) and feels slightly 
less real as a result. A great deal of exposition is required to get readers up to speed on the 
political organization of the state, and so parts of all three narratives are written as historical 
summaries; this brings awareness of novelness rather than immersion in a tortured psyche…. 
In all this is a lighter book—an exciting rather than a depressing read, complete even with a 
surprisingly sentimental ending that seems more wry and knowing than angry. It might even 
be called optimistic. 

 
 STRAIGHT, Susan. “Review: Handmaid’s Tale sequel The Testaments puts Margaret Atwood’s 

Powers on Full Display.” Los Angeles Times, 4 September 2019, Section: Books, Online. (1233 
w.).  
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 Excerpt: In The Testaments, the long-anticipated sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret 

Atwood’s powers are on full display. The theocracy of Gilead, in which powerful men have used 
the Bible as genesis and justification for death, torture and banishment, has banned reading. 
So when a young girl is finally allowed access to the Bible, and realizes that the verses and 
stories she has been read by her father and teachers are not the same as those on the pages, her 
very soul is shaken.... Atwood’s braided storyline leads to the best parts of the novel, the 
conversations between girls and women. The Aunts are named for remembered beauty 
mavens—Estee, Helena, Elizabeth, and even Vidala. (Think hair, for the last one.) The wedding 
arranger Aunts are Sara, Lorna and Betty. But cloistered lives encourage betrayal. Writing 
these stories in her private sanctum, alongside her forbidden favorite novels (Jane Eyre, Anna 
Karenina, Lives of Girls and Women), Lydia plans the downfall of the republic. I confess: I 
didn’t read the first novel in the 1980s; as a young married woman surrounded by babies and 
family, the first chapter was too frightening. I read The Handmaid’s Tale last month. Having 
three college-educated daughters with brown skin and curly hair, I was chilled. But in both 
novels, brief mentions of Children of Ham being taken from Detroit to Homelands in North 
Dakota, of Mormon rebellions in Utah and the independent Republic of Texas, among other 
scattered asides, didn’t seem reflective of the U.S. as a nation where nearly half the population 
is descended from indigenous, immigrant and formerly enslaved people of color; where people 
speak Spanish, Yoruba, Tagalog and Mandarin. Lydia, as a former family court judge, might 
have given readers a bigger sense of how Gilead’s founders sought a return to whiteness, 
especially when some current politicians explicitly cite a need for “American babies.” In 1986, 
some reviewers dismissed Atwood’s dystopian vision; in her acknowledgments, Atwood says 
The Testaments addresses questions posed by millions of readers: “Thirty-five years is a long 
time to think about possible answers, and the answers have changed as society itself has 
changed, and as possibilities have become actualities.” Fierce battles over abortion rights, 
Planned Parenthood and women’s bodies are juxtaposed with a recent Kardashian family 
birthday party, Handmaid-themed. Everyone should read The Testaments, and consider the 
true desires of human nature.  

 
 Available from https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/books/story/2019-09-

04/margaret-atwood-the-testaments.  
 
 SUTHERLAND, James. “Book Review: The Testaments.” Pan American (University of Texas 

Rio Grande Valley), 13 October 2019, Section: Arts, p. 1. (673 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: The Testaments is a lot of fun to read if you are a fan of the story’s universe…. That … 

being said, the novel overall was too predictable and too clean. After the first act of the book 
had concluded, I had figured out what the major twists would be. While this is not always a 
problem, when following a book renowned for its shock factor, predictability is disappointing. 
Additionally, Atwood gave the characters all endings that felt a little too shallow. The 
Handmaid’s Tale ended on a very ambiguous note—you were given some hints as to June’s 
fate, but you ultimately were left guessing as to how her life turned out. The Testaments leaves 
nothing up to chance, offering a clear-cut ending where all conflicts are thoroughly resolved 
with little to no room for interpretation or ambiguity. Again, this is not necessarily a bad thing, 
but as a follow-up to a book that executed the opposite so perfectly, it was a bit of a letdown. 
There was a certain expectation that, when reading something of this story universe, nothing 
was ever truly as it seemed. Critiques aside, I commend Margaret Atwood for returning to this 
universe once more to get the coin that she rightfully deserves. This novel is a true testament to 
her insight into contemporary society’s persisting problems with gender inequality, and I 
would wholeheartedly recommend this book to anyone who is a fan of both the first book and 
the Hulu series. 
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 THOMAS-CORR, Johanna. “There’s Something Rotten in the Sanctimonious State of Gilead; 
The Long-Awaited Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale is More Gruesome Yet Strangely Less 
Scary.” London Evening Standard, 12 September 2019, Section: News, p. 41. (946 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The first half of the novel is gripping and full of incident, a deft balance of horror and 
wit. Atwood is at her best channelling Aunt Lydia, whose acid irony ripples through the prose. 
The most electrifying scenes circle back over events we remember from the first book, only this 
time from Lydia’s perspective. As ever, Atwood cuts to the truth about women and power. 
When the chips are down, sisterhood and solidarity are often abandoned. “If it’s a henyard,” 
Lydia writes, “I intend to be alpha hen.” Atwood can thread history through a new needle: 
nothing goes in her dystopias that hasn’t already occurred somewhere on Earth. She has 
always been able to move seamlessly through different genres too, skipping from one 
generation of readers to the next. The sections narrated by Agnes and Daisy have the flavour of 
Young Adult fiction.... But overall the tone is unstable, lurching from tense confessional to 
Shakespearean lost-sibling farce. For all the blood, the atmosphere isn’t nearly as menacing as 
it was in The Handmaid’s Tale, where the boredom Offred endured in her bedroom was every 
bit as chilling as the bodies of traitors hanging from the Wall. With three narrators—two of 
whom are rather callow—you lose the intensity (dare I suggest it would have been more 
interesting to hear from the people who created the place—the men?). Atwood has said she 
now has so many obligations that she rarely gets any long stretches of writing without being 
distracted—and it shows, with the lack of psychological complexity that may leave fans 
disappointed.... The Testaments is an enjoyable romp but it’s not the blazing critique of 
totalitarianism that many fans were expecting. Nor does it advance our understanding of 
Gilead. Ultimately, it feels more like a spin-off than a sequel. I wonder if Atwood actually felt a 
weary inevitability about returning to Gilead. But I’m sure she would baulk at this. As she 
writes in one of the book’s most defiant lines: “Nobody is any authority on the fucks other 
people give.”  
 
Available from: https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/books/the-testaments-by-margaret-
atwood-review-a4234806.html.  
 

 TOLENTINO, Jia. “Margaret Atwood Writes a Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale.” The New 
Yorker, vol. 95, no. 27, 16 September 2019, Section: Books, p. 56. (3759 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: The breakthrough of The Testaments lies … in the way it solves a  problem that The 

Handmaid’s Tale created. We were all so busy imagining ourselves as Handmaids that we 
failed to see that we might be Aunts—that we, too, might feel, at the culmination of a disaster 
we created through our own pragmatic indifference, that we had no real choice, that we were 
just aiming for survival, that we were doing what anyone would do.  

 
 Available from: https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/09/16/margaret-atwood-

expands-the-world-of-the-handmaids-tale.  
 
 TYAGI, Richa. “The Testaments Refused to Leave Me Alone, Even After the Last Page.” Youth 

Ki Awaaz (India), 12 November 2019, Section: Books, Online. (864 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: What gripped me the most as a reader were questions that refused to leave me alone 

ever since I finished reading this book. If the world were to turn into a Gilead-like dystopia, 
would all of us just be the victims? If yes, then how do we explain the Aunts, the Marthas, the 
Wives, the other professionals such as doctors, drivers, dentists, and so on? Aren’t all these 
people in a way a product of a world they did not invent but helped propagate? I don’t blame 
them for choosing life over death or a little power over victimhood. I don’t blame the women 
for inflicting tortures on other women in a bid to survive in a world which was no longer fair 

https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/books/the-testaments-by-margaret-atwood-review-a4234806.html
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for the fairer sex. But I do feel that such a world exists everywhere in some proportion. Not all 
of us would be Handmaids now if there were a world like this. Don’t get me wrong but look at 
the history which is replete with complicity-of people who chose to go ahead with life on a path 
strewn with corpses of those who didn’t. Yes, I am thinking of Hitler’s Germany, but I’m also 
thinking of Modi’s India and Trump’s America with their freshly constructed detention camps. 
Maybe I am taking it too far, but how do we explain the minorities some of us killed while the 
rest of us chose to look away? My point is, all of us won’t be the victims; some of us would be 
the ones who were complicit, or too busy to care.  

 
 Available from: https://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2019/11/the-testaments-is-margaret-atwood-

at-her-best-yet-again/. 
 
 VANDENBURGH, Barbara. “Sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood’s The 

Testaments, Well Worth the Wait.” USA Today, 9 September 2019, Section: Life, p. 1D. (572 
w.).  

 
 Excerpt: They say to be careful what you wish for—sage advice where most sequels are 

concerned. It’s been 34 years since the publication of The Handmaid’s Tale, a dystopian 
masterpiece that imagines a totalitarian patriarchy in what used to be the United States, where 
women have been reduced to little more than breeding vessels. The intervening years have 
proven the book distressingly still relevant, with women protesting in red Handmaids’ garb at 
political rallies. Obviously, there’s loads more for an author as skilled as Margaret Atwood to 
say about women’s roles in society and the policing of their bodies in her sequel, The 
Testaments, out Sept. 10. But with the original book overshadowed by the massively popular 
Hulu series that’s continued the story on its own (and has, by the account of many critics, gone 
a bit off the rails), it’s only natural to worry that Atwood, 79, would lose the thread after so 
long. Feel free to throw caution to the wind: The Testaments is worthy of the literary classic it 
continues. That’s thanks in part to Atwood’s capacity to surprise, even writing in a universe we 
think we know so well. And she starts by making us root for dastardly Aunt Lydia…The 
Testaments builds in tension, morphing into a fraught tale of subterfuge and spycraft as it 
toggles between ... three narratives, teasing how they might eventually intersect and why. 
Meanwhile, Gilead’s patriarchal power structure begins to show stress fractures, undone by the 
very abuses that gave it shape. In undermining women, the men of Gilead have also 
underestimated them: their capacity to gather intelligence and forge alliances even under 
constant surveillance, their inexhaustible patience and perseverance. “How easily a hand 
becomes a fist,” Aunt Lydia writes. Through her, Atwood readies the fatal strike.  

 
 Available from: 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/entertainment/books/2019/09/04/handmaids-tale-sequel-
margaret-atwood-the-testaments-book-review/2209620001.  

 
 WATKINS, SUSAN. “Review: The Testaments Margaret Atwood’s Sequel to The Handmaid’s 

Tale.” The Conversation, 12 September 2019, Section: Arts, Online. (1185 w.).  
 

Excerpt: Now, in her eagerly awaited sequel, The Testaments, Atwood makes a series of 
dizzying creative decisions which move away from, but also develop out of, both novel and TV 
series.... The action of The Testaments takes place 15 years after the events of The Handmaid’s 
Tale. The claustrophobic first-person narration of Offred is widened out to incorporate the 
stories of three narrators. These narrators are Aunt Lydia—the most senior of the Aunts in the 
first novel, who trains and manages the handmaids on behalf of the Gilead regime—and two 
young women. It is in the identity of these young women that Atwood incorporates elements of 
the TV series. We discover that both are Offred’s daughters. One, Agnes, is the daughter she 
was forced to give up when she became a handmaid. The other, Nicole, is the baby she is 
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pregnant with at the end of the novel and gives birth to in the second series of the TV 
programme. Agnes has been brought up as a privileged daughter of the Gilead regime; Nicole—
and the name choice here, as well as aspects of the story, draw on the TV series—has been 
smuggled out of Gilead by the May Day organisation and raised in Canada. The inventiveness 
of this choice of narrators, plus the time shift, allows Atwood to do all sorts of exciting 
things....  
 
Available from: https://theconversation.com/review-the-testaments-margaret-atwoods-
sequel-to-the-handmaids-tale-123465.  

 
 WILLIAMS, Holly. “The Testaments Review: Margaret Atwood’s Overly Neat Handmaid’s Tale 

Sequel is Surprisingly Fun; The Broader, Multi-Perspective Book Can Feel Clunkily 
Expositional, But Strikes an Unexpected Note of Optimism.” The Independent, 6 September 
2019, Section: Reviews, p. 58. (1019 w.).  

 
Excerpt: The Testaments has a lot to live up to. As well as all that hype, there’s the genuine 
brilliance of its predecessor, which has become a touchstone in the age of Trump, and a hugely 
popular TV series. It cannot fully live up to all of that, but it can and does satisfy our hunger for 
more. It is an addictively readable, fast-paced adventure about the collapse of Gilead, a 
totalitarian Christian state formed in a dystopian America, when falling fertility rates are 
countered via the sexual enslavement of women (the handmaids). No regime lasts forever—a 
point already hopefully made in the postscript of The Handmaid’s Tale—and The Testaments 
looks at how the first blows may be struck from within. The Handmaid’s Tale, as its title 
suggests, offered only the tightly focused perspective of one woman, Offred. Its claustrophobia 
was heightened by her lack of knowledge, of who to trust or how the new world really worked. 
The Testaments flips this: it’s a broader, multi-perspective book, which takes us both further 
inside the regime and provides an outsider’s view.... Atwood has said the book came from the 
wanting to answer readers’ many questions about Gilead—especially how it fell. So it fills in 
and fills out the original story: not answering what immediately happened to Offred, but 
skipping 15 years ahead to the next generation, as well as looking back to the early foundation 
of the state. It may be a pragmatic choice: the TV show has already continued Offred’s story. 
But it’s also artistically the more interesting one....Would The Testaments work as a standalone 
novel? Yes, although it wouldn’t be feted in the manner of the original. Details of the horrors of 
Gilead unfolded slowly in The Handmaid’s Tale, with its ambiguous ending; The Testaments 
can feel clunkily expositional and overly neat by contrast, explaining rather than suggesting. 
But then, it never will have to stand alone—it builds on an existing world, and it has a built-in 
fan base, which it will surely please. It solves some of the mysteries of Gilead rather than 
stoking them: whether that’s a good thing or not depends what you want from fiction. But as a 
reading experience it’s also surprisingly fun, with its plucky young heroines and juicy (if 
predictable) plot twists. I was gripped and gobbled it up.  
 
Available from: https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-
entertainment/books/reviews/testaments-review-margaret-atwood-handmaids-tale-sequel-
aunt-lydia-offred-book-a9094336.html.  

 
 WILLIAMSON, Geordie. “An Aunt’s Story.” The Australian, 14 September 2019, Section: 

Review, p. 18. (1572 w.).  

 
 Excerpt: As the universe of Gilead expands beyond its borders, and as the timeframe and the 

cast accordion out, the scale of the work shifts. Gone is the creepy middle distance, the 
cloaking of self out of obligation or survival: this is narrative as wide-screen, as long form. We 
know the characters too well; we are permitted too many narrative liberties. Likewise, the 
author’s efforts to integrate some more vivid, hopeful possibility into The Testaments punches 
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a hole in the cooler narrative that was its progenitor fiction. Light gets in, air is let out; the 
sealing vacuum is lost. Francis Bacon’s portraits, Samuel Beckett’s dramaturgy—their aesthetic 
success was always about ruthless maintenance of frame. But none of this diminishes the sheer 
intelligence, guts and dark intensity of Atwood’s achievement. That she should be writing with 
such vigour and engagement with the culture as she enters her 80s is a matter for admiration 
and celebration. She has earned the right to sound a brighter note. 

 
 WRIGHT, Constance. “Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments.” The Scarlet: Clark University, 21 

September 2019, Section: Arts, p. 1. (582 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: “If you expect intricately crafted, subtly plotted, lyrically written prose, or a 

completely new twist on the whole Gilead saga, this novel will probably disappoint you. But if 
you want to read a straightforward, intelligent, well-paced, witty thriller with social 
commentary in which women take down the patriarchy, this is likely the book for you.  

 
Available from: https://thescarlet.org/16440/larts/margaret-atwoods-the-testaments/. 

 
 ZIDAN, Lydia. “The Kids Are Gonna Be Alright in Margaret Atwood’s The Testaments.” The 

Butler Collegian: Butler University, 18 September 2019, Section: Culture, p. 1. (602 w.).  

 
Excerpt: or a woman verging on 80 years old, Atwood captures the teenage voice surprisingly 
well, at moments leaving me chuckling unexpectedly. Again, the plot twists pertaining to the 
girls sometimes verge on the anticipated, yet seems to be at no detriment to the overall 
message Atwood is trying to convey. This book is nothing like The Handmaid’s Tale. It can not 
capture the same silent defeat, and maybe that is for the best. In Aunt Lydia’s final journal 
entry, we are reminded that eventually “nail polish will have returned” and Gilead will be 
nothing but “pages in a fragile treasure box.” I would not call The Testaments a feel-good 
novel, but Atwood suggests the beginnings of hope and reminds us that the kids are gonna be 
alright.  
 
Available from: https://thebutlercollegian.com/2019/09/the-kids-are-gonna-be-alright-in-
margaret-atwoods-the-testaments.  

 
Warbears. Dark Horse Books, 2019. Story by Atwood with Ken Steacy; artwork by Ken Steacy. 
 
 ANON. “War Bears.” Publisher’s Weekly, vol. 266, no. 9, 4 March 2019, p. 68. (169 w.). 
 

 Excerpt: Despite a powerhouse creator team, this boisterously drawn tale of a WWII-era 
Canadian comic artist by Atwood (Handmaid’s Tale) and Steacy (Astro Boy series) falls flat. 
After landing a job as an illustrator with Canoodle Comics, Alan Zurakowski creates Nazi-
fighting animalistic superheroine Oursonette in hopes of inspiring the troops. But the 
disapproval of his father, the demands made by his publisher, and news about his brother 
fighting in Europe all take a toll on his mental health. While he turns his struggles into fuel for 
his pen, Alan discovers that his dedication and creativity may not be enough to keep 
Oursonette alive when the post-WWII homegrown comics industry faces the popularity of the 
American market. Steacy’s cartoonish, colorful, stylistic design playfully evokes the 1940s, but 
it’s not enough to sell the script (though Oursonette’s comic-within-a-comic is good fun), 
where contrived writing is phoned in with throwaway one-liners and stereotyped characters. 
It’s a disappointing turn out for the talent; readers would be better off revisiting the real 
golden-age source material.  

 
 Available from: https://www.publishersweekly.com/978-1-5067-0898-0.  
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Reviews of Adaptations of Atwood’s Works 
 
Ed note: This year and henceforward, this Bibliography will not include reviews of the 

Hulu TV program inspired by—but not adapted from—The Handmaid’s Tale. 
 
The Handmaid’s Tale. First Performances of a New Edition by Composer Poul Ruders, 

commissioned by Boston Lyric Opera and Presented at Harvard University Ray Lavietes 
Pavilion, 5, 8, 10, 12 May 2019. For a story about the adaptation see: 
https://www.patriotledger.com/entertainmentlife/20190430/blo-staging-margaret-atwoods-
disturbing-handmaids-tale.  

 
 ALLEN, David. “Review: ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ Is a Brutal Triumph as Opera; Critic’s Pick.” 

New York Times, 10 May 2019, Section: Arts, Online. (842 w.). 
 

Excerpt: Composed by Poul Ruders to a faithful, slightly clunky libretto by the actor and writer 
Paul Bentley, “The Handmaid’s Tale” had its premiere in Copenhagen nearly two decades ago, 
and its only production in the United States, at the Minnesota Opera, in 2003. That’s a shame. 
The Boston Lyric Opera’s staging, which runs through Sunday, reveals it to be a brilliant, 
brutal opera, one that should be taken up widely. Even if it is, though, I doubt that it will be 
done as powerfully. This is a triumph for the Boston company. Why? For one thing, there’s the 
matter of location. Under the artistic direction of Esther Nelson, the Lyric had made a habit of 
taking at least one of its four annual productions out of the opera house even before it lost its 
home, the Shubert Theater, in 2015. Plenty of companies have been doing the same, and like a 
lot (though not all) of that work, some of the Lyric’s productions have had only the loosest 
connection between the sites chosen and the operas presented. Not this time. Ms. Atwood’s 
book is set in the Republic of Gilead—a future version of Massachusetts, evocative for its 
Puritan roots. It opens in a gymnasium, a basketball court—probably the very one in which the 
Lyric’s production takes place: the Lavietes Pavilion, just across the Charles River from 
Harvard Yard. In the opera, like the novel, we see a descent into dictatorship through the 
memories of a witness, Offred, who tries to challenge her oppression after being captured by 
the regime and forced into slavery for her fertility. This production tells her story where she 
lived it. Although it is challenging to stage an opera in a sports arena, especially one with a 
large cast and a very large orchestra, the challenges are surmounted by the director Anne 
Bogart, the movement director Shura Baryshnikov and the designer James Scheutte. The 
action takes place at center court, surrounded on three sides by seats and bleachers, and on the 
fourth by the orchestra, piled in where one hoop ought to be. The buzzer is repurposed as if it 
were a prison bell. The set is bare; the few props are wheeled on and off by Gilead’s riot police. 
The sound is better than it has any right to be, helped by a hint of amplification and decent 
balancing by the conductor, David Angus.  
 
Mr. Ruders’s score is oppressive—too much so for comfortable listening, though that’s 
probably the point. Cut slightly, and wisely, by the composer for this production to focus the 
story more on its essentials, it lets up barely at all, except for a remarkably tender, second-act 
duet between Offred and her past self about her love for a daughter lost to the regime. The 
score sets a harsh, dissonant, unrelenting portrait of the power and savagery of Gilead against 
static, quieter sounds for Offred’s interior life, sounds that always feel profoundly menaced and 
unhappy. The atmosphere is stifling, resonant of Berg but also, with its use of hymns and an 
organ, of Britten’s “Peter Grimes.” There is no escape, nor is there joy: Witness the 
cacophonous, Ivesian punishment that “Amazing Grace” is subjected to in counterpoint to a 
rape sequence. 
 
Find joy, instead, in the towering account of Offred offered here by the mezzo-soprano 
Jennifer Johnson Cano. Restless, powerful, profound, she is as formidable as this astonishingly 
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demanding role deserves. Caroline Worra sings Aunt Lydia—the enforcer of mores, the assailer 
of the weak, the collaborator with the patriarchy—with sadistic relish, half venomous, half 
gleeful. Among her victims are the resistance member Ofglen, given understanding and sense 
by Michelle Trainor. They are not alone in their excellence in a 16-person cast, the women of 
which sing so well that they make anything seem possible. As the scholar and critic Lucy 
Caplan notes in a smart program essay, we can see the women of opera as undone, after 
Catherine Clément—or we can find ways to “defy that ‘undoing.’” We do not quite know what 
happens to Offred in the end, as she is hauled away by heavies who might be from the regime, 
or might be from the resistance. Perhaps the answer is up to us.  
 
Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/10/arts/music/handmaids-tale-boston-
lyric-opera-review.html.  
 

The Handmaid’s Tale: The Graphic Novel. McClelland & Stewart, 2019. Art and adaptation by Renée 
Nault. Also published by Jonathan Cape and Nan A. Talese, Doubleday. 

 
 ANON. “The Handmaid’s Tale.” Publisher’s Weekly, vol. 266, no. 8, 25 February 2019, p. 67. 

(194 w.).  
 
 Excerpt: Equal parts gorgeous and horrifying, Nault’s adaptation faithfully follows both the 

plot and style of Atwood’s 1985 dystopian novel. Narrator Offred lives in Gilead, a United 
States that is both unrecognizable and too familiar: the government strips women of their 
freedom in the name of protecting them, discards the old and infirm, and loves fetuses more 
than the living. Offred says, “Everything Handmaids [women conscripted into rape-based 
surrogacy] wear is red: the color of blood, which defines us.” Nault’s reds are rich and layered 
watercolors, rust to flame. In one frame, she draws hanged Handmaid bodies as drooping 
crimson flowers. Nault’s semi-abstracted interpretations of traumatic scenes are stronger than 
the story’s more pedestrian moments, when it’s hard not to feel the flatness of the pale 
characters’ expressions. Painting life in Gilead’s toxic, war-torn Colonies, Nault takes great 
advantage of the graphic form. In Atwood’s text, exile is frightening because it is a void. Here 
the cancer-eaten jaw of an “unwoman” worker is on full display. Atwood fans may shrug at 
another incarnation of this classic, but it’s skillfully done and likely to appeal to younger 
readers; the tale’s relevance and Nault’s talent are undeniable. 

 
 CHANG, Alison, S. “World of The Handmaid’s Tale Disturbingly Welcome in Graphic Novel 

Adaptation.” Harvard Crimson, 22 April 2019, Online. (928 w.). 
 
 Excerpt: “Everything Handmaids wear is red: the color of blood, which defines us,” says 

Offred, the protagonist of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, Renée Nault’s graphic 
novel adaptation, which features this quotation on the back cover, embraces this explicit visual 
vocabulary. Offred’s scarlet robes radiate against the muted hues of her surroundings. They 
trumpet her singular purpose: to give birth. Nault presents the puritanical Republic of Gilead 
with a brutal austerity that instantly distills the text’s most pertinent themes. Indeed, amid 
today’s aggressively anti-intersectional political climate, The Handmaid’s Tale is certainly 
having a cultural moment. Atwood’s decision to pen a sequel, The Testaments, arriving this 
September, affirms her novel’s relevance 34 years after its publication. Sadly, The Handmaid’s 
Tale as a current phenomenon today owes largely to its stylistically thriller-esque TV 
adaptation. Casual reference to the book evokes imminent apocalypse, an anti-feminist End of 
Days. Saturated coverage has diluted the concise frankness of the original work. 

 
 Nault’s adaptation, however, exercises uncommon restraint. Liberal use of blank space conveys 

the maddening lack of stimulation and the impossibility of escape. Even the most hectic 
illustrations ultimately accentuate the accompanying text. Through watercolor and ink, Nault 
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imbues her figures with surprising gentle humanity. Fear, not malice, maintains the status 
quo. Oppressors exist not as comic book villains, but more alarmingly, as good people failing to 
act. Of all the characters’ appearances, Offred’s is the most generic. She possesses few 
identifying traits besides brown eyes and hair. In a crowd or even in a pair, distinguishing 
between Handmaids often becomes impossible. Whereas the TV adaptation gives Offred a face 
(Elisabeth Moss) and a moniker (“June Osborne”), the graphic adaptation makes her at once 
anonymous and universal. She more closely parallels Atwood’s Offred, who never reveals her 
real name. Nault’s heroine is arguably even more instantly relatable. 

 
 Nault shrewdly avoids overt displays of emotion, reserving drama for when it matters. Her 

character’s expressions are usually subtle. The historical significance of the novel’s New 
England setting naturally implies some of Gilead’s underlying ascetic fanaticism. Nault’s 
diligent recreations of colonial brick houses and their self-righteously modest interiors simply 
heighten that fervor. Humorous little drawings interrupt terse confrontations with shameless 
glee. The delightful absurdity of a Special Forces soldier wearing a pink hand-knitted scarf, for 
example, elicits a private giggle. Most aesthetically compelling is the juxtaposition between the 
unfeeling present, rendered through discordant bold colors, and the intimate familiarity of the 
recent past. Nault bathes Offred’s cherished memories in warm, harmonious hues. Her 
recollections of friends and family, sketched lightly in pencil, have already begun to fade. 
Conversely, painful experiences suddenly emerge as thick brushstrokes forcefully dash the 
page. Still, on the whole, life seems peaceful and calm. The Handmaids, in their softly tapered 
hats and full, billowing gowns, begrudgingly embody the feminine ideal. Forget sensational 
carnage—romantic serenity is more chilling. 

 
 Nevertheless, any visual adaptation of The Handmaid’s Tale presents an admittedly pedantic 

conundrum. The Republic controls women by banning mechanisms of free thought, most 
notably through written word. “Now it’s forbidden, for us. Now it’s dangerous. Now it’s 
indecent,” says Offred. On Gilead’s main streets, images of cows, eggs, and bees prevent the 
“temptation” of reading the shops’ names. Nault’s illustrations, though veritably engaging, still 
beg the question of what may be lost. Indeed, in an interview with The Crimson, Nault 
describes Atwood’s involvement in Nault’s work as “pretty hands-off altogether.” 
Unfortunately, any graphic adaptation bearing Atwood’s complete text would be lengthy and 
redundant. Nault’s adaptation does uphold the general storyline, which is structured into a 
series of episodes just as in the original. She crucially preserves the sanctity of the numerous 
unresolved ambiguities. The two editions do noticeably vary when Nault occasionally sanitizes 
Offred’s contemptible thoughts, trading character depth for likeability. Offred’s first-person 
narration in Atwood’s novel is resolutely feisty and sharp. Her unfiltered earnesty helps her 
cope. During the ritual of mechanical, loveless intercourse known as the Ceremony, Offred 
evaluates her partner with a cynical wisecrack: “If he were better looking would I enjoy this 
more? At least he’s an improvement on the previous one.” Later, Offred disparagingly 
describes a fellow Handmaid as “formerly that whiny bitch Janine.” At the sight of a cruel 
former supervisor from the prison-like Red Center, she fills with rage: “I would like to strangle 
her,” Offred says. Nault purges these remarks to put forth a more relatable narrator whose 
plight quickly draws sympathy. A “nasty woman” like Atwood’s Offred, however, would likely 
still appeal to the predominantly liberal audience drawn to this feminist work.  

 
  Available from: https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2019/4/23/handmaids-tale-graphic-

review.  
 
 CHUTE, Hillary. “Graphic Content: A New Crop of Adaptations Proves That Graphic Versions 

of Celebrated Stories Can Be Complex and Effective.” New York Times Book Review, 24 
November 2019, p. 26.  
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The Handmaid’s Tale reviewed along with the Iliad and Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. Excerpt: 
Nault manages something difficult, which is to make the visual world of Atwood’s dystopian 
Gilead her own, interpreting the uniforms and even the iconic head gear of the handmaids 
differently from the popular television show; she even defies Atwood’s description and 
presents the protagonist Offred as dark-haired. The graphic novel gives another vision of 
Atwood’s dystopia, but Nault’s spindly-skinny characters look distractingly like fashion 
illustrations; even the supposedly drab outfit of the “Econowives” appears glamorous in 
Nault’s dreamy rendering. The effect is altogether too pretty.  
 
Available from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/12/books/review/the-iliad-a-graphic-
novel-adaptation-gareth-hinds.html.  

 
 HONG, Terry. “The Handmaid’s Tale.” Booklist, vol. 115, no. 16, 15 April 2019, p. 37. (219 w.).  
 

Excerpt: Given the evergreen veneration of Atwood’s dystopic classic that, since its 1985 
publication, has spawned audio, film, radio, theater, opera, and ballet incarnations and, most 
recently, the wildly popular television series, this graphic novel was certainly inevitable. 
Canadian artist Nault is credited with the illustrations, while both Nault and Atwood appear on 
the copyright page for adaptation; with a faithful narrative ensured, Nault spectacularly 
transforms lines and color into fear, resignation, desperation, and the tiniest glimmers of hope. 
Handmaid Offred, in her sweeping red robe, must survive her third posting, manipulated by 
the Commander, disdained by his wife, and coerced into cooperation in exchange for any news 
about her young daughter from “before.” Whether her work is contained in panels (the orderly 
march to the shops) or across a double-page spread (the hanging bodies against the Wall— 
“we’re supposed to look”), Nault draws with precision; most piercing throughout are her 
affecting use of color (red— “the colour of blood”—and its portentous hues of orange, crimson, 
rust) and scale (the indistinguishable handmaids trapped in plain sight). She adds softness 
when Offred recalls her past, with less-saturated colors for happier memories and the 
thickened, darker lines for the repetitive nightmares. With Atwood’s announcement of a 
September 2019 sequel, The Testaments, fans may find Nault’s vision to be an ideal refresher.  
 
Available from: http://smithsonianapa.org/bookdragon/the-handmaids-tale-the-graphic-
novel-by-margaret-atwood-and-renee-nault-illustrated-by-renee-nault-in-booklist.  

 
 JACOBS, Michael Marie. “The Handmaid’s Tale (Graphic Novel).” Library Journal, vol. 65, 

no. 4, Online. (236 w.).  
 

Excerpt: A worthy adaptation of a legendary and award-winning novel. A tyrannical religious 
regime has overthrown the U.S. government and reconfigured human roles and identities to 
severely oppress women, the LGTBQ community, and other marginalized groups. Offred is a 
handmaid owned by the government for the sole purpose of procreation in a country of 
widespread infertility. Her existence is a fragile one—a wrong move or a reckless word, and she 
could be obliterated. Her only escape is her memory, which remains intact and full of scenes 
from the way her world used to be. She had a career, a husband, and a daughter, and nothing 
can take those truths from her. Nault’s illustrations are haunting and delicately ethereal. It’s 
almost guilt inducing to be so captivated by the beauty of her art, so effectively does it depict 
the horror of Offred’s experiences. At times following the narrative word for word and other 
times expanding the plot to portray deeper themes of fear, determined resistance, and the 
complicity of the public, each frame melds with the text until neither can exist without the 
other. VERDICT[:] A must-read; fans of Atwood, graphic novels, and the TV show adaptation 
will be particularly invested.  
 
Available from: https://www.slj.com/?reviewDetail=the-handmaids-tale-graphic-novel.  
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The Penelopiad: The Play. Faber & Faber. (London, Ontario) 
 
 BELANGER, Joe. “Review: Atwood’s ‘The Penelopiad’ a Dark, Poignant, Excellent Grand 

Theatre Production.” London Free Press. January 28, 2019. Section: News: C1. (683 w.).  
 

Excerpt: There’s a darkness in Margaret Atwood’s “The Penelopiad” that only the author’s 
rapier wit can pierce and expose. It’s that wit that provides just enough light to see the evil men 
and women inflict on each other in the Grand Theatre’s outstanding production.... “The 
Penelopiad”, in the hands of director Megan Follows, who performed the title role in the 
critically acclaimed 2012 Toronto production, is the best kind of theatre, engaging the audience 
at many levels. It is compelling theatre, from its stylishly creative post-Apocalyptic design that 
is visually stunning, haunting, bleak and gritty to actress Seana McKenna’s masterful 
storytelling, spoken in a modern vernacular with a clarity that makes it entertaining, painful, 
frightening, intelligent and challenging.... In a long overdue return to the Grand Theatre stage, 
McKenna’s riveting performance breathes life into Atwood’s words, giving us a very human, 
vulnerable, intelligent and kind Penelope, daughter of Icarius of Sparta and his wife Periboea, 
who we learn early on wanted to kill the child but failed. It was Penelope’s introduction to a 
world filled with treachery, deceit, greed and self-interest. ... McKenna almost never leaves the 
stage, her Penelope a beautifully nuanced, believable character, strong and intelligent, yet 
vulnerable and poignant, a loyal wife, loving mother and considerate person who is flawed and 
bewildered by men and women alike. One ingredient essential to this show’s success is the 
performance of the maids, entirely convincing in their male roles. The choreography is 
gorgeous, playful at times before it takes some ugly, disturbing turns in the second act when 
the suitors become increasingly aggressive and abusive. In story and design this show is 
entirely accessible to audiences, although not suitable for children. It is not an ancient Greek 
tragedy with characters in togas and sandals speaking in overly dramatic tones. It is 
contemporary in language, action and look, including set design, costume and props (the 
teenage Telemachus wears a ball cap and carries a skateboard) with music and song. Atwood’s 
Penelopiad exposes uncomfortable truths about humankind that will linger and be debated by 
the audience once they’ve left the theatre.  
 
Available from: https://lfpress.com/entertainment/local-arts/review-atwoods-the-
penelopiad-a-dark-poignant-excellent-grand-theatre-production.  
 

 CHURCH, Courtney Leigh. “Review: ‘Margaret Atwood’s ‘The Penelopiad’ at the Grand.” 
Stratford Festival Reviews, 1 February 2019, Online.  

 
Excerpt: This multi-layered performance is in excellent hands under director Megan Follows, a 
former Penelope herself, and a decorated cast of Stratford and Shaw Festival veterans.... The 
Grand’s production has an extraordinary aesthetic. Charlotte Dean’s set design relies on a 
bleak backdrop of muted greys to situate the scene firmly in the bowels of hell from which 
Penelope spins her account....Dana Osborne’s costume design is also noteworthy, especially 
Naiad Mother’s (Ingrid Blekys) bright blue gown which ebbs and flows with Blekys’s every 
move. ...The Grand’s production of “The Penelopiad” breathes life into Atwood’s cleverly 
netted script. The result is a show that is entertaining and thought-provoking, both comical 
and, at times, deeply uncomfortable.  
 
Available from: https://stratfordfestivalreviews.com/blog/2019/02/01/review-margaret-
atwoods-the-penelopiad-at-the-grand/. 

 
The Penelopiad: The Play. Faber & Faber. (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan) 
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 OLSON, Matt. “Review: ‘The Penelopiad’ Raises the Bar for Saskatoon Theatre” Star Phoenix 
(Saskatoon, Saskatchewan). 19 September 2019, Section: City & Region, p. A4. (478 w.).   

 
 Excerpt: Let’s not mince words: “The Penelopiad” might be the best show to grace any stage in 

Saskatoon this year. The 13-woman cast of Ferre Play Theatre’s Tuesday night production of 
“The Penelopiad” at the Backstage Stage was stellar from top to bottom. The play, based on the 
Margaret Atwood novel of the same name, tells the story of The Odyssey from the point of view 
of Penelope, Odysseus’s wife, in a role reversal that should leave audience members 
questioning their place in the world. Caitlin Vancoughnett was spellbinding as the titular 
Penelope, but her weaving in and out of scenes with her maids—the rest of the cast—made the 
show even more powerful. It’s tough to name who stood out as a performer because everyone 
took turns standing out in funny, dramatic, and heart-wrenching ways throughout the show. 
We need to appreciate for a moment the absolute brilliance of director Yvette Nolan and the 
design team’s decisions in bringing this show together. The set design of three rocklike 
platforms and dozens, if not hundreds, of long, dangling ribbons and ropes gave the 
performers a simple but dynamic stage to work within. Is it Odysseus’s bedroom? The depths 
of Hades? The changes of settings within the set were beautifully smooth. That dynamism 
makes the show work. The movement feels constant, whether high-speed or slowly halting, 
accentuated by the ever-shifting dangling threads of the set. Every action felt organic, but 
carefully planned—an economy of motion so cleverly organized there was little doubt what was 
happening, even in the most abstract of tableaus. Without spoiling too much, the illusion of a 
giant weaving loom and a powerful death scene later in the show stood out among the rest. The 
music—lyrics provided by Atwood, music provided by the production’s sound designer and 
composer, Amanda Trapp—was equal parts beautiful and haunting at any given moment. This 
is a prime example of a true ensemble show: everything meshed together so brilliantly that 
nothing felt out of place. It has to be noted that this is the first production by the new, all-
woman theatre company Ferre Play. It’s not a gimmick, it’s not trite, and it’s not a passing 
fancy: they’ve proven that this group has powerful potential—and that Saskatoon and 
Saskatchewan’s women in theatre are absurdly talented. Go see “The Penelopiad”—if not 
because it’s a great all-female production, then because it’s a magnificently constructed piece 
of theatre at every conceivable level. This was not a showing of “we can be just as good as men 
in theatre.” This was a statement of “if you won’t give us the opportunities, we will make them 
for ourselves—and blow the rest of you out of the water.” No men? No problem.  

 
 Available from: https://thestarphoenix.com/entertainment/local-arts/review-the-penelopiad-

raises-the-bar-for-saskatoon-theatre.  
 
The Penelopiad: The Play. Faber & Faber. (Windsor, Ontario) 
 
 ANON. “University Players Stage “The Penelopiad,” Atwood’s Bold Retelling of the Odysseus 

Story.” Windsor Star, 30 January 2019. Online. (398 w.).  
 

 Excerpt: The University of Windsor will stage Atwood’s The Penelopiad, which tells the story 
of Odysseus, the Greek hero who spent 20 years fighting the Trojan War before travelling 
home again. The twist with this play is it tells the story through Penelope, the long-suffering 
wife of Odysseus. It’s Margaret Atwood at her dry, witty best, and it takes no prisoners. She 
spends years awaiting his return, fending off suitors. Upon his return, he kills the suitors and 
her 12 maids, who he believes helped them... The university’s production of The Penelopiad is 
directed by Kelli Fox in her directing debut with the University Players. Fox played the role of 
Odysseus in the Nightwood Theatre production of The Penelopiad, a performance which 
earned her a Toronto Theatre Critic’s Award and a Dora Mavor Moore award as part of the 
ensemble. Accompanying her from that production is choreographer Monica Dottor, who 
returns to the University Players after directing Big Love for the troupe last season. Fox’s 
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version of Penelope’s story features original music and dramatic dance. “It’s Margaret Atwood 
at her dry, witty best, and it takes no prisoners,” Fox says in a news release. “And it will be a 
feast for the eyes. There’s a lot to look at that will be constantly surprising the audience.”  

 
 Available from: https://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/university-players-stage-the-

penelopiad-atwoods-bold-retelling-of-the-odysseus-story.  
 
Reviews of Books About Atwood 
 
KUŹNICKI, Sławomir. Margaret Atwood’s Dystopian Fiction: Fire Is Being Eaten. Cambridge 

Scholars Publishing, 2017. 
 
 GUTOROW, Jacek. "REVIEW: Sławomir Kuźnicki. 2017. Margaret Atwood’s Dystopian 

Fiction: Fire Is Being Eaten. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing.” 
Explorations: A Journal of Language and Literature, no. 7, 2019, pp. 134-136.  

 
 Excerpt: Margaret Atwood’s Dystopian Fiction: Fire Is Being Eaten is a competent and 

engaging monograph on one of the most interesting writers of our  era. Not a breakthrough 
work, perhaps, but definitely a satisfying read and a helpful reference text for the readers 
interested in contemporary literature and culture.  

 
Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25167/EXP13.19.7.13.  
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